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PREFACE
The world has changed radically since 1989, when the
General Assembly declared the period from 1990 to 1999 as the
United Nations Decade of International Law. Yet the aspirations of
the world's peoples remain the same: to live in a world of peace
where their rights and freedoms are respected.
This objective cannot be attained without respect for the rule
of law. Over the past 10 years, the international community can
claim some major achievements in this regard: the adoption of the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty; the entry into force of
conventions banning chemical weapons and anti-personnel
landmines; and, especially, the adoption of the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court. At the same time, we must always bear
in mind that the rule of law in relations between and among States
cannot be limited to law-making alone. Real, good-faith adherence to
agreements and commitments must be our yardstick of progress.
Respect for international legal obligations is the indispensable core of
the just and humane international system for which we strive.
Legal advisers of States and international organizations, as
well as practitioners in the field of international law, are among those
individuals most committed to promoting respect for international
law.
However, their knowledge and insights are not always
accessible to the general public. In this context, and in accordance
with the mandate for the United Nations Decade of International Law,
the legal advisers of States and international organizations and a
number of practitioners in the field of international law were invited,
in their personal capacities, to contribute essays that would provide a
practical perspective on international law, as viewed from the
standpoint of those involved in its formation, application and
administration. This unique compilation, global in nature, is a
distinctive addition to the literature on international law and an
important contribution to mark the conclusion of the Decade.
Kofi A. Annan

Le monde a connu de v~ritables mutations depuis 1989, annie
ofi l'Assembl6e g6nrale a proclam6 la D~cennie des Nations Unies
pour le droit international, 1990-1999. Les aspirations des
populations du monde, elles, n'ont pas chang6 : vivre dans un monde
en paix oji leurs droits et libertis sont respect6s.
Or cet objectif ne pourra 8tre atteint que dans le respect de la
primauti du droit. Les dix annes 6coul6es ont vu i cet 6gard
quelques belles r6alisations de la communaut6 internationale:
ladoption du Trait d'iterdiction complite des essais nuclkaires,
rentre en vigueur des conventions d'interdiction des armes
chimiques et des mines antipersonnel, et surtout radoption du Statut
de Rome de la Cour p6nale internationale. Nous ne devons jamais
oublier pourtant que la primaut6 du droit dans les relations entre ttats
ne saurait se limiter i rlaboration d'instruments juridiques. Le
progr~s se mesure i l'aune du respect authentique, en toute bonne foi,
des accords et des engagements. Le respect des obligations lgales
intemationales est le fondement indispensable du syst~me de justice
et dhumanit6 vers lequel tendent nos efforts.
Les conseillers juridiques des Etats et des organisations
internationales, de meme que les praticiens du droit international,
sont parmi ceux qui se devouent le plus i la cause du respect du droit
international. Mais le grand public n'a pas toujours acc~s i leurs
connaissances et i leurs idies. C'est pour cela que, conform~ment au
mandat de la D~cennie des Nations Unies pour le droit international,
des conseillers juridiques des Etats et des organisations
internationales, ainsi que des praticiens du droit international, ont 6t
invit6s i r6diger i titre individuel des articles sur leur discipline
envisag&e sous I'angle concret, comine la voient ceux qui participent
i l'laboration, i l'application et i l'administration du droit
international. D'int~ret mondial par nature, ce recueil unique enrichit
consid~rablement les 6crits consacr~s au droit international, marquant
dignement la fin de la D6cennie.

Kofi A. Annan

PROLOGO
El mundo ha cambiado radicalmente desde 1989, afto en que
la Asamblea General declar6 el periodo comprendido entre 1990 y
1999 Decenio de las Naciones Unidas para el Derecho Internacional.
Sm embargo, las aspiraciones de los pueblos del mundo no han
variado: vivir en un mundo de paz en que se respeten sus derechos y
sus libertades.
Para lograr ese objetivo es imprescindible que se respete el
Estado de derecho. La comunidad intemacional ha alcanzado
diversos hitos importantes a ese respecto en los diez Ailtimos afios: la
adopci6n del Tratado de prohibici6n completa de los ensayos
nucleares; la entrada en vigor de las convenciones por las que se
prohiben Las armas quimicas y las minas terrestres antipersonal; y, en
particular, la aprobaci6n del Estatuto de Roma de la Corte Penal
Internacional. A la vez, en todo momento debemos tenet presente
que, en las relaciones entre los Estados, el Estado de derecho no
puede limitarse finicamente a la promulgaci6n de leyes. S61o habri
progresos si se logra uma adhesi6n de buena fe a los acuerdos
suscritos y a los compromisos contraidos. El respeto de las
obligaciones juridicas mtemacionales es el nficleo indispensable del
regimen mtemacional justo y humano al que aspiramos.
Los asesores juridicos de los Estados y de las organizaciones
mternacionales, asi como los juristas especializados en derecho
mternacional, se encuentran entre las personas MLs dedicadas a la
promoci6n del respeto del derecho internacional Sm embargo, el
pdblico en general no siempre tiene acceso a sus conocimientos y a
su perspicacia. En este contexto, y de conformidad con el mandato
del Decenio de las Naciones Unidas para el Derecho Internacional, se
invit6 a los asesores juridicos de diversos Estados y organizaciones
mternacionales, asi como a juristas especializados en derecho
internacional, a que, a titulo personal, presentaran ensayos en los que
ofrecieran una perspectiva prictica del derecho internacional desde el
punto de vista de los que participan en su creaci6n, aplicaci6n y
administraci6n. Esta singular recopilaci6n, de alcance mundial, es
una aportaci6n positiva a la bibliografia del derecho internacional, asi
como una contribuci6n importante para destacar la conclusi6n del
Decenio.
Kofi A. Annan

I
THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL LEGAL ADVISER LN
SHAPILNG THE FOREIGN POLICY OF STATES
LE ROLE DU CONSEILLER JURIDIQUE NATIONAL
DANS LA FORMULATION DE LA POLITIQUE
EXTERIEURE DES ETATS

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADISER
[N THE CONDUCT OF GHANA'S LNTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS FROM INDEPENDENCE TO THE PRESENT

Emmanuel A. Addo"

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the organ of government
whuich has responsibility for the conduct of Ghana's relations with other
countries and with international organizations. It assists and advises the
Government in the formulation and implementation of Ghana's foreign
policy. The importance of the role of the legal adviser in this process
cannot be overemphasized. That role is clear from an examination of the
Fourth Republican Constitution of the Republic of Ghana 1992, article
40 of which provides as follows:
"In its dealings with other nations, the
Government shall:
Promote and protect the interests of

(a)

Ghana,
Seek the establishment of ajust and
(b)
equitable international economic and social order;,
Promote respect for international
(c)
law, treaty obligations and the settlement of
international disputes by peaceful means;
Adhere to the principles enshrined
(d)
in or, as the case may be, the aims and ideals of:
(i)
Nations;

The Charter of the United

(ii)

The Charter of the
Organization of African

Director, Legal and Consular Bureau, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and

Director, Intmnanonal Legal Diiion, Attorney-Generls Department and Mmnistry of
Justice, Ghana-

Unity;
(iii)

The Commonwealth;

(iv)

The Treaty of the
Economic Community of
West African States; and

(v)

international
other
Any
organization of which Ghana is a
member."

Article 40 is among "The Directive Principles of State Policy"
;ontained in Chapter Six of the Constitution.
Article 73, which appears in Chapter Eight ("The Executive")
inder the heading "International Relations", provides as follows:
"The Government of Ghana shall conduct its
international affairs in consonance with the accepted
principles of public international law and diplomacy
in a manner consistent with the national interest of
Ghana."
It is evident from these two articles that there is a need at all
times to have an international legal specialist to advise the Government
in the conduct of its international relations and in the formulation of the
country's foreign policy. This is the role of the legal adviser. The legal
adviser has the role of ensuring that the political decisions taken by
Ghana in the conduct of its international relations conform to accepted
principles of public international law and to the country's treaty
obligations.
This is a heavy responsibility, as well as a great privilege. It
means that the legal adviser is the custodian and exponent of
international law for the Government. The legal adviser must discharge
these duties responsibly and with integrity; for the result of what the
legal adviser does or says may alter, speed up or delay the course of
legal evolution. It is noteworthy in this regard that Ghana's Constitution
makes it an obligation for the legal adviser to encourage the promotion
of and respect for international law.
The influence which the legal adviser has in shaping political

decisions on matters of foreign policy depends to a large measure on the
legal adviser's personal reputation, extent of knowledge, soundness of
advice, wisdom of judgement and degree of respect enjoyed among
professional colleagues.
In order to appreciate the role which the legal adviser plays in
influencing the conduct of Ghana's foreign policy, it is necessary to
analyse the structures which have been put in place to support the
Government's international legal advisory services.
As has been indicated above, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is
the organ of government that has responsibility for the conduct of
Ghana's relations with other countries and with international
organizations. The Legal Bureau is the Ministry's advisory arm on
matters of law generally and on international law in particular. The
usefulness of this service to the Ministry - and, for that matter, to the
Government - cannot be stressed too much. Briefly put, the Bureau
examines the legal implications of United Nations resolutions,
administrative acts, economic activities and other related matters in
order that the Ministry may be provided with guidance on such matters
in formulating policies on the activities in question.
Among the functions of the Legal Bureau are the following:
" Advising the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the various
bureaux within the Ministry on legal matters affecting the
Ministry's work;
" Advising on problems involving international law and on
questions arising out of treaties, international agreements and
conventions;
" Supervising and participating in the drafting of treaties,
international agreements and conventions in the negotiation
of which Ghana is a participant;
" Drafting instmnents of ratification, accession, acceptance
and approval for the signature of the Head of State;
" Attending international conferences as legal advisers or as
delegates.
As "in-house counsel" to the Foreign Ministry, the legal adviser

exerts a major influence on the views and policies of the Government of
Ghana concerning matters of international law. The legal adviser also
plays a significant role with respect to a broad range of domestic law
issues involving the international dealings of Ghana and its citizens.
The legal adviser furnishes legal advice to the Minister for
Foreign Affairs, the Foreign Ministry generally and diplomatic and
consular posts abroad with respect to all legal problems which arise in
the course of their work, whether they involve issues of domestic law or
international law. The legal adviser's work, therefore, generally
corresponds to that of the general counsel of other agencies of the
executive branch. Since the Foreign Ministry has primary responsibility
for carrying out the foreign policy and conducting the international
relations of Ghana, the bulk of the legal adviser's work and the work of
the bureau which he or she heads relates in some way to international
matters, including the increasingly important field of the law of
international organizations.
The legal adviser's first responsibility is to tell the Minister and
the entire administration candidly and objectively what the law is and
what it requires in any given situation. Every lawyer owes this duty to
his or her client. In this regard, it must be noted that, unless the Minister
and other policy officials are given competent, objective and honest
advice as to the legal consequences of proposed actions and decisions,
they cannot make informed and intelligent foreign policy judgements or
properly balance the national interests involved. Indeed, the success of
a decision or policy may depend on its compliance with international
law. The legal adviser should, and often does, provide an objective legal
analysis together with concrete suggestions as to how particular policy
objectives can be achieved in a manner which is consistent with
international law and with Ghana's obligations and interests.
Traditionally, the Legal Bureau of the Foreign Ministry has
been headed by a foreign service officer with a background in law, the
rank of Al Officer and the status of Director. Currently, the Bureau is
headed by the present writer, who is an attorney from the AttorneyGeneral's Department and the Ministry of Justice and whose rank in the
Attorney-General's Department is that of a Director of the International
Legal Division of that Department. He is on the payroll of the AttorneyGeneral's Department, but is on loan to the Foreign Ministry and so is
concurrently the Director of the Legal and Consular Bureau of the
Foreign Ministry as well as Director of the International Legal Division
of the Justice Ministry. This is undeniably a heavy responsibility, as

well as a great privilege.
Assisting the Director of the Bureau in the Foreign Ministry in
discharging the Bureau's functions are various foreign service officers
belonging to the category A group. They are all lawyers by training and
are subject to posting abroad to serve in Ghana's missions. The
Consular Section of the Bureau headed by the Legal Adviser deals with
the following matters:
" Arrangements for the issue of official passports under the
Passport and Travel Decree;
" Arrangements for the issue of visas and entry permits to
members of foreign diplomatic missions accredited to the
Republic of Ghana;
" Liaison with Ghana's diplomatic missions abroad on
consular issues relating to the welfare and repatriation of
Ghanaian nationals abroad;
* Liaison with foreign missions in Ghana on welfare matters
affecting their nationals in Ghana;
" Liaison with the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), the Ministry of the Interior and the Ghanaian
security agencies on refugee matters;
" Complaints and claims by foreigners against Ghanaians and
vice versa;
" Performance of consular finctions on behalf of
Commonwealth countries not diplomatically represented in

Ghana;
" Liaison between Ghana and foreign courts with regard to the
service of process out of the jurisdiction and the transmission
of judicial and extra-judicial documents or the execution of
letters rogatory.
The functions of the International Legal Division of the
Attorney-General's Department, which the present writer also heads, are
relevant here. The Division was set up by legislative insment to meet
a growing demand arising out of international legal transactions. It

handles, among other things, international arbitrations, international
business transactions in which the Government of Ghana is involved and
international litigation. The role of the legal adviser in this regard is to
defend cases brought against the Republic and to initiate action on the
international plane on its behalf. In the discharge of this role, the present
writer has recently led a team of Ghanaian attorneys who were acting on
behalf of Ghana in an international arbitration, held in Amsterdam,
concerning a dispute with a Danish contractor over the rehabilitation of
Ghana's second port at Takoradi. The final award, incidentally, was in
Ghana's favour.,
It must be pointed out that the term "legal adviser" is not used
here in arestrictive sense so as to apply only to the legal adviser in the
Foreign Ministry. Rather, it is used in a broad manner so as to
encompass also the legal adviser in the Justice Ministry, since he or she,
too, plays a role in shaping the political decisions of the Government.
In particular, the legal adviser plays a major role in guiding
governmental initiatives in the field of international investment, as well
as in the negotiation and renegotiation of loans with international credit
agencies, such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the
European Development Fund and the African Development Bank.
An ever-increasing aspect of the legal adviser's role in Ghana
concerns neither litigation nor the resolution of disputes, but rather the
shaping and formulation of the policy to be followed concerning
relations between the Government and foreign investors.
In the public international sphere, this task increasingly consists
in the formulation of economic policies which find their expression
through accession to multilateral trade agreements and bilateral treaties.
It should be mentioned in this connection that the implications of
bilateral or multilateral trade relations are not just economic in nature.
The decision, for instance, whether Ghana should accede to a
multilateral trade agreement such as the General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs (GATT) or whether it should enter into a bilateral trade
agreement with the United Kingdom, the United States or the Russian
Federation involves policy considerations of the profoundest political
importance.

Similarly, whether to permit a foreign consortium to construct
a hydroelectric dam and, if so, whether-to give it a monopoly of the
supply of power and the possibility of exporting that power within the
subregion; whether to keep basic industries and utilities under public

ownership or, for the sake of more rapid development, to grant
privileges to foreign private investors; whether to accompany such a
policy with special tax incentives or other financial concessions or with
modifications of import-export policy - the consideration of these, and
a multitude of other questions, which are vital in the life of any
developing country, requires a basic understanding of the political and
economic issues involved.
In all these questions, the legal adviser plays an important, and
often a decisive, part. It is the legal adviser who invariably drafts the
requisite legislation or the complex international agreements involved.
It is the legal adviser who usually acts as the principal, or one of the
principal, representatives of the country in international negotiations of
this sort. It is the legal adviser who drafts the applications for loans
from international credit agencies, such as the World Bank, or
formulates the modalities and conditions of joint business ventures
between the Government and a private enterprise, foreign consortium,
foreign Government or public international agency.
Ghana was ushered into the international community when it
attained statehood and was admitted to membership of the United
Nations. The legal advisers of Ghana had the immediate task of
preparing all the documents that were necessary for the admission of
Ghana to the United Nations. In accordance with the law of State
succession, they also worked out the modalities for Ghana to succeed to
Thus,
the treaties which its former colonial master had bequeathed to it.
upon attaining independence on 6 March 1957, Ghana entered into an
"inheritance agreement" with the United Kingdom on succession to the
international agreements which had been applicable to the Gold Coast

and Togoland when they were still under British administrationA few examples may be apposite.
The first is the declaration of acceptance of the obligations
contained in the Charter of the United Nations:'
GHANA : DECLARATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF
NO. 3727
THE OBLIGATIONS CONTAINED IN THE CHARTER OF
THE UNITED NATIONS.

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 261, p. 113.

ACCRA, 1MARCH 1957
Letter dated I March 1957 from the President
of Ghana addressed to the Secretary-General of
the United Nations
"On behalf of my Government, I have the
honour to request you to be good enough to
submit for the consideration of the Security
Council at its next meeting, the application of
Ghana for admission to membership in the United
Nations.
"In applying for the admission of Ghana to
membership of the United Nations I declare that
my Government accepts fully the obligations of
the United Nations Charter and undertakes to
carry them out.

(Signed) Kwame NKRUMAH
Prime Minister
and Minister Responsible for External Affairs
"Note: Presented to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations on 7 March 1957.
By resolution
1118 (XI) adopted by the General Assembly at its
668th plenary meeting, on 8 March 1957, Ghana
was admitted to membership
in the United
Nations.
See United Nations, Official Records
of the General Assembly, Eleventh Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/3572), p. 60."
The following agreement is also of interest:
No. 4189.

2

EXCHANGE OF LETTERS CONSTITUTING AN
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE

2 Ibid.,

vol. 287, p. 233.

GOVERNMENT OF GHANA RELATIVE TO THE
INHERITANCE OF INTERNATIONAL
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS BY THE GOVERNMENT OF
GHANA.
ACCRA, 25 NOVEMBER 1957
I
Letter dated 25 November 1957 from the High
Commissioner for the United Kingdom in Ghana
to the Prime Minister of Ghana

I have the honour to refer to the Ghana
Independence Act, 1957, and to state that it is
the understanding of the Government of the
United Kingdom that the Government of Ghana are
in agreement with the following provisions:
(i) All obligations and responsibilities of
the Government of the United Kingdom
which arise from any valid international
instrument shall henceforth, in so far
as such instrument may be held to have
application to Ghana, be assumed by the
Government of Ghana;
heretofore
benefits
and
rights
(ii) The
enjoyed by the Government of the United
Kingdom in virtue of the application of
any such international instrument to the
Gold Coast shall henceforth be enjoyed
by the Government of Ghana.
-I shall be grateful for your confirmation
of this understanding.
(signed) I.M.R. MACLENNAN
High Commissioner

Letter dated 25 November 1957 from the Prime
Minister of Ghana to the High Commissioner for
the United Kingdom in Ghana

"I have the honour to acknowledge the
receipt of your note of today's date which reads
as follows:
[See letter I]
"I have pleasure in confirming that the
Government of Ghana are in agreement with the
provisions set out in your note of today's date.

(Signed) Kwame NKRUMAH
Prime Minister and Minister for External
Affairs

"Note: Came into force on 25 November 1957 by
the exchange of the said letters."

This Agreement was followed by a series of letters between the
two sides, the purpose of which was to pinpoint which particular
agreements concluded by the United Kingdom on behalf of what was
then the Gold Coast were inherited by Ghana by virtue of the
Agreement. Those letters testify to the difficulty of establishing such a
list.
3

The following exchange of notes is of interest in this regard:

No. 6348.

EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN
AGREEMENT

Ibid.,
vol. 442, p. 175.

BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
GHANA
RELATING TO THE CONTINUED APPLICATION TO
GHANA OF CERTAIN
TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS CONCLUDED BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND.
ACCRA, 4 SEPTEMBER AND 21 DECEMBER 1957 AND 12
FEBRUARY 1958
I
The American Ambassador to the Ghanaian Prime
Minister,
Minister of Defence and External Affairs
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
4 September 1957
No. 7
"I have the honour to refer to the
informal statement of Minister Gbedemule and the
Secretary of the External Affairs Department to
the Charg d'affaires of the American Embassy on
or about 20 February 1957 that the Government of
Ghana would regard treaties and agreements
between the Governments of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the
United States of America affecting Ghana as
remaining in effect for three months following
6 March 1957, pending the conclusion of more
Minister
The
arrangements.
permanent
responsible for external affairs informed me
orally on 28 June 1957 that the Government of
Ghana considered that this informal undertaking
remained in force.
"In the view of my Government, it would be
desirable to replace the existing informal
agreement by a formal undertaking, which might
be appropriately registered with the United
Nations Organization. Since certain treaties or
agreements between the United Kingdom and the
either
may be
of America
States
United

inapplicable or out of date, my Government
proposes that consideration be given at this
juncture only to continuing in
force the
following treaties and agreements. I understand
that the Charg6 of this Embassy transmitted
copies of these treaties to the Ministry of
External Affairs in April of this year.
[There
references]

follows a list of treaties, with

"If the foregoing proposal is agreeable to
the Government of Ghana, my Government will
consider this note and your replying note
concurring therein as concluding an agreement
between our respective Governments on this
subject.
Wilson C. FLAKE
American Ambassador
II
The Ghanaian Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Defence and External Affairs to the American
Charg6 d'affaires ad interim
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
GHANA
Accra, 21 December 1957
BD.172

"I have the honour to refer to His
Excellency Wilson C. Flake's letter No. 7 dated
4 September 1957 addressed to the Honourable
Prime Minister about the attitude of the Ghana
Government towards the treaties and agreements
entered into between the Governments of the
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland (sic) and
the United States of America and applied to the
Gold Coast before 6 March 1957.
I am sorry it
has not been possible to address you on this
earlier.

"The Governments of the United Kingdom and
Ghana have, by exchange of notes, recently
the
whereby
agreement
an
into
entered
international rights and obligations under
treaties and agreements entered into between the
Government of the United Kingdom and Northern
Ireland (sic) on the one hand and any other
Government on the other and applied to the Gold
Coast have been formally transferred to Ghana
with effect from 6 March 1957 in so far as their
nature admits of such transfer. The Agreement
will shortly be published as a Ghana Government
White Paper and registered with the United
Nations Organization under Article 102 of the
Charter of the United Nations.
I should mention that this
"Perhaps
agreement does not preclude the possibility of
negotiating about the continuing in force of any
particular clause or clauses of any existing
treaties or of any reservations that either
party might wish to raise at some future date.
I should be grateful if you would confirm that
the procedure outlined above is acceptable to
the Government of the United States of America
and that the specific treaties mentioned in your
letter under reference are considered as covered
by the Agreement.
A.L. ADU
Permanent Secretary
III
The American Ambassador to the Ghanaian Prime
Minister, Minister of Defence and External
Affairs

Accra, 12 February 1958
No.8

"I
have
the
honour
to
express
my
Government's appreciation for the Permanent
Secretary's note No. BD 172 of 21 December 1957
regarding the Agreement recently concluded
between the Governments of the United Kingdom
and Ghana whereby the international rights and
and
agreements
under
treaties
obligations
entered into between the Government of the
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland (sic) on the
one hand and any other Government on the other
and applied to the Gold Coast have been formally
transferred to Ghana with effect from 6 March
1957, in so far as their nature admits of such
transfer.
"I hereby confirm that the procedure
outlined in the Permanent Secretary's note of 21
December 1957 is acceptable to the Government of
the United States of America and that the
agreement as described therein is considered to
cover the specific treaty mentioned in my note
of 4 September 1957.
Wilson C. FLAKE
American Ambassador
"Note: Came into force on 12 February 1958 by
the exchange of the said notes."
I have reproduced this correspondence in order to show the role
which was played by the legal advisers of Ghana at the time of the
country's independence. The legal advisers who played that role were
not based in the Foreign Ministry, but were attorneys of the AttorneyGeneral's Department. The Foreign Ministry was then a small ministry
and did not have a legal department of its own. All legal work at the
time was done within the Attorney-General's Department.
Ghana's independence derived from a commitment to selfdetermination, self-rule and the need to establish relevant and
appropriate structures and mechanisms for achieving meaningful
political and socio-economic development that would improve the lives
of its people. The legal advisers of the time rode on the wings of selfdetermination. As the first black territory south of the Sahara to achieve
independence from colonial rule, Ghana naturally assumed the role of

torch-bearer for the decolonization and liberation of the continent.
Ghana's commitment to Africa found eloquent expression in the famous
dictum of the first President of Ghana, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, that
Ghana's independence was meaningless unless it was linked with the
total liberation of the whole of africa.
San Francisco was silent on Africa. When the Charter of the
United Nations was adopted, all that was done was to include a brief
chapter - Chapter XI -- consisting of but two Articles, on the subject of
non-self-governing territories. Yet there were at the time only three
independent countries in the whole of Africa, namely, Egypt (the United
Arab Republic), Ethiopia and Liberia. Ghana's admission to the United
Nations soon changed this state of affairs. Soon after achieving
independence, Ghana convened a meeting of eight independent African
States in Accra, its capital. At this conference, the eight heads of State
took a decision to establish in New York an informal permanent
machinery, composed of their permanent representatives, which would
serve as a group to discuss matters of common concern to Africa and to
present a common front when necessary on issues in the United Nations
which affected Africa. This was the genesis of the African Group at the
United Nations. It was this group which, for example, first brought the
Algerian question to the attention of other delegations at the United
Nations.
It can be said that the period of decolonization began with the
inclusion of self-determination in the Charter of the United Nations as
one of the major purposes of the new world Organization. The Western
Powers were, from the beginning, averse to self-determination on the
ground that it might be used to facilitate the dismemberment of their
empires. It was only the distaste of the United States for European
colonialism which prevented the European colonial States from rejecting
the idea altogether. The kernel of Ghana's foreign policy, on the other
hand, has, from the very beginning, been the hlberation of Africa and the
achievement of African unity.
Although the principle of self-determination receives only the
briefest of mentions in the Charter - specifically, in Article 1, paragraph
2, and in Article 55 - the General Assembly proceeded on 14 December
1960 to adopt the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples,' which affirms in its second operative
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Assernbly resolution 1514 (XV).

paragraph that:
"All peoples have the right to self-determination; by
virtue of that right they freely determine their political
status and freely pursue their economic, social and
cultural development."
Ghana took a very active part in the preparation of t
Declaration. As one might expect, the legal advisers of Ghana were c
hand to offer their advice, although their input was largely invisib
because they worked behind the scenes. The delegation of the Sovi
Union placed a draft resolution entitled "Granting of Independence 1
All Colonial Peoples and Territories" before the General Assembly.
similar resolution, entitled "Africa: A United Nations Programme fi
Independence", was tabled by the United States. The African Groul
however, felt that it would be in the interests of Africa if we coud
ourselves work out the text of a resolution, clear it with our friends fro)
the East and then present it to the General Assembly. If we allowed ti
Russians to put their own resolution to the vote, the United States mig]
oppose it. We immediately set to work, Ghana being a member of tt
"Committee of Six" which prepared the first draft. The final Declaratic
was passed without a negative vote and with only nine abstention
including the United Kingdom, the United States and Portugal.
This was a resounding victory for the African cause. For tl
first time in the history of the United Nations something concrete ar
lasting had been done on the matter of the granting of independence 1
non-self-governing territories and trust territories. Alex Quaison-Sacke
the country's Permanent Representative at the time, recalls that:
"In the Declaration the main operative paragraph said
that immediate steps should be taken to hand over all
power to the peoples in the non-self-governing
territories, trust territories and all other territories
which have not gained independence. Why was the
word "immediate" used and not a target date? This
was a Ghanaian formula. We put forward the date of
1962; the other countries put forward 1965; others
1961; and as there was no agreement Ghana put
forward the idea that immediate steps should be taken
to hand over power. In the Declaration we also said
that the inadequacy of economic and educational
preparedness should not be used as a pretext to

oppose independence. As you know, very often
colonial powers say that this or that country is not fit
or ripe for independence and they cannot grant them
independence. Another important provision is that all
armed action or repression against colonial territories
and peoples fighting for independence shall cease,
referring to Algeria and Angola. This is a very
famous
Declaration, and I think it is very important to
5
US.

Although, prior to 1945, international law is said not to have
known any specific right to self-determination, the present writer is of
the view that the international law of the time was Eurocentric in nature.
It is also true, that in the Charter the principle of self-determination
receives only the briefest of mentions. This, however, is largely
explicable by reference to the paucity of Afro-Asian countries at San
Francisco. In due course, the Afro-Asian countries found their voice at
the United Nations and, thenceforth, matters were never the same again.
After the adoption of the epoch-making Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, similar affirmations of
the principle of self-determination appeared m other declarations, such
as the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations.' The principle also appears in a
number of treaties, such as the International Covenants on Civil and
Political Rights 7 and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 1966.1
It is not surprising that the Western European countries vehemently
opposed the inclusion of a right of self-determination in these two
treaties. This they did on several grounds. First and foremost, they
argued that, since self-determination is a principle rather than a right, it
would not be proper to include it as a right in the two International
Covenants. They argued, further, that the principle of self-determination
was too complex to be translated into legal terms. The Afro-Asian
countries, which had now gained a strong voice in the General Assembly
because of the increase in their numbers, countered these arguments,
contending that self-determination was the most fundamental of all
human rights and, as such, was a precondition to the enjoyment of all

A Qua_i m-Sackey, -Ghan and the UN General AsseblY", CoO-c of
Gma Envoy, Ministry of Foeign Afirs, vo-11 (1962), p. 66 at p. 67
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other rights.

Self-determination has since been mentioned in a number of
judicial decisions, in particular, in the advisory opinions of the
International
Court of Justice in the Namibia9 and Western Sahara
10
cases.
While some Western writers incline to the view that selfdetermination is a political or moral principle rather than a legal right,
others, such as Brownlie, regard it as a principle of customary
international law." I incline to the latter view and it is this view which
has been held by the legal advisers of Ghana over the years. Selfdetermination has ascended to such height and prominence that few
international lawyers would now deny its predominant position among
the principles of customary international law.
As is well known, the principle has been extended beyond the
political context to the economic field, thereby creating a right of
The Declaration on Permanent
economic self-determination.
Sovereignty over Natural Resources of 14 December 1962"2 and the
similarly titled resolution of 17 December 1973's serve as evidence of
this legal evolution. The Declaration on the Establishment of a New
International Economic Order of I May 197414 and the Charter of
Economic Rights and Duties of States of 12 December 1974 s are further
examples. Not surprisingly, the principle of self-determination in the
economic field is not accepted as a right under international law by most
Western countries.
This brings me to the Namibian question, in which my
predecessors once more played a significant role. Begining in 1957,
when Ghana joined the United Nations, the Namibian issue was

'Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in
Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970),
Advisory Opinion, LC.J. Reports 1971, p. 16, paras. 52-53.
'"Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, LCJ. Reports 1975, p. 12, paras. 54-59.
Note also the Separate Opinion of Judge Ammoun in Barcelona Traction, Light
and Power Company, Limited, Judgment, .CJ.Reports 19 70, p. 3 at pp. 304 and 311-313.
" . Brownlie, Principles ofPublic InternationalLaw,4th ed. (Oxford, England,
Clarendon Press, 1990).
:2 General
:3General
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constantly kept on the agenda of the General Assembly. Before the
second conference of independent States of Africa was held in Addis
Ababa and anticipating that the Namibian issue would crop up, the
Government of Ghana asked its legal advisers to prepare several
information papers on the Namibian issue outlining Ghana's position.
The questions posed in the documents prepared by the legal advisers
became the basis for the contentious proceedings which were initiated
by Ethiopia and Liberia and which continued from 1960 to 1966.
In an information paper published on 30 April 1960 the
Government of Ghana noted the existence of the following questions:

"(a)

Whether the policy of apartheid as applied

to South West Africa is in accordance with the terms
of the Mandate;

(b)

Whether, if it is thought that this system is

not in accordance with the terms of the Mandate,
members of the Commonwealth have any special
responsibility for initiating the termination of this
Mandate over and above their responsibility as
Members of the United Nations;
(c)
Whether the policy of apartheid, as at
present applied to the Union of South Africa, is
consistent with the Union's continued membership of
the Commonwealth- 6
This information paper was followed by another, issued in New
York, which spelled out in detail what the Government of Ghana
considered the position to be.
First, it was Ghana's view that, "following Germany's
renunciation of sovereignty over its former territories, the recital at the
commencement of the Mandate for German South West Africa had set
out the legal position",1 7 namely, that sovereignty was conferred upon
"His Britannic Majesty". South Africa, therefore, administered the

territory only on behalf of "His Britannic Majesty".
The information paper continued as follows:

"Governnmt of GhanaApwai Laws applying a theMandated Territory

of South wen Africa and the Union of South ,fica (1960). pp. 1-3.
7Ibid., pp. 7-8.

"So far as the United Kingdom was one of the
Principal Allied and Associated Powers, it is in effect
the representative of the Commonwealth as it then
existed. In 1914, war was declared upon Germany by
the United Kingdom and this automatically committed
the other Members of the Commonwealth to a
declaration of war with Germany. At the Peace
Treaty negotiations, the other Commonwealth
representatives were treated as members of the
Delegation of the British Empire. In the same way,
the 'British Empire' and not the United Kingdom was
appointed as a permanent member of the Council of
the League of Nations. If, therefore, the argument of
the Union of South Africa is that the Union is now
responsible to the remaining Principal Allied and
Associated Powers, one of these powers would appear
to be the Commonwealth as a whole and not the
United Kingdom.""
This line of argument was intended, first, to preempt South
Africa's intransigence and, secondly, to reduce the United Kingdom's
pre-eminence in the matter and its tacit acceptance of South Africa's
legal position. Thirdly, it was intended to lay the basis for Africa's
claim, and particularly the claim of the African members of the
Commonwealth, to have an interest in the issue of Namibia -- a point
which the International Court of Justice used to dismiss the case which
was brought before it by Ethiopia and Liberia. It was the feeling among
Ghanaian diplomats and Government officials that, even if this reasoning
were unacceptable, those two African countries, having been members
of the League, certainly had an interest to pursue the matter through
contentious proceedings.
With these legal options, Ghana spearheaded the move to have
South Africa expelled from the Commonwealth for failure to comply
with the principles of the Mandate. Further, it actively promoted the
view that a fresh case should be brought by African States against South
Africa before the International Court of Justice. Consequently, it was
resolved at the second conference of independent African States that
Ethiopia and Liberia represent the Organization of African Unity in
presenting a legal case against South Africa's occupation of Namibia.

" Ibid., pp. 7-8.

Since independence, Ghana has pursued a policy of good
neighbourliness, based on the view that the maintenance of peace and
stability along its borders is crucial to its socio-economic development
The present writer was a member of the delegation of Ghana to
the Border Demarcation Commission which was set up by the
Governments of Ghana and of the Republic of Togo in order to settle
border disputes between the two countries which affected the southeastern frontier of Ghana. Through the exchange of several official
delegations and the historic visit of President Rawlings in July 1995,
Ghana contributed significantly to the improvement of its overall
political and security relations with Togo.
Within the framework of the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), Ghana has continued to exploit all possible
avenues in order-to achieve greater cooperation with other countries in
the subregion as a means of ensuring greater stability and so promoting
peace and harmony. Ghana has also worked for closer economic
cooperation among member States and was very active in preparing the
amendment of the ECOWAS Treaty 9 in order to increase that

organization's effectiveness.
It must be said that the legal adviser's role is not always
"smooth sailing". The following narrative may serve as an illustration.
In 1989, when the late Samuel Doe was President of Liberia, he
and his Government insisted that Ghanaians must obtain entry visas

before entering Liberia_ This was clearly a breach of the ECOWAS
Treaty, which had abolished the visa regime for all countries in the
subregion. In response, the political desk at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs adopted the position that Ghana should also insist on Liberians
obtaining entry visas before entering Ghana. The present writer, who
was the legal adviser at the time, saw things differently. He argued that,
since Liberia was in breach of its treaty obligations, it would be better
for Ghana to call Liberia to order rather than to breach its own treaty
obligations on a reciprocal basis. In the final analysis, the legal adviser's
view prevailed.
Ghana's active participation in peacekeeping efforts in Liberia

1 Revised Treaty of the Economic Coimmmity of West African States

(ECOWAS); IntefnationalLegal Materials,vol. XXXV, p. 660.

through the Economic Community of West African States Ceasefire
Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) helped to bring about a series of accords
which have paved the way for a constitutionally elected Government in
that country. In the drafting of these accords, the present writer, as the
legal adviser of his Government, played a leading role, as he also did by
advising on mediation efforts. He also participated in drafting the
Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People's Rights on the
2
Establishment of an African Court of Human and People's Rights. '
Ghana, as a party to the United Nations Convention on the Law
"
continues to participate in the deliberations of the
of the Sea of 1982,21
International Seabed Authority. One of its sons is in fact the President
of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. It is mostly due to
the efforts of the legal advisers that Ghana has enacted a Maritime Zones
Delimitation Law22 in conformity with the 1982 Convention.
Over the years, Ghana has been a consistent advocate of
general and complete disarmament, the elimination of violence in
international relations having been a preoccupation of its diplomacy.
Even as the major Powers negotiate arms-reduction agreements, the
world is confronted with the threat of the spread of weapons of mass
destruction and with the prospect of these weapons falling into the hands
of terrorists. In the case of nuclear weapons, Ghana has opposed all
testing in the atmosphere and underground because of the hazards to
health from nuclear fallout. It was, therefore, considered highly
provocative when France in 1960 announced its intention to test a
nuclear device in the Sahara. To counter France's intransigence, Dr.
Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana's first president, decided on a symbolic action
to stop that country. He organized a convoy of cars and trucks, manned
by a team of international protesters, which left for the Sahara only to be
stopped by France in the Upper Volta, now Burkina Faso. The test was
carried out as planned by France on 13 February 1960 and was strongly
condemned by Nkrumah as a defiance of the conscience of mankind. As
a first step in response, he announced that the assets of all French firms
in Ghana were to be frozen until such time as the effects of the test on
Ghana's population were known.
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In 1962, Nkrumah convened a conference in Accra with the
theme "A World Without the Bomb". This gathering, which became
known as the Accra Assembly, was attended by some 130 personalities
from all over the world.
With specific reference to nuclear disarmament, the Accra
Assembly came out with land-mark proposals which, six years later,
became the basis of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT).' The Assembly also proposed the creation of nuclearweapon-free zones as a step towards general disarmament Since then,
Africa, Latin America, Asia and the South Pacific have been declared
nuclear-weapon-free zones. This represents a major contribution to the
cause of disarmament and a recognition of the rightness and value of the
Accra Assembly's proposals. In all these events, the legal advisers of
Ghana played no small part.
As regards the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the United States led
the crusade at the 1995 review conference for the indefinite extension of
that treaty, with President Clinton even stating this to be a major foreign
policy objective of his administration. The present writer was of the
view that; if an indefinite extension was agreed, the super-Powers would
relax their efforts towards a comprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty. He
accordingly advised that Ghana argue for a fixed period. However, it is
not always the case that the legal adviser's advice is taken, and, this time
round, his views did not prevail, there being other powerful voices that
drowned out his. Consequently, Ghana, like all the other States, voted
for an indefinite extension. Soon after the NPT's indefinite extension,
the very fears that had led the legal adviser to question the wisdom of
such an extension were fulfilled when France resumed nuclear testing In
the Pacific. With the gift of hindsight, Ghana's Foreign Minister, Obed
Asamoah, in his statement at the fiftieth session of the General
Assembly, had this to say:
"Allow me, Mr. President, to say a few words about
last April's review and extension of the Treaty on
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). We
note with regret that, so soon after the indefinite
extension of the NPT, the very fears which made
some of us question the wisdom of an indefinite
extension have been fulfilled by the resumption of

n United Naions, Treaty Series, vol. 729, p. 161.

nuclear testing in the Pacific. We had argued that
indefinite extension would leave the nuclear Powers
with no real incentive to make further progress on the
arms control agenda. We must condemn in no
uncertain terms the breach of the underlying
implications of the consensus reached on the
indefinite extension of the NPT. Let us hope that
lessons will be learned from the almost universal
condemnation of the French tests and that there will
be movement towards a rapid conclusion of a
comprehensive test-ban treaty and action on the other
major issues in the area of disarmament."
In conclusion, the legal adviser plays an essential role in the
formulation and execution of the foreign policy of Ghana. The legal
advisers who have preceded me have all fulfilled their roles with great
dedication and a high degree of professionalism and have variously
influenced the decisions and actions that have, together, made up
Ghana's practice on the international plane. At the same time, just
because the legal adviser's role is important does not mean that it is
obvious. Many do not see or even know what role the legal adviser
plays. This, though, is hardly surprising. Lawyers, after all, work
behind the scenes and do not seek the limelight. The present writer is in
a unique position, for he is at the same time both the legal adviser to the
Foreign Ministry and the Director of the International Legal Division of
the Attorney-General's Department and Ministry of Justice. This makes
him the foremost exponent of international law for the Government of
Ghana and its guardian and custodian. This is a heavy responsibility,
which calls for integrity and a high sense of professionalism.

'Document A/50/PV.26, p. 14.

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER IN THE
FORMULATION OF A STATE'S FOREIGN POLICY

Jassim Bin Nasser AI-Thani"

I.

Introduction

As is well known, the role of the legal adviser in the
formulation of a State's foreign policy differs from person to person and
from State to State. There is, for example, an obvious difference among
advisers in all countries. Some legal advisers tend to focus on
professional independence and on the technical character of their task,
while others regard international law not as a set of impartial rules to be
applied to particular circumstances but as a specific and distinct
decision-making process. This difference between theories based on
rules and theories based on expediency leads to differing orientations
among lawyers. Some international lawyers regard others as rigid and
narrow-minded and as contributing little to meeting the needs of
contemporary society, while others regard their colleagues as obsessed
with politics and unmindful of the legal standards of the jurists. This
difference may quite simply be one between different systems. Some
always regard lawyers as leaders and politicians, while others focus on
their professional ability and skill more than on their political power.'
Mention of this difference must have brought to the reader's
mind the difference that exists in practice between the position taken by
the European countries with respect to the peace process in the Middle
East and that taken by the United States of America. The European
countries find in international law a set of impartial rules that must be
applied to the specific circumstances of that process, while the
Americans view it as a political process in which the law to be applied
is that on which the parties concerned can reach agreement with the

' D.rector of the Department of Legal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign
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Lau, 1977-Il (Alphen aa den Rijn, Sijthoff& Noordhoff, 1980), vol. 146, pp.
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assistance of the United States and others.2
However that may be, there has emerged in the United States
of America since the 1960s a school of thought that maintains that the
way States behave towards each other is influenced by the fact of their
interdependence more than by impartial rules of conduct formulated by
the independent, sovereign nation-State which are, for the most part,
incompatible with current reality in the world.3
This introduction has been necessary so as to arrive at one
basic fact, namely, that the role of the legal adviser in formulating a
State's foreign policy depends on a number of factors, two of which are
of major importance. The first is the legal system of the State, and the
second is its economic, political and cultural milieu and prevailing
customs and traditions. Let us take as an example in this context the
international human rights instruments and how they are approached by
small, newly independent countries, of which there are a great many in
the world today.
II. Human Rights
First of all, it must be stressed that the small, new country
places the law above all other considerations given that it is the law that
provides the basic guarantee of its existence and of the objectives that
it seeks to achieve. We are therefore of the view that the small, new
States are those most committed to the United Nations and its Charter
and to proceeding in the manner stipulated in the Charter. Since the
limits set by the Charter are clear, the view of the legal adviser will not
influence the framing of policies but it will ultimately lead to the
exclusion of certain options in favour of others.
In its Preamble and in Articles 1, 55, 62, 68 and 76, the Charter
of the United Nations urges respect for human rights and the endeavour
to promote their observance.
States have implemented these rights on the basis of a
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distinction between the Charter of the United Nations and the 1948
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,' on the one hand, and the
international instruments defining the rights m question, on the other.
The Declaration and the Charter mention only principles, and the
commitment of States to these principles is completely independent
from the form in which their particulars are embodied. The instruments
that embody the particulars derived from these principles include at the
same time restrictions, primarily the two qualifications for national
security and "public order". The implementation of the rights was made
a purely internal matter given that the interpretation of the two
qualifications mentioned pertains to each State and, within each State,
to its prevailing regime. For example, article 13, paragraph 2, of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides that "Everyone has the
right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his
5
country". The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
affirms this right but does not do so in the same manner. Article 12 of
the Covenant provides that "Everyone shall be free to leave any country,
including his own" and that this right "shall not be subject to any
restrictions except those which are provided by law, are necessary to
protect national security, public order (ordre public), public health or
morals or the rights and freedoms of others".
The gist of the matter is that the international legal instruments
established human rights but that the exercise of those rights remained,
until the last few years, an internal matter for each State and, within
each State, for the prevailing regime. In recent years, however, a
development has taken place that has led to the removal of human rights
from the category of the internal affairs of the State in favour of the
concept of international protection. This has been done through the
following measures:
Preventing a State from formulating any reservations
1.
on acceding to international human rights instruments;
Authorizing the Office of the United Nations High
2.
Commissioner for Human Rights to enter a country in order to
observe the manner in which human rights are exercised there;

4General Assembly resoluton 217 A.
5
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United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171 and vol. 1057, p.

3.
Placing the question of the exercise of human rights
in a particular country on the agenda for meetings of the
Commission on Human Rights and the adoption of
unfavourable resolutions concerning that country.
This trend has aroused the apprehension and fear of a large
number of countries for one simple reason, namely, that this focus on
legal measures leading to the invocation of the human rights instruments

has caused the individual, who is the focus of all rights, whether
cultural, social or religious, and of the customs and traditions that
govern the society in which he or she lives, to be forgotten.
Perhaps this is one of those fundamental problems in the
context of which the legal adviser in any foreign ministry in any small,
new country sees himself or herself as powerless to influence those who
make the decision concerning accession to international human rights
instruments. Instead of the focus being on legal measures for the
invocation of human rights instruments, it should be on studying
cultural, social and religious factors and customs and traditions in the
society in question for the purpose of finding a general unifying concept
between them and human rights. This can only be achieved gradually.

M.

Democracy, Weapons of Mass Destruction and the
Environment

What is said of human rights can also be said of democracy,
which is pivotal to all rights. Democracy can only be achieved
gradually. In this connection, mention must be made of what is being
done by His Highness Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani, Amir of
Qatar. He is proceeding with great perseverance and interest, but
gradually, towards the exercise of human rights in Qatari society in a
manner that does not conflict with the traditions of Islam, the State
religion. He is also proceeding towards the creation of a democratic
regime, and one of the keystones for this was put in place a short time
ago by His Highness the Amir when he promulgated a new election law6
in which he gave Qatari women the right to stand as candidates for
office and to be elected.
It has become clear that some major Powers, and particularly

6

Law No. 17 of 1998.

the United States, are promoting the elaboration of a new world
constitution in order to regulate international cooperation on human
rights, democracy, weapons of mass destruction and the environment.
While certain major Powers see the regulation of such cooperation as
good for humanity as a whole, the overwhelming majority of States
regard such a new order for international cooperation as hegemonistic
and as open interference in their internal affairs, particularly in the areas
of human rights, democracy and weapons of mass destruction. They
therefore oppose such globalization in these fields. With regard to the
environment, there is a readiness on the part of most if not all countries
of the world to work together. Accordingly, although legal advisers
have played a distinguished role in the codification of environmental
cooperation among countries, they continue to face enormous
difficulties in convincing their governments to proceed in the direction
of commitment to laws that govern international cooperation in the
areas of human rights, democracy and weapons of mass destruction.
In conclusion, reference should be made to the fact that wide
areas of public international law do not deal only with war and peace,
human rights and weapons of mass destruction. In actual fact, the legal
adviser in the Foreign Ministry applies rules of international law in his
or her daily practice, particularly w-Lth regard to such issues as damage
sustained by citizens of the State abroad, the entry and expulsion of
aliens, the extradition of offenders, nationality issues, the interpretation
of the provisions of the treaties and agreements concluded by the State
in matters of property, trade, civil aviation and other subjects.

LA CONTRIBUTION DU JURISCONSULTE
A LA POLITIQUE DES ETATS
RELATIVE AUX ESPACES MARITEMES
Hfiseyin Pazarci

Introduction
Lorsque les gouvernements des Etats diterminent leur politique
6trangire, ilssont essentiellement preoccup6s d'assurer de la
meilleure fawon leurs ntfrtts nationaux. Cependant, pour r~ussir, ils
sont obliges de concilier cet objectif avec les intfrtts nationaux des
autres Etats qui ont normalement la mme prioccupation C'est
pourquoi chaque Etat, en vue d'.tablir une politique trang~re
gelakralement acceptse, doit prendre en consideration aussi bien
l'opinion publique nationale et internationale que la lkgalit6 des
mesures i prendre'.
L'6valuation de cette lgait&au niveau des Etats se fait, comme
ilest d'usage, par les services de jurisconsulte du Minist-re des
affaires 6trangires 2 . Ce besoin du recours au jurisconsulte du
Minhst~re des affaires 6trangmres se fait ressentir davantage lorsqu'il
s'agit de la determination d'une politique concernant un sujet qui a
beaucoup d'aspects techniques au sens large du terme. Les r gles du
droit international relatives aux espaces maritimes presentant ces
caractftistiques, le r6le du jurisconsulte gagne une importance
particuliere pour la determination de la politique des Etats relative aux
espaces maritimes.

* Profeaseur, Ambassadetr de Turquie en Tunisie etancien Chef d .I 134artenent
juridique du Ministie des affaires
angres de laTuiquie Les opinions exPrinrts ic
sont strictern persormelles etn'egagent que !auteur.
IVoir aussi G. E. di Nascirmento e Silva, "Diplormacy" dam Encyclopedia of Public
International Law : Inzernaonal Relations and Legal Cooperation :,.General,
Diplomacy and Consular Relations, Amsterdam, Elsevier Science Publishers B. V.,
(1986), t. 9, p. 85.
: Voir par exernple su ce sujet R.B. Bilder, -The office of the legal adviser",
AmericanJownal oflnternationalLaw, vol.56, (1962). pp. 633-6,t;4, Sir G. Fitmaurice,
"Legal advisers and foreign affairs", American Journal ofInternaionalLaw, rol 59,

(1965), p. 72 -86.

Nous examinerons ainsi tout d'abord le r6le du jurisconsulte en
tant que conseiller dans le processus de la prise de d6cisions et en
second lieu son r6le dans la d6termination de la politique relative aux
espaces maritimes.
I. Le r6le du jurisconsulte en tant que conseiller dans le
processus de la prise de d~cisions
Le jurisconsulte du Minist~re des affaires 6trang~res doit assumer
plusieurs r6les dans le cadre de sa fonction. Parmi ces difftrents r~les
celui de conseiller lors de la datermination de la politique 6trang~re
revet un aspect important de son travail.
A. Les differents rfles du jurisconsulte
Le jurisconsulte du Minist~re des affaires 6trang~res assume
normalement plusieurs fonctions dont le nombre et le contenu
changent suivant les Etats. Il accomplit, par exemple, les fonctions
juridiques de nature interne telles que la fonction de dafense de son
Minist~re dans les contentieux administratifs comme on voit dans
beaucoup d'Etats3 ou la fonction de donner des avis sur les lois,
dacrets et r~glements nationaux preparis par les autorit~s nationales4 .
Mais la fonction d'un jurisconsulte du Minist6re des affaires
6trang~res se trouve essentiellement tourn~e vers l'ext6rieur. I1 doit
ainsi contribuer i la formation et A l'application des r~gles du droit
international aussi bien au niveau international qu'au niveau national.
Les r6les du jurisconsulte d'un Minist~re des affaires 6trang~res
en mati~re de droit international peuvent 6tre classifis suivant
diff~rents crit~res. On peut ainsi considarer les r6les du jurisconsulte,
tel qu'on le fait dans le livre en main, suivant qu'il s'agit de sa
contribution lors de la prise de dcisions politiques ou de celles
relatives Al'application des dacisions internationales en droit national,
ou encore de celles relatives A l'application du droit international par
les tribunaux nationaux ainsi que de sa contribution pour le r~glement
des diff~rends par les juridictions internationales. On peut encore

' C'est le cas par exemple en Turquie. Cette fonction du jurisconsulte est derni6rement
confirm6e par 'article 12/d de la Ioi du 24 juin 1994 portant sur I'organisation et les
fonctions du Minist 'e des affaires ,trang&res : Voir Journal Officiel Turc, 6 juillet 1994,
N* 21982.
4Voir pour le cas de la Turquie I'article 12/e de la loi du 24 juin 1994, ibidem.

consid6rer les r6les du jurisconsulte, tel que R. Sabel le fait, suivant
que celui-ci agit en tant que conseilier du gouvernement, difenseur
de la politique ltranghre de son Etat ou encore r~dacteur des
5
instruments intemationaux . D'autres classifications bastes sur des
critres diffrents paraissent toujours possibles.

Quelle que soit la classification i laquelle on s'attache, la
contribution du jurisconsulte i la d*termination de la politique
trang&e de son Etat occupe toujours une place importante parmi les
r6les remplis par cehui-ci. Ce r6le du jurisconsulte se r~alise dans le
cadre de sa fonction de conseftler de son gouvernement 11 est donc
necessaire d'examiner plus amplement cette fonction du jurisconsulte.
B. Le jurisconsulte en tant que conseiller du gouvernement

Le jurisconsulte du Ministre des affaires 6trang~res accomplit
son devoir de conseiller aussi bien aupris de son Minist6re qu'aupris
de son gouvernement, et cela g6alement i trois diff rentes
occasions. 11est ainsi consult6, en premier lieu, lots de la prise de

d6cision gouvemementale si I'on a besom de connaitre les rxgles
Le
existantes du drot international dans un domarne donn.
jurisconsulte est consulth, en second lieu, par son Minist&re ou son
gouvernement s'il est question de l'61aboration des nouvelles r~gles
du droit international gen~ralement dans les forums mternationaux. 11
est enfin consult6 lorsqu'il est question pour son gouvernement
d'6vahuer et de saisir une instance internationale de riglement
pacifique des diff6rends dans un domaine donn6. Nous considererons
ces trois points l'un apres l'autre.
1. Le r6e de conseifler en ce qui concerne les rgles existantes
Examin6 sous la lumire des theories classiques, le rapport entre
les relations internationales et le droit international parait s'6valuer
selon deux theories principales, j savoir, la th6oe de l'interaction et
6
la thtorie de l'intgration . D'apris la thorie de l'interaction, une
norme du droit international ne saurait etre prise en considiration par
les Etats dans leurs relations internationales que dans la mesure de son

5 R_SabeL, "Tl role of the legal advisor in diplonacy " Diplomacy and Statecraft,
VoL 8,llN1 (March 1997), p. i9.

Encyclopedia of Public
6Voir par exenple D. Frei, 'International Relations" daris
7
nterationalLaw.op. cit (voir supra note no. 3), L9, p. 20 t 212.

apport positif pour l'6quilibre de leurs intrets nationaux. Quant i la
th~orie de l'intgration, d'apr~s celle-ci, les normes du droit
international constitueraient une partie du syst me des relations
internationales selon le niveau de la coh6sion entre les Etats et celui
du consensus existant dans le domaine donn6. En fm de compte, les
deux thories classiques soulignent bien le r6le important de l'Etat
dans les relations intemationales. Quant aux theories r6centes sur le
rapport entre les relations rnternationales et le droit international tel
que la r6cente th6orie lib~rale qui met plus l'accent sur le r6le des
individus et des soci6t~s dans l'6laboration de la politique mondiale,
elle ne se diff~rencie pas au fond beaucoup des th6ories classiques
puisqu'elles mettent toujours l'accent sur le r6le primordial de l'Etat
en mati&re d'application des normes du droit international.
La
difference fondamentale qui apparait entre les theories classiques et la
th6orie lib~rale consiste en ce que, pour cette demi&re, ce n'est pas la
volont6 des Etats qui est datermmante, mais celle des individus ou des
socit~s qui d6pendent i leur tour des Etats; le r6le des Etats dans ce
domaine n'6tant que de jouer l'intermdiaire entre les individus et les
socit~s'.
I1apparailt ainsi clairement qu'au niveau th~orique, quel que soit
l'effet de l'appareil 6tatique, direct ou indirect, sur l'6laboration et
l'application des r~gles du droit international dans le cadre des
relations intemationales, ce sont toujours les Etats qui interviennent
en fin de compte pour la d6termination de l'applicabilit6 des normes
du droit international dans les relations internationales. En tout cas,
c'est toujours par le truchement des Etats que les r~gles du droit
international s'61aborent et s'expriment. Dans le cadre de cette
fonction, les Etats doivent donc dterminer leur politique juridique,
soit suivant la volont6 de leurs citoyens telle que 'exprime la th~orie
lib~rale, soit selon leur propre volont6 telle qu'elle apparait davantage
dans les th6ories classiques des relations internationales, en fonction
de l'objectif 6tatique dtermin6. L'observation g6n&rale sur la
pratique relative aux politiques juridiques des Etats confinme, du
moins en l'6tat actuel des relations internationales, que l'objectif
6tatique d6termini das ce domaine n'est autre que "leurs

Pour une analyse tr6s ddtaill6e du rapport entre les relations internationales et le
droit international ainsi que sur ]a thdorie libirale V. A.-M. Slaughter-Burley,
"International law and international relations theory: a dual agenda", American Journal
ofInternationalLaw, Vol. 87, No 2 (April 1993), p. 205 1 239.
Voir par exemple A. M. Slaughter-Burley, ibid. p. 228 et236.
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mterts nationaux tels qu'ils les appr~cient" . Les int&ts nationaux
uniquement les rt&ts
pas
entendu
bien
signifient
ne
en question
mat&'iels, mais aussi les inthrts moraux tels que la sauvegarde ou la
promotion de certames valeurs morales de nature aussi bien nationale
qu'universelle.

Quel que soit le motif qui pousse les Etats i l'61aboration des
r~gles du droit international, cette volonte s'exprime prmcipalement
par trois diff&ents modes de production de normes, a savoir : le mode
coutumier, le mode conventionnel et le mode unilathalw. Dans ce
m6canisme, les rigles du droit international se forment sur la base de
la volont6 des Etats, elles lient donc chaque Etat suivant qu'ils se les
ont rendues ou non opposables par leurs actes ou leur abstention.
Ainsi, comme J. Combacau et S. Sur soulignent, "a la riserve des
principes fondamentaux de l'ordre juridique international qui sont
inh&ents a l'existence de l'Etat et auxquels il ne peut se soustraire des
lors qu'il revendique cette qualit&, aucune n'est de port e universele :
"le droit international g~n-ral", distingu6 des engagements particuliers
entre les Etats, n'existe que de facon tendancielle. Jamais l'existence
d'une r~gle dans le corpus juridique international ne permet i de
seule d'affiner son apphcabilit&dans une affaire concrete mettant en
cause deux Etats determines, enire lesquels il faut encore isablir
C'est pourquoi lorsque les gouvemements
qu'elle fait droit7".
diterminent leur politique juridique dans un domaine donn6, Is
ressentent gn&alement le besom de connaitre avant tout les r~gles du
droit international positif qui les lient. 11 est amsi question de
consulter le jurisconsulte du Mmistre des affaires -trangresqui est
par d&finition le consefller principal de l'Etat dans ce domame.
Cependant comme la pratique des Etats le prouve, il n'est pas sir
que les gouvernements se rendent toujours compte de la ncessit6 et
de l'utuit6 de consulter leur jurisconsulte lors de la prise de decisions
politiques. I1 arrive done que la premi&e tiche du jurisconsulte
1l z
consiste avant tout de convaincre son Ministre de cette n~cessit . A
cet 6gard, le plus grand atout qui joue en faveur de la consultation du

9G. d Lacharrie, La poMiquefjidiq_ _jeib
13.
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Montchreswtn, (1995), p- 25.
n J. Comfbacau et S. Sur, ibid- p. 26.
2 IL Sabel, op. ciL (voir supranote n*- 5), p-I

jurisconsulte est les r6actions et les difficult&s que le gouvemement
rencontrera dans la conduite de sa politique s'il tombe i l'6tat du
violateur du droit international. La r6ussite du jurisconsulte dans cette
tiche d6pend de la volont6 des gouvernements de tenir compte du
droit international dans leurs relations internationales qui varie d'Etat
i Etat et d'6poque i ipoque.
Si le jurisconsulte est consult6, comme cela est normalement le
cas dans les affaires ayant du moins un aspect juridique, sa fonction
consiste au fond i faire ressortir les r6gles existantes du droit
international qui sont opposables i son Etat. II doit ainsi constater
non seulement les r~gles du "droit international gin6ral" dont
1'existence, comme J. Combacau et S. Sur qualifient par une heureuse
expression, n'est que "tendancielle" et ne lient pas n6cessairement les
Etats en cause, mais aussi et surtout celles qui font droit pour son Etat.
Le jurisconsulte doit constater les r~gles du "droit international
g6n~ral' pour presenter i son gouvemement l'6tat g~n~ral du droit
international existant et les r~gles de ce droit qui sont opposables i
son Etat et qui seront uniquement et effectivement applicables dans le

cas concret.
Cette tAche du jurisconsulte relative i la constatation des r~gles
existantes et opposables n'est pas toujours aise du fait que les
sources du droit international sont assez dispers6es. II doit les
chercher i travers les trait&s, la correspondance diplomatique, la

pratique des Etats, la jurisprudence judiciaire et arbitrale aussi bien
qu'i travers les opinions doctrinales. C'est Miqu'apparaissent les
qualit~s scientifiques et la comptence du jurisconsulte.
Le recours aux r~gles du droit international ainsi mises en relief
par le jurisconsulte variera suivant le r6le qu'on attribue au droit
international dans la conduite des Etats en cause. G. de Lacharri~re
classifie les diverses fonctions du droit international en trois
cat6gories principales, i savoir, celle de la datermination de la

conduite gouvernementale, celle de la justification de sa conduite ou

encore celle de l'organisation des relations internationales 3 . II est
ainsi possible de recourir aux r~gles du droit international afin de

d~terminer la conduite gouvernementale en se basant sur celles-ci en
tant que facteur d~terminant de la conduite ou bien en tant qu'un des
'J G. de Lacharrihre, op. cit. (voir supra note no. 9), p. 204 A206.

diments mtervenant dans le processus de prise de dcisions, sans
qu'on les consid&re docisives. I1 est par ailleurs possible de recourir
aux rigles du droit international afir de justifier la conduite
gouvernementale qui a comme base d'autres motifs. 11 est enfin
possible de recourir aux rgles du droit international diji existantes
afin de bciificier de ses institutions et prockdures selon la conception
qu'on a des relations internationales et de leurs objectifs.
Les fonctions du droit mternational relatives i la determination

ou i la justification de la conduite gouvemementale concernent bien
le rOle du jurisconsulte lors de sa contribution i la prise de d6cision
gouvernementale. Car, normalement, une fois que la constatation des
rfgles existantes du droit international est effectu& par le
jurisconsulte, le gouvernement decidera de la politique i suivre en
considerant aussi bien ses motifs politiques que l'6tat de ses
obligations juridiques internationales. I1 reviendra donc au
jurisconsulte d'6clairer le gouvemement des biens-fond&s juridiques
des diverses politiques possibles et d'6laborer finalement
Mais,
1'argumentation juridique de la politique d&cide.
exceptionnellement, il peut mEne arriver que la decision
gouvernementale soft prise ant&ieurement i l'examen de '6tat du
droit international pour le motif d'intrt national vital, le r6le imparti
au jurisconsulte ne se cantonnant cette fois-ci qu'i la justification de
cette decision. Dans le premier cas le jurisconsulte a la possibiliti
d'influencer le contenu de la decision gouvernementale, tandis que
dans le second cas son influence ne peut porter au plus que sur le
langage de cette decision gouvemementale.
Le jurisconsulte exergant cc r~le de consciller lors de la prise de
la decision gouverementale peut concevoir son propre role de
diverses maninres. La pratique rTvle que certains jurisconsultes se
cantonnent strictement aux rgles juridiques, tandis que d'autres
conqoivent leur rOle comme impliquant aussi le conseil politique". I1
arrive qu'on 6value le rOle de jurisconsulte d'un point de vue moral
en estimant que la fonction g&airale de celui-ci est d'assurer que son
gouvernement mine sa politique en accord avec les principes
gen6ralement acceptcs du droit internationalOs. Enfin, le role de
conseiller imparti au jurisconsulte est aussi 6valu6 comme devant Eire

'
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. B. Bilder, op. cit (voir supra note n°.2), p. 637 a 638.
Voir par exernrle Sir G. Fitznunrice, op. cit. (voir supra note no.2) p.
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r~aliste"6 ou objedfif . Evalu6e du point de vue strictement
professionnel, la conception "objective" par le jurisconsulte de son
r6le paraitrait plus conforme i la raison d'6tre de celui-ci. Car, c'est
seulement de cette manire qu'il n'induira pas son gouvernement en
erreur irr~flchie. Aussi cette fagon de proc6der parait-elle la plus
d6mocratique si on la considre du moins du point de vue de la
d~mocratie formelle, i savoir qu'il revient aux 6lus de d~cider et non
aux nommis. Cependant, la personnalit6 du jurisconsulte et ses liens
avec le pouvoir ainsi que la conjoncture qui l'entoure permettent qu'il
puisse influencer de fagon "subjective" la decision gouvernementale.
Le bien-fond& moral et politique d'une telle attitude ne saurait
s'6valuer que dans la mesure ofi la dacision gouvernementale est
historiquement justifi6e ou non; ni plus ni moins.
2. Le rMle de conseiller en ce qui concerne
l' laboration de nouvelles r~gles
Les r~gles du droit international 6tant 61abor~es i travers la
conclusion des trait~s, la formation des coutumes ou l'adoption des
principes g~nraux du droit valables dans la plupart des Etats, les
Etats d~terminent leur position i l'gard de telles sources du droit
international chaque fois qu'il est question d'61aborer de nouvelles
r~gles.
La n~cessit6 d'6laboration de nouvelles rigles du droit
international depend bien sir de la volont6 des Etats qui peut diff6rer
suivant les Etats et le sujet i rglementer. Si la majorit6 des Etats ne
ressentent pas cette n~cessit6 ou bien si les Etats influents jugent
contraire i leurs int6r~ts et arrivent i r~ussir d'empecher l'6laboration
de nouvelles r~gles en question, la convergence de vues ne se r6alisera
pas et ces mati~res continueront i rester hors de l'emprise du droit
international18 .
En faisant leur 6valuation i cet 6gard les
gouvernements font souvent recours i l'avis des juristes et plus
spcifiquement i celui du jurisconsulte. II appartient ainsi, en premier
lieu, au jurisconsulte d'aider son gouvernement en ce qui concerne
l'apport probable de l'laboration des nouvelles r~gles i la politique
6tatique, qui peut 8tre positif ou n6gatif.
"Voir encore Sir G. Fitzmaurice, ibidem.
' 7 Voir par exenple R. Sabel, (voir supra note n. 5), op. cit., p. 2.
IS Voir A cet gard pour plus d'explication Ch. de Visscher, Thories et ralitsen
drolt international public, 4e 6d., Paris, PMdone (1970), p. 163 A170.

Lorsque la convergence de vues itatiques sur la ntcessit6
d'6laboation de nouvelles rgles est obtenue, les Etats s'efforceront
cette fois-ci de rendre autant que possible ces nouvelles r gles
conformes i leurs int&rfts nationaux. S'il s'agit, comme c'est le plus
souvent le cas, de la conclusion d'un trait6, les Etats essaieront d'y
inclure les nouvelles r-gles qui leur conviennent S'il est question de
l'6hlaboration de nouvelles rogles par la pratique 6tatiqtie en tant que
coutume, ils essaieront de proc&ier en sauvegardant leurs intre
nationaux. Dans ce doniame toute ivaluation du point de vue
juridique mettra n6cessairement en circuit les juristes comp6tents,
dont le jurisconsulte, qui a normalement l'exprience requise en la
matiTre. Mais une fois l'6vahiation politico-juridique faite, s'il s'agit
de la n6gociation d'un trait6, le jurisconsulte jouera toujours un r6le
lorsqu'on ceme les nouvelles notions on lorsqu'on 6dicte de nouvelles
rugles opdratoires lors de ces nggociations, soit en rndiquant i la
de1egation nomm&e les notions et r~gles les plus conformes a la
politique tatique soit en y prenant directement part. S'dl s'agit de
l'ilaboration de nouvelles notions et rigles par la voie coutumi~re i
travers la pratique 6atique, le jurisconsulte sera souvent consult*
auparavant sur la pratique administrative ou diplornatique qu'on
projette et sur l'&iiction des lois nationales projet6es.
Pendant l'6Iaboration de nouvelles notions et rgles juridiques les
Etats peuvent disposer de diffrentes techniques jundiques dont leur
jurisconsulte conseilera probablement l'utilisation suivant qu'ils
d6sirent des rgles claires ou ambigu~s. G. de Lacharri re qui a 6t6 un
jurisconsulte conpdtent, nous r~v~le que les Etats qui pr6ferent
l'ambiguft& recourent i l'adoption sirultan& de deux formulations
diff6rentes et contradictoires, au choix ddhb&r
d'expressions
6quivoques, i I'inclusion d'expressions dans un texte d'une maniere
peu coh&ente, i l'absence de d6finition des concepts et principes
fondamentaux, am-si qu'aux proc&lis qui laissent ambigud la force
juridique des textes adopt~s 9.
3. Le rfle de conseiller en ce qui concerne I'application des rigles
Bien que l'application des rigles du droit international relive
normalement d'un autre domaine que celui oA le r6le de conseiller du
jurisconsulte est mis en valeur, il est toujours possible que le

9

Voir G. de Lacharre, op- cit (vor- supra note n. 9), p. 89 i 103.

jurisconsulte b6n6ficie de son r6le de conseiller afim de contribuer i la
prise d'une decision politique i travers le processus d'application de
celle-ci. Ce r6le du jurisconsulte se r~alise lors de la d6termination de
la politique 6tatique i l'6gard de l'interpritation des rgles applicables
du droit international.
Le fait qu'il n'existe au niveau mondial aucune autorit6 supra6tatique et que la competence des juridictions internationales est
facultative, laissant forc6ment l'interpr~tation des r~gles du droit
international aux Etats, permet i ceux-ci d'interpriter diffiremment
ces r~gles applicables. Ce qui fait que dans la pratique on parle meme
de politique des Etats A l'6gard de l'interpr~tation des r~gles du droit
international". Or, pour d6terminer une politique i cet 6gard les Etats
doivent encore bn6ficier de la competence des juristes dont le
jurisconsulte du Ministre des affaires 6trangres. Selon que l'Etat en
cause veuille suivre l'interpr6tation correcte et non contest6e quel que
soit l'effet i l'6gard de ses int6rets nationaux, ou trouver des
interpr6tations possibles qui confirment sa politique bas& sur ses
int~rets nationaux, le jurisconsulte se trouve en position de contribuer
Acette politique 6tatique.
4. Le rMIe de conseiller en ce qui concerne le rtuement
pacifique des diffdrends
I1 est g~nralement admis qu'il existe des modes diplomatiques,
juridiques et le recours aux organisations internationales pour le
rfglement des diff~rends internationaux. Les modes diplomatiques
du r~glement comprennent, outre la n6gociation entre les parties,
l'intervention des tiers dont les plus connues sont les bons offices, la
m6diation, l'enquete et la conciliation. II est question, d'une manire
g6n~rale, d'attribuer aux tiers un r6le d'assistance pret~e aux
gouvernements en leur foumnissant des conseils ou des 6l6ments
d'appr~ciation, la decision finale appartenant aux Etats-memes. Par
contre, si l'on soumet un diff~rend i une voie juridique ou i une
organisation internationale, on habilite les tiers Atrancher. Le premier
r6le du jurisconsulte devant une telle situation est de conseiller son

I Par exemple G.de Lacharrih-e, ibid. p. 105 A176.
2'Voir par exemple Ch. Rousseau, Droit internationalpublic, Paris, P6done, Tome
V (1983), p.252 A478.

gouvemement au sujet du choix de ces moyens de r~glement
pacifique des diff&ends.
Les con6deations qui influencent le conseil du jurisconsulte
varieront, H y a tout d'abord des considerations politiques qui
tiennent i la position internationale des Etats en cause". Mais le
conseil du technicien qui est le jurisconsulte s'mfluencera davantage
par des considWrtions hfes au domaine des diff~rends ainsi qu'au r6le
de l'intervention des tiers. I1n'est pas rare de voir qu'en dehors du
systimm contraignant de ia Charte des Nations Unies les
gouvernements rpugnent i confier i des tiers les matikres vitales
telles que celles touchant i la souveraineti et i la sicuriti des Etats.

Le jurisconsuke, tenant compte de la volont& politique, doit dorc
conseiller si l'on doit soumettre ou non un diff~rend i une voie

juridique telle que la juridiction et l'arbitrage internabonales ou
utiliser les modaits diplomatiques. La soumission d'un diffrend i
la voie judiciaire tant consensuelle, ilest reconnu que le r6le du
jurisconsulte est considerable dans ce donaine . Cette evahuation du
jurisconsulte tiendra compte aussi bien de l'6tat du droit applicable
que du niveau de l'intervention souhait e des tiers et meme de

I'identit6 precise des tiers-d&cideurs2.
S'il est d&cide de porter un diffiend i des tiers, le r6le du
jurisconsulte continue cette fois-ci comme un de ceux qul dterminent
la stratgie de conduite de son Etat. 1est aimsipossible que le
jurisconsulte 6value la chance de diverses argumentations possibles
ainsi que la proc&Iure i suivre, s'il est laissi aux parties la possibilit6
d'influencer cette dernire. Mais une fois le processus du r~glement
des diff~rends engag6, le jurisconsulte fait gina-alement partie de la
d6gation de la defense de son Etat devant le(s) tiers et dans la
phpart de ces cas agit comme agent ou conseil et avocat devant une
juridiction internationale; cette fonction de conseiller du jurisconsulte
se combinerait pht6t avec son r6le de dMfenseur qui reste hors de
notre champ d'itude.
12 ditermination
de ti politique relative aux espaces maritimes

I.L r6le du jurisconsulte lors de

2

p. 138 i 139.
Voir par exemple G. de Lachmrire, op. cit. (voir supra note no. 9),

z) Voir aussi R.B. Balder, op. cit (voir supra note n. 2), p. 669.

Voirpar exrnve. G. de Lacharrire, op. cit. (voir sura note n'. 9), p. 144 A159.

Le r6le de conseiller du jurisconsulte qu'on vient de dacrire cidessus est d ploy6 plemement dans tous ses aspects lorsqu'il est
question de la datermination de la politique relative aux espaces
maritimes. Car, bien que dans les questions ayant un fort aspect
politique, le gouvernement, soutenu par les 6valuations des
d6partements politiques du Minist~re des affaires 6trang~res, peut
dacider sans nrcessairement recourir aux services du jurisconsulte,
ceci est pratiquement impossible en mati&e de politique relative aux
espaces maritimes. Ce besoin quasi-absolu de consultation du
jurisconsulte rrsulte du fait que le droit international de la mer, qui
n6cessite une formation sp~cialis~e, 6ehappe en grande partie i la
prise des politiciens et des diplomates.
Le droit international de la mer qui reposait longtemps sur les
principes simples et forts anciens, tels que le principe fondamental de
la libert6 des mers, a trmoign6 d'une 6volution rrvolutionnaire qu'il
ignorait auparavant25 avec la possibilit6 de l'exploitation du sol et du
sous-sol du lit des mers i partir des annres 50. Cette 6volution a eu
comme rrsultat la multiplication des espaces maritimes sur lesquels
les Etats ont un droit de souverainet6 ou des droits souverains
sprciaux. L'ingalit6 des Etats face t la mer et
ces espaces
maritimes a fait que les Etats entreat dans une lutte achamre
concernant les notions relatives i ces espaces maritimes aussi bien
pour la datermination et la prrcision de ces notions juridiques que
pour l'61aboration de nouvelles notions juridiques dans ce domainel.
Ainsi la nrcessit6 de recourir aux services de jurisconsulte du
Ministre des affaires 6trang&es s'est faite plus que jamais ressentir.
Le jurisconsulte a donc W dans une position privilgi6e de contribuer
A la datermination des politiques 6tatiques relatives aussi bien en
mati~re de precision du contenu des notions juridiques classiques
qu'en mati~re d'61aboration de nouvelles notions et rgles concemant
les espaces maritimes. Quand il en a rrsult6 des diff~rends entre les
Etats le r6le que le jurisconsulte joue normalement dans ce domaine a
gagn6 une importance accrue du fait du nombre croissant de ceux-ci.
Nous essaierons dans cette Section H d'illustrer par quelques
exemples concrets le r6le du jurisconsulte relatif aux diff~rents
2 Voir aussi J. Dupuy et D. Vignes, "Introduction", Trait6du nouveau droit de la
mer, Paris-Bruxelles,
•c
Economiea ettBUlnt(95,p
Bruylant (1985), p. 14 i 15.
Voir par exernple M. Bennouna "-Ie caractre pluridimenionneI
du nouveau dalt
de a me" dans Traithdu nouveau droit de a mer, ibid, p. 7 et 8.

aspects de la determination de la politique des Etats en matiere
d'espaces maritimes.
A. Le r6le du jurisconsulte dans ia determination
et la pr6cision des righe
Comme on l'a deja remarque plus haut, le jurisconsulte est
souvent consult6 par son gouvernement au sujet de connaitre les
regles existantes du droit international qui lieraient l'Etat en cause.
Dans des doraines oiu les regles itablies sont bien connues. il est
possible d'outrepasser le service du jurisconsulte. Mais lorsqu'il
s'agit du droit international de la mer, il n'est pratiquement plus
possible, du moins depuis les annees 50, pour les gouvernements
d'agir de cette maniere. Car, cette branche du droit international, qui
est trs inflenc6e par 1 evolution de la technologie, a d&ja eu comme
resultat que les regles classiques telles que l'6tendue de 3 milles de la
mer territoriale et la hberte de la haute mer subissent depuis
notamment la fin du dixneuvieme siecle, des changements avec
l'elargissement de la met territoriale et l'admission de la zone
contiguz. Mais surtout i partir des annees 50 l'admission de
nouvelles notions et regles en droit de la mer telles que le plateau
continental, la zone conomique exclusive et la "zone" n'a pas 6t6 non
plus sans influence sur le contenu des notions et r&gles classiques de
Toutes ces modifications rdvohitonnaires du droit
celui-ci.
international de la met necessitant une observation continue de celiici ont pratiquement rendu quasi-obligatoire la consultation du
jurisconsulte sut les notions et regles existantes en cette maiere lots
de la d&termination de la politique gouvernementale relative aux
espaces maritimes.
Lors de la determination par exemple de la politique relative a la
met territoriale, bien que cet espace maritime soit connu depuis
longtemps, le junsconsulte se voit consulte dans la plupart des Etats,
notamment sutr la mathode de calcul des points de depart de la mer
territoriale, l'tendue de celle-ci, sa delimitation et le regime de
passage des navires de guerre. En effet, en ce qui concerne la methode
de dtermination des lignes de base, bien que le principe soit
l'admission, comme point de dart, de la ligne de base normale, le
recours aux services du jurisconsulte parait pratiquement obligatoire
pour chaque cas concret, du fait qu'il soit possible dans certa s cas

de recourir i la m~thode de ligne de base droite27 . II est surtout
consult6 lorsqu'il existe une c6te profond~ment 6chancr6e et
d6coup~e, un chapelet d'iles le long du rivage ou des baies
historiques. La pratique des Etats offre beaucoup d'exemples de ce
genre de probl~me qui pr~occupe les juristes et particuli~rement les
jurisconsultes 21.
En ce qui conceme 1'6tendue de la mer territoriale, longtemps
appliqu~e comme 3 milles29 et discut6e notamment depuis le d6but du
vingti~me si~cle, elle parait 8tre fix~e par la Convention de 1982 sur
le droit de la mer comme une 6tendue allant en principe jusqu'i 12
milles dans l'article 3 de celle-ci dont les termes sont les suivants :
"Tout Etat a le droit de fixer la largeur de sa mer territoriale; cette
largeur ne d6passe pas 12 milles marins mesur6s ipartir de lignes de
base 6tablies conformment i la Convention". Depuis lors, la
question de savoir s'il existe ou non une r~gle intemationale g~n~rale
d'une mer territoriale de 12 miUles est 6valu6 diffiremment par les
juristes. Les partisans de l'existence d'une r~gle g6n~rale, se basant
aussi sur la pratique des Etats 3° , pr~tendent que la largeur de 12 milles
constitue deji une coutume internationale s'imposant erga omnes,
tandis que les opposants avancent le fait que la Convention n'est pas
opposable aux Etats non-parties i celle-ci et que le terme et l'esprit de
cette disposition ne constituent pas une r~gle autonatique Aappliquer
en tant que coutune sans prendre en consideration la situation
g~ographique des Etats et leurs volont6s exprim6es lors de son
adoption. La question de la largeur de la mer territoriale constitue
ainsi une mati&re sur laquelle les jurisconsultes sont souvent consult~s
par leurs gouvernements respectifs.
La question de la d~limitation des mers territoriales respectives
des Etats dont les c6tes se font face ou sont adjacentes constitue un

" Voir par exemple R.J. Dupuy , "La met sous competence nationale" dans Traiti du
nouveau droit
de lamer, ibid,p. 233 1 236.
" Voir par exemple J. R. V. Prescott, The maritimepoliticalboundariesof the World,
London, Methuen (1985), p. 46 A 70; A. L. Shalowitz, Shore and Sea boundaries,with
Especial Reference to the Interpretationand Use of Coast and GeodetricSurvey data,
Washington (1962), Vol. 1.
29 Voir par exemple D. P. O'Connell, The internationallaw of the sea, Oxford,
Clarendon Press (1982-1984) t. I, p. 130.
" Selon les documents des Nations Unies en 1994 ilexisterait 117 Etats ayant une
Vner territoriale de 12 milles. Voir Nations Unies, Doc. No A149/631 (16 nov. 1994), p.

autre problbme sur lequel les gouvemements ont recours
nicessairement i l'avis des jurisconsultes lors de la dtermination de
la politique y relative. Bien qu'on ait adopti dams la Convention de
Gen~ve de 1958"' sur la mer territoriale et la zone contigud (art. 12
ainsi que dans la Convention de 1982 sur le droit de la mer (art. 15)
tine disposition pr~voyant que, sauf accord contraire entre les Etats
voisins, il sera appliqu6 une r~gle dite "6quidistances-circonstances
sp&ciales ou titres historiques", il ne manque pas d'Etats qui
32
expriment leurs craintes i son 6gard . L'opposabilit6 de cette regle A
I'6gard des Etats la critiquant et ne faisant pas partie des dites
Conventions est donc une question qui se pose deji. Mais mime si
l'on admettait son application erga omnes en tant que coutume
internationale g6n6mrale, le juriste reste touj ours confront6 A la question
de connaitre la signification des circonstances sp6ciales et notarnment
de la determination concrte de celles-ci ainsi que celle des titres
historiques. Enfin, bien que la doctrine admette qu'entre le prmicipe
de l'&luidistance et celui des circonstances sp6ciales iln'y a pas une
pr6somption en faveur du premier et que 1'ensemble de cette
disposition signifie qu'on doit appliquer les principes 6quitables, il ne
manque pas de vues exprim6es en faveur de la subordination de
l'16ment de circonstances sp6ciales i celui d'&ptidistance comme
1'6quidistance constituait la r~gle et les circonstances spiciales
l'exception33 . Les Etats, lors de la ditermination de leur politique
relative i la delimitation des mers territoriales respectives, doivent
ainsi recourir i l'avis de leurs jurisconsultes sur ces questions.
Quant au r6gime de passage des navires de guerre i travers la mer
territoriale, la question de savoir s'il existe ou non un droit de passage
hbre pour ces navires a &t6 discut&e lors de la Troisiiae Conference
stir le droit de la mer et n'a pu obtenir une r6ponse pr6cise. D'aprbs
les prises de position des repr6sentants des Etats lors de la Conference
devant une proposition informelle prdvoyant la notification ou
l'autorisation pour le passage de ceux-ciat 33 Etats ont 6t6 en favetr

3'Nations Unies, Recueil des Traits, vol. 516, p. 205.
Voir par exemple L. Caflisch, "La demirtation des espaces mantirnes enue Etats
Traite du
dont ls c6tes se font face ou adjacentes", in R. J. Dupuy et D. Vignes (6ds.)
nouveau drou de la mer op. ciL(voir supra note n1- 25), p. 391.

" Voir par exemple L.Caflisch, ibid., p.390.
Voir laproposition de laChine etautres du 20 rms 1980 :Doc. C.2flnformal
meeting/58.
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de la proposition et 26 Etats contre celle-ci . Finalement une solution
interm~diaire pr~voyant la competence des Etats riverains de prendre
les mesures relatives i la s~curit6 a 6t6 admise avec la condition que le
Prisident de la Conference fasse une d6claration selon laquelle cela
ne signifie pas la renonciation des Etats de leur droit de r~glementer
dans ce domaine36 . L'examen de la pratique des Etats dans les annes
80 d6montre que 38 Etats requiirent soit la notification pr~alable soit
l'autorisation pour le passage des navires de guerre i travers leur mer
territoriale 37 . Il va de soi que les Etats en daterminant leur politique
relative au r6gime de passage de leur mer territoriale ont dfi consulter
leur jurisconsulte afm de prendre une position dans Fun ou l'autre
sens en cette matiine et continuent encore de le faire en observant les
d6veloppements sur ce sujet.

On peut multiplier les sujets sensibles relevant des notions et
r~gles classiques du droit international qui n~cessitent la consultation
du jurisconsulte lors de la d6termination de la politique relative aux
espaces maritimes. Nous nous contenterons ici de ne citer que le cas
de la mer territoriale.
B. Le r6Ie du jurisconsulte lors de l'61aboration
des nouvelles r~gles
Lorsqu'il s'agit de l'61aboration de nouvelles r~gles en droit
international, le r6le du jurisconsulte gagne encore davantage
d'importance. Son r6le se manifeste, suivant les cas, i partir de la
conceptualisation d'une nouvelle notion ou r6gle jusqu'i la position
6tatique i prendre devant une 6volution menant i la cr6ation de
nouvelles r~gles. En ce qui concerne la conceptualisation d'une
nouvelle notion et les r~gles y relatives, la contribution du
jurisconsulte i celle-ci peut 8tre illustr6e par l'exemple de la notion du
plateau continental. En effet, lorsque le Pr6sident Roosevelt des EtatsUnis d'Am~rique a &6 saisi par la demande du Secr~taire de
l'int~rieur Ickes, en date du 5 juin 1943, de trouver le moyen de
s'approprier les ressources du plateau continental au sens g6ologique

"1Voir Documents officiels de la Troisibme Conference des Nations Unies sur le droit
de la mer, t. XV.
' Pour la d6claration du President Koh du 26 avril 1982, voir ibid., 176me rdunion,
t. XVI, p.132.
" A.V. Lowe, "Some legal problems arising from the use of the seas for military
purposes", Marine Policy, 1986, vol. 10, n- 3, p. 173.

adjacent aux Etats-Unis, le Pr6sident l'a communique au Secr~taire
d'Etat Hull le 9 jura 1943 afin qu'on l'6tudie'. Cela a it& fait par un
groupe de travail interminist&iel dont les services du jurisconsulte
faisaient n6cessairement partie et qui a produit la proclamation du
9
Pr6sident Truman du 28 septembre 1945 sur le plateau continental .
C'est ainsi que, comme 'a reconnu la Cour mtemationale de Justice,
le concept du plateau continental et son regime se sont introduits au
droit international positif'.
Un autre exemple d'une nouvelle conceptualisation en droit
international est illustre par la notion de zone economique exclusive.
Lanc6e la premiere fois par le diligu6 du Kenya en janvier 1972 lors
de la session annuelle du Comit6 juridique consultatif afro-asiatique",
sa conception et son 61aboration doivent beaucoup aux junstes et
jurisconsultes africains qui ont soumis une proposition i ce sujet le 7
aofit 1972 au Comite des fonds marins des Nations Unieses.
Quant a l'illustration de la contribution gin6rale des
jurisconsultes lors de l'6laboration de nouvelles notions et rgles en
droit international des espaces maritimes, tn des meilleurs exemples
est la nouvelle notion d'Etat archipel et le r6gime des eaux
archip6lagiques. D'un c6t6 la revendication des Etats ayant des
archipels et d'un autre c6t6 l'inqui6tude des Etats pouvant tre
affect~s par l'adoption d'un rigime archiplagique tres etendu ont fait
que la question de I'Etat archipel art donn lieu i une grande
confrontation entre les diff~rentes categories d'Etats. Un des
probl.mes principaux 6tait de savoir quels Etats ben6ficieront de ce
statut, autrement dit, est-ce qu'il sera riserv6 uniquement aux Etats
archipolagiques oc6aniques ou est-ce que les Etats continentaux
disposant aussi d'archipels en bdnificieront aussi? Les Etats

1. Dupuy et D.
3 J. F. Pulvenis, Le plateau continental, difinition et rTgime", m R.
.

Vignes, Traite du nouveau droiz de la mer op. cit. (voir supra note n' 25, p.285.
3V. M. Whiteman, Digest ofunternationallaw. Washington, 1965, vol 4, p. 792 et

s.amosi que p. 745 et s.
- Affaire du plateau coninental de la Mer du Nord (Rpublique fjderale
d'AllemagneIDanemark" Ripublique f&trdale d'AllemagnelPays-Bas). C.IJ.Recueil
(1969), p. 4"Working paper on the Exclusive Zone Concept - prepared by the Government of
Kenya as a nrierx of the working group on the Law of the Sea". Report of the Asian
African Legal Consuftative Committee of the Thirteenth Sesson held in Lagos. Januar
1972, p. 131.
c Sur l16laborataon de cette notion V. L GOnding, Die 200 Semeilen-Wirtschaf one.
Berlin, Springer-Verlag (1983), p. 15 i 113.

protagonistes ont dfi faire de grands efforts, aides n~cessairement par
les juristes et leurs jurisconsultes, pour faire pencher la balance en
leur faveur. Finalement, ce sont les opposants i une conception tr~s
large d'Etat-archipel qui ont gagn6 en 6cartant le b~n~fice dudit statut
aux Etats continentaux disposant d'archipels. Le second probl~me
relatif i ce regime 6tait soulev6 entre les Etats partisans de la
souverainet6 totale sur ces espaces maritimes et ceux qui sont les
tenants de la libert6 de navigation et de survol. Sur cet aspect de la
question le r6le des juristes et jurisconsultes a peut-8tre encore W
plus important. Car le problme 6tant de sauvegarder les libert~s
r~siduelles dont on b6n~ficiait auparavant tout en admettant le
principe d'un r6gime de passage archip~lagique, les juristes et
jurisconsultes ont dfi faire beaucoup d'efforts d'imagination.
C. Le r6ie du jurisconsulte dans le choix des vojes
de riglement pacifique des differends relatifs
aux espaces maritimes
Le r6le de conseiller du jurisconsulte est encore indispensable
lorsqu'il est question pour un gouvemement de soumettre une affaire
relative aux espaces maritimes i une voie de r~glement pacifique des
diff6rends. La premiere question se posant au sujet de savoir s'il faut
porter un diff~rend de ce genre devant des tiers, le jurisconsulte se
trouve en face d'un probl~me tr~s d~licat qui depend aussi bien de la
volont6 politique que de l'valuation des donn~es juridiques. A cet
6gard il est surtout appelk i aider son gouvemement sur la
"compatibilit6" des modes de r~glement avec la mati~re i traiter.
L'absence d'une r~glementation mternationale suffisante en la mati~re
rendant tr~s difficile la prevision d'une solution juste, il n'est pas rare
que le jurisconsulte pr~sente l'tat du droit positif et laisse la decision
Sl'enti~re responsabilit6 de la volont6 politique. C'est par exemple le
cas lorsqu'il s'agit de la delimitation des espaces maritimes oA il faut
appliquer les principes 6quitables dont le contour et le contenu ne
paraissent toujours pas bien d~termin~s.
Une fois que la volont6 politique s'exprime en faveur de la
soumission d'un diff~rend aux voies de r~glement pacifique, le r6le
du jurisconsulte devient determinant, puisqu'il est confront6 avec la
question de conseiller la voie de r~glement pouvant 8tre la plus
b~n~fique pour les intr~ts nationaux ainsi que sa "compatibilit6" avec
la mati~re i traiter. Ainsi, d'apr~s les solutions adopt~es par la
Convention de 1982, certains sujets de diff~rend paraissent convenir

davantage au mode de conciliation qu'i celui de riglement
jurdictionnel. Par exemple, I'article 297 de ladite Convention
dispose de la soumission a la conciliation obligatoire des questions de
la recherche scientifique marine sur le plateau continental ou dams la
zone iconomique exclusive ainsi que des questions relatives aux
ressources biologiques de la zone 6conomique exclusive. Par contre,
le m~me article pr6voit certames cat6gories de diffirends relevant de
mati~res telles que le droit de la navigation, le droit de poser des
cibles et des pipelines sous-marins dans la zone economique
exclusive, la preservation du milieu matin, etc. comme des matieres
par exellence i soumettre i la juridiction puisqu'il n'admet pas
d'exception en ces mati~res. Cependant il est bien ivident que le
jurisconsulte qui est confront6 avec les questions de choix du mode de
roglement en ce qui concerne les matinres susmentionnies, i moms
que l'Etat en cause fasse partie de la Convention, ne peut ni ne doit
decider automatiquement en faveuir du choix adopt6 dans la
Convention de 1982 sans prendre en considration toutes les
caractfristiques du diffrend en question.
La question du choix du mode de riglement qui semble dans la
pratique des Etats pr6occuper le plus le junsconsulte conceme la
delimitation des espaces maritimes telles que les eaux territoriales, les
plateaux continentaux, les zones 6conomiques exclusives et les zones
de p&ehe. La sp~cificite de la g6ographie et de la structure g6ologique
de chaque espace maritime en question ainsi que l'impr&cision des
rigles juridiques en matiee de d6limitation laissant une grande place
i l'incertitude, le junisconsulte est oblige de faire des 6tudes tr~s
detailles sur les diffirentes possibilit~s afin de ne pas induire son
gouvemement en erreur d'6valuation. C'est pourquoi dans le cas des
espaces maritimes ou la gtographie et la g6ologie ne prisentent pas de

caractfrisfiques tris particuires et, notamment lorsqu'il s'agit d'Etats
riverais des oceans, le jurisconsulte parait se trouver plus i l'aise
dans ses conseils j son gouvernement en vue de la soumission du

diff6rend i un mode contraignant de rolement Par contre lorsqu'il
s'agit d'une met semi-ferm&e pr6sentant une g6ographie physique et
politique complexe, la tiche du jurisconsulte est plus difficile et il est
beaucoup plus hesitant i conseiller la sounission du diffrend i une
voie juridictionnelle. Cette prudence du jurisconsulte ne manque pas
i son tour de marquer la volont6 gouvemementale dans ses choix du
mode de rglement des difftends.

Le choix du mode de r~glement du diff6rend accompli, il reste
toujours au jurisconsulte A 6valuer les diff~rentes possibilit6s de la
composition de l'organe tiers d~cideur et de la proc6dure i suivre,
lorsque ces probl~mes restent non r~gls par le choix du moyen de
r~glement. Cette question se pose en ce qui concerne la composition
et la procedure des commissions d'enqu~te, de 'organe de
conciliation ou d'un organe arbitral. Cependant, bien que la
composition de la Cour intemationale de Justice soit d6termin6e par
son Statut, le fait qu'on puisse soumettre un diff~rend i une Chambre
sp ciale ou ad hoc offre la possibilit6 que le jurisconsulte conseille
aussi son gouvemement i cet igard.
Conclusion
Le tour d'horizon qu'on vient de faire suffit, nous semble-t-il, i
d6montrer que le jurisconsulte du Ministre des affaires 6trang~res
contribue largement i la datermnation de la politique des Etats en ce
qui concerne les espaces maritimes. II n'est pas n6cessaire de dire
bien entendu que les effets de ce r6le de conseiller du jurisconsulte
peuvent changer d'Etat i Etat. Mais la personnalit6 du jurisconsulte et
sa comptence scientifique amsi que son habilet6 auront toujours un
certain effet sur la prise des dacisions politiques qui sont oeuvre de
l'intelligence collective.
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THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER IN THE
TREATY-MAKING PROCESS

ilan Berinek"

L Introduction
International treaties are one of the main sources of
international law. The treaty-making process is therefore of primary
importance for the creation of a major part of the rights and obligations
of States with respect to other States or international organizations. In
contrast to the participation of a multiplicity of States in the creation of
customary norms of international law, the treaty-making process
provides considerably broader room for the direct realization of the
specific policy goals of a State.
The preparation and conclusion of treaties have traditionally
been subject to regulation by both international law and internal law.
The focus of international law and internal law in this respect is
obviously different. In the first instance, the two major international
instruments concerning the law of treaties, namely the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969' and the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International
Organizations or between International Organizations of 19862
concentrate on the international dimension of the treaty-making
process. In the second, questions concerning the internal organization
of this process within States themselves are governed by the internal
law of each State concerned.
The awareness of the importance of treaties has led many
States to include basic provisions concerning the conclusion of treaties

SDirector of the Depwwnt of International Law, Mmisty of Foreign Affairs
of the Czech Republic.
' United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p.
2 Document A/CONF. 129/15.
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in their constitutions.3 This question is often addressed in terms of the
The respective provisions of
delimitation of competences.
constitutions are therefore rather laconic. There are, however, examples
where the treaty-making process is the subject of detailed regulation
by a specific law.'
The domestic regulation of the above questions is not a purely internal
matter in which other States have no interest. The international
relevance of such questions has been recognized in the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties, although in the rather exceptional
cases concerning the reasons that may be invoked as invalidating a
State's consent to a treaty.' Also international treaties themselves quite
often refer to procedures set up by internal law. One such example is
the rather common treaty provision requiring the completion of
procedures concerning its approval provided for by the internal law of
the contracting States as a condition for its entry into force.
The details of the treaty-making process are usually regulated
by rules that are of a lower degree than laws and the content of which
is not widely known. These rules may be unknown even to the other
treaty parties. Whatever the differences may be between internal legal
systems, the legal service of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs always has
an important role to play in this process.'

Cf. P. Daillier and A. Pellet, Droit internationalpublic, 5th ed. (Paris,
1994), p. 145. See, for example, article 29 of the Constitution of Ireland, A. P. Blaustein
and G. H. Flanz, eds., Constitutionsof the Countriesof the World (Dobbs Ferry, Oceana
Publications, 1996), pp. 52-53; article 59 of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of
Germany, ibid., (1994), p. 129; and articles 63, 74 and 93-96 of the Constitution of
Spain, ibid., (1991), pp. 56, 59 and 63.
4 See, for example, Law No. 68 of 15 July 1995 on International Treaties of
the Russian Federation.
' Thus, according to article 46 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties of 1969 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p. 331), a manifest violation
of a provision of internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties is one such
reason.
' The legal adviser is the Director of the Department of International Law. His
or her competences are defined as those of a "head of the department". He or she has no
specific status in the administrative hierarchy as compared to heads of other departments
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The functions concerning the treaty-making process
are de jure not "his or her" functions but those of the Department of International Law
for which he or she is responsible.

This article attempts to illustrate the role of the legal adviser in
the treaty-making process using as an example the practice of the

Czech Republic. As a relatively new member of the United Nations,"
the Czech Republic itself has a rather modest practice in this field.'
This practice, however, shows that there is a continuity in the approach
to treaty-making and, accordingly, a bond with the much longer
tradition of Czechoslovakia in this field.
To explain properly the role of the legal adviser in the treatymaking process, as seen from the inside point of view, it is useful to
provide at least a short outline of the current regulation of competences
and procedures concerning the conclusion of international treaties in
the Constitution of the Czech Republic and other relevant provisions
mainly of an internal nature.
IL Legislation and Internal Regulation of the
Treaty-making Process

The basic provision concerning treaty-making in the Czech
legal system is contained in article 63, paragraph 1 (b), of the
Constitution according to which the conclusion and ratification of
international treaties is one of the prerogatives of the President of the
Republic. He or she may transfer the conclusion of international

treaties to the Government or, with its consent, to individual members
of the Govermnent

9

Within the powers conferred on him by this provision of the

Constitution, the President of the Republic, by Decision No. 144 of 28
, The Czeh

Republic, as one of the two successor States of Czcolovakia

which dissolved on 31 December 1992, was adnitted as a new member of die United
Nations on 19 January 1993 by General Assembly resolution 47/221.
a Since 1 January 1993, the date of its creation, the Czech Republic has
concluded about 740 international treaties. In addition, it succeeded to some 2,000
blateur and 1.000 nxiltlatral treaties of the former Czechoslovakia_

Iis provisin incorporates die concept found in die previous Czechoslovak

Constirutions from dhe period after the Second World War. See article 74, paragraph I,

subparagaph 1,of the 1948 Constitution (No. 15011 948, Collwion of Laws), article 62,
paragraph 1, subparagraph 1, of the 1960 Constitution (No. 100/1960, Collection of
Laws); and article 61, paragraph 1(a), of the Constitutional Law on the Czecboslovak
Federation (No. 143/1968, Collecria. ofLaw).

April 1993,1" transferred:
The conclusion and approval of bilateral
a)
and multilateral international treaties which do not
require approval by the Parliament," as well as the
accession to these treaties or the acceptance thereof,
to the Government, and
The conclusion and approval of bilateral
b)
and multilateral treaties the subject-matter of which
falls within the competence of a single ministry or
other governmental agency, to the member of the
Government who is the head of such ministry or
agency.
These matters are further regulated by "The Guidelines for the
Conclusion, Approval, Application and Termination of International
Treaties"' 2 and "The Instruction of the Minister of Foreign Affairs
concerning Conclusion of International Treaties". 3 This regulation is
of paramount importance for ensuring the necessary cooperation of
ministries and governmental agencies in the treaty-making process.
The regulation of the treaty-making process in the Czech
Republic is based to some extent on the precedents provided by the
analogous regulations that were elaborated and applied during the last
decades of existence of Czechoslovakia. There are, however, important
differences between these regulations due to differences in the
organization of the respective States. Czechoslovakia was a federal
State, where, except for a very short period before its dissolution, the
competence to conclude international treaties belonged to the
Federation. The constituent units of the Federation (the Czech
Republic and the Slovak Republic), however, had the right to
0 No.

144/1993, Collection of Laws.

"According to article 49, paragraph 2, of the Constitution, the approval of the

Parliament is required for international treaties on human rights and fundamental
freedoms, treaties of a political character, economic agreements of a general nature and
treaties the implementation of which requires the adoption of a law.
Approved b 'he Delisir.bf the Government No. 328 of 16 June 1993.
- sased on 2tJ Lecember 199.

"intervene" in the conclusion of any treaty whose application would
concern matters falling, according to the Federal Constitution, within
their competnc." Certain competenceS of the Republics to participate
in the conclusion of international treaties, including their right to
conclude such treaties on their own, was recognized only in 1992.
There is no such provision in the Czech Constitution. The
Czech Republic, as a unitary State, has a centralized mechanism for
treaty-making. The only authorities involved in the treaty-making
process are constitutional organs and central authorities, such as
ministries and other governmental agencies which are part of the State
administration. No role is reserved for the local (provincial)
authorities.
The pivotal role in organizing and coordinating the
administrative processes relating to preparation and conclusion of
treaties, conferred on the legal service of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, remains, in principle, unchanged.
IIL Coordination of National Participation
in the Treaty-making Process
The conclusion of international treaties is an integral part of
foreign policy. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has therefore primary
responsibility for ensuring that the conclusion of international treaties

is consistent with the interests of the Czech Republic pursued in the
international arena and with the principles and norms of the law of
treaties. For this purpose the Ministry, through its Department of

International Law, in particul.
- Coordinates and oversees the preparation and negotiation of
international treaties, and

- See, article 137, paragraph (d), of th Constitutional Act No. 143/1968 on
the Czemhoslovak Federation concerning the approval of international treaties whose
iMlementation was within the jurisdiction of the constitUet republics, by their
Governn-rts, and article 107, paragraph 1(b), concerning the competence of the two
National Councils (legislative bodies of the constituent republics) to approve
unenauil treaties whm inipleeimmin required an Act ofthe National Council. For
the English text of Act No. 143/1968, as amended by Constitutional Act No. 125/1970,
see Bulletin of/Czehowsak Law, vol. 10 (Prague, 1971), pp. 101-148.

- Ensures that the procedure for their internal consideration
and approval is fully observed.
To enable the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to fulfil these
functions, the ministries and other governmental agencies submit
annual progress reports concerning the negotiation or conclusion of
new treaties and plans for the conclusion of international treaties.
These plans are submitted to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by the end
of the year and examined by both the respective political departments
and the Department of International Law.
The preparation of the draft treaty and its submission for
consideration following the internal procedure is the responsibility of
the ministry or the agency whose competence encompasses the major
part of the issues which are the object of the treaty. Other ministries or
agencies whose competences are also involved are obliged to provide
needed assistance and to participate in negotiations. In exceptional
cases, such responsible ministry or agency may be chosen by the
Government on an ad hoc basis.
The responsibility for the preparation and conclusion of
cultural agreements, which cover cooperation in the field of culture,
education and science, belongs to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. To
some extent this responsibility is a remnant of the previous practice
from the time of the Czechoslovak Federation. 5
Whenever the problem of conflicting competences arises, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs plays its role as the coordinator. Although,
in theory, the issue could be settled by the Government itself, the
opinion of the legal adviser usually resolves the matter.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also monitors the
implementation of treaties, in particular from the point of view of the
foreign policy interests of the Czech Republic. But this is rather the
'5 As there was no Ministry of Culture on the federal level, but only the
Ministries of Culture of the Czech Republic and of the Slovak Republic, then component
units of the Federation, treaty making in the field of cultural affairs was, on the
international level, within the responsibilities of the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

function of the political department responsible for the relations with
the State or the international organization which is the other treaty
party. Whenever the implementation of a treaty poses a problem,
however, the International Law Department is immediately involved by
means of a request for a legal analysis of the situation. Quite often the
Dpartment is also asked to suggest a possible solution of the problem.
IV. The Role of the Legal Adviser in the Preparation
and Negotiation of Treaties
The legal adviser and his or her staff are directly involved in
a number of negotiations concerning treaties on subjects which are the
main responsibility of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, such as treaties
relating to political matters, human rights and the codification and
progressive development of international law. The legal adviser may
also indirectly influence the negotiation of all other treaties. This
indirect influence occurs mainly through the procedure for the approval
of instructions for expert negotiations or through consultations at
different stages of negotiations (upon the request of the head of the
expert delegation). The legal adviser or his or her staff may also
participate in the negotiations or in some parts thereof if it is considered
necessary due to the political importance or the complexity of the legal
issues involved.
The draft instruction for negotiations is, as a rule, prepared by
the ministry or agency having the main responsibility for the treaty in
question. It includes the political and economic reasoning of the treaty
and the estimated impact of the treaty's implementation on the State
budget. It always contains, as a minimum, the draft principles of the
treaty and the list of experts who will participate in the negotiations.
The draft instruction must be submitted to all interested ministers or
heads of other governmental agencies involved. This procedure also
applies in cases when the expert talks are held in several stages and a
new instruction is needed for their continuation.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, namely its legal service, is
always involved in the procedure for the approval of instructions. This
involvement ensures not only the control of the implementation of
foreign policy interests, but also provides the necessary guidance on
questions of international law that may arise in connection with the

subject-matter concerned. Quite often the Ministry is called to assist
even in matters of legal technique. This kind of assistance is
appreciated mainly by the ministries or agency whose treaty-making
practice is rather limited and whose legal department is not large.
The above remarks are valid for both bilateral negotiations as
well as multilateral negotiations conducted under the auspices of an
international organization, namely within its competent organ,
commission or committee. However, if these negotiations are
undertaken within an international organ which has the competence to
adopt the treaty or by a diplomatic conference, then the proposal for the
conclusion of the treaty requires a higher degree of domestic approval,
as discussed below.
V. The Consideration of Proposals for the Conclusion of Treaties
All proposals for the conclusion of a treaty require approval
by the Government irrespective of whether it falls within the category
of treaties subject to ratification by the President of the Republic or
within the category of treaties the conclusion of which the President of
the Republic transferred to the Government. The proposal, after its
consideration by all interested ministries or agencies, is submitted to
the Government by the ministry which has the primary responsibility
for the conclusion of the treaty. Unless it has submitted the proposal
itself, the Minister of Foreign Affairs should always sign the proposal
together with the minister who submits the proposal to the
Government.
The signature by the Minister of Foreign Affairs is preceded,
as a rule, by the examination of the proposal by the legal adviser. The
role of the legal service is to determine whether the proposal satisfies
all requirements set up by the Rules. For example, concerning treaties
the conclusion of which the President of the Republic transferred to the
Government, the submission must include the draft decision of the
Government on the matter, the authorization of the plenipotentiary to
sign the treaty, the measures necessary for the implementation of the
treaty once it enters into force and the organs responsible for the
implementation of the treaty.

At this stage, the proposal must already include either the draft
treaty as such or its principles which should have emerged from prior
expert negotiations. The proposal must also clarify the relationship

between the international obligations under the proposed treaty and
those deriving for the Czech Republic from general international law or
other treaties already in force. In this respect it should be noted that the
practice of the Czech Republic is to conclude treaties consistent both
with its obligations under other treaties and with those deriving from
the general international law, including those of a purely dispositive
character (ius dispositivum).
The draft instruction is needed whenever the text of the treaty
is to be finalized within an international organization.
In the case of treaties subject to ratification by the President of

the Republic further requirements have to be observed after such
treaties are signed. The proposal to the Government including the
suggestion for the submission of the treaty to the Parliament for its
approval and the suggestion to the President of the Republic for the
ratification of the treaty must accompany the report which contains the
political, economic and legal reasoning foy the conclusion of the treaty.
It must demonstrate how the treaty conforms to the foreign policy
goals, how the questions which remain open between the parties may
be resolved, how the implementation of the treaty will be ensured and
whether the treaty is consistent with existing laws and regulations, or
whether their revision or amendment will be needed. In this respect the
legal service of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is expected to have
detailed knowledge of internal law, even if, in this respect, it often
shares the responsibility with the ministry submitting the proposal.
Finally, the proposal must explain on what basis the consent of the
Parliament is needed and, in particular, whether new legislation will be
required.
In addition, proposals for this category of treaties must be
accompanied by, among other things, the special report to the
Parliament As this report becomes part of the official documents of
the Parliament and may be invoked for the purpose of interpreting the
treaty, the report has to be drafted as a kind of commentary thereto.
One of the sensitive issues in this respect is whether a treaty

has to be considered as a human rights treaty. The qualification of a
treaty as such has important consequences. According to article 10 of
the Constitution, human rights treaties to which the Czech Republic is
a party, once published in the Collection of Laws, supersede
inconsistent provisions of domestic law and are directly applicable by
the courts. Accordingly, unlike other treaties that are subject to
approval by the Parliament, a two-thirds majority vote is required for
their approval. The determination of whether a treaty qualifies as a
human rights treaty is the prerogative of the Parliament. The
Government, however, relying on the analysis provided by the legal
adviser, makes an appropriate recommendation in this respect to the
Parliament. The legal analysis takes into account the circumstances in
which the treaty has been elaborated, namely, whether it was
considered as being a human rights treaty by the other States
participating in the negotiations. Thus, in this particular case, the
opinion of the legal adviser is mainly concerned with ensuring
consistency in the understanding of the purpose of the treaty on the
international and internal levels.
At present, treaties falling within the category of
"governmental treaties" represent the majority of treaties concluded by
the Czech Republic. Many of them are of a rather technical character.
To follow strictly the above procedure for the approval of proposals
aimed at concluding this type of treaty would overburden the
Government with a huge, rather administrative agenda. To avoid such
a situation, the Rules envisage a simplified procedure for the approval
of this type of treaty. Thus, for example, the Minister of Industry and
Commerce is entitled to approve, on behalf of the Government,
proposals for the conclusion of all kinds of protocols attached to
commercial or payment agreements, provided that these protocols are
aimed at implementing, not revising, the said agreements. Similarly,
the Minister of Culture, Education, Youth and Sports may approve, on
behalf of the Government, proposals for protocols aimed at
implementing agreements on cooperation in the field of culture,
education and science or of science and technology. The Minister of
the Environment is similarly entitled to approve proposals for the
conclusion of instruments concerning the implementation of
agreements on cooperation in water management of boundary waters.

These ministers may, however, do so only with the consent of other
ministers or heads of governmental agencies interested in the said
agreements. Finally, once a year, they have to inform the Government
of all instruments they have approved on its behalf in the exercise of

this right.
The above situation has to be distinguished from that in which
the conclusion of a treaty falls entirely within the competence of the
minister or head of a governmental agency.

In such a case, the

proposal for the conclusion of the treaty is not submitted to the
Government and the Government is not necessarily even informed
about it- The said minister or the head of the agency approves the
proposal with the consent of the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Accordingly, the legal service of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is
involved even in the preparation of this type of treaty.
The above comments relate mainly to the "written stage" of
the consideration of proposals for the conclusion of a treaty or the
approval of the treaty after its signature. The legal adviser also assists
the Minister of Foreign Affairs during the consideration of the treaty in
the Government or in the Parliament The presence of the legal adviser
is more often requred in meetings of the Parliament's committees than
in meetings of the Government

VL Technical Functions of the Legal Service
in the Treaty-making Process
In addition to its functions in the coordination of the internal
part of the treaty-making process, the legal service of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs fulfils under the guidance of the legal adviser a
number of other functions of a rather technical character, including in

particula.
- Ensuring the publication of treaties, to which the Czech
Republic has become a party, in the Collection of Laws (Official
JoWoIa),

- Ensuring the registration of treaties with the Secretary-General
of the United Nations,

- Keeping the list of treaties to which the Czech Republic is a
contracting State, and
- In the event that the Czech Republic is a depositary of a treaty,
exercising the functions of such depositary.
Thus, in addition to the staff of about 20 lawyers, there is also a rather
small -- but very efficient-- administrative staff.
The originals of nearly all international treaties are kept in the
6
archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, a unit independent from
the International Law Department. However, this unit accepts treaties
only upon the instruction of the Department.
VII.

Participation in the Progressive Development of
International Law and Its Codification

The progressive development of international law and its
codification, a process usually completed by the adoption of an
international convention, must undoubtedly be considered as part of
the treaty-making process. 7 Once it becomes clear that the topic which
is being considered with a view to its possible codification may be the
subject of a treaty, the internal procedure applicable to the preparation
of treaties -- or rather participation in their elaboration -- is obviously
used. This procedure, however, has primarily been set up for the
purpose of the preparation of bilateral treaties. It does not address the
special features of the "codification" process. Accordingly, the most
substantive part of the State's contribution to this process is not
governed by any detailed internal regulation. The management of this
process is rather a matter for the good judgement of the legal adviser.
, There are very few exceptions for certain treaties which, with the consent
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, remain in the archives of the Ministry of Defense or
the MinistrX of Interior.
It is true that the statute of the International Law Commission distinguishes
between the progressive development of international law and its codification and
considers the form of a convention indispensable only for the former. However, due to
the practical impossibility of separating the progressive development of international law

from its codification, the opinion has evolved over the years that the form of a
convention is the normal form that any successful outcome in this field should be given.

The legal adviser has to decide how to ensure the qualified
participation of the State in this process as well as the timing and form
of the necessary consultation with other ministries or agencies. The
legal adviser also organizes the preparation of responses to all kinds of
"questionnaires" emanating from different bodies involved in the
progressive development and codification of international law on the
international or regional level. In addition, the legal adviser decides
questions relating to the preparation of written comments on different
draft instruments as well as the participation in relevant debates held in
the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly. In
addition, the legal adviser plays an important role in determining the
composition of the official delegations that participate in the diplomatic
conferences and international meetings at which international law is
progressively developed and codified.

VIIL Cooperation with Experts, Scientists and Research Bodies
Another question which is not a matter for formal regulation is
that of the involvement in the treaty-making process of experts from
research bodies or academic institutions. Here again the initiative and
personal contacts of the legal adviser are of primary importance.
Undoubtedly, for the majority of treaties this kind of assistance
is not needed. There are, however, fields in which the elaboration of a
treaty requires close cooperation between lawyers and experts in
different disciplines. Most often these conventions on specialized
questions are concluded within the framework of international
organizations. Examples of such conventions may be found among
instruments in the field of outer space lawv, the law of the sea.
environmental law and the prevention of international terrorism- "

" The Conference convened by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) in 1991 to conclude the Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives fo
the Purpose of Detection provides one example of the close cooperation between ega!
and technical experts in such an endeavour. The process leading to the adoption of the
above convention was started by the United Kingdom and Czechoslo%ac<a v%hen they
jointly initiated the adoption of the resolution of the ICAO General Assembly concenring
this issue, following the adoption of Secunty Council resolution 635/1989.

The broader recourse of States to this kind of expert assistance
is evident from the lists of their delegations attending international
meetings where multilateral treaties are being prepared. But special
expertise may be necessary even for the elaboration of bilateral treaties.
The participation of outside experts often constitutes a new challenge
for the legal service. Lawyers and technical experts or scientists must
create a team capable of finding common language first to understand
each other properly and then to complement each other in their effort to
elaborate a treaty regulating a highly technical matter. This kind of
cooperation usually occurs on an ad hoc basis.
The cooperation with learned institutions in the field of
international law has a much broader basis. There is a long-standing
tradition of very close contacts and cooperation with international
lawyers at the Faculties of Law of Charles University in Prague and
Masaryk's University in Brno. These lawyers are usually invited to
give their individual opinion on specific issues relating to the bilateral
or multilateral treaty which is being negotiated. In exceptional cases,
they are included as experts in the delegation. Their contribution
concerns mainly questions connected with the progressive development
and codification of international law.
IX. Conclusions
The internal regulation of the treaty-making process is an
important part of the legal environment in which international treaties
are born. In the case of the Czech Republic, the functions that the legal
adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is personally called upon to
perform or supervise are of particular importance. They go hand-inhand with the coordination functions assigned to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs on the basis of the distribution of competences in the
treaty-making process.
The legal adviser influences the treaty-making process at an
early stage by preparing the draft guidelines regulating the internal
aspects of the treaty-making process, approved by the Government, or
the draft instruction of the Minister of Foreign Affairs aimed at
developing in more detail the procedure to be followed during the

conclusion of treaties and their approval. The legal adviser performs a
wide range of functions concerning the coordination and the control of
national activities in the treaty-making process as well as in the
negotiation, the approval and even the implementation of treaties. The
legal adviser may provide opinions which further influence political
decisions in treaty matters.
This article was intended to provide information on the practice
of the Czech Republic in the internal regulation of the treaty-making
process, to share our experience with other colleagues bearing similar
responsibilities and to contribute to mutual understanding and
confidence- building among the legal services of the Members States
of the United Nations and to an open-minded discussion of problems
whose solution will hardly ever be considered as final or perfect

SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW AND HUMAN
RIGHTS IN THE LIGHT OF THE ADOPTION OF THE ROME
STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
Adriaan Bos*

I.

Introduction

I would like to reflect on the relationship between the
protection of human rights and the international humanitarian rules in
the light of the adoption of the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court (Rome Statute).' The protection of human rights is an
obligation imposed on States with respect to individuals who are either
within their territory or subject to their jurisdiction. It is for this reason
that, as far as international humanitarian law is concerned, this essay
focuses on the non-international armed conflicts that take place within
the territory of a single State.
Let me start by saying that this relationship is not a new
question. After the Second World War, and in particular in the 1960s,
there was a growing awareness that international humanitarian law and
international human rights law had much in common. It is equally clear
that the roots of the two regimes are completely different.

Legal Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Netherlands.
IDocumnt PCNICC/1999/INF/3.
2 R. Abi-Saab, "Human Rights and Humanitamia
Law m Internal Conflicts",
Human Rights and HumanitarianLaw, Daniel Warner, ed., (The Hague, M. Nijhoff,
1997); Theodore Meron, "Convergence of International Humamtanan Law and Hurn
Rights Law", Human Rights and HumanitarianLaw, Daniel Warner, ed., (The Hague,
M. Nooff, 1997); R. Abi-Saab, "Humniiarian law and internal conflicts: the evolution

of legal concern", HumanitarianLaw of Armed Conjlia ChalengesAhead. Astrid
Delissen and Gerard J. Tanja, eds., (Dordrecht, M- Nijhoff, 1991); P. H. Kooijmans, "In
the shadowland between civil war and civil strife: some reflections on the standard
setting process", Humanitarian Law of Armed Conflict Challenges Ahead, Astrid
Delissen and Gerard J. Tanja, eds., (Dordrecht, M. Nijhoff, 1991).

II.

International Humanitarian Law

International humanitarian rules have their origin in relations
between States and their purpose is to limit the suffering resulting from
international armed conflicts. In a sense they represent a response to
technological developments in warfare. They define jus in bello
indicating what means and methods of warfare are still acceptable in the
eyes of humanity. Military necessity is balanced against humanity. In
1864, the first Geneva Convention was adopted, its aim being to
improve the lot of soldiers wounded in the field.' It grew from the
traditional concern of the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) for casualties of war. This concern 4has since been expressed in
a number of conventions and declarations.
The next important step was the adoption ofjus in bello by the
first and second Hague Peace Conferences of 1899 and 1907. The most
important result of the First Hague Peace Conference was the adoption
of the Convention on the Laws and Customs of War on Land and the
Regulations attached thereto,' containing a very elaborate set of rules for
warfare on land. The Hague Convention IV of 1907 and the Regulations
thereto6 superseded these instruments in most respects. Many provisions
of the latter text still reflect customary law. Their purpose was to protect
the military casualties of armed conflicts. In the traditional concept of
jus in bello, only military forces are involved in armed conflicts. It was
not felt necessary to include any rules concerning the protection of
civilians. They were assumed not to be affected by armed conflicts.
The Second World War put an end to this illusion. It became
clear that civilians too needed to be protected from the atrocities of

Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in
Armies in the Field, G. Fr. de Martens, Nouveau Recued Gdndral de Traitds (Gottingue,
Dieterich, 18731, 1st series, vol. 18, p. 607.
' Additional Articles relating to the condition of the Wounded in War, 1868,
G.Fr. de Martens, Ibid., p.612; Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the
Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field, 1906, Ibid. (Leipzig), Dieterich, 1910), 3rd

series, vol. 2, p.620; Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the
Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field, 1929, League of Nations, Dheaty Series, vol.
CXIII, p. 303; Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, 1929,
G. Fr. de Martens, Nouveau Recueil Ghndralde Traitds (Leipzig), H. Buske, 1935), 3rd
series, vol. 30, p. 846.
'American Journal ofInternational Law, vol. 1 907), Suppl., p. 129.

6Convention concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Lend (Hague IV),
Nouveau Recueil Gdnral de Traitis (Gottingue, Dieterich), 3rd series,
G. Fr. de Martens,
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armed conflicts. This led in 1949 to the adoption of the Geneva
Convention on the protection of civilian persons in time of war. Parts of
the Hague Conventions were elaborated and expanded in the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 and subsequently in the Additional Protocols of
1977.7 In particular, after the adoption of the Additional Protocols m
1977, these rules contained the totality of the jus in bello, with a few
exceptions such as the rules with regard to neutrality and economic
warfare.
In the light of these developments, the distinction between the
jas in bello, as laid down in the Hague Conventions and several other
international instuments, and the Geneva rules that aimed to protect the
victims of armed conflicts was no longer very relevant. The rules
contained inthe Hague Conventions and otherjus in bello together with
the Geneva Conventions and the Additional Protocols are referred to
today as international humanitarian law. They are deemed to constitute
an autonomous branch of international law. In the Advisory Opinion on
the Legality of the Threat or Use ofNuclear Weapons, the Court stated:
"[the question] whether a particular loss of life
through the use of certain weapons in warfare is to be
considered an arbitrary deprivation of life contrary to
article 6 of the Covenant, can only be decided by
reference to the law applicable in armed conflict and
not deduced from the terms of the Covenant itself."s

I. Rules on Human Rights
The purpose of human rights is to protect individuals within a
State from abuses of their fundamental rights by their Governments.
Human rights originally had no place in international law. The demand

'Geneva Convention for the
anichoration of the condition of the wounded and

sick in amed forces in the field, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, p. 31; Geneva
Convention for the arelionalion of the condition of the wounded, sick and shipwrecked
rnnbers of armed forces atsea, Ibid., p. 85; Geneva Convention relative to the treatrenit
of prisoners of war, United Nations, Ibid., p. 135; Geneva Convention relative to the

protection of civilian persons intime of war, Ibid., p. 287; and Protocol additional to the
Genev Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the protection of victinis of

internatioial armed conflicts (Protocol I),Ibid., vol. 1125, p. 609.

SLega/iti
of the Threat or Use of Mit/ear Wepons, Advisory Opition, LC-J

Repons, 1996, p. 296, para- 25.

for human rights started as a liberal reaction against inhuman treatment
caused by feudalism or monarchism. During the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries human rights became a very important factor in the
evolution of civilization all over the world.9 The internationalization of
the human rights concern took place first in the context of bilateral
relations with a State seeking to protect its own citizens abroad from
alleged denials of their rights by the host-State. The concern for the
protection of minorities became another impetus for concluding treaties.
But generally human rights were embedded in national legislation.
Since the Second World War, a growing number of
conventions have been concluded for the protection of human rights to
strengthen the position of ordinary citizens vis-6-vis their own
Government. This process started with the adoption in 1948 of the
Universal Declaration on Human Rights. ° Its roots lay in the failure of
Governments to respect human rights and the realization that human
rights violations can jeopardize the peace and security of mankind. The
protection of human rights increasingly became an international
concern. Internationally recognized human rights can be found in a
number of international instruments."1

1 A. Eide, "The Laws of war and human rights. Differences and
convergences", Studies and Essays on internationalhumanitarianlaw and Red Cross
principlesin honourofJean Pictet, C. Swinarski, ed. (The Hague, M. Nijhoff, 1984), p.

679.

oGeneral Assembly resolution 217A.
"International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, United

Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 993, p. 3; International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, Ibid., vol. 999, p. 171 and vol. 1057, p. 407. Of all the instruments in the field
of human rights the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights are the most important. The
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights contains a catalogue of rights, which

to a large extent resembles the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (General
Assembly resolution 217 A (III)) as well as the regional Conventions on Human Rights.

Other international conventions include the International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (United Nations, Treaty Series vol. 660, p. 195),
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (Ibid.,
vol. 1249, p. 13), the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading

Treatment or Punishment (Ibid., vol. 1465, p. 85), the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Ibid., vol. 78, p. 277), the Convention relating to
the Status of Refugees (Ibid. vol. 189, p. 137), the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (General Assembly resolution 44/25). Regional conventions include the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (United

Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 213, p. 221), the American Convention on Human Rights
(Ibid., vol. 1144, p. 123.) and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (OAU
Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev.5).

IV. The Convergence of Humanitarian Law and Human Rights
The view that the two regimes had more incommon than
previously thought was inspired by the belief that the rules of
humanitarian law should extend to a wider circle of beneficiaries, in
particular to the civilian population. The civil war in Spain served as an
eye-opener, highlighting the suffering of civilians ininternal conflicts.
This led to the conviction that international rules were needed for
internal conflicts as well. The decision to include common article 3 in
the Geneva Conventions was a result of this development The process
was accelerated as internal armed conflicts came to outnumber
traditional wars between nations. Of 250 conflicts of all sorts since the
Second World War, many occurred within the territory of a single
State. The human suffering caused by these internal conflicts is no less
than that caused by traditional wars.
The International Conference on Human Rights held in Tehran
in 1968, which was designated International Human Rights Year in
honour of the twentieth anniversary of the adoption of the Universal
Declaration, promoted this new trend. The Conference called for new
rules to ensure better protection for civilians, prisoners and combatants
in all armed conflicts, as well as the prohibition or limitation of certain
methods and means of warfare.
In the period following the Conference, the United Nations
General Assembly adopted a number of resolutions dealing with respect
for human rights during armed conflicts. This was the start of closer
cooperation between the ICRC and the United Nations, with the ICRC
dealing with international humanitarian law and the United Nations
remaining active in the protection of human rights. This has led to a
growing awareness that reliance on humanitarian rules can help combat
human rights violations in armed conflicts more effectively. The two
approaches should go hand in hand.Y1 This development also made it
clear that the traditional distinction between international law in wartime
and peacetime was becoming blurred. The question arose as to whether
the rights of the individual were better protected under international
humanitarian law or by human rights conventions. Emphasis was placed
I!
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Delissen and Gerard J. Tanja, eds., (Dordrecht, M. Nijhoff, 1991).

on the similarities between the two sets of rules and their concurrent
applicability in armed conflict in order to safeguard and improve the
protection of individuals.

V. Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions
In common article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, the violation
of a number of fundamental humanitarian principles is prohibited in
cases of non-international armed conflict. These principles include the
prohibition of torture, murder, mutilation, cruel treatment, taking
hostages and passing sentence without due process. The wounded and
sick must also be collected and cared for.
Internal conflicts take place within the territory of a State. If
the State is party to human rights conventions, it is bound to apply these
conventions in its territory in both wartime and peacetime. Under these
conventions, States may derogate from some of their human rights
obligations in the event of a public emergency. Thus, the International
Court of Justice has observed that the protection afforded by the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights does not cease in
time of war, except by operation of article 4 of the Covenant whereby
certain derogations are permissible in times of emergency. No such
derogation is permitted, according to this article, from the articles
dealing with the right to life, the prohibition of torture, slavery and
servitude, imprisonment on the grounds of inability to fulfil a
contractual obligation, nulla poena sine lege, the right to recognition
everywhere as a person before the law and the right to freedom of
thought, conscience and religion. Governments must respect these rights
in relation to all their nationals and all others present in their territory.
There are similar provisions, with certain variations, in the European
Convention on the Protection of Human Rights, 1951 (article 15) and
in the American Convention on Human Rights, 1969 (article 27).
The similarities between the two sets of rules are evident. The
Court identified the rules set forth in common article 3 as the
fundamental principles of humanitarian law which constitute the
minimum applicable in all armed conflicts. 13 They express "elementary

3Military and ParamilitaryActivities in and against Nicaragua, (Nicaragua
v. United States ofAmerica), Merits, Judgment. L C.J. Reports 1986, p. 14, para. 218.

considerations of humanity".
The deficiencies of common article 3 are well known. Its
applicability is dependent on the interpretation of "armed conflict not of
an international character occurring m the territory of one of the
Contracting Parties". What constitutes armed conflict is not defined and
depends in the final analysis on the declaration of the parties to the
armed conflict that they are willing to apply article 3.4 The applicability
of the four Geneva Conventions is objectively determined by the use of
armed forces. The basis of the obligation is the conventional
relationship between the parties to the conflict This clear basis is
missing in the case of article 3. A declaration to apply article 3 will not
easily be made since it may be seen as some form of recognition of the
other party to the conflict States prefer to take the view that domestic
law governs armed conflicts within their territory. Moreover, the State
itself may not be eager to commit itself in advance to respecting these
rules without knowing whether the other party to the conflict is prepared
to do the same. Nevertheless, efforts have been made to elaborate
certain objective criteria. An armed conflict presupposes the existence
of hostilities between armed forces that are organized to a greater or
lesser extent. The intensity of the conflict and the organization of the
parties are important factors, as well as the question of whether the
Security Council has determined that the situation is a threat to peace
and security. If the parties to a conflict fail to acknowledge the existence
of that conflict, it remains easy to contend that the criteria for an armed
conflict have not been met.

VI. Additional Protocol 1[
According to the preamble to the second Additional Protocol,
its purpose is to ensure better protection for the victims of armed
conflicts that are not of an international character, as compared to
common article 3 of the four Geneva Conventions. The Protocol
attempts to define more objective criteria for determining the existence
of an internal conflict The preamble recognizes expressly for the first
time in a humanitarian instrument the concurrent applicability of
humanitarian law and human rights law in armed conflicts by stating
that "international instruments relating to human rights offer a basic

" P.H.Kooijmans, op. cit, (footnote I above), p. 228-229.

protection to the human person". In addition, the Protocol contains a
variety of provisions of international humanitarian law and human rights
law. 5 These rights are based on rules of universal validity which are
binding on all States, even in the absence of any treaty obligation or any
explicit commitment on their part. Following the example of common
article 3, Additional Protocol II does not establish any special category
6
of persons, nor does it create any special legal status.'
Common article 3 is applicable to armed conflicts occurring in
the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties. Additional Protocol
II is applicable to armed conflicts which are not covered by article 1 of
Additional Protocol I and which take place in the territory of a High
Contracting Party between its armed forces and dissident armed forces
or other organized armed groups which, under responsible command,
exercise such control over a part of its territory as to enable them to
carry out sustained and concerted military operations and to implement
the Protocol. The threshold for the application of Additional Protocol II
is higher in comparison to common article 3. If an armed conflict is not
covered by these criteria of Additional Protocol II, common article 3 is
still applicable.

VII.

The Rome Statute

The substantive rules contained in the Rome Statute for internal
conflicts can be found in article 8 paragraph 2 (c) and (e). Article 8,
paragraph 2 (c) refers to "serious violations of common article 3". The
fundamental rules of common article 3 are applicable in peacetime as
human rights from which no derogation is permitted and as international
humanitarian rules applicable in armed conflicts. By their nature,
violations of these rules should be considered serious. One may assume
that the qualification "serious" serves to indicate that the breach must
entail grave consequences for the victims. The content of the
of Articles
4 and 6 reproduce in some cases word for word the corresponding
provisions ofthe International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. See Yves Sandoz,
Christophe Swinarski, Bruno Zimmermann, ed., Commentary on the Additional
Protocolsof 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, (Geneva, M.

Nijhoff, 198-in article 75 of Additional Protocol I an effort is made to prevent adverse
effects of this derogation in time of emergency by laying down several minimum rules
of protection for the benefit of all those who find themselves in time of armed conflict
in the power of a party to the conflict. This is clearly a humanitarian rule serving as a
safety net in case aState invokes the derogation of the applicable human rights treaties.

substantive rules contained in paragraph 2 (c) of the Rome Statute does
not differ from common article 3.
Article 8 (e) of the Rome Statute refers to "Other serious
violations of the laws and customs applicable in armed conflicts not of
an international character, within the established framework of
international laxV". The language of this heading is reminiscent of the
1907 Hague Convention. The content of the substantive paragraphs is
taken from the Hague Convention, the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and
Additional Protocols I and II. An additional threshold for the
application of this paragraph is formulated in paragraph (f) of this
article. It applies when there is a protracted armed conflict between
governmental authorities and organized armed groups or between such
groups. The latter addition is an improvement. The condition in
Additional Protocol II that the armed forces of the Government must
always be party to the protracted armed conflict is omitted. Thus, here
the threshold is lower to encompass a wider range of internal armed
conflicts. Other conditions of Additional Protocol I,such as responsible
command and the exercise of control, have been kept. The bottom line
is still that a "non-international armed conflict" goes beyond a situation
of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic
acts of violence or other acts of a similar nature.
By lowering the threshold in the Statute, it is possible to bridge
the gap between cases of emergencies provided for in human rights
conventions and the threshold for the application of international
humanitarian rules in internal conflicts. This is important in order to
limit the cases in which a State is allowed, by invoking a state of
emergency that does not meet the definition of an internal conflict, to
engage in conduct prohibited in time of peace and in time of internal
conflict.

VIII. Crimes against Humanity
The definition of crimes against humanity contained in the
Rome Statute raised several problems. The text is more elaborate and
more refined in comparison with the definitions contained in the Statute
of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia

(ICTY)"7 and of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR).'i The linkage of this crime with an international armed conflict,
9
as provided for in the Nuremberg Charter and indeed still in the Statute
of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, is no
longer present. Despite the reference to this linkage in the latter, the
Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia
has already indicated in the Tadic case that it is by now an established
rule of customary law that crimes against humanity do not have to be
connected to any conflict at all.20
Individual criminal responsibility for crimes against humanity
was first established in the Nuremberg Charter. Before Nuremberg,
references to laws of humanity and crimes against humanity were never
furnished with a precise legal definition. After the First World War, in
particular, such references were couched largely in political and moral
terms. They resembled the Martens clause as contained in the preamble
of the 1899 Hague Convention.2 It was on the grounds of the imprecise
legal definition of this crime, for example, that the Netherlands
Government refused in 1919 to extradite Kaiser Wilhelm II.
Crimes against humanity, although newly formulated in article
6 (c) of the Nuremberg Charter, were not new offences. It was the first
time, however, that an international tribunal had tried cases of crimes
against humanity as an international offence. The Tribunal observed:
"Nuremberg has only demonstrated how humanity can be defended in
Court".
The reason for the inclusion of crimes against humanity in the
Nuremberg Charter was to encompass the atrocities committed by the

Document S/25704 and Corr. 1.
:: Agreement
Security Council resolution 955 (1994)*.
for the prosecution and punishment of the major war criminals
'v

of the European Axis, with annexed charter of the International Military Tribunal, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 82, p. 279.
2oCase No. IT-94-1AR72 of 2 October 1995, para. 141.
2" The Preamble of the 1899 Convention (and most subsequent humanitarian
instruments) provides as follows:
"Until a more complete Code of the laws of war is issued, the
HCP think it right to declare that in cases not included in the
Regulations adopted by them, populations and belligerents remain
under the protection and empire of the principles of intemational
law, as they result from the usages established between civilized
nations, from the law of humanity and the requirements of the
public conscience."

Government against its own civilian population before and during the
war. In fact it may be seen as an effort to embrace the violations of
fundamental human rights in wartime. The formulation of these new
crimes in1945, however, was very restrictive, and it could only apply
to acts committed in direct connection with war crimes or crimes against
peace.
In the discussions in the International Law Commission (ILC)
on the Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind,
crimes against humanity were included only in the last version of this
Code in 1996. The earlier versions referred to "systematic or mass
violations of human rights". The reason for the deletion from the Code
of systematic or mass violations of human rights and its replacement by
crimes against humanity was among others to focus upon a small
number of the most serious and least controversial crimes. The
preference for keeping the definition as contained in article 6 (c) of the
Nuremberg Charter, and as further developed by the 1950 ILC
formulation of the Nuremberg principles, was another reason. The
essential difference between the two is the removal in the ILC text of
the war connection.- By this substitution, the article has become
implicitly broader.' The acts mentioned under this crime are very
similar to those mentioned under crimes against humanity in the Rome
Statute. Article 7 of the Statute is, however, more extensive. It contains
for the first time in a binding legal instrument the offence of "enforced
disappearance of persons" and a more extensive definition of the act of
sexual violence. In addition, the list of acts mentioned in this article is
not exhaustive.
In the Rome Statute there is a double threshold. The acts
constituting this crime must be committed as "part of a widespread or
systematic attack against any civilian population". This formulation is
taken from the ICIR Statute. It cannot be just a random act of violence.
The 1996 ILC Draft Code referred to the commission of prohibited acts
"in a systematic manner or on a large scale". The suggestion to make the

2 "Cornimentaries on the Internauonal Law Commission's 1991 Draft Code
of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind", Nouvelles Etudes P~nales. M.
Cherif Bassiouni, ed., vol. 11, Toulouse, Eres (1993), p. 235.
2 Lyal S. Sunga, The Emerging System of International Criminal Law:
Development in Codification and implementation, (The Hague, Kluwer Law
International, 1997), p. 160.

two notions of this threshold cumulative was rejected in Rome. 2 Apart
from this "widespread" or "systematic" attack, the attack must be
directed against the civilian population, for example, against people who
are not taking any active part in an armed conflict. There must be a
course of conduct involving the multiple commission of the acts
pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy. These
additional requirements can also be found in comparable terms in the
Barbie case25 and in the Tourvier case.? The courts refer in these cases
to "persecutions committed in a systematic manner in the name of a
State practicing a policy of ideological supremacy".27 The reference to
the State is also an indication of the human rights character of the
provision. The individual has to be protected against the State violating
fundamental rights. The addition of "organizational policy" includes
private individuals with de facto power or organized in criminal gangs
or groups. It is evident that it is necessary to have a threshold for this
crime as a crime under international law in order to distinguish it from
common crimes under domestic law.

IX. Individual Criminal Responsibility
The acceptance of individual criminal responsibility for the
crimes as defined in the Statute is one of the most striking features of
the Statute. With the adoption of the Geneva Conventions and the
Additional Protocols, more emphasis was already being placed on
criminal law to combat violations of international norms. The
Contracting Parties are obliged to enact legislation to provide effective
penal sanctions for persons committing or ordering any of the grave
breaches of the four Geneva Conventions or Additional Protocol I. The
inclusion in the Rome Statute of individual responsibility for serious
violations of the laws of internal armed conflicts is a very meaningful
step forward. It obliges States to implement the Statute and to enact
legislation to ensure compliance with the rules of internal armed
conflicts.

'. In the Akayesu case the ICTR indicated that the cumulative formulation
appeared in the French version of the Statute only and that there were reasons to believe
that it was due to an error in the translation. Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, 3. 112.
25La Cour de cassation, Chambre criminelle, 30 January 1 96, Pourvoi No.
94-83.980, 26
arrdt No. 585.
La Cour de cassation, Premi6re Chambre civile, 15 November 1994, Arrat
No. 1498, Reet, Pourvoi No. 92-10.445.
SaLoc.cit. (footnote 20 above), p. 110 and I 11.

One may hope that the elaborate and carefully negotiated
comprehensive criminal regime, as laid down in the Rome Statute, may
serve as a model for national legislatures. To date there has been no
uniform system for the prosecution and punishment of war criminals.
The provisions of the Geneva Conventions requiring that the parties
take "all necessary legislative measures to determine penal provisions"
led to a very incomplete and unsatisfactory system of national
implementation. 1 In general, the Statute, and in particular the principle
of complementarity may serve as an additional incentive for States to
put their house in order as far as the enforcement of these rules is
concerned. Once an effective system of enforcement is established, it
may also serve as a better deterrent for potential offenders.
The definition of crimes contained in the Statute is for the sole
purpose of the Statute as indicated in articles 6, 7 and 8. This limitation
was considered necessary because these definitions are not identical to
those found in previous texts. In certain respects, the Statute has
changed the definition of the crimes contained in the Geneva
Conventions and the Additional Protocols. In the course of the
discussions, efforts were made to improve texts negotiated on previous
occasions. This applies, for instance, to articles dealing with violations
against women and the conscription or enlisting of children into armed
conflicts, both typically human rights rules. Article 22, paragraph 3,
adds that individual criminal responsibility under the Statute shall not
affect the characterization of any conduct as criminal under international
law independently of the Statute. These articles are intended to prevent
the interpretation and application of individual criminal responsibility
outside the scope of the Statute.
In discussing the relationship between international
humanitarian law and human rights law, one should also pay due
attention to article 21, paragraph 3. It states that the Court's application
and interpretation of the law must be consistent with internationally
recognized human rights, without any adverse distinction founded on
grounds such as gender, age, race, color etc. This is important since it
confirms the universal character of human rights. Insofar as human
rights instruments are universally recognized as part of international
customary law, the Court must respect them in the proceedings before

' M. Bothe, "The role of national law in the implesrentation of international
hununitanan law", Studies and essays on international
humanitananlaw and Red Cross
principlesin honour ofJean Pictet, C. Swinarski, ed. (The Hague, M. Nijhoff. 1984).

the Court. This provides, for instance, a very important and far-reaching
additional form of protection for suspects and offenders involved in
criminal proceedings before the International Criminal Court. But it
may also have an impact on the applicability of international rules in
internal armed conflicts. The major obstacle to applying the relevant
international rules to internal armed conflicts is the status under
international law of the insurgent party. How can the insurgent party be
held responsible for violating the rules of internal armed conflicts?2 9 As
we have seen, these rules are fundamental human rights laid down in
common article 3 as a minimum safeguard. Parties to an internal armed
conflict may go beyond this minimum and mutually consent to accept
the rules of Additional Protocol II. The Court may consider this article
to be an additional indication of the applicability of fundamental human
rights in internal armed conflicts and of the fact that violations of these
rules by the parties (including the insurgents) to the internal armed
conflict may be dealt with as crimes under international law.
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LE ROLE DU DIRECTEUR DES AFFAIRES JURIDIQUES
DANS UN PAYS ENGAGE DANS LA
COOPERATION EUROPEENNE
Marc Perrin de Brichambaut"

En France, l'activit6 du Directeur des affaires juridiques
s'inscrit dans le contexte dune hirarchie des normes qui accorde aux
textes internationaux une place privilkgi~e dont b~n~ficient au premier
chef les engagements qui ont 6t souscrits dans le cadre des
Communautis europennes, de l'Union europeenne et du Conseil de
l'Europe. De ce fait, la relation entre droit international et droit
interne connait une 6volution tres rapide. La Direction des affaires
juridiques du Mimstre des affaires 6trangeres facilite, accompagne,
explique et g~re certaines des consdquences de cette transformation.
C'est ce r6le nouveau i la frontiire mouvante entre droit interne et
droit externe qui sera ici 6voqu6 sans pr6judice d'activitds
traditionnelles en mati~re de droit public international qui se
poursuivent en parallkle.
La Constitution frangaise appartient i la famille des r6gimes
monistes puisqu'elle reconnait dans son article 55 aux trait6s ou
accords r~gui&ement ratifies ou approuvds une autorit6 superieure a
celle des lois, sous riserve, pour chaque accord ou trait&, de son
application par l'autre partie.
Cette situation confere aux engagements internationaux
souscrits par la France une autorit6 immediate, puisque, si les textes le
pr~voient et qu'ils sont suffisamment clairs et pr6cis ils peuvent tre
directement applicables aux individus. L'avis du Ministere des
affaires 6trang&es n'a plus i 8tre solliciti dans la plupart des cas
depuis l'arret GISTI du Conseil d'Etat de 1990 pour interpreter la
porte des engagements internationaux pris par la France. Les
personnes peuvent 6voquer beaucoup d'entre eux devant les
juridictions fi-angaises et, le cas 6cheant, contester les dacisions de ces
juridictions devant les juridictions internationales qui ont 6 cr66es.
Ils le font de facon de plus en plus frquente.

"Ancien

directeur des affaires juridiques, Ministare des aftaires 6trangres, France.

D~s 1950, la Convention europ6enne des droits de "homme
(CEDH)' proclamait dans son pr6ambule que : "le but du Conseil de
l'Europe est de r~aliserune union plus 9troite entre ses membres ...
l'un des moyens d'atteindre ce but est la sauvegarde et le
ddveloppement des droits de l'homme et des libert~sfondamentales".
Ratifi6e en 1974, la Convention a vu son effet considarablement accru
quand la France a accept6 le recours individuel devant la Commission
et la Cour europ6ennes des droits de rhomme le 2 octobre 1981 2
Cette Convention confere aux individus et aux personnes
morales un ensemble de droits qui sont directement applicables dans
l'ordre juridique frangais. Elle leur permet de mettre en cause les
d6cisions d6fmitives des juridictions supr~mes frangaises pour
violation des dispositions de la Convention devant la Commission et la
Cour europ6ennes des droits de rhomme.
Parallklement le Trait6 de Rome a en 1957' engag6 un
processus d'int6gration et mis en place un ensemble d'institutions au
nombre desquelles figure la Cour de Justice des Communaut6s
europ6ennes. Celle-ci n'a pas manqu6 de rappeler dans son arr~t Van
Gend en Loos4 que le Trait6 "constitue plus qu'un accord qui ne
crgerait que des obligations mutuelles entre Etats contractants",
puisqu'il "crge des charges dans le chef des particulierset engendre
des droits qui entrent dans leurpatrimoinejuridique". L'activiti des
institutions communautaires a secr6t6 une masse importante de "droit
dgrivg" qui embrasse aujourd'hui l'ensemble des domaines de l'activit6
6conomique, sociale et mon~taire sans que les individus prennent
toujours la mesure de cette influence au niveau de leur vie
quotidienne.
Les deux syst~mes juridiques sont proches sur le plan des
principes puisque les articles F et JI du Trait6 sur l'Union europ6enne'
modifi6s par le Trait6 d'Amsterdam6 soumettent l'activit6 des
institutions communautaires au respect des droits de l'homme et des
libert6s fondamentales tels qu'ils sont garantis par la Convention
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Nations Unies, Recueil des Trait~s, vol. 1525, p. 212.
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4 Affaire no. 26/62 Van Gend en Loos contre Administration Fiscale N~erlandaise
(1963), Recueil de la Jurisprudence de ]a Cour, Fascicule, n'. 1, vol. IX, p. 23.
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europenne des droits de lhoinme et des libertis fondamentales,
confirmant ainsi tne jurisprudence constante developpe par la Cour
de Justice dans le cadre de la notion des droits fondamentaux.
La prise en compte de ces normes externes par l'ordre juridique
interne, exige du temps et suppose un travail en profondeur qui
n'exclut pas certaines frictions. Les ajustements dans les textes, les
pratiques et les mentalit~s qu'exige cette prise en compte touchent en
effet i presque tous les aspects de l'activit6 des autorit&s publiques.
Le processus engag6 est loin d&re achev6 et il est appelk A se
poursuivre au fur et i mesure que de nouveaux textes mterviendront et
que les cons6quences de l'intgration des normes vives de la
Convention europenne des droits de l'homme et du droit
communautaire dans le droit francais se feront sentir plus en
profondeur.
I revient aux juristes du Ministere des affaires 6trang&es
d'agir tout au long de ce processus qui associe chaque jour plus
6troitement les normes d'origine europ&-nne et le droit interne. Us
sont appelk i intervenir en amont, au moment de dfinir les
instructions de la ddelgation frangaise dans les n~gociations, puis tout
au long de la n~gociation. Bi leur appartient ensuite, tne fois que les
textes ont &6 adopt6s, de conseiller les administrations sur la faqon de
les transposer en droit interne et sur les consequences qu'il convient
d'en tirer. A tout moment ils sont appelks A mieux les faire connaitre
et i les expliquer.
Enfin chaque fois qu'une proclure contentieuse est engagde
sur la base de ces textes, il leur appartient de defendre les int6rets
frangais devant les jundictions comp&entes, en tant qu'agents du
gouvememnt frangais devant ces juridictions.
Ce r6le d'ensemble est diff6rent selon qu'il porte sur le champ
couvert par la Convention europenne des droits de l'homme (1) ou
sur celui du droit communautaire (II).

L IA Conseil de I'Europe, la Convention europienne
des droits de l'homme et leur suivi
D~sormais compos6 de plus de quaramnte membres, le Conseil
de l'Europe est le moteu du rapprochement des soci&t&s europcnnes
en mati~re d'6tat de droit et de respect des droits individuels et

collectifs. Presque tous ses membres ont souscrit i la Convention
europ~enne des droits de l'homme, mais l'institution travaille de
fa~on permanente pour approfondir ces droits dans des domaines
nouveaux (biotthique, cyberespace ...) en n~gociant des textes de
convention ou de protocoles additionels qui sont ouverts i la signature
des Etats.
La fagon dont la Convention europ~enne des droits de l'homme
a W peu i peu prise en compte illustre bien le caract~re progressif de
l'assimilation des normes europ~ennes dans le droit interne. Le
lgislateur frangais est tenu de respecter les prescriptions de la
Convention et a clairement manifest6 le cas qu'il en faisait au moment
de l'adoption d'un nouveau code penal et l'adaptation du code de
procedure p~nale qui est entr6 en vigueur le ler mars 1994. D'autres
6volutions dans le domaine judiciaire refl6tent l'influence de la
Convention comme par exemple les dispositions pr~voyant
l'intervention de 'avocat pendant la garde A vue au-deli de la
vingti~me heure, celles qui concernent certaines limitations apport~es
i la dMtention provisoire, les mesures prises pour accl~rer le cours de
la procedure ptnale par les lois du 4 janvier et du 24 aout 1993. De
m~me dans l'ordre administratif, la loi de 1993, portant modification
de l'ordonnance de 1945, dans son article 27 bis, relatif i
l'61oignement, cite explicitement rarticle 3 de 'la CEDH.
L'impact de la Convention a commenc6 i se faire sentir dans la
socit6 frangaise A partir du moment oAi la France a admis le recours
individuel devant la Commission et la Cour. Les individus et les
professionels du droit ont en effet choisi de se pr~valoir devant les
juridictions frangaises des dispositions de la Convention. Les
juridictions leur ont reconnu de plus en plus un effet direct. Ainsi d~s
1975, la Chambre criminelle de la Cour de cassation a-t-elle consid&r6
que les articles 5 et 6 de la Convention 6taient d'applicabilit6 directe.
Les tribunaux judiciaires et administratifs ont alors W amends
A rdpondre aux moyens soulevts par les requ~rants et s'int~resser de
plus pros A la jurisprudence des institutions de Strasbourg. I1 n'est plus
rare que les tribunaux frangais soient saisis de moyens se r~frant
exclusivement A la CEDH, en particulier dans le domaine du droit des
6trangers ou les articles 3 et 8 de la CEDH sont fr~quemment mis en
avant. Les arr~ts de la Cour concluant A une violation de la
Convention se traduisent par des infl~chissements de la jurisprudence

des tnbunaux franais. Ainsi l'arret BeIdjoudi de 19927 a facilite
l'acceptation par les juridictions internes des moyens tirds de l'article
8 de la CEDH. Dans l'arret Maubleu,' le Conseil d'Etat a pris les
devants par rapport i la Cour en estimant qu'une proc6dure
disciplinaire rentrait dans le champs de l'article 6 de la Convention.
Le nombre des plaintes adressees i ces institutions par des
justiciables devant les juridictions franqaises, celui des affaires
reconnues comme recevables et examin6es par la Commission et celui
des affaires port~es devant la Cour a cru de faqon trs rapide. En
1997 il a atteint pour ces diff6rentes cat6gories respectivement les
chiffres de 1500 environ, 350 et 14, au point que la France est un des
Etats le plus souvent mis en cause.
11 convient de mettre ]'accent sur la dimension volutive de la
jurisprudence de la Cour europ&enne des droits de l'homme qui, au fil
des affaires qui lui sont soumises, ne cesse de s'afliner, prdcisant et
interpr6tant en permanence les dispositions de la Convention. Le
systime europ6en de protection des droits de l'homme se trouve ainsi
en 6volution constante obligeant les autorit6s et les juridictions
nationales A intLgrer sans tarder les inflichissements nouveaux. Ceci
est particuirement sensible au niveau des garanties que doit
comporter un proc s &luitable en application de l'article 6 paragraphe
1 de la Convention. Son champ ne cesse de s'6tendre et porte
d6sormais sur le contentieux de la fonction publique ds lors qu'un
aspect patrimonial est reconnu.
Le Directeur des affaires juridiques et son 6quipe doivent, en
liaison avec le Ministare de la justice, contribuer i faire connaitre et
comprendre les conventions du Conseil de l'Europe, les protocoles
qui les accompagnent et la jurisprudence issue des d6cisions de la
Cour. Cette diffusion emprunte le canal de circulaires du Ministre de
la justice ou celui de publications de la Cour de cassation Surtout le
Directeur des affaires juridiques et son 6quipe d6fendent les intLrets
du gouvernement en tant qu'agents de 'Etat, fonction dont ils ont
l'exclusivit&, quand des recours pour violation de la Convention sont
engag6s contre des jugements rendus par des tribunaux fanqais. En
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r~gle g6n6rale il s'agit de jugements intervenus i l'issue de
l'6puisement des voies de recours internes, c'est-A-dire des arrets
rendus par les Cours supr6mes de 'ordre administratif (Conseil
d'Etat) et de l'ordre judiciaire (Cour de cassation). Principale
exception i cette r~gle, le contentieux tir6 de la longueur des
proc6dures, qui peut 8tre d6clar6 recevable alors m~me qu'une
proc6dure est toujours en cours.
L'6quipe des affaires juridiques regoit dans sa tache le soutien
de tous les Minist&es concem6s et bien souvent des Cours supremes
elles-m6mes pour l'aider i expliciter les jugements rendus. La charge
de la pr6paration des m6moires et des plaidoiries est lourde compte
tenu des enjeux. Elle implique que les agents parviennent Apr6senter,
i justifier et surtout i faire comprendre, devant la Commission et la
Cour les sp6cificit6s de la l6gislation et du syst~me juridique frangais,
tels qu'ils se manifestent dans chaque affaire. A ce titre ils contribuent
i la d6finition d'une jurisprudence qui s'applique i tous les pays
membres du Conseil de l'Europe.
Les affaires li6es i la notion de droit i un proc~s 6quitable
(article 6 de la Convention) constituent plus des deux tiers des
questions port6es devant la Cour. Les d6cisions de celle-ci sont i
l'origine d'6volutions substantielles dans la 16gislation, les proc6dures
et les pratiques des autorit6s et des juges ftanqais. Ainsi la loi sur les
6coutes t61 phoniques de 1991 en matire d'6coutes t6l6phoniques a-telle tir6 toutes les cons6quences des arrets Huvig et Kruslin9 de la
Cour. Des r6sistances subsistent parfois, comme des inqui6tudes i
l'gard des d6cisions d'une Cour qui comprend des repr6sentants de
syst~mes juridiques distincts des traditions du droit civil romaingermanique pratiqu6 en France.
Les juges comme les autorit6s frangaises sont tr~s attach6s i
leurs traditions juridiques. Ils souhaitent en voir reconnaitre le bien
fond6 par la juridiction du Conseil de l'Europe et les faire partager i
d'autres partenaires. I1 est donc important que, par la qualit6 de leur
travail, les agents du gouvernement frangais parviennent i convaincre
les juges de Strasbourg d'orienter leur d6cisions dans un sens aussi
favorable que possible i la tradition juridique frangaise. S'ils y
9
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parviennent, ils contribuent au processus d'harmonisation lente et
n1thodique des normes et des pratiques existant en Europe en matiere
de droits de l'homme qui sont destines i s'imposer tant aux personnes
qu' aux istitutions et aux juridictions.
IL Le droit communautaire
L'int~gration progressive entre membres de la Communaute
puis de l'Union europ~enne qui se limitait initialement aux questions
economiques et sociales a vu son champs s'6tendre progressivement
jusqu'i embrasser l'ensemble des domaines de la vie quotidienne
tandis que ia cooperation intergouvernementale se developpe dans les
domaines douanier, judiciaire, policier et de politique 6trangre. Le
processus 16gislatif europ en est des lors d'une intensit6
exceptionnelle. Plusieurs grands trait~s ont succesivement W adoptes
au cours des dix dernires ann6es, l'Acte unique, le Trait6 de
A 'initiative de la
Maastricht,"0 le Trait6 d'Amsterdkx.
Commission, le Conseil adopte en collaboration avec le Parlement
europ6en de faon continue, un important volume de textes normatifs
(r~glements, directives, decisions). Ce droit deriv6 touche parfois
jusqu'au detail de rexercice de tris nombreuses activit6s dans chaque
Etat membre et il lui est reconnu le plus souvent un effet direct dont
les citoyens et les operateurs economiques peuvent se pr6valoir
devant le juge national
L'activite des juristes de la Direction des affaires juridiques
s'exerce i tous les niveaux du processus 1gislatif communautaires ou
bien des procdures judiciares conduites devant les juridictions
propres i l'ordre juridique communautaire : la Cour de Justice des
Communaut~s europ~ennes et le Tribunal de premi&e instance qui lui
est adjornt
La n6gociation des normes juridiques dans le cadre
communautaire est une tiche ardue et exigeante qui mobilise des
experts et des decideurs d'origme tres diverse, dans un cadre de
concertation interministirielle permanente, mais comporte toujours
une importante dimension juridique. 11 est, ds lors, souhaitable que
tous ceux qui participent i ce processus de mise au point des positions
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nationales puis de n6gociation aient une bonne connaissance du droit
communautaire. Les agents de la direction juridique sont conduits A
jouer un r6le sp6cifique dans le cadre des reunions interminist~rielles
de preparation, ce qui les entraine dans certains cas A participer aux
n~gociations elles-mdmes.
Certaines des normes adopt~es ABruxelles (directives) doivent
ensuite 8tre transcrites dans l'ordre juridique interne. La direction des
affaires juridiques fournit en tant que de besoin son expertise dans le
cadre de ce processus grace A sa connaissance des pratiques
communautaires et de la jurisprudence de la Cour de Justice. Ainsi, le
droit communautaire qu'il soit issu directement du droit primaire
(trait6s) ou du droit d6riv6 (textes normatifs post6rieurs), devient une
composante essentielle de l'ordre juridique interne. II est pris en
compte par les juridictions nationales qui l'appliquent au m~me titre
que le droit national.
La Direction des affaires juridiques est l'avocat du contentieux
international de la France, ce qui conduit le Directeur des affaires
juridiques et ses collaborateurs a 8tre les agents du gouvemement
frangais devant la Cour de Justice des Communaut~s europ6ennes.
Dans ce cadre, ils assurent le suivi des affaires contentieuses portes
devant la juridiction supreme de bout en bout, qu'il s'agisse de la
phase 6crite, de la plaidoirie ou des r6ponses aux questions pos6es par
la Cour. Le r6le qu'ils jouent est variable selon la fonction que
remplit la Cour dans le recours A loccasion duquel ils sont amends A
La Cour peut en effet remplir des fonctions qui
intervenir.
s'apparentent A la justice constitutionnelle, A la justice internationale,
Ala justice administrative ou A une justice r~gulatrice.
Les trait6s ont d6fmi un iquilibre institutionnel global, en
confiant aux Etats membres et aux institutions de la Communaut6 des
pouvoirs de decision dans des domaines pr6cis de comptences, dont
la Cour de Justice est la gardienne. La Cour saisie par un Etat ou une
des institutions, peut 6tre ainsi invit~e A sanctionner la violation des
comptences respectives des uns ou des autres. Cette tiche est
exerce par le biais du recours en annulation ou, de faqon
exceptionnelle, du recours en carence voire A travers les avis que la
Cour de Justice des Communaut~s europ6ennes peut 8tre amen~e A
donner conformment A Particle 228 du Trait6 instituant les

Communautis europ~ennes (Traiti CE).'2 De m&ne chaque Etat
membre dispose, en vertu de Particle 170 du Trait6, de la possibilit6
de faire trancher par la Cour les diff~rends qui l'opposent A ses
partenaires a propos de l'application ou de l'interpr~tation du droit
communautaire. Toutefois l'utilisation de cette procedure est, dans la
pratique, exceptionnelle, les Etats membres prdf~rant inciter la
Commission i instrlire une procedure en manquement qu'agir
directement contre un de leurs partenaires.
Quand elle est saisie de cc type de contentieux, ce qui est peu
fr6:quent mais pas exceptionnel, Faction de la Cour s'apparente A celle
d'un juge constitutionnel ou d'un juge international et le r6le du
service juridique est assez proche de celui qu'il joue devant la Cour
internationale de Justice. Les instruments et le contenu du ddbat sont
proches de ceux dont se nourrit le droit international public et les
enjeux sont comparables. Le ddbat est d'autant plus deicat quand la
Commission, gardienne des Traites poursuit un Etat pour
manquement A ses obligations communautaires sur la base de l'article
169 du Traitk CE, cc qui est fr&iuent, que cefle-ci peut depuis I'entrde
en vigueur des nouvelles dispositions de l'article 171 demander A la
Cour de prononcer une condamnation financitre se traduisant
notamment par des astreintes journalires d'un mveau consequent (de
70000 F i 4,17 MF pour la France, par exemple, selon la gravit6 de
l'inftaction). Dans cc cas le Directeur et ses collaborateurs doivent
s'efforcer de ddmontrer que l'ordre juridique interne est en fait
conforme a celui qui est issu de la volontA du legislateur europden et
leur r6le s'apparente A celui d'un Cabinet d'avocats internationaux
spcialis6 en droit compari.
La Cour a 6galement pour fonction de protkger les divers sujets
de droit et plus particulihrement les opdrateurs 6conomiques, contre
les agissements illfgaux ou dommageables des institutions
communautaires ou des Etats membres. Cette fonction s'apparente
beaucoup A celle du juge administratif en France qui l'a mspir~e
comme en tinmoigne la liste des moyens qui peuvent 8tre invoqucsi
'appui d'un recours en annulation. L'agent peut, dans cc genre
d'affaire, se trouver aussi bien en position de pattie requrante, qu'en
position de partie ddfenderesse, lorsque la France intervient au soutien
du Conseil, de la Commission ou dun autre Etat membre. Les affaires
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en cause sont tr~s varies mais revetent le plus souvent un caractere
tr~s concret et liC a des activit6s 6conomiques ou i des questions
portant sur les droits des personnes.
It convient de souligner que chaque gouvernement d'un Etat
membre peut choisir d'intervenir dans une affaire port6e devant la
Cour afm de faire valoir son point de vue sur des questions de droit ou
Un tel choix vise
de fait qui lui paraissent importantes.
essentiellement i pouvoir influencer la jurisprudence de la Cour dans
un sens conforme i ses vues meme si des int6rets mat6riels nationaux
ne sont pas directement en cause dans l'affaire oii ii intervient. Le
droit communautaire se pr~te i ce dialogue devant le juge car les
normes communautaires pr6sentent souvent certaines marges
d'impr6cision qui refltent les difficult6s de la mise au point de la
norme juridique en cause au sere du Conseil, notamment lorsque
l'unanimit6 des Etats membres devait 8tre r6unie lors de la
n6gociation. En outre l'adaptation de celle-ci i la situation concrete de
chaque Etat membre peut poser de r6elles difficult6s qui ont 6t6
estim6es par le l6gislateur communautaire. Il revient donc assez
souvent au juge de proc6der i des ajustements ou i des clarifications
qui le placent parfois dans la situation de 16gislateur secondaire. Dans
un tel contexte le r6le de l'agent d'un gouvernement est indispensable
afin de faire valoir le syst~me de droit qu'il d~fend ou tout
simplement les interets nationaux de l'Etat qu'il repr~sente.
II en est de meme quand la Cour est amen~e i remplir la
fonction d'un juge r~gulateur charg6 de garantir l'interpr6tation
uniforme du droit communautaire par le jeu du renvoi pr~judiciel i
l'initiative d'un tribunal national en application de l'article 177 du
Traite C.E. En pratique, il s'agit d'un mecanisme original de
collaboration de juge i juge qui consiste pour un juge national,
confront, i l'occasion d'un litige dont il est saisi, i une difficult
d'interpr~tation d'une disposition communautaire, d'interroger la
Cour par la voie d'une question pr6judicielle sur l'interpr6tation qu'il
convient de donner i cette disposition ainsi que, le cas 6ch~ant, sur sa
validit6. Il revient alors i la Cour de donner l'interpretation du droit
communautaire qui doit pr6valoir dams l'ensemble des Etats membres
apres avoir entendu les repr6sentants des parties et tous les Etats qui
ont souhait6 s'exprimer. Ce type de recours se diveloppe sans cesse
du fait de l'applicabilit6 directe de nombreuses normes
communautaires et de l'6tendue du champ couvert par la legislation
communautaire. Les deux tiers des affaires dams lesquelles les agents

frangais sont presents soit environ 150 stir 220 affaires par an portent
sur des questions prijudicieles.
Ces agents interviennent chaque fois qu'une question est posse
par un tribunal franqais puisque le droit interne o une pratique
administrative sont en cause, cependant tine "veille juridique" est
assur6e i l'gard de 1'ensemble des questions pos6es par les tribunaux
des autres Etats membres. En effet, la possibilit6 d'intervenir dans le
d6bat ouvert sur l'interpr6tation de telle ou telle disposition de droit
commmunautaire peut fournir l'occasion de reprendre les discussions
qui s'6taient deroukes au moment de l'adoption de la mesure au sem
du Conseil dans un contexte bien different et souvent plus concret. A
cette occasion ilspeuvent faire valoir leur propre interpr6tation des
dispositions en cause voire sugg6rer que la question soit reformul6e
pour faire trancher un point de droit important snon mime conduire
la Cour i annuler la norme mise en cause. Cela suppose que les autres
administrations aient 6t6 aupravant convaincues de l'utilit6
d'intervenir sur telle ou telle affaire et surtout que des arguments
substantiels aient 6 trouvds afin de convaincre les juges. Ceci
conduit la France i etre tr~s pr6sente devant la Cour de Justice des
Communautds europ6ennes ofielle est l'Etat qui s'exprime le plus
souvent apr~s la Commission, qui intervient systdmatiquement dans
tous les contentieux.
L'agent du gouvemement frangais peut donc se trouver un jour
en position de d6fendre les droits des producteurs de foie gras ou bien
de champagne mais aussi un autre jour ceux des travailleurs
frontaliers en mati~re de remboursement des montures de lunettes ou
de pension de retraite. C'est dire qu'il se trouvera dans la situation
d'un avocat intervenant dans des mati6res techniques voire, parfois
particulies, d'un avocat d'affaires. Ainsi dans les dossiers daides
d'6tat ou de concurrence, d6fendus devant le Tribunal de premiere
instance, il est amen6 i intervenir sur des dossiers concernant de
grandes entreprises, en liaison avec les cabinets d'avocat de celles-ci,
sur des aspects financiers ou fiscaux souvent complexes.
On voit que le r6le de conseil des administrations et
d'mtervenant au contentieux sont 6troitement h6s en matire
communautaire oii normes et d6cisions sont expos~es en permanence
un examen d6taiU16 du juge. L'influence qu'un Etat membre peut
exercer sur les normes communautaires qui lui sont applicables
depend, 1'6vidence, du savoir-faire de ses n6gociateurs mais aussi de

la rigueur et de la pugnacit6 dont ses juristes sont susceptibles ensuite
de faire preuve. L'ordre juridique communautaire est le produit de ce
patient travail qui associe n6gociation et interpr6tation. Chaque Etat
de l'Union europ6enne a adopt6 son propre mode d'organisation
juridique pour participer i ce travail; le dispositif frangais qui associe
6troitement conseil et monopole de 'action contentieuse devant les
juridictions intemationales pr~sente l'avantage de confier aux memes
agents les affaires de bout en bout et il a fait ses preuves. Le Directeur
des affaires juridiques a ainsi la responsabilit6 d'animer deux 6quipes
engagies dans des tiches juridiques europiennes distinctes mais
proches dans l'esprit qui les anime.
Les syst~mes europ6ens ont-ils valeur d'exemple et de
pr6cdent pour les autres r6gions voire pour des r6gimes universels
dans le cadre des Nations Unies? Les responsables des affaires
juridiques sont-ils promis i s'engager eux aussi dans un travail
complexe d'int6gration de sources de droit externe dans leur droit
national et d'influence patiente sur la constitution de ce droit exteme ?
Il est difficile d'extrapoler des exp6riences n6es dans un
contexte particulier. Force est cependant de constater que les
m6canismes pr6vus dans la cadre de la Cour europ6enne des droits de
l'homme et des trait6s communautaires ne sont pas sans parallkles
dans le domaine des conventions conclues dans le cadre des Nations
Unies. Amsi les grands textes des Nations Unies en mati&e de droits
de l'homme (Pacte international relatif aux droits civils et politiques,
Convention contre la torture, Convention internationale sur
l'61imination de toutes les formes de discrimination raciale) sont-ils

sens6s inspirer la ligislation nationale des signataires et pr6voient-ils
l'intervention possible d'un organe international une fois les voies de

recours nationales 6puis6es.

COOPERATION AMONG LEGAL ADVISERS ON PUBLIC
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Hans Corell"
I. Introduction
On the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the AsianAfrican Legal Consultative Committee (AALCC), I have been asked to
contribute an article relating to the meetings of legal advisers which
have been held inconnection with the work of the Sixth (Legal)
Committee of the United Nations General Assembly since 1990, and of
which I was one of the initiators.' Although inmy present capacity I
have no other function in relation to these meetings than to make certain
that the necessary practical arrangements are made, I accepted the
invitation and agreed to offer also some reflections on the role the legal
adviser based on my personal experiences as legal adviser in my own
country.
It should be emphasized that the role of the legal adviser is
multifaceted and that there may be different opinions on how to serve
inthis capacity in the most competent and efficient manner. Needless
to say, my years in the judiciary and the Ministry of Justice before I
joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1984 have also influenced my
thoughts as well as the fact that my experience is rooted in a particular
legal system. I am, however, convinced that the differences between
legal systems are often exaggerated, especially if you focus on one of
the core elements of what is commonly referred to as the rule of law:
"respect for human rights and for findamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion". 2 The common

tUnder-Secreta y-General for Legal Affairs and the Legal Counsel of the
United Nations. Former Ambassador and Under-Secretary for Legal Affairs of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Sweden (1984-1994). Legal Adviser to the Ministry of
Justice (1972-1984). Service in the judiciary (1962-1972). Appointed Judge of Appeal
(1980). An earlier version of this essay was published in Essays on International Law
(New Delhi, Asian-African Legal Consultative 19917), Fortieth Anniversary
Commemorative volume, pp. 1-22.
'The invitation to the first meeting in 1990 was signed by Hans Corell
(Sweden), Edward G. Lee (Canada), Janusz Micldewicz (Poland), Prakash Shah (India)
and Alberto Sz~kely (Mexico). In Canada the initiative has been taken over by Barry
Mawhiney and later by Phillipe Kirsch, in India by P. S.Rao, in Mexico by Miguel
Angel Gonziles
Flix, in Poland by Janusz Stanczyk and in Sweden by Lars Magnuson.
2
Article 1,paragraph 3, of the Charter of the United Nations.

denominators of the different legal systems should therefore be
emphasized rather than the differences, in particular in the instances
where those denominators can be identified in international law.
It should also be noted at the outset that the term "legal
adviser" in this context has the same meaning as was indicated in the
invitation to the meetings, namely, "the person who is responsible for
international legal matters within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and for
formulating instructions to the representatives of his or her country in
the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly or for supervising this
activity".
H. The Legal Advisers' Meetings
The first meeting of legal advisers in connection with the work
of the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly was
held on 29 and 30 October 1990. The initiative sprung from a common
concern among certain colleagues that the working methods of the Sixth
Committee in dealing with the report of the International Law
Commission (ILC) were not appropriate. The question was how to
improve these working methods in such a way that the Committee could
assume its proper role: to provide clear policy guidance to the ILC and
not, as was often the case, to discuss draft articles piecemeal. It was
also felt that the legal advisers of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs
around the world should have many interests in common and that
meetings among them could be fruitful. It was noted at the time that
such meetings often took place at the regional level (Council of Europe,
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), European Union and

AALCC).
The initiative to convene the first meeting was taken by the
legal advisers of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs of Canada, India,
Mexico, Poland and Sweden, and it was organized with the assistance
of the then Legal Counsel of the United Nations, Under-SecretaryGeneral Carl August Fleischhauer. Subsequently, eight additional
meetings have been held in the period from 1991 to 1998. The tenth
meeting is planned for November 1999. Short reports of the meetings
have been circulated among colleagues, and also appear in an
abbreviated form in international legal journals.3
' See, for example, H.Corell, "Legal Advisers Meet at U.N. Headquarters in
New York", American Journal ofinternational Law, vol. 85, No. 2 (1991), pp. 371-373;
Hans Corell, "Second Legal Advisers" Meeting at U.N. Headquarters in New York",

The meetings have been well attended. As many as 40 to 50
legal advisers or their deputies have been present, in addition to many
lawyers from the permanent missions in New York. The meetings have
been held in conference room 5 which has been filled to the last seat, at
least during the first afternoon (see below).
Many topics have been discussed. During the first meetings,
the focus was on the role of the legal adviser. Other topics discussed
were: the future work of the ILC; legal aspects of the increased role of
the Security Council in matters of peace and security; other areas of
international law and practice, such as international environmental law
and international humanitarian law; the draft statute for the international
criminal court proposed by the ILC; Security Council resolutions on
sanctions; and the desirability of the proposed third Hague Peace
Conference in 1999.
Particular focus was given to the role of legal advisers in
relation to the Sixth Committee and the ILC. It was agreed that the
meetings of the legal advisers should certainly not compete with the
debate in the Sixth Committee. On the contrary, it was agreed that the
legal advisers form part of that Committee as and when they participate
in their national delegations to the Committee. It was considered
important that the meetings of the legal advisers remain informal with
no fixed agenda and that decisions on what matters should be discussed
are made at the beginning of each meeting. No delegation is excluded
from the meetings which are announced in the Journal of the United
Nations under the title: "Informal Consultations on Legal Matters
pending before the ...
session of the General Assembly". It was also
considered important that the dates of the legal advisers' meetings
always coincide with the target date fixed for the beginning of the
debate on the report of the ILC, which date appears in one of the last
paragraphs of the General Assembly resolution on this agenda item.

NordicJounaloflruernationalLaw,
vol. 61 (1992), pp. 3-6; H. Corell, "Third Legal
Advisers' Meeting at U.N. Headquarters in New York", American Journal of
InternationalLaw, vol. 87, No- 2 (1993), pp. 323-328; M. A. Gonzilez Fdlix, 'Fifth
Legal Advisers' Meeting at U.N. Headquarters in Nev. York", American Journal of
InternationalLaw, vol. 89, No. 3 (1995), pp. 644-649; B. Mawbinney and K. Girtel,
"Fourth Legal Advisers' Meeting at U.N. Headquarters in New York", American Journal
ofInternationalLaw, vol. 88, No. 2 (1994), pp. 379-382, and P.S. Rao, "Sixth Meeting
of Lega Advisers of the U.N. Member States", Indian JournaloflnternationalLaw, vol.
36, No. 4 (1996), p. 75.

The legal advisers' meeting normally takes place in the afternoons of
the first and second days of that debate.
In some cases the discussion has led to a recommendation that
an initiative should be taken. For example, it has been suggested that
the growing powers of the Security Council, translated into resolutions
with national legislative implications, have created more legal and
administrative work for legal advisers. It has been further suggested
that it would be very useful to produce a comparative compilation of
national measures relating to the implementation of Security Council
resolutions. It remains to be seen whether such a compilation will be
made. Of particular concern in this context is the fact that many
Governments have not yet taken the necessary legislative action to
implement the resolutions establishing the International Criminal
Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
The overall impression of the meetings is that they have been
successful. It is recognized that there is a value per se of meeting with
colleagues with similar responsibilities. Furthermore, legal advisers
often work in a certain solitude and might feel the need to share
common concerns with someone in a similar position. The meetings
also provide opportunities for legal advisers to resolve bilateral issues.
In this context, I should like to concentrate on one particular
topic which was discussed during the first three meetings: the role of the
legal adviser.
II. The Discussions on the Role of the Legal Adviser Held in
1990-1992
The first three meetings, and in particular the second and third
meetings, of the legal advisers in 1990-1992, were devoted to a
discussion on the role of the legal adviser. This topic had been
discussed in other fora earlier and there were also those who had
contributed writings on the topic.4 In this context, it is of particular
' See, for example, R. B. Bilder, "The Office of the Legal Adviser: The State
Department Lawyer and Foreign Affairs", American JournalofInternationalLaw, vol.
56, (1962), pp. 633-684; R. B. Bilder, "International Law and United States Foreign
Policy: Some Reflections on the ASIL/ILA Report on the Role of the Legal Adviser",
Transnational Law & Contemporary Problems, vol. 1, (1991), pp. 201-208; G.
Guillaume, "Droit international et action diplomatique --le cas de la France", European
Journalof InternationalLaw, vol. 2,No. 1 (1991), pp. 136-147; R. St. J.MacDonald,
"The Role of the Legal Adviser of Ministries of Foreign Affairs", Collected Courses of

interest to note that the AALCC made an analytical study of the topic
for discussion in 1973. The discussion took place on two occasions, the
latest being in 1978. 5 There is now an established practice for legal
advisers of members of the AALCC to meet in New York during the
General Assembly.
Between the second and third meetings, a questionnaire was
circulated and the discussion centred on some of the replies to that
questionnaire. During the discussion, it was noted that legal advisers
could assume an "active" or "passive" role. Those who participated in
the debate agreed that a legal adviser must play an active role and
should be involved in a matter as early as possible, which means that the
legal adviser should be present when important political issues are
discussed within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or in higher level fora.
In this way, he or she is in a better position to assess whether there are
any legal problems that need attention. The interaction with policy
makers was stressed. It was also noted that the legal adviser could be
seen as a law maker in the instances in which he or she formulated
advice where the law was unclear and there was little precedent It was
said that the legal adviser's function is also part of the policyformulation process. Therefore, it is necessary that the legal adviser
participates actively and continuously in this process. The right of direct
the Hague Academy of InternationalLaw, 1977-HIf (Alphen aan den Rijn, Sijthoff &
Nortdhoff, 1980) vol. 156, pp. 377-482; H.C.L Merillat, ed., Legal Advisers andForeign
Affairs, (Dobbs Ferry, New York, Oceana Publications, 1964); H.C.L. Merillat, ed.,
Legal Advisers and International Organizations, Dobbs Ferry, New York, Oceana
Publications, 1966); M. Krafft, "L'atfitude de la Suisse i 1'6gard du droit international",
EuropeanJournal of InternationalLaw, vol. 2, No. 1 (1991), pp. 148-156; M. Sapiro,
"Advising the United States Government on International Law", New York University
JournaloffnternationalLaw and Politics, vol. 27, No. 3 (1995), pp. 619-623; S. M.
Schwebel, "Remarks on the Role of the Legal Advisor of the US State Department",
EuropeanJournalofblternationalLaw, vol. 2, No. I (I 991), pp. 132-135; Sir I. Sinclair,
"The Practice of International Law: The Foreign and Conmmnwealth Office",
InternationalLaw:. Teaching and Practice,Bin Cheng, ed. (London, Stevens & Sons,
1982), pp. 123-134; A. D. Watts, "International Law and International Relations: United
Kingdom Practice", EuropeanJournal oflnternationalLaw, vol. 2, No. 1 (1991), pp.
157-164; E. D. Williamson, "International Law and the Role of the Legal Adviser in the
Pemaan Gulf Crisis", New York UniversityJournal oflnernationalLaw andPolitics, vol
23, No. 2 (1991), pp. 361-371; S. Yachi, "The Role of the Treaties Bureau of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Japan's Foreign Policy Decision-Making Process", The
JapaneseAnnual ofInternationalLaw, No. 31 (1988), pp. 82-93; and "The Role of the
Legal Adviser of the Department of State: A Report of the Joint Committee established
by the American Society of International Law and the American Branch of the
International Law Association", American JournalofInternationalLaw, vol. 85, No. 2
(1991), pp. 358-373.
s Role of the Legal Adviser, Annual Sessions of the Asian-African Legal
Consultative Conanittee, Doha-Qatar. (AALCC Secretanat-New Delhi, 1978).

access to the Minister of Foreign Affairs was stressed by many, both
during the discussions and in the answers to the questionnaire. Almost
all legal advisers who participated in the discussions and replied to the
questionnaire appeared to have such direct access. Because of the
sensitivity of the role of the legal adviser, the issue of the personalities
of the Minister and the legal adviser was also mentioned. The legal
adviser must have the confidence of the Minister and also the
opportunity of working closely with the Minister and other senior
functionaries of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Government at
large.
One conclusion drawn from the discussion (which was not
always evident from the answers to the questionnaire) was that it is
necessary to maintain an institution, with sufficient personnel and other
support, within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs charged with the
functions of a Legal Department. The functions of such a department
were described as monitoring international meetings, performing work
related to the codification and progressive development of international
law, providing legal advice and advocacy, engaging in treaty
negotiation and administration, and organizing the settlement of
international disputes.
Other matters discussed in relation to the role of the legal
adviser included their role in relation to the United Nations Decade of
International Law; enhancing the role of the legal adviser; supporting
new regional cooperation; providing technical assistance to colleagues
in new States and in some developing countries; initiating or
encouraging development aid to fund university courses for legal
officers from developing countries; and exchanging legal officers
between legal departments.
Many examples were given of regional cooperation among
legal advisers. Participants from areas where such regional cooperation
did not occur expressed interest in organizing or participating in such
cooperation.
Of particular importance was the fact that many colleagues
from developing countries and newly independent States had the
opportunity to share their experiences with the other participants. These
colleagues made it clear that they often worked under great difficulties:
no proper legal office, too small a staff, unexpected events upsetting
work schedules, insufficient library facilities, etc. In this context it was

mentioned that a "pocket library" for legal advisers was being
contemplated (see the "Basic Library" below).
During the 1992 meeting, the future meetings of legal advisers
were discussed. It was pointed out by the initiators that there were two
prerequisites for such meetings to be successful. First, the meetings
should be informal and the participants should primarily be the legal
advisers from capitals. Secondly, the underlying motive for these

meetings should be not only to provide a forum where legal advisers can
meet and exchange views, but also an incentive for legal advisers to
come to New York to participate in the debate of the Sixth Committee.
IV. Reflections on the Role of the Legal Adviser
As was shown in the previous section, the role of the legal
adviser on public international law has been the subject of an interesting
discussion for some time. Comprehensive studies have been made, and
some colleagues have contributed ideas on the topic based on their own
experience. In this connection, I wish to share with you some thoughts
whiich have come to my mind, partly as a result of the many interesting
discussions which I have had with colleagues from all around the world.
At the outset, it is important to note that the tasks of the legal
advisers of Ministries of Foreign Affairs differ from State to State. In
many instances, the legal adviser is precisely that - an adviser. In other
cases, he or she is also the head of the Legal Department or similar
entity within the Ministry. In this latter capacity, the legal adviser also

performs an executive/administrative function similar to the one
performed by other high-level officers in the Government He or she
has to apply regulations and rules and make a number of decisions,
often final decisions, but perhaps subject to judicial appeal. The tasks
may also include the preparation of decisions to be taken at a higher
level, in particular at the Cabinet leveL The legal adviser's role as head
of department naturally differs depending on the legal system of the
country in question, but basically the function is very much the same.

If a legal adviser is entrusted with the function just mentioned,
he or she is also automatically charged with the administrative duties
which fall upon every head of department In short, the legal adviser is

also a "manager", even if many colleagues might not like to identify
themselves as such. The workload, of course, depends on the size of the
office or department in question.

Experience shows that the

administative functions, in which I also include the planning and

monitoring of the work of the office or department, may be quite
substantial, which might detract from the legal adviser's ability to
engage in detail in the substantive work of the department. However,
"management" has become an integral part of the responsibilities of any
higher official, and today a person to be appointed head of department
in any major organization -- public or private -- must certainly
demonstrate ability in this field.
Another feature of the role of the legal adviser relates to
representing his or her country before national or international bodies.
In this capacity the adviser is, just like any representative, subject to the
directions which he or she may be given by the Government. Of
particular interest here is the role which the legal adviser may play
before institutions, such as the International Court of Justice, other
international courts and the control mechanisms established by certain
international conventions, such as the committees provided for in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966,6 the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination of 1965.' In many instances, the legal adviser is
appointed as the head of the delegation to the Sixth Committee of the
United Nations General Assembly, or to an international diplomatic
conference or an entity established within an international organization
or other arrangement! Also here, the legal adviser is acting upon
instructions from his or her Government and is requested to report to the
Minister or some other superior within the Ministry, although it can be
assumed that the adviser may be authorized to act rather independently,
in particular in the legal-technical field.
The functions indicated above are similar to functions which
can be assigned to other government officials. The adviser acts in such
capacity independently or under instructions from the Government.
Certainly, the adviser's background and experience, as well as the legal
tradition on of the country in question will determine to what extent his
6 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171 and vol. 1057, p.407.
7 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 660, p. 195.

8 In this context, it is interesting to note that the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe set up the 1975 Helsinki Final Act. European Yearbook 1975,
(The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff, 1977), vol. XXII, p. 211. In spite of the fact that the
name of the conference has been changed to the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the Organization is still a political process rather than
a legal entity under international law. The OSCE is considered to be a "regional
arrangement" under Chapter VIII of the Charter of the United Nations and has engaged
in substantial legal work, including the elaboration of the European Convention on
Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, United Nations, TreatySeries, vol. 320, p. 243.

or her services will be used for such tasks. In many cases, all these tasks
will be common to legal advisers, but not in all cases.
Common to all colleagues is the role of the legal adviser as
counsel This function was also the focus of our discussions during the
first meetings of legal advisers in New York- Of particular interest was
the discussion on how the legal adviser to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs should be able to fifil his or her function. The most important
conclusions that I draw from that discussion are that the adviser should:
*

Be present when important political issues are discussed
within the Ministry;

*

Be asked at an appropriate time to give advice and be able
to give timely and constructive advice;

*

Play an active role and take initiatives as necessary;

*

Focus on significant issues;

*

Have direct access to and the confidence of the Minister
for Foreign Affairs and be given the opportunity to work
closely with the Minister and other senior officials of the
Ministry and the Government

One particular aspect which became clear during the meetings
of legal advisers is that many colleagues in developing countries do not
have access to a sufficiently modem hlrary to support them in their
work. This led to an initiative which is presently being pursued by the
International Law Association (HA) with financial support from one of
the Member States of the United Nations: a "Basic Library" for legal
advisers. A Selection Committee within the ILA has drawn up a list of
books which will be used as the basis for the purchase of a small
standard library (in English and French) to be distributed free of charge
to colleagues most in need of such supporL The list has been approved
in principle by the Executive Council of the LA and negotiations are
under way with publishers to obtain multiple copies for distribution at
a reasonable discount" Once the list has been finalized it will be given
9

The Selection Connittee consisted of Judges Ranjeva and Shahabuddeen

of the International Court of Justice, Professor Catherine Kessedjian (French Branch),
Proksor Pewe- Malanczuk (Dutch Branch) and Professor Georg Ress (German Branch),
with the Director of Studies, Professor Jamnas Crawford. as Convnor.

'0Corespondnce about the Basic Library project should be addressed to

broad publicity, including those on the legal advisers list (see below).
Colleagues who are not eligible for a Basic Library might nonetheless
find the list of literature useful. The Legal Department of the
International Committee of the Red Cross will donate a set of books on
the Geneva Conventions and related subjects to the same recipients."
An important aspect of the role of the legal adviser is his or her
duty to follow attentively the development of public international law.
This development takes place in many forums and it is not always easy
to get a full picture of the state of affairs in a particular field, and to
some extent there are overlaps. A special problem emerges from the
fact that there are many organizations that are active at the international
level and that Governments are represented in these organizations by
officials from different ministries or branches of the Government. This
may be due to the fact that substantive responsibility for the subject
matter in question may rest with a ministry other than the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. As a matter of fact, in many, perhaps most countries,
the substantive responsibility for matters subject to international
negotiations and treaty making rests not with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, but with another branch of the Government (although, often
officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs participate in the work at
the international level because of their international experience). This
means that there is a great need for coordination between different
ministries or other entities in order to achieve a coherent policy -- to
speak with one voice at the international level. In this context, the legal
adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs could play a coordinating role
by bringing important aspects of a common character to the attention of
colleagues or other appropriate interlocutors in other ministries.
Of particular interest is the clear link between the work of the
Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly -- mostly
followed by representatives from Ministries of Foreign Affairs -- and
the substantive responsibility of other ministries at the national level, in
particular Ministries of Justice. This has led to the trend that delegations
of Member States to the Sixth Committee and its subcommittees may
also include representatives from other ministries. But this is a "luxury"
that not all Member States can afford. In these instances, it is all the
more important that the legal adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
keeps his or her counterparts in other ministries abreast of
Professor James Crawford, Director of Studies, International Law Association, Charles
Clore House, 17 Russell Square, London WCIB 5DR (fax: 44 171 3233580).

" American Journalof InternationalLaw, vol. 87, No. 2 (1993), p. 325.

developments. The adoption of an international instrument may
ultimately lead to incorporation or transformation at the national level
and it may be a body other than the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that
must prepare the necessary proposals for the national diet for the
purpose of ratification or accession. In my view, the legal adviser of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs can act as an important link between the
work at the international level and the work within the different
branches of the Government at the national level.
A related issue concerns the monitoring of already existing
obligations under international law. Let me take human rights as an
example. By now, an extensive body of international law exists in this
field, which is based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 2
and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Corresponding obligations also flow from instruments elaborated at the
regional level 3 These instruments are widely accepted, which means
that the States Members of the United Nations are, more often than not,
bound by international obligations in this field. A common feature of
these instruments is that they are dynamic in the sense that they have to
be applied in the light of recent developments, in particular emerging
features in the relations between peoples and their Governments,
technical developments, etc. Another common feature is that the
application of these instruments is monitored by bodies - courts,
commissions or committees - established by the instruments
themselves. This has resulted in the development of a growing case
law which serves as a complementary factor in the interpretation of the
instruments.
As a consequence, legislative work at the national level has
become increasingly complex. Not only is it necessary for the national
legislator to ascertain that the legislation contemplated is within the
bounds established by the national constitution, it is also necessary to
confirm that it is in conformity with international obligations flowing
from treaties and the case law of the bodies established to monitor them.
In this intersection of national and international law, the legal adviser
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs can play an important role, inter alia,
by assisting in the preparation of the draft national legislation or in
reviewing such drafts or, as the case may be, drawing attention to
"General Assembly resolution 217A
U

MII).

See, for example, the European Convention on Human Rights (1950),

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 213, p. 222; the American Convention on Human
Rights (1969), United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1144, p. 123. the African Charter on
Human and Peoples Rights (I 981), OAU Doc. CABILEGI67/3/Rev. 5.

particular international commitments which may limit the freedom of
action of the national legislator. It is true that such assistance can
sometimes be seen by others as "causing legal complications". But if
States take their international commitments seriously, they should avoid
getting into situations where discrepancies are discovered at a later stage
and where the damage may already have occurred.
The same observation could, of course, be made with respect
to other fields of international law. However, in cases other than those
involving human rights, knowledge concerning international obligations
is probably better in the substantive ministries. The field of human
rights, with its clear links to constitutional law, is different and requires
more of an overview and general understanding of how national and
international law interact. The legal adviser of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs has an important role to play here.
In this context, it should also be mentioned that many
international conventions in the field of human rights require that States
parties submit periodic reports for review by a committee established by
the convention in question. The preparation of such reports is often a
major undertaking, involving many ministries or branches of the
Government. Also here, the legal adviser of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs should play an important role as adviser and coordinator.
Experience shows that it may not always be easy to extract the
necessary contributions from those involved, who may have other
priorities in their busy schedules. The legal adviser should impress
upon those participating the importance of timely reporting, and he or
she could also appear before the committee to explain details of the
report and respond to questions. It should be noted that the comments
by the committee may also entail additional work at the national level,
including the preparation of new legislation.
One feature of the role of the legal adviser of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs which was briefly touched upon in the discussions is the
question whether he or she should be "active" or "passive". In my view,
the adviser should be active, take initiatives and alert the Minister of
Foreign Affairs to matters which may create problems if they are not
attended to properly and in a timely manner. However, this is a delicate
matter, in particular since advice may entail drawing attention to
international commitments which in one way or another may limit the
Government's or the Minister's freedom of action; and, by definition,
Heads of Government and Ministers do not favour being advised that
they cannot do as they please in a particular situation.

Therefore, this element of the function of the legal adviser
requires special experience and tact This is also why, in the discussions
among the legal advisers in October 1992, the view was expressed that
the legal adviser must have the confidence of the Minister of Foreign
Affairs and that he or she must also have direct access to the Minister.
An adviser who lacks both of these elements or even one of them will
have great difficulties in performing his or her functions properly. The
adviser should also have the ability of making his or her point in no
uncertain terms. A Government or a Minister is ill served by an adviser
who acts meekly or expresses opportunistic views. But at the same
time, the adviser must never forget that he or she is precisely an adviser.
The decision always rests - and should always rest - with the
Government and/or the Minister. When that decision is taken, it must
be fully respected and loyally executed. I disregard here a situation
which hopefully should not occur, namely, that the decision taken is in
clear violation of obligations under international law and where the
matter is so serious that the legal adviser might have to reconsider
rendering further services to the Government.
A related question is at what stage in the decision-making
process legal advice should be sought In some instances it might be
tempting to the Minister, faced with a problem, to turn to the legal
adviser and ask him or her to present a suitable solution. This may be
appropriate, if the problem is of a purely legal nature. However, more
often than not, the question is likely to have many aspects, not the least
of which political aspects. In such situations, the legal adviser should
not be asked to provide the solution. Rather, he or she should be
approached when there is an understanding at the political level of how
the problem should be solved: "This is what we have in mind. Is it
possible to go ahead from a legal point of view?". If the solution is in
accordance with the law, the legal adviser should say so and leave the
matter as it is. If not, the legal adviser should attempt to find a solution
along the lines contemplated but acceptable from a legal point of view.
A simple negative reply always risks creating the impression that the
legal adviser is a person who tends to find problems and is, in general,
not very helpful; as a consequence, this may lead to a tendency not to
involve him or her in the decision making. It is therefore important for
the legal adviser to make a positive contribution to the policy-formation
process by suggesting alternative approaches by which a particular
policy objective can be reached. In this regard, the legal adviser should
provide continuity and demonstrate creativity.

It is sometimes said that the role of the legal adviser should
always be to find a legal justification for whatever action the
Government intends to take. Some suggest that international law is
often vague and allows great leeway for government actions. To this it
could be added that it is true that international law is not always clear
and that the scope of the international commitment is not always readily
apparent. On the other hand, in many concrete cases -- in particular in
the field of human rights and humanitarian law -- the meaning of the
law is very clear indeed. Consequently, whatever the reason for a
request from the Government to justify actions that are dubious or in
violation of these important elements of international law, the legal
adviser should not lend him/herself to legal hair-splitting, but make a
clear distinction between what is permitted and what is not. There is, of
course, sometimes room for different views as to the meaning of the law
and, no doubt, it is possible to find also among colleagues different
opinions on one and the same question. But, in the situations referred
to in this particular context, the distinction ought to be quite clear. It is
also important to remember that the decision ultimately taken must
stand the test of international scrutiny, in particular the scrutiny of a
growing community of international lawyers who follow State actions
with great attention and who may also influence their own Governments
to take action against States who are perceived as violating international
law.
A particularly difficult situation occurs when the decision
taken by the Government is contrary to the advice of the legal adviser.
He or she might not be in a position to disclose the contents of the
advice, and in many cases the advice should not be disclosed. No
doubt, there are colleagues who observe with regret the way in which
their Governments sometimes act. In such cases, it is not fair to direct
criticism against the legal adviser; as we have just concluded, he or she
is not the decision maker. Furthermore, a demonstration on the part of
the legal adviser, e.g. a resignation, may not be feasible or even
desirable from a legal point of view; the likelihood is that the
replacement may be someone who shows more "flexibility".
The role of the legal adviser can sometimes be very difficult
and one should be careful not to draw too hasty conclusions about the
way in which colleagues render their important services to their
respective Governments.
V. Future Challenges -- Closer Cooperation

rumuc international law has undergone a dramatic
development during the last few decades. Ever larger portions of this
law have been codified either under the auspices of the United Nations
or in other forums. This development has been described very
expressively by Brian Urquhart and the late Erskine Childers:
"International law, only yesterday a seemingly
quiet backwater in human affairs, is reaching into
hitherto unimagined fields. The nations of the world
have acceded to an unprecedented number of
agreements in virtually all branches of human activity
- from the ocean floor to the planet's climate to outer
space - in only the last forty years. There has been
a truly astonishing growth of public international law
which will accelerate into the coming century. The
pressing need for an international system based on
law has never been so evident.""
In addition, the tensions between the two major political blocks
have ceased and given room to a growing realization that relations
between States (as well as between States and peoples) must be
governed by law and that the disputes that inevitably occur must be
settled by peaceful means. Therefore, among the many challenges that
lie ahead for the international community is the establishment of a more
prominent legal regime at the international level, a regime accepted and
defended by the many actors that appear at this level, and in particular
by sovereign States. Imagine if the international law that exists today
was really observed by all States!
In this context, it is interesting to note the recent developments
in the field of international criminal law with the establishment of the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in 1993 and
for Rwanda in 1994, the completion of the draft Code of Crimes against
the Peace and Security of Mankind in 1996 and the adoption of the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court in 1998. Another
effort to strengthen the rule of law at the international level is the
adoption of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 5 and
the establishment of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea.

- B. Urquhart and E. Chiders, A World in Need ofLeadersluip: Tomorrows
UnitedNations - A FreshAppraisal,(Uppsala, Dag Harrakiold Foundation. 1996),
p- 13.
11Document A/CONF.62/122 and Carr. 1-1l.

These are examples of efforts to not only create international legal
obligations for States and other entities concerned, but also to establish
international mechanisms to make certain that these obligations are
respected.
Against this background, it is fair to assume that international
law will be an increasingly important element in the decision-making
process of Governments in the future. Correspondingly, it is fair to
assume that the role of the legal adviser will gradually grow in
importance. Legal services will be more in demand in bilateral matters,
in particular with respect to dispute settlement. With the likelihood that
disputes might be settled by judicial means or by arbitration, States must
act with more prudence so as not to risk being on the losing side if a
dispute should occur. But also the growing multilateral interaction
between States will mean that there is an increased need to cover the
legal aspects of this activity. Furthermore, the growing tendency of
States to accept international control over their application of treaties in
the field of human rights will require a higher level of legal
preparedness at the national level. Another element is the rising
awareness of the necessity to define the rights of minorities and to
provide for their protection. Migration and environmental issues will
require close legal observation. A growing number of active nongovernmental organizations, often very well informed and with great
expertise in international law, will demand and must be given more
attention. In short, there is a very important role for the legal adviser in
the future. With some hesitation, I decided to attach a tentative
description of a legal adviser's responsibilities (see annex).
In many States with a well-developed tradition in this area, the
future will probably mean that the function of the legal adviser will be
consolidated and, when necessary, strengthened.
For newly
independent States and developing countries, the situation may require
more determined action. As already mentioned, many colleagues in
those countries work under very difficult circumstances and with scarce
resources. Therefore, they need all the support they can get. Direct
support is, of course, difficult to arrange other than through allocation
of the necessary resources at the national level, which is a matter for the
national authorities. However, support can also be given in other forms.
One such form of support is the cooperation between legal
advisers at the international level. It is against this background that the
legal advisers' meetings held in conjunction with those of the Sixth
Committee of the United Nations should be seen. One of the main

purposes of these meetings is to provide an informal forum in which
colleagues from all over the world can meet and exchange views on
matters of common interest Whether and in what form these meetings
will continue in the future is for the legal advisers themselves to decide.
Unfortunately, the resources available for this kind of cooperation vary
greatly in different countries. Of particular concern is that too many
colleagues from newly independent States and developing countries
lack the necessary financial resources to participate as well as to attend
the meetings of the Sixth Committee during the debate under the agenda
item entitled "Report of the International Law Commission".
In order to facilitate cooperation among legal advisers, the
Legal Counsel of the United Nations, on a personal basis, now
maintains a list of names and addresses of legal advisers worldwide.
The list is updated and disseminated at the legal advisers' meetings in
New York and also circulated shortly thereafter via the permanent
missions to the United Nations in New York. It is appreciated if
changes to the list are communicated promptly.
Irrespective of how the cooperation between the legal advisers
will be organized in the future, it is important to note that such
cooperation is of great importance and will greatly enhance the common
understanding of the special demands that fall upon those who are
responsible for the function at the national level. Therefore, it is to be
hoped that there will be more opportunities for colleagues, and in
particular colleagues from newly independent States and developing
countries, to participate more actively. It may be that the States that the
legal advisers serve have different interests at times, and certainly the
legal advisers will be called upon to represent their countries in disputes
with other States. But this is no reason why legal advisers should not
cooperate as professionals. Moreover, it should be to the advantage of
States to be served by legal advisers who communicate on the same
wavelength and who serve with competence and integrity.
The idea of promoting cooperation between legal advisers on
matters of public international law can very well be summarized by
quoting a few lines from a letter sent by the initiators of the 1991
meeting in New York to their colleagues:
"As initiators of the Legal Advisers' meeting, we
think that the exercise in which we are engaged at
present is of great importance. In a changing world
where the Cold War is over and where law will have

an increasing importance in the relations between
States, the responsibilities of the Legal Departments
of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs will have an even
more significant role to play -- directly or in a
coordinating capacity. We should prepare ourselves
for this.
We should also bear in mind that there are
constant changes in our circle. Colleagues are
retiring or taking up other posts -- others succeed
them. It is therefore important that we achieve
something together which can be passed on to assist
our successors. We therefore hope that as many of
you as possible will contribute to our common
endeavour; by ... participating in our discussion or
otherwise. In this way we can learn from each other
and -- to quote one of the participants -- develop our
professional integrity as lawyers. We should not
underestimate the importance of Legal Departments
all around the world, led by persons with a common
understanding about their role and with a feeling of
collegiality."' 6
Finally, as mentioned above, one important function that a
legal adviser should perform is to provide continuity with respect to
decision making in matters that concern international law. Another
aspect of this continuity should be to inform successors about the
international cooperation among legal advisers and the results of our
common efforts. Therefore, whenever a legal adviser leaves his or her
position, he or she should hand over to the successor all the information
gained through his or her cooperation with other legal advisers
worldwide.
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H. Corell, "Second Legal Advisor's Meeting at United Nations

Headquarters in New York", Nordic Journalof InternationalLaw, vol. 61 (1992), p. 5

atp. 7.

Annex
A Tentative Description of a Legal Adviser's Responsibilities
As has been pointed out at the outset, the role of the legal
adviser is multifaceted. There may be different opinions on how to
serve in this capacity in the most competent and efficient manner. It
was therefore with some hesitation that I embarked upon the present
description- Its purpose is certainly not to suggest that the legal adviser
must necessarily engage in all of the matters on the list. On the other
hand, I am convinced that there are colleagues who would provide a
different and more extensive description if they were asked to prepare
one. Nonetheless, there might be colleagues who will find the
description useful. Therefore, the description should be seen as "food
for thought" rather than as a model.
1.

Providing legal advice to the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and to the Ministry:
a) Participate in intra-ministerial meetings,
b) Follow the development of international law,
c) Follow international political developments on a dayto-day basis,

d) Prepare oral or written advice as appropriate,
e) Alert the Minister to important legal issues and
f) Coordinate with appropriate officers in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and other Ministries.
2.

Codification and progressive development of
international law:
a) Coordinate with other Ministries in determining the
position of the Government in negotiations in different
international fora,
b) Review texts of draft international conventions and
other legal instruments,
c) Formulate instructions for delegates participating in
international negotiations and
d) Participate as appropriate in such negotiations.

3.

Treaty negotiations and administration:
a) Provide advice to functional Ministries and
departments on treaty law,
b) Negotiate treaties that fall within the substantive
responsibility of the Department of Legal Affairs and

c) Register treaties for national treaty collection and
supervise the submission of bilateral treaties to the
United Nations Secretariat for registration (Article 102
of the Charter).
4.

Participation in international meetings:
a) Act as head or member of delegations to organs of
the United Nations General Assembly or other
international bodies,
b) Provide advice on United Nations law and practice,
c) Participate, as appropriate, in meetings of regional
organizations or arrangements and
d) Provide advice concerning the competence of such
organizations or arrangements.

5.

Human rights:
a) Provide advice on human rights requirements for the
national legislative process,
b) Prepare or coordinate the preparation of periodic
reports under international conventions,
c) Appear before committees established under such
conventions,
d) Appear before courts of human rights and
e) Provide advice on how reports and judgments from
such committees and courts should be executed.

6.

Humanitarian law:
a) Provide advice on the interpretation of conventions
on humanitarian law and
b) Assist the appropriate authorities in educating the
military in humanitarian law (article 47 of the First,
article 48 of the Second, article 127 of the Third, and
article 144 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 12
August 1949; and article 83, paragraph 1, of Additional
Protocol I of 8 June 1977).1

17Geneva Convention for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded
and sick in armed forces in the field, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, p. 31;
Geneva Convention for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded, sick and
shipwrecked members of armed forces at sea, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, p.
85; Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war, United Nations,

Treaty Series, vol. 75, p. 135; Geneva Convention relative to the protection of civilian
persons in time of war, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, p. 287; and Protocol
additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the protection

7.

Participation in the national legislative process:
a) Review draft legislation and
b) Assist colleagues in functional ministries in defining
obligations under international law, in particular in the
field of human rights.

8.

Diplomatic and consular privileges and immunities:
a) Provide advice on the interpretation of the 1961 and
1963 Vienna Conventions"t and
b) Provide advice on obligations under other
conventions in the field, in particular the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations of
13 February 1946, " the Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies of 21
November 1947', and the Convention on Special
Missions of 8 December 1969."

9.

Consular affairs:
a) Provide for protection of nationals abroad (functional
duty or in an advisory function),
b) Provide advice on matters concerning the granting or
refusal of passports and
c) Provide advice on other matters concerning
assistance to nationals abroad.

10.

Settlement of international disputes:
a) Provide advice on the legal ramifications of the
dispute in question,
b) If requested, negotiate with a view to settling the
dispute,
c) Make practical arrangements for establishing a panel
of arbitrators or litigation,
d) Appear before the International Court of Justice and
other international courts and

of victims of international armed conflicts (Protocol 1), United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 1125, p. 609.
" Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 500, p. 95; and Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, United Nations, Treat)

Series, vol.

59

6, p. 261.

Nations, Treaty Series. vol. 1,p. 15.
SUnited Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 33, p 521.
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1400, p 231.

9United
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e) Appear before bodies established by human rights
conventions (see above).
11.

Investment protection:
a) Negotiate agreements concerning investment
protection and
b) Assist nationals in the application of such
agreements; jus protectionis.

12.

Law of the sea:
a) Provide advice on the implementation of the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,
b) Provide assistance in matters concerning maritime
delimitation and
c) Provide substantial support in relation to the
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, the
International Seabed Authority and the Commission on
the Continental Shelf.

13.

Boundaries:
a) Provide advice on the application of treaties on
boundary issues and
b) Assist in revision of boundaries, in particular in
recurring revisions required by bilateral treaties.

14.

Environmental law:
Provide advice on the interpretation of pollution
conventions and other international rules on protection
of the environment.

15.

International legal assistance:
Provide advice and practical assistance in matters
concerning international legal cooperation (extradition,
hearing of witnesses, etc.).

16.

Assistance to national courts:
a) Answer requests from national courts in cases
concerning litigation between private parties and
b) If necessary, issue certificates on matters where the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a special expertise
(whether a person is entitled to diplomatic status; extent
of national jurisdiction in another country, etc.).

17.

Head of a Legal Department (if this is the case):
a) Manage and supervise the department,
b) Interact with other heads of department in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
c) Prepare budget requests and monitor expenditures
and
d) Provide for recruitment and promotion.

SOFT LAW AND THE LEGAL ADVISER

Hartmut Hillgenberg"

I. Introduction
Programmatic political documents have long been adopted not
only in the form of treaties, but also as non-treaty arrangements.
States ,ant these arrangements to be taken seriously, even if they are
done in a general language.' Karl Strupp suggested as early as 1934
that greater attention should be devoted to this field.2 Since 1963
Wengler has several times considered the subject in depth.' As
recently as 1995 he wrote: "what is involved in such agreements
cannot be ascertained today from statements by the foreign office
lawyers. nor has it really been explained in the literature".' There is a
study of a British legal adviser on this topic.' In Sinclair's opinion it
is a "challenging subject",6 because it takes us beyond the safe bounds
of the legal sources canonized in Article 38 of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice and leads us into difficult, highly
controversial dogmatic terrain.
There is quite clearly an area in which States enter into
commitments without concluding a formal treaty under international
law. For these arrangements, which cover a broad area, I will use the
working title "non-treaty agreements", although I find the term "soft
law" (attributed to [it is said to come from] McNair) very revealing
precisely because it is a contradiction in terms.

'Professor Dr. HartniMt llgenber until 1998 Legal Adviser of the Ministry
ofForeign Affairs, Gernany. The article
contains personal views only.
Schachter, "The Twilight Existence of Nonbinding International
Agreements," American Journal ofinternationalLaw, vol. 71 (1977), p. 297.
2
K. Strupp, "Les Rhgles Gn~males du Droit de la Paix", Collected Courses
of the Hague Academy of InternationalLaw. 1934 -I(Paris, Receuil Sircy, 1934), vol.
47, p. 373.
'Wengler, Fesuchrift Casrtberg, Legal Essays, Oslo 1963.
'Wengler, Juristenzeinug (1995), p. 23.

sAnthony Aust, "The Theory and Practice of International Instruments",
Internationaland Comparatie Law Quarterly,vol. 35 (1986), pp. 787 et seq.
6 Sinclair, American Journal ofInternational Law, vol. 91 (1997), p. 750.

II. Definition
This field should be differentiated from true gentlemen's
agreements. These are personal pledges by officials, made, as it were,
on pain of their reputation, but they are not binding on the officials'
own States or, indeed, even on their successors in office.7 They
concern personal, not government action. The literature makes
reference to an early example of such an agreement, where Lord
Salisbury accepts the Russian occupation of Georgia "A titre
personnel".5 Rotter mentions the 1954 Moscow Memorandum on the
Austrian State Treaty, at least as far as the pledge of the Austrian side
is concerned.9 Heads of government still make such pledges today.
However, the concept of pledging one's own reputation, one's
honour, cannot simply be transferred to relations between States)0
The oral London gentlemen's agreement of 1946 on the regional
distribution of seats in the Security Council, the 1956 agreement on
the same issue in the United Nations International Law Commission
(ILC) and the so-called Luxembourg compromise of 1966 on voting
procedures in the European Economic Community (EEC) Council of
Ministers would not constitute gentlemen's agreements in this sense."
Similarly, a distinction should probably be drawn between them and
"inter-agency agreements", which are expressly intended to be
binding not on the States, but only on the governments or on specific
ministries or authorities, in so far as that is at all possible.'

Schachter, loc. cit., (footnote I above), pp. 300-301; also one of my
predecessors, van Haeften, Wdrterbuch des Vdikerrechts, Strupp and Schlochauer, eds.
(1960), p. 659; and Fiedler, "Gentlemen's Agreement", Encyclopedia of Public
InternationalLaw, vol. 1 (1992), p. 546.
Klabbers, The Concept of Treaty in InternationalLaw (1996), p. 16.
9 Rotter, "Volkerrechtlicher Vertrag und ausserrechtlich Abmachung",
Festschrifl Verdross (1971), p. 417.
o Reuter, Droit International Public, 5th ed. (1976), p. 103; the term
"gentlemen's agreement" is used in the broader sense, for example, by Eisemann,
Journalde Droit International,vol. 170 (1976), pp. 326 et seq.;
However, the agreement of 1949 was called "an oral agreement ... known
H
as a gentlemen's agreement ... by word of honour" by the United Nations General
Assembly, c.f. Repertory of the United NationsPractice,vol. 11 (1955), p. 8, para 16.
12 Wengler, Juristenzeitung(1976), p. 196; for the exercise/practice of "interagency-agreements" in Canada: Plouffe, "Les arrangements intemationaux des agences
et ministhres du Canada", Canadian Yearbook ofInternationalLaw, vol. 21 (1983), pp.
176-216; in the Netherlands: Klabbers, op. cit., (footnote 8 above), pp. 261-267.

We should also differentiate between the non-treaty agreements
we shall be considering here and arrangements in the form of treaties
which contain - either in whole or in part - obligations which cannot
be implemented owing to their lack of specificity and which some
people therefore also term "soft law". According to Lauterpacht, they
are "provisions ... void and inapplicable on account of uncertainty and
unresolved discrepancy"." "Precise or imprecise?" is not, however, an
appropriate criterion by which to establish whether an agreement is
binding or not 4 Thus, the commitment in article 5 of the NATO
Treaty of 4 April 1949 to the effect that each party will take "such
action as it deems necessary" does not mean that it is not a genuine
treaty obligation to assist' 5 Treaties remain treaties even if the
possibilities for responding to infringements are reduced to a
minimum or if the justification for non-fulfilment or withdrawal from
the treaty 6 is largely left to the discretion of the obligated StatF.
Admittedly, such treaties pose particular problems. Their fulfilment is
largely subject to good faith. This may ultimately approximate them
to non-treaty agreements.
I. Why Non-treaty Agreements?
The reasons for avoiding the form of a treaty are many and
various. To mention a few: 5
The need for mutual confidence-building;

11Cf. quote at F. Manch, Encyclopedia ofPubic InternationalLaw, vol. 1Il
(1997), p. 609; O'Connell, InternationalLow, 2nd ed. (1970), pp. 199-200.
" Reuter, Introduction au Droit des Trait~s (1972), p. 44; and Schachter,
Amrican Journal ofJ
intenraonal Law, vol. 71 (1977), p. 298; and Schlachter, Colected
Co
... 1982-V (M. Nijhof, Dordrecht, 1985), vol. 178, pp. 127-128.
' Cf. Watts, Internaional Lai., 9th cd., Oppenheimrr, ed. (1992), p. 1203.
Cf., for example, art. 10 of the NATO-Treaty.
"Wengler, Juristenzeitumg (1976), p. 195; Weil, "Vers une normativit
relative en droit international.", Revue Gbibale de Droit International Public, vol.
(1982), pp. 370; Hensel, Weiches V/kerrechu (1991), pp. 29 el seq.
" Cf. Klabbers, op. cit, (footnote 8 above), p. 27 with a reference to the
analysis of Lipson (1991); Aust, "'Thetheory and practice of informal international

instnimnts", International and Comparative Law Quarterly, vol. 35 (1996), pp. 787 et
seq. and Schachter, Collected Courses ..., 1982-V, pp- 126-127.

The creation of a preliminary, flexible regime
9
facilitating adaptation to changes;
The need to stimulate developments which are still in
progress or to react to proposals from NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs);
Impetus for national legislation;
Concern that international relations will be
overburdened by a "hard" treaty with the risk of
failure and a deterioration in relations;
Simpler finalization procedures (e.g., consensus rather
than a treaty conference);
Greater confidentiality. Drawing on his experience as
a British legal adviser, Sinclair places the main
2
emphasis on this aspect. " This seems to have
in the
with practices
do
to
something
Commonwealth; 2' I cannot confirm it from my own
experience;
Avoidance of cumbersome domestic approval
procedures and their repetition in case of amendments;
Specific national problems, e.g., the limited
competence of Germany's Lnder to conclude treaties
pursuant to article 32, paragraph 2, of the Basic Law
and, up until German unification, the need for a Berlin
clause in treaties in accordance with a cabinet decision
of 6 October 1954.
It may be necessary to conclude a non-treaty agreement simply
2
to reach an agreement at all. Such agreements bridge a gap between
the need for rules and the rules that exist with regard to basic general

Delbrock, Nukleare Abschreckung, Nerlich and Rentorff, eds. (1989), p.
o Sinclair, loc. cit., (footnote 6 above), p. 749.
21 Aust loc. cit., (footnote 18 above), p. 789.
22Sinciair, oc. oit., (footnote 6 above), p. 74.
'1
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interests.' The wholesale criticism that international law is thus being
"softened" does not seem to me to be justified)' The danger of
elusive results is equally great in the case of both treaties and nontreaty agreements. In fact, it frequently turns out that something which
has been laid down at conferences merely as a non-treaty binding
standard gradually becomes, as awareness increases, a binding and
possibly a "hard" obligation which can be enforced.' I also believe
Schwarzenberger's concerns about a "proliferation of a para-international law with negative implications for the credibility of
international law as a whole" to be somewhat exaggerated.'
The fact that, when the situation is assessed realistically, the
difference between a treaty and the binding "political" effect of a nontreaty agreement is not as great to a politician as is often thought may
also play a role in the decision to opt for a non-treaty form of
agreement"' Even treaties, if they are not simply to exist on paper, are
dependent on continuing cooperation between States and are
generally enforced neither in court nor through reprisals -- owing to
the expected costs and political consequences -- when the willingness
to cooperate dwindles, even if such possibilities do exist from a legal
point of view. Rotter has posited some interesting ideas on the
strategic reasons that cause States to conclude non-treaty
agreements.' In line with the "prisoner's dilemma", the behaviour of
those involved will be made predictable for the joint (minimum)
benefit even without enforceable rules.' The extent to which either
non-treaty
agreements or treaties are complied with is largely the
0
3

same.

ThOrer, 'Soft Law' - eine neue Form von V6lkerrecht?", ZeiUchriftfiir
Schweizerisches Recht, vol. 1 (1985), part 1, p- 451.
' For example, Sz6kely, InternationalLaw on the Eve of the Twenty-first
Century (1997), pp. 173 et seq.; Eisemann, loc. cit., (footnote 10 above), p. 348, and
Schachter, Collected Courses ..., 1982- V, vol. 178, pp. 100-101.
I Cf Riedel, New Trends Lf InternationalLawmaking, (Kiel, W Schocking12
Institut, 1997), vol.
1,p. 117.
1 Schwarzenberger, "Die Glaubwordigkeit des V61kerrechts", Fesuschrift
Bindscheder (1980), p. 99.
" Wengler, Juristenzeitung(1976), p. 197; and Delbrfick, op. cit-, (footnote
19 above), p. 372.
18 Rotter, "Die Abgrenzurmg zwischen v6lkerrechtdichem Vertrag und
aussenechtlicher zwischenstaalicher Abmachung", Festschrif Verdross (1971), pp. 419
et seq.
11Similar Delbrack, op. cit.,
(footnote 19 above), pp. 356 etseq. with more
q oHensel, op. cit., (footnote 17 above), p. 306.

IV. Are Agreements Binding Only in the Form of a Treaty?

In terms of legal dogma there now arises the question: is there,
in the field of agreements intended by those involved to be normative,
merely a choice between international treaties on the one hand and
exclusively "political" or moral commitments on the other?" Is there
32
a clear distinction between treaties and other commitments or is

there an intermediate area covering agreements which are non-treaty
but binding and which entail certain repercussions under international
law which are less extensive than those incurred under treaties?

The subject is not new. It has been considered by Wengler
(1963), as well as Fritz Minch (1968, 1984), Viralli (1970 and 1983)
and Rotter (1971). It enjoyed a renaissance in the 1970s in relation to

the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE),33
resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly and the United
Nations International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights. 4 In 1984 Thiirer held his inaugural lecture at the University of
Zurich on the subject. Another impetus for such considerations came
from the 1992 Rio summit with further developments in international
35
environmental law, of both a treaty and a non-treaty nature. Detailed
studies by Hensel (University of Mainz, doctoral thesis) and Klabbers
(University of Amsterdam, doctoral thesis) appeared in 1991 and
1996 respectively. In 1996, a conference in Kiel, Germany, dealt
with new questions of international legislation and also with "soft
law .
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It is not my intention here to discuss the question of whether
agreements produce political or moral obligations for States, apart
from their binding effect under international law. Assessing this is not
the job of the legal adviser. Thus the International Court of Justice

31Schweissfurth, p. 306.
31So Rotter, op. cit., (footnote 9 above), pp. 418 and 433.
33
Wengler 1976, Schweissfurth 1976, Delbrlck 1977, Rend Jean Dupuy 1977
und Schachter 1977.
3' United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 993, p. 3. Frowein (1976), Tomuschat

(1976).

3s Cf. U. Beyerlin and T. Marauhn, Law-making and law-enforcement in

international environmental law after the 1992 Rio Conference (Berlin, E. Schmidt,

1997).

, Cf.New Trends in International Lawmaking, op. cit., (footnote 25 above).

said in its 1950 advisory opinion on the InternationalStatus of South
West Africa that it was not the Court's business "to pronounce on
political or moral duties"." What we are concerned with is the legal
force of such agreements.
First, it must be clarified what influence the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties of 1969' has on the legal status of non-treaty
agreements. For the Convention to be applied, the agreements in
question must be treaties, with "treaty" meaning in particular that it is
an "international agreement concluded between States ... and
governed by international law" (article 2, paragraph (1) (a), of the
Vienna Convention). With others I am of the opinion that the history
of the negotiations supports the view that the qualification "governed
by international law" is intended to distinguish between treaties under
international law and those under domestic law. 9 Whether non-treaty
agreements are excluded from the application of international law
cannot be ascertained from the Convention- If the parties expressly or
implicitly do not want a treaty, the provisions of the Vienna
Convention do not apply. However, this does not necessarily mean
that all non-treaty agreements only follow "political" or moral rules.
There is no provision of international law which prohibits such
agreements
as source of law, unless - obviously - they violate ius
0
cogens.'
V. Excursus: Constitutional Law
Naturally, the legal adviser has to give attention to
constitutional aspects. If agreements are of legal relevance only in the
form of treaties, then the question of the need for parliamentary
approval laid down in article 59, paragraph 2, of the German Basic
Law does not arise for any other agreements. Agreements entered into
by the Linder in accordance with article 32, paragraph 3, of the Basic
Law would require the approval of the Federal Government only if
they took the form of a treaty governed by international law. If,
however, there were agreements with certain legal consequences
below treaty level, the application of said provisions to these non-

37Advisory Opiion,LCJ. Reports 1950, p. 128 atp. 739.
3 United Nations Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p. 331.

" With Eisemann loc. cit, (footnote 10 above), p. 343; Rotter op. ci.,
(footnote 9 above), pp. 424 and 432; and Sinclair Ioc. ci-, (footnote 6 above), p. 749.
4' Wengler, Juristenzeinwg(1995), p. 23.
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treaty agreements would not be ruled out in principle. In practice,
however, this conclusion is rejected -- and rightly so, in my view. The
Federal Constitutional Court4 2 allows the Federal Government's nontreaty dealings in international law to be unaffected by article 59,
paragraph 2, sentence L"' The court was dealing with the Western
European Union-St. Petersburg-Declaration which provides a useful
illustration for our topic. In the United States it is common practice
to conclude a non-binding agreement in order to avoid involving the
Senate. One example is the United States-Soviet agreement to
continue to adhere to the Interim Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
(SALT) Agreement which expired in 1977." The possibility of
avoiding the need to obtain parliamentary approval by concluding
non-treaty agreements also arises for international agreements made
by the German Lander 5 (cf., for example, Joint Declaration of Intent
on the New System of German Spelling, Vienna, 1 July 1996, and
accompanying rules).

VI. Intention to be Bound by and Freedom to Choose
the Form of Agreements
Let us go back to the intention of participants to be bound by
agreements: it is recognized that States are free to design the
agreements they enter into. Can they conclude an agreement, then,
with the same degree of obligation as international treaties, in other
words with consequences such as compensation and reprisals, but on
the understanding that it is not an international treaty, but merely a
"political" agreement? This would seem impossible because the fact
that the agreement supposedly lacks the force of a treaty contradicts
the full intention to be bound by it.46 In terms of constitutional law,
this could be an abuse of legal form in order to circumvent article 59,
paragraph 2, or article 32, paragraph 3, of the German Basic Law,
which is not permissible.

"' Cf. Klabbers, op. cit., (footnote 9 above), p. 160, who is exaggerating,
however.
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Judgement of 12 July 1994, Bundesverfassungsgerichsentscheidungen,vol.
90, p.286 at pp. 358 and 360.
3Agreeing Wengler, Juristenzeitung(1995), p. 22.
Restatement (Third) of US Foreign Relations Law, para. 301, Reporter's
Note.
"H.-K. Ress, Encyclopediaof PublicInternationalLaw, vol. III (1997), p.
611.
46 Doubting Koskenniemi, Theory and InternationalLaw, Philip Allott and
others, eds. (London, 1991), p. 20.

Non-treaty agreements are concluded, however, because the

States involved do not want a full-fledged treaty resulting in a breach
of international law if it is not fulfilled. This must be the assumption
when the parties speak of a gentlemen's agreement (in the broad
sense), a declaration of intent or a declaration of principle, and often
even of a joint declaration or a memorandum of understanding. One
indication of the lack of treaty force is if the parties expressly exclude
registration in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the
United Nations, as was the case with the very prominent example of
the 1975 CSCE Final Act and with the 1997 Founding Act on Mutual
Relations, Cooperation and Security between the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) and the Russian Federation.- The result
is irrespective of whether the content of an agreement is of great
significance for international relations. Thus the Atlantic Charter of
1941, the Cairo, Yalta and Potsdam Agreements,' the 1948 Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which has in the meantime acquired the
force of customary international law, and the 1982 Bonn Declaration
on hijacking' are not binding international treaties. There is much
literature on the question of delineation between treaties and nontreaty documents. An agreement is contractually binding only if the
parties want it to be.' International law does not seem to contain a
5
general assumption that agreements are always of a treaty nature.
I do not wish to dwell further on these delineations, nor to
consider what happens if there is a dispute between the parties
involved about whether their agreement amounts to a treaty or not; I
would rather pursue this question: what is the legal significance of
such non-treaty but bindingly agreed rules governing the interaction
of States? Is it not premature to conclude that, in the absence of a
treaty, there can be only an extra-legal or - to put it positively - only

cit, (footnote
cit., (footnote 13 above), p. 606; Eisemum loc.
I F. Manch, loc.
10 above), p. 345; for the legal nature of the basic acts: Fastenrath, Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitg of 25 May 1997.
a Cf. O'CormellInternationalLaw, vol.1,2nd ed. (1970, .200.
'9Cf. indication in Aust, loc. cit., (footnote 18 above), p. 8i.
'McNair, TheLa of Treaties (1961), p. 6; Schachtr, op. cit., (footnote 14
above), pp. 296-297; United States Department of State, Digest of United States Practice
in International Law (1976), p. 263 et seq.; Widdows, "What's an Agreemer.t in
International Law?'., British Yearbook of uenrnationalLaw, 1979 (London), vol. 50, pp
263 et seq.; Aust, loc. ciL, (footnote 18 above), p. 806; Eisernann, loc. cit (footnote 10
above), p. 344.
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a political or moral commitment, which is of interest to jurists at most
as a fact, but not as a source of obligation? In 1976 Wengler wrote:
"the question arises as to whether the strict legal/non-legal division
applied in international law in analogy to domestic law could be
outdated or wrong". 2 In the interest of clear rules for practical
application, I would prefer to proceed from the assumption that a
division must be possible.
The problem of appropriate legal treatment of the agreements
discussed here can be approached from two angles: either
"subjectively", from the standpoint of the parties' intention to be
bound by their commitments or of their concurrent intentions, or
"objectively", in the sense of an actual interdependence created by the
parties' actions and other elements, from which certain legal
conclusions must be drawn in the light of the overall situation. In the
first case, obligations arise from the moment agreement is reached,
the agreement being the source. In the second case, we are dealing
with rules to be applied to the events in question which originate not
from the parties' desire but directly from customary international law
or general legal principles. In this case the commitment may not come
into being until much later than the actual time at which agreement
was reached.
The traditional approach, particularly in the case of non-treaty
agreements, is the "objective" one. In addition to good faith,53 the
relevant legal concepts are prohibition of venire contra factum
proprium or -- from the field of common law -- estoppel. 5'
If one looks at the consequences of a (non-treaty) agreement by
the parties, these legal concepts, with the exception of the very
general principle of good faith, are less appropriate. They aim at the
limits on the exercise of rights rather than at their origin. For this
reason it is difficult to apply them even to unilaterally binding
declarations. Such declarations are generally recognized to be legal
commitments on the basis of good faith; they reckon with both the
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Cf.Nuclear Tests (Australia v. France), Judgement of 20 December 1974,
LC. J. Reports 1974, p. 268.
" Case concerning the Temple of Preah Vhear (Cambodia v. Thailand),
Merits, Judgement of 15 June 1962: LC.J. Reports 1962, p. 6; Klabbers, op. cit,
(footnote 8 above), p. 94; Aust, loc. cit., (footnote 18 above), p. 810.

sovereign will of the declaring State to enter into a commitment and
with the need - evolving over time and depending on the
circumstances - to protect the justified expectations of the recipient
of the declaration (detrimental reliance)."5 Given this uncertainty
about the source of the obligation, the legal consequences, too, are
unclear (e.g., rules of interpretation, revocation).'
Since we are concerned with the question of whether non-treaty
agreements can be sources of law, I can first leave aside the aspect of
"objective" protection under customary law of justified expectations
and concentrate on the legal consequences of a (limited) intention to
be bound by a commitment Both treaties and non-treaty agreements
are based on a coincidence of intentions.' Since the decisive factor in
international law, and especially in the field of international
agreements, is the intention of the States,' there appears -- at least at
first glance - to be no reason why States should be denied the
possibility to take on a commitment with lesser legal consequences
than a treaty would have. 59 Since their desire is constitutive, it could
be decisive in answering not only the question -- as is generally
recognized - of whether a treaty exists or not, but also the question of
whether legally relevant commitments below treaty level originate.
The pre-condition is, however, that international law permits such
0
kind of commitment6

VIIL On the Content of Non-treaty Agreements
One can assume that the partners in a non-treaty agreement are

aware that, if they do not conclude a treaty, they thus also exclude
certain legal consequences of a treaty. This primarily concerns
consequences relating to non-filfilment, in other words compensation
and the possibility of enforcing the agreement through dispute

s1 Nuclear Tests Case, op. cit, (footnote 53 above); Legal Status of Eastern
Greentad,Judgernem of5 April 1933, Permanent Court ofInternationalJustice, Series
AI/. No. 53, p. -1, O'Connell, op. cit., (footnote 48 above), p. 201; Fiedler, op. cit.,

(footnote 7 above), pp. 517-522. Higgins, Problems & Progress(1994), p. 35 et seq..
tries to clarify the elennts "intention to create a binding obligation" and "detrimental
reliance".
56
Koskenniemi, op. cit,. (footnote 46 above), p. 13, note 35.
s' fie&-loop. ci-, (Lootnote
ve) p. 90.
" Eisenann, loc. cit., (footnote 10 above), p. 344.
0 F. Manch, "Unverbindliche Abnachungen im zwischenstaatlichen
Bereich", Festschrft Andrassy (1968), p. 220.

settlement procedures and reprisals.' Whether the parties' ideas go
much further than this may frequently be in doubt. Usually the
negotiations concentrate on the substance of what the two parties
want, leaving aside concomitant rules on validity, interpretation,
implementation, consequences of non-fulfilment or preconditions for
termination of the agreement.
A legal adviser must provide assistance here. First of all, he or
she must advise against language which implies that a treaty under
international law is being concluded. He or she will also urge precision in questions of substance."2 His or her experience in the field of
international treaties will be of use in this regard. But the legal adviser
will also question him/herself about the rules that should be valid for
the relationships between the parties and, to the extent possible,
promote their clarification. This is useful, independent from the
question whether the relationships are considered as legal or "only"
political.
The content of the agreements may range from a simple
promise of a one-off future action to a complex system of regulated
cooperation. This does not distinguish the field of non-treaty
agreements from treaties. The agreements can be independent; they
can also supplement or flesh out treaties. There are many bilateral and
multilateral non-treaty agreements which are just as complete as a
well-formulated international treaty. Such agreements contain rules
on, for instance, the relationship of individual obligations to one
another, procedures for identifying breach of commitment63 or for
revising the agreement in the light of changed circumstances, and
even denunciation.
Where such precise details are agreed, they are permissible in
substance, independent of the legal nature of the agreement, in so far
as they are in keeping with ius cogens. The question is: to what extent
can supplementary rules governing the relationship between the

' Schachter,

loc. cit., (footnote I above) p. 300.

Aust, loc. cit., (footnote 18 above), p. 92.
For the dispute regulation mechanisms of the CSCE: Neuhold and Sirmma,
Neues europilisches VI1kerrecht nach dem Ende des Ost-West-Konfliktes? (1996), p. 35.
For the La-Valletta mechanism, cf. Hillgenberg, "Der KSZE-Mechanimus zur
friedlichen Regelung von Streitftllen", German Yearbook ofJnternationalLaw, 1991,
vol. 34, pp. 122 etseq.

parties be introduced without the agreement being regarded as a treaty
under international law (which the parties expressly do not want).
VII. Excursus: Non-binding Declarations of Intent
Obviously, an agreement will not have any binding force if
those involved have clearly proceeded from the assumption that their
statements in no way represent a commitment, but are solely intended
to express shared values, interests, or desires and uncertain hopes. For
this means that the participants exclude not only the pacta sunt
servanda principle, but also the validity of any other supplementary
rules, and that they assume that their freedom of action will in no way
be restricted.' Joint communiquis or summit declarations and even
declarations of the summits of the group of leading industrial nations
(G7/G8) may lack binding force. Such declarations, whatever they are
called, would in reality be parallel declarations of intent by the
respective governments, and their political significance would be that
they document a coincidence of intention.'

IX. Degree of Non-treaty Commitments
However, as soon as a document links the participants' future
action, we must assume that a greater degree of commitment is
intended. Objections have rightly been raised to a sliding scale of
increasing legal commitment, according to which a genuine treaty,
with all the consequences of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties and, if the treaty is infringed, of State responsibility, is only
the highest degree of commitment, on the grounds that there is a
difference of principle and not only of degree between a treaty and a
non-treaty. The understanding that there can be no sliding scale of
legal commitment must apply to the non-treaty field, too: either an
agreement is binding under international law or it is not" It is
certainly not my intention here to advocate a sociological approach of
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"legal realism" or the "New Haven approach".67 Thurer has rightly
emphasized that the States themselves, as the originators of laws,
attach the greatest importance to this and take the greatest care to
make this distinction. 68 If, however, one denies the States any
possibility to introduce rules regulating their behaviour below treaty
level, the outcome will be too rigid to take account of the various
forms of international cooperation.69 This rigidity is compounded if
the same tough rules are, as it were, mechanically applied to all
failures to fulfil obligations under international law. (It is precisely in
order to avoid such rigidity that the Federal Government's statement
on the ILC draft on rules governing the responsibility of States
expresses doubt about whether it is right to stipulate that all breaches,
including of obligations of information, negotiation, cooperation or
dispute settlement, should lead to compensation or possible reprisals.)
To demonstrate the need for a certain degree of flexibility in
the application of rules to agreements: clearly, even treaties can entail
not only contractual obligations to perform or abstain, but also
concomitant duties which will not have such strict consequences if
they are infringed. This is the case with the obligation not to defeat
the object and purpose of a treaty prior to its entry into force
(article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties) or when
provisional application of a treaty pending its entry into force is
agreed (article 25 of the Vienna Convention).
Even in our extremely standardized German civil law there is a
difference between the legally codified impairment of performance
and the impairment of performance regulated by customary law with
less sharp, but therefore flexible parameters. Admitting the existence
of such concomitant obligations also in international law opens up the
possibility to regard a treaty as a complex and differentiated whole. It
seems clear to me, particularly from the judgement of 25 September
1997 in the Gabdkovo-Nagymaros case, 70 that the International Court
of Justice is moving away from mechanical application of the rules on
7
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Reports 1997.

treaty breaches to a more complex view of relations between the
parties. Clearly, the majority of the judges rejected the possibility of
deciding the dispute under the rules of treaty cancellation and
compensation in favour of forward-looking obligations for the future
development of the damaged cooperative relationship. The judgement
and its outcome met with broad approval. The resulting obligations to cooperate in the development of meaningful cooperation -- were
neither contained in the treaty nor could they be enforced by the usual
means of treaty law or tort law.7' In the view of the Court, however,
they are of a legal and not just of a political nature. Should they fail to
have the desired effect, the matter would have to be brought before
the Court again.
What was just said shows that international law can endow
obligations with greater or lesser possibilities for enforcement To this
extent, therefore, without watering-down the distinction between what
is binding under international law and what is not, one could speak of
a graduated strength of the means provided by international law to
enforce agreements between States.' Theoretically, this could open
the door, beyond the sphere of international treaties, for agreements
under international law with lesser consequences, i.e., limited
protection under international law on which especially the rules about
impairment of performance cannot be applied, but obligations in the
sense of a cooperation-relationship that are established by the
agreement That relationship would have a restricted, but still a
protection under international law.
X. Differentiation Between the Legal Levels
This is the furthest point to which a positive evaluation of nontreaty agreements can lead. Doubts, however, remain in view of the
urgent warnings of prominent practitioners and academics against
admitting new categories alongside the sources listed in Article 38 of
the Statute of the International Court of Justice. Legal advisers in
particular must endeavour to keep their tools intact and in keeping
with international law as it is. Thus I shall first try to bring a certain
order into the subject by making clearer distinctions between various
levels of rules in order to possibly remove the concerns about a

7 Enccloiedw of Pub&ic hIenaional Law, vol. 11(1 997),p. 610.
2Cf.

imdiafions at Hnal, op. cit (footnote 17 above), p. 2, notes 54 and

differentiation of the legal consequences of an agreement according to
its character.
Firstly, there is the matter the States have agreed upon in their
agreement -- multifarious substantive details which do not need to be
discussed here. I shall content myself with referring merely to the
frequent case where the parties agree pursuant to article 25, paragraph
1, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, but without a
treaty, on the provisional application of a treaty which has yet to enter
into force, possibly a provisional partial application excluding those
provisions which require parliamentary approval.
Secondly, at a higher level, there is the question of what rules
the participants want to apply to what has been agreed. We may call
this set of rules a "self-contained regime". The rules applicable to this
regime or system cannot be found in the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties or in corresponding customary treaty law, because the
participants have excluded this possibility. In so far as they are not
implied in the agreement itself, they must be developed afresh, within
the system of each individual agreement, and be consistent. Since this
task involves the ascertainment of rules," it is not so very different
from questions concerning treaties and can best be performed by a
specialist in international law (and not by a political scientist).
Specialists in international law are not unfamiliar with the idea of a
"self-contained regime", which follows only rules inherent in the
system. They can draw analogously on rules of international treaty
law in so far as they do not contradict the lack of desire to enter into a
treaty, and -- where appropriate -- they may take account of general
principles of law. The aim is a sensible interpretation of and
supplement to what the parties want and not -- to emphasize the point
again -- the application of a pre-existing system of rules of
international law to the agreement. This is not always remembered
when dealing with "political" agreements, but is the decisive point in
distinguishing between pledges under international treaty law and
non-treaty agreements.
Thirdly, there is the question of what role the agreement plays
in the system of international law. We are here no longer talking

Klabbers, op. cit., (footnote 8 above), p. 19: "Normative, i.e., aimed at
deliberately left outside the realm of law".
influencing future behaviour, but ...

about the rules inherent in the agreed system, but about the place the
regime or system occupies in the overarching system of international
law created by the community of States which the parties, by deciding
not to conclude a treaty, have opted not to amend. It has been
maintained that a special system of rules separate from international
law exists to deal with non-treaty agreements, in the form of
"courtoisie".7 Owing to their special character, however, and
particularly in view of the understanding that the rules of"courtoisie"
are implemented on a voluntary basis, they are not appropriate in the
context of the type of agreement we are considering here.71
I should now like to give a somewhat more detailed yet
necessarily brief picture of the rules of the last two levels.
XI. The "Rules of the Game" applicable to the Partners
in a Non-treaty Agreement
As regards the "self-contained regime", we must consider rules
relating to the elaboration, interpretation and a later amendment of
agreements.
In the absence of a system developed in international practice
and codified in a multilateral treaty, as it exists for treaties, one will
have to have recourse largely to the will of the parties alone.
Unfortunately, academia gives us little to go on. Mfmch is right when
he writes: "Although authors generally admit that the phenomenon
exists, much about it remains to be explained and delimited, not least
the concomitant rules which govern it.""
1. Elaboration
As far as conclusion of the agreement is concerned, full powers
are not generally requested, particularly since the problem does not
arise at a high political level. The rules about the apparent authority
are not transferable. If there was no authorisation to conclude the
agreement, one may be able to assume the existence of a gentlemen's
agreement m the narrow sense. For the conclusion of multilateral
agreements, a single-stage consensus procedure, which usually but not

-Schweissfurth, op. cit, (footnote 31 aboe)j, p
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always excludes reservations, is customary." The agreements, like a
78
treaty, can be open to accession by other States. The content of the
agreements is often drawn up in the usual treaty language, if only to
emphasize the importance of what is being agreed. By applying article
31 et seq. of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties mutatis
mutandis, the content may be established by interpreting the parties'
faith as well as the history of
will and applying the principle of good
79
negotiations and subsequent practice.

2. Extent of Inherent Commitment
The agreements do not alter either treaties or other international
law governing the relations between the parties. It is particularly
difficult to give a legal description of the nature of the commitment.
Since treaty law is excluded, it is -- as I outlined above -- not possible
to apply the principle of pacta sunt servanda (article 26 of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties).8" The pledges cannot be enforced
the same way treaties can.8' A breach of a pledge is not a delict in
international law.82 Pledges will not be regarded by a court or arbitral
authority as treaty obligations.8 3 However, States can also submit
disputes arising out of non-treaty agreements to a settlement
procedure,84 as is demonstrated by the Convention of 15 December
85
1992 on Conciliation and Arbitration within the CSCE. States can
also exert pressure through action short of reprisals. The political
pressure to keep one's pledges may be great, and the consequences of
6
non-fulfilment considerable.1
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In any event, pledges are to be fulfilled in good faith.' Henry
Kissinger is supposed to have said about non-treaty binding sections
of the Sinai Disengagement Agreements of 1975: "While some of the
undertakings are non-binding they are important statements of

diplomatic policy and engage the good faith of the United States as
long as the circumstances that gave rise to them continue." Thus what
has been agreed cannot be represented by one side to the other as
having not been intended or as unlawful from the outset without such
behaviour having repercussions for the agreement as a whole.' Nor
may one side make whatever has been agreed impossible without
incuning similar consequences. This could be derived either from
mutatis mutandis application of article 18 of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties or from the general principle of law
recognized by the Permanent Court of International Justice m the
Chorz6w case." Furthermore, actions performed in keeping with the
agreement cannot be claimed back as an unjustified enrichment of the
beneficiary." An election held on the basis of a non-treaty agreement
on the regional distribution of seats in international bodies cannot be
challenged by participants as being irregular." The general opinion is
that this result, as in the case of binding unilateral declarations, is
obtained by applying the principles of estoppel, non venire contra
factum proprium and acquiescence.' However, from a continental
viewpoint at least, it appears more plausible to recognize the
underlying non-treaty agreement as "causa" and thus to deny the
existence of unjustified results.
3. Disruption, Termination
Subsequent changes to the regime may result from the following in

particulw.
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Mutual dependence of the intended actions;
Change of circumstances;
One party's withdrawal from the agreement.
Analogous application of the grounds for termination contained
in treaty law is ruled out.93 This does not mean, however, that the
parties are free to act as if there were no agreement at all.
Consequences of non-adherence to pledges may arise within
the regime or system of cooperation, with recourse to the principle of
good faith. Minor infringements will be able to be dealt with in good
faith without any far-reaching disruption to the system. If major
pledges are not fulfilled, then it is not a delict in international law but
a mutual dependence of actions and thus the applicability of the
general principle of law inadimplenti non est adimplendun comes
into play. Mutual dependence of certain pledges can thus lead to
practically the same result as the synallagma in a reciprocal
international treaty.9 5 An example is the justification for exceeding the
SALT II ceilings by the United States, which cited Russian
infringement of the treaty as a justification, although SALT II had not
been ratified.96
One particularly good example of mutual dependence are the
so-called standstill agreements (e.g., within the framework of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
not to introduce new restrictions unilaterally'). If the Czech or the
German side does not keep the promise made under article IV of the
Czech-German declaration of 21 January 1997 that it "will not put
weight on their relationship with political and legal questions arising
from the past", this promise will not make claims impossible under
public international law. However, such claims would open the

9'Schweissfurth, op. cit., (footnote 31 above), p. 710.
Sapphire InternationalPetroleum Ltd. v. National Iranian Oil Co.; cf.
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9'Eisemann, Journalde Droit International,vol. 106 (1979), p. 345, note
100.

internal door for the other side to raise demands, without fearing the
reproach of breach of agreement.
4. Multilateral Non-treaty Agreements
It is, as ever, harder to judge the issues when one is concerned
not with bilateral, but with multilateral agreements. We can find here
agreements based on reciprocity (do ut des), too, but also those
intended to attain a joint objective. The most prominent agreements in
the latter category are the Helsinki Final Act, agreements in the field
of arms control and verification, and General Agreement Tariffs and
Trade (GATF) arrangements. In the end, however, it must be left up
to individual participants to decide whether they regard the lack of
participation of one or several parties as removing the basis for their
own participation, or whether they prefer to continue their
cooperation with those States still willing to be involved- A motive
therefore in the fields of environment and human rights could be to
proceed faster with several partners and, together with them, try to
pull up the remaining ones. Also the imminent exclusion of a State
from the normative traffice could be an effective means of exerting
pressure
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As far as subsequent withdrawal from bilateral or multilateral
non-treaty agreements irrespective of the inadimplenti non est
adimplendun principle is concerned, one will have to assume that
withdrawal is not subject to the narrow rules of treaty law's clausula
rebus sic stantibus, but certainly to the principle of good faitlh This
makes possible a flexible approach to the nature of the agreement
The possibility of arbitrary withdrawal would contradict the participants' limited intent to be bound by the agreement in question.' If
such a possibility were agreed, one would have to assume nonbinding declarations in the absence of an intent to be bound_ 6
Schachter thinks differently: of non-treaty agreements he says it is
enough that "they last while they last" (with reference to a remark by
de Gaulle on treaties)."' As was already mentioned, non-treaty

3

Henael, op. cit, (footnote 17 above), p. 307.
Schweissfurth, op. cit, (footnote 31 above). p. 711; Fastenrath, m the

FrawurAllgemeineZeitnug of 27 May 1997, assumes that States can detach from

.Certeal

.. a%=-emens an time.

1. ,o. , (footnote 18 above), p. 791.
Schachter, m Delbr0ck, ed. New Trends n teaional Lawnaking, (Kiel,
Vereffentlichnngen des W. Schickering Instit, 1997), vol. 121, p. 88.
10'

agreements can contain termination clauses. In such cases, one will
have to attach particular emphasis to the principle of good faith over
premature termination.

XI. Role of Non-treaty Agreements in the General System of
International Law
Allow me to turn in some more detail to what are, not "rules of
the game" agreed between the participants, but rules developed by the
community of States for international relations in general. We have
seen that the parties to a non-treaty agreement exclude both the
application of international treaty law, particularly its central pacta
sunt servanda principle, and also the legal consequences arising from
non-fulfilment of this key commitment. The agreements are insofar
not to be "governed" (as article 2, paragraph 1 (a), of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties puts it) by international law. If the
participants reduce the intended consequences of their agreement that
far, their agreement cannot be considered as a source of law effective
beyond the inherent rules which I have discussed, as long as
international law does not provide a set of rules applicable to
agreements intended to have lesser legal consequences than treaties.
I can only touch upon the possible consequences international
law attaches to non-treaty agreements not as a source but as a fact.
Such agreements can be "subsequent practice" as defined in article
3 1, paragraph 3 (b), of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
to be taken into account in interpreting a treaty. Thus, Riedel
considers the 1992 Rio Declaration an aid in interpreting vague but
02
binding commitments in the environmental field." If such an
agreement runs counter to a treaty obligation existing between the
same States, it cannot alter the earlier treaty. However, in exceptional
cases, it may be that the State against which the claim is made objects
to enforcement measures on the grounds that enforcement of the
claim made under the treaty is in bad faith (estoppel). It may even be
that the relationship prohibits a State claimed against from invoking
the lack of an international treaty. Since the parties have expressly
excluded pacta sunt servanda, however, only additional factors can
lead to such an unusual result. Similarly, invocation of customary

"02
Riedel, op. cit., (footnote 25 above), p. 88.

international law may be inadmissible. Thus, even if there are no
treaty commitments, non-treaty pledges may exclude invocation of
the principle of non-interference in a State's internal affairs) 3 In
particular, non-interference may not be invoked against application of
CSCE Final Act and its further developments.
Indisputably, the agreement cannot directly produce customary
international law, but it can contribute to its creation at least via the
practice of States as an emerging opiniojuris.' Infringements of the
agreement do not, as I have demonstrated, constitute violations of
international law; they are not delicts. They are, however, unfriendly
acts which can be responded to not only with countermeasures
inherent in the system, but also with retaliation - in other words, with
other unfriendly acts.
XIII. Conclusion
I summarize:
-

States do not regard
substitutes for treaties,
regulate their behaviour
possible reasons, a treaty

-

Non-treaty agreements are possible at all levels of
international relations. They can be rudimentary or
complex; they can stand independently or flesh out
treaty law.

-

Such agreements, by the parties' will, are not subject
to international treaty law, and particularly not to its
fundamental principle of pacta sun servanda. Nor is
there, up to now, any other set of rules in international
law into which they fit, which regulates and
supplements theni

-

On the other hand, these agreements are not
indifferent in legal terms. If they contain rules

Scbachtwr, Co1l

non-treaty agreements as
but as a valuable tool to
in cases where, for various
is not an option.

,,xeCourses .. , 1982-V, vol. 178, p. 131

"' Vitzthurn, op. cit., (footote 66 above), pora. 153.

governing relations between the participants, they are
a source of a self-contained regime subject to legal

thinking.
Such rules of behaviour must be ascertained on a case-

by-case basis from the parties' will or be developed
from it, in some aspects along the lines of treaty law.
States shaping their relations in a way that excludes
the application of the system of rules provided for by
treaty law waive the possibility of integrating such

agreements into international law. Non-treaty
agreements, as long as they are not recognized in
international law as a source of legal obligations and
are not provided with a set of rules regulating their
coming into existence, functioning and effects, remain
"closed".

Outside the regime created by the non-treaty
agreement rules of international law are applicable
which take account of such agreements mainly as a
factor not as a source.

X1V. Further Questions
It has not been possible here to consider questions of soft law
created by organs of international or supranational organizations.
Comprehensive literature is available on this topic, particularly on the
resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly. This area is
different from the subject I have discussed in that the Member States
of the Organization create soft law, for instance, in the form of
recommendations by organs of the Organization, deriving not directly
from the primary freedom of the States themselves to shape
international law, but from the tasks and powers transferred to the
organs by the statutes. The significance of such soft law as a source of
law depends in the first instance on the importance attached to these
acts by the statute or the founding treaty, as well as the practice of
each organization.

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADISER IN THE PROCESS
OF SUCCESSION OF STATES IN RESPECT OF BILATERAL
TREATIES, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA

Stanko Nick'

Cases of succession of States are, of course, hardly something
new. Neither are the questions which arise out of such events in respect
of bilateral treaties. What is new, perhaps, is the sheer magnitude and
the significance of the work which has been connected with recent cases
of State succession, particularly those which have taken place since the
fall of the Berlin wall.
The rules regulating succession of States in respect of treaties
were not adequately developed in customary international law.
However, with the sudden appearance of a large number of newly
independent States in the early 1960s as a result of the process of
decolonization, it became necessary to elaborate and undertake the
progressive codification of this aspect of public international law.I The
International Law Commission played an extremely important role in
this complex process, preparing two sets of draft articles, each of which,
after much modification, served as the basis of a convention adopted at
a diplomatic conference: namely, the Convention on Succession of
States in respect of Treaties, done at Vienna on 23 August 1978,2 and
the Convention on Succession of States in respect of State Property,
Archives and Debts, done at Vienna on 8 April 1983.' By the time that
work on these two conventions was complete and they were open for
signature, the process of decolonization had, by and large, come to an
end. There was, accordingly, no longer any inmediate practical reason
for States to proceed to adhere to those instruments. Notwithstanding
their legal and technical merits, both conventions have attracted
relatively few ratifications and accessions and only one of them has

Ambassador, Chief Legal Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Croatia.
See the first and third preambular paragraphs of the Convention on
Succession of States in respect of Treaties, loc cil. below (footnote 2)2 Document A/CONF.80/31.
Document A/CONF.1 17/14.

entered into force -- and that only recently." It took quite a number of
years and the occurrence on the international scene of a series of quite
unexpected major events -- in particular, the unification of the two
German States and the disintegration of the Soviet Union, of
Czechoslovakia and of Yugoslavia -- to reawaken the interest of
Governments in the two texts.
Almost overnight, the law relating to succession of States in
respect of treaties ceased to be a matter of academic interest only and
assumed the greatest practical importance. If the subject of the
succession of States in respect of State property, archives and debts may
largely be considered an "internal" matter -- that is, an issue which falls
to be settled among the directly interested parties themselves -- the
succession of States in respect of treaties concerns the whole
international community. Thus, all the countries of the world had to
review their bilateral agreements with the States that had undergone
radical territorial, political, social and economic changes in order to
determine which of those agreements might continue to be applied.
Similarly, international organizations had to undertake the examination
of several hundred multilateral conventions and treaties and assess their
applicability to the newly emerged entities, particularly those treaties
which regulated membership in the organizations themselves.
The largest share of the work, of course, fell to the successor
States themselves. While an average country had to review the 10, 50
or 100 bilateral agreements which it had earlier concluded with the
relevant predecessor State and assess their applicability to the new
subjects of international law which had recently come into being, the
successor States had to review their entire international legal heritage.
On a quick assessment, the figures involved range from some 15,000 to
16,000 bilateral treaties and 600 multilateral conventions in the case of
each of the successor States of the former USSR, through 2,500 bilateral
treaties and more than 700 multilateral treaties in the cases of the Czech
Republic and Slovakia to approximately 3,500 bilateral treaties5 and 300

'As is remarked below, the Convention on Succession of States in respect of
Treaties finally secured the 15 adhesions necessary for its entry into force in late 1996.
To date, the Convention on Succession of States in respect of State Property, Archives
and Debts has secured only five ofthe 15 adhesions which are needed for it to enter into
force.
This was the number of bilateral treaties which were in force immediately
prior to the disintegration of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Altogether,

Yugoslavia and its predecessor States - the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia, the

multilateral conventions for Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and Slovenia. If it is borne in mind
that most of these countries lacked the administrative structure, the
qualified personnel and the experience required for such a task, one can
readily appreciate the formidable challenge with which they were - and
still are - faced. The work which is involved is painstaking, has to be
performed with meticulous attention to detail and will probably take
years to complete. The individual who has to organize, coordinate and
supervise this work and ensure that it is carried out to the necessary high
legal standard is the legal adviser. He or she will certainly need to rely
upon the assistance of colleagues from the department for international
law; but, at the same time, it is probably the case that the team which he
or she puts together will have to be quite small.
The international legal framework within which this work falls
to be done is relatively limited in its extent, but is, nonetheless, modern
and broad-minded m its overall orientationThe first basic text is the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties of 1969." The 85 articles of this instrument regulate m a
comprehensive manner nearly all of the most important questions of
modern treaty law and practice. However, less than five lines are
dedicated to the issue of succession of States in respect of treaties.
Tis, article 73 of the Convention simply provides that
"The provisions of the present Convention shall not
prejudge any question that may arise in regard to a
treaty from a succession of States or from the
international responsibility of a State or from the

Dem

r-atic
Federal Yugoslavia, the Kinilorn of Yugoslavia, the Kingdom of the Serbs,

Croats and Slovecs, the State of the Slovenes, Croats and Serbs and, m some
exceptional cases involving the continuity of certain very old treaties
(for example, the
Cam, Convendm of 1881 with the Unied States of Acica), the Kingdom of Serbia

aid even the Principality of Serbia - had concluded some 9,000 treaties.
I Wishing to expedite the perfornance of the immense and highly complex

task
with tich it
was faced, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Croatia initially assigned
several teams to the job. It very soon became clear, however, that each team was
applying its own individual mthiods, criteria and standards. The legal adviaer
consequently decided that it was he himself who should continue the work on the subject,
with the asistance of the custodian of treaties and just one counsellor.
'United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p. 331.

outbreak of hostilities between States."
The Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect of
Treaties of 1978 is the other basic document in this area. This
Convention bears the stamp of the situation which arose out of the
process of decolonization and reflects the politico-legal needs of the
newly independent States to which that process gave birth. That, at
least, is the interpretation to which the first two paragraphs of the
preamble of the Convention lend themselves:
"Consideringthe profound transformation of
the international community brought about by the
decolonization process,
"Considering also that other factors may
lead to cases of succession of States in the future".
By way of "other factors", the Convention itself mentions two
possibilities: a "uniting of States" and the "separation of parts of a
State". The dissolution or disintegration of a State is not explicitly
foreseen. Nevertheless, it could be claimed, with justification, that in
such a case article 34 entitled "Succession of States in cases of
separation of parts of a State" applies. Thus, the chapeau of paragraph
I of that article reads:
"When a part or parts of the territory of a State
separate to form one or more States, whether or not
,,.
the predecessor State continues to exist ...
Article 24 of the Convention is of considerable practical
importance in so far as bilateral treaties are concerned. That article
provides that a bilateral treaty which at the date of a succession of States
was in force in respect of the territory to which the succession of States
relates is to be considered in force between a newly independent State
and the other State party to that treaty when they expressly so agree or
when, by reason of their conduct, they are to be considered as having so

Cf. also the chapeau of article 35. It is interesting to note that the
Convention on Succession of States in respect of State Property, Archives and Debts,
which was concluded but five years later, in 1983, contains three articles --articles 18,
31 and 41 - which are dedicated to the case of the dissolution of a State, as distinct from
the separation of part or parts of its territory --that is, secession.

agreed The same article goes on to stipulate that the treaty applies from
the date on which the succession of States occurs, unless the parties
agree otherwise or their intention to the contrary is in some way
apparent from their conduct
The Vienna Convention of 1978 came into force on 6
November 1996, 30 days after the former Yugoslav Republic of
.Macedonia deposited a notification of succession to the Convention. As
far as the States which have emerged from the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia are concerned, the provisions of the Convention
had some relevance even before its entry into force. At the time that
they were still federal republics of that State, they had all given their

express approval of the Convention prior to that State's ratification of
the Convention in April 1980. Although, prior to its entry into force,
the Convention did not, as such, have any legal effect vis-i-vis third
countries, this consensus among the Yugoslav republics could be
deemed sufficient ground for the application of the principles of the
Convention to the legal situation in which they found themselves on
achieving statehood. In any event, the Convention is largely a
codification of existing norms of general customary international law or
at least of its general principles.
An important source of international law in the case of the
succession of the former Yugoslav republics is opinions of the
Arbitration Commission which was set up within the framework of the
Conference on Yugoslavia and which operated under the presidency of
the former chairman of the French Consei Consturutionnel, Robert
Badinter - the so-called "Badinter Commission". On several occasions,
this Commission expressed its opinion on issues relating to the cases of
State succession which occurred in respect of the territory of the former
Federation, including issues of succession with respect to treaties.
The Commission's Opinion No. 1, dated 29 November 1991,
contains the statement that the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
was then "in the process of dissolution". The situation in that State
could not, therefore, be considered to involve the simple secession of its
constituent republics. The Commission went on to state that such
problems as might arise from the dissolution of the Socialist Federal
Republic should be resolved by its constituent republics in accordance

with the principles and rules of international law. 9
Opinion No. 5, dated 11 January 1992, established that Croatia
fulfilled the conditions necessary for its international recognition.'
Opinion No. 8, dated 4 July 1992, affirmed that the process of
the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was by
then complete."
In its Opinion No. 9, also dated 4 July 1992, the Commission
affirmed that the successor States of the Socialist Federal Republic were
bound to resolve the problems arising out of the succession by
application of rules of general international law and the principles
two Vienna Conventions of 1978 and 1983
contained in the texts of the
2
on succession of States.'
Of particular interest is Opinion No. 10, again dated 4 July
1992. In this opinion, the Commission affirmed that the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) was a new State.
Consequently, no State, including the Federal Republic, might claim
continuity with the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, which had
ceased to exist.'"
Finally, Opinion No. 11, dated 16 July 1993, determined the
dates on which the successions of States took place in respect of each of
the States which came into existence on the territory of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia: namely, 8 October 1991 for Croatia
and for Slovenia, 17 November 1991 for the former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia, 6 March 1992 for Bosnia and Herzegovina and 27 April
1992 for the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro).'"

InternationalLegal Materials, vol. XXXI (1992), p. 1495, para. 3.
,0Ibid., p. 1503, para. 3 (iii).
"Ibid., p. 1521, para. 4.
12 Ibid., p. 1523, para. 4. As of the date of this Opinion, neither of the two

conventions had yet come into force.
"3Ibid., p. 1525, para. 5. This same position is evinced inthree significant
resolutions of United Nations bodies: namely, Security Council resolutions 757 of 30
May 1992 and 777 of 19 September 1992 and General Assembly resolution 47/1 of 22

September 1992. It was also averred in the draft agreement on succession which was
proposed to all of the successor States of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
by the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia.
Ibid., vol. 32 (1993), p. 1587, para. 10.
,"
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Practice of the Republic of Croatia

Regarding Succession in Respect of Bilateral Treaties
On 25 June 1991, the Sabor (Parliament) of the Republic of
Croatia adopted its Constitutional Decision on the sovereignty and
independence of the Republic of Croatia. Point I of this Decision
confirmed the status of Croatia as a successor in respect of the treaties
which had been concluded by its predecessor State:
"Intemational treaties concluded or acceded to by the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia which are
not in contradiction with the Constitution and legal
order of the Republic of Croatia shall be applied in
the Republic of Croatia on the basis of norms of
international law on the succession of States in
respect of treaties."
The Croatian Ministry of Foreign Affairs proceeded as early as
the beginning of 1992 to establish its succession in respect of both

bilateral and multilateral agreements." The simplest and most efficient
way to do this was to establish its general succession in respect of those
agreements: that is, its general acceptance of the continuation in force
in respect of it of all the agreements that were in force for the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia at the moment of Croatia's accession
to independence. Accordingly, a note was sent to all countries which
had established diplomatic relations with Croatia or which had
recognized its existence expressing the readiness of Croatia to respect
and to implement the treaties which it had inherited from the Socialist

Federal Republic.
In the case of a number of States, the general succession of
Croatia in respect of the bilateral treaties of the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia was settled by the introduction of a specific
clause into the agreement by which they recognized or established
diplomatic relations with Croatia. These clauses are generally standard
in their form and typically read as follows:

" Succession in respect of rulilateral treaties has been effected swiftly and

successfully by mrans of the making of a %rittle notification - as a general rule, a letter
sent by the Minister of Foreign Affairs to the depositary of the particular convention or
treaty concerned.

"The Parties [designation of agreement] have ...
agreed that, pending the conclusion of new
agreements, the bilateral agreements concluded
between the former Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and [name of State] shall remain
applicable between the Republic of Croatia and
[name of State]. '
Notwithstanding this general approach, it is quite obvious that,
among the large number of treaties which were in force at the time of
Croatia's accession to independence, a good number were not
susceptible of application by the Republic of Croatia, either because of
their nature or because of the new circumstances that had come into
being with Croatia's independence. Such, for example, were those
agreements which provided for the establishment of foreign missions in
cities in other republics of the former Yugoslav Federation; likewise,
those treaties which regulated border traffic with countries which do not
have any common frontier with Croatia: namely, Albania, Austria,
Bulgaria, Greece, Romania and, for most practical purposes, Italy, with
which Croatia has only a common maritime boundary.
The other category excluded from the general succession was
determined by the Constitutional Decision of 1991: namely, those
treaties which were inconsistent with the Constitution and legal order of
the Republic of Croatia. It should be mentioned, however, that, in the
course of the last six years, not a single agreement has been singled out
for exclusion on these grounds. It can accordingly be concluded that
this reservation was inserted in the Constitutional Decision more for
general political reasons -- particularly, reasons of internal politics -than because of considerations of international law.
Most countries accepted the resolution of the issue by means
of the establishment and recognition of the principle of the general
succession of Croatia in respect of the agreements of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia - though, in the case of a large number
of countries, recognition of that principle has gradually been superseded
by detailed arrangements determining precisely which of the treaties of
the Socialist Federal Republic remain in force in their relations with
"See, for example, the Protocol on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations
between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Turkey, done at London on 26
August 1992 (the text of which has not yet been published).

CroatiaA few States, however, did not wish to accept any such
solution. Some of them rejected the very possibility of succession in
respect of treaties, invoking the principle of the tabula rasa - the socalled "clean slate" principle. On this view, the disappearance of a State
necessarily extinguishes all of its rights and obligations and its successor
State or States must construct for themselves their own international
legal relations by concluding their own agreements de novo, as, when

and with whom they consider it appropriate. This approach is now
almost universally rejected. Even its advocates rarely are ready and
willing to follow it to its logical conclusion - as, for example, by

renouncing any possibility of claiming from a successor State the
repayment of the predecessor State's debts. Nevertheless, it ma-,
occasionally be advanced by a State, usually for very specific legal or
political reasons. 7
Other countries did not oppose in principle the succession of
Croatia in respect of the agreements of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. However, they failed to display any interest in keeping any
of those agreements alive."
A third group of States wished to continue the implementation
of only a very limited number of treaties and, in some cases, a single
treaty alone.

Croatia has been quite successful in resisting these attempts by
relying upon the following well-founded arguments.
First, the principle of succession in respect of treaties is almost
universally accepted in international law. The Vienna Convention on
Succession of States in respect of Treaties reflected the dominant
understanding of the state of customary law even before that
Convention entered into force in 1996. At the very least, it reflected the
opinion both of the International Law Commission and of a very broad

r Intie
case of Croatia, the "clean slate" approach was adopted by Austria,
Aastralia, Norway and, to some extent, German

In each of these cases, the State

concerned has subsequently agreed to the succession of Croatia in respect of a number
of bilateral treaties which it had inherited from the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia.
13Malaysia and Ireland, for example, adopted such an approach.

range of distinguished international lawyers: that is, "the teachings of
the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations". Whatever
the case, then, it might be used as a "subsidiary means for the
determination of rules of law", in the manner envisaged by Article 38,
paragraph I (d), of the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
Secondly, the Republic of Croatia is one of the successor States
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as has been confimned
by the opinions of the Badinter Commission as well as by the
resolutions of the Security Council and the General Assembly.
Thirdly, the Constitutional Decision of 25 June 1991 by the
Croatian Sabor clearly demonstrates the intention of the new State to
respect and to fulfil its inherited contractual commitments.
Fourthly, succession in respect of treaties is indispensable in
order to avoid a successor State finding itself in a legal vacuum in so far
as its relations with third States are concerned. Were such a vacuum to
be created, it might persist for many years, until such time as the newly
established administration might be able to ensure that all the vital needs
of the State were met by the conclusion of new agreements. In the
meantime, all of the State's international relations would suffer from a
lack of regulation, as would many individuals and corporations whose
interests so often nowadays depend on the existence and implementation
of treaties.
A fifth consideration is that for a successor State to succeed to
the treaty relations of its predecessor State is an incomparably more
economical means for it to regularize its affairs than for it to embark on
the conclusion of new treaties on the same subject-matter.
Lastly, establishing the succession of Croatia in respect of the
treaties of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia serves -together with the precedents and the pattern of solution of the problems
relating to succession in respect of the property, assets, liabilities, debts
and archives of the Socialist Federal Republic -- to defeat the
pretensions of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) to be the sole and automatic successor to, or the
continuation of, the Socialist Federal Republic, contrary to what was
maintained by the Badinter Commission in its Opinion No. 10.
I. Methods of Work

The legal adviser played a paramount role in the process which
has been described. He developed the concept of the country's political
approach to the subject, conceived the presentation of that approach,
prepared the legal strategy and its tactical implementation, organized the
international legal department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs so that
it might be able to handle this enormous job, established and maintained
personal contacts with third countries and led the negotiations which
took place in Zagreb and abroadHe had to overcome the
misconceptions of many, both within the Mmistry of Foreign Affairs
and m other ministries, of the very purpose of establishing the country's
succession in respect of the treaties of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia ("We don't need the old agreements because we are now an
independent country ..."). He also organized a number of consultations
with the legal officers of all of the Republic's various ministries and
governmental offices, coordinated the establishment of principles,
uniform standards and criteria, prepared the method of concluding the
arrangements with third countries agreeing upon Croatia's succession
in respect of the treaties of the Socialist Federal Republic and so on.
There are several clearly discernible stages in this work.
1.

Establishing a List of the Treaties in Force

The very first step must necessarily be the establishment of a
list of all of the treaties in force between the predecessor State and the
third State concerned at the time that the succession of States took place.
This exercise is not always as simple as one might think It quite often
occurs that the records of the successor State and the third State diverge
quite considerably. This may be because one of them counts all
bilatea agreements regardless of their designation in accordance with
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 9 while the other does
not include various administrative agreements, protocols, declarations,
memoranda, reports, proces-verbaux, additional arrangements and so
on- Alternatively, the discrepancy may occur because one of the States

"Article 2, paragraph 1 (a), of the Vienma Convention stipulates that for the
purposes of that Convention:
"treay means an miternational agreement concluded between
States in written form and governed by international law, whether
embodied in a single mstrurnnt or m two or more related
instuments and whatever its paracular designation" (emphasis

added).

considers that a particular agreement has expired or has been terminated
by virtue of the conclusion and entry into force of another more recent
2
instrument on the same subject-matter,
A problem which arises relatively frequently is that one of the
States does not have at its disposal the text of a particular agreement.
Generally, the texts of those treaties to which a State is party are
published in an official government publication: in an official gazette or
some other such paper or else in a series of official publications
designated for that purpose. However, such publication may not have
taken place. This may be because the treaty is confidential in its
character. It may be because it is not the practice of the State concerned
to publish protocols, memoranda, reports, arrangements and other less
formal bilateral instruments. Not infrequently, it may be through simple
oversight -- something which most often occurs when an agreement has
been concluded by means of an exchange of notes. In such cases, it will
also usually be the case that the treaty in question will not have been
registered with the United Nations. That being so, the only possible
way in which to obtain the text of the agreement will be to request it
from the other State party thereto. States quite often are obliged to have
recourse to this expedient -- and not only new States, but even the old,
established States whose legal services are highly organized.
2.

Consulting Relevant Ministries and Government
Departments

Once a consolidated list has been drawn up of all of the treaties
in force at the time of the succession of States, both States concerned
will typically submit each treaty to the governmental body or agency
which is responsible for the subject-matter of that agreement. So, for
example, trade agreements and treaties for the promotion and protection
of investments will be examined by the ministry responsible for foreign
trade or economic affairs; air, road and maritime transport agreements
will be reviewed by the Ministry of Transport and Communications;
extradition treaties and agreements on mutual legal assistance will be

2 While the principle lex posterior derogat legi anteriori generally applies

in such situations, it is by no means necessarily the case that the conclusion of a new
treaty automatically and completely terminates every previous treaty which relates to the
same subject-matter. It may very well occur, for example, that the parties decide
expressly to preserve all or part of an earlier treaty if it is of particular significance or
importance. Cf. article 59 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

scrutinized by the Ministry of Justice; social security conventions by the
Ministry of Social Welfare or of Health: agreements for the avoidance
of double taxation and instruments relating to financial matters by the
Treasury or Ministry of Finance; consular conventions, visa-abolition
agmements and treaties on border traffic by the Ministry of the Interior
or the consular office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; and so on.
The department concerned typically has a decisive voice in
determining whether the country should maintain its succession in
respect of a specific agreement or, alternatively, suggest its termination.
Nevertheless, the legal adviser has a role to play, even at this stage. He
or she should warn the department concerned of any possible political
dimensions of a treaty which might, at first glance, appear perfectly
"innocent", draw its attention to an article or part of the treaty which
may be of special interest and meit retention, even if the rest of the text
is completely obsolete, and ensure the maintenance of a balanced and
principled attitude that harmonizes with the general policy adopted by
other ministries and the country as a whole. Very often, he or she must
go back to a department and suggest that its advice be modified or
changed, particularly if that department shows excessive eagerness to
discard an old treaty. The occasion of a succession of States is an
excellent opportunity - perhaps a unique one - to put the legal
household in order and to get rid of outdated, executed or obsolete
instruments. At the same time, however, great care must be taken so
that "the baby is not thrown out with the bath water". The wiser
position, if in doubt, is to maintain a treaty in force: it can always be
amended, modified or terminated later. If, on the other hand. it is
extinguished, it is lost forever; and very often the changed
circumstances will not permit the conclusion of a new treaty of a
similar character.
3.

Consulting the Contractual Partner

A very large number of countries have accepted, without
hesitation, the principle of the general succession of Croatia in respect
of the treaties of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. It is with
certain of these States that the work of detailed selection began: that is,
the review, one by one, of all of the treaties which Croatia inherited
from the Socialist Federal Republic, with a view to the selection of those
which both States wished to maintain in force and the elimination of
those others which were not thought to correspond to contemporary

needs. 21 Croatia decided to initiate this process with certain friendly
States which, though they had concluded a significant number of treaties
with the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, were not its most
important treaty partners. It was presumed that the resolution of
succession issues with such countries as Austria, Bulgaria, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Romania, the former Soviet Union and the United
States, with each of which the Socialist Federal Republic had concluded
approximately 100 bilateral treaties, might pose a number of technical,
legal and even political problems. It was felt that it would be better to
start with a few "easier" files and to acquire some experience in
handling succession issues first, before proceeding to tackle the most
difficult cases, notwithstanding that they were of greater practical
importance. Accordingly, the first group of States with which issues of
succession in respect of treaties were resolved at the detailed level
comprised such States as Canada, China, the Czech Republic, Finland,
France, Greece, Japan, Poland, Slovakia and Switzerland.
Once the ministry in charge of each treaty has given its advice
regarding the desirability or otherwise of maintaining that treaty in
force, it is time to get in contact with the relevant service of the other
State party to that treaty. Usually, that will be the international legal
department of its Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In some countries,
however, it may be the relevant political division which has charge of
bilateral relations with Croatia, as is the case, for example, with Portugal
and Turkey. Sometimes, if the number of treaties between the two
countries is very small and they do not present any particular legal or
political problems, agreement on issues of succession can be reached by
correspondence or even by telephone, especially if the two legal
advisers know each other well, have already had the opportunity to
discuss the subject and have already reached an understanding in
principle. Otherwise, it is normal that they should meet and examine the
matter, probably with the assistance of certain of their collaborators. If
the number of treaties is very large, some of them are delicate or a more
complex procedure needs to be followed in one of the States concerned,
then one meeting of legal advisers may not be sufficient.
Legal advisers, or other negotiators in their stead, have to agree

2' The agreement of both States is essential in order to maintain a buaty in
force by virtue of succession. If either State opposes the maintenance of a treaty inforce,
that treaty must be considered terminated, as from the day of the entry into force of the

succession agreement between the two States.

on a list of the treaties which are to be maintained in force. In principle,
one such list should be adequate. By a contrario interpretation, all other
treaties which are not included in that list should be considered
terminated. Some countries, though, prefer to make express stipulation
to this effect by drawing up another list specifying the treaties which are
to be terminated. This solution, however, may have serious
disadvantages. If a treaty is overlooked and subsequently comes to
light, it will figure neither in the list of treaties which remain in force
nor in the list of those which are terminated and its status will
consequently be in doubt. To add further complexity to this picture,
some countries like to create a distinction between treaties which remain
in force and those which are to remain in force temporarily, usually until
such time as new treaties are concluded on the same subject-matter. This
differentiation does not seem to be necessary: all treaties, whether
succesion takes place in respect of them or they are newly concluded,
are in force temporarily, until such time as they might be superseded by
a later treaty. Another complicated legal structure which has been
suggested by one country involves the making of a distinction between
"treaties", which are said to be "in force", and "arrangements", which
are said to be "in effect". Yet other countries have suggested the
drawing-up of a special list of treaties which are recommended for
amendment or revision. There is little doubt that many treaties in
respect of which succession occurs may need updating. However, that
is not, strictly speaking, part of the work of resolving issues of
succession in respect of treaties. The succession of a State in respect of
a treaty has to be confirmed; then that treaty can be amended if and as
much as the two parties desire.
The last point on which the legal advisers have to agree is the
form of the succession settlement itself. The simplest and the quickest
form which the settlement might take is that of an exchange of notes.
This form is preferred by a large number of countries, including Croatia.
Sometimes, such an exchange can even be effected on the spot and the
entire transaction simplified to the very minimum. Nearly as simple and
equally efficacious is an exchange of ministerial letters. Such a
transaction cannot, of course, be effected there and them It also takes
a little more time to complete, since the minister of each State must
participate in its execution. Much more complicated is the more formal
procedure of the conclusion of a protocol. Signature of such an
instrument will usually have to be postponed until such time as a
member of the Government of one of the parties makes an appropriate
State visit to the capital of the other, which may delay matters for

several months. Almost invariably, it will then be necessary for
Parliament or the Government to give its approval, entailing a yet
further delay. The most formal device which might be used -- also the
most complicated and by far the slowest to effect -- is a special treaty on
the matter of succession in respect of treaties. Without doubt, there is
no necessity that such an instrument be used in the current context, since
those treaties in respect of which succession is recognized or confirmed
are already in force and do not stand in need of "revalidation" by some
other treaty. Nonetheless, some countries prefer to proceed in this
manner. Certainly, such a practice is not inconsistent with international
law, since any matter can be the subject of a treaty. However, the
process involved is both extremely slow and complicated, it being
necessary to issue and exhibit full powers, arrange and make official
visits, draw up and exchange instruments of ratification and so on.
It might be added, by way of a final remark, that, from the
point of view of international law, there is absolutely no difference
between any of these methods in terms of their validity or their
efficacity. The sole distinction which can be made between them is in
terms of their acceptability from the point of view of the internal legal
system of the States concerned.
If the list of treaties that two States have agreed are to remain
in force is very short -- comprising, say, but 10 agreements -- it may
very well be included in the text of the note, ministerial letter or
protocol. If, on the other hand, it comprises a larger number of treaties,
or if the two sides decide to establish two or more lists, the better
solution would seem to be to attach it or them to the note or protocol as
an annex or annexes. In any such list, treaties should always appear in
chronological order, according to the date of their signature. Normally,
such lists contain the full title of each agreement, together with the date
and place of its signature. If the parties so wish, a reference to the
official gazette or other work in which the agreement has been
published may also appear.
The constitutional or legal systems of most countries require
the domestic approval, or "ratification", of these succession
arrangements. In Croatia, however, it is not necessary. Nonetheless,
publication in the Official Gazette, Narodne Novine, is mandatory.
Such publication is effected promptly and in simplified form. It is
desirable that the succession agreement itself be published in such a
place in order that governmental bodies, public officials, the judiciary,

practising lawyers, interested firms and individuals may be informed of
the applicable legal situation.
The very last thing for the legal adviser to do is to inform the
diplomatic mission of his or her State in the other State concerned of the
conchLsion of the succession agreement and, of course, to transmit its
text to the Secretariat of the United Nations for registration and
publication in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter.

m
THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER IN IMPLEMENTING
INTERNATIONAL LAW IN NATIONAL
LEGAL SYSTEMS
LE RLE DU CONSEILLER JURIDIQUE DANS
L'INCORPORATION DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL DANS
LES SYSTMES JURIDIQUES NATIONAUX

L' HABILITATION LEGISLATIVE: UN MOYEN COMMODE
POUR L'EXECUTION RAPIDE DES RESOLUTIONS DU
CONSEL DE SECURITE PRISES DANS LE CADRE DE LA
SECURITE COLLECTIVE
Constantin P. Economidi"

I. Caractire obligatoire
Les rsolufions du Conseil de sdcurit&, en particulier celles qui
concernent la s6uriti collective (Chapitre V1I de la Charte des Nations
Unies), sont obligatoires pour les Etats membres, ainsi que pour les
autres Etats, et doivent &re ex6cut~es dans les ordres juridiques
mtemes.' De plus, ces risolutions, imposant des sanctions le phis
souvent de caract re 6conomique, doivent, pour attemdre leur objectif,
re appliqu~es immtdiatement ou, du mois, trs rapidement.
H. Le mutisme de la Constitution
Mais comment mettre en oeuvre ces rsolutions dans l'ordre
jundique hellenque? Comment y seront-elles introduites et quelle sera
leur force juridique? La Constitution de la Girce cormme, d'ailleurs.
ceiles d'un grand nombre de pays, reste muette sur ce point Pourtant,
elle rfle express-ment la question de l'introduction, de la force et de
l'application, a l'intfrieur de 1'Etat, des trait~s internationaux qu'il
conclut. Ces trait~s, une fois approuvds par le Parlement et mis en
vigueur, font partie int6grante du droit interne et ont une valeur
su)6seure i toutes les lois, tant antrieures que post-rteures.- Ils ont
donc une valeur superligislative. De mfte, selon la Constitution, "les
r~gles du droit international gindralement reconnues", formule qui, en
raison de sa gnftalite couvre aussi bien les coutumes mternationales

*

Professeur, ancien conscillerjuridiquc du Mnisth'e des affaires ktrangres de
Grace, Membre de la Convmission du droit international.
'Voir, notanmient, l'article 25 de ]a Charte et les dispositions de son chapitre VI.

Voir article 28 paragraphe I de la Constitution qui dispose que -.-- les
conventions internaionales des 1cm approbation par la loi et leur entrie en vigeur
confonnirnent aux dispositions de chacme d'elles font partic int6grante du droit
helldnique interne et prient toute disposition de loi contaire".

que les principes g n~raux de droit,3 font 6galement partie int6grante du
droit hell~nique et m~me de fagon automatique -- la procedure

d'approbation parlementaire et de ratification 6tant, en l'occurrence
inutile -- et pr6valent sur toutes les lois par rapport auxquelles elles ont
4
6galement une valeur sup~rieure.

I1 y a donc une lacune importante dans la Constitution
hell6nique, puisque, i la diff6rence de ce qui se passe pour le droit
conventionnel et le droit coutumier (y compris les principes gnraux
de droit), le droit institutionnel international, c'est-i-dire les d6cisions
des organisations intergouvemementales, cat6gorie i laquelle
appartiennent les resolutions prcit~es du Conseil de s~curit6, n'y est
point pris en compte.

M. Les inconvinients des actions ad hoc
Par ailleurs, la Charte des Nations Unies ne r6glant pas ellememe cette question, s pas plus que ne le fait la loi d'approbation de
cette Charte par la Grace, 6 ilest d~s lors n6cessaire que les resolutions
du Conseil de s~curit6, pour 8tre ex6cut~es, soient obligatoirement
incorpor~es dans un acte interne qui sera publi au journal officiel, afin
que les autorit6s et les particuliers en prennent connaissance et s'y
conforment. Cet acte peut 8tre de caract~re administratif (d6cret,
dncision du Conseil des Ministres ou simple d6cision minist6rielle),
mais, en r~gle g6n6rale, il sera n~cessaire de faire voter une loi par le
Parlement, en raison de l'importance des r6solutions du Conseil de
s~curit6 prises en vertu du Chapitre VII de la Charte, et, en particulier

de leur contenu (6nonce d'interdictions devant etre assorties, sur le plan
interne, de sanctions de caract~re penal). Par cons6quent, pour la Grace,
corrne pour les autres Etats, en g~n6ral, l'ex6cution de ces rdsolutions

Article 38 paragraphe I al. b et c du Statut de laCour internationale de Justice.
L'article 28 paragraphe I de laConstitution dit encore que :"les rgles du droit
font partie intdgtrante du droit hell6nique
international g6ndralement reconnues ...
interne et priment toute disposition de loi contraire".
' A ladifference, par exemple, des traitds constitutifs des communautds
europdennes, qui pr6voient que leurs actes ne sont pas seulement obligatoires mais
encore qu'ils sont immdiatemnent ex6cutoires dans les ordres juridiques internes des
Etats membres.
Voir loi de n6cessitd no 585 de 1945.

ne peut etre op&e que par l'entremise des gouvernements qui les
integrent dans leurs droits nationaux.
Ainsi, la Gr ce, pour appliquer les decisions du Conseil de
sicunti relevant du Chapitre VII de la Charte, a d, dans le passe,
recourir a cette solution. Nous citerons, comme exemples, l'acte du
Conseil des Ministres n' 630 du 30 juin 1948 se rapportant i la prise des
mesures pour 1'application des resolutions du Conseil de secunte des
Nations Unies concemant l'armistice en Palestine;' la loi 2317 de 1953
interdisant l'ex&-ution de certains transports par des navires
he liniques,'9 qui a & modifie6 et complitee par le dicret - loi 2398 de
1953,10 ainsi que par la loi de ndcessit6 95 de 1967 mterdisant les
twsactions avec la Rhodesie du Sud, elle-meme modifiee et completde
par la loi de necessit 540 de 1968. " I1 est evident que le recours, pour
chaque cas particulier, i la proc&hure, notamment legislative, avait
l'inconvinient d'&re tr~s lent,"2 alors que l'execution des resolutions du
Conseil de s&uriti doit etre extr~inement rapide 1 3 D'autre part, cette
pratique nsquait d'aboutir i des solutions diff~rentes, notannent en ce
qui concerne les sanctions infliges.
IV. La loi de necessite 92 de 1967
C'est pour ces raisons, essentiellement, qu'il a 6t6 demande en
1965 au Dpartement juridique du MinistLre des affaires 6trangires
d'exammer cette question pour essayer de trouver une solution
permettant au Gouvernement d'agir vite et, autant que possible, de
faon homogne.' Le DIpartementjuridique a 6abori un projet de loi-

7Ce systm ressemble donc i celhi des tit6s mtemationaux, avec toutefois la
difflrenco notable que, puisqu'l s'agit d'actes iristitutionnels obligatoires, les Etats ne
disposrent pas de rmoyen analogue i celui de la ratification et ne peuvent pas, par

comnsquent, refuser l'introduction de ces
dans leurs ordres juridiques. Un tel
refus constituerait wre violation mmifeste de la Charte des Nations Unies.
'Journal officiel 171/1948.
'Journal officiel 61/1953.
lJournal officiel 118/1953.
Jounal officiel 203/1968.
D faut souvent plus d'un an pour qu'une loi puisso bre votc par le Parlement.

L'effet de ces risolutions est, en Principe, iivwidiat.
Cc trvail a t accompli par l'auteur de cet article sous 12direction du second
consefller juridique du Mmisere des affaires etang6res, Constantm Pappas, junste
atenti&, fin et disposant d'une grande exprice.

5
cadre fond6 sur le principe de l'habilitation 16gislative, projet qui, sans
changement, est devenu, peu apr~s, la loi de ncessit6 92 de 1967 "sur
l'application des r6solutions du Conseil de s6curit6 des Nations Unies
et sur l'approbation et 'application des recommandations du Conseil de
6
s~curit6 et de l'Assemblde g~n6rale".

Cette loi s'applique, en premier lieu, aux r~solutions du Conseil
de s~curit qui sont prises en application de l'article 41 de la Charte -mesures en faveur de la paix n'impliquant pas l'emploi de la force
arm6e, telles, par exemple, que l'interruption complete ou partielle des
7
relations 6conomiques avec un pays, et qui sont obligatoires
s'appliquer i des
peut
6galement
Elle
25.
i
l'article
confornaiment
recommandations de ce meme Conseil et de I'Assemble g6n~rale des
Nations Unies se rapportant i des questions analogues, que la Grace
pourrait vouloir accepter et ex6cuter, bien qu'elles ne soient pas
obligatoires. I1 est 6vident que, dans ce cas, puisqu'il ne s'agit pas
d'actes juridiques contraignants, l'Etat doit pr~alablement accepter ces
recommandations avant d'en ordonner l'application sur le plan inteme."1
Par cette loi-cadre, la voie legislative est abandonnde et le
pouvoir exdcutif est dasormais lgislativement habilit6 i appliquer par
voie administrative -- beaucoup plus rapide -- les actes pr~cit~s et
notamrnment les resolutions obligatoires du Conseil de s6curit6. La
proc6dure se divise en deux phases :
a. En premier lieu, les textes complets des resolutions et
recommandations doivent etre publi~s au Journal officiel par d6cision
du Ministre des affaires 6trang~res.

" Ce d6partement a dtd, dans une certaine mesure, inspird par une loi hell6nique
similaire qui avait dtt dtablie AI'6poque de la Soci~t6 des Nations :la loi de ndcessit

du 2 novembre 1935 (Journal officiel 520) "sur l'application des sanctions

6conomiques de l'article 16 du Pacte de IaSoci6t6 des Nations".
16 Journal officiel 139/1967.
" I1peut s'agir dgalement de l'interruption compl6te ou partielle des
communications ferroviaires, maritimes, a6riennes, postales, t6l6graphiques, radiodlectriques et des autres moyens de communication, ainsi que de la rupture des
relations diplomatiques.

"It convient de relever que la loi de ndcessitd 92/1967 ne d6termine pas
express6ment Iafaqon et Iaproc6dure par lesquelles les recommandations pr6citdes du
Conseil de s~curit6 et de I'Assemblee g6n6rale des Nations Unies seront approuv6es
par I'Etat grec. Mais il semble qu'il faut admettre, par voie interpretative, que cette
acceptation pourra 6galement se faire par d6cret.

b. Ces textes sont ensuite appliques dans l'ordre juridique
interne par des d&crets qui sont emis sur proposition du Mimistre des
affaires 6trangeres et d'autres Ministres eventuellement concemes,
notamment le Ministre de l'&conomie nationale. Signalons ici, qu'en
Grice, les dbcrets sont obligatoirement examines par le Conseil d'Etat,
ce qui est une garantie importante en ce qui concerne la qualiet, sur le
plan du droit, des textes adoptes selon cette procedure. Le
gouvemement peut, d'apres cette loi d'habilitation, expliciter les
mterdictions qui sont contenues dans les actes istitutionnels du Conseil
de scuri*t et de l'Assemble6 gn6rale et prendre toutes mesures
n~cessaires, de caract&re commercial, financier ou economique pour
leur ex6cution.
Cette loi prevoit 6galement expressement que le gouvemement
pent, par la mnme procidure (&6iction de dlcrets), lever ou suspendre
completement ou en partie les interdictions qui avaient t6 iposdes par
lea actes des Nations Unies.
Elle pr~voit, en outre, que ceux qui contreviennent aux
dispositions des dcrets &dictLs pour appliquer les actes precit~s des
Nations Unies seront punis d'une peine d'emprisonnement allant
jusqu'i cinq ans ou d'une amende pouvant s'61ever i un million de
drachmes ritalliques ou de ces deux pemes i la fois. La poursuite
plnale est exercee d'office.
En 1993, un amendement a it6 apporte a la loi de ncessiti
92/1967 pour completer la liste des sanctions. Ainsi, aux sanctions
plnakcs et pcuniaires contre les personnes qui violent les interdictions
nondces, s'est ajout~e celle de la confiscation des moyens de transport
et des biens transport6s. Dor~navant, en vertu de l'article 39 de la loi
2145/1993, les produits et marchandises imports en CGrke ou transitant
travers son ten-toic en violation des decrets emis pour appliquer les
w
resolutions des Nations Unies, ainsi que les moyens de transport
doivent, i condition que la violation ait et6 connue par les personnes
concem6es, ktre confisquis en application des procodures decrites dans

l'article 2 de la loi prcithe.'9

"Ct amendenent prtvoit &galementdes dispositions pour l'indenmisation du
propn&air en cas de restitution des biens ci-dessus rnentionn6s.

Les personnes qui peuvent encourir ces peines sont vis~es dans
les textes des d6crets. En tout 6tat de cause, "sont des contrevenants
toutes les personnes qui, de queique mani~re que ce soit, sont lies aux
°
transactions ou activit~s interdites",3
V. Applications ricentes
II est mt~ressant de relever que cette loi n'a pas eu loccasion
d'etre mise en oeuvre pendant quelques ann6es, mais que La situation a
chang6 radicalement i partir de 1990 et que, depuis lors, son application
devient de plus en plus frquente. Ce changement commence avec la
cascade des resolutions du Conseil de s~curit6 prises en vertu du
Chapitre VII de la Charte contre l'Irak, pour 'agression, l'occupation
et l'annexion iUlgales de l'Etat du Kowe'it. Ces r~solutions sont les
suivantes : 1) resolution 660 (1990) du 2 aofit 1990 (condamnation de
l'invasion et exigence pour le retrait des forces de l'Irak du Kowelt), 2)
r~solution 661 (1990) du 6 aolit 1990 (imposition de l'embargo
6conomique contre l'Irak), 3) r6solution 662 (1990) du 9 aoft 1990
(l'annexion du Kowe'ft par l'Irak est qualifie6 de nulle et ne pouvant etre
reconnue), 4) r6solution 664 (1990) du 18 aofit 1990 (protection des
nationaux d'Etats tiers), 5) r6solution 665 (1990) du 25 aofit 1990
(imposition de l'embargo maritime aux navires marchands), 6)
r~solution 666 (1990) du 13 septembre 1990 (r~glement des questions
humanitaires), 7) resolution 667 (1990) du 16 septembre 1990
(condamnation des actes agressifs de l'Hrak contre les missions
diplomatiques et leur personnel au Kowelft), 8) r~solution 669 (1990) du
24 septembre 1990 (demandes d'assistance formukes au titre de
l'article 50 de la Charte), 9) r6solution 670 (1990) du 25 septembre
1990 (imposition de 1'embargo alrien contre l'Irak), 10) resolution 674
(1990) du 29 octobre 1990 (r6action contre la prise en otage de
ressortissants d'Etats tiers), 11) risolution 677 (1990) du 28 novembre
1990 (non alteration de la composition ddmographique de la population
du Kowelft), 12) r~solution 678 (1990) du 29 novembre 1990 (ultimatur
adress6 i l'Irak, expirant le 15 janvier 1991, pour que ce dernier se
conforme aux r6solutions concemant la lib6ration du Koweft), 13)
r6solution 686 (1991) du 2 mars 1991 (fin de 1'embargo sur le Kowedl
et aide i ce pays), 14) r6solution 687 (1991) du 3 avril 1991 (condition
de l'armistice).

I Article 2 paragraphe 3 de la Ioi de n~cessit6 92 (1967), amend6e par l'article 39
de la loi 2145 de 1993.

Pamin ces r~sohumons, celles qui imposent des interdictions aux
Etats ont it execut6es dans 1'ordre juridique helldnique par la loi de
n6cessit6 92/1967. Ainsi, en vertu de cette loi, ont 6t6 publies au
Journal officiel les r~sotutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990),2" 666 (1990),
670 (1990)2 et 686 (1991). 2
Trois d&rets presidentiels ont 6 6mis: le d6cret 300 (1990)
du 18 septembre 1990 pour l'application de la resolution 661 (1990),24
le dacret pr~sidentiel 372 (1990) du 15 novembre 1990 pour
'application des r6solutions 666 (1990) et 670 (1990)2 et le decret
pr6sidentiel 357 (1991) du 7 aofit 19912 pour la levee en faveur du
Koweit de certames mesures inpos6es par les r6solutions 661 (1990),
666 (1990) et 670 (1990).
I rdsulte de cette premi!'e application de la loi prdcit~e, que
lorsque les r~solutions du Conseil de sicuriti peuvent tre appliqu~es
facilement par le gouvemement, elles sont simplement publiees au
Journal officiel pour que les autoritis et les particuliers en prennent
connaissance et s'y conforment, alors que lorsqu'elles contiennent des
miterdictions qui necessitent, pour leur ex6cution, la prise de mesures de
caractre p6n, elles doivent n6cessairement faire l'objet d'un decret
prisidentiel, ce dernier cas ftant la rigle generalement suivie.
Depuis lors, la loi de n6cessite 92/1967 a 6t6 friquernment
applique.' Sans vouloir mtre
exhausti je citerai les rdsolutions
suivantes du Conseil de s6curit :1) Les risolutions 757 (1992) et 787
(1992) et 820 (1993) en vertu desquelles des sanctions ont t6 impos6es
contre la R£publique f'derative de Yougoslavie (Serbie et Montngro)
oat fait 'objet de trois ddcrets pr6sidentiels.28 11en va de meme pour la
riolution 760 (1992) qui apportait un certain assouplissement , la

2! Jounal officiel

109/1990.

= Journal officiel 14111990.
SJournal officiel 252/1991.
Journal officiel 126/1990.
SJournal officiel 146/1990.
Journal officiel 126/1991.
2 Je saisis cette occasion pourre necier Madame J. Stavridi qui, au scindu
Dprtn'mjuridique,s'est essaentillement chagbe de ces tiches, avec zdle et

efficwitd.
3

Journal officiel 122/1992, Journal officiel 90/1993 et Journal officiel 180/1993,

respectivemit

fourniture des produits et des marchandises i la R-publique f6d~rale d,
Yougoslavie,29 2) La r~solution 733 (1992) qui imposait un embarg,
total sur les armes vers la Somalie a fait 6galement l'objet d'un d~cre
pr~sidentiel,3° 3) Les r6solutions 841 (1994), 873 (1994) et 875 (1994)
en vertu desquelles des sanctions ont W impos~es contre Haiti, on
6galement fait l'objet d'un d6cret pr~sidentiel3", 4) la r~solution 88:
(1994) imposant des sanctions i la Libye a fait l'objet d'un dicre
pr6sidentiel 2 , 5) il en a 6 de m~me de la r~solution 918 (1994) el
vertu de laquelle un embargo sur la vente des armes a 6t6 impos6 a,
Rwanda," 6) durant les ann6es 1996 et 1997, d'autres r~solutions di
Conseil de s6curit6 ont k6 appliqu~es par d6crets pr~sidentiels. Nou
3
citerons les r~solutions 997 (1995) et 1005 (1995) contre le Rwanda;
la rdsolution 788 (1992) contre le Libia;" les r~solutions 1021 (1995
et 1022 (1995) et 1074 (1996) concemant la suspension et la levee de
sanctions contre la R6publique f~d6rative de Yougoslavie qui ont 6t
appliqu6es successivement dans l'ordre juridique hellnique par le
dacrets prsidentiels 290 (1997),36 157 (1996)1 7 et 310 (1997). 31 Citon
enfin les resolutions 1127 (1997) et 1130 (1997) contre l'Angola qui on
W publi~es au Journal officiel.39 L'6mission d'un dacret pr6sidentie
pour leur application est attendu.
VI. La contribution du Dipartement juridique
La contribution du Dpartement juridique est, en l'occurrenc
tres inportante. C'est lui qui a conqu et, en r6alit6, mis en oeuvre c
syst~me fond6 sur l'habilitation 16gislative, qui a permis, d'une part,
la Grace d'appliquer les rsolutions du Conseil de s~curit6 avec c~litu
et, d'autre part, d'unifier le r6gime de leur application, notanment ei
ce qui concerne les peines i infliger aux contrevenants.

29Voir le d~cret pr6sidentiel dans le Journal officiel 184 de 1992.

30Journal officiel 143/1933.
3' Journal officiel 22/1994.
32 Journal officiel 131/1994.
3' Voir le d~cret pr6sidentiel dans le Journal officiel 240/1994.
14D~cret pr6sidentiel No 68, Journal officiel 57/1996.
3' D6cret pr6sidentiel 67/1996, Journal officiel 57/1996.
6 Journal officiel 211/1997.
7 Journal officiel 117/1996.
38 Journal officiel 220/1997. 11va sans dire que toutes ces r6solutions qui ont fait
l'objet de d6crets prdsidentiels ont t6, conform6ment Ala Ioi 92/1967, pr6alablemen
publides au Journal officiel par decision du Ministre des affaires dtrangres.
39Journal officiel 272/1997.

Mais le D13partement juridique joue 6galement un r6le tres
important en ce qui concerne 'application de la loi-cadre 92/1967. 11
interient essentiellement i trois niveaux :
1) I1 examine d'abord les resolutions du Conseil de secunte
pour identifier le traitement qu'il faut leur reserver : aucune action
inteme, simple publication au Journal officiel, ou publication au Journal
officiel et &lition d'un decret presidentiel.
2) Chaque fois que cela est necessaire, il traduit en grec le texte
de la r-solution du Conseil de sdcurit6, travail qui n~cessite une
attention toute particuire. I1ne faut pas oublier, en effet, que le texte
de la resolution sera applique par l'administration, les particuliers et
eventuellement par les tribunaux. II faut donc que la traduction soit
d'une tr~s grande exactitude.
3) 1l prepare le pojet de decret pr1sidentiel pour l'ex&cution de
la risolution da Conseil de securit& dans l'ordre juridique hellenique,
projet qui sera, par la suite, arret6 par les repr6sentants des Minist&res
compftents et examine par le Conseil d'Etat avant sa publication au
Journal officiel.
VIL Conclusion
Nous avons cit6 le cas de la loi-cadre d'hablitation 92/1967
comme un exemple d'une action r~ussie du Dpartement jundique du
Ministre des affaires fIrang~res de Grce. Sans doute aunons-nous pu
citr plusicurs autres actions, faits ou imati,.es r~ussis que la Cr ce doit
i ses consefllers juridiques, dont les devoirs, comi ceux d'ailleurs de
tous les autres conseillers juridiques pour les affaires internationales
sont i la fois nombreux, varies et irnportants. En fair, nous avons choisi
a loi-cadre prcit6e car la question de l'application des resolutions du
Conseil de s6curi6 prises en vertu du Chapitre VII de la Charte des
Nations Unies dans les ordres juridiques internes est tris actuelle et
parce que cette loi peu connue pourrait, par ailleurs, &tre ventuellement
utile a d'autres pays qui souhafteraient agir plus rapidement pour
excuter cette cat~gorie importante de r~sohutions qui concernent la paix
et h s&urit&internationales.
Mais il n'y a pas de doute que cette loi, qui a permis i la Grce
de tenir honorablement ses obligations internationales dicoulant du

Chapitre VII de la Charte, a maintenant plus de trente ans et qu'ell
devrait, i notre avis, 8tre s6rieusement revue par les autoriti
comptentes sur la base de l'exp6rience acquise. II faudrait, e
particulier pouvoir agir encore plus vite. D'autre part, cette loi qui, dar
la pratique, a 6t6 appliqu6e d'une fagon plut6t extensive, devrait couvr
toutes les dispositions du Chapitre VII de la Charte et non pas seulemei
celles de l'article 41. Enfm, les dispositions de cette loi se rapportant
une 6ventuelle ex6cution des recommandations provenant du Conseil d
s6curit6 et de I'Assembl6e g6n6rale n'ont jamais 6 appliqu6es jusqu'
pr6sent et nous pensons qu'elles pourraient tre supprim6es en cE
d'adoption d'une nouvelle loi.
Nous terrninerons ce bref article en rappelant I
recommandation de la Commission de Venise pour la d~mocratie par ]
droitP qui dit que les Etats, pour l'application des actes contraignanj
des organisations internationales devraient adopter "des lois-cadres qt
pourraient ais~ment, au moyen de dispositions d'habilitatio
appropri6es, pr6voir des solutions ad hoc, d6taillkes, d'une applicatio
rapide et facile, et surtout adapt6es aux besoins de chaque organisatio
internationale". 4'

' La Commission europ6enne pour la d6mocratie par le droit (Commission de
Venise) fiut 6tablie le 10 mai 1990 1 Strasbourg par un accord partiel du Comitd des
Ministres du Conseil de I'Europe.
" Voir Recommandation 5.5. b dans C. Economid~s, Les rapportsentre le droit
international et le droit interne, science et technique de la d~mocratie, Conseil de
I'Europe 1993. Cette 6tude, suivie de recommandations, que j'ai eu 'honneur de

rddiger pour IaCommission de Venise a 6t6 adopt6e par cette demi6re.

THE ROLE OF AND PROBLEMS CONFRONTED BY THE
LEGAL ADVISER IN IMPLEMENTING INTERNATIONAL
TREATIES AND DECISIONS UNDER NATIONAL LANVS:
A CASE STUDY OF PAKISTAN

Jamshed A. Hamid '

An international decision may take one of many forms. It
could be the decision of one of the principal or subsidiary organs of the
United Nations. It could be in the form of a resolution of the General
Assembly or the Security Council. It could be in the form of a
mltilateral convention adopted by the General Assembly, as has been
the case in recent times, or adopted by a conference of plenipotentiaries
convened under the auspices of the United Nations or any other
international body. Such decisions may also be the result of bilateral
agreements concluded between States. The decision could also be m the
form of a judgment of the International Court of Justice or it may take
the form of an award by an arbitral tribunal. Whatever the nature of the
international decision, its implementation within the State depends on
the domestic laws. It also depends on the international body which took
the decision and the nature of the decision, namely, whether the decision
was taken by a non-governmental organization or an international
intergovernmental organization and whether the decision resulted in the
adoption of a treaty or merely a non-binding declarationIn a number of countries the State organs which deal with
international relations are identified and the mode of implementation of
the State's international obligations are also specified in its constitution.
Implementation of treaties in the United States is part of its Constitution
and its treaty obligations take precedence over the national law once a
treaty is submitted to the Senate for advice and its consent is obtained.
This is just one example by way of illustration. However, the main
emphasis in this article will be to identify the provisions which, under
the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan,' assign the
functions of international relations to a particular organ of the State and

*Lgal Adviser, Additional Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Pakstan.
Consfindian ofNations, 4th ed.(M. Nijhoff, Dordrecht, 1985), vol. I,p.

1053.

establish the modalities for the implementation of international treati,
and decisions.
Under the 1973 Constitution of the Islamic Republic I
Pakistan, the conduct of international relations has been assigned to tl
executive organ of the State. Article 97, which deals with the extentI
the executive authority of the Federation, provides:
"Subject to the Constitution, the executive
authority of the Federal shall extend to the matters
with respect to which [Majlis-e-Shoora] Parliament
has power to make laws, including exercise of rights,
authority and jurisdiction in and in relation to areas
outside Pakistan".'
The Constitution of Pakistan is federal in nature. The executii
functions are distributed between the Federation and provinces on ti
basis of legislative powers given to each of them by the Constitutio:
Consequently, the executive power follows the legislative power. Th
distribution of legislative functions between the Federation and ti
provinces is contained in the Fourth Legislative List which enumera
the subjects assigned to the federal Government (Federal Legislatin
List) and those subjects over which both the federal as well as t
provincial governments have concurrent jurisdiction (the Concurre.
List). All those subjects not contained in the two lists fall within tl
exclusive domain of the provincial governments. Item 3 of the Feder
Legislative List which relates to the conduct of foreign relations stat,
as follows:
"3. External Affairs: the implementing of
treaties and agreements, including educational and
cultural pacts and agreements, with other countries,
extradition, including the surrender of criminals and
3
accused persons to Governments outside Pakistan."
It is clear from the provisions of article 97 and item 3 of 11
fourth schedule that implementation of treaties and agreements is td
concern of the federal Government. But every agreement concluded I

i'la _gsaive List, Part I, item 3 of the Fourth Schedule of the

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973.

the federal Government or any treaty to which the State is a party is not
self-executing within Pakistan. Much would depend on the nature of the
treaty and the laws of Pakistan which govern the subject-matter.
According to the Rules of Business, the procedure in Pakistan
is that before negotiating a treaty or an agreement with another State the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs is invariably consulted since this is the arm
of the federal Government which is ultimately responsible for all
matters which affect the foreign policy of Pakistan or the conduct of its
foreign relations. In the Foreign Office itself the political directorates
examine the desirability of concluding the treaty from the political
angle. It is then referred to the Legal Adviser's Office for examination
from the point of view of the legal obligations to be incurred thereunder
and their compatibility or otherwise with the laws of Pakistan. This
examination is important for the ultimate implementation and
enforcement of the treaty in Pakistan. Consequently, the legal adviser's
advice is important in determiing whether or not to ratify or accede to
a multilateral treaty or to conclude a particular bilateral agreement with
another State.
The Constitution of Pakistan clearly demarcates the areas of the
executive power and the legislative power. In most cases the executive
power follows the legislative power. It is unimaginable that the
executive would incur obligations under a treaty or an agreement which
will flout the will of the legislature. The legislature, which is the
supreme body, enacts laws on a particular subject, which the executive
is duty-bound to follow. Consequently, the first thing the legal adviser
in the Foreign Office has to do when a draft of a treaty is referred to him
or her for examination and advice is to see whether or not it can be
implemented in Pakistan, bearing in mind the legislative instruments.
While examining this aspect, three elements have to be kept in mind,
namely:
1. Whether the treaty in question would require a
legal cover for its enforcement in Pakistan because of
its conflict with domestic law;
2. If apparently there is no such conflict, whether the
existing laws contain provisions which would enable
the Government to implement the treaties in question
without giving any legal cover; and

3. Whether a treaty is enforceable where there is no
law either prohibiting or enabling the Government to
implement the treaty in question. In such cases, the
attitude of Pakistani courts on international
customary law becomes relevant.
When a treaty is referred to the Legal and Treaties Division
the Foreign Office, the Legal Adviser has first of all to determine i
which category the treaty belongs since different approaches would I
required for their implementation. It would be pertinent to begi
consideration of the cases falling in the first of the three categoric
mentioned above.
The first category consists of those cases where th
international treaty or decision conflicts with a provision of the domest
law. Such treaties or decisions cannot be implemented in Pakista
without a legislative cover. There is a surfeit of case law on th
principle. In the recent case of Messrs Najab ZarabLtd. v. Governmei
ofPakistan, the High Court of Sindh stated:
"The comity of nations requires that rules of
international law may be accommodated in the
municipal law even without express legislative
sanction, provided they do not run into conflict with
acts of Parliament."4
There is no inherent power vested in the executive I
implement any international obligation under a treaty if the Govemmej
is not vested with law. "National courts, being organs of the nation
State and not organs of international law, must perforce apply nation,
5
law if international law conflicts with it." As law is the sole source
governmental power, the existence or non-existence of any power 1
implement a treaty obligation is a matter of law and must be determine
by reference to some enactment. Consequently, the legal adviser mu
be satisfied, while advising the Government regarding the ratificatic
of a treaty, that its implementation would not come into conflict with t
domestic laws. In case of any conflict, the legal adviser has
recommend that either necessary legislative cover should be accord(
or Pakistan should refrain from becoming a party if, for any reason, th
'Pakistan Legal Decisions (1993), Karachi, p. 93.
' Ibid., pp. 98-99.

is not possible.
For example, any multilateral treaty or bilateral agreement
which ousts the jurisdiction of the local courts over individuals for the
nine being in Pakistan cannot be entered into without a legislative cover
since it would come into conflict with both the Constitution and other
laws which provide that every person "for the time being" within
Pakistan is subject to the laws of the country and w-ould be treated in
accordance with the laws of Pakistan. It is for this reason that the
Convention on the Privileges and Immnities of the United Nations,6 the
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations of 1961 and the Vienna
Convention on Consular Relations of 1963,' to name only a few, had to
be given legal cover as the diplomatic agents who are "for the time
being" in Pakistan were extended inviolability and placed outside the
jurisdiction of our courts in criminal and civil matters.
It is evident that the legal adviser in such cases has a difficult
choice, namely, whether to advise non-adherence to the treaty in
question or to propose its ratification or accession by giving it legal
cover. Sometimes, in view of the sensitivity of some treaties, the legal
adviser is confronted with a difficult choice as reference to the
legislature for legal cover may generate national controversies,
particularly for those treaties which tend to limit the sovereignty of the
State.
However, except incases where there is a prima facie conflict
between a treaty and domestic laws, the courts have held that, as
members of the community of nations while interpreting the law, the
court must interpret it in a manner that is consistent with customary
rules of international law. In M.A. Qureshi v. the USSR, the Supreme
Court stated:

-Ihe Law of Pakistan is that 'every statute is to be so
interpreted and applied, as far as its language admits,
as not to be inconsistent with the comity of nations,
or with the established rules of international law.' -9

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1, p. 15, and vol. 90, p. 327.
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 500, p. 95.
261
United Nations Treaty Series vol. 596, p.
.
Pakistan Legal 16 i
(191),Suprne Cotu

p. 377.

Again, in Messrs NajabZarab Ltd. v. Government of Pakista
the court was of the following opinion:
"We are of the view that nations must march with the
international community and the municipal law must
respect the rules of international law, just as nations
respect international opinion. The comity of nations
requires that rules of international law may be
accommodated in the municipal law even without
express legislative sanction, provided they do not run
0
into conflict with acts of Parliament."'
This creates greater problems for the legal adviser as it i
difficult to determine which treaty that does not have legislativ,
sanction will be upheld by the court if it is challenged in a court of law
In such cases, extreme caution has to be exercised before making;
recommendation. The safer course adopted has been to give it lega
cover whenever possible.
The second category of cases includes those treaties wher
there are provisions in the existing laws enabling the Government t
implement treaties without the need to give covering legislatior
Provisions in any treaty which provides, for example, for freedom a
movement within the States parties or non-registration of officials di
not need legal cover since the Foreigner's Act of 1946" gives the powe
to the federal Government to make orders with respect to foreigner
regulating their presence or continued presence in Pakistan and to la
down terms and conditions for their stay. By an executive order, th
Government can exempt persons from those obligations if so require,
by treaty. This power vests with the Ministry of Interior. Similarl)
exemption from duties and taxes can be extended through an executiv
order by the Central Board of Revenue which has this power under th
Finance Act. However, before undertaking such obligations the legg
adviser has to consult the concerned ministries and secure thei
concurrence before advising the Government about the ratification C
otherwise of the treaty.
In the third category of cases, we come across treaties undt

0 Pakistan Legal Decisions (1993), Karachi, p. 93.
"Foreigner's Act of 1946, Act XXXI, Section 3 (2).

which the obligations incurred are neither prohibited nor permitted by
the laws. According to the decisions of the superior courts, in such
cases the courts will endorse international law provided that it does not
conflict with the national laws. Again, to cite the recent case of Messrs
Najib Zarab Ltd v. the Government of Pakistan, the Sindh High Court
stated that
"We are of the view that Nations must march with the
international community and the municipal law must
respect rules of international law, even as Nations
respect international opinion. The comity of nations
requires that rules of international law may be
accommodated in the municipal law even without
express legislative sanction, provided they do not run
into conflict with acts of Parliament" 2
This is perhaps the most difficult matter to determine. What
type of treaties fall in this category? It is always safe to ratify a treaty

which is in conformity with the well-established principles of customary
international law without being at variance with domestic law
provisions. However, in this category one element that is difficult to
determine is whether or not the treaty comes into conflict with the
Islamic injunctions. It is the primary responsibility of the legal adviser
in Pakistan's Foreign Office to consider whether the treaty is in
conformity with the Islamic principles as enjoined in the Holy Quran
and Sunna. The Constitution gives primacy to Islamic law. The
preamble of the Constitution makes the "Objective Resolution" a
substantive part of the Constitution and lays dov6- that Pakistan shall be
an Islamic State:
"Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to
order their lives in their individual and collective
spheres in accordance with the teachings and
requirements of Islam as set out in the Holy Quran
"13
and Sumna
Part IX of the Constitution further elaborates the Islamic
provisions relating to the injunctions of the Holy Quran and Sunna.

2
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Article 227, paragraph 1, lays down that:
"All existing laws shall be brought in
conformity with the injunctions of Islam as laid
down in the Holy Quran and Sunna, in this part
referred to as the injunctions of Islam, and no law
shall be enacted which is repugnant to such
injunctions." 4
The responsibility to examine and to decide whether any law
is in conformity with the Islamic injunctions has been assigned to the
Federal Shariat Court. Article 203 D, paragraph 1, which deals with the
powers, jurisdiction and functions of the Court provides:
"The court may, either of its own motion or on the
petition of a citizen of Pakistan or the Federal
Government or a Provincial Government, examine
and decide the question whether or not any law or
provision of law is repugnant to the Injunctions of
Islam, as laid down in the Holy Quran and the Sunna
of the Holy Prophet...""
Almost all the laws have been examined by the Federal Sharial
Court and, wherever inconsistency with the injunctions of the Holy
Quran and Sunna was detected, the law was amended accordingly.
Consequently, the legal adviser faces no problems in recommending
adherence or otherwise to the treaty where the law is clear. However, it
is in the area of uncertainty where the Islamic laws are silent with regard
to a certain provision of a treaty that the legal adviser has to ensure that
the provisions of the treaty do not conflict with the injunctions of the
Holy Quran and Sunna. There are decisions of the superior courts which
have recognized the primacy of the injunctions of the Holy Quran and
Sunna in the legal system of Pakistan. In the case of M.A.Qureshi v.
the USSR, Justice Nasir Hasan Shah stated:
"When the law gives discretion to the court and it can
be exercised in more than one way, it would be
exercised so as to advance justice and fair play as

understood in Islam. Rules of prudence, propriety
and abundant caution and similar other considerations
would be applied only in consonance with Islamic
standards. Present law when required to be applied to
a new situation would be followed and applied so as
to advance Islarmic principles.
All doubts in
interpretation of laws and appreciation of evidence
would be resolved in a manner consistent with
Islamic principles and jurisprudence in preference to
any other contrary norm"26

In view of the observations of the superior courts, the role of
the legal adviser becomes even more difficult. Not only the laws, but
also those uncodified injunctions of the Quran and the Sunna of the
Prophet which deal with moral conduct and which prescribe the
prohibited and permitted acts have to be taken into account when it
comes to the implementation of the treaties or decisions of international
organizations. These moral codes have equal force as every injunction
ofthe Quran is binding on the Muslims. Consequently, when examining
the implementation of treaties and decisions in Pakistan, the binding
force of those injunctions cannot be ignored. For these reasons, when
ratifying or acceding to some treaties that had religious implications
Pakistan was constrained to attach reservations to the effect that the
provisions of the treaty shall be interpreted in the light of the principles
of Islamic laws and values.
Another difficulty that the legal adviser is confronted with
relates to the constitutional framework of Pakistan. Pakistan is a federal
State with a clear demarcation of the competences of the federal
Government and the provinces. As such, an appreciable number of
treaties and decisions would fall within the domain of the provinces for
their implementation. Consequently, before incurring any obligations
under a treaty of this nature, all the provinces have to be taken into
confidence and their express concurrence obtained to avoid any
problems in implementation.
Conclusion
It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the Legal

"Pakistan Legal Decisions (1981), Supr-re Court, p. 37T

Adviser in Pakistan's Foreign Office has to perform multifarious
functions. Normally he or she tenders legal advice on international law,
including the interpretation of international treaties and agreements, to
different sections of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Pakistan's
diplomatic missions abroad. In cases where the Foreign Office initiates
the conclusion of a treaty or where a multilateral treaty is being
negotiated, the legal adviser has to prepare the draft treaty or the brief
for the delegation, as the case may be, keeping in mind Pakistan's
national laws, and to make recommendations so that the said treaty may
be implementable in Pakistan without inordinate difficulty. Once the
treaty is concluded, the legal adviser has to take the follow-up action
regarding Pakistan's succession, accession or ratification. The legal
adviser has to examine whether, in view of our laws and Islamic
injunctions, the treaty can be implemented with or without a legal cover
or executive orders. If legal cover or executive orders are necessary, the
legal adviser is required to draft the necessary legislation, executive
orders and declarations in consultation with the ministry directly
concerned with the implementation.
If the implementation of a treaty or decision falls within the
jurisdiction of different ministries, the legal adviser acts as the
coordinator. Similarly, where the implementation requires the
cooperation of the federating units, the legal adviser has to coordinate
with the provinces either directly or through the concerned federal
ministry or division. These delicate functions impose onerous
responsibilities on the legal adviser in the discharge of these duties in
implementing international treaties and decisions.

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER
IN THE INTERNAL APPLICATION
OF INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMARY AND TREATY LAW
Bharat Patel*
I. Introduction
It is a truism that the application and observance of
international law by any State necessitates the active participation not
oily of the Executive, but also of the Legislature and the Judiciary. The
involvement of the various branches of Government is engaged
whenever rules of internatiomal law are brought to bear on the domestic
arena and require some form of recognition or implementation within
that arena. In any event, the burden of observing and applying
international norms in many States is borne largely by the Executive,
with relatively marginal contribution to State practice by the Legislature
and perhaps even less by the courts.
In Zimbabwe, as is probably the case in most other
jurisdictions, the Executive is structured along sectoral lines and the
administration of international matters is divided in accordance with
sectoral interests and responsibilities. Nevertheles. the task of ensuring
the due application and observance of international law at the formal
level is one that is centralized and assumed primarily by the law officers
in the Attorney-General's Office. The supervisory role assigned to the
law officers embraces the entire gamut of international relations and
includes general advisory functions as well as the examination and
approval of treaties and attendant domestic instruments.
it is intended within the scope of this essay to provide a general
overview of the work of the law officers in the sphere of international
law and to survey some of their more important contributions to the
application of international law in Zimbabwe.

U. Historical Background

Dircto of Legal Advice. Attorney-eamral's Office, Zimbabwe.
'Fawu
The British Commonwath in !euonal Law (1963), pp. 16-18-

A proper appreciation of the Zimbabwean approach tc
international law -- particularly as regards the inheritance of treaties -.
necessitates some comment on the international status of the countr)
before the attainment of independence in 1980.
1. Southern Rhodesia qua Colony
The method by which Rhodesia is to be regarded as havin
been brought and retained under the imperial yoke -- whether b)
conquest, occupation, settlement, annexation or any combination oj
these methods -- is not without controversy and various conflictinf
arguments have been propounded in that respect.' Be that as it may
after the territory was formally annexed as a Crown colony in 1923, ii
enjoyed a very large degree of internal self-government.' By a proces,
of gradual evolution thereafter, it also came to be endowed with a libera
measure of external capacity delegated by Britain. This autonomy
although subject to prior consultation with the British Government
extended to the conclusion of trade agreements and regiona'
representational agreements, membership of international technica
4
organizations and representation at Commonwealth conferences.
2. The Federal Period
The creation of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland it
1953 witnessed even further delegations of authority as regards tht
conduct of foreign affairs. Apart from the exclusive right to legislate fo
the implementation of treaties affecting it or any of its constituen
territories, the Federation was in 1957 entrusted with responsibility fo
external affairs to the fullest extent possible consonant with Britain'l
metropolitan responsibility.' This included greater representationa
capacity within the Commonwealth as well as an extension of th(
classes of international agreements that the Federation might conclude albeit subject to Britain's potential intermediacy in and ultimati
responsibility for the Federation's external relations.'
2

Roberts-Wray. Commonwealth and Colonial Law (1966), pp. 748-749 am
952-956 (extracts from the decision of the Privy Council in Re Southern Rhodesia
Appeal Cases (1919), p. 211).
Ibid., p. 749.
The ConstitutionalHistory andLaw ofSouthern Rhodesia 1888-196
(1966), pp. 221-224.
'Fawcett, The British Commonwealth ..., pp. 31, 114.
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3. Post-Federation
Both before and after the dissolution of the Federation at the
end of 1963, Southern Rhodesia enjoyed a uniquely expansive range of
legisative powers, including the power to enact laws with
extraterritorial effect 7 On the external front, the executive powers of
the moribund Federation were devolved to Southern Rhodesia, which
inherited most of the Federation's treaties as well as its organizational
memberships and representational arrangements.' Nevertheless, on the
international plane, despite Britain's ambivalence regarding the status
of the territory, Southern Rhodesia continued without full personality
and remained within the fold of British responsibility.9
4. From Illegitimacy to Independence
In November 1965, the Rhodesian Government. by its socalled Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI), purported to
rupture the country's subordination to British suzerainty and to assume
intemal as well as external sovereignty. Within the domestic sphere, the
assertion of de facto territorial occupation and control was proffered as
the basis for a transition to dejure sovereign status." In any event
whatever the merits of the argument for internal sovereignty, there is
little doubt that the absence of meaningful international recognition
effectively denied the acquisition of international personality and
stathood by the territory before its accession to full independent status.
During this interregnum of fifteen years. the external relations of the
counfy were appreciably attenuated, being confined to the two States'
that were prepared to accord recognition for certain limited purposes.
III. Modes of Reception
The mode of reception of international law is determined in
most instances by the prevailing constitutional structures and practices
of States and will vary accordingly. The range of options available

7
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pp. 42-43.

9 Palley, The ConsrationalHisoy .... pp. 724-726.
9Ibd., pp. 716, 724, 728-730.
0 See the conflxctig views of the Rhxdesian omirts and the Privy Coumncl
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straddles two extremes, viz. the position where all rules of international

law are binding on all public agents without any mediation versus the
position where no international law rule may be applied by any public
agent in the absence of prior municipal authority or action enabling such
application. 2
1. The British Commonwealth
The approach to international law in most countries of the
Commonwealth, by dint of legal affinity and continuity, is relatively
uniform but without the fetters of hidebound inflexibility. 3 Generally
speaking, the universally accepted rules of customary international law
are regarded as having been incorporated within the domestic law unless
ousted or modified by statute. Conversely, the rules and requirements
of treaties cannot be applied within the domestic sphere without
legislative intervention in the shape of a statute transforming those
provisions into rules of municipal law. As for the principles of
international comity, their fate within the domestic arena will depend
upon the extent to which the public agent concerned is prepared to
recognize and apply those principles as a matter of public policy.
2. The Position in Zimbabwe
In Zimbabwe, the question has never been specifically mooted
before the courts and there is therefore no definitive judicial
pronouncement on the subject.'4 Nevertheless, the approach adopted by
the law officers hitherto has been largely in keeping with that obtaining
in other Commonwealth jurisdictions and has come to be accepted as
executive practice. And in the absence of any demurrer before the
courts and the legislature, this approach must also be regarded as being
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pp. 17-18.
Fawcett, The British Commronwealth ....

Ibid., pp. 73-74. See also Brownlie, Principlesof Public International
Law, 4th ed. (1990), pp. 43-48; and Sanders, "International Law", The Law of South
Africa, vol. 11 (1994), paras. 342, 347 and 348-350.
'4 In BarkerMcCormac (Pt)Ltd. v. Government of Kenya, Zimbabwe Law
Reports, vol. 2 (1983). p. 72 at p. 77, the Supreme Court observed that international law
formed part of the law of Zimbabwe except to the extent that it was in conflict with
'3

statute or prior judicial precedent. The principal issue before the Court concerned the
propriety of applying the restrictive doctrine of sovereign immunity. The reception of
international law was not fully argued or analysed and the court's observation inthat
regard must accordingly be treated as being somewhat obiter.

the prevailing State practice.

5

IV. International Customary Law
1. Cases before the Courts
By and large, the municipal courts in Zimbabwe have very
rarely been called upon to determine issues of international law and
there is a relative paucity of case law on the subject This dearth is
consequently reflected in cases engaging the intervention of the law
The issues canvassed in such cases have included
officers.
expropriatory powers in situations of belligerency," extraterritorial
criminal jurisdiction"' and the creation and recognition of statehood-"
A number of cases have concerned the application of international
human rights standards as regards inhuman punishment, 9 freedom of
residence" and the right to a pasport.21 In most if not all of these cases,
the function of counsel for the State has been to invoke and advocate the
application of international law in favour of the State and as against
individual rights. Given the adversarial nature of the litigation process
in Zimbabwe, this counter-position of public and private interests is
virtually inevitable, and the possibility of the law officers being called
upon to act as amici curiae is correspondingly diminished.
2. Interpretation of Statutes
In contrast, the law officers are able to assume a significantly
more objective role in the interpretation of statutes vis-h-vis the
application of international law. The reasons for this position of
mpartiality are manifold. To a large extent, it is attributable to the very

. imofar as concerns the reception of treaties, the position has mw been
coifad in section I I1B of fleConstition of Zimbabwe. See ADbert P. Blaustein and

Giser H. Fanz, eds., Consdiu

of theCowries of the World, Republic of

Zmbabwe Supplerent, (Dobbs Ferry, Oceana Publicatiom, 1994), pp. 111 and 121.

" Kudaff ofHome Affi~zrs v. Bicdle, ZWsadte Law Reports, vol. 2 (1983),

p. 400.
T3v. Mtarapar 1985, Zimbabwe Law Reports, vol. 2 (1985), p. 211; Sv.
Beahan, Zimbabwe Law Reports, vol. 2 (1991), p. 98.
" Madyimbanm 's case, loc. cit. (footnote 10 above); R v Ndhlom and
Othie, South African Law Reports, vol. 4 (1983), p. 278.
m"S v. A Jueniie, tmbabwe Law Reports, vol. 2 (1989), p. 61.

2 Princoal mmigration Officer and Another v. O'Hara and Another
Zimbabwe Law Reports, vol. 1 (1993). p. 69.
m Chir- v. Regiwsrar-GeneraL TZmbabwe Law RPorts, vol. 1 (1993), p. 1

nature of the law officers' advisory role which is primarily geared
towards applying the law rather than simply adopting a pro-statal
posture. The need to safeguard the State's interests is of course not
entirely disregarded nor is the prospect of non-compliance with the
advice given. However, notwithstanding these factors, the avowed aim
in addressing the interrelationship between international and domestic
law is to interpret municipal statutes in conformity with the established
principles of international customary law.2 2
3. Legal Opinions
In the sphere of customary international law, the principal
contribution of the law officers is extra-curial and mainly consists of
legal advice tendered in the form of written opinions to State
departments and agencies. The issues opined upon in recent years have
been greatly varied and have canvassed, inter alia, the scope of
sovereign and diplomatic immunity' and State succession to treaty
rights and obligations.' Generally speaking, the degree of analysis and
authoritativeness of a given opinion will depend upon the context in and
purpose for which it is requested. And to the extent that it is relied upon
and applied by the domestic authorities and agencies, it may properly be
regarded as having internalized the relevant rule of international custom
qua State practice.
V. Succession to Treaties
1. Succession on Independence

Any discussion as to the internal application of treaty rights
and obligations presupposes, obviously enough, that the treaties in
question are binding upon or otherwise applicable to the State
concerned. As regards newly independent entities, they must perforce

2 Except where the statute in question is patently irreconcilable with the
relevant rule of international law.
23 Immunity of mission property against jurisdiction and execution, both
locally and abroad; immunity of diplomatic agents from various incidents of the local
law; tax exemptions and other privileges and immunities for nationals employed by
international organizations.
24 Succession to pre-independence multilateral treaties; continuation of
treaties with the former German Democratic Republic upon unification with the Fedeti
Republic of Germany; succession of the Russian Federation to the Soviet Union's
permanent seat on the Security Council.

contend with the problem of succession to treaties extended to them by
their erstwhile metropolitan sovereigns.
Notwithstanding the
superabundance of doctrinal literature on the subject and the attempt to
comprehensively codify the applicable rules,' international practice has
evinced a marked reluctance to succumb to the demands of coherence

and uniformity.
2. Continuity versus Chaos
The traditional reliance on categorizing treaties as being socalled "personal", "local", "dispositive" or "law-making" does not
always serve to rationalize the process and must often yield to the
pragmatic approach of assessing each treaty on its own terms and with
due regard to the economic and political context in which it was
intended to operate.' Of course, there may be considerable justification
for adopting the political expedient of rejecting the entire baggage of
imperial rle.
Nevertheless, the existence of an autonomous
administration in the non-metropolitan territory coupled with the
consent of that administration to the specific application of the treaties
in question tends to militate against rejection and in favour of legal

continuity after independence3. Commonwealth Colonies
The practice adopted by Britain and its former colonies upon
the attainment of independence was essentially twofold. In most cases,
a list of the treaties applied before independence was compiled and
continuity was effected by means of a devolution agreement between
Britain and the emergent State23 The alternative course, adopted in
fewer instances, was for the newly independent State to issue a formal
declaration maintaining treaty relationships on the basis of reciprocity
for a specified period, pending a determination by that State as to which
treaties would be continued on an indefinite basis.'

2 Vinm Convemion on the Succession of States in Respect of Treates.

1978, UnIted hatiow Confi~wce oanhe Sucession o States in respect of Treauies.
Offai Doctmns, vo. HL Conferen Documnts (United Nanons pubcati ore, Sales
No. F.79.V.10).
O'ConnelL "Indee
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mioional Law aid Dipnaac', O'Brien. ed- (1965). pp. 17, 20-21.

bid.,
pp. 23-26.

" bid.,
pp. 18-19.
IbM., p. 19;Rberts-Wray, Commonweafh and Colonial Law, p. 279.

4. United Nations Practice
As a rule, the practice of the United Nations Secretariat, qua
depositary, has been to accept the attitude of new States as to the treaties
that they wish to affirm or repudiate.3" However, this acceptance
appears to be contradicted by the failure to reflect that position in the
United Nations compilation of treaties3 -- unless the States concerned
have deposited some formal document specifically identifying the
relevant treaties. 2 Where no such documents have been deposited, the
resultant inconsistency tends inevitably to generate a welter of
confusion as to the parties to those treaties.
5. The Zimbabwean Declaration
Soon after independence in 1980, the Government of
33
Zimbabwe transmitted a formal declaration to the United Nations. The
declaration was subsequently circulated by the Secretary-General to all
Members States of the United Nations.' In keeping with the principle
of continuity, the effect of the declaration was to continue in force all
treaties validly concluded or recognized by the United Kingdom in
respect of Southern Rhodesia. As regards bilateral treaties, these were
35
to remain operative for a period of three years from independence and
would thereupon terminate unless continued or modified by agreement
during the intervening period. Conversely, multilateral treaties were to
be reviewed during a period of six years from independence and at the
end of that period, unless specifically denounced, would continue fully
in force as if they had been concluded by Zimbabwe.
6. Subsequent Practice
In the years following the 1981 declaration, the law officers
were tasked to carry out a fairly comprehensive review of preindependence treaties. In conformity with their advice, virtually all

31

O'Connell, loc. cit. (footnote 26 above), pp. 21-22.

Status of Multilateral Treaties Deposited Mth the Secretary-General: Status
as at 31 December 1997, document STILEG/SER.E/16.
32O'Connell, loc. cit. (footnote 26 above), pp. 22-23.

33On 24 February 1981.
3' By notification dated 25 March 1981.
3 This period was extended to five years after independence by subsequent
declarations.

bilateral treaties were allowed to lapse, while most multilateral treaties,
were treated as having continued in force. The approach adopted by the
law officers thereafter, when advising on the operation or application of
these treaties, has been entirely consistent with this position and is
reflected by and large in internal administrative practice. Moreover,
subject to the problem addressed below, this position also appears to
have been accepted outside the domestic domain in the attitude of other
States and international organizations.
7. Treaties Deposited with the United Nations
The assumption that pre-independence multilateral treaties had
continued in force by virtue of the 1981 declaration was severely shaken
as a result of a communication from the Secretary-General in November
1995.' While acknowledging the receipt and subsequent circulation of
that declaration, the Secretary-General took the view that a general
declaration of succession per se did not suffice and that a further
-form notification of succession with precise and explicit reference to
a treaty (or treaties)" was necessary for that purpose. Admittedly, this
caution is understandable to the extent that it accords with the ordinary
requirement of an express consent to be bound by treaty obligations.
Nevertheless, it fails to account for the extraordinary circumstances of
State succession and the imperatives of legal continuity. In the event, it
has become necessary, at the insistence of the law officers, to seek
clarification from the Secretary-General before taking the requisite
action to seal off the hiatus that appears to have been created.'
VI. Zimbabwe Treaties List
Since the attainment of independence in 1980, Zimbabwe has
entered into a veritable legion of treaties covering a very broad spectrum
of inter-State relations. Given the nature of global relations and their
impact on inira-State activities, the significance of these treaties is not
confined to the international sphere, but also inevitably extends and

mSave for four InnmdomI Labour Organisaion cometon. which were
denmxnced in 1986, eiher by reason of obsolescere or becamse of confbc wng mnicipal
law.
3 In repone to a query concerning Zimbabwe's participation in the
C
on
wiothe NaiumlWy of Married Women 1957. UrAf Nations, Treay Series.
vo. 309, p. 65.

m At the time of writing, the position has yet to be resolved.

intrudes into the domestic realm. Many of the players within that realm,
whether nationals or foreigners, may at some stage be affected by the
operation of these treaties. And the availability of accurate information
on the existence and status of such treaties may be of crucial importance
to their transactions. In this context, a comprehensive treaties list is
often an essential tool not only for lawyers, but also for laypersons.
The need for a Zimbabwean treaties list was for some time
recognised as a very pressing and urgent one. The only extant list was
one that had been prepared in 1965, with respect to treaties in force
before the Unilateral Declaration of Independence, and which was
republished without change after independence in 1980. There was no
equivalent list for the period after independence and this lacuna was
exacerbated by the somewhat haphazard nature of the prevailing records
and information retrieval systems.
Consequently, an inter-ministerial committee, comprising
officials from several key departments, was established in 1993. The
committee was chaired by the Attorney-General's Office and was
mandated to compile a readily accessible and comprehensive list of all
the treaties applicable to Zimbabwe, including those concluded on
behalf of or extended to Southern Rhodesia by Britain. After the initial
stages of collating and tabulating the relevant material, the law officers
assumed the final and most arduous phase of revising and editing the
final draft list. The list, which was published in 1996, covers the period
up to the end of 1994. The task of updating the list to incorporate the
treaties concluded after 1994 is currently underway in the hands of the
law officers.
VII. Conclusion and Implementation of Treaties
In Zimbabwe, as is no doubt the position in other municipal
systems, the modalities and mechanisms involved in the treaty-making
process have evolved in tandem with prevailing constitutional
requirements and conventions. In this context, the law officers play a
pivotal role not only as active participants in the conclusion of treaties,
but also in formulating the procedures governing the adoption of
treaties.
In 1993, the enactment of a constitutional amendment relative
to the adoption of treaties necessitated the revision of the procedures
previously applied . These procedures were then redrafted by the law

officers and issued in the form of a cabinet circular." In the light of
subsequent practice, which was somewhat erratic in complying with the
stipulated procedures, the cabinet circular was further revised and
streamlined to secure uniform and regular adherence.' In order to
facilitate the process, the law officers have also taken the initiative to
prepare and circulate specimen draft documents for use by
administrators at the various stages of treaty adoption.
As regards the conclusion of treaties, the governing procedures
require the intervention of the law officers at every formal stage beginning with the negotiation and examination of treaties through the
preparation of cabinet papers and instruments of ratification or
accession."' Thereafter, the law officers will be called upon to advise
on the legal or legislative measures necessary for implementing treaty
provisions and, once the appropriate policy decisions have been taken,
to draft the requisite instrument or legislation transforming those
provisions into rules of municipal law. At each stage, the quality of the
legal input provided may be critical in delimiting the scope of the rights
and obligations acquired or assumed by the State. It will also determine
the extent to which such rights and obligations are internally executable
and duly implemented within the municipal sphere.
VIII. Statutory Incorporation of Treaties
1. Constitutional Provisions
As already intimated earlier, the Constitution of Zimbabwe was
amended in 1993 in two significant respects relative to the municipal
reception of treaties.42 Firstly, subject to a limited number of
exceptions,43 all treaties concluded after the coming into operation of
the amendment were subjected to the requirement of parliamentary

Cabinet Circular No. 5 of 1995.
SCabine Circular No.2 of 1997.

Anorney-General's Offic e
imnii funtions assi ned to the
'1 One of the

x duiimmbip of diePublic Agreemems

Advisory Commtme which is required to vet

all treaties before they are presented for Cabinet approval.
I In section II1B of theConstitution. as substituted by Act4 of 1993. See
A. P. Blausmin and G. H. Fanz, eds., Comsiju of the Counies of the World,
Rqm¢l of74rnbabiw Spkpemew, (Dobbs Ferry, Oceana Publications. 1994), pp. 111
and121.
where otherwise provided by the Constitution or an act or by way of
QViz-

ariiaanetary resolution-

approval. Secondly, it was expressly provided that no treaty would
form part of the domestic law unless it had been incorporated into the
law by or under an act of Parliament. The latter requirement was in
effect no more than a restatement of the pre-existing common law but
was specifically introduced at the initiative of the Attorney-General's
Office in order to codify and clarify the law.
2. Modalities for Transformation
The mode of transforming treaty provisions into rules of
municipal law inevitably depends upon the nature of the treaty rights
and obligations in question and the extent to which they can be
appropriately accommodated within the corpus of statutory law. In
Zimbabwean legislative practice, a variety of options have been applied
at one time or another. Thus, the enabling statute may simply refer to
the treaty or append some or all of its provisions in the form of a
schedule. Alternatively, the treaty's substantive provisions might be
translated into statutory terms specially tailored for domestic
application. Again, it may prove expedient for the Legislature to
delegate this transformative function to the Executive by empowering
the latter to frame regulations designed to implement specific treaty
rules. In certain instances, however, particularly where administrative
flexibility is the paramount criterion, the legislative option may be
eschewed in favour of published administrative codes or rules.
3. Technical and Administrative Issues
The task of selecting the most apposite mode and instrument
of treaty transformation is a matter that almost invariably falls to be
determined by the law officers. However, what may be equally critical
but often overlooked is the need for expert guidance both as to the
technical requirements of a given treaty as well as the administrative
mechanisms necessary for its successful implementation. It may happen
that the requisite input is lacking or is not made available in a timely
manner. In either event, the end product is likely to be somewhat
formalistic and incapable of effective execution in practice. In the
Zimbabwean context, this problem is not without significance but has
usually been circumvented by recourse to precedents from other
jurisdictions coupled with a general appreciation of local conditions.
4. Treaties Incorporated by Statute

Given the common law and constitutional imperatives for
transformation, the statutory law of Zimbabwe inevitably abounds %%
ith
a vast and variegated array of treaty rights and obligations. Some of the
more significant areas of treaty law embodied or reflected in domestic
legislation include the following :
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Trade and investment,"
International arbitration,'
Intellectual property rights,6
"
Exuadition agreements,4
Diplomatic and consular relations,"
International financial rstitutions,:
International aviation,5
International sanitary regulations, 5'
Status of refugees,'

"Seam 16 (9) of the Cnsution (prperty rilam); Zknbabwe tnveslnem
Camre Act [Oqxei 24:16] (fireign mvesrtren): Parts VIII and IX of tie Customs and
Excise Act [Oqiper23.0] (saleguard measures and trade agreemens: secuon 91 of

i Imom Tax Act [Chapter23.06] (double taxanon agreemens).
"' Arbiration (itutional Investment Dispues) Act [Chapter 7.3]
(Convean on the Settlement of Investrom Daisems between States and Nanoinls of
odie Stes, 1965, Uniled Natians, 7reaty Seri s vol. 575. p. 159); Arbitration Act,
1996 (Convenion on the Recogankk and Ercenm of Foeign Arbin'al Awards,

1958. United Natins, Treaty Series. vol. 330. p. 3).
4 Copynght Act [Oiaprer 26.011; bIdusral Designs Act [ O

ter 26.02];

P=ms Act (hapter 26.03]; Trade Marks Act [Chapter26.'041.
4

Extradition Act [Oaapr9.-0.
Prriepes and Innumes Act [Oapter 3.031 (See Vem Couvemon on

DiOmmic Relamm, 1961, Uniled Nancti, Treaty Series. vol. 50 p. 96; and Vienna

Convenion on Conular ReLains,1963, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 596, p.
261).
Afrxan Development Bank (Mrnbersbip of Zmbabwe) Act [Chapter

220f; Aftrin Devopme Fund (Zbiabwe) Act [hapter 22 ;)]
Imernatnal Bank
Lo- Assuzption Act [Chmter 22--W; himetial Fmiari Organisations Act
[Caper 2Zf].
'

Limiaton of Liblfity (Passengers m Siae Airraft) Act [Chapter 8.03];

A-aft (Offt es) Act [ qzffir 9.01]; Aviaton Act [Oqper 13.03]; Carriage by Air
Act [Oaquer 13.0M.
"' Public Health Act [ChapWe 15.-M) (bmermtioal Sanitay Regulazixu
1951, and Phyvanitary Regulao for Aftic 1954).
' Refugees Act [hapter 4.03] (Conventao Relang to the Stares of
ietugees, 1951, United Naions, Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 150. as amencsed by the
Protocol rmlatg x the Sams of Retpees, 1967, Untmed Naios, Treaf Series. vol.

606, p. 267).

" Humanitarian law53 and
" Human rights and labour standards54 .

5. Inconsistencies and Omissions
While many of the treaties to which Zimbabwe is a party have
been appropriately integrated within the municipal system, either

statutorily or by administrative arrangement, there remain several treaty
stipulations that are either wholly unrecognized in or inconsistent with
the domestic law. Notable instances include some trade and investment
treaties55 that require further legislative action in order to secure their
due domestic application. Similar lacunae obtain regarding the
implementation of various environmental treaties' avidly adopted
during the global wave of environmental zeal. There are several other
spheres, apart from those discussed in this essay, where internal rules
collide with or disregard international requirements. In many of these
cases, the law officers have not been wanting in addressing the relevant
mischief and proffering remedial measures, including, where
appropriate, the preparation of draft legislation. However, for a variety
of reasons ranging from political expedience to official lethargy, their
advice has been repudiated or ignored.5 ' Fortunately, such instances

11Geneva Conventions Act [Chapter 11.06] Geneva Convention Amendment
Act, 1997; (The Geneva Convention for the amelioration of the condition of the
wounded and sick in armed forces in the field, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75,
p. 31; Geneva Convention for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded, sick and
shipwrecked members of armed forces at sea, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75,
p. 85; Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war. United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 75, p. 135; Geneva Convention relative to the protection of civilian
persons in time of war, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, p. 287; Protocol
additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the protection
of victims of inernational armed conflicts (Protocol I), United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 1125, p. 3; and Protocol additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949,
and relating to the protection of victims of non-international armed conflicts (Protocol
II), United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1125, p. 609.
Discussed in greater detail below.
55
Including certain elements of the World Trade Organisation Agreements,
1994. See The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations:The
Legal Texts, (Geneva, GATT Secretariat, 1994).

"6 Relating, inter alia, to ozone depletion, river basin management,
desertification and World Heritage sites.
" An outstanding example was the Executive's refusal a few years ago to
countenance legislation providing for the internal enforcement of Security Council
measures under Article 41 of the United Nations Charter. Conversely, the Exe cutive has
continued since 1993 to maintain de facto membership of the Treaty Establishing the
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), together with the

have been rare and have not operated to undermine the case for legal
congruity.

IX. Human Rights and Labour Standards
It is now widely accepted, though not invariably conceded, that
the practical application of human rights transcends the conceptual
barriers between international and national law. The vindication of
individual as well as collective rights cannot be confined exclusively to
the domestic domain. Moreover, their juridical evolution within the
national system must perforce be informed and guided by their
treatment at the international level. Conversely, international law must
unavoidably draw inspiration from the municipal development of
human rights. In this process of continual interchange and crossfertilisation, the legal adviser is eminently well placed to influence the
internal application of human rights and thereby secure the appropriate
harmonization of international and domestic standards.
In the Zimbabwean context, the law officers play a pivotal role
at various stages in the human rights arena. As explained earlier, they
are administratively enjoined to examine and approve all treaties in
order to ensure their compatibility with domestic laws and procedures.
Thereafter, following approval, they are called upon to prepare the
requisite instruments of ratification or accession.
The law officers are also fully involved in the work of an intermiristenal committee on human rights, which was established in 1993
and comprises officials from several ministries and departments whose
functions impinge upon human rights. This committee has assumed the
task of recommending key human rights instruments and international
labour conventions for adoption as well as measures for their
incorporation and implementation. The committee is also responsible
for preparing the national reports required under various human rights
conventions. Other aspects of the committee's work include the
sourcing of training and the dissemination of information on human
rights.
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Insofar as concerns the incorporation of human rights, the
Declaration of Rights"8 embodies most of the traditionally recognized
civil and political rights enshrined in the international instruments to
which Zimbabwe is a party.59 This area warrants minimal interference
and the role of the law officers is confined to tendering advice on
questions of conformity with international standards. In other areas,
however, the scope for intervention is considerably greater, occasionally
because the domestic law is at variance with international norms, 60 but
more frequently because the latter are inadequately reflected or simply
not recognized within the national system.6 t
There are, of course, some instances where the discrepancy
between international norms and the municipal law is quite deliberate.
Such incongruence is inevitable given the essentially political nature of
human rights and the vagaries of Executive appreciation in this field. In
recent years, there have been at least two cases where the advice
tendered or legislation formulated by the law officers has either been
overruled or reservedly received by the Executive. These cases
concerned the removal of the right to citizenship for alien wives,62 and
draft legislation enacting specific measures to combat discrimination.,
At the time in question, these issues were highly sensitive and tended to
evoke emotive rather than rational responses. The passage of time will
5

of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
1Contained in Chapter 11M
-"Internatonal Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966, United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171 and vol. 1057, p. 407; and the African Charter on

Human and People's Rights, 1981, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1520, p. 245.
60 Notably, the requirements of the Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Discrimination against Women, 1979, United Nations, Treaty Series. vol.
1249, p. 13. The possibility of conflict has been significantly obviated following the
recent amendment of section 23 of the Zimbabwe Constitution by Act No. 14 of 1996.
The broad effect of this amendment is to prohibit statutory or administrative
discrimination on the grounds of gender.
61 For instance, many of the provisions of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 993,
p. 3; the Cultural Charter for Africa, 1976, Organisaion de L'Unitd Africaine, AddisAbaba Secrlariat gondral de l'Organisation de l'Uniti Africaine, Division de

l'Information (1976), p. 22; and the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless
Persons, 1954, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 360, p. 117. The Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 1948. (United Nations Treaty
Series, vol. 78, p. 277), affords another glaring omission. In this case, however, draft

legislation is currently well advanced and likely to be enacted within the year.
62Contrary to the requirements of the Convention on the Nationality of
Married Women, 1957 (see footnote 37 above).
63Pursuant to the International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms
of Racial Discrimination, 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series. vol. 660, p. 195.

no doubt avail opportune moments for reconciling the domestic law

with international requirements."
X. Problems and Prospects
1. Apathy, Ineptitude and Inaction
One of principal deficiencies experienced in the internal
implementation of treaties stems from the absence of clearly defined
procedures for guiding administrative practice after treaties have been
concluded. Much is left to the discretion of policy makers and
administrators who, more often than not, are reluctant to tread upon
supposedly sacrosanct legal ground. This reluctance is largely a
problem of functional indisposition or indecision. The responsible
ministry or agency may either be unaware of the implications of a given
treaty undertaking or, having identified them, may choose to ignore the
need to internalize the obligations flowing therefrom. Again, as pointed
out earlier, the tendency towards inaction may occasionally be attributed
to the lack of technical expertise or administrative capacity in the
subject matter of the treaty concerned2. Bureaucracy and Protocol
An equally debilitating force is the bane influence of
bureaucracy and protocol in the conduct of international relations. In
Zimbabwe, as is no doubt the case in other countries, ritualistic reliance
on diplomatic channels of communication not infrequently results in
documentation being misplaced or belatedly delivered to the intended
recipients. This has often operated to frustrate the work of the law
officers in international matters, particularly in those cases where time
is of the essence.
3. Matters of Policy
The legal adviser's favourite plea in mitigation is that he or she
is not responsible for making policy and therefore cannot be held
accountable for indefensible policy decisions. Coupled with this plea is
the point that the adviser's function is essentially reactive rather than

"In the latter instance, the Prevention of Discrimination Bill was vet%
recently passed by Pariarnent (on 5 November 1998) and is presently being processed

fo promigation.

proactive. Although these arguments might smack of professional
abdication, they are not without merit and, as demonstrated in the
preceding pages, there are a number of instances where the imperatives
of national policy are invoked to override the dictates of international
law. In such instances, whatever weapons of persuasion the legal
adviser might carry in his or her armoury are rendered futile and must
be withdrawn pending the arrival of more congenial circumstances.

4. Political Commitment
The above plaints highlight the major impediments
experienced by the law officers in exercising their international portfolio
within the present administrative framework. Many of these obstacles
are obviously surmountable and quite susceptible to reform. The
marshalling of greater official discipline and improved channels of
communication are objectives that can be achieved with a modicum of
administrative will and direction. Again, at the risk only of being
temporarily rebuffed, there is nothing to prevent the legal adviser from
assuming a more proactive role by initiating the requisite measures
rather than awaiting the fiat of officialdom. Ultimately, however, much
depends upon the Executive's appreciation of its international
undertakings and the prevailing political commitment towards
effectuating those undertakings within the domestic sphere. In this
respect, the prospects for successfully applying international law do not
differ significantly from those obtaining on the international plane.

TREATY NEGOTIATION AND THE NATIONAL
IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL
TREATY OBLIGATIONS:
ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER IN A CHANGING
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
Anrith Rohan Perera"
L Introduction
In accordance with well-established practice, the function of
negotiation and conclusion of international treaties is allocated to the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, under the Constitution of Sri Lanka.
Consequently, the Office of the Legal Adviser of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs is the repository of the Government's treaty
commitments and the legal adviser is consulted on a regular basis in the
negotiation, drafting, implementation and interpretation of international
treaties and agreements. This involves the legal adviser's direct
participation, to the extent possible, in bilateral and multilateral treaty
negotiations as well as in the reviewing of draft negotiating texts under
discussion in various negotiating fora.
As in the case of States with common law legal systems, an
international treaty subscnbed to by Sri Lanka does not directly form
part of the law of the land, unless specifically adopted by statute and
thereby incorporated into the municipal law. In such jurisdictions, in
particular, it is incumbent on the legal adviser to play a critical role in
bringing about a sense of balance between often contending
considerations, while functioning within two distinct legal systems, that
of international law and municipal law. As pertinently observed in a
study on the role of the legal adviser, unlike most other lawyers, the
legal adviser operates within the framework of two separate legal
systems. Consequently, the advice tendered by the legal adviser and the
actions of the Government based on such advice, have consequences
both in the national legal system, as well as in the international legal
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system. It is these attributes which gives the office of the legal adviser
"a distinctive character and a unique role."2
In Sri Lanka's experience, the subject matter of bilateral
treaties on which the advice of the legal adviser is sought, covers a
wide range and includes foreign trade and investment technical
cooperation and development assistance, civil aviation and shipping, as
well as constituent instruments of international organisations of which
Sri Lanka is a party, whether they be set up in Sri Lanka or in a foreign
country. Given the current emphasis on the economic dimensions of
foreign policy, it has been Sri Lanka's recent experience that the
Foreign Ministry legal adviser is increasingly concerned in the field of
treaties relating to economic cooperation, either in directly negotiating
with foreign States or other entities or in reviewing the draft negotiating
texts referred to the legal adviser by the concerned subject Ministries or
Departments. For instance, in the case of bilateral treaties for the
promotion and protection of investment, the legal adviser directly
conducts the negotiations, while in the case of other agreements, such
as trade agreements and development assistance agreements, the
negotiating text is vetted by the legal adviser and, where necessary, he
is associated as a member of the negotiating team. In other instances,
such as in the case of treaties for the avoidance of double taxation, the
legal adviser is consulted when issues involving international legal
implications arise in the course of negotiations, as well as in the
adoption of domestic measures to give effect to such treaties.
At the multilateral level, the Foreign Ministry legal adviser has,
over the years, been closely associated with initiatives which have been
taken by the international community for the progressive development
and codification of international law, such as the Law of Diplomatic
Immunities and Privileges, Law of Treaties, Law of the Sea, Human
Rights and Humanitarian Law. The legal adviser is required to be fully
conversant with developments in the field of public international law
and to provide the necessary advice for the formulation of national laws
and policies to enable the Government to adopt necessary measures of
implementation of its treaty obligations.

2 "Report of the Joint Committee Established by the American Society of

International Law and the American Branch of the International Law Association",
American Journal ofinternational Law, vol. 85, No. 2 (1994).

However, the specialist role of the legal adviser in the
Mtilateral arena, hitherto confined to the traditional domain of public
international law, is currently undergoing radical change with the
increasing emphasis being placed on the economic aspects of the

conduct of foreign policy. With the current globalization of the world
economy and the growing trend to bring all aspects of international
trade relations within a common multilateral system, new and complex
challenges confront the Foreign Ministry legal adviser, particularly
those of the developing countries. This in turn require a re-evaluation

of the role and responsibility of the legal adviser, in treaty negotiations
and the implementation of international treaty obligations.
This article will examine, in particular, the primary role and

responsibility of the legal adviser in the background of a rapidly
changing political and economic environment, in ensuring that
interational obligations devolving on a State are given effect to at the
national level in a manner consistent with international law, while
paying due regard to national legal imperatives. It will underscore the
degree of specialization required of the legal adviser, in spheres which
have hitherto remained outside the traditional public international law
domain, if the role of the legal adviser is to be of continuing relevance
to national decision-making in the contemporary political and economic
milieu. The Article makes the concluding observation that emerging
"tnsions" in treaty relations, particularly in the light of developments
in international trade relations, require the legal adviser to play an
activist role which may constitute a departure from the "traditional" role
of the past.
IL Traditional Functions and Responsibilities
of the Legal Adviser
The growing inter-disciplinary nature of the international treaty
making process makes it imperative that the legal adviser of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs perform an active role, both within the
formally structured Inter-Ministerial Committees, as well as at the

informal level, interacting with the relevant subject Ministries and
Departments. The traditional functions and responsibilities of the legal
adviser in Inter-Ministerial Committees dealing with treaty
commitments of a State have been directed towards the achievement of
the following objectives:

Harmonization of national legislative measures with
(i)
international treaty obligations undertaken by the State, and,
Ensuring inter-agency coordination so as to achieve
(ii)
the aims and objectives of an international treaty.
The first objective, the harmonisation of national legislation
with treaty obligations undertaken by a State, constitutes a fundamental
duty cast on the legal adviser. The task is a delicate one: that of
conforming to legislative drafting techniques and procedures as
required by the national law on the one hand, and of ensuring that the
draft legislation does not, in substance, detract from the legal obligations
undertaken in terms of an international treaty. In practice, this exercise
presents particular difficulties since treaty provisions are often the
outcome of hard negotiations in multilateral fora and reflect a delicate
compromise between conflicting interests. This results in treaty
provisions which, in essence, are the common lowest denominator in
draftsman may,
The legislative
negotiations.
multilateral
understandably, find such provisions a departure from the accepted
legislative drafting practice. It is in such instances that close interaction between the legal adviser and the legal draftsman would be
important in facilitating the national legal drafting process. Such interaction and coordination would be particularly constructive if the legal
adviser has himself directly participated in the multilateral negotiations
and therefore is personally familiar with the background in which a
particular provision found expression in a treaty.
Sri Lanka has had to deal with such practical issues in the
recent past, particularly in the drafting of legislation to implement
treaties for the suppression of international crimes and human rights
instruments, to which it has subscribed. These treaties contain
provisions which require that offences covered under the relevant
treaties be established as serious crimes under national law. Translation
of such treaty provisions to conform to the requirements of criminal law
jurisdictions prevailing within the country is not an easy task. It is
essential, for instance, to ensure that the ingredients of a particular crime
covered by a treaty meets the high threshold of specificity required by
the criminal law of the land. This exercise becomes a particularly
complex one, where treaty bodies established under some international
legal instruments, particularly in the human rights field, are mandated
to examine the sufficiency or otherwise of implementing legislation, in
accordance with criteria which may not always be precisely consonant
with the legal drafting practice prevailing under national legal systems.

The i-actice prevailing in Sri Lanka requires the legal adviser to prepare
and often to defend the national reports concerning measures of

implementation submitted to such treaty bodies. This places a special
responsibility on the legal adviser to ensure that implementing
legislation conforms in substance to the provisions of a particular treaty.
In such situations, the legal adviser has to be particularly conscious of
the practice which has emerged from these bodies 3with regard to the
interpretation of particular provisions of the treaty.
The legal adviser in Sri Lanka was directly engaged in the

recent past, in drafting legislation to give effect to the Convention
against Torture4 and the legislation to establish a National Human
Rights C4omssi in Sri Lanka In the latter instance, it involved not

only the study of parallel legislation of other countries, but also the
Wxctice and experience of s
bodies, particularly those established
in the region, and to ensure that the mandate of the proposed
Conuiumi etthethreshold requiredbytherelevant decisions ofthe
human rights monitoring bodies of the United Nations.
As regards the second objective previously mentioned, that of
performing a coordinating role in inter-ministerial bodies, the legal

adviser has to bear in mind the need to sensitise national agencies to the
obligations devolving upon a State by virtue of its adherence to an
inm.tioal treaty. The importance of consultation and coordination

among implementing agencies in giving effect to treaty obligations at
the national level is often overlooked and the lack of such coordination
becomes one of the major factors leading to shortcomings in the
national implementing framework.
In Sri Lanka, the legal adviser is a member of several interministeral conmnittees entrusted with the task of implementing
inlational treaties to which Sri Lanka is a State Party. For instance,
the legal adviser chairs the Legislation Sub Committee of the National
Dangerous Drugs Control Board entrusted with the task of fornumting
ipleinenting legislation to give effect to iternational conventions
in
the field of drug abuse and drug trafficking. Accordingly, legislation

3See firthe, M. CoWl, "Co-operation Amg Legal Adms on Public
himamional law". Eaw on nternauid Law, Fortieth Anmvmary Volure, Asian
AiM Legal Conslati
Conunince (AALCC). p.9.
" Convention against Tortum and other Cruet, Inbhuman or Degrading
Treament or ftishment, 1984. United Nations, Treaty Sere, vol. 1465, p. 85.

was recently fmalised to implement, inter alia,the 1988 United Nations
Convention on the Suppression of Illicit Trafficking of Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances.5 The Sub Committee was required to
formulate guidelines to facilitate the task of the legislative draftsman.
As Chairman of the Committee the legal adviser has the responsibility
of ensuring not only the compatibility of the draft legislation with the
provisions of the international treaties concerned, but also that
implementing measures at the administrative level are adopted in a
manner that is conducive to inter-agency coordination among the varied
agencies concerned, such as the Police, Customs and Health authorities.
The balance that is required to be achieved is the effectiveness of
implementing measures, on the one hand, and the sensitivity of the
implementing agencies with regard to their own spheres of competence,
on the other. This becomes particularly critical in the case of
Conventions such as those dealing with drug abuse and drug
trafficking which require a very high degree of inter-agency
consultation and coordination among the implementing agencies, both
at the national and at the international level.
m. Regional Initiatives
Given the growing importance of regionalism as a mechanism
for greater political and economic cooperation among States, the role of
the legal adviser in the formulation of a legal framework in respect of
initiatives undertaken within regional groupings also bears examination
in assessing his responsibility in the treaty negotiation process and the
implementation of treaty obligations undertaken at the regional level.
In the South Asian region, the establishment of the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in 1985, required the
legal adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to undertake new
responsibilities which required not only the tendering of advice on the
constituent instruments establishing the Organization, but also his close
association with key initiatives undertaken within the regional forum
The founders of SAARC, by limiting "Agreed Areas of Cooperation" to non-contentious, non-political, technical spheres, had
sought to insulate the Organisation, at least in its formative years, from

United Nations Economic and Social Council document E/CONS/.8215,
Cor . and 2.

the political tensions which had dominated the bilateral relations in the
South Asian region. This cautious approach and the express provision
m the SAARC Charter which excludes bilateral and contentious issues
from being discussed within the formal meetings of SAARC, were
designed to ensure that the prevailing political tensions, which had
hitherto prevented the South Asian countries from coming together in
a regional endeavour, would not jeopardise the growth and the effective
functioning of the new Organisation. However, one of the early
regional initiatives undertaken by SAARC, consequent to a decision
taken by the Heads of State or Government at its
First Summit in Dhaka,
Bangladesh in December 1985, was the study of the question of
terrorism as it affects the security and stability of the South Asian
Region- With the inclusion of the question of terrorism on its agenda,
SAARC thus ventured 6into one of the most complex political and legal
issues of present times.
This initiative required the active involvement of the legal
adviser in negotiations which led to the adoption of regional
conventions within SAARC. The legal adviser was entrusted with the
responsibility of preparing the negotiating text to give effect to a
proposal made by the Government of Sri Lanka to formulate a regional
legal framework for the simplification of extradition procedures in
respect of offences of a predominantly criminal character to be
identified as "terrorist offences" and, in particular, by regarding them
as "non-political" offences for purposes of extradition. These efforts
culminated inthe finalization of a draft text of a Regional Convention
on Suppression of Terrorism' at a Meeting of Legal Experts of the

SAARC Member States held in Colombo in August 1987, which had
the participation of legal advisers of Foreign Ministries of the SAARC
region

Similar responsibilities devolved upon the legal adviser in
preparng the negotiating text for the SAARC Regional Convention on
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances'; the legal adviser was

'See also R- Perera, "IlernaionalTerronism", SAARClnitiative to Combat
Terrorismin the Region-SAtRC Regional Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism
(Vikas Publishing
House Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 1997) p. 113.
7
Adopted on 4 November 1987. For text, see Indian Journalofhnternational
Law, vol. 27 (1997).
'Adopted on 23 November 1990.

required to serve as Chairman of the SAARC Group of Legal Experts
which finalised the draft convention.
The responsibility of the legal adviser in respect of these
regional initiatives has not ceased with the adoption and the entry into
force of these two important regional conventions. The legal adviser
has a continuing role to play in ensuring the effective implementation
of these conventions within their national territories. Increasing
emphasis has been placed in respect of both conventions, on practical
areas of cooperation such as the exchange of information and expertise
among the relevant agencies in the region by way of preventive action
against terrorism and drug trafficking. This has resulted in the
establishment of Terrorism, and Drug Trafficking Monitoring Desks
in Sri Lanka with a view to facilitating the expeditious exchange of
information among the agencies in the region, as envisaged in the
conventions. This requires the legal adviser to play a supportive role
to facilitate the achievement of the objectives of the convention through
such mechanisms, although without his direct intervention. Thus the
enhancement of regional cooperation in the South Asian Region has
resulted in new responsibilities being devolved upon the Foreign
Ministry legal adviser.
As explained above, these responsibilities are of a continuing
the legal adviser being regularly consulted by the
with
nature
implementing national agencies on aspects of implementation of the
regional conventions. The effective discharge of the functions of the
legal adviser at the regional level would be greatly facilitated through
close interaction with his counterparts in the region. The maintenance
of a regular dialogue among legal advisers in the region would, no
doubt, considerably help in overcoming practical problems which arise
in the implementation of these regional conventions.
IV. New Challenges and Responsibilities
A discussion of the role and responsibility of the legal adviser
in the national implementation of international treaty obligations would
not be complete without addressing the issue of new challenges and
responsibilities the legal adviser has to contend with in a rapidly
changing international political and economic environment. The most
significant development in the field of international economic relations
in present times is the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade
Negotiations which culminated in the adoption of the Agreement on

establishing the World Trade Organisation (WTO) to provide a
"common institutional framework for the conduct of trade relations"
among the Member States. The WTO agreement seeks to develop an
integrated multilateral trading system, encompassing the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the results of past trade
hberalization efforts and the Uruguay Round of Trade Negotiations.
This new institutional framework for international trade relations
constitutes, perhaps, the most challenging responsibility devolving upon
the Foreign Ministry Legal Adviser, particularly, those of the
developing countries.

The innovative feature of the Uruguay Round is the expansion
of the regulation of international trade beyond the scope of the
traditional sphere of trading in goods. The WTO Agreement which
emrged after 7 years of complex negotiations in the Uruguay Round
creates, for the first time, legal rights and obligations for States with
regard to trade related aspects, covering particularly trade in services.
The objective was the creation of a liberal trading regime for trade in
services and thereby to address its omission from multilateral trade
principles and rules. The Uruguay Round also addressed the question
of reducing tariff and non-tariff barriers to goods and extending
multilateral disciplines to the agricultural sector and to textiles and
clothing. It also addressed the question of protection of intellectual
property rights and their effective enfocement through a comprehensive
multilateral fr-amework.
The legal regime created by the WTO
Agreement for the achievement of these objectives comprises a series
of agreements and associated legal instruments of wide-ranging scope
and complexity, categorised as Multilateral Agreements compulsory in
character and Puilateral Agreements optional in character. These are:
a) GATT 1994; b) The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS); c) General Agreement on Trade
m Services (GATS); d) The Agreement on Trade Related Investment
Measures (TRIMS); e) The Agreement on Textile and Clothing; and
f)The Agreement on Agriculture."
These Agreements constitute, collectively, a complex network
of legal obligations for Member States which calls for an application of
specialized legal skills of a multi-sectoral nature, in making a correct

9 For texts of Agreements, see The Resufts of the Uruguay Round of
M.slateralTrade Negozanons. The Legal Texus, World Trade Orpnization (1995).

assessment of the precise legal implications arising from these
agreements and in the drafting of national legislation for the purpose of
implementing, at the national level, the wide-ranging obligations
undertaken in terms of these Agreements.
Another important area from the legal perspective is the
Settlement of Disputes Procedures under these Agreements. A major
objective of the Uruguay Round was the strengthening of the
multilateral trading system. In furtherance of this objective, Member
States of the WTO agreed at these negotiations to address a dispute
exclusively through the multilateral dispute settlement procedures
established in terms of the WTO Understanding on Rules of Procedure
governing the Settlement of Disputes.'"
In the context of these developments, and given the emphasis
being placed on the economic dimension of foreign policy, the Foreign
Ministry legal adviser is being called upon to render advise to subject
Ministries and Departments on these emerging areas which traditionally
may have been outside the scope of his functions. In Sri Lanka an InterMinisterial Co-ordinating Committee on Multilateral and Regional
Trade Agreements has been established under the purview of the
Ministry of International Commerce with the mandate to assess, on a
continuing basis, the implications arising for Sri Lanka from its
adherence to the WTO Agreements and also to coordinate efforts to
ensure conformity of Sri Lanka's laws, regulations and administrative
procedures with its obligations under the WTO Agreement. This
mandate also extends to the obligations arising from its adherence to the
South Asian Preferential Trading Agreement (SAPTA) concluded under
the auspices of the South Asian Association for Regional Co-operation
(SAARC). 1

" Most recently, an interim panel of the WTO ruled that a United States ban
on wild shrimp (caught without the so-called "turtle excluder devices" or TEDs) imports

violates international trade rules, in particular, GATTr article I which establishes the Most
Favoured Nation (MFN) principle. The successful applicants before the WTO Panel were
India, Pakistan, Thailand and Malaysia.
" Consequent to a proposal made by Sri Lanka to establish the SAARC
Preferential Trading Arrangement for the liberalization of trade in the region through a
step by step approach, the Agreement on SAARC Preferential Trading Arrangement was
adopted in Dhaka, Bangladesh on I IApril 1993. It provides the institutional framework
under which specific measures for trade liberalization among SAARC Member States

could be furthered. The Agreement thus recognizes that Contracting States would

negotiate tariff preferences, initially, on a product by product basis. It also envisages
Contracting Parties undertaking negotiations for further expanding the South Asian

The Coordinating Committee comprises a number of
subcommittees which have been formed to deal with specific subject
matter such as trade in services, trade related property rights and antidumping, subsidies and countervailing duties and safeguard measures
falling within the purview of each Agreement. Additional
subcommittees on policy matters and on legal, procedural and
institutional matters have also been formedThe legal adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs chairs the
Subcommittee on Legal, Procedural and Institutional Matters which is
mandated to examine and to identify the legal obligations arising from
the WTO Agreements and to recommend appropriate measures to
ensure that Sri Lanka's laws, regulations and administrative procedures
are in conformity with such obligations. In practice, the Legal
Subcommittee would examine specific proposals made by other
Subcommittees concerning the need for domestic implementing
measures. Thus at the request of the Subcommittee on Anti-dumping,
Subsidies and Countervailing Duties and Safeguard Measures, the Legal
Subcommittee is currently examining the need for domestic legislation
on anti-dumping with a view to safeguarding of domestic industries.
The enactment of such legislation to give effect to the WTO Agreement
on Anti-Dumping (The Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of
GATT 1994) would be directed towards both the safeguarding of
domestic industries from unfair international trading practices, as well
as the generation of greater confidence in the process of trade
liberalisation among the key groups of the national economy such as
industrialists, importers, exporters and agriculturists.
Similarly in consultation with the Subcommittee on GATS, the
Legal Subcommittee is required to examine the question of specific
commitments undertaken under the Trade in Services Agreement in the
financial services, insurance and banking sector, and the compatibility
of national legislation with such commitments, which are geared
towards the greater liberalisation of these sectors through improved
market access.

Preferential Trading Arrangernent (SAYPTA) and the adoption of additional measures of
trade facilitation. The tariff, para - tariff and non - tariff concessions negotiated and
exclmaged among the Contracting States are to be incorporated in a National Schedule
of Concessions.

V. Legal Adviser's Role in Resolving Emerging Tensions
in Treaty Relations
The current global economic agenda has brought to surface
incipient trends which reflect growing tensions between legal regimes
created by international treaties in specific fields and the new trade
liberalization regime created under the WTO agreements for the
liberalization of trade in the post - Uruguay phase.
Some issues which are of immediate relevance, particularly to
the developing countries, such as the relationship between international
environmental conventions and agreements for the liberalization of
trade under WTO, the relationship between trade liberalization and
foreign direct investment, and the question of access to technology and
its compatibility with intellectual property rights are receiving
increasing attention in international negotiating fora.
The study of the compatibility between the objectives of
environmental agreements and the doctrine of free trade is currently
engaging the attention of the Committee on Trade and Environment
established under the WTO. 12 A critical issue which is being addressed
in this context is the potential for conflict between environmental
agreements containing provisions which are seen as restrictive of free
trade and the trade liberalization principles of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The potential for conflict assumes even
greater dimensions with the adoption of the WTO agreements creating
a multilateral framework for international trade, going beyond the scope
of the traditional sphere of trade in goods.13
From the perspective of environmental conventions, the use of
certain types of trade restrictions is a key element in the safeguarding of
environmental imperatives. Thus, for instance, the United Nations

'2 See paragraph 16 of the Singapore Ministerial Declaration, (WT/MIN (96)

DEC/W. of 13 December 1996) which states, inter alia,that the Committee will continue
to examine the scope and complementarities between trade liberalization, economic
development and environmental protection, and that the work of the Committee has
underlined the importance of policy coordination at the national level in the area of trade
and environment.
" On the potential for conflict between trade and environmental agreements,
see T. J.Schoenbaum, "Trade and Environment; Free International Trade and Protection
of the Environment - Irreconcilable Conflict?", American JournalofInternationalLaw,
vol. 86 (1992), p. 700.

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES)" provides for international cooperation "for
the protection of certain species of wild fauna and flora against over
exploitation through international trade" and contains provisions in the
nature of trade restrictions on protected species of animals and plants
listed in the Convention as being threatened with extinction. It further
protects species which are deemed endangered, unless trade is strictly
regulated. Advocates of free trade view such provisions as militating
against the fundamental principles underlying GATT and classify them

as "green barriers" which tantamount to non-tariff barriers, disruptive
of the liberalization of global trade. "
In resolving these contradictions between contending legal
regimes, the Foreign Ministry legal adviser could play a critical role in
ensuring that while States attempt to find ways and means of resolving
potential conflict between existing treaty obligations and free trade
principles, they do not detract from the paramount considerations
relating to the protection of the global commons carefully built upon
over the years, in multilateral treaty negotiations.
Another key issue which arises in the context of trade
liberalisation is the relationship between trade and investment A
proposal which is currently being examined in this context is the
establishment of a multilateral legal framework to facilitate cross border
direct foreign investment One of the principal elements of the proposal
is centered around the concept of a right to establish an investment
devolving upon a foreign investor. This is an issue of critical concern
to developing countries, the traditional recipients of foreign direct
investment. At present, the legal regime created through bilateral
treaties for the promotion and protection of investment provides a right

United Nations, Treaty Sertes, vol. 993, p. 243
15 A similar "discriminatory" trade provision isfound in other important
'

Environmental Conventions, e-g Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movement ofHazardous Wastes and their Disposal (UNEP/IG/80/3;(1989) and United
Naon document UNEP/WG.190/4), viich provides that aContracting Parn shall not
Dermithazardous

wastes or other wastes to be exported to or imported from a non-party,

unless that party enters into a bilateral, multilateral or regional agreeme'it regardng
tranmboundary movement of wastes with the non party; see also the Montreal Protocol
on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (United Nanons. Treaty Series, vol- ! 522.
p.3), which prohibits the import and export of controlled substances to and frm non-

paties unless the non-party has demonstrated its full compliance with the control
ireasures under the Protocol.

accruing to host States to regulate the admission of foreign investment
into their territory. This would enable the host State to admit foreign
investment paying due regard to its laws and regulations, as well as
national policies, taking into account, inter alia, priority sectors of its
development policies e.g. development of under-developed areas
through the attraction of foreign investment, potential for employment

generation, potential of transfer of technology, etc.
The proposal to confer a right of establishment of an
investment on a foreign investor which is before the WTO would
substantially reverse this position and would have a critical bearing on
the development imperatives, particularly of the developing countries
and would be perceived as impairing the ability to adopt their own
development strategies. Apart from the economic implications of this
proposal, it would also give rise to fundamental issues affecting the
sovereignty of States. 6
Finally, the critical issue of transfer of technology continues to
cause concern in the light of new provision on the subject being
incorporated in recent treaties. The negotiating history of the regulation
of transfer of technology, particularly for the benefit of developing
countries has proved to be both complex and controversial. The
initiative of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) to formulate a Code of Conduct on the Transfer of
Technology, undertaken in the 1970s in the background of ushering in
a new international economic order, failed in the light of the strong
reservations entertained by the industrialized countries. Although
provision of a far-reaching nature was incorporated in the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1 7 including the mandatory

6 According to a tenuous compromise reached at the Singapore Ministerial
Meeting, the WTO and UNCTAD will both undertake an "educative process" on the
concept of a Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agreement (MIA), subject to the
understanding that the WTO cannot commence any negotiations without an "explicit
consensus" to that effect at the next Ministerial Meeting. However, developing country
concerns still remain that this process could automatically lead to negotiation on MIA
within the WTO.
" On the transfer of technology provisions of the Law of the Sea Convention,
see Part XIV and Annex III of the Convention in The Law of the Sea: Official Texts of
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 and of the
Agreement relating to the Implementation of Part XI of the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 with Index and excerpts from the FinalAct
of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (United Nations
Publication, Sales No.E.97.V.10). See also R. Perera, "Law of the Sea Convention -The

transfer of technology, this was one of the primary reasons why the
developed countries opted out of the Convention. Consequently the
Agreement on the Implementation of Part XI of the Law of the Sea
Convention" substantially diluted these provisions. The Agreement
specifically stipulated that technology transfer "shall be consistent with
the effective protection of intellectual property rights", the first instance
in which a specific reference to the overriding intellectual property
rights regime was incorporated in a multilateral agreement dealing with
the global commons and resource management This was, indeed,
consistent with the emerging trends in the Uruguay Round negotiations,
inparticular, the negotiations on the Agreement on Trade Related
aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) and set an important
precedent for contemporary treaty negotiations.
The impact of these emerging trends in multilateral treaty
negotiations was clearly felt in the negotiations leading to the adoption
of an International Convention on Biological Diversity. 9 Article 16 of
the Convention on access to and transfer of technology attempts a
delicate balance between the obligation to transfer technology, on the
one hand, and the effective protection of the intellectual property rights
of the owners of technology, on the other. Article 16 (I) contains a
provision of a general nature, which recognizes that both access to and
transfer of technology (which includes bio-technology) among
Contracting Parties are essential elements for the attainment of the
objectives of the Convention. In terms of this provision, the Contracting
Parties undertake to provide for and/or facilitate access to other
Contracting Parties of technologies that are relevant to the conservation
and sustainable use of biological diversity or make use of genetic
resources and which do not cause significant damage to the
environment. In terms of this article, while developing countries are
entitled to access and transfer of technology under "fair and most
reasonable terms", this is subject to the condition that in the case of
technology, subject to patents and other intellectual property rights, such
access and transfer will be subject to terms which recognize and are

Emergence of a New Legal Mechanism for the Transfer of Technology to Developing
Cotmmt'es"
Lanka Journal of Social Scieces, ol.6, No. and 2 (1983), p. .
A'For text of the Agrennt, see op. cit above (footnote 17). See also R.
Perea, "Dawn of a New Era of the Oceans or a Return to the Grotian Ocean ? Some
Reflections as the Law of the Sea Convention enters into force", Sri Lanka Journal of
Jmffnanonal Law, vol. 6, (June 1994), p. 157.
"See United Nations document UNEP/Bio.Div/N7-lnc.5/4.

consistent with the "adequate and effective protection of intellectual
property rights." Similarly this article in addressing the issue of the
needs of developing countries providing genetic resources, stipulates
that each Contracting Party will take legislative, administrative or policy
measures to provide access to and transfer of technology to developing
countries which provide genetic resources. This would include
technology protected by patents and other intellectual property rights,
subject however to the overriding requirement that such access would
be provided "in accordance with international law".
The cumulative effect of these provisions is that the transfer of
technology provisions of the Biodiversity Convention incorporates, by
reference, the entirety of the intellectual property law regime as
prescribed by relevant international conventions in this field - a regime

which favours the owners of technology rather than the recipients.
These trends in recent multilateral treaty negotiations underline
the need for developing countries to possess the necessary legal and
institutional capacity in ensuring that the special needs of the developing
countries are not lost sight of in the entrenchment of a legal
environment which overwhelmingly favours the owners of technology.
This environment has been further strengthened with the adoption of the
TRIPS Agreement in the Uruguay Round which has enhanced the
global protection of intellectual property rights, containing
comprehensive provision, inter alia,for the enforcement of trade related
intellectual property rights. With the strengthening of the intellectual
property rights regime, attempts in industrialized countries to patent
material based on traditional methods and knowledge prevailing in
developing countries is also on the increase. The task of the legal
adviser in this changing legal environment is to ensure, to the extent
possible, that the special needs of developing countries are not
overlooked by default, either in the treaty negotiation or in the
implementation stage.
In the light of these emerging trends, the Foreign Ministry legal
adviser can no longer be content with performing a passive role,
limiting himself to the pure technicalities of treaty implementation. The
potential for conflict which these trends clearly reflect with the attendant
negative implications on the stability of international treaty relations,
requires the active involvement of the legal adviser in the policy
formulation stage, intervening in a timely manner with the concerned
subject Ministries and Departments, particularly within inter-ministerial

committees, to ensure that the decisions on key issues of particular
concern to developing countries are taken after considered evaluation
of legal obligations involved under different treaty regimes. This is the
challenge which confronts a Foreign Ministry legal adviser if he or she
is to play a meaningful role in the conduct of foreign relations in the
pmsent environment, where the economic dimension has assumed such
overriding importance.

LA LABOR DEL CONSEJERO LEGAL EN LA RELACION
ENTRE EL DERECHO INTERNACIONAL Y EL ORDEN
JULj[DICO INTERNO: UNA PERSPECTIVA ARGENTLNA
Orlando R. Rebagliati"
1. Introducci6n
El estudio del derecho mternacional desde una perspectiva
estictamente cientifico-academica permite un conocimiento algo
fragmentario del fundamento de las instituciones del derecho de
gentes. Tal orden juridico, en efecto, esti constituido en gran parte
por normas que surgen del consenso entre los Estados. En
consecuencia, la prictica de los Estados constituve un elemento
fundamental del orden juridico mternacional, que no puede soslayarse
para un anilisis exhaustivo de su mterpretaci6n y aplicaci6n.
Desde este piano, la relaci6n entre el derecho intemacional y
el derecho intemo debe ser estudiada desde el punto de vista te6rico
de la distinci6n monismo-dualismo y tambi~n desde un enfoque
dinimico que ponga 6nfasis en las relaciones reciprocas entre ambos
6rdenes juridicos. En efecto, las normas del derecho intemo, al
condicionar la prictica de los Estados en el derecho intemnacional.
influyen en la formaci6n de sus reglas. El derecho internacional, por
su parte, al generar obligaciones a los Estados; que, en muchos casos,
implican la necesidad de modificar o complementar su derecho
intemo, influye a su vez sobre este orden juridico.
Para completar el cuadro, no debe perderse de vista cl hecho
de que el proceso de creaci6n de normas del derecho internacional por
parte de los Estados se ve fuertemente influenciado por la posici6n
asumida pot eUos en las cuestiones poliricas o econ6micas reguladas
por las normas intemacionales. Es sabido que los Estados procuran
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que los instrumentos intemacionales que se adopten reflejen sus
intereses en el orden politico o econ6mico.
En este proceso juridico-politico de adopci6n de decisiones
de los Estados se inserta como un elemento relevante la figura del
consejero legal. Este funcionario, en su caricter de principal asesor
juridico internacional de su Gobierno, desempefia un papel
fundamental en el antedicho proceso. El prop6sito de este trabajo es,
pues, hacer un somero anilisis de las funciones que un consejero legal
desempefia en una 6poca como la actual, en la que se han dado pasos
muy importantes en el desarrollo progresivo del derecho intemacional
y se ha expandido en forma considerable el imbito de aplicaci6n de
sus normas.
H. El Consejero Legal como Asesor Juridico Internacional
Cuando se hace referencia a las relaciones derecho
internacional-derecho intemo, la distinci6n no es s6lo de naturaleza
normativa sino ademis acad6mica y conceptual. En algunas
ocasiones, ambos 6rdenes juridicos estin estrechamente relacionados;
en otras coexisten pacificamente y en otras nAs estin en franco
conflicto.
La dualidad de regimenes se puede vet evidenciada en
diferentes casos. A modo de ejemplo, pueden citarse los I1timos
desarrollos del derecho penal internacional. Al respecto, la aparici6n
de nuevos tribunales internacionales para el enjuiciamiento de
crimenes de lesa humanidad y crimenes de guerra (por ejemplo, los
Tribunales Penales Internacionales para la ex-Yugoslavia y para
Rwanda) y el probable establecimiento de una Corte Penal
Internacional plantean a la comunidad internacional el desaflo de

1Las limitaciones de este trabajo hacen que no se incluya ]a importante labor del
consejero legal de los organismos internacionales. Sin duda, el desanollo de este aspect0
syrfa muy interesante en la actualidad, si se tiene en cuenta la creciente importancia que,

apartir de 1945, vienen registrando las organizaciones intergubernarnentales, ya:n las
no gubemamentales.

adecuar las normas imperativas del derecho mternacional general a
los principios fundamentales de legalidad y debido proceso. Sm
embargo, la mterpretaci6n de qu6 se entiende por ambos varia segun
cuil sea el sistema juridico de cada Estado. Asi, para la Argentina, la
admisi6n de la costumbre como fuente del derecho penal o la
instiici6n procesal del guity plea, propia del derecho anglosaj6n.
podrian resultar contranas a la Constituci6n Nacional No podna.
pues, ese pais adhenr a un eventual tnstrumento intemacional que
contenga disposiciones de tal ginero.
Mis alli de lo que establezcan los diversos ordenamientos
constiticionales respecto de la recepci6n del derecho interuacional,
resulta frecuente ver que el proceso de incorporaci6n del derecho
internacional no esti exento de complicaciones, en parte por las
diversas prioridades existentes entre la politica mternacional y ia
politica interna. Asunismo, debe sehalarse que las normas de este no
tienen necesa"amente un amplio grado de difusi6n entre quienes
deben luego aplicarlas (por ejemplo, los miembros del Poder Judicial,
autoridades locales, etc.).
En este complejo juego cruzado de norinas de ambos 6rdenes
juridicos, el Consejero Legal, en su caricter de principal asesor
juridico internacional de su Gobierno, desempefia un papel
fundamental tanto en la formaci6n del derecho mimrnacional como en
su recepci6n en el derecho interno. En el primer caso, actila como
portavoz de su derecho interno, en particular. de los principios
constitucionales de su Estado. En el segundo caso, actia como
impulsor de la aceptaci6n de normas del derecho mternacional.
incluso en oposici6n a normas legales o reglamentanias internas
contrarias, cuando se estima que las primeras pueden set beneficiosas
para el inter&s nacional. Sobre el particular, se ha expresado que "
en muchos casos el asesor juridico es no s6lo un asesor. En algtmos
Estados el cargo implica el poder de toma de decisi6n, pOr ejemplo,

respecto del proceso legislativo y la celebraci6n de tratados"
[traducci6n del autor].2
En el primer caso, cuando el Estado debe participar en la
formaci6n de normas del derecho de gentes, el consejero legal es
quien debe verificar la conformidad del instrumento en curso de
negociaci6n con sus normas constitucionales y legales y,
eventualmente, elaborar las instrucciones pertinentes para que el
instrumento internacional guarde coherencia con las normas de su
derecho intemo. Tal es el caso, por ejemplo, de muchos instrumentos
multilaterales celebrados en el imbito de las Naciones Unidas.
Un capitulo aparte merece la formaci6n de normas
internacionales que toman como base la obra de codificaci6n y
desarrollo progresivo lievadas a cabo por 6rganos tales como la
Comisi6n de Derecho Intemacional (CDI). En este campo, la labor de
los juristas que integran dicho cuerpo se ve normalnente
complementada por las observaciones y propuestas formuladas por los
Estados en el imbito de la Sexta Comisi6n de la Asamblea General o
los Comit6s Especiales constituidos por mandato de 6sta. En este
imbito, las Consejerias Legales cumplen una funci6n de suma
importancia al procurar ajustar los proyectos elaborados con criterios
principalmente cientificos, a la realidad y necesidades de los Estados.
Es relevante lo manifestado por el Consejero Legal de las Naciones
Unidas, en el sentido de que "La experiencia personal de los
consejeros legales y, en particular, su conocimiento del sistema
juridico nacional podria ayudar en gran medida a planificar las etapas
mis tempranas del trabajo en la Sexta Comisi6n y la Comisi6n de
Derecho Internacional" [traducci6n del autor]
Debe sefialarse a este respecto que el consejero legal cumple,
como ya lo ha expresado el actual Presidente de la Corte Internacional

2
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de Justicia, Profesor Stephen Schwebel, un papel no s6lo asesor sino,
ademis, operativo. Sobre este particular, ha manifestado que "El
papel 'operacional' del asesor juridico esta particularmente marcado
en las arenas expansivas de la organizacidn mtemacional. En la Sexta
(Legal) Comision de la Asamblea General de las Naciones Unidas. los
asesores juridicos no se sientan usualmente como asesores del
delegado smo como delegados. Lo mismo se aplica a las conferenclas
de plenipotenciarios que ocasionalmente se reunen para proyectar
tratados siguiendo el trabajo de la Comisi6n de Derecho Intemacional
o de otros organismos del sistema de la ONU" [traducci6n del autor].
En este sentido, pueden nuevamente citarse como ejemplo
Las tendencias exstentes en el derecho penal mternacional. Resulta
claro que, en la visi6n de la CDL el Estatuto de la Corte Penal
Internacional debia constitur un mistrumento de naturaleza
esencialmente procesal, quedando reservado el derecho de fondo al
futuro C6digo de Crinenes contra la Paz y la Seguridad de la
Humanidad. No obstante, la creciente necesidad evidenciada en la
comunidad intemacional de tin pronto establecimiento del tribunal
Ilev6 a los Estados a avanzar en ese sentido, elaborando un Estatuto
que incliria tambien el derecho penal de fondo. Tal necesidad, umda
a las exigencias de los diversos Estados en cuanto a vigencia del
pricipio de legalidad y debido proceso, llev6 a que el Comite
Preparatorio para el Estableciniento de una Corte Penal Internacional
reelaborase el proyecto originario de la CDI sobre la base de tales
exigencias juridicas.
Sobre este particular, a manera de ejemplo, resulta relevante
detenerse a analizar el papel que en esta cuesti6n han desempefiado
Jas consejerias legales de los Estados miembros de las Naciones
Unidas. Al respecto, cabe recordar que el Comit6 Preparatorio estuvo
presidido por un distinguido jurista y diplomitico holandes, el
Embajador Adraan Bos, Consejero Legal de los Paises Bajos y que

'S. Sdwebel, -Govannut Lega Advising in the field of Foreign Affairs", African
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una parte importante de los delegados eran integrantes de las
consejerias legales de sus respectivos Estados. Por su parte, el
Embajador Philippe Kirsch, Consejero Legal de Canadi, presidi6 la
Comisi6n Plenaria de la Conferencia Diplomitica que adopt6 el
Estatuto de la Corte Penal Internacional (Roma, 15 de junio al 17 de
julio de 1998).
En adici6n a lo anterior, debe mencionarse que el grupo de
paises considerados como "amigos de la Corte", que bregan por un
pronto establecimiento de la misma, esti formado por Estados cuyos
sistemas juridicos son tan dispares como la Argentina, Canadi y
Australia. La visi6n prictica de los asesores legales de cada uno de
los Estados ha logrado alcanzar soluciones en materia de
procedimiento y de prueba que van mucho nAis alli de las
originariamente concebidas por la CDI.
En materia de soluci6n de controversias, las consejerias
legales han tenido un papel relevante en los m6todos juridicos y an,
en ciertos casos, en los m6todos politicos. En el primer caso, la
consejeria legal es quien normalmente favorece o desecha, con
caricter previo, la elecci6n de un medio determinado (arbitraje,
recurso ante la Corte Internacional de Justicia, etc.), analiza las
eventuales implicancias juridicas de tal soluci6n y brinda los
lineanientos fundamentales de la actuaci6n del Estado ante el 6rgano
judicial o arbitral. Asimismo, tanto los agentes como los asesores y
otros funcionarios provienen, usualmente, de la consejeria legal, afm
cuando el equipo interviniente en el caso no tenga una relaci6n de
dependencia funcional con aqu~lla.
En el caso argentino, el arreglo jurisdiccional de las
diferentes controversias territoriales que debi6 afrontar la Repblica
estuvo tradicionalmente a cargo de funcionarios provenientes de la
Consejeria Legal y los Agentes fueron, en la gran mayoria de los
casos, Consejeros o ex-Consejeros Legales (por ejemplo, en los
diferendos entre la Repfiblica Argentina y la Repiblica de Chile los
Agentes arbitrales fueron: a) Diferendo sobre el Rio Encuentro:
Embajador Jos6 Maria Ruda; b) Diferendo sobre el Canal de Beagle:

Embajadores Ernesto De la Guardia y Julio Barboza; c) Diferendo
sobre Laguna del Desierto, los Embajadores Susana Ruiz Cerutti ,
Horacio Basabe. El Doctor Julio Barberis integr6 el Tnbunal Arbitral

que laud6 sobre este asunto).
La actuaci6n de las consejerias legales no se agota,
natuahnente, en su intervenci6n en los arreglos arbitrales o judiciales,
smo tambiin abarca una intervenci6n activa en muchos arreglos no
jurisdiccionales (por ejemplo, negociaciones directas, buenos oficios,
mediaci6n, etc.). En efecto, cuando el contenido de La disputa es
esencialmente juridico (por ejemplo, una controversia limitrofe o
territorial), la intervenci6n de expertos en derecho internacional se
ma aecesaria. En efecto, cualquier estrategia de negociaci6n se
deberi basar en argumentos o posiciones juridicas, que no pueden ser
ponderadas smo por quienes conocen en profundidad las normas

juridicas aplicables.
En el caso argentmo, puede citarse como ejenplo la
mediaci6n papal en el diferendo del Canal de Beagle, entre la
Argentina y Chile. Dicho procedimiento estuvo a cargo, pot la parte
argenina, de funcionanos de experiencia en la Consejeria Legal.
Desde el afio 1979 hasta el afio 1982, fue responsable por la parte
argentina, un ex-Consejero Legal, el Dr. Guillermo R Moncayo y,
desde fines de 1983, flue un diplomitico de carrera y ex-Consejero
Legal, el Embajador Marcelo E. Delpech

m. El Derecho Internacional desde la perspectiva
de un Consejero Legal
La ensefianza y el enfoque del derecho intemacional varian
considerablemente de pals a pais. En este sentido, la relaci6n entre la
comunidad academica y los organismos oficiales puede ser mis
estrecha en aigunos Estados que en otros y el intercambio de
mformaci6n puede ser mis o menos intenso. De lo que, empero, no
cabe ninguna duda es que el anilisis y enfoque que los academicos
realizan de las instituciones del derecho de gentes suele tener algtin
grado de diferencia de los realizados por los Estados por intermedio
de sus 6rganos competentes. Esto puede atribuirse a diversos factores,

uno de los cuales podria ser las diversas prioridades que existen para
la investigaci6n acad~mica, por un lado, y para el inter6s de los
Estados, por el otro.
Atin en los propios temas de alta prioridad para la politica
exterior de un Estado, no puede dudarse que el enfoque que se les da a
los mismos varia considerablemente, en uno y otto imbito. Al
respecto, es frecuente ver que muchos profesores de muy alto nivel
acad6mico se plantean hip6tesis de trabajo y proyectos de
investigaciones que, normalmente, no han sido consideradas en las
prioridades de las Consejerias Legales. En algunos casos, esto se debe
a que los acadamicos tienen una mayor libertad de acci6n para
determinar el objeto de sus investigaciones que los integrantes de las
Consejerias Legales y, en otros, a que, no existiendo una relaci6n
orginica, los acad6micos establecen sus propias prioridades de
investigaci6n guiados casi exclusivamente por criterios de interns
cientifico.
A modo de ejemplo, resulta ilustrativo sefialar c6mo
determinadas facetas del derecho internacional resultan nis atractivas
para los acadamicos que para los funcionarios especializados (pot
ejemplo, el desarrollo de la costumbre como fuente del derecho
internacional) y otras, a la inversa, son mis interesantes para los
funcionarios que integran la Consejeria Legal (terrorismo, inmunidad
de jurisdicci6n del Estado, etc.).
Al respecto, se ha expresado que el asesor juridico "tiene a
su disposici6n uno de los dos principales enfoques del derecho
intemacional. El primero, un enfoque orientado a la norma, concibe al
derecho internacional como un sistema de normas. Esta perspectiva ...
procede del presupuesto de que el derecho puede estar mis o menos
divorciado de la politica ...El segundo enfoque del derecho
internacional que tiene a su disposici6n el asesor juridico esti
orientado politicamente y percibe al derecho como un continuo
proceso de adopci6n de decisiones. Acepta el hecho de que hay pocos
absolutos en el derecho mtemacional y que, decidiendo sobre las

normas aplicables, se esti tomando una decisi6n politica" [traducci6n
del autor]. 5
En relaci6n con los dos enfoques anteriormente transcriptos,
resulta relevante sefialar que un consejero legal debe buscar una
sintesis entre ambos enfoques. Al respecto, los mismos no deben
reputarse como mutuamente excluyentes. En verdad, el enfoque del
consejero legal es tan normativista como politico.
Un consejero legal debe ser normativista porque el Estado
s6lo puede conducir su politica exterior en consonancia con el
derecho mtemacional y, en este sentido, un consejero legal no puede
permitirse anlisis te6ricos que no se adecuen a las normas vigentes y
consolidadas.
Del mismo modo, un consejero legal tiene un enfoque
politico porque, a diferencia de un doctrinario o analista te6rico, debe
defender, por medio del derecho internacional, mtereses especificos
de su Estado.
La combinaci6n de los puntos de vista normativo y politico
configuran lo que podria liamarse "el criterio del consejero legal" que
no puede dejar de ser profundamente realista y prictico, a fin de
permiir la adecuada defensa del interns nacional. El "criterio del
consejero legal" es claramente distinto del que corresponde a un
analista aca&rnico.
Si bien es l6gico que la diferencia entre ambos enfoques
subsista, puesto que el objeto de las mvestigaciones de los acadenmcos
y de los funcionarios de la Consejeria Legal es distinto, resulta
aconsejable buscar un mutuo enriquecimiento en ambas. En el caso de
los acadrnicos, 6stos podrin complementar su producci6n intelectual
5
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con cl conocimiento de la doctrina y prictica observada por el Estado
en la interpretaci6n y aplicaci6n del derecho intemacional. Para la
Consejeria Legal, resultaria conveniente que los acad6micos orienten
el objeto de sus investigaciones hacia cuestiones relacionadas con las
prioridades del Estado en la formulaci6n de su politica exterior.
Asimismo, resulta dtil que los doctrinarios de un pais conozcan la
posici6n asumida por el Estado en los foros o consultas multilaterales
y bilaterales sobre cuestiones juridico-intemacionales.

IV. Relaciones con instituciones acad6micas y profesionales
En el mismo orden de ideas, resulta interesante comprobar
que, en el caso argentino, la Consejeria Legal siempre ha mantenido
relaciones de informaci6n y consulta tanto con universidades como
con otras instituciones acad6micas o profesionales. Las referidas
relaciones se han visto facilitadas por el hecho de que, generalmente,
el consejero legal y, en muchos casos, una parte significativa de sus
funcionarios ejercen tareas docentes y participan en las actividades
acad6micas de las mencionadas instituciones.
La interacci6n entre la Consejeria Legal y las instituciones
acad~micas
o profesionales
contribuye
a un
reciproco
enriquecimiento. En efecto, las actividades, cursos y trabajos de
investigaci6n realizados por las mencionadas instituciones contribuye
a mejorar la formaci6n de los funcionarios de la Consejeria Legal y, a
su vez, las clases, conferencias y seminarios que ellos dictan
contribuyen a precisar cuil es la prictica observada en la
interpretaci6n y aplicaci6n del derecho internacional.
Los referidos intercambios contribuyen de una manera
considerable a complementar los enfoques de los fumcionarios de la
Consejeria Legal y de los acad6micos. Asimismo, los trabajos,
sugerencias e inquietudes de los diversos profesores e investigadores

ha sido, con frecuencia, de gran utilidad para la tarea de
asesoramiento realizada por la Consejeria Legal.
Este marco de colaboraci6n ha adquirido un caricter mis
institucionalizado con motivo del Decenio de las Naciones Unidas
para el Derecho internacional. En relaci6n con tal acontecimiento, el
Minsterio de Relaciones Exteriores, Comercio Intemacional y Culto
ha constituido el Comit Nacional para el Seguimiento del Prograna
del Decenio de las Naciones Unidas para el Derecho Internacional.
Dicho Comite esti presidido por el consejero legal e integrado por
destacados profesores, acaddmicos y especialistas, tanto en derecho
internacional pfibLico como en derecho internacional privado. Los
miembros o representantes argentinos en los diversos organismos
miternacionales
especializados
(comisiones
o
tribunales
intenacionales) integran, actualmente, el Comit*.
El Conii, de conformidad con la Resoluci6n N' 1787/92 del
Minisro de Relaciones Exteriores, Comercio Internacional y Culto,
tiene como funci6n coordinar las actividades realizadas en el marco
del decenio, asesorando en tal sentido a las autoridades de la
Cancilleria. Asimismo, constituye un foro de conversaci6n e
intercambio de experiencias no s6lo entre el consejero legal y los
academicos que lo integran, smo de &stos y las instituciones a que
pertenecen. Asimismo, el Comit6 ha auspiciado la realizaci6n de
conferencias o seminarios especializados, organizados por alguna de
las instituciones que estin asociadas a la labor del mismo.6

6 Entre ohtas nistituciones adheridas al Comit pueden sefialarse la Academa
Nacional de Derecho y Ciencias Sociales, el Colegio de Abogados de ]a Ciudad de
Buenos Aires, la Asociaci6n Argentina de Derecho Internacional, la International Law

Assootiora
Argentina, el Conseo Argentino pars las Relaciones Internacionales,
ia Asociacion Argentina de Derecho Conparado. Tanbie esta adherido un numero ruy
hnqonate de facultades de derecho, tanto de la ciudad de Buenos Aires como del
inuior del pals. El Colegio de Abogados de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires ha brindado su
colaboraci6n y apoyo para la creaci6n del prenio de Derecho Internacional "Jose Maria
Ruda", que se otorga peri6dicamentc a estudiantes o graduados j6venes que han
presentado tna monografia referida a tenas de derecho internacional propuestos por el

Coni*.

V. El Asesoramiento del Consejero Legal
en la formulaci6n de la Politica Exterior
Es un lugar comfin, especialmente entre los no juristas,
sostener que el derecho internacional es el aspecto juridico de las
relaciones internacionales y de la politica exterior de un Estado. Al
respecto, se ha expresado que la politica exterior "es conducida de
acuerdo con principios, pricticas y procesos legales generalmente
aceptados" [traducci6n del autor]. 7
Sin perjuicio de que tal afirmaci6n tiene un fuerte
componente de realidad, resulta a todas luces claro que, en numerosas
ocasiones, las prioridades politicas pueden no coincidir
necesariamente con las limitaciones juridicas. En este sentido, se ha
expresado que el consejero legal debe estar preparado "para encontrar
una dificultad para
una soluci6n para todas las dificultades, rniAs que ...
todas las soluciones" [traducci6n del autor]. 8
Desde este punto de vista, la tarea del consejero legal asume
un grado mayor de complejidad y, de algin modo, encuentra su
mayor diferencia con el acadamico o el juez internacional. En efecto,
la tarea del consejero legal no es puramente juridica sino,
En este sentido, lo que la
principalmente, juridico-politica.
Cancilleria le reclama a su consejero legal es asesoramiento para
defender o promover, por intermedio de los medios juridicos id6neos,
los intereses nacionales.
Ahora bien, en diversas ocasiones se pueden presentar
divergencias de criterio entre el irea politica o econ6mica, que
privilegiari la consecuci6n de un determinado objetivo (por ejemplo,
la firma de un acuerdo, la obtenci6n de una preferencia arancelaria,
7
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etc.) y la Consejeria Legal, que podri eventualmente considerar que
uno o mis aspectos de la negociaci6n en curso deberian set
reexammados a la luz del derecho internacional o, inclusive, del
derecho mterno.
En este orden de ideas, la Consejeria Legal ejerce un
asesoramiento pr6ximo a cierto control de legalidad de los actos
realizados por el Estado. Asi, en ocasiones, ello implica la necesidad
de modificar una postura negociadora que podria resultar
politicamente conveniente, pero que podria ser objetable desde el
ptmto de vista juridico.
En situaciones como la expresada, la principal labor del
consejero legal consistiri en buscar todas las soluciones y opciones
que hagan posible avanzar en la consecuci6n de tn objetivo politico,
sin vulnerar las normas juridicas vigentes. La oposici6n a una
determinada gesti6n politica s6lo deberi plantearse cuando, luego de
un anilisis exhaustivo de la cuesti6n, en la que se hayan considerado
todas las opciones juridicamente posibles, el acto o negociaci6n
resulte manifiestamente contrario al derecho mtemacional o al orden
constitucional del Estado, o afecte la posici6n asumida o que deberi
asumir el Estado en otras cuestiones juridico-politicas internacionales
(por ejemplo, la prictica observada en materia de inversiones:
cuestiones limitrofes o territoriales; derecho del mar, etc.).
Asimismo, cabe la posibilidad de que la Consejeria Legal.
dentro del marco de sus competencias especificas, pueda realizar
juicios de conveniencia, a la luz de la posici6n asumida por el Estado
en los diversos foros internacionales. En estos casos, el acuerdo o
areglo propuesto en el marco de una negociaci6n puede set
juridicamente posible o correcto pero contrario a la posici6n asumida
o que deberi asumir el Estado ante una determinada cuesti6n
internacional. En este caso, es obligaci6n del consejero legal atraer la
atenci6n de las autoridades de su Cancilleria, a fin de que las mismas
tengan tn claro panorama de la situaci6n y sus implicancias antes de
que se adopte la decisi6n correspondiente.

Ademis del asesoraniento institucional que, por intermedio
de su oficina, presta el consejero legal a las distintas areas intemas de
su Cancilleria, que podria denominarse asesoramiento institucional,
no debe soslayarse la importancia del asesoramiento directo que dicho
funcionario brinda al Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores y otras
autoridades de la Cancilleria. Tal asesoramiento directo se materializa
a trav6s de reuniones peri6dicas, conversaciones y consultas directas
e, inclusive, mediante la participaci6n del consejero legal en
reuniones o misiones especiales en un alto nivel. A tal fin, resulta
altamente conveniente que la relaci6n existente entre el consejero
legal y las autoridades politicas de su Cancilleria est6 enmarcada en
un clima de confianza y igil relaci6n de trabajo. Al respecto, es
importante que se establezca un reciproco respeto por los puntos de
vista y criterios respectivos, teniendo en cuenta la diferente naturaleza
de sus funciones.
Resulta de mter6s lo expresado por un distinguido jurista y
ex-consejero legal britfnico en el sentido de que "Lo que los
gobiemos quieren es un cuidadoso y ponderado asesoramiento
y lo quieren de personas cuya funci6n es ... , mis que lade
juridico ...
juzgar, la de promover los fines del gobierno y, mis aim, cuya
conciencia del contexto y los imponderabilia de la situaci6n les
permita brindar su asesoramiento con un conocimiento de todas las
su primer
implicancias que no tiene un abogado externo... Pero ...
deber es el de decirle a su gobierno cuiles cursos de acci6n no puede
tomar sin caer en falta ("running foul") del derecho" [traducci6n del
autor].9
Asimismo, desde una perspectiva norteamericana se ha
expresado que "... el asesor juridico debe estar en posici6n de
presentar un anilisis objetivo de todas las cuestiones de derecho
internacional emergentes de la formulaci6n y conducci6n de la
politica exterior de los Estados Unidos, y decide al Secretario de

9 G.G. Fitzmaurice, "Legal Advisers and Foreign Affairs (Review Article)',
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Estado y a otros fimcionarios formuladores de politica que sus
acciones propuestas o politicas pueden violar el derecho
mtemacional"[traducci6n del autor].'
VI. La posici6n del Consejero Legal en la estructura
burocritica de su Cancilleria: resefia de la prictica argentina
Las consideraciones anteriormente expresadas Ilevan
necesariamente a reflexionar acerca de la posici6n que la Consejeria
Legal debe tener en la estnictura burocritica de la Cancilleria. Tales
reflexiones son, por cierto, personales y reflejan la perspectiva del
consejero legal de un Estado de las caracteristicas de la Argentina, sin
que ello implique una afirmaci6n viida erga omnes.
Al respecto, resulta relevante sefialar la importancia de que
quienes desempeftan la tarea de asesoramiento juridico-politico
mternacional de un Estado, no s6lo deben tener una s6lida formaci6n
juridica sino, tambi6n, el criterio politico necesano para discernir
cuiles son las prioridades e intereses de la politica exterior del Estado.
Por lo expresado, los integrantes de la Consejeria Legal no pueden
actuar como meros mtdrpretes neutros de las normas juridicas smo
como colaboradores en la formulaci6n y ejecuci6n de la politica
exterior.
En un contexto como el antedicho, debe hacerse hincapi6 en
la necesidad de que la Consejeria Legal tenga el caracter de 6rgano de
asesoramiento permanente. La tradici6n argentina ha sido, a este
respecto, que dicha asesoria est& integrada en su mayor pane por
personal diplomitico y, salvo un nfumero muy limitado de casos, el
consejero legal siempre ha sido tn funcionario diplomitico de alta
jerarquia (Embajador o Ministro Plenipotenciario). Tal soluci6n
resulta particularmente aconsejable al permitir que la Consejeria

Report of the Joint Coninitlee established by the Aneican Society of
International Law and the Anerican Branch of the International Law Association,
"The Role of the Lega] Advisers of the Deparuncnt of State", American Journal of
hffnauional Law, vol. 85 (1991), p6g. 362.

Legal est6 conformada por funcionarios que retinan la prictica y
visi6n diploni~tica con la especializaci6n juridica. En este sentido, la
capacitaci6n del diplomtico resulta particularmente enriquecedora y
6itil por su profesionalidad y consiguiente continuidad, asi como por el
caricter permanente que tiene el servicio exterior. Sobre este
particular, se ha expresado que "La principal ventaja de integrar al
equipo del servicio de asesoramiento juridico con el servicio exterior
estA en la combinaci6n de competencias en materias juridicas y
politicas. La gran desventaja, se ha reconocido, es la dificultad para
asegurar la continuidad de los servicios juridicos (...)" [traducci6n del
autor] ."
En la Argentina, la tradici6n de diplomiticos-juristas es de
larga data: Asi, desde los albores del siglo se registran actuaciones
relevantes de diplorniticos argentinos en cuestiones juridicas. Pueden,
al respecto, citarse los casos de Luis Maria Drago, autor de la doctrina
sobre no intervenci6n que lieva su nombre, o Luis A. Podesti Costa,
Canciller y autor de un clisico del derecho internacional pilblico que
ain se estudia en las facultades de derecho. Mis recientemente, debe
recordarse el caso del Embajador Jos6 Maria Ruda, Consejero Legal,
Subsecretario de Relaciones Exteriores y, fmahnente, magistrado y
presidente de la Corte Intemacional de Justicia.
Sobre este particular, se ha expresado que "En muchos paises
(los asesores juridicos) son miembros plenamente integrados del
servicio exterior y prestan servicios en el exterior, en destinos
diplomticos, como cualquier otro rmiembro del servicio. ... Como
resultado, los servicios exteriores de estos Estados frecuentemente no
contienen ning-in elemento especifico de "asesor juridico" [traducci6n
del autor]."2

I H. C. L. Merrilat, Legal Advisers and Foreign Affairs, (Dobbs Ferry, New York,
Oceana Publications Inc., 1964), pig. 3.
2 G. G. Fitzrnaurice, "Legal Advisers and Foreign Affairs (Review Article)",

American Journal ofInternationalLaw, vol. 59 (1965), pAg. 81.

Tal categoria, que se ha denommado de "diplomhticosjuistas", no es estrictamente la que se ha seguido en la Cancilleria
argentina. El sistera argentino tiene la peculiandad de que sus
asesores juridicos internacionales son tanto diplomaticos como
jmuislas. En efecto, los conocimientos juridicos de los funcionarios
especializados de la Cancilleria argentina no exclhyen los politicos ni
los pmpios de la ars diplomatica,que los califican para un desempefio
dneo al fiente de las misiones diplomiticas o para el acceso a los
nieles mis altos del Minsteio de Relaciones Extetores. Baste para
ello recordar que una de las dos Anicas personas que, siendo
dipiomitica de carrera, accedi6 al
- 3 cargo de Canciller file,

cisamen, ma ex-Consejero Legal'

Siguiendo tales precedentes, en la Argentina, los consejeros
legales han tenido tradicionalmente una s6lida formaci6n acadmica,
que se ha visto reflejada en muchos casos por publicaciones, trabajos
de ivestigaci6n y actividades aca&-mcas. Aquellos argentinos que,
desde hace tiempo, vienen ocupando cargos en 6rganos judiciales
mtenacionales o de asesoramiento juridico (Corte Internacional de
Justicia, Comision de Derecho Internacional, Corte Permanente de
Abitaje, Tribunal Internacional de Derecho del Mar) han sido
Embajadores que desempefaron la funcion de consejeros legales y,
frecuentenente, realizaron la mayor parte de su carrera diplomatica
prestando funciones en la Consejeria LegaL." Al respecto, es oportumo

'

La Embajadora Susana Ruiz Certft -Consejeo Leg

hhcaem

1984-87, Secretnio de

Exbmios 1987-89, Mmistm de Relaiones Exturiores, 1989. Actuahmnnte

es k E2nbjadora de laRepblica Arigatina en Canada. El ex-Consejero Legal,
Enduior Alberto Lais Davdrd pi6 a denapfld w en 1996 coro Subsecretaro de
Pellita Extfror de la Cascillala Argntina. Entre ots casos malgos pueden citm

ioe los
ex-Co

r Lgales Enaadores Emesto Dc Is Guardia (Subsecretario de

Politica Exteior dc 1987 a 1989, Hugo Goibbi (Secretatio do Estado pma Astmtos

Poliim Eqieciaes en 1984) y Marcelo Delpech (Subsecretro de Asuntos Australes
y Lintomfes de 1984 a 1987). El otro diplomntico de carrer quc se desempe66 como

Candler fie el Enmajador Ra l Qujmo (1976)
wdA modo de ejewplo, pae

citarac los Enbajadores Julio Barboza (Juez del

Triunal Adminstrativo de las Naciones Unidas y ex-nwembro de laCDI, Enrique J.
Candioi (mienibro de la CDI), Josi Maria Ruda (jue y presidente de la Corte

hmuaacional de Justiia). El Dr. Hugo Camins, ex-Consqro Legal, por su parte, fue
elcto en 1996 nieniro del Tnbual Intanacional de Derecho del Mar.

recordar que en la Cancilleria argentina, los funcionarios diplomnticos
con vocaci6n juridica ingresan, por lo general, a la Consejeria Legal
al comienzo de sus carreras y, a trav6s de las mismas, durante su
permanencia en la Repsblica, prestan funciones en dicha asesoria. Los
consejeros legales son, normalmente, designados entre estos
funcionarios.
Finalmente, debe sefialarse que las funciones de
asesoramiento que presta la Consejeria Legal en materias relacionadas
con el derecho intemacional, no s6lo incluyen al Canciller y a los
Secretarios, Subsecretarios y Directores Generales del Ministerio, sino
tambi~n a otros organismos del Estado (Ministerios, Secretarias de
Estado, etc.). Tales organismos han solicitado y solicitan, en
numerosas oportunidades, la opini6n de esta Consejeria Legal en
cuestiones que muchas veces hacen a la posici6n argentina en materia
de politica exterior, y particularmente a la relaci6n entre el derecho
interno y el derecho internacional.
En adici6n a lo anteriormente expresado, la Consejeria Legal
tiene relaciones con los otros poderes del Estado (legislativo y
judicial) cuyos miembros, en ciertos casos, realizan consultas acerca
de la vigencia y aplicaci6n de normas del derecho intemacional, de
modo oficial y oficioso.
VII. Observaciones finales
Durante la segunda mitad de este siglo se ban venido
desarrollando crecientes vinculos de interdependencia entre los
Estados, que han incidido en todos los planos (econ6mico, ecol6gico,
demogrifico, sanitario, etc.). Los referidos vinculos han dado origen a
importantes problemas de incidencia planetaria ("global issues"), cuya
soluci6n escapa a la capacidad de acci6n individual de la mayoria de
los Estados (por ejemplo, los movimientos de las fmanzas
intemacionales o el dafto transftonterizo al medio ambiente).

Los problemas y cuestiones anteriormente mencionados han
tenido como correlato en el marco juridico la gran expansi6n de
orgamsmos y regimenes

internacionales especificos, asi como de

espacios de integraci6n econ6mica (el ejemplo mas caracteristico
fueron las Comunidades Europeas despu6s de 1960). Tales
organismos y regimenes han ido estableciendo reglas y normas que
trascienden el mnbito de los ordenes juridicos estatales.
A modo de ejemplo de las restricciones que los Estados se
ban impuesto en materia de ejercicio de sus competencias soberanas,
podrian citarse los mnumerables regimenes mternacionales, tanto
multilaterales como regionales, que han venido limitando sus
facultades (pot ejemplo, los acuerdos constitutivos de la Organizaci6n
Mundial de Comercio -OMC- obligan a los Estados a no recurrir a
sanciones unilaterales en materia comercial y a solucionar sus
controversias comerciales en el ambito de "paneles" -comisiones
arbitrales- de la Organizaci6n). En el caso de las uniones econ6micas
muy avanzadas como la Uni6n Europea, las Directivas Comunitarias
emanadas de la Comisi6n Europea deben ser aplicadas por los Estados
miembros en sus territorios como si se tratara de derecho interno (pot
ejemplo, la politica agraria, la politica arancelaria, etc.).
A pesar de las grandes transformaciones de las relaciones
internacionales y de la proliferaci6n de organismos y regimenes
inernacionales, que modificaron el concepto clisico de "soberania",
el Estado continfua conservando en lo esencial sus cualidades
distintivas y no ha dejado de set el sujeto originario y principal del
derecho internacional.
En otro orden de ideas, cabe tenet presente que las relaciones
de interdependencia compleja que, en forma creciente, estin
caracterizando a la mode-na comunidad miternacional, no desvirtdan
larelevancia del derecho internacional. La lamada "globalizaci6n", el
alto desarroUo tecnol6gico y aquellas relaciones de interdependencia
le hacen cobrar a dicho orden juridico una creciente importancia. En
efecto, al aumentar el nimero de cuestiones que interesan a la
comunidad internacional en su conjunto, aumenta el ambito de
aplicaci6n de las reglas del derecho de gentes.

En este contexto, el consejero legal aparece como el
responsable de asesorar a las autoridades de su Cancilleria en campos
en los que el imbito de aplicaci6n del derecho de gentes estj en
creciente expansi6n en relaci6n con los ordenarnientos juridicos
nacionales. En este orden de ideas, el consejero legal tiene un papel
fundamental en la delicada tarea de procurar una adecuada
coordinaci6n entre el orden juridico internacional y el orden juridico
interno.
Bajo esta 6ptica, el consejero legal es quien, en definitiva,
brinda a su Estado el asesoramiento necesario para que su derecho
interno se adectie a las nuevas realidades del derecho internacional
moderno, buscando preservar la esencia de las competencias
soberanas del Estado y preservando sus principios constitucionales. A
la vez, procura que las normas juridicas internas se adeciien
progresivamente a las exigencias del derecho internacional y no
leven a una violaci6n a 6stas.
El gran desafio de las consejerias legales del siglo venidero
seri el de buscar un adecuado equilibrio entre el necesario
acompaftamiento que el derecho debe realizar de los procesos de
integraci6n y globalizaci6n, por un lado, y la preservaci6n y
resguardo tanto de los intereses como de las competencias soberanas
de su Estado, por el otro.

IV
THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER LN THE
APPLICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAW OF
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
LE ROLLE DU CONSEJILLER JURIDIQUE DANS
L'APPLICATION ET LE DEVELOPPEMENT DU DROIT DES
ORGANISATIONS LNTERNATIONALES

TIE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER IN CONSIDERING
THE LEGALITY OF DECISIONS OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Rodoijub Etinski °
My interest in the subject matter of this essay is inspired by
some recent Yugoslav experience. As Legal Adviser of the Federal
Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
since September 1994, I faced the problem of the legality of some
decisions of international organizations. To focus the issue, I shall
confine myself to the relevant questions concerning resolution 47/1
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 22
September 1992.' This resolution was adopted on the recommendation
of the Security Council made in its resolution 777 (1992) of 19
S1992.2
The General Assembly decided that the Federal

"LegalAdviser of the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Fderal

Republic of YugosaviaThe relevant put of the resolution reads as follows:
The Geneal Assembly,
-1. Coi

that the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (Serbia and

Moftenegro) cmot continue atoom tically the membership of the forner
Soclaiha Federal Republic of Yugoavm in the United Nation and therefore

decides that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbw and Montenegro)
should apply for nunbership in the United Nations and that it shall not
atice in the work of the General AsseIbly."
The relevant pat of the resolution reads as follows:
.The Secuity Cowmsd,
"Conuidffg that the State finnany known as the Socialist
Federal Repulic of Yugswla hat cesed to exiL
"Reca&in prmicula resolution 757 (1992) which notes that 'the

claim by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) to
continue automatically the menthership of the formw Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia in the United Nations has not been generally
accpled',

"I. Cmoiders that the Federal Republic of Yugolavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) creot contine a.nonutially the rnership of the forme
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugodavia in the United Nations and therefore

Tecwnm-md to the General Assenbly that it decide that the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) should apply for nicmn
hip in the
United Nations and that it shall not participate in the work of the General
Assembly."

Thr draf resolution was sponsored by Belgium France, Morocco, the

Republic of Yugoslavia "shall not participate in the work of the General
Assembly" and that it "should apply for membership in the United
Nations". The General Assembly considered that the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia "cannot continue automatically the membership of the
former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia."
The reason for this decision was the assertion that the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has allegedly ceased to exist. 3 For that
reason, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia cannot participate in the
work of the General Assembly. However, it can participate in the work
of other organs of the United Nations. Later, by resolution 47/229, the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was excluded from the work of the
Economic and Social Council.
This subject was considered by the Security Council and the
General Assembly. In both organs, the representatives of some Member
States raised serious objections as to the legality of the decision. The

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of
America.
3 According to the opinions of the Badinter Commission, the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia dissolved and ceased to exist. The logic of this legal finding is
best reflected in Opinion No. It of 16 July 1993, InternationalLegal Materials,vol.
XXXII (1993), p. 1587. By Opinion No. 11,the Badinter Commission answered the
question "on what date(s) did State succession occur for the various States that have
emerged from the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia" as follows: 8 October 1991
for Slovenia and Croatia, 17 November 1991 for The former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, 6 March 1992 for Bosnia and Herzegovina and 27 April 1992 for
Yugoslavia. In the same Opinion, the Badinter Commission stated that the process of
dissolution started on 29 November 1991 and ended on 4 July 1992. According to the
Opinion of the Commission, three republics -- Croatia, Slovenia and The former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia -- replaced the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia regarding the responsibility for international relations before the beginning
of the process of dissolution, and that the process of dissolution continued some time
after "the last successor, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia" became independent. Is
it legally possible? Paradoxically, the Commission in the same Opinion, referred to
articles 18, 31 and 41 of the 1983 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect
of State Property, Archives and Debts (document A/CONF. 117/14). The mentioned
articles regulate State succession in related fields in cases of dissolution of a
predecessor State. All of them begin as follows: "when a State dissolves and ceases to
exist and the parts of the territory of the predecessor State form two or more successor
" A chronological order of events is very clear: a State dissolves and ceases to
States ...
exist and new States emerge. According to the Badinter Commission: first, three new
States emerged, then a process of dissolution started, then two new States emerged and
after some time a process of dissolution terminated. The absurdity is complete. Besides,
according to the Badinter Commission, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia "acquired
an independence" due to the adoption of "the Constitution of the new entry".

objectMs concerned the question of the legal basis of the decmsion, the
mcomustency of the decision with the pefvous practice of the
Organization, the relationship between the Security Council and the
General Assemly conceming the mat, and the effects of the decision
on the restoation of peace in the region.
The resolutions are silent "an which ... Articles of the Charter
applies or could be applied in the case of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, and which would warrant the Security Council's
"
Sor form the basis of action by the General Assembly. A
"hey m based "wholly on political cons"derations.5 " lack of a legal
basis for the decision has been stressed by representatives of many
Members.' Some of the representatives referred to "the respective
mandates of the Charter organs, in this case the unacceptable
Eeun g-' that the Security Council can make r
m
to
the General Assembly on who can participate in its wodk."7 The
diffence appeared on the issue of correspondence of the proposed
decisions with the pwvious practice of the Unted Nations. According
to m position, it was "an unprecedented situation. For the first tune,
the United Nations is facing the dissolution of one of its members
wiftlw agreement by the successor States on the staus of the original
United Nations seae."3 "nie situation is without recedent and was
clearly not foreseen by the authors of the Charter." According to the
opposed position, "in anticipation of the situation that now faces our
Organizati, in which a Member State has undergone territorial or
caatitutiornl changes, the General Assembly determined in 1947 that
as a general rule such a State should not cease to be a Member simply
-
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by virtue of such changes."' 0 "There are many Members ... which are
products of the break-up of States. The remaining part has always
retained both its seat in this Hall and its name, if it so desired."' l Very
relevant was the view that the proposed decision was "obstructionist to12
the ongoing peace process on the question of the former Yugoslavia.'
"We are not convinced that exclusion from the General Assembly of
any of its parties to the conflict in the former Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia will 1in3 any way be helpful to the peace efforts currently
being undertaken."
It is evident that a number of Members voiced serious doubts
about the legality of the proposed decision. Some of them pointed out
that a dangerous precedent would be set. "We therefore deeply regret
this lack of consultation on such an important text. We feel that it sets
a very bad, indeed, dangerous precedent. We also wish to remind a
number of Member States which are under a cloud from the United
Nations, and particularly from the permanent members of the Security
Council that, by the adoption of the draft resolution before us they are
going to be opening a Pandora's box that will be used liberally against
Member States by those who are going to be in charge of defining who
should be and who should not be a Member. This in our opinion is a
very dangerous precedent."'14 In such circumstances, the representative
of the United Republic of Tanzania said: "At a time when we are all
agreed that the rule of law is a prerequisite for the emerging world
order, the status of our Organization would have been greatly enhanced
by our referring this matter to the International Court of Justice for an
advisory opinion. My delegation believes that a reference to the
International Court of Justice could have helped to promote a consensus
on this vitally important issue."'1 5 The delegation of Guatemala felt that
"it would have been desirable to have had more time, so that it could
have had the benefit of a legal opinion from the Office of Legal Affairs

10

The representative of Ghana in the General Assembly, ibid., p. 158-160.

The representative of Zimbabwe in the General Assembly, ibid., p. 163.
The same view was expounded by representatives of the United Republic of Tanzania,
Mexico and Guatemala, ibid., pp. 177, 188 and 191.
12 The representative of Zambia in the General Assembly, ibid., p. 173.
'3 The representative of Brazil in the General Assembly, ibid., p. 190. Also
the representatives of Ghana, Zimbabwe and Botswana, ibid., pp. 161, 166 and 168.
14The representative of Zambia in the General Assembly, ibid., p. 172. Also
the representatives of Zimbabwe, the United Republic of Tanzania and Jamaica, ibid.,
pp. 163, 176 and 194.
5
" Ibid., p. 177.
"

and thus been clear about the legal basis of this decision and its possible
implication in respect of the interpretation of the Charter."' 16 Also, the
representative of Jamaica remarked that "no authoritative legal opinion
has been sought and obtained from the legal advisers of the United
Nations and made available to the General Assembly for its
17

consideration of a matter of such fundamental importance."

Unfortunately, the majority of Members did not respond. Resolution
47/1 was adopted by the General Assembly by a vote of 127 to 6, with
26 abstentions. Yugoslavia voted against it.
The Legal Counsel of the United Nations was not asked to give
an opinion before the vote in the General Assembly. Provoked by a
letter from the Permanent Representatives of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and Croatia, dated 25 September 1992, the Under-Secretary-General for
Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, answered some of the dubious
questions and interpreted the decision adopted by the General
Assembly. However, he did that after the vote had taken place, when
he was limited by the decision adopted. He was of the opinion that:
"General Assembly resolution 47/1 deals with a
membership issue which is not foreseen in the Charter of the United
Nations, namely, the consequences for purposes of membership in the
United Nations of disintegration of a Member State on which there is no
agreement among the immediate successors of that State or among the
members of the Organization at large. This explains the fact that
resolution 47/1 was not adopted pursuant to Article 5 (suspension) of
the Charter nor under Article 6 (expulsion). The resolution makes no
reference either to those Articles or to the criteria contained in those
Articles."' s
Construing resolution 47 1, the Legal Counsel said:
"While the General Assembly has stated
unequivocally that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) cannot automatically continue the membership of the
former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and that the Federal

16Ibid., p. 191.
17Ibid.. p. 193. Also the representative of Guyana, ibid., p. 196
isLetter dated 29 September 1992 from the Under-Secretary-General, the

Leg Counsel, addressed to the Permanent Representatives of Bosnia and Herzegovira
and Croatia to theUnited Nations, document A 47 485, p. 2.

Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) should apply for
membership in the United Nations, the only practical consequence that
the resolution draws is that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro) shall not participate in the work of the General
Assembly. It is clear, therefore, that representatives of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) can no longer
participatein the work of the General Assembly, its subsidiary organs,
nor conferences and meetings convened by it.
"On the other hand, the resolution neither terminates
nor suspends Yugoslavia's membership in the Organization.
Consequently, the seat and nameplates remain as before, but in General
Assembly bodies representatives of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro) cannot sit behind the sign 'Yugoslavia'.
Yugoslav missions at United Nations Headquarters and offices may
continue to function and may receive and circulate documents ... The
resolution does not take away the right of Yugoslavia to participate in
the work of organs other than Assembly bodies. The admission to the
United Nations of a new Yugoslavia under Article 4 of the Charter will
terminate the situation created by resolution 47/1 9

19 Ibid. See also the letter dated 4 December 1997 sent by the UnderSecretary-General for Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, to the Executive Secretary of the
Climate Change Secretariat on Participation of Yugoslavia in the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, which reads in part as follows:
"1... You seek information, on behalf of the States Parties,
regarding the acceptance by the Secretary-General, acting as depositary of the
UNFCCC (the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change],
of the signature and the instrument of ratification of the Convention by
Yugoslavia, as well as regarding the status of Yugoslavia in the United
Nations when it signed the Convention on 8 June 1992, and deposited its
instrument of ratification on 3 September 1997 ...
"2. At the outset, it should be noted that article 20 of the
UNFCCC provides in relevant part that the Convention is open for signature
'... by States Members of the United Nations or of any of its specialised
agencies or that are Parties to the Statute of the International Court of
Justice...' ...
"3. As to your first two questions, namely, the status of
Yugoslavia in the United Nations when it signed the Convention and
deposited its instrument of ratification, and the legal basis for the acceptance
by the depositary of such actions, I wish to note the following:
"(b) ... My predecessor, Mr. Fleischhauer, on 29 September 1992
addressed a letter to the Permanent Representatives of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Croatia to the United Nations, setting out the views of the
Secretariat regarding the practical consequences of the adoption by the

This means that the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
ceased to exist, in spite of the fact that Yugoslavia is a Member State of
the United Nations, and in spite of the fact that the Federal Republic of
yugoslavia should apply for a new membership. Legal logic has no
victorious position in confrontation with politics.
Indeed, Yugoslavia has paid its financial contributions to the
United Nations. Yugoslavia has been included among the 185 States
Members of the United Nations and marked as an original Member on
the lists published in the Yearbooks ofthe InternationalCourt ofJustice
-General entitled "Multilateral
and the publications of the Ser
TreatiesDepositedwith the Secretary-General"in the past years.
Quite suddenly, the question of the position of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia appeared before the International Court of
Justice. Bosnia and Herzegovina filed on 20 March 1993 an

Application to the Court, instituting proceedings against the Federal

Assembly of resolution 47/1 (document A/47/485). In that letter, Mr.
Gel
Fleischhauer stated, inter aia, that 'the resolution neither terminates nor
suspends Yugoslavia's membership in the Organization', and that its practical
consequence was that representatives of the FRY [Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia] 'can no longer participate in the work of the General Assembly,
its subsidiary organs, nor conferences and metings convened by it'. He also
noted that 'The admission to the United Nations ofa new Yugoslavia under
Article 4 of the Charter will terminate the situation created by resolution
47/1'. Even though a number of Member States did not agree with the
interpretation gien by the Secretariat of the practical consequences of
General Assembly resolution 47/1, that resolution was recalled by the
Security Council, and recalled and reaffirned by the General Assembly
(resolutions 47/229 and 48/88) without any criticism of such interpretation.

The intepetaton given by Mr. Fleischhauer was confirmed by the SecretaryGeneral in connection with General Assembly resolution 4&'88 of 20
Decenber 1993, in paragraph 29 of which the Assembly urged '... the
Secretariat ... to end the de facto working status of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)'.
-(d) As to the acceptance on 3 Septenber 1997 of the deposit by
the FRY of an iunsmnet of ratification of the UNFCCC, this was not based
on a treaty action taken by the former SFRY [Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia], but rader on the signatie of the Convention by a representative
of the FRY, as noted above. As General Assembly resolution 47/1, as
comistently interpreted by the Secretariat, has not terminated or suspended
Yuoslavia's menteahip in the United Nations, the depositary was not in a
pamtion not to accept the deposit of an instrument of ratification pursuant to
artcle 22 of the UNFCCC.

Republic of Yugoslavia. If the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was not
20
a Member of the United Nations, it could not stand before the Court.
The Court was aware of the problem. Having cited resolution 777
(1992) of the Security Council of 19 September 1992, resolution 47/1
of the General Assembly of 22 September 1992 and the opinion of the
Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, of the
United Nations expounded in his letter of 29 September 1992, the Court
said: "... while the solution adopted is not free from legal difficulties, the
question whether or not Yugoslavia is a Member of the United Nations
and as such a party to the Statute of the Court is one which the Court
does not need to determine definitively at the present stage of the
"21The Court made this statement during the incidental
proceedings ...
proceedings relating to the indication of provisional measures. The
Court has also indicated its reluctance to answer the question in further
proceedings.22 For this reason, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has

20According to Article 35, paragraph 3, of the Statute of the Court, the Court
is open to the States parties to the Statute. "When a State which is not a Member of the
United Nations is a party to a case, the Court shall fix the amount which that party is to
contribute towards the expenses of the Court."
21 Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishmentofthe
Crimeof Genocide, (Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Yugoslavia (Serbiaand Montenegro)),
ProvisionalMeasures,Order of8 April 1993. .C.J. Reports 1993, pp. 12-14, paras. 1618.
22 In paragraph 19 of the Order, the Court has opened the door to avoid
answering the question in the following way:
"Whereas Article 35 of the Statute, after providing that the Court
shall be open to the parties to the Statute, continues:
'2. The condition under which the Court shall be open
to other States shall, subject to the special provisions contained
in treaties in force, be laid down by the Security Council, but in
no case shall such conditions place the parties in a position of
inequality before the Court;'
whereas the Court therefore considers that proceedings may validly
be instituted by a State against a State which is a party to such a special
provision in a treaty in force, but is not party to the Statute, and
independently of the conditions laid down by the Security Council in its
resolution 9 of 1946 (cf. S.S. 'Wimbledon', 1923, Permanent Court of
InternationalJustice,Series A, No.), p. 6); whereas a compromissory clause
in a multilateral convention, such as article IX of the Genocide Convention
relied on by Bosnia-Herzegovina in the present case, could, in the view of the
Court, be regarded prima facie as a special provision contained in a treaty in
force; whereas accordingly if Bosnia-Herzegovina and Yugoslavia are both
parties to the Genocide convention, disputes to which article IX applies are
in any event prima facie within the jurisdiction ratione personae of the Court
...
" Ibid., p. 15.

not insisted on raising the question in further proceedings. But, as
indicated above, Yugoslavia appeared in the Yearbook of the Court as
an original Member State of the United Nations.
During the meeting of legal advisers of the Member States of
the United Nations in New York in 1994, 1 discussed the issue with a

number of my colleagues. And at later events I had the opportunity to
exchange views with my colleagues. They advised me not to expect a
high level of constitutionality of the Organization. Many of them
emphasized the political side of the issue. I felt a sense of
dissatisfaction with their views concerning the state of legality of the
Organization, which is a disappointing fact at the end of the Decade of
Intemational Law.
A few writers presented their views concerning the position of
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the United Nations. The first was
Professor Yehuda Blum. According to him, "Yugoslavia has been
suspended fiom the General Assembly ... in a manner not foreseen by
the Char and in disregard of its Article 5."23 The opinion of Michael
Wood on24the possibilities for solving the situation deserves full
attention.

23 Pmfessc- Yeliuda Blum published his opinion on the legality of the quoted
decisions m the following way:
"From the legal point of view, the Yugoslav situation closely resembles the
lndiaPakistan and Pakistan-Bangladesh situations ... In contradiction of the case of
Rimsm, it canno be reasonably nminamined dhat, as a reslt of the events that unfolded in
Yuslavia afr June 1991, dmt comntry ceased to exist as a subkjct of international law.
Fofowsag the secession of four of the six constntuent republics, the two remmmg
republics of the old federation have continued to assert the continuity of Yugoslavia,
albeit in a shrunken form. On 27 April 1992 this tnicated Yugoslavia adopted a new
coatution preserving the nan of Yugoslavia ad its flag (without the red star of the
Communist era). The territory of rump Yugoslavia (102,000 square kilonet-es)
comprises 40 percent of the territory of the old Yugoslavia and its population (10.5
rnaihon) is 45 percent of that of old YugoslaviaThm, by any objective yardstick - wheier fctual or legal - it is difficult to
deny 'te Belgade authorities' the right to occupy the seat of Yugoslavia at the United
Nations _-, Y. Z- Blum, "United Nations Membership of the 'New' Yugoslavia.
Continuity or Break;", Americas Jouralof Invwnational Law, vol. 86 (1992), No. 4,
pp. 832-833. An interesting discussion between opponents and Prof. Blun followed in
the next volumes of the Awerican Jonwud ofaerwnaioa Low.
24Mr. Michael Wood, forme Legal Adviser of the United Kingdom \,sion
1idr Unitd Nations in New York and now Deputy Lega Adviser of the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office of the United Kingdom, published his personal op-u on in the
%IIloing -W.
flie effect of the Security Council and General Assembly resolutions on the

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's position in the United Nations is not self.
evident. Whether, at the time of writing, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
is a Member of the United Nations is a question to which there is no easy
answer. Schermers and Blokker may well be right when they say that the
resolutions 'did not result in a termination of membership'. The operative
provisions of General Assembly resolutions 47/I of 22 September 1992 and
47/229 of 5 May 1993 decide merely that the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia shall not participate in the work of the General Assembly and
ECOSOC. If the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia were not a Member of the
United Nations, such a decision would be otiose since, as a non-Member, it
could not in any event participate in these two organs, except as an observer.
It could, perhaps, be explained on the basis that there is doubt as to whether
it is a United Nations Member, and the resolutions make the matter clear. But
the first resolution, which dealt only with the General Assembly and left the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia free to participate in ECOSOC, can hardly
have been said to have clarified the membership question. Some States had
proposed that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia be excluded from
membership in the United Nations, a position hardly consistent with nonmembership, but were unable to secure a Council recommendation under
Article 6 of the Charter. If the true position is that the former Yugoslavia has
been extinguished as a State, then it ceased to be a Member of the United
Nations by operation of law. What was needed, in the face of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia's refusal to accept such extinction, was a
determination or instruction to the Secretariat by the relevant United Nations
organs that the former Yugoslavia was extinguished and therefore no longer
a Member. While there is no express provision in the Charter for such a
determination it would be a reasonable implied power, requiring a
recommendation of the Security Council and a decision of the Assembly by
analogy with those membership decisions expressly provided for in Articles
4 to 6. What in fact we have is something that tends in that direction, but
does not go so far. Security Council resolution 777 (1992) contains
preambular language:
'Considering that the State formerly known as the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has ceased to exist'.
This appears clear enough - unlike the Badinter Commission it does not
simply say that the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has ceased to
exist - an undisputed fact - but that the State formerly known as the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has ceased to exist. But the resolution does
not draw the logical conclusion, for it recalls its earlier preambular view that
the claim by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to continue automatically
the membership of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has
not been generally accepted. This leaves open the possibility that in the future
it might be generally accepted that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia could
continue the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's membership. In
operative paragraph I of the resolution, the Security Council considers (it did
not decide) that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia cannot continue
automatically the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's membership and
therefore recommends that the Assembly decide that the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia should apply for membership of the Assembly. This rather subtle
wording was followed by the letter to the General Assembly in resolution
47/I.

Having in mind this experience, I believe a few general

rmamks on the subject matter of tlis essay are approprate.
The possibilities relating to a judicial review of the legality of
decions of international orgaizations are imite.J The contentious
or advisoy jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice can be used
to review the legality of decisions in cases provided for by the

constitutional rules of organizations. A right of a member state to
appeal f-om a decision of the Council of the International Civil Aviation

(ICAO), provided by article 84 of the Convention on
Organ
Internatimal Civil Aviation, signed at Chicago on 7 December 1944, is

"The Legal Counsel of the United Nations set out the practical
consequences of resolution 47/1 in his leter of 29 Septetber 1992:
the only ractical conequence that the resolution draws is that
the Fderal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) shall not

participate in the work of the General Assembly ...
This leteor was disputed by Slovenia and some others, but appesrs to reflect
the general understanding of the members of the Security Council (see, in
parficiue, the statement of tc Russian Federation and China in the Council

and the United Kingdom m the Asembly) and has been folowed by the
Secrat ever since.

the Council and Assenmbly have not tied thernneles to any particular
resolutionof the imatter. At some point the political momentum will exist to
regularize the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's position in the United
Nations. Thre would seem to be essentially two ways of doing this. The
Federal Republhc of Yugoslavia could apply for menership as the other
fnmcrYuaodav States have done. This appeas to be wht was envisaged by

the Council and the Asmmbly in 1992, and in the Legal Counsel's letter.
Indeed the Federal Republc of Yugoslavia Prine Minister, Milan Panic,

addressing the General Assembly on 22 September 1992 said: q hereby
formlly request nnmership in the United Nations on behalf of the new
Yugoslavia, whose Government I represent- In the alternative, the relevant
organ might accept continued Federal Republic ofYugoslavia merilmership
without mting on a formal application, for example by reversing the nonparticipstion decisions of 1992 and 1993. This would probably be explicitly
'without prejudice to questions of State succession'. It could be done by a
decision of the relevant ogns as a pragnmtic solution to a difficult
sitation." Michael C. Wood, Paricipation ofFonmr Yugoslav States in the
Unitd Nations ard in Multilaeral Treaties," Ma Planck Yearbook of/hirted
Nations Law, J. Frowein and R. Wolfirum, eds. (London, Kluwer Law
International, 1997), voL 1, pp. 247-251.
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related to the legality of decisions of the Security Council

provoke special interest. See M Bedjam,

mNomvd
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anfid ef coatrile de la

IigaWtdes acWe du Coused de SmirUd, (Brussels. Bniylaut, 1994).

quite extraordinary. 26 Some international organizations have opened a
door to the International Court of Justice for their members to settle
disputes concerning the interpretation and application of their
constitutional rules.2" The question of the possibility of judicial review
of a decision of the Security Council of the United Nations related to the

This article provides as follows:
"If any disagreement between two or more contracting States
relating to the interpretation or application of this Convention and its
Annexes cannot be settled by negotiation, it shall, on the application of any
State concerned in the disagreement, be decided by the Council. No member
of the Council shall vote in the consideration by the Council of any dispute
to which it is a party. Any contracting State may, subject to article 85, appeal
from the decision of the Council to an ad hoc arbitral tribunal agreed upon
with the other parties to the dispute or to the Permanent Court of International
Justice. Any such appeal shall be notified to the Council within sixty days of
receipt of notification of the decision of the Council." United Nations, Treaty
Series, vol. 15, p. 352.
India filed an appeal against decisions of the ICAO Council assuming
jurisdiction in respect of an Application made by Pakistan. The Court decided that the
ICAO Council was competent to entertain the Application made by Pakistan and rejected
the appeal made by India against the decision of the ICAO Council. See Appeal Relating
to the Jurisdiction of the ICAO Council, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1972, p. 46. In the
Aerial Incident of 3 July 1988 the Islamic Republic of Iran requested the Court to
adjudge and declare "that the ICAO Council decision is erroneous in that the
Government of the United States has violated the Chicago Convention, including the
preamble, articles 1, 2, 3 bis and 44 (a) and (h) ..." Aerial Incident of 3 July 1988
(Islamic Republic of Iran v. United States of America) I.C.J. Yearbook 1995-1996, p.
162.
" According to article 37, paragraph 1, of the Constitution of the International
Labour Organisation of 9 October 1946, "Any question or dispute relating to the
interpretation of this Constitution or of any subsequent Convention concluded by the
Members in pursuance of the provisions of this Constitution shall be referred for decision
to the International Court of Justice." United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 15, p. 100.
Article XIV, paragraph 2, of the Constitution of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization of 16 November 1945 provides as follows: "Any
question or dispute concerning the interpretation of this Constitution shall be referred for
determination to the International Court of Justice or to an arbitral tribunal, as the
General Conference may determine under its rules of procedure." United Nations, Treaty
Series, vol. 4, p. 292. Article 75 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization
of 22 July 1946 said: "Any question or dispute concerning the interpretation or
application of the Constitution which is not settled by negotiation or by the Health
Assembly shall be referred to the International Court of Justice in conformity with the
Statute of the Court, unless the parties concerned agree on another mode of settlement."
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 14, p. 202. In accordance with article XVII of the
Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency of 26 October 1956, "Any question
or dispute concerning the interpretation or application of this Statute which is not settled
by negotiation shall be referred to the International Court of Justice in conformity with
the Statute of the Court, unless the parties concerned agree on another mode of
settlement." United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 276, p. 34.
16

subject matter of a dispute between two Member States will be tested in
tbe case conceing Questions ofInserpretationand Application of the
1971 Montreal Convention arisingfrom the Aerial Incidentat Lockerbie
(Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya v. United States of America and United
2s

rgdom).

The advisory jurisdiction of the Court includes the power to
review the legality of a decision of an international organization-29

2 LCJ. Verbatim Records, 13-17 October 1997.
'9 The Court fmd that it was not able to give te advisory opinion requested
by the World Health Organization (WHO) on the following question: "In view of the
ati iad aovinnital efM,Iwuld the use of nuclear weaons by a State in war or
othr mind conflict be a breach of its obligations under inteun-lional law including the
WHO Cmasituion" (Tcsolution WHA 46.40 adopted by the Assembly on 14 May 1993).
laterpstalg Article 65, paragraph 1, of its Statute and Article 96, paragraph 2, of the
Carter of the United Nations, the Court established that among the three necessary
asditias ofitadvimyjuMsdiction is the f uowing on a questim mst be one arising
within the scope of the actiities of the requesting agency. To find the aea of
compeen
offt WHO, the Court had to comuct the relevant provisions of the WHO
Constitution and other relevant rules The Court stated in a general way that the
conifituent instruments of international organizations are multilateral treaties to which
=1n-established nules of treaty interpretation apply. But, the Court remarked, they ae
also treaties ofa particular type; their object is to crvate new subjects of law endowed
wii
tain
-a autonomy, to which the parties entrust the trkof realizing conmmo goals.
Sush treaties can raie specific problems of interpretation owing, utter aia, to their
d,
wch a conventional and at the sane tone istitutional; the very nature of the
ulpmuifim ereated, the objectives which have bew assigned to it by its founders, the
inperative associated with the effective parfsonice of its functions, as well as its own
rctice, we all clements which nay deserve special attention when the time comes to
im n.t these constituent treaties. So, to establish the field of activity of the WHO, the
Court focused its attention on 22 subpanagraphs of article 2 of the WHO Consttution,
listingfunctio of he gamnization, on article I of the WHO Constitution, defining the
object of the organization, and on the preamble of the WHO Constitution. The Court
noted that according to the mentioned pevisioas, the WHO is empowered to deal with
the quesion of ffec on health of the use ofmnuclear weapons, but not with the question
of legality of the use of such weapons. The, the Court referred to the "principle of
speciality". Intenationai organizations me subjects of international law which do not,
untkc Sabe, possess a general compnce. International organizations are governed by
il "principleofspeciality", i.e, they are invested by the State which create them with
powers, the limits of which me a function of the coanon interests whose promostion
those States entrust to them. The Court remarked that the powers conferred on
incmational organizations re normally the subject of an express statement in their
ctnsituent instrunerits. But the necessities of international life, the Court said, may
point to the need for organizations, in order to achieve their objectives, to possess
subsidimy powers which mre not expressly provided for in the basic instruments. It is
gmcilly accepted that international organizations can exercise such powers known as
"iplied" powers. The Court was of the opinmo that to ascribe to the WHO the
competnce to address the legality of the use of nuclear weapons even rn view of their
health and evironmental effects wuld be tantamunt to disregarding the principle of

Due to the limited possibilities of judicial review of the legality
of a decision of an international organization, the other forms of control
are more important. Legal advisers of international organizations should
have the function of internal guardian of the legality of decisions of an
organization. In case of differences among members of an organization
on the legality of a proposed decision, the legal adviser should be
invited to give a legal opinion. Indeed, the Office of Legal Affairs of
the Secretariat of the United Nations has issued a large number of legal
opinions.30 A very important step forward would be made if a practice

speciality; for such competence could not be deemed a necessary implication of the
Constitution of the organization in the light of the purposes assigned to it by its member
States. The WHO is, the Court said, an international organization of a particular kind.
As indicated in the preamble and confirmed by article 69 of its Constitution, "the
Organization shall be brought into relation with the United Nations as one of the
specialized agencies referred to in Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations". As
its Articles 57, 58 and 63 demonstrate, the Charter laid the basis of a "system" designed
to organize international cooperation in a coherent fashion by bringing the United
Nations, invested with powers of general scope, into relationship with various
autonomous and complementary organizations, invested with sectorial powers. If,
according to the rules on which that system is based, the Court concluded that the WHO
has, by virtue of Article 57 of the Charter, "wide international responsibilities", those
responsibilities are necessarily restricted to the sphere of public "health" and cannot
encroach on the responsibilities of other parts of the United Nations system. And there
is no doubt that the question concerning the use of force, the regulation of armaments and
disarmament are within the competence of the United Nations and lie outside that of the
specialized agencies. For all these reasons, the Court considered that the question raised
in the request for an advisory opinion submitted to it by the WHO does not arise "within
the scope of the activities" of that organization as defined by its Constitution. The Court
explored the practice of the WHO. None of the reports and resolutions referred to in the
preamble to World Health Assembly resolution WHA 46.40, nor the resolution itself,
could be taken to express, or to amount on its own to a practice establishing an
agreement between the members of the organization to interpret its Constitution as
empowering it to address the question of the legality of the use of nuclear weapons.
Legality of the Use by a State ofNuclear Weapons in Armed Conflict, Advisory Opinions,
I C.J. Reports 1996, p. 226.
Answering a question submitted by the Assembly of the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization, the Court was of the opinion that the Maritime
Safety Committee of the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization,
elected on 15 January 1959, was not constituted in accordance with the Convention for
the Establishment of the Organization. Constitution ofthe Maritime Safety Committee
ofthe Inter-GovernmentalMaritime ConsultativeOrganization,Advisory Opinion of 8
June 1960:3LC.J. Reports 1960, p. 150.
o They are published in the United Nations Juridical Yearbook. See
Cumulative Index of the United Nations Juridical Yearbook, (United Nations
publications, Sales No. E.98.V.3), prepared by the Codification Division of the Office
of Legal Affairs.

developed so that any proposed decision should refer to its legal basis.
The discussion of a proposed decision in the organs of an organization
sometimes includes the question of the legal basis of the proposed
decision. But it seems that member States do not consider themselves
obliged to refer to a constitutional rule or a legal basis of the decision.
That is a bad direction for the practice to follow. It opens a door for
doubt about the first and undisputed criterion of the legality of the
decision of an organ of the organization: observance of the provisions
of the constitutional act related to the competencies of organs of the
organization. Consistency of application of relevant rules requires
references to previous cases of application of the rules. It would be
desirable if the discussion before voting on proposals included a
comparison of the actual case with former similar cases. Legal advisers
could help by providing information on the pre-ious practice
concerning the application of the rule. It would be standard procedure
if the potentially affected member State had an opportunity to expound
its %iewsbefore voting.
Legal advisers also have an important role in the consideration
of the effects of adopted decisions. At their annual meetings in New
York, they could consider the general state of legality of acts of the
organs of the United Nations.
All of this could be done immediately if there were a little will
to strengthen the attitude of legality of the organs of international
ons. Having in mind a possible revision of the Charter of the
United Nations, the idea to empower the Secretary-General to apply for
an advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice deserves strong
support. A higher level of accommodation of relations between a
member State and an international organization will be achieved when
a member State potentially affected by a decision of an international
organization has the right to question the legality of the decision before
the Court But this is a proposal for the twenty-first century, perhaps
even the second half of it.

GARDIEN DU PATRIMOINE OU INVENTEUR JURIDIQUE ?
LE ROLE DU CONSEILLER JURIDIQUE
D'UNE ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE
FACE AU CHANGEMENT
Francis Maupain"
Introduction
Mhne si c'est au risque de passer pour les tenants d'un certain
conservaisme, les conseillers juridiques des organisations
inkmenationales semblent en g~nhal fort bien s'accommoder de 1'Image
de gardiens vigilants du droit et de la loi de leur institution qui est
souvent la leur.
Le Consefiler juridique du Bureau international du Travail
(BIT) ne fait certainement pas exception i cette image. Compte tenu des
particularismes institutionnels et historiques de I'Organisation
internationale du Travail (OT), il pourrait m-ne, i certains gards, en
fouir 1'archype. La structure tripartite de l'Organisation, sa vocation
essentiellement normative, les complexitei de fonctionnement et de
procedure qui en d6oulent ont engendr6, au cours de ses huit dennies
d'existence et des vicissitudes qu'elle a di affronter, une pratique
juridique d'une ampleur considerable dont le Conseillerjuridique est en
quelque sorte le "grand pr6tre". Ce r6le est du reste consacr6 dans le
Rbgkment de la Conf&dence internationale du Travail-. Pendant la durde
de a session, le Conseiller juridique n'est plus le Conseiller juridique du
BIT, il coiffe alors le chapeau de "Conseiller juridique de la
Conference". II est appelk en cette qualm i donner des avis de maniere
autonome sans tre assujetti, du moins formellement, au pouvoir
hi&archique du Directeur g~nral. Dans la tradition de I'OIT, cette
autonomie a toujours et6 respect& par les Directeurs gn~raux
successifs. Pour le meilleur et pour le pire, le Conseiller juridique s'est

"Comeiller special, ancien Conseillerjuridique du Bureau international du TravailUauteur tient i rernercser Dormnick Devlm, actuel Conscllerjuridique, en parncu'ier,
potr sacontnibtion aux developpernnts relaufs au concept "d'mvennon jundique". Les
vues exprires dans cetarticle sore
cependant exclusivement celles de l'auteur.

'Bureau international du Travail, Cozsfifuion de I'Organisation internai'onaledu
Travail 0Rfgement de la Confeawice internaionale du Travail, Genve. f&vner 1998,
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ainsi trouv6 en premiere ligne dans certains des debats d'importance
politique majeure qui ont jalonn6 la longue histoire de l'Organisation.
Les mimes tropismes s'affirment sur le plan des questions
juridiques lines au fonctionnement interne. Le BIT, en raison de son
anciennet6 et de son mandat en matinre de relations de travail, s'est de
tout temps reconnu une responsabilith particulinre dans la sauvegarde
et le developpement des normes de conduite de la fonction publique
internationale. Par voie de consequence, le r6le du Conseiller juridique
ne se limite pas en cette matinre i celui de gardien de l'application des
r~gles du Statut du personnel stricto sensu; il s'affirme aussi en mati~re
d'6thique ou de dontologie de la fonction. Cette conception a pu
parfois le placer i contre-courant du sentiment g n~ral de ses colikgues.
Pour se limiter i un exemple, le Conseiller juridique du BIT a W, au
nom d'une vision un peu spartiate de la mission de ses fonctionnaires
sur le terrain, le dernier sinon le seul A soutenir une conception
restrictive des privileges qui devraient 8tre revendiqu6s au bn~fice de
ces fonctionnaires face i la tendance g~n~rale qui portait i revendiquer
i leur profit le statut diplomatique complet. C'est ainsi qu'en 1967, le
Directeur g nral du BIT, rappelant que l'objectif de ces activitis 6tait
"to serve the developing countries, not to exploit them (and to) avoid at
all costs any appearance of creating a new colonial caste" (au risque
d'affaiblir la cr6dibilit: des organisations dans la revendication
essentielle qui devrait 8tre d'assurer leur ind6pendance fonctionnelle
complte), exprimait formellement au Programme des Nations Unies
pour le d6veloppement sa crainte que la trop grande insistance avec
laquelle la plupart des organisations cherchaient i obtenir pour leurs
agents des privilfges aussi 6tendus que possible ne donne une image
d6form~e de leur personnel et ne suscite une raction en retour i l'6gard
de la dMfense de l'immunit6 et de l'indpendance complkte dans
l'exercice des fonctions qui est pourtant la seule qui compte
v~ritablement.
Ce n'est donc certainement pas un hasard si une tr s grande
continuit6 s'affirme dars l'occupation de ce poste i 'OIT : en fait, on
compte moins de conseillers juridiques que de directeurs g6n6raux alors
que la long6vit6 moyenne des directeurs g6n6raux du BIT est d~ji audessus de la moyenne. 11 serait donc particulirement tentant d'analyser
le r6le du Conseillerjuridique du BIT sous l'angle de la sauvegarde du
"patrimoine juridique". Malgr6 la sp~cificit6 historique de 'OIT, une
tele d~marche risquerait cependant de ne pas 8tre tr~s originale et de
recouper bien des 6tudes que l'on trouvera dans ce recueil. Plus encore,

ellrisquerait de donner une image incompl&te, voire deform&, en
omettant le r6le du Consedllerjuridique en tarn qu'agent de changement
et d'adaptation. L'OIT n'est en effet ancienne que parce qu'elle a
survdcu i diverses crises et, pour survivre, ele a dfi profondement se
transformer. Dana cette transformation, le droit a eu une place
essentielie et, avec lui, le Conseiller juridique. Ce r6le est cependant
Mal connu i 1'exteneur, sauf dans les cas oii la pratique de l'OIT s'est
wffisamment singularise pour atire= I'attention (par exemple en ce qui
concerne 1'exclusion des riserves aux conventions mternationales du
travail ou la succession "automatique" des Etats nouvellement
mr eants i ces conventions).
Pour remplir ce r61e, le Conseiller juridique n'a pu se contenter
de puiser dans le patrimome juridique existant. n a d faire preuve de
cr~ativit6. Faute de pouvoir passer en revue de maniere exhaustive.
dans lea limites de la presente eude, lea manifestations de cette
cr~ativit* an cours de la longue existence de I'Orgamsation, i a par
nuiressant d'en donner un apergu en choisissant celles d'entre elles qui
peuvent apparaitre comme lea plus significatives, i la fois du point de
vue de la difficut du problime d'adaptation on de blocage i resoudre
et d point de vue de la qualW inventive de la solution apportde.
Est-il concevable ou prisomptueux i cet 6gard de parler
d'invention juridique, ou doit-on se limiter i considrer que ces
contributions relvent du droit inventif ?
On examiera dans une premiere partie dans quelle mesure ou
i quelles conditions de tlles contriutions pourrient effectivement kre
qualifides d'inventions, avant de passer en revue dans la deuxibue
partie un chantillon des contributions i premi&e vue les plus d&isives
i la hinmire de ces conditions.

L Utilisation inventive du droit ou invention juridique?
La ndcessit6 de faire preuve de criativit& dans l'activit6 du
Consefller juridique n'a sans doute rien si l'on ose dire d'une grande

dbcouverte. C'est une exigence courante de la pratique du droit dans
n'inorte quel domaine qui pent s'exprimer sous diff~rentes formes ou
Sdiffrents niveaux, soit celi de l'argumentation, soit celui de

"montages" juridiques.

De mani~re intuitive on pergoit bien cependant que certaines
manifestations de cette activit6 ne rel6vent pas de la crtativit6
quotidienne, mais permettent d'opirer une sorte de saut qualitatif dans
la recherche d'une solution i un probl~me2 . Dam le domainejuridique,
la raWit de telles inventions peut, d'une certaine mani6re, etre illustr~e
par la creation des organisations internationales elles-memes. A bien
des 6gards, les creations se pr~sentent comme le produit de vritables
"inventions" dont le mtrite revient aux jurisconsultes nationaux qui les
ont imagin~es afm de surmonter des problames devenus insolubles par
le biais des m6thodes classiques de cooperation inter-ktatique.
Tel est le cas en particulier de L'OIT, qui a introduit une
v6ritable r~volutionjuridique i travers le tripartisme. La pratique a pu
d~montrer que cette structure r pondait de mani&e si 6troite i la nature
des choses et des r6alit6s clans le domaine social qu'elle a assur6 la
survie de 'OIT alors que des cr6ations plus classiques, telles que la
Socitt6 des Nations (SdN), se sont finalement av&r es plus fragiles. On
peut dire que la creation de la Communaut6 europ~enne du Charbon et
de l'Acier (CECA) a sans doute W, elle aussi, le fruit d'une v6ritable
invention collective des jurisconsultes des pays de l'Europe des Six pour
surmonter l'obstacle de la souverainet6 et mettre en commun certaines
ressources dans l'int&t de la reconstruction, de la prosp~rit6
6conomique et de la paix, apr~s la seconde guerre mondiale. La
creation routini&e d'organisations internationales sectorielles ou
rtgionales qui suivent plus ou moins le m~me module ne saurait en
revanche etre consid~rte sur le m~me plan.
Si l'on vent aller au-delA de la perception intuitive ou de la
simple m~taphore, il faut cependant se poser de mani&re plus
rigoureuse la question de savoir si de tels sauts qualitatifs peuvent
satisfaire au test de l'invention selon les crit~res accept~s dans le
domaine de la technologie. Aux termes de l'article 33, paragraphe 1, du
Trait6 de cooperation en mati~re de brevets de 1970, l'examen
pr~liminaire aux fins de brevet doit viser i v~rifier "les questions de
savoir si l'invention dont la protection est demandae semble 8tre
nouvelle, impliquer une activit6 inventive (n'8tre pas 6vidente) et 8tre
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On peut observer dans cette perspective que le terme "invention" est
en effet utilis6
bien au-delA des sciences de ]a nature et de leurs applications technologiques. Un coup
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susceptible d'application mdustrielle" 3. I n'y a rien dans ces crit6res
qui les limite nicessairement i une discipline ou i une matire
ditermmne, meme s'il est vrai que le droit pr6sente la particularit6 de
mettre en forme les r6alites sociales; travers des lois au lieu de chercher
j comprendre les lois de la nature pour agir sur cette deriere, et donc
d'&tre beaucoup moins immuable. La transposition de deux de ces
crit~res au domaine juridique ne semble en tout cas pas poser de
difficult6 particulih-e.
La signification de la nouveaut6 est precise par l'article 33,
paragraphe 2, du Trait6 comme suit: 'Tmvention dont la protection est
demandee est consid&r6e comme nouvelle s'il n'est pas trouve
d'antfriorit& dans l'6tat de la technique ' 4 . Pour 'application de ce
principe, on doit examiner le domame technique consideri au moment
o4 l'invention a OtC conque pour determiner si une solution technique
existait dlji. La recherche doit prendre en compte non seulement les
produits ou processus considires mais aussi les principes i la base de
ces solutions pour les comparer i ceux qui sous-tendent la prtendue
invention. On peut, i cet 6gard, se demander si dans le domame
juidique la nouveaut6 doit ktre apprdcide par rapport ,l'ordre juridique
consider6, ou si elle doit avoir un caractere plus large. Dars le cas des
organisations internationales, et compte tenu du fait que le travail du
Conseiller juridique consiste i se tenir au courant des d6veloppements
pertinents qui peuvent se presenter ailleurs. il est sans doute permis de
considfrer comme nouvelle une solution qui n'itait pas generalernent
connue des autres conseillers juridiques de ces organisations. Mais i ne
suffit pas qu'une pritendue invention soit nouvelle. L'activit* inventive
doit s'ajouter pour qu'une solution soit consideree comme une
invention, c'est-i-dire le franchissement d'une sorte de "saut qualitatif'
par rapport aux solutions existantes. Selon l'article 33, paragraphe 3, du
mEme Trait6, l'invention, au moment considr6, ne devait pas etre
"evidente pour un homine du metier".
A premiere vue, le fait de se prter i une application
industrielle pose davantage de problemes; on pourrait meme penser que
ce critire est tout simplement depourvu de pertinence dans le contexte
juridique. Tel n'est pas le cas, sous r6serve bien sfir d'oper une
transposition. H1parait clair, en effet, qu'une invention devrait pour
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m6riter ce nom, dans le domaine juridique comme dans n'importe quel
autre, fournir la base d'une solution durable Aune difficult6 d6terminie
et qui jusqu'alors n'avait pas de solution ou une solution malconnode.

Deux pr6cisions compl6mentaires doivent etre apport~es i cet
6gard. D'abord, il n'est pas n6cessaire que l'invention ait un caractire
fondamental pour etre 6ligible. Comme dans le domaine des inventions
pratiques qui peuvent simplement viser i am~liorer ou simplifier les
conditions de la vie quotidienne, une innovation, meme modeste, peut
m6riter d'etre qualifie d'invention si elle permet de manire concrite
et effective de faciliter la mise en oeuvre de solutions existantes. Un
exemple tir6 de l'exp~rience d'une autre organisation permettra

d'illustrer ce point. Dam cette organisation, la perte du droit de vote au
cas oii les arri~r~s de contribution atteignent un certain niveau n'6tait
pas automatique. Un vote i la majoriti des deux tiers des embres 6tait

n6cessaire et rendait pratiquement impossible son application. Pour
sortir cette disposition de sa lthargie, il a suffi d'introduire un syst~me
de r6solution A action diff~r~e. En diff.rant l'entr6e en vigueur de la
dcision d'une annie afro de donner une chance au embre consid6r6 de
r~duire ses arrir~s, cette solution a permis de surmonter l'inhibition
psychologique des autres Aprendre des mesures coercitives et a permis
de rendre toute son efficacit6 i la disposition constitutionnelle.
Ensuite, le fait qu'une invention n'ait pas besoin d'avoir un
caract~re fondamental pour se qualifier ne signifie pas qu'elle peut
simplement relever de la fantaisie ou de ce que l'on pourrait appeler une
astuce juridique destin6e Ar~soudre une difficulti ponctuelle et vouie
A rester sans lendemain. Pour illustrer cette distinction, on peut se
r~f~rer A une controverse concrete au sujet de laquelle le Conseiller
juridique du BIT fut appelk A donner un avis qui a connu une certame
notoriet6. A la suite du dapart des Etats-Unis de 'OIT en novembre
1977, le Brsil fut choisi pour occuper le si~ge devenu vacant parni les
dix singes r~serv~s au Conseil d'administration du BIT A un Etat
d'importance industrielle la plus considarable. Le retour des Etats-Unis
en f~vrier 1980 posa invitablement la question de savoir qui devait leur
Conform ment au R~glement du Conseil
ceder la place.
d'administration6 , il fit proc&d6 A un nouveau classement selon des

6 Article 13, paragraphe 2. Bureau international du Travail, Riglement du Conseil
d'Administration,Geneve, juillet 1998.

crit~res dnt la pondration fut adapt& pour accorder une place accrue
i l'irnportance de la population active par rapport i celle du produit
national brut (lui-m~me se traduisant en termes de contibution au
budget)". Le Canada, sacrifi6 sur l'autel de cette nouvelle ivaluation
s'OIeva contre cette conclusion. Pour sortir de l'impasse, on imagina
d'utiliser le siege attribui i la Chine mais que cette derniere s'abstenait
alors d'occuper conformement i une politique de non-participation
active i oIT La constitutionnalite de cet arrangement ayant fait
l'oljet de contestations, le Consefller juridique expliqua que la decision
prise revenait i un amendeinent au Rkgglernent du Conseil permettant de
faire en sorte que malgri l'absence d'un des dix Etats d'importance
industrielle, la totalit* des siges non electifs fut assur e conformment
i ce que demande la Constitution. En droit, cette situation revenait
dorc, selon lui, i creer un siege de suppliant pour les "dix" sans en
identifier le titulaire. Elle ne consistait pas, contrairement aux
conumentaires ironiques dont elle fit l'objet, i "inventer" un onzieme
siege non 61lectifvirtuel L'mgtriosit6 du raisonnement et le bien-fond6
incontestable de la solution au regard de la raison d'etre de ces sieges
non 6lectifs ne pouvaient cependant masquer le fait qu'eIle reprisentait
essentiellement une rationalisation ex-post d'une decision 6minemment
politique et d'application strictement hmit6e au cas d'espce' .
1lne manque cependant pas d'exemples, comme on va le voir
minamtenant oii le Conseiller juridique a W appelk i exercer son

inventivit&pour resoudre des problenes de port e moins -phrnire et
beaucoup plus fondamentale du point de vue de la capacit6 de
l'Organisation de s'acquitter de son mandat

ff. Quelques exemples de la contribution du Conseiller juridique
i l'adaptation de I'organisation aux transformations
de son environnement
L'OrT n'aurait sans doute pu voir le jour autrement que dans
l'urgence d'une double convulsion, celle de la premiere guerre mondiale
et ce~le de la rvoluton bolchevique i laquelle elle etait cens6e proposer
tne alternative rformiste. La rilse en oeuvre du mandat de progrs et
de justice sociale tr~s ambitieux qu'elle a alors reu s'est cependant
presque innidiaternent heurtie aux realits conomiques de la grande
'Voir Doome
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dapression qui, au lieu du progr~s esp~r6, ont engendr6 la plus grande
regression sociale du sicle. A peine cette crise d6pass6e, 'OIT dut
s'employer i survivre i la deuxi~me guerre mondiale et au naufrage de
la SdN. Et, avec la d~colonisation et la marche vers l'universalisme, elle
a fait face un v&itable d~fi A ses origines et i ses valeurs en apparence
eurocentriques. Le demier 6pisode significatif est celui de la fin de la
guerre froide qui a permis l'extension du march6, de ses promesses et
de ses contraintes i l'univers tout entier. La disparition des r~gimes
issus de la revolution bolchevique repr~sente i cet 6gard le triomphe de
sa m6thode r6forniste sur celle de la lutte des classes, en m~me temps
qu'aux yeux des plus cyniques la disparition d'un danger qui constituait
sa principale raison d'8tre.
La n~cessit6 d'une adaptation de I'OIT i cet environnement
tr~s mouvant s'est affirm~e sur tous les plans : celui de sa structure,
celui de l'adaptation de ses moyens juridiques i ses objectifs tr~s
ambitieux, celui de l'organisation interne et des conditions d'emploi de
ses agents.
Pour tenter d'illustrer le r6le qu'a pu jouer le Conseiller
juridique dans cette adaptation, il parait donc intressant de choisir dans
chacun de ces domaines, un exemple particuli~rement significatif de
contribution dont il s'est confirm par la suite qu'elle avait permis de
sortir de situations bloqu~es ou de dapasser des contradictions en
apparence insolubles.
A) L'adaptation de la composition de l'organe executif
aux besoins d'une organisation universelle :
1' "invention" de la notion de repr6sentativite
L'aspiration de 'OIT i l'universalisme repr6sentait un
redoutable d6fi i ses valeurs pluralistes et r6formistes dans un monde
marqu6 par des revendications "r6volutionnaires" sur le plan
international comme sur le plan interne. On aura l'occasion de revenir
sur l'6tonnante perc6e de ces valeurs pluralistes qui s'est affirm6e i
travers la r6cente D6claration des droits et principes fondamentaux au
travail9 . Auparavant, cette marche vers l'universalisme s'est traduite,
i partir des ann6es cinquante, par la mont6e de la contestation de la part

' Voir Conf6rence internationale du Travail, 86 "'Session 1998, Compte rendu
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des nouveaux venus du monde socialiste et du Tiers-Monde. Cette
contestation portait essentiellement sur la composition du Conseil
dadminisation- Pour les pays du Groupe des 77, 1'existence des
siges non electifs reserves aux Etats d'importance indusnielle la plus
considirable reprisentait une insulte permanente a la dnocratie et i
l'gait&souveraine des Etats. Et pour les pays socialistes, le monopole
de fit de reprEsentation des employetrs "capitalistes" au sem dn groupe
des eployeurs du Conseil 6tait une insupportable anomalie. Ds la fin
des ann6es soixante, ces deux groupes avaient rduni leurs efforts pour
obtenir une representation fond& sur le principe de l'6galit des
Membres. La solution d'une augmentation du nombre des siiges
permanents avanc&e par le professeur Robert Ago, alors membre du
Conseil d'administration du BIT, ayant 6t6 rejetee comme une simple
manoeuvre et les Etats non 6lectifs refusant de ceder leur si'ge, l'affaire
semblait definitivement vou& i l'impasse. La majorit& applicable i
l'adoption des amendements constitutionnels et les conditions pour leur
entr6e en vigueur ne permettaient en effet pas a la majont6 des
gouvemements de faire prdvaloir leurs vues. Mais le refus du
cbangement menaait l'Organisation d'une agitation permanente sinon
de paralysie; la Conference mitemationale du Travail, au sere de laquelle
la coalition contestataire se trouvait en mesure de former
occasionnellement une majorit&, manifestant de diverses manires sa
defiance i 'gard du Consel et parfois remettant en cause ses decisions
sur des questions politiques importantes.
Pour sortir de cette crise, le Bureau proposa, a travers le groupe
des gouvernements d'Asie (qui avait l'avantage de representer une
sorte de microcosme de l'ensemble des intfrets en jeu), une methode
susceptible de depasser la contradiction apparemment insurmontable
entre ]a revendication igalitaire et le maintien des siiges non 6lectifs :
la m6thde propose consista a conserver l'objectif sous-jacent a
l'existence de ces sieges quw est de faire en sorte que, malgr6 sa
composition r&uite, le Conseil p-dt reprTsenter une proportion aussi
large que possible des intfrts concernes par ses activitds tout en le
realisant par une mdthode ou plus exactement sur une base diffCrente,
c'est-i-dire collective et non plus mdividuelle, permettant d'&viter de ce
fait "les effets de seull". Concr~tement, cela signifiait d'abord que
chaque region devait se voir attribuer un nombre de sieges calcule selon
sa "repr~sentativiti", valu&e en termes de population active, activite
konomique et nombre d'Etats. Mais cela signifiait aussi, et peut-8tre
surtout, que chacune de ces rigions devait ensuite choisir ses
repr~sentants de telle manigre que, considfrts globalement, les Etats

d~signis par la r6gion pour singer au Conseil repr6sentaient une fraction
suffisamment significative des populations actives et des activit~s
6conomiques de la region. Ainsi, les "ci-devant" titulaires des si~ges
non 6lectifs, s'ils n'avaient plus d'assurance juridique de si6ger
automatiquement au Conseil d'administration, avaient au moins une
garantie statistique plus ou moins grande selon leur situation et la r~gion
appartenaient de continuer Aen faire partie.
i laquelle ils
Cette m~thode fiut effectivement accept6e comme base de la
solution i trouver. La solution d~fmitive telle qu'elle apparait dans
l'amendement soumis apr~s de longues ngociations aux suffrages de
la Conference intemationale du Travail en 1986 s'&carte i vrai dire
assez sensiblement de la logique du sch~ma initial; pour 8tre rendu aussi
largement acceptable que possible, il a dfi faire une place assez large
aux contingences politiques et aux situations acquises incontoumables °.
L'amendement constitutionnel adopt6 en 1986 sur cette base
A la quasi-unanimit6 n'a cependant toujours pas requ le nombre de
ratifications requises. On peut donc se demander si l'invention, A
supposer qu'elle en soit bien une, ne reste pas de ce fait largement
virtuelle. On observera simplement A cet 6gard que l'adoption de
l'amendement a mis un terme A une controverse si aigiie qu'elle
menagait l'existence-m~me de l'Organisation. D'une part, la fm de la
guerre froide et la disparition du groupe des pays socialistes en tant que
bloc a, tr~s peu de temps apr~s, modifi6 totalement les donn~es du
probl~me. D'autre part, cet amendement a tout de mime offert par la
suite la base rationnelle d'un r66quilibrage dans la representation des
r~gions et des groupes non-gouvemementaux qu'il est apparu possible
de mettre, au moins partiellement, en oeuvre, Atitre transitoire, sans
attendre l'entr6e en vigueur de l'amendement constitutionnel, et qui
consistait A augmenter le nombre des si~ges adjoints du Conseil pour les
porter Aconcurrence du nombre total des si~ges attribu6s conform6ment
AI'amendement.
B)

L'adaptation des moyens d'action volontaires aux exigences
de l'Aconomie globale :vers l'universalit6 d'application
des droits fondamentaux des travailleurs

0 Pour plus de dMtails, voir F. Maupain, "R6forme de l'Organisation internationale
du Travail", Annuairefrangais de droit international,1987, vol. 33, p. 478 A495; B.
Dupuy, Nouvelle structure de l'Organisation internationale du Travail, Pars,
Economica, 1987.

La Constitution de I'O1T d6finit des objectifs gdniraux de
progrts, entre lesquels elle n'6tablit pas de hierarchie, et le moyen
essentiel qu'elle met i la disposition de l'Organisation pour les
attemdre, les conventions internationales du travail qui ont en prncipe
toutes la m&ne valeur juridique. Bien que leur adoption entraine
certains effets juridiques, elles ne peuvent cr&er des obligations pour les
niembres que si elles sont ratifi~es. Les auteurs de la Constitution ont,
i cet 6gard, dfi se r6signer i revenir sur les ambitions de leuT projet
initial qui visait en effet i doter la Conference internationale du Travail
du pouvoir d'adopter une ligislation directement applicable - sous
riserve d'une sorte de clause d'opting out - i l'ensemble des membres
de l'Organisation.
Cette limitation a k6 de mamre croissante perque comme un
grave handicap dam une 6conorie devenue globale. L'acc~s au march6
des pays developpls de produits fabriques i des cofits sociaux plus
faibles a raviv6 la question sous-jacente i la creation de 1'OIT eUemimedu lien entre la protection sociale et la lib&ralisation des 6changes
(c'est-i-dire de la subordination de la seconde i la premi&e). A telle
enseigne que, devant l'mcapacit6 constitutionnelle de 'OIT i imposer
l'uniformisation des conditions de travail, certains ont estim que la
setle faron d'6viter la distorsion de la concurrence, au profit des pays
a faible cofit sociaux, ou mime ce qu'ils consid&raient comme une
forme de "dumping social", ftait de lier, par des clauses sociales qui
voudraient s'hisdre dam le systbine commercial multilatial, la garantie
des "droits des travailleurs internationalement reconnus" i la
hlralisation des 6changes". Cette tentative n'a pas eu de suite
jusqu'ic. Elle a cependant conduit I'OIT a s'interroger sur le moyen de
surmonter ce qui apparaissai une contradiction fondamentale entre le
caractim de l'acceptation des obligations risultant des conventions
mitemationales du travail et l'objectif d'universalit indispensable i la
cr6diilit6 de son action. Cette invention s'est faite en deux 6tapes.
La premiere 6tape fit franchie dans les circonstances
exceptionnelles du debut de la guerre froide, ofi l'OIT 6tait conteste par
les nouveaux pays socialistes, mais oui sa composition interne refiftait
encore uie majorit6 r~formiste et liburale massive. A la suite d'une

" Voir F. Maupain, "laprotection internationale des travailleurs et la lib&alisation
du conrraerce rrndial : un lien ou un frein?", Revue gnkdale de droit inernational
pub.ic, 1996, t lOo,p. 45 i !oo.

initiative de la Fd~ration Syndicale Mondiale en 1947 de crier une
6
commission de la libert6 syndicale dans le cadre du Conseil conomique
et social des Nations Unies", l'OIT s'est trouvie contrainte d'agir tr~s
vite pour proposer son propre m~canisme de protection de la libert6
syndicale qui pourrait etre utilis6 m~me par les pays, encore nombreux
l'6poque, qui n'en 6taient pas membres. La solution dont la paternit6
revient en grande partie au Conseiller juridique de l'Ipoque, Wilfred
Jenks, fut de proposer la creation d'une commission independante
d'investigation et de conciliation qui serait charg~e d'examiner les
plaintes 6ventuelles relatives i la violation des principes de Ia libert6
syndicale. Pour les pays n'ayant pas ratifi6 les toutes r~centes
Conventions sur la libert6 syndicale (n° 8713 et sur la ngociation
collective (no 98)'", la commission 6tait cens6e 8tre subordonnie j
l'acceptation de l'Etat mis en cause. En cas de refus, le Conseil
d'administration pouvait cependant prendre "toutes mesures
appropri6es". Cette proposition d6clencha une vive controverse i la
Conference internationale du Travail enjuin 1950. L'Afrique du Sud,
sans doute consciente que le raisonnement pouvait 6tre extrapolk
d'autres principes que la libert6 syndicale et, en particulier, i la
discrimination, prit la tote de l'opposition au nom de
l'inconstitutionnalit6 radicale du m6canisme propos6. Elle r~cusa
l'argument selon lequel la creation de cette proc~lure trouvait son
fondement dans le fait que la libert6 syndicale faisait partie des objectifs
constitutionnels de I'OIT. Selon elle, cet objectif, comme l'ensemble
des objectifs de I'OIT, devait 8tre exclusivement poursuivi par les
moyens pr6vus par la Constitution, et la seule forme d'action lgitime
6tait donc d'adopter des conventions soumises i la ratification des Etats
Sans chercher i r pondre point par point i cette
concern~s.
argumentation, Wilfred Jenks s'appuya essentiellement sur le pouvoir
reconnu au Bureau par la Constitution de conduire dans les conditions
15
d6termin~es par le Conseil et la Confrence des "enquetes" . II
souligna que les droits des Etats 6taient parfaitement sauvegards par la
ncessit6 d'obtenir leur consentement pr~alable pour renvoyer une
plainte i la commission, et qu'il fallait 6tablir en ce qui concerne la
rialisation des objectifs de la Constitution une distinction nette entre

2 Voir J. De Givry, Droits de I'homme au travail et syndicats, Paris, Editions

universitaires, 1989, p. 62 et suiv.
,Nations Unies, Recueji des Traits, vol. 68, p. 17.
Ibid. vol. 96, p. 257.
"Article 10, paragraphe 1, de laConstitution.

enforcement etpromotion.Malg
flit alors accept6.

une opposition persistante, le systme

On pent certes se demander si l'invention de la commission
d'investigation mitait alors le qualificatif, car elle se pr~sentait i
premire vue comme une solution de caracthre eminemment
pragmatique et dont l'avenir semblait, i vrai dire, des plus incertains,
ds lors que l'intervention de la commission 6tait subordonnde i
l'acceptation de l'Eat Or, il est vite apparu que cette acceptation serait

sysihnatiquement refuse. Cela n'a pas suffi i la rendre moprante, tout
au contraire. Le droit du Conseil d'examiner '%tote autre mesure
apprie" i prendre en cas de refus d'accepter l'intervention la
commission a en effet permis de d6velopper une proc lure parall~e,
avec la caration d'un comit de la hbert6 syndicale, dont le r6le initial
itait d'examiner la recevablit&des plaintes, mais qui s'est rapidement
transfo m i partir de 1953 en un examen au fond destini i 6tablir un
classement entre les plaintes selon leur degrE de gravit6. I[ est
int6ressant de relever que, tres disc~rte au dopart, la doctrine selon
laquelle cette proc&iure se justifiait par les obligations inh~rentes i la
qualit6 de membre compte tenu de la place faite i la hberti syndicale
dans h Constitution et la Diclaration de Pbiladelphie 6 s'est affirmdn
pea i peu" . Elk a ainsi ouvert la voic an dveopement le plus rcent

Pour faire face au d6fi de la mondialisation, on a en effet mis
t6t song6 i extrapoler la solution de la liberti syndicale i d'autres
domaines et, en particulier, i l'ensemble des droits fondamentaux. La
n6cessit6 d'une application universefle de ces droits fondamentaux est

appmrue comme la rdponse la plus raisonnable i la revendication surgie
il'approche de la cl6ture du cycle de l'Uruguay et qui vis;at i obtenir
l'inclusion, dans les futurs accords qui 6tabliraient l'Organisation
mondiale du Commerce
(OMC), d'une garantie des droits
itionanx reconnus des travailleurs. DMs 1994, le Directeur gL-nial

SDidnmmim concenmt les bum et ks objecti&s de 1'Orpnisaio intemationale du

Travail,

adopie i P'ladhelpbie Ie 10 mi 1944, Nations Uimes, Recueil des Trais,vol.

15,p. 105.
- Pour plw dc dkls,voir N. Vaiticos, -Les mitbodes de la p ection mtemationale
de la hbft syndicale", Recued din coun de IPAcadbwie de droit inerniiona de la
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du BIT avait fait observer dans son rapport i la Conffrence
intemationale du Travail"9 qu'il 6tait irr~aliste de pr~tendre imposer au
niveau universel l'uniformisation du niveau de protection sociale quel
que soit le niveau de dveloppement, alors que les organisations dites
d'int6gration n'y parvennaient pas. La v~ritable question 6tait donc de
fournir aux travailleurs, individuellement, et aux partenaires sociaux,
collectivement, les moyens n6cessaires pour pouvoir obtenir une
contrepartie 6quitable de leurs efforts. De ce point de vue, la garantie
universelle des droits fondamentaux de libert6 syndicale et de
ngociation collective, d'interdiction du travail des enfants et de nondiscrimination apparaissent comme la condition de tous les autres; ils
repr6sentent en effet la garantie pour chacun de pouvoir revendiquer
librement et avec des chances 6gales sa part des fruits engendr6s par le
dveloppement selon les sp6cificit6s propres i chaque pays. Ceci 6tant,
ils'agissait simplement de savoir si l'application universelle de ces
droits 6tait possible i raliser en laissant de c6t6 la question
d'6ventuelles sanctions commerciales qui ne seraient pas ncessairement
les plus adapt~es i l'objectif recherch6.
Dans son rapport soumis en 1997'", le Directeur g~n6ral, i la
lumi~re de divers d6veloppements intervenus entre-temps, poussait la
r~flexion beaucoup plus loin. I1formulait deux propositions destin6es
A surmonter l'obstacle de la ratification sur le chemin de l'universalit6.
La premi&re visait i offrir une r6compense concrete i la ratification des
conventions fondamentales par le biais d'un "label social global" qui
serait lui-m~me 6tabli par voie d'une convention internationale du
travail et pourrait 8tre utilise, dans des conditions que ladite convention
prescrirait, par les pays ayant ratifi6 le "bloc" des conventions
fondamentales et accepteraient en outre de se soumettre i un syst~ae
Cette proposition suscita une vive
additionnel de v6rification.
controverse. Certains pays lui firent grief de r6inventer sous une
nouvelle forme une clause sociale i vis6e protectionniste. Si l'on peut
consid6rer que cette proposition satisfait aux crit&res de "l'invention",
il est clair en m~me temps que, pour le moment, cette invention reste
totalement virtuelle. La controverse qu'elle a d6clench6e a cependant
eu peut-etre pour r6sultat de faire, par contraste, paraitre la seconde,
beaucoup moins subversive.

" Voir Conference internationale du Travail, 8t Session 1994, "Des valeurs A
d6fendre, des changements i entreprendre".
" Voir Confrence internationale du Travail, 85" Session 1997, 'L'action normative
de VOIT AI'hcure de lamondialisation".

Cette seconde proposition se bornait en effet i suggirer de
crier un systme de promotion universelle de droits fondamentaux
autres que a libert6 syndicale, diji couverte, mnne Al'6gard des pays
n'ayant pas ratifik les conventions correspondantes.
Ce syst~me de promotion se distinguait cependant du
m&anisme applicable en mati~re de libert6 syndicale, dont
l'extrapolation pure et simple se heurtait i deux obstacles i premiere
,ue insurmontables : un obstacle juridique, du fait que, contrairement
j la hbert6 syndicale, certains des droits consid&6s comme
fondamentaux ne sont pas mentionn&s dans la Constitution; un obstacle
politique, du fait que, instruits par l'exprience, les Etats, y compris les
Etats occidentaux, apres avoir applaudi i la creation du mdcanisme de
la hberti syndicale comme un moyen de pression sur les regimes
totalitaires, en particulier ceux d'obidience soviftique, l'avaient par la
suite va s'exercer i leurs d pens et se refisaient inergiquement dans
leur ensemble i 6tendre l'exp~rence. La n&cessit& de sortir de cette
impasse se faisait en m e temps plus Midente compte tenu des attentes
externes. D'une part, le Sommet de Copenhague avait, en 1995,
soulign6 l'importance de ces droits'; d'autre part, la diclaration de la
premiere Conf&rence ministciielle de I'OMC i Smgapour en 1996 avait
renvoy6 i I'OIT la protection de ces droits que certains auraient voulu
lui voir prendh en charge2l. C'est dans ce contexte que naquit le projet
d'une d&claration sur les droits fondamentaux, assorti d'un m~canisme
de suivi qui, de facto, permettrait de promouvoir ces droits
fondamentaux, m me i l'-gard des pays n'ayant pas ratifi les
conventions correspondantes. Malgri la forte mefiance d'un assez grand
nombre de pays, la crainte qu'en l'absence de solution la question de
clauses sociales rebondirait in~vitablement i I'OMC a finalement
conduit i l'adoption de cette D6claration ' . Elle revient i faire
reconmaitre aux Membres eux-memes que, meime lorsqu'ils n'ont pas
ratifik, ils doiv~nt, avec l'aide de l'Organisation, se comporter d'une
manire conforme aux objectifs qu'ils ont accept&s : d'oAi le mcanisme
de suivi qui n'est pas fonde sur des plaintes mais sur des rapports
demand&s au titre de dispositions constitutionnelles existantes.

' Nations LUies, document A/CONF.166/9, p. 5 i 27.
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Peut-on pour autant parler d'invention? Au point de vue de la
nouveaut6 ou de l'originalit6 de la solution, on serait 6videmment tent6
de dire qu'il ne manque pas d'exemples au sein d'autres organisations
de principes constitutionnels qui font l'objet d'une certaine forme de
suivi, mime si, i 1'OIT ce suivi ne peut se r6clamer d'aucune
disposition constitutionnelle relative i l'exclusion pour manquement
aux principes fondamentaux de l'appartenance A l'Organisation comme
c'est le cas de la Charte des Nations Unies. I1 convient en outre et
surtout de souligner que, si chacun des 6lments de cette solution n'est
rien de particuli~ment original, leur combinaison permet peut-etre de
franchir un saut qualitatif. La Dclaration parvient i faire reconnaitre
express~ment aux membres eux-m~mes (alors que jusque 1Uil s'agissait
plut6t d'une construction doctrinale, au reste limit~e ila libert6
syndicale) les obligations inh&entes i la qualit6 de membre et i faire en
sorte que l'opposition de certains ne suffise pas i rendre le dispositif
inop6rant puisque ce suivi fait appel A des procedures qui auraient pu
8tre utilis~es en tout 6tat de cause. De la sorte, l'obstacle constitutionnel
qui avait par s'opposer i une promotion universelle effective, c'est-idire v&ifiable, parait enfin surmont6. Seule l'histoire dira cependant si
ce mcanisme pourra se dvelopper de mani~re aussi efficace dans sa
voie promotionnelle que celui de la libert6 syndicale sur la base d'un
syst~me de plaintes.
C) L'61argissement de la maitrise des moyens:
l'extension du pouvoir lgislatif de la Confirence
Al'abrogation des conventions obsolites
Cet exemple illustre un paradoxe. L'efficacit6 de 1'action

normative de la Conference internationale du Travail, lorsqu'elle prend
la forme de conventions internationales du travail, d~pend de
l'acceptation par ses membres sons forme de ratifications. Mais cette
acceptation lui 6te tout contr6le sur ces instruments, meme lorsqu'ils
sont devenus inefficaces au regard des objectifs poursuivis. Sans doute
n'est-ce pas tr~s original puisque les conventions intemationales du
travail sont des trait~s. En tant que tels, leur ratification fait naitre des
obligations contractuelles entre les Etats qui les ratifient et il avait 6t6
jusqu'ici consid&r6 que ces obligations ne pouvaient disparaitre que par
l'effet de la volont6 de ces derniers sous forme d'un acte de
dnonciation. Bien qu'elle soit en effet commune A bien des
organisations qui agissent par le biais de conventions, cette situation
pr~sente cependant une assez grande originalit i 1'OIT. La matire sur
laquelle portent ces questions sociales est en effet une mati~re tr~s vaste

et en constante 6volution, au gri des transformations de la r~aht
&onomique et technologique et de l'6volution des mentalites et des
conceptions. Pour remplir sa tiche, 'OIT doit donc tout a la fois 6tendre
la6gislation a de nouveaux domaines et revoir constamment la solution
dans les domaines ou ell a deji 16gifft6 pour s'assurer de la pertinence
des dispositions existantes. C'est pourquoi la question de savoir quel est
le pouvoir de la Conference de modifier les textes adoptts remonte
presque aux origines de l'Organisation. Dix ans a peme apres la
creation de l'Organisation, en 1929, eUe fit ainsi l'objet de debats tr&s
approfoadis suscirts par les imperfections ou l'iisuccxs des instruments
adopt~s au cours des premises annes. Si rien n'empehait la
Confbwece d'adopter des instruments plus adapt6s ou mieux conqus, la
question itait de savoir dans quele mesure ces instruments revis s
pouvaient se substituer aux mstruments originaux. Etant donn. le
silence de la Constitution, le Conseiller juridique de l'6poque fut, son
corps defendant, conduit i conclure que "s'il semble l6gitime de
considerer les conventions internationales du travail comme des
conventions d'une nature particuliMe comportant tun 6lnent quasiMgisiatif, il ne paraft pas douteux qu'elles constituent des conventions,
c'est-a-dire qu'elles deviennent, par l'effet des ratifications qu'elles
reoivent, de ventables contrats entre les "Etats " . En consequence, la
Conference ne pouvait pas effacer les obligations nees des ratifications

par les Etats parties. Elle ne pouvait mme pas emp~her une
convention de faire naltre de nouvelles obligations sauf disposition
expresse habilitant la Conference i la fermer i la ratification. C'est
pourquoi, i partir de ceue 6poque, les conventions sont pourvues de
clauses finales standard qui habilitent la Conference a fermer par tne
convention portant revision les conventions existantes, et aprevoir que
la ratification portant revision vaut automatiquement d-nonciation de la
convention rvis6e.
Si cette solution a pernis de clarifier la situation et de parer
aux problimes les plus imm6diats, elle a laiss subsister d'importantes
lacunes dont les mconv~nients cumulatifs ne sont apparns dans toute
ler ampleur que depuis les arines soixante : impuissance complkte i
l'-gard des conventions antbieures i 1930 et souvent les plus
nmanifestement dpass6es; ncessit&de superposer les revisions, non
seulement pour tenir les instruments i jour, mais pour fermer les

'3 Voir note du Conseiller jmridique du BIT, J. Morellet POc¢s verbaux, Conseil
d'adniinisnatio 43-- Sessiomn,r's 1929, vol. XV, p.90i 101.

instruments inadaptds a la ratification; fardeau administratif etjuridique
resultant pour l'Organisation des rapports et autres obligations
constitutionnelles lids au maintien des ratifications pour des conventions
rdvis6es et jugies obsoletes. Mais il semblait impossible, dans les
limites de la doctrine 6nonce en 1929, de remddier A cette solution
autrement que par des expddients pratiques (par exemple, l'espacement
des rapports dus au titre des conventions ratifides ou lromission
d'instruments jugds obsoltes des recueils officiels, solution d'une
lgalit6 au reste sujette i caution), alors m~me que l'on 6tait
parfaitement conscient que les consequences de cette impasse 6taient
vouies i s'accumuler au fil du temps et de l'adoption de nouvelles
conventions.
Bien que cette situation ffit tacitement tenue pour intangible,
le Bureau se demanda cependant, en 19964, s'il n'tait pas possible de
reprendre le problame i la base. I1fit ainsi conduit i suggdrer que la
logique de la doctrine antirieure -- qu'il ne proposait nullement de
remettre en cause - paraissait tout de meme hisser place i deux types de
solution : une solution conventionnelle qui consisterait i tarir i la fois
la source et les effets des conventions ratifides par une "convention
tueuse", et une solution constitutionnelle qui consisterait i reconnaitre
explicitement i la Confdrence intemationale du Travail un pouvoir
lgislatif d'abroger; il s'agirait du pendant logique de son pouvoir
d'adopter que l'on n'avait pas cru pouvoir ddduire en 1929 du texte de
la Constitution tel qu'il 6tait alors conqu. Sans entrer dans le detail du
ddbat qui se ddveloppa au Conseil d'administration i partir de 1996 et
i la Confrence internationale du Travail en 19971, on rel~vera que
c'est la deuxinme voie qui fitt choisie comme la mieux adapt&e aux
exigences de l'adaptation constante du corpus normatif de 'OIT. Le
Conseil d'administration fiut i vrai dire i ce point convaincu de la
supdriorit6 de cette voie qu'il refusa m8me de retenir la possibilit6 de
contracting out que le Bureau avait propos6 d'inclure dans
l'amendement constitutionnel, et qui aurait permis aux Etats parties i
une convention de demeurer dans ses liens malgr6 son abrogation.
L'amendement constitutionnel tel qu'il fut adopt6 en juin 1997 par la

2 Voir Document GB. 265/LILSAVP/PRS/2.
25 Voir Documents GB. 267/LILS/WP/PRS/l, GB.267/LILS/4/1
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internationale du Travail, 85 Session, 1997, Comptes rendus provisoires ill I et 10.
Voir 6galement F. Maupain, "Une r6volution tranquille dans le droit des trait6s :
l'abrogation des conventions internationales du travail obsoletes", Annuairefranfaisde
droit international,1996, vol. 42, p. 629 1 635.

Conference internationale du Travail prvoit donc que, sous riserve de
garanties de procedure destines i assurer que la determination des
conventions obsoletes et la d~cision de s'en d6faire fassent vraiment
l'objet d'un consensus, la Conf&ence internationale du Travail peut
proc&ier i l'abrogation de tomute convention devenue obsolete par un
acte contraire, c'est-i-dire selon la mime proc&Iure et la mime majorite
que celles requises pour son adoption.

Cet amendement n'est pas encore entr6 en vigueur malgr6 le
soutien unanime dont il a b~n~ficik au sein des trois groupes (y compris
de mani~re particulirement significative de la part du groupe des
travailleurs qui s'est pourtant toujours montr6 le gardien vigilant de
l'it git de l'oeuvre normative de I'OIT). D'ores et deja, cet
amendement a produit certaines consequences dans la mesure oft il a
conduit i reconnaitre que dans la logique qui le sous-tend, rien
n'empche la Conf-rence mternationale du Travail de "retirer" des
recommandations ou des conventions jamais entrbes en vigueur. De
cet manire, le travail de nettoyage du corpus normatif peut d6ja te
engag6. Reste cependant a se demander si cet amendement m6rite
d'&te consid&6 comne une invention. M&ne s'il a permis d'offrir une

sortie i une situation d'impasse et de renforcer la capacite d'adaptation
de I'Organisation dans un domame absolument fondamental de son
activitY, on peut tre tent6 de considerer qu'il n'a, aprin tout, fait rien
d'autre que de combler une lacune. Hest significatif, cependant, que
l'vidence de cette lacune ne se soit imposde que de manire pour ainsi
dire r'trospective, une fois la solution trouvee et que, pendant des
ann~es, le prublme n'ktait pas perqu en ces termes. 1 a peut--tre suffi
d'une consideration simple pour provoquer le d&lic et remettre en

question la conception d'inspiration patrimoniale des conventions : la
constatation que, dans la logique constitutionnelle de I'OIT, les
conventions intemationales du travail ne sont pas une fin en soi mais des
instruments au service des objectifs fondamentaux de la Constitution,
et qu'un Etat Membre ne pouvait imposer i l'Organisation de continuer

i en subir les effets alors que, selon son jugement, ils ont perdu leur
raison d'&tre initiale ou, pour reprendre la formule utilise das
instruntt de l'amendement, Us n'apportent plus de contribution utile

a l'acoimplissement des objectifs de l'Organisation.
D) Un exemple d'adaptation en matire de conditions
d'emploi des fonctionnaires : la riacquisition par
I'Organisation d'un droit acquis des fonctionnaires

Comme on l'a indiqu6 en introduction, 'OIT, en raison de
l'objet de son mandat, s'est toujours flatt6e d'une responsabilit6
particuli~re vis-i-vis de ses agents. Ce particularisme est activement
entretenu par la presence au sein du Conseil d'administration de
composition tripartite d'un groupe de travailleurs qui,
traditionnellement, prate une oreille attentive aux revendications
syndicales internes. C'est en grande partie en raison de cette vocation
et de cet int~ret que l'OIT s'est retrouv6e investie de la responsabilit6
de reprendre l'hritage du Tribunal administratif de la Soci6t6 des
Nations, i travers le Tribunal administratif de l'OIT (TAOIT), et
d'6tendre i l'ensemble des organisations qui le souhaitent un service
public de la justice digne de ce nom, c'est-i-dire offrant i travers des
magistrats professionnels des plus hautes juridictions toutes les garanties
souhaitables d'inddpendance.
La marge d'autonomie est cependant devenue tr~s limitde du
fait de l'adh6sion de I'OIT au "regime commun" des Nations Unies en
mati~re de conditions de service en g6ndral, et de son adh6sion i la
Caisse commune des pensions du personnel des Nations Unies en
mati~re de pensions. Par suite d'un amendement au Statut du personnel
sur la port6e juridique duquel le Conseil d'administration du BIT n'avait
pas 6t6 invit6i s'interroger, le BIT s'est retrouv6 en marge du systime
des pensions. Cet amendement avait pour effet de reproduire dans le
Statut du personnel du BIT la d6fmition de la r6munration souniise i
retenue pour pension figurant dans les Statuts de la Caisse, au lieu d'y
renvoyer comme c'est le cas du statut du personnel des autres
organisations. Cela signiflait que tout changement dans cette dafinition
par la Caisse exigeait, pour devenir applicable aux fonctionnaires du
BIT, un amendement au Statut du personnel du BIT. De mani&re tout
i fait prdvisible, une modification i la baisse de la definition d&cidde par
la Caisse d~clencha un contentieux devant le TAOIT contre
l'Organisation elle-m~me au nom des droits acquis. Le TAOIT
confirma que la dafinition en tant que telle faisait partie des conditions
d'emploi statutaires relevant bien de sa comptence, alors que le
contentieux des pensions relive du Tribunal administratif des Nations
Unies (TANU)". En cons6quence, meme si l'OIT n'avait qu'un
pouvoir Mii cet igard, sa modification i la baisse devait etre apprcide
selon les r~gles applicables aux modifications du Statut du BIT en
26 Jugement N* 832 dans I'affaire Ayoub etconsorts, Jugements du Tribunal
admintstratif de lOrganisation internationaledu Travail, soixante-deuxibnie session

ordinaire.

tenant compte de la jurisprudence sur les droits acquis propre au TAOIT
et relatNvment plus coniraignante que la jurisprudence correspondante

du TANU. Bien que, dans un premier temps, le Tribunal ait jug6 que
la modification en cause n'6tait pas suffisamment significative pour
constituer une attemte aux droits acquis au sens de sa jurisprudence,
cette situation ne pouvait manquer de se produire un jour'. Or une
autre affaire vint demontrer par ailleurs qu'un court ddcalage dans le
temps des definitions pouvait entrainer des differences considerables sur
le plan actuariel"'. II dtait clair que l'OIT ne pouvait vixre sous la
menace continuelle de contentieux alors que le Conseil d'administration
s'etait par ailleurs d6clar6 resolument hostile dans sa majorit6 i assumer

sous forme de provisions budg6taires appropriees les cons6quences
eventuelles d'um particularisme dont il n'avait jamais expressement
approuv6 le principe. La seule solution 6tait donc de revenir dans le

giron de la Caisse en substituant a la definition une simple disposition
de renvoi i l'instar des autres organisations affilies. Une telle
modification posait cependant deux problimes de nature et de difficultM

diffirentes. Sur le plan juridique, le desengagement de l'OIT en cc qui
concerne la determination de la rdmun&ration soumise i retenue pour
pension pouvait efte consid&r6e comme la modification d'une condition
d'emploi determinante et, donc, courir le risque d'etre censuree par le
TAOIT comme une violation d'un droit acquis. Ce risque pouvait, de
l'avis du Conseiller juridique, etre assume dans la mesure ou la
remun6ration soumise i retenue n'est de toute faron pas immuable et
que le seul droit acquis 6tait en definitive celui que de telles
modifications puissent faire l'objet d'un contr6le judiciaire; or le
disengagement de 'O1T, s'il substitnait le contr6le du TANU a celui du
TAOIT, ne modifiait pas le principe de ce contr6le. Restait cependant
'imposslbilit6 politique d'opter pour une telle solution juridique, meme
en &ant prat i en prendre le risque. Une premiere tentative, pourtant
timide, en direction de cette solution avait en effet donn6 lieu i une
grove si mnuscl&e, que faute d'interprses, le Conseil d'administration ne
put meme pas achever sa session. Pour sortir de l'impasse, la solution
fut de proposer aux repr6sentants du personnel la cr6ation d'un fonds

d'6pargne volontaire auquel 'Organisation apporterait une contribution
mitiale et, ainsi, compenserait en quelque sorte son disengagement
d'une responsabiliti qu'elle n'avait au demeurant jamais sciemment
entdu endosser. Apr~s bien des difficull6s, y compris de la part de la
J"
.ugement
N* 986 dans I'affaire Ayoub n° 2 e consorts, ibid- soixante-septi&ne
session.
' Jugenent N* 990 dmns I'affai'e Cuviilier n' 3, ibid. soixante-huti&rne session.

Commission de la fonction publique intemationale qui fit longue i
admettre que cette solution n'6tait pas une nouvelle manifestation de
l'incorrigible s paratisme du BIT mais, tout au contraire, le prix i payer
pour rentrer dans le rang, cette solution fut accept6e et subit par la suite
avec succ~s le test du contentieux devant le Tribunal 9 .
Cet 6pisode i multiples rebondissements foumit certainement
l'exemple d'une solution originale et i vrai dire unique i un problime
qui n'6tait peut &re pas insoluble sur le plan juridique sans le secours du
fonds volontaire (comme semble bien le confirmer le jugement ult&ieur
du Tribunal) mais i laquelle on n'aurait pu parvenir sur le plan pratique
sans cr~er une convulsion tr~s grave sur le plan des relations avec le
personnel. Elle n'a cependant pas permis d'empecher les recours
individuels. Le paradoxe -- qui r~pond peut-8tre i la question de savoir
si ele reprsentait un "saut qualitatif' -- est que, par le truchement de
ces recours individuels, le Tribunal a 6 amen6 a d~fmir de manire
relativement plus restrictive le concept de "droits acquis", alors que les
reprisentants du personnel avaient sans doute esp6r6, i travers la
solution n~gocine du Fonds volontaire, laisser perdurer un flou propice
i leurs revendications ult6rieures quant aux linites de ce concept.
E) Un exemple d'innovation inachevie :
I'adaptation de l'action normative de l'OIT i l'invention
de nouvelles formes de relations du travail
Le survol qui pr~c&de a laiss6 de c6t6, de mani~re assez
significative, l'une des tiches essentielles de l'activit6 du Conseiller
juridique du BIT qui se rapporte i l'activit6 normative de 'OIT. Sans
doute, cela tient-il au fait qu'en mati~re de normes, le r6le de crnateur
si ce n'est d'inventeur revient en effet au 16gislateur, c'est-i-dire aux
repr~sentants tripartites de l'ensemble des Membres regroup~s au sein
de la Conf~rence internationale du travail. Cela ne signifie cependant
pas que des situations d'impasse ne puissent 6galement se produire en
ce domaine et pour lesquelles le Conseiller juridique se trouve sollicit6
d'intervenir. La session de la Conference intemationale qui, au moment
oiL ces lignes sont 6crites, vient de s'achever en offre un exemple qui,
pour n'avoir pas encore abouti, mrite sans doute d'etre bri~vement
mentionn6. Il touche en effet i l'aptitude de I'OIT de continuer i

"9Jugement N* 1330 dans l'affaire Bangasser et consorts, ibid. soixante-seizime
session.

remplir son mandat qui est, i l'instar des lgislations nationales du
travail qu'eUe vise i inspirer, de remidier de mani~re g~ndrale a
l'asymtrie qui caractrise la situation respective des employeurs et des
travailleurs sur le plan contractuel. Or, les modalites et les formes de

cette asymetrie se renouvellent constarnment sous l'effet combm des
mutations de la technologic et de lamondialisation et de ce que l'on doit
bien appeler "l'inventivite" des acteurs sociaux. Tel est le seas du
pbEnomiae que, faute pour le moment de meilleur terme, on a qualifi6
de "travail en sous-traitance" : i recouvre toute une nebuleuse de
situations diverses sur le plan juridique dans lesquelles tant6t le
travailleu n'est pas sournis a une relation de travail classique tout en se
trouvant dans une situation de subordination i l'egard de son employeur
et, tant6t il se trouve fonnellement sounis au droit du travail, dans tne
situation "triangulaire" en vertu de laquelle son employeur r6el n'est pas
son employeur lkgal. Pour rem'dier i la prearite qui peut rdsulter de
cet 6tat de choses la Conference mternationale du Travail s'est trouve
saisie d'une question qui devait aboutir i l'adoption de nouvelles
normes en 1998. Cette tentative a cependant but&sur l'heh'rog~nit& du
plimonne amisi que sur la resistance de principe des employeurs i voir
'OIT s'immiscer dans ce qu'ils considerent comme 6tant au moms dans
certams cas des formes contractuelles commerciales qui echappent a sa
comptence. Pour sortir de l'impasse et se montrer i la hauteur de
l'imventivit des acteurs sociaux, le Bureau s'est efforce, i son tour,
"d'inventW' une dfinition susceptible de r6tabhr l'unit6 du phenomene
sur le plan conceptuel sans pour autant prijuger de la necessite
d'appliquer une solution uniforme i toutes ses manifestations; cette
synthse s'est effectu6e autour de l'ide que les travailleurs en question
qu'ils aient ou non la qualit de salaris se trouvent dans tne situation
de subordination semblable i celle d'un salani niais sans kre les
sala:ri6s de ceux 1'6gard desquels ils
se trouvent dans une situation de
sbordination. Cette maniere de poser le problkme, s'il n'a pas pernis
de deboucher sur une solution, a an moms eu le mhrite de rdtablir le

dialogue dans un dbat qui 6tait devenu un dialogue de sourds,
famement maquA per des considrations d'ordre Wiologique. Dans une
atmosphere sensiblement rasser6ee, la Conference internationale du

Travail a pris une ddcision tout i fait inidite selon laquelle le sujet
dcvrait, avant de faire l'objet d'adoption de nouveaux instruments
iscits ison ordre du jour, donner lieu i une r6flexion et i des travaux
beaucoup plus approfondis.

Conclusion

Le survol qui precede comporte une part d'arbitraire. Pour se
limiter j prisenter une seule illustration pour chaque aspect de
l'adaptation de l'Organisation i son environnement, il a fallu sacrifier
d'autres exemples d'innovations juridiques qu'il aurait 06 6galement
int~ressant d'examiner. On peut, i cet 6gard, 6voquer la Dclaration
tripartite sur les entreprises multinationales et la politique sociale3° qui
est le premier instrument de soft law universel s'adressant directement
aux multinationales en meme temps qu'aux gouvernements et aux
organisations d'employeurs et de travailleurs et dont l'autre origmalit6
est d'avoir W adoptie non point par l'organe 16gislatif (la Conference
intemationale du Travail) mais, sous la pression des circonstances, par
le Conseil d'administration du BIT; ou encore la cr6ation ex nihilo par
la seule OIT du Centre de Turin3 ' qui s'affirmait comme une institution
dotie d'une personnalit6 juridique autonome et dont l'originalit6
particulinrement remarquable i l'poque de sa cr6ation, 6tait de n'8tre
compos6e ni d'Etats, ni d'organisations internationales.
Au terme de cette 6tude la question reste par ailleurs posse de
savoir si les diff6rentes illustrations pr6sent6es rel~vent bien de la notion
d'invention juridique telle qu'elle a 6 6voqu6e dans la premiere partie
ou si elles ne devraient pas, de mani~re plus modeste et prosaique, 8tre
qualifi6es d'op6rations de d pannage cr6atif dont on peut retrouver, i
des degr6s ou selon des accentuations diverses, bien d'autres cas dans
l'ensemble des organisations. Le lecteur sera juge de la r~ponse i
apporter. Quelle que soit cette r6ponse, une chose semble cependant
certaine. En raison sans doute de la diversit6 des int6r6ts qu'elle met
en jeu et qui est naturellement plus grande que dans une organisation
non-gouvemementale, de la difficult6 de modifier les r~gles du jeu
fondamentales compte-tenu des r~gles applicables aux amendements i
la Constitution, et des transformations profondes de l'environnernent
dans lequel lle est cens6e poursuivre des objectifs dont aucun, de par
sa nature mime, ne saurait jamais 8tre atteint une fois pour toutes, 'OIT
offre un d6fi permanent i la cr6ativit6 et i l'esprit d'adaptation de tous
ceux qui ont occup6 le poste de Conseillerjuridique. La r6gularit6 avec
laquelle la n~cessit6 de son existence s'est r~affirm6e alors que la
transformation de l'environnement international faisait dire i certains
secteurs qu'elle avait 6puis6 sa raison d'Etre porte t~moignage de la
force vitale qu'elle tient d'une structure tripartite qui a anticip6 sur le

'0Bureau international du Travail, Bulletin officiel, S6rie A,Gen~ve, vol. LXI, n. 1,
1978, p. 511A58.
" Ibid. vol. XLVI, n'. 3, juillet 1963, p. 406 1410.

deveklpement du phnrlisme social inherent a des soci6t~s
technologiquement diveloppes. De ce point de vue, il n'est sans doute
pas t~m&are d'affirmer que non seulement le tripartisme reste le

meilleur smon le seul exemple d'invention juridique dans le contexte
de 1'OLT, mais que s'il n'existait pas il faudrait l'mventer. Le paradoxe
est peut-&re que cette invention reste si rivolutionnaire que sa r&idition
serait sans doute, sinon inconcevable, du moins tris difficile
aujourd'hui.

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER
OF AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION

Alfons A. E. NoW

Question 1 - Why does an International Organization need a legal
ad~ier and what are the prerequmites for exercising efficiently this
role?
Your question relates diectly to the raison d'Etre of the legal
adviser of an international organzation or - as we should better and
moe precisely say-. an "Intergovernmental Organization", as all those
forming the United Nations System of Organizations are composed of
-Member States" and represented by their respective "Governments".
is there really a need or even a justification for such a post, within a
Legal Service or Office or, as it is called in the International
Teleconmmnications Union (I",
a "Legal Affairs Unit" (LAU)? After
reflection and, at any rate, at the end of this interview - I am sure, you
will agree with me - the answer is, without any hesitation, yes! After
having worked for more than twenty-six years in this United Nations
system," which includes my over eighteen years as the ITU Legal
Adviser, there is not the slightest doubt in my mind as to the justified
need for such a post!
In a technical organization like the ITU, dating back to 1865 and
being thus the eldest of the United Nations system organizations, the
legal adviser is even more needed than in other organizations of that
system Speaking quite generally, the law and law-related issues should

'Former Legal Adviser of the Intienational Teleconmumication Union
(ITU), from March 1979 to November 1997; curcntly "OfCounscl" in the Geneva
Office of the Law Firm Baker & McKenzie.
' The author joined, on 15 November 1971, the United Nations Office at
Gieeva (UNOG) in the Division ofNarcotic Drugs, where he became the Chief of the
Twaty lnemnmation and Conimino's Secretariat Section, and was thus in charge of

al legal me in this field and served for sevea Years the United Nations Comnmissiot
an NEntic Drugs, a fiuactional cmmnission of the United Nations Economic and Social
Councl (ECOSOC), as Scretary until the Co mnission's last sessim at Geneva in
Fcmuy 1979, prrto the whole intomational drug control sector's transfer to Viena,

indeed everywhere be left to professionally trained legal experts and not
to any other staff within the organization, no matter how competent or
highly ranked. If you sought medical or technical advice, you would
very rightly never come to me, but would seek out, as I would myself,
a competent medical doctor or an engineer. Legal advisers exist inany
enterprise of a certain size in the private as well as in the public sector
for very good reasons. The law and law-related issues are simply too
delicate, too specialized and too complicated a matter to be left to nonlawyers. "Common sense", so often invoked by non-lawyers with regard
to legal problems, is simply not sufficient to solve them and is,
amazingly enough, hardly ever used to claim or justify competence in
any other professional sector!
After "the need for the legal adviser", let me now come to "the
prerequisites for exercising efficiently this role"! What is indispensable
are a solid legal university training, if possible not only in one country,
but preferably in some more, ideally belonging respectively to the civil
law and the common law "orbits", and a thorough professional
experience gained over quite a number of years, not too much in the
private sector and at one national level only, but rather already at the
international one, and, again ideally, starting as a junior and advancing
as a lawyer assuming more and more responsibilities in the legal service
or office of an intergovernmental organization. There is a further, most
important prerequisite, which can, in my considered opinion, not be
overemphasized enough. This is the organization's legal adviser's direct
responsibility and accountability to the head of the organization himself,
i.e. its Secretary-General (like in the ITU or in the United Nations) or its
Director-General. This inevitably implies that the legal adviser must,
and I repeat must, have direct access to the latter and - "a majore ad
minus" - also to the Deputy Secretary-General(s), the Head of
Departments of the General-Secretariat as well as to the Directors of the
three Bureaus, as in the case of the ITU.2 As you know, I did and do not
only enjoy this direct responsibility and access, the latter, of course,
including also the access to all relevant files and documents, but I also
realize and appreciate the enormous advantage of this "privileged"
situation,3 which, however, is, of course, not a personal, but an
2 See the ITU structure, with its somewhat specific features, in the
organizational chart contained in Annex 1 hereto.
' See the current organizational structure of the ITU Secretary-General's
office in Annex 2 hereto.

institUtional one and is, according to my over eighteen years of
professional experience in this post, a necessity or, in other words, a
-Caaditio sine qua non " for the legal adviser efficiently exercising his
role.
In this context of, what I called, "the raison d etre of the legal
adviser of an intergovernmental organization", there is another point to
be stessed here. Where the legal adviser is - hopefully - head of a
tam of legal collaborators and colleagues of whom he is the supervisor,
as in the flils LAU, the Legal Service must speak with "one voice".
According to my job descripo as approved by the rIU Council, I am
called upon to give "authoritative legal advice". This can only be
achieved, if the legal advice or opinion is given either by myself or by
one of the other lawyers working with and under me and reflects the
LAU's legal position as a whole; the latter does not mean that there
must be consensus on the matter at stake within the LAU, which, as a
genda rule, will have discussed the issue(s) prior to the legal advice or

opion being given. In case of diverging opinons within the LAU, the
legal adviser's one has, of course, to prevail, as he is the sole
resimsible and accountable. Once the advice or opinion has been given,
the whole LAU has to stick to it, as otherwise, in similar cases, the game

of "dtde et biyera" might be played, and exploited by, those disliking
the contem of any given legal advice or opinion, as experience has
aoply shown. Although I did not quite agree - during my early days and
years in the United Nations - with this "una-voce" pricie at that time
sry applied by the den and first United Nations Legal Adviser, Mr.
Cmsbnine A. Stravopouos, with whom I had the chance to discuss it

atlmgth diring a dinner here, I must admit that, with the time passing
by ard the growing experience I have gained, I had to change mind and
am now fi&y cmvered to tbe position he constantly advocated and also
mposed on his staff. My conclusion dtefiom is: Even the legal adviser
has to remain able to learn and mst be permitted to change his mind!
Quedlna 2 - Mr. NoR, who are your clients (besides the
Adnmiistration)? And can anyone come to you for advice?
Let me begin first with the latter part of your question, to which

4 See in An=t
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the answer is: basically yes! The legal advice which will be given
might, however, greatly differ. Let us start with the Union's staff
members: each individual staff member may come to my office for legal
advice. If the latter is related to his status as an international civil
servant and touches on matters of principle essential to the functioning
of the organization itself, it is my duty to advise and even, as the case
may be, to take up the matter, ex offiio, myself and to follow it through.
Let me give you two practical examples in this respect.
The first deals with the Geneva tax law and the exemptions
thereto. The Union's "Headquarter's" Agreement with the Swiss
Confederation provides for any staff member's exemption from federal,
cantonal and communal taxes, as far as his/her salaries, emoluments and
indemnities (hereafter "salaries") from the Union are concerned, all staff
members being subjected already to taxation "at the source" in the form
of a so-called "staff assessment" being deducted directly by the
organization from their monthly salary. Nevertheless, the Geneva
authorities had already in the 1930's, at the time of the League of
Nations, introduced in their cantonal tax law the so-called taux global,
which actually applied to couples, with one spouse working in an
intergovernmental organization and the other in the city, i.e. in the
public and private sector respectively. The "international" salary of the
first one coming from the organization was taken into account in
calculating the taxation of the salary of the second one who, therefore,
fell into a higher tax bracket. This was clearly an indirect taxation of the
respective international salary. Both the League of Nations and the
United Nations system organizations fought against this practice for
over forty years. We finally won the battle, at the end of which Imyself
had to intervene for over three years with the Geneva Fiscal
Administration to reach a settlement for the still pending ITU cases.
This was in fact done not only for the Union's individual staff members,
but in the interest of the organization as a whole.
The same has to be said in the second case, namely that of the
anchorage fee for a staff member's yacht (bought and owned by him in
his home country long before his having been recruited by the ITU and
duly imported by him when moving to Switzerland) in the port of a
nearby town on the shores of Lake Geneva. The fee had suddenly been
fixed 300% higher than for any Swiss citizen or foreign tax payer in the
same town, which in fact resulted in a form of taxation. The reason
given was that, because of the aforementioned tax exemption, the staff

member did not pay any taxes on his ITU salary to the town itselt
which pretended, therefore, to be entitled to request the 300% higher
fee. The fight went on for three and a half years and was finally settled
only recently - with the help of the Swiss Authorities, in particular the
Swiss Mission in Geneva, and the Federal Department of Foreign
Affairs in Bern, with which I always enjoyed an excellent relationship,
with the result that our staff member is now paying the same fee as any
yacht owner in the same town.
Such examples may sound trivial, but are not. They touch upon
the privileges and immunities of both the organization and its staff
which are accorded to guarantee free and unhampered exercise of their
functional activities. They are not given for their private interests, but
their non-respect by the Host-Country could threaten or impede the
international work to be carried out by our staff for the organization.
Admittedly, such a risk, though always existing - as the two examples
above have clearly shown - , may be much smaller in Switzerland than
inmany other countries, if I only think of those in which staff members
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) have
frequently to work, for whose legal protection my wife has to work as
Senior Legal Adviser of the UNHCR's Division of Human Resources
Management; having just made reference to my wife, I take this
opportunity to warn you that I shall continue to speak in the male
gender only, as both of us simply do not believe in all this nonsense of
"he/she", "herself/himself" or even "Chairperson" etc, which
unfortunately are now also advocated in the ITU, as, for both of us, all
this is "cosmetic", bringing us nowhere in the women's role in our
socieies, and as we consider all this from a generic or functional angle
only. - After this side-remark on the "gender-issue", let me come back
to our main topic: It is in all these cases more than ever justified - and
this contrary to a wide-spread view prevailing in some government
representatives' circles - that the organizations' competent lawyers, as
a matter of their daily work, carefully watch over such protection and
the full respect of those privileges and immunities,5 which are often the
only guarantee for enabling the organizations to carry out their work
efficiently and without undue interference by the various authorities of
the respective "Host-Country".
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Any staff member of the ITU may also come and ask what his
rights are and what procedure should be followed to have such rights
protected. Such advice to the staff can and should, in my considered
opinion - I know other colleagues think differently! -, always be
given by the organization's legal adviser who should never refuse to
reply to such a request.
However, the legal adviser should never take a position on the
substantive issues involved, which usually stem from controversies
between the staff member and his supervisors or the staff member and
the organization's administration. The legal adviser should, moreover,
in the event of such a request, always tell the staff member that, if it
comes to a litigation, the legal adviser will ex officio of course, have to
defend the organization against the claim made by the staff member.
Such limitations of the legal advice are, in all fairness, justified
and to be respected by staff members, who should also never be
represented by any LAU officer as counsel in a litigious case.
If, however, the matter submitted for legal advice is, let us say,
really and purely one of a private character - such as family, housing
or traffic problems - the legal adviser cannot and certainly should not
get involved. He is neither recruited nor paid for this by the
organization. He should, however, be in a position to advise the staff
members concerned how they can find the addresses of competent and
experienced professionals in town.
Last but not least, let me add that I have never given any legal
advice, and this is important, to staff representative bodies like the IU
Staff Union which, interestingly and wisely enough, has also never
asked for my legal advice. The legal adviser should, in the case of
staff/management relationships generally, and as a matter of principle,
maintain - as much as possible - a neutral role, in particular as, at a
later stage, he most probably would have to advise and defend the
organization against the staff representation or a staff member supported
by the latter. By the way, I can assure you that the legal adviser can,
simply because of the position held and his direct access to all members
of the top-management and all relevant files - I refer you in this respect
to what I told you already earlier in the context of your first question --,
and I did, quietly and behind the scene, arrange much more for the staff
in general as well as for individual staff members, than is and should be

pubidy know.,
But now, as to my other "ciemts", they are manifold and consist
of several categories, both inside and outside the organization! Inside
the Union, my main clients are the General Secretariat and the three
Bumus of the Unio. I mainly advise - with my lawyer colleagues in
te LAU, as the case may be - the Secretary-General, the Deputy
Secetwy-GeeCn= the Directors of the three Bureaus (ie. the elected

offwcis) md the Heads of Deparutnnts of the General Secmeat, with

6
its rTU specific "annex", the so-called 'rELECOM Secrnariat", or

their nspective collaborato.7
In this context, it appears iporMt

to me -

after so many years

of practice - to stress that, although the legal adviser and the LAU
fom, in the Union's organizational chart, part of the Office of the
Secnmy-General and that I, personally, work directly under his
oni,*ae direction and supervision,' I never was and will never be
my "mauster's voice", as I advise him - as well as his colleagues, the
Dhtos of the Bureaus and my other colleagues - to the best of my
ability and according to my own professional conscience and ethical
stanards, and never upon any instruction as to the contents of the
requesd advice, so that my advice retains its value as an independent
legal enpet advice. This independence is, in my view, one of the most
valuable requirmens and assets, which each legal adviser of an
immtgovenmnental organization should not only cherish, but eagerly
watch so as to never loose it It is true that this is not always easy and
does not always "make friends": One of the highest ranked, elected
offias of the Union once tried to "order" me to give a certain "legal

advice", the contents of which were, in my legal mind and to my
professional conviction, utterly untenable, to a conference after the
cofie-break. I refused to do so in my name, but offered him to do so
with the following introductory fornla: "Upon instruction of .... I am
- He was not happy at all but
supposed to advise you as follows: .
did not insist and - never came back with a similar request! - Thi
inepeudence in giving professional legal advice greatly contributes
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also to the legal adviser's credibility, which he has to acquire and
maintain over the years, and for which I might give you later some
examples, if your questions allow me to do so. Outside the General Secretariat and the three Bureaus, the
"clients" can be and are, in fact, both Member States of the Union or

"Sector Members" admitted to participate in the work of the Union,
such as recognized operating agencies or service providers or scientific
or industrial organizations or those participating in other specified
capacities, including international organizations like the United Nations
and its specialized agencies as well as regional telecommunication
organizations and, more recently, also intergovernmental organizations
operating satellite systems.'
With my collaborators, I also deal in general with requests for
legal information and advice coming from sources completely outside
the Union. However, here again, it needs to be stressed that the LAU
is not a private law firm and does not give legal advice to just anyone
requesting it, as the basis of its mandate is to "provide legal advice to
the Union", as stated in the 1992 Geneva Convention of the ITU. °

9 think it might be good for readers not so familiar with the ITU to explain
the term "Sector Members", a rather recent term for a very old ITU institution. Since
the Union's inception in 1865, those enumerated above were, under a specific procedure
and certain conditions admitted to participate in the various activities of the ITU which,
therefore, perhaps as the first intergovernmental organization, had always had "private
sector" participants in its work performance, such as "industrial organizations", i.e.
those "engaged in the design or manufacture of equipment intended for
telecommunication services", which in the numerous ITU Study Groups have worked
and continue to do so, side by side with government representatives. e.g. in the field of
the constant development of new or revised telecommunication standards, still somewhat
old-fashionedly called "recommendations". Their presence and active involvement in
the ITU's activities - via oral and written submissions, especially on their own research
and development results related to the elaboration of ITU "standards", whereas the
decision-making process up to now remains still in the prerogative of the ITU Member
States - explains the fact that the ITU - contrary to the United Nations and the other
Specialized Agencies - does not have the so-called "non-governmental
organizations"(NGOs).
'o At this stage, it might be appropriate to point out that, again since its
inception in 1865, the Union had always (only) a Convention as its basic instrument,
since 1932 called "The International Telecommunication Convention" and not a
Constitution. Cf. e.g. Noll, A.: "International Telecommunication Union", contribution
to the "Encyclopedia of Public International Law" (Rudolph Bernhardt, edit.), North
Holland, Amsterdam, 1985, Vol.11 (E-1), pages 1379-1385; Noll, A.: "The Institutional
Framework of the ITU and its Various Approaches with regard to International
Telecommunication Law and Treaty Conferences" in: "The Washington Round" Special

Question 3 - Do you have a role to play within the internal
administration of the ITU?

Already in the light of my replies to your preceding questions,
the answer has to be in the affirmative. Of course, as the ITU legal
adviser, I do not deal directly with the every-day fimctioning of the
"internal administration of the fTU",but the LAU constantly contnibutes
to that administration, our role being that of providing, at all stages of
the work, legal advice, which includes the drafting, review and revision

of agreements with governments and other organizations, contracts of
any kind, memoranda of understanding, the elaboration or review of

texts for internal regulations, rules, service orders, as well as advice in,
and clearance for, certain field activities, preparation of Conference and
Council documents on legal or law related matters, and etc., etc.. It is
within the present fiamework simply inpossile to even attempt to give
concrete or detailed examples of this every-day work going from hostcountry agreements for ITU representations in many countries or
iegions of the world, over drafting of new Financial Regulations for the
Union, voluminous agreements and contracts concerning technical
assistance and cooperation in the field of telecommunications,

Session of theWorld Telecommunication Forum. Washington, D.C.. April 1985; or
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elaboration of procurement rules and a review of an outmoded service
order for the Union's Contracts Committee to literally hundreds, if not
thousands of legal opinions, analyses and advice in innumerably
diversified fields of law. In this manner, my colleagues in the LAU and
myself did and do indeed play a non-negligible role in the internal dayto-day administration of the ITU. The funny, but work-wise
cumbersome aspect thereof is that the more you assist and advise, the
more frequently your colleagues request such help, even in matters,
which are only operational and far from any legal connotation, but for
which they prefer to get the "visa" or better the "blessing" of the legal
adviser, if only to be able to say postfactum, if something goes wrong,
that the matter has been "seen" or even "approved" by the LAU.
Though one might consider this as a professional satisfaction, I consider
the attitude behind this approach as not sane and have, consequently,
quite frequently not honored such requests for help by returning the
file(s) with the remark that there is "no legal issue" involved. In this
context, there is another risk involved, i.e. that such abundant internal
requests for help and assistance endanger the "priority-setting" by the
legal adviser for his team's work performance, thus one more reason to
refuse undue requests and to make it "crystal-clear" to the topmanagement and to all potential requestors that it remains the sole
prerogative of the legal adviser himself to set alone the work priorities
for the LAU, as only he "is responsible for the direction, management
and operation of the Unit", according to his job description;
consequently it is also exclusively up to him to decide on any flexibility
or exception to the rule, if he considers this justified and in the well
understood interest of the Union. -- What is, on the other side, indeed
satisfying is the almost complete lack of so-called "routine-work" and
the overall legal character of my work and that of my colleagues in the
LAU: we have to remain solid "generalists" and cannot hide ourselves
behind any "specialization", as quite a number of lawyers in a big legal
office or service can. With four professional lawyers all in all in the
LAU just prior to my imminent retirement -- please, recall that I started
in 1979 "from scratch and as a one-man-show"! -- we simply have to be
"specialists in all the legal fields as required" by our so-called "clients"!
Over the years, I have tried to ensure a consistent, transparent and thus
even predictable legal approach and to anticipate events rather than be
overtaken by them. But for deontological, political and other reasons
related to the imperative professional confidentiality, as well as for
purely practical reasons of constant lack of time, which is symptomatic
for the legal adviser of a smaller intergovernmental organization like the

rTU, most of the legal "material" produced by me or my colleagues in
the LAU had to remain, even ITU internally only, unpublished, which
is neither personally satisfactory
administration of the ITU.

nor helpful to the

internal

Speaking of the latter, I must stress the point that I am convinced
that early active involvement of the legal service or office in e.g.
negotiations with governments, governmental or non-governmental
organizations and companies not only ensures clear legal guidance from
the beginning and thus avoids legal problems, inconsistencies and
conflicts at a later, more critical and hectic stage, but also helps to avoid
the reputation of being a "policeman", which any legal adviser can, to
the dismay of his non-lawyer colleagues, easily get and should, of
course, not be. It also guarantees the smoother, but firm control and visa
function, which any legal adviser of an international organization
simply has to exercise. But the question may be aske& How can one get
involved early enough? This is indeed not always easy, as there are
colleagues who try to prevent this and do not want the legal adviser's
involvement and intervention. However, after some time of building up
confidence and making them feel the value of the legal help available
and by offering the latter, mainly during general or ad hoc meetings, in
which new cases, incidents and problems are discussed or even only
alluded to, you realize that suddenly and more and more easily formerly
closed doors open themselves, and this evolution later facilitates greatly
coping with such cases, incidents and problems.
Any such involvement inevitably and frequently brings the legal
adviser together with the Finance Department and, in particular, with the
Personnel Department The legal adviser constantly has to work with
these departments in respect of briefings, replies, surrejoinders, etc.,
which are to be submitted, respectively, to the internal Appeals Board
or to the Administrative Tribunal of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) or that of the United Nations (in pension matters
only). It is mainly the legal adviser himself on behalf of the defending
organization, who has to sign and submit briefs to, and, if needed, to
defend orally before, these tribunals such cases.
This internal role also includes the legal adviser's membership
or chairmanship in rU internal committees, working groups, etc. In this
respect, I have been Chairman of the Contracts Committee for ten years
and worked during eight years as a member of the Classification Review

Committee and twice, for several years, as a member of the Building
Committee of the ITU. In this latter capacity, we are currently dealing
with all legal matters related to the still ongoing construction of the third
ITU building, namely the "Montbrillant Building", for which the LAU
had to work out -- in the absence of any usable precedent - one of its

biggest (30 million Swiss Francs) construction contracts with over 30
pages of text, annexes not counted, after lengthy, challenging and
exciting negotiations with the biggest Swiss General Construction
Enterprise, -- a rewarding experience!

Concluding the subject of my involvement in the ITU's internal
administration, let me quote the wise statement of a former colleague
legal adviser of an intergovernmental organization who said: "The Legal
Adviser should never completely identify himself with the
Administration, but should always keep vis-i-vis the latter a somewhat
distant, critical and independent position; he should, however,
constantly be ready to help in any way which is legally sound,
defensible or at least tenable." It goes without saying that I fully share
this view and I never permitted myself to be drawn into any personal or
administrative "wheeling and dealing", from which no Administration
is ever completely free.
Question 4 - Mr. Noll, what is your role at the Union's conferences
and meetings?
In most conferences and meetings of the policy-making organs
of the Union, as well as in other meetings of a general and not only and
exclusively of a purely technical telecommunication nature, the legal
adviser has to provide his authoritative legal advice and opinions either
in writing or, very often, orally. In the latter respect, it is quite
interesting and significant to note that, after a certain number of years
at the beginning of my advising ITU conferences and meetings on legal
issues, when the latter rather frequently asked for my advice in writing,
i.e. in the form of submission of a document containing such advice,
such requests more or less suddenly stopped, and almost exclusively
only immediate, oral advice is now asked for either by the Chair or from
the floor, -- such advice, however, of course being rather fully retained
and reflected in the summary records of such conferences and meetings,
the provisional version of which I, therefore, have to check most
carefully, so as to ensure that the advice or opinion figuring therein is
precisely reflected and in substance absolutely correct. At my requests

for the reasons of this change, I was clearly told by delegates and
conference officers that they had gained sufficient confidence in my
egal advice and opinions, so that they saw no need anymore to request
them in writing. This is indeed a quite understandable development and

in its outcome, of course, positive, encouraging and rewarding, in
particular as it does not prevent me (or is badly received from the
to==m or the floor) fiom asking for some time for deliberation, let say

until after the coffee-break" or "until tomorrow morning", in really
dut
delicate or complicated cases requiring some more time for
reflection prior to presenting thereon a legal advice or opinion. The
latter relate to both substantive and procedural issues and may include
other matters of a complex and/or sensitive nature having legal or
political-juridical mplications, which could also have serious
percussions on the Union and its activities.
This is true for any treaty-making conference of the Union, such
its Pleipotentiary Conferences" and the ITU's world
. .a and international tel
conferences,as welfl as for the annual sessions of the Union's Council' 3 In my
edenaie, this role of the legal adviser is a most fascinating one, which
I have enjoyed most thoroughly throughout my career in the United
as

Nations system and, in particulm, in the 1u.
Of course, as such conferences and meetings are those of the
policy-makers, ie. the representatives of the Union's Member States,
the role of the legal adviser should always be a less active and a more

lpe, but constantly attentive and "ready-to- assist" one. Depending
m te stuation, however, he might also need to speak up before being
o(amwe requested to prmest legal clarification or information, namely
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by asking for the floor [sic] , if he realizes that the meeting is about to
take a decision, which could be legally critical or dubious or even turn
out to be just untenable. It should not be overlooked that his simple
presence in the meeting room without requesting the floor in such a
situation could easily be interpreted as "silence means consent" with
such a decision: a result clearly to be avoided! - Although I know that
not all my colleague legal advisers in the other organizations will agree
with me on this point, I did frequently request the floor, with visible
insistence even, for giving such clarifications or making such correcting
interventions I considered necessary from the legal point of view. I
made them in most, admittedly not all, cases with success, but certainly
without ever having regretted to have acted in that manner! These are situations which are not always easy and comfortable
for the legal adviser, who has - in my conviction - to take what the
French call: les risques du mdtier, i.e. the professional risks, which
expose him to criticism and attacks, which I have experienced several
times myself. But you will agree with me that the legal adviser, too, or
perhaps better: he especially, is not only paid to have pleasant, but also,
if necessary or required or even only useful, unpleasant experiences!--A rather typical and perhaps ITU specific, though in its repetition
tedious, example is that, after I had given my requested legal advice or
opinion to a given conference, one or two, mainly the same delegations
not liking the contents thereof, as not corresponding to what they
wished to hear, objected against my intervention on the ground that only
the ITU Secretary-General himself was supposed to and could give legal
advice to the conference and not the legal adviser. Said delegations
based themselves on the wording of No. 91 in CV Article 5 entitled
"General Secretariat" and listed in 20 subparagraphs of its paragraph 1
all the duties and functions to be carried out by the legal adviser, who
of course, as in any other intergovernmental organization, does so on
behalf of the organization's head, i.e. the Secretary-General in the ITU
case, who alone simply cannot carry out all these tasks himself. This is
obviously and particularly true for giving legal advice or an opinion, if
the Secretary-General himself is an engineer and not a lawyer.
Therefore and quite reasonably, my job description in Annex 3, as
approved by the Council in 1994 clearly specifies that "The Legal
Affairs Unit: ....... at conferences and meeting, provides legal opinions
-- But ..it happens that the whole paragraph 1 of CV Article 5
consists of the three introductory words: "The Secretary-General shall:"

and is followed by the said 20 subparagraphs a) to u), out of which
subparagraph h)(=CY No. 91, the ITU working in their treaty texts
with marginal numbers!) reads: "provide legal advice to the Union"!
Using this literal and narrow and, in my considered opinion, clearly
(deliberately or not) mistaken interpretation of this provision, some
delegations tried and continue to try to "keep" professional legal advice
or opinions "out of the game" (sometimes they indeed even made their
interventions before the legal adviser was given the floor, in order to
prevent him from even speaking!). However, they very seldom did so
successfully, as most Chairmen gave me the floor anyhow - except for
one case where the Chairman himself, apparently (and correctly)
suspecting that I would give legal advice he himself would not like to
hear, first refused to give me the floor and only finally gave it to me.
after several delegations had strongly requested him from the floor to
do so. - I am sure you will agree that these are thrilling moments in the
legal adviser's professional life!
One of the worst things which can happen to any legal adviser,
as it twice happened to me, is when half of the room applauds a legal
opinion, while the other half remains silent and grim! Such a situation
is embarrassing and counter-productive, and only delegations can help
to avoid it!
On the other hand, and I speak again out of experience, if the
legal adviser - regardless of the prevailing (economic, political or
other) interests, pressures, circumstances etc. - constantly, throughout
the years, follows only his own professional and conscientiously clear
line and sound, in itself consistent reasoning, his legal advice and
imlep'ndence are eventually recognized and appreciated by delegations
(by the way, by them even more than by some of my own colleagues in
the ITU Secretariats), who are then ready to accept it or go along with
it, without always so nicely admitting this as one head of delegation of
an important Member State did during a Council's session some years
ago. After I had given my legal advice, he asked for the floor and stated:
"I must admit that my delegation is somewhat disappointed by the legal
advice received, which we had hoped to go in the other direction, which
we would have preferred- But, Mr. Chairman, we are ready to go along
with M. Noll's advice, who has given us in the past always good
advice." - Mind you, such open and, of course, pleasant remarks are not
the rule, but the exception; they are, however, from time to time
comforting and encouraging, as they indicate that you are on the right

path to be followed "without any wobbling". They also make you forget
unpleasant and nasty attacks "below the belt", such as the one, which I
had been exposed to during a Plenary Meeting of the 1982 Nairobi
Plenipotentiary Conference of the ITU and which prompted, at least,
one head of delegation to state from the floor: "I don't envy the legal
adviser who has one of the most impossible jobs. Whatever advice or
opinion he gives, he simply cannot please every delegation and will be
attacked by one at least, without, as a member of the Secretariat, being
allowed to defend himself or to find easily somebody to defend him!"-The need for impartiality and objectivity is of particular
importance in cases of so-called political-juridical matters, in which
delegations enjoy or are relieved, at least, to kick the ball into the legal
adviser's camp by asking for his opinion or advice. If the legal adviser
can offer two or more options, the weakest of which is legally, in his
considered opinion, still defensible or tenable, then he should present all
such options and invite "the policy-and decision-makers" to make their
own choice, although they do not like this always, as they see suddenly
the ball back in their camp!
However, I have also experienced situations, in which only one
solution was legally correct and acceptable, according to my
professional analysis, conscience and conviction. In such situations, the
legal adviser should say so in all frankness and with the necessary
courage, by presenting all his arguments, even if he knows beforehand
that the majority might not wish to accept the outcome or
conclusion/solution presented. -- Due to lack of space here, I cannot
give you a long list of examples, but I refer interested readers to the
legal opinion I gave at the above mentioned 1982 ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference at Nairobi on the illegality of the requested exclusion of a
Member State from participation in the Union's activities.' 4
Question 5 - Has your legal opinion or advice ever been rejected?
"Rejected" is perhaps too strong a word: one could say that it
was not followed precisely and in extenso. There was one interesting
case of a procedural matter, in a conference in which there was such a

" See United Nations Juridical Yearbook, ST/LEG/SER.C/20, United
Nations (NewYork, 1989), pp. 214-222.

risk of rejection, as I was heavily attacked for the legal position I had
taken. I had advised that a role-call-vote was not possible, because it
was requested after a secret ballot had already been agreed upon.
Finally, the secret ballot vote was taken, and the decision was quite the
opposite to what the previous speakers in the debate had advocated as
the only acceptable solution! Through that experience I became a
fervent defender of secret ballot voting (and we had a lot of them!) on
the hottest substantive or even procedural issues: because only in such
a vote do delegates dare to express freely their own, true opinion!
However, at the internal secretariat level, such "rejection" has
indeed happened, and I can give you two such examples.
In one case, in my rather early years in the ITU, I had been
asked, "as matter of extreme urgency" and on the day before the
Chnisteas break, to review "quickly" a rather voluminous contract for
the construction of a satellite earth station in an African country by an
outside contractor. I revised the rather badly drafted contract during
several hours and returned my revision thereof, of which I retained a
photocopy, the same day to the substantive division in the ITU. Two
years later, again "urgently" contacted by the same division, because the
country concerned complained that the construction work had not even
sarted, whereas the ITU had already made payments to the contractor
for almost 300 000 US Dollars. I requested the whole file and compared
my photocopied revision with the original contract finally signed and
found out that most of my essential revisions had not been incorporated
m the signed version. I immediately informed all concerned, including
the then Secretary-General, who decided at once that in the future no
contract be signed which did not have my initials as okaying visa- So far
so good, but it took me many hours of work during more than half a
year to get from the Contractor the reimbursement of 80% of the sums
unduly received!In another case, for financing a development project, the project
manager absolutely wanted to have a contribution from a Member
State's institution, which was offered under, in my view, unacceptable
legal formulas and clauses, including one subjecting the whole
contractual arrangement with the Union to that Member State's national
substantive law as well as jurisdiction. Having never accepted any such
clauses which, in my considered opinion, are simply incompatible with
the status of any intergovernmental organization. I made several

attempts to partly attenuate and partly simply to get rid of these clauses,
but the potential donor institution retained its rigid position. I informed
and advised the Secretary-General accordingly, namely not to sign the
contract. He, desirous to sign the contract nevertheless because of the
money involved and, in his view, absolutely needed, released me from
any responsibility and signed the contract himself; of course, followed
up by me with a note of mine for the LAU's files -- and a copy thereof
sent to the Secretary-General!Question 6 - Are your legal opinions binding on Member States or
Sector Members of the Union?
Well, the short and very clear-cut answer is a simple and
straightforward "no"! My legal advice and opinions like those of any
other legal adviser of an intergovernmental organization have never
been and should never become, in any future time, binding. Would they
become binding, then the role of the legal adviser would automatically
cease to exist, and his so-called ruling would make him a judge or even
"a supreme judge" (as I was once, of course, critically but jokingly
called in a conference), a result which would indeed - legally quite
correctly - be unbearable for ITU Member States.
Having made this clear and unequivocal, one must also admit
that any good, sound, well-argued and presented legal advice or opinion
has a weight of its own and is generally not easily rejected, set aside or
passed in silence by the decision-makers in a policy -- or treaty-making
organ or body. If the latter, however, decides in non-conformity with the
contents of the legal adviser's opinion, then the latter has, nevertheless,
fully accomplished his role as "adviser", because the organ or body has
acted with full knowledge of the legal implications of the case, as seen
by the legal adviser, or as the French say: "en pleine connaissance de
cause"!
Question 7 -Does the ITU legal adviser have any role to play outside
the organization?
Yes, certainly and very much so! Besides my role before the two
Administrative Tribunals in personnel matters which I have already
mentioned, I have many contacts outside the ITU.First of all, with my
colleagues in the other organizations of the United Nations system who
quite frequently request information on the Union's legal structure,

finctioning and practice in various respects. This contact is also very
iqwrtant, because there is a need to concert the legal advisers' actions
within the United Nations system on various matters. Once a year in
Geneva, a worldwide, very fruitful meeting of the United Nations
system legal advisers takes place. We also have meetings of legal
advisers of the Geneva-based organizations, as need arises, to determine
what common position we should take in a specific case, be it vis-i-vis
the Swiss authorities or la Francewouine, our almost semi-host country.
Indeed, although many of our colleagues live there, France has up to
now still not ratified the 1947 Convention on the Privileges and
lnmumities of the Specialized Agencies, a fact which caused us quite a
few problenm in the past. France is still in the middle of the ratification
procedure and it can only be hoped, in the interest especially of all the
Specialized Agencies of the United Nations being based at Geneva, that
it will finally ratify this Convention without too many reservations, as
ths could give rise again to other problems related to the acceptability
of such a ratification, i.e. with many reservations rendering it simply
neaningless, for the intergovermental organizations concerned.
There are also direct contacts, from time to time, with the
authorities of other countries; in particular, when conferences and
meetings are held in those countries at their invitation or when the ITU
is implementing telecommunication assistance and development

projects on their territory.
Other individual contacts foster relations with a number of
academics working in the field of international telecommunications or
international law in general, with whom I constantly exchange
information or material, which is useful to all of us. The ITU Legal
Adviser also represents the IlU in seminars, fora, colloquia, meetings
mn conferences on specific telecommunication or general legal issues.
Question 8 -How would you differentiate your "job" from that of
a lawyer outside an international organization?
Here, we need to distinguish between lawyers whose work is
more comparable and those whose work is less comparable with that of

the legal adviser of an intergovernmental organization.
Let me start with the second category, that of a typical lawyer or

albmney at lawf'avocat" working in a private law firm or for a private

commercial company. The functions of such a lawyer are often much
more determined by commercial interests of his fin or those of his
clients, which he has to defend or foster, besides looking after his own
professional and personal interests. While the former interests may also
exist for a legal adviser of an international organization, they should
certainly not play the same role or be of the main importance! -- As far
as the "client" is concerned, it is true that, inside the ITU, there is
currently a certainly not unjustified trend or call for being more "clien"- oriented, without it always being clear who the "client" is. Having
already spoken before about the great variety of "my clients", my main
client in my "job"(as you put it) is my employer, i.e. the ITU as a
whole, and my functions and responsibilities are, therefore, quite
different from those of a private lawyer of a law finn, even if the latter
might be of an international character.
On the other hand, we also have the legal advisers of the various
governments of the world and, in particular, those of the Ministries of
Foreign Affairs of the Union's Member States. Here the resemblance
between my functions and theirs is somewhat closer. This stems from
the fact that we have a common denominator, i.e. the application of
rules based on international codified and customary law. We are

meeting at conferences dealing precisely with matters of interest for
States as well as for intergovernmental organizations although, as the
ITU Legal Adviser and thus working and acting within a rather
specialized field, my meetings and contacts with those national
counterparts are most probably less frequent and more sporadic than
those of my colleague, the United Nations Legal Counsel, who
undoubtedly has them on a continuous basis because of the more
general and political nature of the work at New York; this difference is
due to, and stems from, the somewhat different nature or orientation of
the tasks and thus also the work of the United Nations and the ITU
respectively. Between both of us, on the one side, and a national legal
adviser, on the other, there is, however, a further, and in my view, big
difference, namely in the sense that a national legal adviser, be it of the
Government as a whole or of its Ministry of Foreign Affairs, works
mainly, if not exclusively in the interest of one client, namely his State
or Government, whereas the ITU Legal Adviser has to take the whole
ITU membership into account, as the United Nations Legal Counsel
takes that of the United Nations as a whole!

Question 9- What qualifications are, in your view and according to
your experience, particularly necessary for an "intergovernmental
organizion lawyer" in order to fulfil his/her functions and
responsibilities?
I appreciate that you, too, change now the word "international"
to "itergovernmental", for the simple reason that, as you know, there
are
a great number of "international organizations" called so nowadays,
even though they are not "intergovernmental", in accordance with the
definition of "intermational" in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Lawx
of Treaties. The ITU will most probably and should, at least for the
next decade, remain an "intergovernmental organization" and this
within the United Nations system, although in times of privatization and
globalization changes in this respect cannot be excluded!
To come back to your question, in my opinion and according to
my long experience, the qualifications required for an
.intrgovernmental organization lawyer" are quite manifold, and I am
glad about this question of yours, to which I have only very briefly
alluded in my reply to your first question, at the begimmnig of this
itaview. Sound legal training in as many legal sectors as possible (and

not only in public international law!), ie.contracts, torts, copyright,
commercial, administrative and fiscal law - if ever possible on a
comparative basis -, a solid practical professional experience preferably in an international legal outfit prior to joining the
organization - and a sound knowledge of,and drafting capability in,
b h English and French, are indispensable. The latter is equally true for
the devotion to, and almost personal identification with, the goals of the
organization, which should be looked after and taken care of in all
inmtegrity, neutrality, impartiality and professional as well as substantive
(of course, not administrative) independence, with certainly one main
consideration, namely that the interests of the organization are best
served inthe long run, if they remain and are exercised within the legal
framework and in full respect of the rule of law. The legal adviser
should not fear to make the applicable rule of law explicit in detail and
understandable to everyone concerned, even at the risk of being

criticized as being "too legalistic". Only in doing so, can he ensure that
the law becomes transparent and create confidence based on the
soundness of the legal advice and opinions given. The legal adviser
must be persuasive and able to convince and motivate and must not fear
taking decisions and defending them, if contested. This, of course,

includes the civic courage to say "no, this is legally not possible and
thus not advisable", if any given solution sought is quite incompatible
with the applicable rule of law. Whether liked or disliked, the legal
adviser must always work for the respect of the law and for the latter to
be followed in practice, according to the old Roman principle: Dura lex,
sed lex. It would, for an intergovernmental organization, be disastrous,
if its legal adviser were ready to permit or would even advocate that the
rule of law be bent for whatever purpose and by whomever.
Summing up and putting it in a nutshell: The legal adviser must
be and remain "the legal conscience" of the organization, any laxity in
this respect being simply incompatible with his functions and
responsibilities! Of course, he is not responsible if the decision-makers
decide against the legal advice or opinion given, as I explained to you
in more detail above. The legal adviser has also to be flexible enough to
adjust - within the framework of what is possible and admissible by
way of legal interpretation - legal rules and provisions to new
situations, which may never have been envisaged or were simply
unforeseeable at the time the respective rule of law was created. If,
however, such an interpretation is not possible, he must say so with
regard to the case in question and must make every effort in his power
and competence to get the rule of law quickly and appropriately
changed as quickly as possible, in order to bring in the future any such
new situation under a new and proper rule of law.

Question 10 - Mr. Noll, this interview gave me the impression that
you understand your "role as a mission", almost in the "sacerdotal"
sense. Is this correct? If so, what would be your advice for future
legal advisers of intergovernmental organizations?
You "hit the nail on the head"! The impression you got today is
quite correct.- I must admit, however, that my "mission"-understanding was non-existing, when I started my "job"-- a term also
used by yourself earlier during this interview -- in 1971 at UNOG. It
only slowly developed over the years, especially during the 1980s, after
I had gained more and more experience in the role of the legal adviser
of an intergovernmental organization and felt deeper the enhanced
responsibilities inherent in this post.- Since then, I tried to cultivate and
to foster this understanding, which, in my view, is not wrong at all, but
has given me a lot of strength, judgment, rigor, decisiveness, civic

Morage uad a thii* skin, all needed - at this not easy, but chalenging,
ulnmost gratifyig post - as wel as p iece (although, m my
sci
cse still not enough-), constant in-Job-learning and understanding,
listeing to arguments of others often very far from my own thinking
and raning, self-critism, respect for the work of my coUeagues and
qe a portim of imdulgece owars those to whom the Latin principle
qplies" "senmo idlraposse obligatu". - This now clearly prevailing

-uissinn-umlesnding of mie has perhaps strongly been supported
mod enriched by the wide variety of activities and usks coupled with
overfil or afl-embxacing responslbiities, which made me an "all-round
wye ort a 'genral legal expert rather than a specialized one like, for
esmpl, a I--un rights lawyer or a patent lawyer. Let me add, to avoid
any m s tamnd*'-: All of them, of course, find themselves in an
emal position of validly ving and trying to fully accomplish their
nepec e "mission" !
With regard to your second and - I assume - last question, I
&Ull be very brief here. At this stage, I shall not present any -advice"
iD futm legal advisers, whom I simply -invite" to reflect over what
they will hopefully have read up to this point and to draw their own
cmnlusioms as to whether or not all or at least some parts of my
h
of the role of "The Legal Adviser of an
zation coincides with their own aspirations
goOtal
mingoing experiences It is so obvious and almost commnplace that
ad
every legal adviser, according to his personality and the special
r
nt he has to work in, has eventually to find his own way for
cing best his role. But in such search, experiences made by ofhers
might, positively as well as negatively, help to find one's own way. It
is in this sense that the present contribution is made on a subject on
which there is surprisingly little comprehensive literature, - a fact
and prompted my publisher
whch incied me to write my book dhe
to accept this idea! - Without intending to disappoint you at the end of
ts mrview, but to keep simply some further suspense, I refer you to
this future book of mne, in which I shah certainly not hesitate to also
give "advice" on the subject matter, as you had asked for.
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NEW JOB DESCRIPTION
LEGAL ADVISER, HEAD OF THE LEGAL AFFAIRS UNIT
Post No. 255
Description of the ITU's Structure
GENERAL SECRETARIAT:
The General Secretariat, with the assistance of the
Coordination Committee, is responsible for strategic planning and all
the administrative and financial aspects of the Union's activities, the
dissemination of information on telecommunication matters, providing
legal advice to the Union, logistic and other support to the Union's
activities, including conferences, the coordination of the work of the
Union with other international organizations, the dissemination of
information to its Members, the press, corporate and individual users of
telecommunications and the general public. The General Secretariat is
also responsible for the organization of world telecommunication
exhibitions and forums.
LEGAL AFFAIRS UNIT:
Within the General Secretariat and as part of the Office of the
Secretary-General, the Legal Affairs Unit (LAU) conducts studies and
provides legal advice and opinions on various types of documents,
including treaties, agreements, contracts etc., to enable the SecretaryGeneral to act as legal representative of the Union in its relations with

the Member States and other international or multinational
organizations; carries out the legal functions associated with the
Secretary-General's role as depository of the treaties and other
agreements concluded by, or under the auspices of the Union; studies,
and deals with, general legal matters of all kinds and specific questions
submitted to it by the Bureaux, Secretariats and Departments of the
Union in connection with the Union's structure, functions and activities;
advises on the interpretation of legal instruments (Constitution and
Convention and Administrative Regulations of the Union, as well as
other treaties and agreements, regulations, resolutions etc.); prepares
draft amendments to the Constitution and Convention of the Union, its
internal rules and regulations and other legal texts; at conferences and
meetings, provides legal opinions and performs secretariat functions, as
ncessary; represents the Union, in particular regarding legal matters, at
conferences and meetings with other organizations; carries out any other
tasks associated with the Union's activities and entrusted to it by the
Secretary-General.
DUTIES

ND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Under the direction of the Secretary-General, the Legal
Adviser, as Head of the Legal Affairs Unit (LAU), is responsible for the
direction. management and operation of the Unit
1.
Provides authoritative legal advice and opinions (in writing or
orally) requested by the General Secretariat and the Sectors.
2.
Assists the Secretary-General during conferences and before
other bodies on substantive and procedural legal issues and matters of
a complex and/or sensitive nature having legal or politico-juridical
ioplications, which could also have serious repercussions on the Union
and its activities.
3.
Is responsible for operations to be carried out by the Unit itself
and for ensuring consistency and transparency of the legal practice and
mtexpretation
4.
May be requested by the Secretary-General to deal with
representatives, permanent missions and national authorities of Member
and Non-Member States, regarding the latter's rights and obligations.
5.

Attends to other legal matters, such as privileges and

immunities (and their waiver) of the Union and its staff and tax
matters, in particular, in relation with the Union's host country;
examines and advises the Personnel Department or, as necessary, the
Secretary-General on staff appeals to the internal Appeal Board and the
Administrative Tribunals of the ILO and the UN respectively,
coordinates and signs, as appropriate, the Union's replies and
surrejoinders submitted to those Tribunals, before which he may also
appear to defend the Union's case, if required; represents the Union
regularly on legal advisers meetings etc. of the UN system.
Liaises with his counterparts in other international
6.
organizations and advises on the impact of the latter's formal decisions
on the Union.
Responds, as appropriate, to outside requests for legal
7.
information and advice concerning the Union.
Approves, and/or gives, if necessary with amendments,
8.
clearance for any document or correspondence submitted to the LAU by
other ITU services for those purposes, because of its either legal
implications or complexity or delicacy; in that context, advises in
particular the BDT and the Telecom Secretariat and substantively
supervises any jurist working for the latter.
Acts within the Union, if so assigned, as Secretary of
9.
committees and working groups dealing with legal or law-related
matters, and as Chairman or Member appointed by the SecretaryGeneral of internal, standing or temporary committees or boards etc., at
the seat of the Union.
QUALIFICATIONS REOUIRED:
1.

Advanced university degrees in law.

A particular knowledge of contracts,
2.
administrative, public and private, international law.

commercial,

Knowledge of telecommunication legislation and practical
3.
experience in solving related problems.
4.
Over 15 years of professional legal experience, 10 years of
which acquired in a legal service of an international organisation

preferably of the UN Common System.
5.
A knowledge of public administration and management would
be an advantage.
Fluency and drafting ability in French or English and a very
6.
good knowledge of the other. A knowledge of Spanish would be an
advantage.

THE ROLE OF THE WORLD BANK'S GENERAL COUNSEL-

Ibrahim F. I. Shihata'"

I. The General Counsel's Functions
The General Counsel of the World Bank' has varied functions,
among which the following are the most obvious:
*

Management of the Bank's Legal Department;

* Preparing draft resolutions of the Bank's Board of Governors and
Board of Executive Directors (EDs);
* Assisting the Bank's Executive Directors in the application and
interpretation of the Bank's Articles of Agreement (the Articles) and
advising them on all legal issues;
* Providing advice to the Bank's senior management (the President,
the Managing Directors and the Vice-Presidents) on matters of law and
policy, to the Bank's Inspection Panel (with respect to the Bank's rights
and obligations), as well as to the Chief Executive Officer of the Global
Environment Facility (GEF);
0 Defending the World Bank Group (IBRD, IDA, IFC (the
Intmnational Finance Corporation)), the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (MIGA), and the International Centre for Settlement
of Investment Disputes (ICSID) before the Bank Group's
Administrative Tribunal, and arranging for their defense before national
courts (in all matters for the World Bank, and in personnel matters for
other Group institutions); and

This paper isbased on a presentation given before the American Society of
International Law's Corporate Counsels Briefing, held on 2 April 1977 in Washington,
DC. Ithas previously been published in the Proceedings of the 911 Annual meeting of
the American Society of International Law 214-22 (1977).
"As Senior Vice President and General Counsel, World Bank; SecretaryGeneral, International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes.
As used here, and in current Bank documents, the term "World Bank"
includes both, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and
the International Development Association (IDA). IDA does not have separate staff and
isequally served by the IBRD management and staff.

*

Certifying to the Bank's underwriters, external auditors and other
relevant parties that the Bank's activities are consistent with its Articles
of Agreement and other applicable rules and advising them of any
material effect of such activities on the Bank's position.
In addition, the General Counsel has traditionally been elected
Secretary-General of ICSID and, in this capacity, manages the ICSID
Secretariat.
Other special assignments and miscellaneous activities have
also been performed by the General Counsel on an ad hoc basis.
1. Management of the Bank's Legal Department

The World Bank's Legal Department has at present 119
lawyers and 65 administrative and secretarial assistants. The lawyers
are of four categories (i) country (operational) lawyers who focus on the
legal systems of the country or countries assigned to each of them and
handle the legal documentation, and other legal issues, with respect to
Bank operations in these countries; (ii) sectorally specialized lawyers
who work as advisers on legal matters pertaining to specific fields (e.g.,
environment, procurement, banking, project finance, legal reform and
judicial reform); (iii) financial lawyers who work on the Bank's
borrowing operations, as well as its swaps, options and forward
contracts and investment of liquid assets; and, (iv) personnel.
administration and institutional lawyers who deal with personnel issues
as well as the Bank's own procurements, insurance, pension plan and
other services needed for the internal functioning of the Bank, including
its various organs.
The Legal Department's strategic objectives, as recently
defined, include in particular:
* Enabling the Bank to achieve its purposes and carry out its
operations by (i) assessing the feasibility of Bank activities from the
legal perspective of the Bank and, when relevant, its members; (ii)
facilitating innovative approaches; (iii) ensuring that all Bank actions
are legally sound; (iv) ensuring that Bank rights are adequately
protected; and (v) demonstrating flexibility, emphasizing solutions;
9 Contributing to the formulation of, and compliance with the Bank's
policies, rules and procedures;

a Providing legal support for resource mobilization, including (i)
IBRD capital increases; (ii) IDA replenishments; (iii) GEF and other
trust funds' financing; (iv) co-financing operations with other
lenders/donors/investors; and (v) other initiatives;
0 Developing legal methods and instruments for a better coordinated
approach among the World Bank Group institutions, paying due regard
to their separate legal personalities and the need to avoid conflicts of
interest;
0 Providing appropriate frameworks for the Bank's cooperation with
other international organizations, including close working relationships
with other multilateral development banks and relevant UN agencies;
0 Assisting in the legal and judicial reforms of Bank borrowing
member countries within the framework of the Bank's lending strategy
for the country concerned; and
& maintaining the Bank's institutional memory in all legal and formal
policy matters through (i) management of the Bank's Legal Information
System; (ii) management of the Bank's Legal Database; and (iii)
management of the Administrative Tribunal Data Base.
The General Counsel is responsible for the efficient
performance by the Legal Department of all the above responsibilities.
He is assisted in this role by two Deputy General Counsels, one for
Bank Operations and the other for the remaining services, i.e. finance,
personnel, administration and institutional affairs. The Deputy General
Counsel, Operations, supervises six Chief Counsels who manage the
Operational Lawyers (who are organized on a regional basis in six
divisions) and six Legal Advisers who also manage the sectorally
specialized lawyers. He is assisted by the Assistant General Counsel,
Operations. The second Deputy General Counsel supervises an
Assistant General Counsel, Personnel and Administration, a Chief
Counsel, Finance, and a Legal Adviser, Institutional Affairs. The
structure ensures quality control, while allowing, through delegation,
timeliness of delivery of legal services. Occasionally, outside counsel
are employed by the Legal Department to advise on specific questions
of domestic law in the Bank's varied membership (e.g. on issues related
to Bank borrowings) or to represent the Bank before national courts.
Although the staff of the Bank's Legal Department come from
over 46 different countries and Bank lawyers are trained under various
legal systems, managing the Legal Department has proved to be the
least difficult function of the General Counsel, at least as far as the

incumbent is concerned. This is due mainly to the able assistance h
receives from his senior staff and the maturity and professionalism C
the Bank's lawyers as a whole. The Legal Department's standard
emphasize quality and professional ethics, especially accuracy, honest
and timeliness. The General Counsel gives particular attention to th
observance of these standards in the work of Bank lawyers.
2. Preparing Draft Resolutions of the Bank's Boards
In the Bank's practice, most decisions of the Bank's Executiv
Directors take the form of recording their approval in the Board'
minutes of the proposals made by the President, whether these ar
loan/guarantee proposals or recommendations for the adoption of neN
Bank policies or decisions. If the Executive Directors agree oj
modifications of these proposals or on alternative proposals made b.
Board members, these are also recorded in the Board's minute.
However, formal resolutions are issued by the Executive Directors whe
the matter requires a document to be presented to third parties o
detailed arrangements to be followed over time. These resolutions ar
made publicly available. Important examples include resolution
authorizing the Bank to borrow, defining its investment authority o
establishing new trust funds to be administered by the Bank, as well a
resolutions establishing new facilities, such as the GEF or the Inspectio
Panel. In recent years, the practice has evolved with respect t,
operational policy papers which are now accompanied as a general nil
by a draft "policy statement" which management proposes to issue ti
staff incase the proposed policy is approved.
In all cases, resolutions issued by the Executive Directors ar
drafted inthe office of the General Counsel and cleared or redrafted b'
him before their -circulation to the Board. All "policy statements,
which are usually drafted by operational policy staff and Bank lawyers
are cleared by the General Counsel. This applies equally to th
loan/guarantee proposals and the policy papers presented to di
Executive Directors.
By contrast, all decisions of the Board of Governors take th
form of formal resolutions which are circulated in draft in advance a
the annual meetings of this Board or when a vote is sought on an urger
matter without a Board of Governors meeting. All such resolutions ar

prepared in the office of the General Counsel and must be cleared by
him, if they are not drafted personally by him.
3. Assisting the Executive Directors in the Application

and Interpretation of the Bank's Articles of Agreement
and Advising Them on Legal Issues

Under the Bank's Articles of Agreement, the Executive
Directors have the power to interpret these Articles, subject only to
possible review by the Board of Governors upon the request of a Bank
member. This power includes resolving any dispute between the Bank
and a member country or among Bank members with respect to the
meaning or implications of the Articles of Agreement. In the first year
of the IBRD's practice, interpretation of the Articles was made by the
Executive Directors upon the recommendation of a then standing Board
Committee. The Board Committee on Interpretation consulted the
General Counsel before it prepared its report to the full Board. Later
interpretations were issued by the Executive Directors directly with the
benefit of the General Counsel's advice. Since 30 July 1964, however,
no formal decision on the interpretation of the Articles has been taken
by the Executive Directors, with one exception.2 Instead, whenever
clarification of the Articles' requirements was needed, the Executive
Directors discussed it in the light of a legal opinion by the General
Counsel. Such an opinion, it should be noted, does not in itself amount
to an authoritative interpretation of the Articles; the power to make such
an interpretation is vested in the Executive Directors. The Executive
Directors' endorsement of, or concurrence with, the General Counsel's
opinions gives them the authority which allow for their incorporation in
the Bank's subsequent practice. The practice under the IDA Articles of

2On October 14, 1986, the Executive Directors issued an interpretation to the
effect that the "1944 gold dollar," which is the standard of value of the IBRD's capital
according to its Articles of Agreement and which has forrnally ceased to exist since 1978
(after its convertibility into gold for the benefit of official holders had been terminated
in 1971), has been replaced by the SDR according to the SDR value on July 1, 1974, i.e.

by USS1.20635. This "interpretation", which is more of a practical attempt to fill in a
gap created by the demise of the gold dollar and which was explicitly adopted "until such
time as the relevant provisions of the Articles of Agreement are amended," was issued
after elaborate discussion in an ad hoc Board Committee on the basis of a detailed legal
opinion by the General Counsel. See I.F.I. Shihata, The World Bank in a Changing
World (he Hague, London, Martmus Nijhoff, 1995), vol. 2, pp. 71-126.

Agreement has followed the latter course from the inception of IDA.'
In issuing his legal opinions, the General Counsel takes into
account the fact that the Executive Directors do not constitute a court of
law. While they expect from the General Counsel legally sound
analysis and advice, they are primarily interested in developing
solutions which best serve the purposes and interests of the Bank and its
members as a whole. It is not enough, therefore, for the General
Counsel's advice to be legally correct; it is also expected to be such as
to enable the Executive Directors to perform their responsibilities in a
manner which best suits the requirements of the Bank's business. This
has proved at times to be a particularly difficult task, especially as the
amendment of the Articles is generally deemed to be an impractical
4
method for introducing innovations.
The General Counsel's clarifications of the meaning and
implications of the Articles have accorded primary attention to their
ultimate objective and the overall mandate of the Bank as a financier of
investment for productive purposes in the reconstruction or
development efforts of its members and as a facilitator of international
investment and trade. Such a purposive interpretation has indeed been
recommended in scholarly writings for charters of international
organizations in general and was adopted by the International Court of
Justice in its interpretation of the Charter of the United Nations.' By the
nature of their respective mandate, these organizations must be able to
respond to the changing needs of the world in which they operate. What
is important here is that this teleological approach does not conflict
with the ordinary meaning of the words as used in their context (unless
the textual approach leads to absurd or contradictory results). In other
words, flexibility in the interpretation process cannot reasonably
substitute this process for the amendment of the Articles which goes

That practice, it should be noted, includes one exception, i.e. the formal
"interpretation" of the "gold dollar" issued by IDA's Executive Directors in 1987,
following an earlier decision by the IBRD's Executive Directors to the same effect
' Amendment of the IBRD Articles of Agreement requires, after approval by
the Board ofGovernors, further approval by three fifths (60%) ofmembers having eighty
five percent of the total votes. Amendment of the IDA Articles requires the same

process, with 80%, rather than 85% of the total votes.
s See Reparation for Injuries suffered in the service of the United Nations,
AdvisoryOpinion, J.C.J. Reports 1949, p. 174.

beyond the powers of the Executive Directors, or for that matter, of the

Board of Governors.
The General Counsel also acts as legal adviser to the Executive
Directors. In addition to the legal opinions he issues to the Board
during its meetings and in writing, he has often responded to queries
made by individual Executive Directors, in which case his opinions are
circulated to all Board members and may lead to a Board discussion of
the issues involved.
4. Advising Senior Management

Although the General Counsel is independent in his legal work,
he reports to the Bank's President. He is also a member of the
committee required by the Articles to recommend loan/guarantee
proposals before they are approved by the Executive Directors (the socalled Statutory Committee), of the Bank's Operations (loans and
guarantees) Committee, Operational Policy Committee, and Finance
Committee, as well as the Private Sector Development Group. In these
various fora and in response to individual queries by the Bank's
President, Managing Directors and Vice Presidents, the General Counsel
provides advice on a daily basis on current issues. Such advice ranges
from oral counsel to detailed written opinions and memoranda, some of
which eventually find their way to the Executive Directors, typically as
an annex to a management paper on the relevant subject. This daily
work, along with the review of loan/guarantee proposals and policy
papers before they are submitted to the Executive Directors, constitute
the routine function of the General Counsel. In this function, the
General Counsel acts as the spokesman of the Legal Department,
benefiting firn the research and analysis made by its members and the
delherations with its managers.
In this, as in his role as adviser to the Executive Directors, the
challenge normally lies in finding solutions which are at the same time
firmly based on defensible legal grounds and yet helpful to the
institution from a practical viewpoint. The task becomes particularly
difficult when the issue is entangled with political considerations of
significant interest to Bank members or with ideological preferences
prevalent among Bank staff
Under the Bank's Articles, the Bank and its officers and staff
are not to interfere in the political affairs of Bank members, or to be

influenced by the political character of these members. Moreover, the
Articles provide that "[o]nly economic considerations shall be taken into
account in their decisions." Many sources, both internal and external,
do not always find such injunctions to be feasible or, at times, even
desirable. However, the General Counsel has always maintained that
the Articles' requirements must be observed by all organs of the Bank
and by all its members, as long as they have not been amended through
the appropriate procedure. Interpretation by the Executive Directors
enables the institution to adapt old texts to modem circumstances.
However, it cannot turn an Article's explicit prohibition into a
permission of the prohibited action. Thus, economic considerations can
always be taken into account even when they originate in political
factors or are associated with such factors (which is often the case). The
Bank's adjustment operations and its current practice of preparing a
Country Assistance Strategy for each active borrowing member also
require the Bank to be cognizant of the political and social environment
in which it operates. The views of the General Counsel on the extent of
possible Bank involvement in governance issues of its members provide
an example of the drawing of a line that can be defended on legal
grounds and is also helpful from the viewpoint of the Bank and its
members.6
5. Defending the Institution

Even though each institution in the World Bank Group is a
legally separate international organization, one Administrative Tribunal
rules on complaints by the staff of all the five institutions after they
exhaust the processes of administrative appeal and appeal before the
Bank Group Appeals Committee. For practical reasons, the Bank's
Legal Department represents all these institutions before the Appeals
Committee and the Administrative Tribunal. The task is normally
performed by the Assistant General Counsel, Personnel and
Administration, and the lawyers reporting to her, under the supervision
of the Deputy General Counsel concerned. Involvement of the Bank's
General Counsel is sought in the more controversial cases. The same
procedure applies to all suits brought by the staff of any of the five

6 This opinion is published with some adaptation as Chapter 2 of I.F.1.
Shihata, The World Bank in a Changing World: Selected Essays (Dordrecht, Martinus

Nijhoff, 1991).

institutions before national courts, except that the involvement of the
Bank's General Counsel is much greater in these cases. While the

different institutions are represented in such cases by outside counsel
admitted to the bar in the jurisdiction concerned, the defense is
discussed beforehand with the General Counsel who approves the
strategy and reviews the legal briefs. This is also done for all suits
brought against the Bank in other than personnel matters (and would be
the case if ICSID, in spite of its unqualified immunity, were sued before
national courts, the General Counsel acting in this case as the SecretaryGeneral of ICSID). This mandate does not, however, include defending
IFC and MIGA in suits brought against them before national courts by
parties other than their respective staff and former staff.

6. Certifying Compliance to Outside Parties

The General Counsel signs periodic letters of comfort to the
Bank's external auditors and reviews the semi-annual Financial
Statements and other statements needed for third parties to assure them
that all Bank actions are consistent with its Articles of Agreement and
that to his knowledge no event (in the covered period) has affected the
Bank's financial position, except as disclosed by the Bank.

7. Managing the ICSID Secretariat

ICSID, though separate from the Bank, does have important
legal and de facto linkages with it. The Bank's President is ex officio
chairman of ICSID's Administrative Council. The Bank's General
Counsel has traditionally been elected by this Council to serve as
The Bank also funds ICSID's
Secretary-General of ICSID.
administrative budget
The Secretary-General manages the ICSID Secretariat which
oversees arbitration and conciliation proceedings before ICSID arbitral
tribunals and conciliation committees. An important function of
ICSID's Secretary-General is to decide on whether to register a request
for arbitration or conciliation "on the basis of the information contained
in the request." Under the ICSID Convention, the Secretary-General is
under the duty to register such a request unless the afore-mentioned

information indicates that the dispute manifestly falls outside the scope
of ICSID's jurisdiction.
The initial determination by the Secretary-General to register
a case does not preclude the arbitral tribunal from subsequently
declining jurisdiction. The tribunal is the judge of its own competence
and, unlike the Secretary-General, bases its decisions on all relevant
facts and documents, and not merely on the documents submitted by the
applicant party. In practice, the Secretary-General's decision to register
or not to register a case has presented difficult choices on several
occasions, especially as such a decision has to be based on the
information submitted by one party only.
This issue apart, ICSID's case-load has expanded greatly
without any particular difficulty since the incumbent Secretary-General
took up this responsibility in 1983. This is due to the vigilance of
ICSID's small staff and ICSID's Legal Adviser, in particular.
The Secretary-General has also taken advantage of ICSID's
unique mandate to make it a primary source of research and publications
on foreign investment law. The first Secretary-General initiated the
publication of Investment Laws of the World series and the Investment
Yeaties series. The incumbent Secretary-General added the publication
of the semi-annual periodical: ICSID Review - Foreign Investment Law
Journal. As the only specialized law journal on this subject which is
published on a world-wide basis, the Review tries to provide a balanced
analysis of a field previously known for its great controversies and thus
contributes to the emerging consensus on foreign investment law issues.
The ICSID Secretariat has also started the publication of books on
certain aspects of the law applicable to foreign investment and has a
host of other publications on ICSID arbitration.
8. Special Assignments and Miscellaneous Activities

The Bank's General Counsel was in charge of the preparation
of the first draft of each of the treaties which established the IBRD
affiliates, IFC in 1956, IDA in 1960, ICSID in 1965, and MIGA in
1985. In each case, the draft was discussed at length by the Bank's
Executive Directors and the final text approved by them was opened for

signature by member countries by decision of the Board of Governors.'
The preparation of the ICSID Convention required prior consultation in
regional conferences which the General Counsel conducted with legal
experts of member states. The MIGA Convention required more
extensive preparatory work as most Bank members were initially
inclined not to support the initiative, developed countries fearing
competition with their national agencies and developing countries
suspecting the backing of foreign investors' claims against them, not
only by the projected institution, but also by the Bank itself. Through
a strenuous consultative process and innovative redesigning of the draft
convention, it was finally approved by the Bank's Executive Directors,
without dissent. The General Counsel was in charge of the process and
chaired the twenty sessions of the Executive Directors Committee of the
Whole which "negotiated" the text in 1984 - 1985. He was
subsequently in charge of preparation of the detailed regulations of
MIGA and of launching the new institution before the appointment of
its first Executive Vice President.'

In addition to the above important assignments, other
significant roles in recent years included the preparation of the World
Bank Guidelines on the Legal Treatment of Foreign Investment, carried
9
out at the request of the Development Committee by a small group
consisting of the General Counsel of the Bank, IFC and MIGA and
assisted by the ICSID Secretariat. The Bank's General Counsel, who
chaired that group, conducted the consultation over the text of the
guidelines with experts of different universal and regional organizations
and "its negotiation" with the Bank's Executive Directors. Although the
text covered issues previously known to be contentious among States
and scholars alike, it was eventually endorsed without dissent by the
Development Committee, within a year from its request.'

' In the case of ICSID, the constituent convention was opened for signature
by decision of the Bank's Executive Directors after the Board of Governors authorized
its preparation.
, See I. F. I.Shihata, MIGA and ForeignInvestment: Origins, Operations,
Policies and Basic Documents of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(Dordrecht, Netherlands; Boston, Mass., M. Nijhoff, 1988).
' The "Development Committee" is a joint committee of the Boards of
Governors of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, established in 1974.
All member countries are represented in this 24 imber coruittee.
'o See I. F. I. Shihata, Legal Treatment of Foreign Investment: The World
Bank Guidelines (Dordrecht, Netherlands; Boston, Mass., M. Nijhoff, 1993).

Assignments of lesser importance have also been carried out
by the General Counsel at the request of the Bank's Executive Directors
or President. These included, for instance, the chairmanship of a World
Bank Group committee which reviewed legal and policy impediments
to the Bank's lending to private sector enterprises.

Other miscellaneous activities include writing and lecturing on
the Bank and the institutional aspects of its work. The extent of these
activities depends largely on the General Counsel himself. The
incumbent General Counsel has so far published seven books on Bankrelated activities. I He also actively participates in international legal,
financial, environmental and arbitration conferences, either as General
Counsel of the Bank or Secretary-General of ICSID. Some of the papers
submitted by him to these conferences have had an impact beyond the
Bank.

11. Evolution of the Role of the General Counsel
and of World Bank Lawyers

The role of the General Counsel, and that of Bank lawyers
generally, has evolved with the evolution of the role of the Bank itself.
When the incumbent General Counsel joined the Bank as its General
Counsel in 1983, the Bank was providing financial assistance to
borrowing countries in the form of investment loans and occasionally
adjustment loans (the latter accounting respectively for 14.1 percent of
total commitments and 12.2 percent of total disbursement in fiscal year
1983 for IBRD and IDA combined). The Bank had not at the time
provided any loan guarantees. It had not made any loan for debt and/or

" These include 1. F. I. Shihata, MIGA and ForeignInvestment: Origins,
Operations, Policies and Basic Documents of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (Dordrecht, Netherlands; Boston, Mass., M. Nijhoff, 1988); The EuropeanBank
for Reconstruction and Development: A Comparative analysis of the Constituent
Agreement (London; Boston, Mass., Graham & Trotman, M. Nijhoff, 1990); The World
Bank in a Changing World: Selected Essays (Dordrecht, Netherlands; Boston, Mass, M.
Nijhoff, 1991), vol.1; Legal Treatment of Foreign Investment: The World Bank
Guidelines (Dordrecht, Netherlands; Boston, Mass, M. Nijhoff, 1993); The World Bank
Inspection Panel (Oxford, New York, Published for the World Bank by Oxford
University Press, 1994); The World Bank in a Changing World: Selected Essays and
Lectures (The Hague; London, M. Nijhoff, 1995), vol. 2; Complementary Reform: Essays
on Legal, Judicial and Other Institutional Reforms supported by the World Bank (The
Hague; Boston, Kluwer International, 1997).

debt service reduction purposes. Nor had it provided any free standing
or primarily environmental loan, or any loan for the financing of legal,
judicial or civil service reform. Its operations were not based on preestablished country assistance strategies, and did not address any of the
issues which later came to be known as governance issues.
Furthermore, the Bank's relationship with NGOs was in its infancy and
it did not have an Inspection Panel to review complaints from parties
adversely affected by its operations, nor was the Bank involved in the
administration of hundreds of trust funds financed by other donors. The
MIGA had not been created and the GEF did not exist either.
Since that time, however, the Bank's operations have expanded
to cover all the above-mentioned areas under continually updated
country assistance strategies for each borrowing country. To date,
adjustment lending accounts on average for over 33.5 percent of annual
commitments, and 35 percent of annual disbursement (in the last five
fiscal years for the IBRD and IDA combined). It has moved from
addressing only macro-economic policy issues into tackling details of
micro-economic and institutional reforms in various sectors. Investment
operations have included since 1984 guarantees of private loans and,
Primarily
since 1989, debt and debt-service reduction loans.
environmental loans worth about $12 billion have already been
concluded. Furthermore, Bank-funded projects often include at present
technical assistance components in areas such as legal reform and
judicial reform, with some loans provided exclusively for these
purposes, including loans to large borrowers such as China and the
Russian Federation. More recently, the Bank has declared its readiness
to assist borrowing countries in their effort to combat corruption within
the ranks of their civil service and public sector enterprises. The Bank's
Legal Department played an instrumental role in the creation and
launching of the MIGA and the GEF. It now provides legal services to
the GEF Secretariat and the Inspection Panel.
When the Bank finances legal and/or judicial reform programs,
the task is managed by the Legal Department. The role of the Bank's
lawyer changes in this respect from the typical legal adviser role to that
of a hands-on project manager. The Legal Department had to be
restructured to play that role effectively. A unit, headed by an Assistant
General Counsel, assists operational lawyers in handling legal and
judicial reform projects and quite often designates one of its experts to
be the task manager for the project. The role of Bank lawyers in this
regard is to assist the borrowing country in the design of the reform
program to be financed by the Bank and to supervise its implementation

as agreed with the borrower. The project is otherwise "owned" and
implemented by the borrowing country, often with the assistance of its
own consultants, local or foreign, funded in whole or in part by the
Bank's loan.
The road for the expansion of Bank operations in all the new
areas enumerated above was paved by enabling legal opinions submitted
by the General Counsel and endorsed by the Executive Directors.
Through these legal opinions, the conditions of relating these new types
of operations to the Bank's purposes were clarified, along with any
measures needed to meet the Articles' requirements. Thus, debt
reduction operations were deemed possible only to the extent they
would have a material effect on the country's development prospects
(and not simply as refinancing of commercial debt). Legal and judicial
reform loans were related to improving the country's investment
climate. More generally, governance issues would be tackled by the
Bank to the extent they help the country in the efficient management of
its resources, through appropriate rules and institutions, and do not
entangle the Bank in the country's partisan politics. Through such legal
opinions the Bank's Articles, inspired by considerations of the 1940s,
have been and continue to be adapted to the ever changing needs of the

contemporary world.
The General Counsel's elaborate legal opinions on the different
issues facing the Bank in its borrowing and lending operations, and in
its dealings with its member countries and other parties, have had in
certain cases an impact outside the Bank and have inspired similar
analyses in other international development finance institutions.
To that extent, the office of the Bank's General Counsel may
be contributing to the progressive development of international law.

THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER
IN THE REFORM AND RESTRUCTURING OF
AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION:
THE CASE OF UNIDO
Abdulqawi A. Yusuf
I. Introduction
When I joined the United Nations Industrial Development
organization (UNIDO) in 1994 as the legal adviser of the Secretariat,
the Organization was in the midst of a far-reaching reform and
restructuring process. This process was initiated at the Fifth General
Conference of UNIDO in Yaound6 (Cameroon). It was not, however,
the first time that UNIDO was undergoing profound changes in its
smucture and functions. Indeed, UNIDO was transformed in 1986 from
an autonomous subsidiary organ of the General Assembly of the United
Nations to a specialized agency of the United Nations system.
Nevertheless, there was, from a legal standpoint, a major difference
between the two processes. The reform and restructuring of UNIDO in
the past five years (1993-1998) was carried out without any amendment
to its constitutive instrument; while the transformation of the
Organization into a specialized agency in 1986 involved the formulation
of a Constitution in the form of a multilateral treaty.
The UNIDO Constitution' was adopted on 8 April 1979 and
entered into force on 21 June 1985, giving rise to the formal conversion
of the Organization into a specialized agency of the United Nations
system in January 1986. The Constitution laid down under its Article
1 that the primary objective of the Organization shall be "the promotion
and acceleration of industrial development in the developing countries
with a view to assisting in the establishment of a new international
economic order".
It also stipulated that the Organization shall
"promote industrial development and cooperation on global, regional
and national as well as on sectoral levels". In order to fulfill these
objectives, the Organization was assigned, in Article 2, eighteen
functions, including, inter alia:
*Special Adviser & Assistant Director-General for African Affairs, UNIDO, Former
Legal Adviser& Director, Legal Service, UNIDO (1994-1998)
'United Nations, Treaty Series,vol. 1461, p. 3.

encourage and extend, as appropriate, assistance to
the developing countries in the promotion and
acceleration of their industrialization, in particular in
the development, expansion and modernization of
their industries;
create new and develop existing concepts and
approaches in respect of industrial development on
global, regional and national, as well as on sectoral
levels;
promote and encourage the development and use of
planning techniques, and assist in the formulation of
technological
scientific
and
development,
programmes and plans for industrialization in the
public, cooperative and private sectors;
provide pilot and demonstration plants for
accelerating industrialization in particular sectors;
assist, at the request of governments of developing
countries, in obtaining external financing for specific
industrial projects on fair, equitable and mutually
acceptable terms.
The calls for UNIDO's reform and the reorientation of its
activities came a few years after its establishment as a specialized
agency.
Starting in 1991, these calls acquired a sense of urgency as the
policy-making organs of UNIDO - the General Conference and the
Industrial Development Board - decided to include in their agenda an
item on reform and restructuring, and requested the Director-General to
carry out consultations with Member States on these issues.
The demand for reforms was mainly predicated on the
profound economic and political changes that had taken place in the
early 90's as a result of the collapse of the socialist states of Eastern and
Central Europe and the consequent abandonment of centrally-planned
and command economic policies by an increasing number of countries.
It also partially reflected a growing demand for a wider reform of the
United Nations system as a whole, especially in the economic and social

spheres.
Of particular relevance in the case of UNIDO was the fact that
the above-mentioned economic and political changes directly affected
some of the assumptions and concepts on which UNIDO's mandate and
functions were originally based. For example, the establishment of a
new international economic order, in which the Organization was
mandated to assist under Article 1 of its Constitution, had been virtually
abandoned as an economic and political goal by the developing
countries in the early 90's. Similarly, the reference under Article 2 to
the promotion and encouragement of the "development and use of
planning techniques" sounded rather obsolete in a world in which
market-led economic policies were being embraced by almost all
countries. Moreover, in addition to the developing countries, which
were, according to the Constitution, the main beneficiaries of UNIDO's
technical cooperation services, countries with "economies in transition"
came to demand similar benefits from the Organization.
These changes in the external environment of the Organization
were aptly summarized in the report of the Director-General to the fifth
session of the General Conference held in Yaoundi in December 1993.
Under the section "forces of change and the need for reform", the
Director-General observed as follows:
"Since UNIDO became a specialized agency, new driving
forces and policy changes in the global economy have affected
the roles of governments, enterprises and industrial institutions
alike, the pattern and conditions of production and the flows of
trade, investment and technology. Most developing countries

have shifted from import substitution and regulatory industrial
policies, supported by strong public ownership and state
participation in industry, towards export-oriented, competitiondriven policies - with a general emphasis on privatization and
private sector development." 2
Equally important, in the view of the Director-General, was the

change in the demand for UNIDO services which now stemmed from
a greater number of countries and actors than before. Thus, he stated in

2 UNIDO, Priorites and Structural Reform of UNIDO, proposals by the DirectorGeneral, document GC.5/23 of 24 September 1993, p. 2.

his report that:
"Whereas in the past UNIDO was expected to
respond to government requests that were largely
focused on public sectors, inward-looking and
planning concerns, the demand for UNIDO services
is now shifting towards development requirements in
the private sector". 3
In the light of these developments, the updating and adjustment
of the objectives of the Organization, in the context of the evolution of
international economic relations, and the need to prioritize its functions,
were considered of utmost urgency and importance. Thus, a general
agreement emerged among the Member States for a redefinition of the
functions of UNIDO, the reorganization of its structure and the
reshaping of its methods of work. These objectives inspired the reform
and restructuring measures adopted in 1993 at the Yaound6 General
Conference.
Later on, with the notification of the withdrawal by the United
States in 19951 and subsequent threatened withdrawals by other
Member States5 , the need for further deepening of the reform and
restructuring of the Organization became imperative, leading to the
negotiation and adoption in 1997 of a Business Plan on the future role
and functions of UNIDO with the declared objective of focusing the
functions of the Organization, streamlining its structure and improving
the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of its operations. This was
followed in early 1998 by the introduction of new programmatic
measures, aimed at establishing a clear corporate identity based on
integrated packages of service for technical cooperation, and an
effective decentralization of activities to the field.
The purpose of this paper is to examine some of the legal
implications of the reform and restructuring of UNIDO and the role that

I Ibid.
'Following this notification, the withdrawal of the United States from UNIDO took
effect on 31 December 1996.

s The United Kingdom deposited an instrument of denunciation of the UNIDO
Constitution in December 1996, but later revoked it. Germany also announced in
December 1996 that it would reconsider its membership in UNIDO, but later reaffirmed
its intention to remain a Member of the Organization in light of the reform.

the Legal Adviser had to play in dealing with those implications, in the
absence of formal amendments to the constitutive instrument of the
Organization.
H. The implementation of the Yaounde reforms
Based on a wide-ranging analysis of the changes in the external
environment of UNIDO and of the challenges facing the Organization
in a new economic and political context, the Director-General submitted
proposals for the reform and restructuring of UNIDO to the Yaound6
General Conference. These proposals related to the reorientation and
prioritization of UNIDO's services, the establishment of a new
organizational structure, changes in resources mobilization and
allocation, and improved management procedures and methods of
work.6
In a declaration adopted in Yaoundi, the General Conference
endorsed the reform programme proposed by the Director-General so
as "to enable the Organization to better realize its objectives and
strengthen its role as the central coordinating agency in the United
for the promotion of the industrialization of developing
Nations system
7
countries.
In a separate resolution, the General Conference also reaffirmed the need to revitalize the Organization for the effective
achievement of its Constitutional mandates, approved the proposals of
the Director-General, and requested him to submit a progress report to
the Industrial Development Board at its twelfth session on the
implementation of those proposals.
What were the legal implications of these reforms which were
characterized in the Yaoundi Declaration as a "far-reaching reform
programme"? How were they implemented by the Secretariat? What
was the role of the Legal Adviser in this process?

'For details, see UNIDO, Priorities and Structural Reform of UNIDO,proposals by
the Director-General, document GC.5/23 of 24 September 1993.
'Yaound Declaration, GC.5/Res.20 of 9 December 1993, reproduced in Decisions
and Resolutions of the General Conference, fifth regular session, Yaound6, Cameroon,
UNIDO document GC.5/INF.4 of 15 December 1993, pp. 14-15 (hereinafter Decisions
& Resolutions).
* Document GC.5/Res.18 of 9 December 1993, reproduced in Decisions and
Resolutions, op. cit., p. 14.

These questions will be addressed below through an
examination of the main aspects of the reform programme and the
manner in which it was implemented.
1. The Reorientation and Prioritization of UNIDO's Services
The proposals of the Director-General approved by the General
Conference on the reorientation and prioritization of UNIDO's services
clearly affected the interpretation of the constitutional provisions on
objectives and functions of the Organization. However this issue was
neither analyzed in the Director-General's report nor raised during the
debate at the General Conference. The mandate of UNIDO and the
objectives laid down in Article 1 of the Constitution were explicitly
referred to in paragraph 22 of the Director-General's report, but the
extent to which this constitutional mandate could have been affected by
the reform proposals was never addressed in the report.
The General Conference, on the other hand, viewed the
reorientation and prioritization of functions as a means for "the effective
achievement of its (UNIDO's) constitutional mandate". At the same
time, in the Yaound6 Declaration, it referred to "UNIDO's objectives of
environmentally sustainable and equitable industrial development"
(emphasis added)9; thus qualifying the central objective of the
Organization (i.e. the promotion of industrial development) in an
apparent attempt to update it and adjust it to the emerging concerns and
needs of the international community.
With regard to the functions of the Organization, the Yaound6
Declaration reiterated that the major means of achieving the objectives
of UNIDO (as qualified in the Declaration itself) remained those of
investment promotion, technology transfer, development of human
resources and the creation of an enabling environment, both nationally
and internationally, for industrial growth and competitiveness."° These
functions largely coincided with the five interlinked development
' Article I of the Constitution on objectives reads as follows: "The primary objective
of the Organization shall be the promotion and acceleration of industrial development in
the developing countries with a view to assisting in the establishment of a new
international economic order. The Organization shall also promote industrial
development and cooperation on global, regional and national, as well as on sectoral
levels."
" Yaoundd Declaration, document GC.5/Res.20, reproduced in Decisions and
Resolutions, op. cit., p. 15.

objectives proposed by the Director-General as the main focus of
UNIDO's services, namely: (a) industrial and technological growth and
competitiveness; (b) development of human resources for industry; (c)
equitable development through industrial development; (d)
environmentally sustainable industrial development; and (e)
international cooperation in industrial investment and technology. "
The proposals of the Director-General and the Yaound6
Declaration gave rise to a new characterization of the objectives of the
Organization, a change of emphasis in the functions assigned to it, and
a reinterpretation of its basic mandate aimed at updating it in the light
of the new international economic realities. It might therefore be argued
that the action taken by the General Conference, and its subsequent
implementation, amounted to a modification or implicit abandonment
of certain constitutional provisions through subsequent practice.
References to the establishment of a "new international economic
order", or to the promotion of "the use of planning techniques" or to the
"Provision of pilot and demonstration plants" were nowhere to be found
in the Yaound6 Declaration. The list of eighteen functions stipulated in
Article 2 of the Constitution had also been reduced, through selectivity
and prioritization to a few areas of concentration which, according to
the report of the Director-General, constituted an effective response to
the changing requirements of the developing countries and reflected the
best use of the limited resources available in furtherance of the basic
mandate of the Organization. 2
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Yaound6 Declaration
initiated an evolutionary process aimed at reconfiguring and updating
the objectives and functions of the Organization in response to new
realities and demands by its Member States. It could not and did not by
itself bring about a modification of those objectives and functions, but
could rather be viewed as the point of departure for a subsequent
practice, which has so far enjoyed the consent of all parties to the
UNIDO Constitution, and which may eventually provide cogent
evidence of common consent to modify those constitutional provisions.
This interpretation is substantiated by the fact that substantive
adjustments had to be made to the priority areas identified by the

"See Prioritis and Structural Reform of UNIDO, op. cit., p. 7.

Ibid.

Yaound6 General Conference during their implementation by the
Secretariat. These adjustments were reflected in the seven thematic
priorities proposed by the Secretariat in 1995. "
It is also supported by the adoption by the seventh session of
the General Conference in 1997 of a Business Plan on the future role
and functions of UNIDO which, as is explained below, further
elaborated on the functions, structure and role of the Organization.
Acting on the request of the Member States of UNIDO, the
Secretariat undertook the process of elaboration of the conceptual
framework for the reorientation and prioritization of the activities of the
Organization. The implementation of this process was equally entrusted
to it. The advice of the Legal Service was often sought during this
process. It might, however, be observed that the policy and strategic
aspects of the process were given clear predominance over its possible
legal implications. These implications were nonetheless taken into
account in the adoption of measures relating to various aspects of the
reform.
2. Changes in Organizational Structure and Staffing
Following the adoption of the Yaoundi Declaration, and the
approval by the General Conference of the Director-General's
proposals, changes in the organizational structure of UNIDO were
effected in two steps from 1994 to 1996. Two4 major staff reductions
were also carried out during the same period.1
The first organizational restructuring resulted in 1994 in the
abolition of an entire management layer, i.e. the Deputy Directors-

"3The seven themes, which constituted new dimension of the focusing of UNIDO's
activities, were the following:
1.Strategies, policies and institution-building for global economic integration;
2. Environment and energy;
3. SMES: policies, networking and basic technical support;
4. Innovation; productivity and quality for international competitiveness;
5. Industrial information, investment and technology promotion;
6. Rural industrial development; and
7. Africa and Least Developed Countries (LDCs): linking industry with

agriculture.
H4The second staff reduction exercise of early 1996 was carried out mainly for
budgetary reasons following the withdrawal of the United States from the Organization.

General who had hitherto headed the five main departments of the
Organization. Instead, the Secretariat was reorganized into eight
divisions. These divisions were further reduced to six during the second
phase of the restructuring in 1996.
The legal implications arising from the Secretariat
restructuring, related mainly to the following: (i) the abolition of the
posts of Deputy Directors-General and (ii) the staff reduction exercises
of 1993 and 1996.
(i) The abolition of the posts of Deputy Directors-General
The Constitution of UNIDO provides in Article 11, para. 1 that
"The Secretariat shall comprise a Director-General, as well as such
Deputy Directors-General and other staff as the Organization may
Mgj."(emphasis added). The Director-General's proposal to abolish
the five posts of Deputy Directors-General and to appoint Managing
Directors (at the D-2 level) to head the new divisions gave rise to two
legal issues. The first one which had to be dealt with immediately was
whether the Industrial Development Board could abolish the posts of
officials with constitutional status. An affirmative answer had to be
given to this question on two grounds. First, the wording of Article 11,
as well as such Deputy
paragraph 1, (and in particular the phrase "....
Directors-General and other staff as the Organization may require")
makes the existence of Deputy Directors-General dependent on the
requirements of the Organization. In other words, the Constitution
clearly admits a situation in which there would be no Deputy DirectorsGeneral. Secondly, the Industrial Development Board itself had decided
in 1985, after a lengthy consideration of the matter, that five Deputy
Directors-General be appointed. Thus, there was no legal obstacle for
the Industrial Development Board to revoke its earlier decision.
It was therefore on these legal grounds that the Industrial
Development Board, in its decision Industrial Development
Board. 1 /Dec.40 of 29 October 1993, "(b) decided in the light of the
structural reform of UNIDO, to revoke Board decision IDB.1/Dec.11,
which no longer met the requirements of the Organization ........
The second legal issue related to the procedure for the
appointment of the Managing Directors, whose posts now constituted
the first management level under the Director-General, following the
abolition of the Deputy Directors-General. The view was expressed by

some delegations, both informally and formally, that the procedure for
the appointment of Deputy Directors-General should also apply to
appointments at the level of Managing Directors. It should be recalled
that Article 11, paragraph 5 of the UNIDO Constitution states that
"appointments at the level of Deputy Directors-General shall be subject
to approval by the Board". It was therefore argued that the appointment
of Managing Directors should be similarly submitted to the Industrial
Development Board for approval. Thus, in a letter to the DirectorGeneral requesting the inclusion of a supplementary item on the
"approval of appointments of Managing Directors" in the agenda of the
sixteenth session of the Industrial Development Board, the Permanent
Representative of Morocco to UNIDO referred to the procedure
contemplated in Article 11, paragraph 5 of the Constitution regarding
the appointment of Deputy Directors-General, and stated that:
"The Moroccan delegation believes that this procedure also
applies to appointments at the level of Managing Director. At the time
the Constitution was drafted, the post of Deputy Director-General was
the most important in the Organization after that of Director-General.
Now that the Deputy Director-General posts have been abolished, the
Managing Directors constitute the second highest level of authority in
the Organization after the office of Director-General. Furthermore, the
functions assigned to the Managing Directors are of such great
importance that it is more than desirable that the policy-making organs,
and hence the Member States, should have the right of review regarding
their appointment".15
In his reply, the Director-General expressed a different view
regarding the interpretation of the constitutional provision (Article 11,
paragraph 5) which, in his opinion, clearly referred to "one specific
level of official, the "Deputy Directors-General", formally designated
by that title in the Constitution". 16 According to the Director-General,
"this designation does not cover any other functional level in the
Secretariat of UNIDO; nor can it be interpreted to refer to any other
officials of the Organization". 7

"1 For the full text of the letter of the Permanent Representative of Morocco to the
Director-General of UNIDO, see UNIDO, document IDB.16/25 of 20 October 1996,
Annex I, p. 2.
16 lbid, p.3.

11 Ibid, p. 3.

The Director-General then referred to the negotiation of
UNIDO's Constitution, and in particular to the debate as to whether the
function of Deputy Director-General should or should not be included
in the Constitution, as well as to the background to the decision of the
Industrial Development Board of 15 November 1985 to appoint 5
Deputy Directors-General, and concluded as follows:
"In the light of the clear wording of the relevant constitutional
provision, as well as its drafting history during the negotiations on the
Constitution, I see no legal grounds to maintain that the approval
requirement contained in Article 11, paragraph 5, sentence 2, which
refers solely to the appointment of Deputy Directors-General applies to
the appointment of Managing Directors at the D-2 level."'"
Thus, in the view of the Director-General, the appointment of
Managing Directors was governed by the same constitutional provisions
(Article 11, paragraph 5,sentence 1) that applied to the appointment of
staff members in general, and not by the specific provisions established
for Deputy Directors-General. This view was later endorsed by the
Industrial Development Board which decided not to require that the
appointment of Managing Directors be submitted to it for approval, but
simply took note of such appointments whenever it was informed about
them by the Director-General.
(ii) Staff reduction
The staff reduction was necessitated by the budgetary aspects
of the reform process and the overall streamlining of the Organization's
activities. Following a budget reduction of ten per cent in 1993 and of
twenty five per cent in 1996, the Organization had to reduce its work
force. This had of course to be done in full respect of staff regulations
and rules.
The 1993 staff reduction was considered to be of a limited
nature. It was therefore carried out through staff redeployments,
abolition of posts through attrition and agreed terminations. The Legal
Service was not directly involved in designing or managing the process.
However, the implementation of the process generated a relatively high
number of appeals and complaints to the International Labour

" Ibid.

Organization Administrative Tribunal.
To avoid a repetition of the after-effects of the 1993 staff
reduction, the advice of the Legal Service was sought from the outset in
the design of the 1996 programme. As a result, it was decided to divide
the separation programme into two parts: a voluntary phase and a nonvoluntary one. It was also decided that the background, procedures, as
well as terms and conditions governing the staff reduction programme
would be clearly set out in Director-General's Bulletins'9 for each of the
two phases in order to ensure transparency and uniformity of application
of the rules and criteria established for this purpose. Furthermore, it was
established that the staff reduction would be effected through abolition
of posts. To this end, managers were made responsible for identifying
the programmes or programme elements to be discontinued or scaled
down, and the number and location of posts that, as a result, would be
abolished.
In the light of overall twenty-five percent budget reduction,
and following the determination of the programmes or programme
elements to be discontinued, the number of posts to be abolished turned
out to be 238, out of which 60 were in the professional category and 178
in General Service.
As a first step in the process, a Director-General's Bulletin on
"UNIDO Voluntary Separation Programme" was issued on 20
The objective was to avoid non-voluntary
November 1995.20
separations to the extent possible and to exhaust the possibilities of
were therefore encouraged to take
voluntary measures. Staff
advantage of the voluntary scheme. Staff members aged 54 and above
were specifically invited to consider the possibility of early retirement.
To encourage staff to opt for agreed termination, a number of incentives
were offered, such as an additional termination indemnity of up to 50
per cent in accordance with staff regulation 10.6(b), applicable also to
staff with fixed-term contractual status, and a cash payment equal to
three months salary and allowances in lieu of termination notice.

,9The Director-General's Bulletin is an administrative issuance, generally used to
publicize new rules, procedures or directives promulgated by the Director-General, as the

Chief Administrative Officer of the Organization.
'D See UNIDO Secretariat, Director-General's Bulletin: UNIDO Voluntary Separation
Programme, UNIDO/DG/B.201 of 20 November 1995.

A second Bulletin on "Non-Voluntary Measures" was
published on 16 January 1996.2 The introduction of the non-voluntary
measures became necessary, since the voluntary separation programme
did not achieve the appropriate reduction of staff. The Bulletin laid
down certain principles and criteria for the implementation of the nonvoluntary measures. It also established a review process to be carried
out by an Ad Hoc Advisory Group, composed of staff and
administration nominees.
The Advisory Group was given the
responsibility of reviewing and recommending, in accordance with the
criteria established in the Bulletin, the retention or separation of staff
members whose posts were to be abolished as identified by programme
managers. As an additional safeguard, an informal recourse procedure
was instituted to enable staff members to bring new elements or
information to the attention of the Advisory Group before a final
recommendation for separation was made to the Director-General.
The design and structuring of the staff reduction programme
in 1996, with the advice and guidance of the Legal Service, lead to the
establishment of a stable legal framework which greatly facilitated the
implementation of the programme and was later used, in 1998, as a
basis for shaping new procedures for staff reduction.
3. Changes in Resource Allocation and Mobilization
The Constitution of UNIDO divides the expenditures of the
Organization into two categories: (a) expenditures to be met from
assessed contributions (referred to as the "regular budget"), and (b)
expenditures to be met from voluntary contributions to the Organization
and such other income as may be provided for in the financial
regulations (referred to as the "operational budget").22
Expenditures for administration, research and other regular
expenses of the Organization' are to be financed from the regular

2 See UNIDO Secretariat, Director-General's Bulletin: Staff Reduction Programme:
Non-Voluntary Measures, UNIDO/DGB(M).5 of 16 January 1996.

" See Article 13 of the UNIDO Constitution.
2 The expression "other regular expenses of the Organization" is defined in Annex
111the Constitution and includes: (a)interregional and regional advisers; (b) short-term
advisory services provided by the staff of the Organization; (c) meetings, including
technical meetings, provided for in the programme of work financed from the regular
budget; and, (d)prograrme support costs arising from technical assistance projects to

the extent that these costs are not reimbursed to the Organization by the source of

budget, while the operational budget is meant to provide for
expenditures for technical cooperation and other related activities. In
order to improve the effectiveness of the Organization's programme of
work in the field of industrial development, Annex H to the Constitution
also provides for the utilization of six per cent of the regular budget for
technical cooperation expenditures.
Thus, UNIDO's technical cooperation projects were
traditionally financed through a combination of voluntary and assessed
contributions, as well as through financing by the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP). However, the UNDP constituted up
to 1993 the main source of financing for UNIDO technical cooperation
projects, accounting for about sixty per cent of such funding.
Consequently, the massive reductions in UNDP funds in the early 90's
and the introduction of national execution by the UNDP led to a
substantial reduction of UNIDO funds for technical cooperation
projects.
Faced with these difficulties, the UNIDO Secretariat had to
develop creative methods for mobilizing funds from new sources for its
technical cooperation activities. At the same time, the Organization had
to overcome a chronic situation of late-payment or non-payment of
assessed contributions by a number of Member States. This problem
was later compounded by the withdrawal of the United States of
America from the Organization at the end of 1996.
The strategies devised by the Secretariat as well as by the

Member States to deal with these problems were not of course devoid
of legal implications. Some of the legal issues raised by these strategies
and the manner in which they were addressed are discussed below.
(i) Fund-raising and revenue-generating activities
Articles 16 and 17 of the UNIDO Constitution deal with
voluntary contributions to the Organization. Article 16 defines the
conditions under which the Director-General may accept such
contributions, while Article 17 provides for the establishment and
administration of an Industrial Development Fund (IDF) financed
through voluntary contributions to the Organization.

financing of such projects.

The main constitutional requirements for accepting voluntary
contributions is that "the conditions attached to such voluntary
contn'butions are consistent with the objectives and policies of the
organization" and that they can be administered in accordance with the
financial regulations of UNIDO. These requirements can be easily met
with regard to freely programmable funds, such as the general purpose
segment of the IDF. However, this segment constitutes only a small
portion ofthe total funds made available to the Organization through the
IDF. Indeed, the most significant component of the IDF consists of
special purpose contributions pledged for projects selected by donors.
As part of its fund-raising drive, the UNIDO Secretariat had also
established trust funds in favour of specific projects, as well as selffinanced trust funds specifically devised for public and private
enterprises willing to pay for UNIDO's services. It was, therefore, with
respect to these categories of finds that the issue of consistency with the
constitutional requirements for voluntary contributions was most often
raised due to the conditions usually attached to them by donors.
To ensure compliance with the provisions of the UNIDO
Constitution and its financial regulations, while encouraging fundraising for technical cooperation projects, two types of legal instruments
were elaborated by the Legal Service: (a) model agreements to be
concluded with the donor of funds, setting out the responsibilities and
obligations of the parties; and (b) guidelines on voluntary contributions
specifying certain principles and criteria on the basis of which a
"consistency test" could be applied to such contributions. Despite the
existence of these detailed legal instruments, special agreements often
had to be negotiated and concluded with donors mostly as a matter of
form or legal expediency required by the donor, but sometimes also as
an attempt to bridge real substantive differences between the donor and
the UNIDO Secretariat.
As regards income-generating activities, the Legal Service was
called on several occasions to give a legal opinion on UNIDO's
participation in international competitive bidding and in selection
processes for the provision of consultancy services. The provision of
consultancy services by UNIDO on a single source basis, within the
framework of a development project, had never given rise to
insurmountable legal problems. By contrast, UNIDO's participation in
a selection process for consultancy services often necessitated the
negotiation of specific adjustments to the model contract in order to
safeguard UNIDO's status as an intergovernmental organization, as well

as its administrative regulations and rules, and to ensure that the
necessary facilities and privileges could be obtained from the recipient
government. Thus, agreements and contracts had to be designed on a
case-by-case basis taking into account the specific terms of reference of
the selection process.
The issue of charging fees for specific services provided by
UNIDO, and its legal implications, was also analyzed on several
occasions by the Legal Service, but the only type of service for which
specific agreements had to be formulated was in the area of software
licensing. In this context, both licensing and distributorship agreements
had to be elaborated and negotiated with interested private and public
enterprises, mostly in developing countries.
(ii) Late payment or non-payment of assessed contributions
The partial, delayed or non-payment of assessed contributions
by some Member States has, on several occasions, placed the
Organization in a very serious and unprecedented cash crisis. It also
posed a particular challenge to the implementation of the reform
process, since it rendered difficult, if not impossible, the proper
planning of resource allocations to new priorities and programmes of
the Organization.
The only sanction provided for in the UNIDO Constitution for
late payment or non-payment of arrears by Member States is the loss of
voting rights, and this would apply only "if the amount of [its] arrears
equals or exceeds the amount of the assessed contributions due from [it]
for the preceding two fiscal years."
The fact that voting was rarely if ever resorted to in the
decision-making processes of UNIDO, where most intergovernmental
decisions are adopted by consensus, rendered this provision ineffective.
Thus, a number of strategies were considered, both within the
Secretariat, and at the intergovernmental level, to improve the collection
of assessed contributions and to ensure their timely payment.
They included incentive and disincentive schemes, settlement
of arrears through a payment plan, and payment of arrears in local
It was, however, the options considered under the
currency.
disincentive scheme that gave rise to a number of legal issues on which
the Legal Service was invited to comment. These included the charging

of interest on arrears, suspension of recruitment of nationals of Member
States in arrears, suspension of procurement from countries in arrears,
and the suspension of the provision of technical cooperation services to
countries that lost their voting rights.
However, after consideration by an intergovernmental group
of the policy and legal implications of these options, some of them were
eventually discarded, while others, such the settlement of arrears
through payment plans and the payment in local currencies, were
retained for further consideration and action by the policy-making
organs of UNIDO.

III. Business Plan on the Future Role and Functions of UNIDO
Following the withdrawal of the United States from UNIDO in
December 1996 and the threatened withdrawals by the United Kingdom
and Germany, which were later revoked, the Member States of the
Organization decided to convene a special session of the Industrial
Development Board to discuss the future of UNIDO. The main
objective of the meeting was to try to work out an agreement, to which
all Member States could subscribe, on the future role and functions of
UNIDO.
After having discussed a proposal submitted by the DirectorGeneral, as well as a number of documents containing the views of
individual Member States and Regional Groups, the special session of
the Industrial Development Board was able to agree on a single text
containing "Common Grounds on the Future of UNIDO". This text
was used later, at the seventeenth session of the Industrial Development
Board, as a basis for the formulation of a "Business Plan on the Role
and Functions of UNIDO".1s
Although most of the elements contained in the "Common
Grounds" paper were later included in the "Business Plan", it was only
in the former document that a clear justification was provided for

, See UNIDO, Report of the Industrial Development Board on the Work of Its
Seventh Special Session (21-25 April 1997), document GC.7/4, p. 4 (hereinafter Report

Seventh IDB Special Session).
2' For the text, see UNIDO, Report of the Industrial Development Board on Its
Seventeenth Session, document GC.7/5, p. 9 (hereinafter Report Seventeenth Session

IDB).

pursuing the reform process of UNIDO. Paragraph 2 of the paper
expressed it as follows:
"The process of meaningful reform of UNIDO should continue
for the Organization to adapt its function, orientation and priorities to
the new realities of the changing global economic environment, and,
ultimately, to remain viable and efficient. It is important to reaffirm the
necessity to pursue that reform process with a long-term vision that will
make it possible to adapt the Organization's mandate, structure and
financial capacity."26
Thus, it might be stated that the purpose of the "Business Plan"
was to ensure the continuation of the reform process and to provide a
long-term vision on the role and functions of the Organization.
1. The Main Elements of the Business Plan
In pursuance of the above-mentioned objectives, the Business
Plan defines the future role and functions of UNIDO, outlines the main
activities on which the Organization should concentrate, establishes
guidelines on financing and budget and provides for a new
organizational structure.
UNIDO is to "concentrate on those support activities in which
the Organization has a comparative advantage over other multilateral
development organizations and bilateral assistance".27 This means that
the Organization does not necessarily have to carry out all those
functions assigned to it in the Constitution, but will have to focus
primarily on those support functions in which there was a higher
demand for its expertise. Moreover, the activities of the Organization
would henceforth be directed to support institutions rather than
individual enterprises, in order to avoid spreading too thin its limited
resources. Similarly, to maximize the potential impact of such
resources, the Organization's support is to be provided in
"comprehensive packages of integrated services" based on
interdisciplinary team-building.
Regarding the overall activities of the Organization, the

26See Report Seventh IDB Special Session, op. cit., p. 4.
27See Report Seventeenth Session IDB, op. cit., p. 3.

Business Plan states that such activities shall be regrouped into two
clusters: (a) strengthening of industrial capacities, and (b) promoting
cleaner and sustainable industrial development. The format and
presentation of the programme and budgets of the Organization would
be revised to reflect these two main areas of activities. The biennium
budgets for 1998-1999 would also be reduced by 10 to 20 per cent as
compared to the preceding biennium, to better reflect the
discontinuation of certain activities and the changes in membership of
the Organization.
The Business Plan also stipulates that the future administrative
structure of the Organization is to be based on the two clusters of
activities, complemented by a third component comprising functions
related to administration, operational support and coordination of field
representation. In other words, the six main divisions of the Secretariat
would have to be reduced to three.
2. Legal Implications and Role of the Legal Adviser
The Business Plan was negotiated and agreed among the
Member States of UNII)O. It therefore reflects their common consent
to deepen and broaden the reform of UNIDO and in particular the
adaptation of its functions to the new international economic
environment Taken together with the reforms implemented under the
Yaound6 Declaration, the Business Plan may be viewed as a source of
subsequent practice by the parties to the UNIDO Constitution which
gives explicit direction to the interpretation and application of the
constitutional provisions relating to the role and functions of the
Organization.
The text of the Business Plan itself, after having laid down the
future role of UNIDO, explicitly states as follows:
"While sharpening its focus in accordance with the above
direction, UNIDO should continue to pursue the implementation of its
mandate to support and promote the sustainable industrial development
of developing countries and countries with economies in transition.
Preserving the universal character of the Organization, UNIDO will give
special emphasis to least developed countries, in particular in Africa."'

See '"usiness Plan" in Report Seventeenth Session IDB, op. cit, p. 3.

The wording of this paragraph testifies to the utmost care taken
by the Member States, in drafting the Business Plan, to avoid the
impression that the original mandate of the Organization was being
radically modified. The objective was rather to update this mandate, in
view of the changes in the international environment, by imparting a
new direction to its actual implementation. The will of the Member
States to update and adjust the functions of the Organization is
evidenced by the repeated references in the Business Plan to
"sustainable industrial development" and "countries with economies in
transition", expressions which are not to be found in the Constitution of
UNIDO, but which clearly reflect the realities of contemporary
international economic cooperation.
Throughout the negotiation of the Business Plan, and its
subsequent implementation by the Secretariat, the Legal Adviser was
closely consulted and requested to provide legal opinions, either
formally or more often informally, on the legal implications and
possible impact of the text on UNIDO's Constitution, as well as its
regulations and rules. The importance of the legal, institutional and
policy issues involved in the adoption of the Business Plan was fully
appreciated by all parties. In particular, during the debate at the seventh
special session of the Industrial Development Board on the future of
UNIDO, many complex legal and policy issues relating to the status,
mandate and role of the Organization and its organs had to be addressed,
and thoroughly considered. On several occasions, the respective roles
and responsibilities under the Constitution of the Secretariat, led by the
Director-General, and of the policy-making organs (the General
Conference and the Industrial Development Board), composed of
Member States, had to be discussed. Nevertheless, as reflected in the
final text of the Business Plan, it was possible to identify pragmatic
solutions and to avoid approaches that would have either necessitated
constitutional amendments or could have given rise to situations that
would create conflicts with the provisions of the Constitution and the
regulatory framework of UNIDO.
IV. Conclusions
The reform and restructuring of an international organization
is a complex process with legal, political and administrative
implications. In the present paper I have only highlighted some of the
legal implications of the UNIDO reform process and the role that the
legal adviser was called upon to play in dealing with those implications.

The reform and restructuring of UNIDO during the past four
years may have been unique in many respects, in view of the special
circumstances and profound changes in the external environment to
which the Organization had to adjust, not only in terms of its operations
and functioning, but also in terms of its role and mandate. Nonetheless,
many of the legal issues arising from UNIDO's reform and
restructuring, as discussed in this paper, are likely to be faced by any
intergovernmental organization undertaking significant reforms or
restructuring without resorting to formal amendments of its constituent
instruments.
In such circumstances, the manner in which the legal
instrunents governing the Organization are interpreted and applied can
be ofpivotal importance to the reform process. Equally significant is,
of course, the clear identification of the legal implications of the various
aspects of the reform. Should such implications not be clearly
understood, or widely shared by all those involved in the process, the
viability of certain reform measures may be jeopardized.
The experience in UNIDO shows also the importance of
subsequent practice based on the common consent of all parties to a
multilateral treaty in the absence of a formal amendment to the treaty.
It is through such practice that the re-orientation and refocusing of
UNIDO's basic objectives have been brought about. It is also through
such practice that the functions of the Organization have been updated
to better reflect the realities of a new international economic
environment.
The reform and restructuring of UNIDO has also resulted in the
progressive development of the internal law of the Organization and its
application to new areas of activity. The legal instruments governing
the activities of the Organization had to be progressively adapted, inter
alia, to its new relations with the private sector (both as a donor and as
a beneficiary of UNIDO services), its new methods of fund-raising and
revenue generation, its participation in selection processes for
consultancy services, and the licensing of its software products. They
also had to be applied in a flexible and creative manner to various
aspects of the reform such as the restructuring of the Secretariat, the
reduction of staff, the decentralization of functions and delegation of
authority to the field, the introduction of new methods of programme

formulation and implementation, and new procedures for financial
management.
The role of the legal adviser is to facilitate the process of
progressive development and innovative application of the internal law
of the Organization. In many instances, creative solutions have to be
identified to deal with new problems and new legal and policy
instruments have to be developed. The guidance and advice of the legal
adviser is also of crucial importance in the elaboration of the conceptual
framework for the reform process, whether or not amendments to the
constituent instruments are contemplated. In this context the borderline
between policy and legal issues gets often blurred, but it is for the legal
adviser to clarify such issues and to identify the legal implications of the
policy decisions that are being adopted.

V
THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER OR PRACTITIONER
IN LITIGATION BEFORE NATIONAL COURTS INVOLVING
QUESTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
LE ROLE DU CONSEILLER JURIDIQUE OU DU PRATICIEN
DANS LE CONTENTIEUX DEVANT LES
COURS NATIONALES SOULEVANT DES QUESTIONS DE
DROIT INTERNATIONAL

THE LEGAL ADVISER AND LITIGATION INVOLVING
INTERNATIONAL LAW IN NATIONAL COURTS

Gavan Griffith and Henry Burmester*

The role of the legal adviser in litigation before national courts
involving international law will, to some extent, depend on
characteristics peculiar to various national legal systems. However,
some of the issues and challenges are common to all national systems.
This essay draws on the Australian experience, but also seeks to address
the broader issues.
The other essays of this volume confirm the offshore focus of
the role of the legal adviser. The legal adviser is primarily involved in
matters of multilateral and bilateral engagement involving more the
development of international law rather than its implementation and
application in national courts. However, the legal adviser may also
become engaged in the processes of the domestic legal systems, and
may be called upon to act as a bridge between international legal
regimes and the national courts. One of the key areas where legal
advisers may be required to play a role is in presenting and explaining
international law and principles in national courts. In doing so there are
inherent tensions between the role of a legal adviser as the advocate for
a Government (which may be a litigant in a controversy) and his or her
function to explain and establish the relevant principles of international
law to the court in question.
The circumstance which makes the role of the legal adviser
before national courts somewhat different from their offshore-focused
role is the nature of the body before which argument is being presented.
A national court is not generally composed of persons with much, or
even any, international experience.
By way of a case study in a particular national experience, this
essay will consider a number of issues, which have confronted the role
of the legal adviser in recent Australian litigation.
* Former Solicitor General of Australia and Acting Solicitor General of
Australia respectively. The authors appreciate the contribution to this article made by
Ms. Kate Eastman, Barister, Sydney.

I. Background
Some of the challenges faced by a legal adviser in dealing with
international law before national courts are reflected in what Judge
Higgins has referred to as "the reality of legal culture" by which she
means that while for some judges and counsel international law will be
treated as a familiar topic, others have little knowledge or familiarity
with international law. The latter group may either be "contemptuous
of everything to do with international law, which they doggedly regard
as 'unreal' " or "greatly impressed by international law but, feeling
insufficiently familiar with it seek to avoid at all costs making
determinations upon it".t
This cultural issue, both individual and systemic, also presents
the legal adviser with a challenge in ensuring international law is
properly presented before national courts.
The importance of national courts in the development of
international law has now reached a position of unusual recognition. As
Sir Robert Jennings has said, the areas in which international law rules
require to be known and applied by national courts today are "legion",
including:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Human rights;
Environment and conservation of resources;
Air law;
Space law;
Maritime law;
Taxation and foreign investment;
Governmental and non-governmental organizations.2

Hence, at the cusp of the millennium the legal adviser may
expect nowadays to be called upon to be involved in the provision of
argument to the national courts on a great variety of international law
rules.

R. Higgins, "International Law and the Avoidance, Containment and
Resolution of Disputes, General Course on Public International Law' Collected Courses
of the HagueAcademy of InternationalLaw, 1991-V (Dordrecht, M. Nijhoff, 1993), vol.

230, pp. 266-267 and see R v. Secretary of Statefor Home Department; Ex parte Bhajan
2
Singh, [19761.1
QB
198 at 207.
Jennings,
"The Judiciary, International and National, and the
Development of International Law", (1996)
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H. The Australian Context
Before turning to the Australian experience, it is necessary first
to say a little about its legal system. Australia is a federal State and
treaty making is within the exclusive power of the Federal Government.
The negotiation and ratification of treaties are executive acts which
historically were undertaken without any reference to Parliament. Very
occasionally the courts may be asked to consider the exercise of powers
by the Executive in relation to treaties. However, the power of the
Executive to enter into a treaty and thus bind Australia is never
examined (except possibly in the case of a sham). One of the few cases
where the effect of the conclusion of a treaty arose involved a High
Court decision considering the effect of executive action of the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, through a certificate, in recognizing the People's
Republic of China's responsibility for the international relations
concerning the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.' The matter
concerned a request for extradition made after Hong Kong was returned
to China. The Court said that the issue which it had to determine was the
identity of "Hong Kong" for the purposes of extradition legislation,
which depended in turn upon its status in international law, and the
validity of the warrant seeking Tse Chu-Fai's extradition from Australia
to Hong Kong. The warrant was issued in Hong Kong in March 1997
before the handover and the request to extradite was made on 14 July
1997 after the handover.
The Court examined the status of Hong Kong, the negotiation
of new agreements and the exchange of notes between China and
Australia. It then considered the respective roles of the Executive and
the Judiciary in the operation of extradition laws in Australia. The
Court said that it would not accept a Ministerial certificate that would
compel an interpretation of statutory words which the Court believed to
be false. At the same time, the Court acknowledged that in the conduct
of foreign affairs, "the communication of information by the Executive
may be both helpful and relevant" and accepted that the certificate in
this case confirmed Australia's diplomatic position in relation to Hong
Kong and China.
The impact of recent judicial decisions and Australia's
accession to the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on

'Attorney-General for the Commonwealth v. Tse Chu-Fai, [1998] 153 ALR
128.

Civil and Political Rights4 has resulted in a closer interest in treaty
making and a new role for the Parliament. 5 The establishment in
Australia of comprehensive procedures has enhanced the involvement
of the Parliament, Australian states and territories and the wider
community in the treaty-making process.
Australia has a dualist system where international law is not
directly incorporated into national law. Of course, "few contemporary
6
national legal systems can be classified as purely monist or dualist",
which is true in Australia's case. In Australia's common law system,
treaties are not supreme law and depend on domestic law for their
implementation if they are to affect rights and obligations in domestic
law.
However, international law has always been, in one sense or
another, a source of Australian domestic law.7 In Australia, one of the
enumerated powers of the Federal Parliament is to make laws with
respect to "external affairs". Hence international law has been used by
the Federal Government as the basis for the enactment of laws which
give effect to international instruments. Principles of international law
have also been used by the courts to guide them in interpreting statutes
and developing the common law.
As for other common law systems, which are principally
adversarial in nature, international law is not proved in Australia by
expert evidence, as in the case of foreign law. Rather, international law
is a matter of which a court takes judicial notice.
The Australian courts accept that the recognized sources of
international law are as set out in Article 38 of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice. The courts look for evidence of a clearly
established international law rule. They will not assume the role of an
international court or tribunal in deciding what the international law
United Nations, TreatySeries, vol. 999, p. 171.

The procedures now require a treaty to be tabled in Parliament along with
a National Interest Analysis before action is taken by the Executive which would lead to
the treaty becoming binding on Australia.
6
Slyz, "International Law in National Courts", International Law Decisions
in National Courts, T.M. Franck and G.H. Fox, eds. (bvington-on-Hudson, Transnational
Publishers, 1996), p. 75.

Sir Anthony Mason, "International Law as a Source of Domestic Law",
International Law and Australian Federalism, B. Opeskin and D. Rothwell, eds.
(Melbourne, Melbourne University Press, 1997), p. 210.

rule is if there is little material to support the proposition.
Proof of customary international law or the other sources of
law contained in Article 38, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice presents greater difficulties in the
domestic court. The legal adviser plays a critical role in assisting a
court in this regard. If rights or obligations depend on the existence of
an international law rule, the national courts are reluctant to find such
a rule where the evidence is indeterminate. As a result, Australian
courts rarely rely on customary international law in their decisions. The
few cases where customary international law was in issue will be
discussed in this paper.
Accepting that international law has no direct effect in
Australian law, what use may be made of international law? Australian
courts are rarely called upon to adjudicate on what might be described
as an entirely international legal issue, even though the Australian
Constitution vests in the High Court of Australia jurisdiction to
determine any matter arising under a treaty."
International law is increasingly used in Australian courts. It
has had the most impact in the following areas:
"
"
"
"

Statutory interpretation;
Development of the common law;
Administrative law and decision making;
Constitutional interpretation and implications.

This essay will briefly address each of these areas. With all
these areas, one of the important tasks of a legal adviser is assembling
and presenting appropriate international materials to establish the
applicable international law. The presentation of material requires more
than the mere assembly of the relevant instruments or evidence of State
practice. Often the relevant rule or correct interpretation of a treaty will
not be obvious or able easily to be established by relevant materials.

III. Statutory Interpretation
International human rights instruments may be used as an aid

'Section 75(i) of the Australian Constitution.

to the construction of Australian enactments in several ways. 9
First, where an Australian statute transposes the text of a treaty
or a provision of a treaty into the statute so as to enact it as part of
domestic law, the Court has said that the prima facie legislative
intention is that the transposed text should bear the same meaning in an
Australian statute as it has in the treaty."0 Generally, if an Australian
enactment incorporates a provision of an international instrument, that
instrument may either be expressly included in the enactment or
scheduled or annexed to the relevant statute or regulation.
In ApplicantA v. Ministerfor Immigration and Ethnic Affairs
the High Court examined the application of the Convention relating to
the Status of Refugees" and the term "refugee" to Chinese nationals
who sought asylum on the grounds that they would be persecuted if
returned to China because they would be forcibly sterilized. The Court
held that the terms used in the Migration Act 1958 (Commonwealth
(Cth)) derived from the Refugee Convention should be interpreted to
give effect to their meaning in international law.

Consistent with this approach, Australian courts will interpret
the treaty provision in accordance with articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969.12 The High Court of
Australia has said that article 31 of the Vienna Convention requires a
holistic approach to the interpretation of a treaty which, while giving
primacy to the written text, requires a consideration of the context,
object and purpose of the treaty. 3
There is also judicial recognition of the obvious fact that
treaties often lack the precision of domestic legislation and cannot be
applied with taut, logical precision.
For an overview of the principles see Gummow J in Ministerfor Foreign
Affairs and Trade v. Magno (1992) 37 FCR 298.
'Applicant A v. Ministerfor Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (1997) 71 ALUR
381at 383 per Brennan CJ, McHugh J at 394-396 and Kirby at 419, DeL v. Director
General, NSW Department of Community Services (1996) 187 CLR 640.
"United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 137.
'z United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1155, p.331. De L v. Director General
ofCommunity Services ibid, Victrawl Pty Ltd. v. Telstra Corp Ltd (1995) 183 CLR 595
at 621-622; Shipping Corp. of India v. Gamlen Chemical Co. A/Asia Pty Ltd., (1980)
147 CLR 142 at 159.
" A v. Ministerof Immigration andEthnic Affairs (1997)142 ALR 331, 34952, 332 and 369-70.

In Australia, the position of national courts in these cases, as
in many other areas, is not helped by the absence of any definitive
international body or court making rulings on the same questions of
interpretation. The decisions of the International Court of Justice are
given particular weight by the Australian High Court," but the Court
does look to a wide range of other international tribunals for guidance.
In industrial and employment matters, the Court has referred to the
decisions and reports of the International Labour Organisation (ILO)"
and in human rights matters to the decisions of the Human Rights
Committee established under article 40 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights' 6 and the European Court of Human Rights, 7
and even the s Iran-United States Claims Tribunal on the issue of dual
citizenship.
Where the treaty obligation is clear, the issue may be what
effect the treaty provision was intended to be given by the statutory
provisions. This was the issue that the High Court had to resolve in a
case concerning Australian content standards for television programmes.
The legislation specifically required the Broadcasting Authority to act
consistently with Australia's treaty obligations. The Closer Economic
Relations-Trade Agreement between Australia and New Zealand 9
required national treatment in access to services in one country by
nationals of the other. The Court said that the content standard could
not therefore discriminate against New Zealand-produced programmes
as this would be inconsistent with the treaty obligation.'m
Where the relevant international law is not so clear, the ability
to convince an Australian court that a particular interpretation should be
given to a treaty provision is often assisted by reference to decisions of
, M. Kirby, "The Growing Rapprochement between International Law and
National Law" in G. Sturgess and A. Anghie Visions of the Legal Order in the 21st
Century: Essays to Honour His Excellency Judge C. J Weeramantry and see Koowarta
v. Bjelke-Paterson (1982) 153 CLR 168 at 205 and 219; Commonwealth v. Tasmania,

(1983) 158 CLR I at 222; Gerhardyv. Brown, (1985) 159 CLR 70 at 128 and 135; Street
v. Queensland Bar Association, (1989) 168 CLR 461 at 487, 510-512 , 571,
Po/yukhovich v. Commonwealth, (1991) 172 CLR 501 at 559, Mabo v. Queensland (No.

2) (1992) 175 CLR 1 at40 and 181.
'5 QantasAirways Ltd v. Christie (1998) 152 ALR 365.
11United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171 and vol. 1057, p. 407.
7
Dugan v. MirrorNewspapers Lid (1978) 142 CLR 583.
1
Re Wood, (1988) 167 CLR 145.
'9 InternationalLegal Materials,vol. XXI1 (1983), p. 945.
SAustralianBroadcastingAuthority v. Project Blue Sky [1998] HCA 28.

courts in other jurisdictions. This is particularly so in some areas like
liability for aviation accidents under the Warsaw Convention,2 the

Hague Rules on Carriage of Goods by Sea,22 the Hague Convention on
the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction" or issues of
sovereign immunity. Indeed courts are often more comfortable relying
on such decisions than on international materials. However, this does
not always lead the national court to give the treaty the interpretation
that a greater reliance on international materials might suggest.
Some of the difficulties faced by a national court in dealing
with an issue of treaty interpretation are illustrated by a case concerning
the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of Child Abduction De L
v. Director General, NSW Department of Community Services.u In
issue was the interpretation of article 13 of the Convention, which
provided a ground on which not to return an abducted child if the court
"finds that the child objects to being returned". The issue was whether
by reference to the broad purpose and policy of the Convention a strict
and narrow reading should be given to the expression "object to being
returned" so as to require a strong aversion or whether the expression
should be given its ordinary literal sense.
While the Court did not expressly consider articles 31 and 32
of the Vienna Convention, it was presented with conflicting authority
in decisions of other national courts. A narrow reading was supported
by decisions in Argentina, the United States, Switzerland and Israel and
by documents produced by The Hague Conference Permanent Bureau
and the Explanatory Report prepared during the negotiation of the
Convention. A literal reading was supported by decisions of courts in
Canada, England, Scotland and New Zealand. Six judges preferred this
view. Only Justice Kirby preferred the narrower view, giving greater
weight to the context, the background treaty material and a comparison
with the French text.
As with the interpretation of any document, this case highlights
the inevitable differences in approach that can occur in the interpretation
21 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXXXVII, p. 11. SS Pharmaceutical

Co. Ltdv.QantasAirways, 1991] 1 Llyod's Rep. 288.
1 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXX, p. 155. Shipping Company of
IndiaLtd v. Gamlen Chemical Co (Aust.) Pty Ltd (1980) 147 CLR 142 and Brown Boveri
(Australia) Pty Ltd v. Baltic Shipping Co (1989) 15 NSWLR 448 at 453.
" United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1343, p. 89.
24 (1995) 183 CLR 595.

of treaty provisions. The willingness of the Court to consider judicial
decisions from a range of different countries is, however, an example of
the internationalization of increasing areas of national law and of the
inevitable involvement of national courts in this process.
One area of law that highlights the difficulties of establishing
the relevant international law position before domestic courts is the
application of the Refugees Convention 5 and Protocol. 6 One case

involving an Australian court in the analysis of international refugee
materials concerned the situation of East Timorese dual nationals having
both Indonesian and Portuguese nationality. 2 The argument was made
before the Australian Federal Court that Portuguese nationality was not
effective and should not be recognized by an Australian Court given
Australia's recognition of Indonesian sovereignty over East Timor. The
Court's attention was drawn to a variety of academic writings and
opinions on the issue. It concluded that the applicant was a national of
both Indonesia and Portugal. It found a fear of persecution in Indonesia.
The Court decided that if Portuguese nationality was in fact effective
Australia owed no protection obligation. The Court concluded that the
term "nationality" in article 1A(2) of the Refugees Convention referred
to nationality that is effective as a source of protection and not
nationality that is merely formal.
In reaching its conclusions, the Court relied heavily on extracts
from textbooks provided to it by the parties, including the Government's
legal advisers. This included extracts from general international law
texts, such as Brownlie'5 and Oppenheim, 29 as well as specialist works
relating to nationality.
In areas where the existence of human rights treaties or the
Refugees Convention plays a prominent role in the disposition of
domestic law cases, the government legal adviser is again called upon
to put to the court a clear statement of the Australian Government's
25 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. United Nations, Treaty
89
Series, vol. 1 , p. 137.
* Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees. United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 606, p. 267.
2 Koe v. Minister for Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs

(1997) 74 FCR 508.
' See I. Brownlie, Principlesof Public InternationalLaw, 4th ed. (Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1990).
" See L. Oppenheini, InternationalLaw: A Treatise, 8th ed., H. Lauterpacht,
ed. (London, Longmans, Green, 1995), vol. 1:Peace.

view of its international obligations. Hence the role of the legal adviser
may vary. In some instances, the Government will be a party in the
proceedings and the legal adviser may be directly involved as counsel
in the litigation. In other cases, where the Government is not a party,
the legal adviser on behalf of the Federal Government may intervene,
at the appellate level, to assist the court in dealing with international
legal issues. Nonetheless, the fact that the Government's views are put
forward does not ensure that the Australian courts necessarily will feel
bound to adopt any official view of the relevant international law
expressed by the legal adviser on the Government's behalf.
The second area in interpreting statutory provisions where
international law has been used is where a statute does not specifically
incorporate or refer to an international instrument. The courts have
indicated that there is a rebuttable presumption that the Parliament
intended to legislate in accordance with international obligations.3 0 In
this respect, it is accepted that statutes should be interpreted and applied
as far as their language admits consistently with the provisions of an
international instrument. 31
The third relevant area is that international instruments may be
used where the statute or regulations are ambiguous or unclear. 2
International law may also be resorted to in order to fill lacunae in such
legislation. 3
The Full Bench of the Family Court in its decision of B v. B3
relied on human rights instruments to construe recent amendments to
the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth). The Court addressed the meaning of
the "best interests" of the child in relation to parenting orders under that
act. The proceedings raised a number of competing interests and rights:
the rights of two young children to have contact with both parents, the
3

oNewcrest Mining (WA) Limited v. Commonwealth ofAustralia (1997) 147

ALR42 at 147, Dietrich v. The Queen (1992) 177 CLR 292, 306, 348-349, Minister of
Statefor Immigration andEthnic Affairs v. Teoh (1995) 183 CLR 273 at 287, 301-302
and 315.
31Jumbunna Coal Mine NL v. Victorian Coal Miners'Association(1908) 6
CLR 309 at 363; Polites v. Commonwealth (1945) 70 CLR 60 at 80-81, and Minister
of State for Immigration and EthnicAffairs v. Teoh, (1995) 183 CLR 273 at 287.
" Chu Kheng Lim v. Ministerfor Immigration. (1992) 176 CLR 1 at 38.
"3See Young v. Registrar,Court ofAppeal [No. 31 (1993) 32 NSWLR 262 at
274 and the New Zealand Court of Appeal decision of Tavitav. Ministerfor Immigration
(1994) NZLR
97.
34
B v. B (1997) 21 Far LR 676.

responsibility and interests of a father to be involved in his children's
upbringing and the rights of the mother to travel and choose her
residence. The Court devoted part of the judgment to considering the
relevance and any assistance of international human rights instruments
noting:
"The status of international treaties and conventions
and the way in which they operate in relation to
family law has been the subject of increasing
attention."

In that case, the Commonwealth Attorney General himself
intervened in the proceedings to argue that the Family Law Reform Act
could be interpreted without regard to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child (CROC).35 The Court considered the CROC and its
predecessors - the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the
Child of 1959' and the Declaration of Geneva adopted by the League
of Nations in 1924.-" The Court also referred to the Australian
Government's report under the CROC and concluded that, against such
a backdrop, the CROC was a relevant matter to which the Court could
have regard.
In addition to these recognized interpretative principles, an area
which is likely to be of increasing importance is where an Australian
statute refers to provisions of an international human rights instrument
as a relevant matter for a court to take into account in exercising a
statutory discretion. This requires the courts to do more than merely
interpret the words of the statute. The courts will have to consider the
content and nature of any relevant human right and how the application
of a statutory provision may impact upon the rights of the person
affected.
IV. Common Law
The courts are prepared to have regard to international law in
determining the nature and operation of the common law.'
General Assembly resolution 44/25.
General Assembly resolution 1386 (XIV).
League of Nations, Official Journal, Special Supplement No. 21. p. 42.

n M. Kirby, op.cit.
(footnote 14 above) and "Human Rights - Emerging
Inernational Minimmm Standards", speech delivered to the Australian Society of Labor

Lawyers, 14th Annual National Conference, Melbourne 23 May 1992 and "The Role of
the Judge i Advancing Human Rights by Reference to International Norms" (1988) 62

International law has impacted upon Australian common law
most significantly in the area of human rights. Australia has no bill of
rights or constitutional charter of rights, so the protection of human
rights is often left to the common law. The courts in identifying and
shaping rights in the common law have used international human
rights.39 In the recent decision of R v. Swaffield; Pavic v. The Queen,
Justice Kirby said:
"To the fullest extent possible, save where statute or
established common law authority is clearly
inconsistent with such rights, the common law in
Australia, when it is being developed or re-expressed,
should be formulated in a way that is compatible with
such international and universal jurisprudence." 40
In this respect, the Australian High Court has acknowledged
that international instruments provide a legitimate and important
influence upon the common law. The influence of international law
comes about because of the closer relationship between international
legal developments and domestic jurisdiction. National courts have to
be outward looking and also accept that their decisions may attract
international attention. In Mabo v. Queensland(No.2) Justice Brennan
said:
"The expectations of the international community
accord in this respect with the contemporary values
of the Australian people. The opening up of
international remedies to individuals pursuant to
Australia's accession to the Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
brings to bear on the common law the powerful
influence of the Covenant and the international
standards it imports."4
As in the field of statutory interpretation, one of the main areas
where international law has been used in the common law is as a device
to determine the scope of a rule where the common law is unclear.

ALJ 514.
39Jv.Lieschke, (1986-1987) 162 CLR 447 at 463.

72 ALJR 339 at 368.
"Mabo and Ors v. The State of Queensland(No.2) (1992) 175 CLR 1 at 42.

'o (1998)

Some judges refer to the Bangalore Principles ' developed in 1988 by
a group of lawyers and judges from common law jurisdictions within
the Commonwealth, where international instruments may be used by a
court as a guide to ascertaining the law.43

In Dietrich v. R, the High Court considered the position of a
person charged with a serious crime who can not afford counsel and the
question whether such a person has the right to be provided with
counsel at public expense. The appellant in that case argued that he did
not receive a fair trial in breach of a fundamental right. Some members
of the Court referred to relevant provisions of international human rights
instruments where the right to fair trial had been broadly defined and
accepted that the right, as it existed in Australian law, accorded with

these international principles."
V. Administrative Law

One of the significant developments in the relationship
between international law and domestic law has been the Australian
High Court's decision in Ministerfor Immigration andEthnic Affairs v.
Ah Hin Teoh.45 The proceedings involved the proposed deportation of
a person convicted of drug offences, Teoh. He challenged a decision to
deport him on the ground that the decision maker failed to take into
account the impact of the decision on his family and, in particular,
whether the decision was in the best interests of the children, by
reference to article 3 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child

(CROC).
The Court held that Australia's ratification of the CROC gave
rise to a "legitimate expectation" that the Minister for Immigration
would act in accordance with its terms in any decisions which affect the
interests of a child. (The effect of such an expectation is, broadly, that
the person having the expectation is entitled to be informed of a
proposed decision contrary to it and given a hearing.) In doing so, the
Court indicated that:
"[R]atification of a convention is not to be dismissed
as a merely platitudinous or ineffectual act ... rather
42(1988) 14 Commonwealth Law Bulletin, 1196.
3

, Dietrich v. The Queen (1992) 177 CLR 292 at 360.
Ibid. 392-393.

,'(1995) 183 CLR 273.

ratification of a convention is a positive statement by
the executive government of this country to the world
and the Australian people that the executive will act
'
in accordance with the Convention."46
The effect of this decision is that administrative decisions may
be impugned if the decision maker fails to have due regard to the
relevant provisions of an international instrument, which, while not part
of the law of Australia, does create "procedural rights" for citizens visi-vis the Government.
One of the judges, Justice McHugh, delivered a strong
dissenting judgement in the case, stressing the practical consequences
of ratifying an international convention if it was to give rise to a
legitimate expectation that the convention would be applied in Australia.
He said:
"It would follow that the convention would apply to
every decision made by a federal official unless the
official stated that he or she would not comply with
the convention ... The consequences for
administrative decision-making in this country would
be enormous. Junior counsel for the Minister
informed the Court that Australia is a party to about
900 treaties. Only a small percentage of them have
been enacted into law.
Administrative
decision-makers would have to ensure that their
decision-making complied with every relevant
convention or inform a person affected that they
would not be complying with those conventions. '
Justice McHugh did not think that it was reasonable to expect
public officials to comply with the terms of conventions which did not
have the force of law. He highlighted the nature of the obligations
undertaken and considered that it may make it impracticable to
implement the terms of a convention, particularly where the convention
in issue is a convention in relation to which one may regard its
provisions as goals to be implemented over a period of time rather than
mandates calling for immediate compliance. At the least he said it might
"Ibid. 291.
47Ibid. 316.

require many years of effort, education and expenditure of resources."'
The Government reacted to the decision by issuing a joint
statement by the Attorney-General and the Minister for Foreign Affairs
attempting to restore the pre- Teoh decision, by stating that the
Government's entry into a convention gave rise to no legitimate
of proposed legislation to
expectation, followed by an announcement
9
reverse the effect of the decision.
The Teoh decision brings the role of the legal adviser as the
bridge between the international and domestic legal regimes into sharp
focus, as it will be the legal adviser who is often best placed to explain
the domestic ramifications of entering into international conventions
and the nature and extent of the international obligations for domestic
law and decision making. The decision also brought into question the
way in which Australia enters into treaties and has resulted in increased
Parliamentary scrutiny over the process."
Both Australian legal advisers and administrative decisionmakers are still coming to terms with the consequences of the Teoh
decision.
VI. Constitutional Interpretation and Implications
The relationship between international law and the Australian
Constitution is an uneasy one. Traditionally, international law has not
impacted or influenced Australian constitutional law. However, in the
absence of a bill of rights or constitutional protection of rights,
international human rights laws is increasingly used in interpreting the
Constitution, determining the balance of powers between the Federal
Government and the states5 and developing implied rights. 2
m id. 317.
'The

bill to the same effect
bill lapsed when elections were called. A further

remains before the Federal Parliament.
'5A. Tworey, "International Law and the Executive", B. Opeskin and D.
Rottwell, International Law and Australian Federalism, (Melbourne, Melbourne
University Press 1997).
" Koowarta v. Bjelke-Peterson (1982) 153 CLR 168, Viskaukas v. Niland,
(1983) 153 CLR 280, University of Wollongong v. Metwally (1984) 158 CLR 447,
AustralianPostalCommission v. Dao (1987) 70 ALR 449.
" Davis v.Commonwealth (1988) 166 CLR 79, Australian Capital Television
Pty Ltd. v. Commonwealth. (1992) 177 CLR 106 at 140, Nationwide News Pry Ltd v.
Wills (1992) 177 CLR I at 48, Theophanous v. The Herald& Weekly Times Ltd (1994)

Justice Kirby has said:
"Where the Constitution is ambiguous, this Court
should adopt that meaning which conforms to the
principles of fundamental rights rather than an
interpretation "3which would involve a departure from
such rights. ,
He stated that the Constitution "should not be interpreted so as
to condone an unnecessary withdrawal of the protection of [fundamental
and universal) rights. At least it should not be so interpreted unless the
text is intractable and the deprivation of such rights is completely clear."
In Kartinyeri v. Commonwealth' it was argued that
international human rights principles should be taken into account by
the Court in determining the validity of a Federal Law. It was also
argued that the Court might have regard to international legal
developments in determining the meaning to be given to a constitutional
grant of legislative power.
In that case, the Court was asked to determine the application
and scope of a power in the Australian Constitution to make laws with
respect to "the people of any race". The issue was whether this power
could support the making of racially discriminatory laws and laws
which would, if so, be in conflict with Australia's international
obligations. Two of the judges, Justices Hayne and Gummow, referred
to earlier decisions of the Court and said that, unlike statutes and the
common law, the Constitution stands in a special position and does not
cede to international law. This may mean that Australian law could be
enacted in conflict with international law.
In the same case, Justice Kirby was again in dissent. He
considered that the Australian Constitution not only spoke to the people
of Australia but also "speaks to the international community as the basic
law of the Australian nation which is a member of that community". In
his view, it was appropriate to have regard to international
184 CLR 104, Stephens v. West Australian Newspapers, (1994) 182 CLR 211, Langer

v. Commonwealth (1996) 186 CLR 302, Muldowney v. South Australia (1996)186 CLR
352; Levy v. Victoria, (1997) 146 ALR 248, Lange v. Australian Broadcasting
Corporation (1997) 145 ALR 96 and Leeth v. Commonwealth (1992) 174 CLR455.
Newcrest v. Commonwealth (1997) 147 ALR 42.
s (1998) 152 ALR 540.

developments prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of race and he
scrutinized the relevant power in the Australian Constitution to
determine whether it could support racially discriminatory laws. He said
it could not."

VII. The Relationship between Customary International
Law and Australian Law
Reference to and use of customary international law in
Australian courts is meagre compared to the use of treaties. There are
only a few references to customary international law in Commonwealth
enactments and there has been no judicial pronouncement as to the place
of customary international law in the common law of Australia.
Australia has neither expressly followed nor rejected the approach
adopted by the English courts, namely that customary international law
automatically forms part of the common law. 5'
In practice, the courts have not been receptive to arguments
about customary international human rights law. This may be because
customary international law is often difficult to identify and prove,
particularly where the rules of customary international law are not
codified.
1
In the Family Court in the matter of Re Jane"
the Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission intervened in the
proceedings to argue that norms of customary international law were
also applicable to the rights provided for in international treaties. Chief
Justice Nicholson summarized the Commission's submissions:

"... that Australian courts will treat customary
international law as incorporated into the domestic
s Ibid. 599.
sSee Trendtex Trading Corporationv. The Central Bank of Nigeria[1977)
I QB 529, J.H. Rayner Ltd v. InternationalDepartmentof Trade [1990] 2 AC 418 at
513, Wright v. Cantrell(1943) 12 ILR 133, Politesv. Commonwealth (1945) 70 CLR 60;
and comrnentary in I. Shearer, "The Implications of Non-Treaty Law Making: Customary
International Law and its Implications" in P. Altson and M. Chiam, Treaty Making and
Australia: Globalisationv. Sovereignty, (The Federation Press), Sydney 1995 and 1.
Shearer, "The Relationship Between International and Domestic Law" B. Opeskin and
D. Rothwell, InternationalLaw and Australian Federalism (Melbourne, Melbourne
University Press, 1997).
" (1989) 85 ALR 409.

law of Australia so far as it is not inconsistent with
any applicable statute law or with any binding
precedent.... The Commission further submits that in
order to ascertain the nature of customary
international law, the courts will have regard to
international treaties and conventions, authoritative
texts, the Charter of the United Nations, declarations
of the General Assembly and other international
developments which show that a particular subject
has become a legal subject of international concern."
He rejected the submission and said, "I am extremely doubtful
as to whether these propositions represent the law in Australia."
An Australian case that illustrates some of the difficulties
associated with proof of customary international law was the Industral
Relations Act case in 1996.58 The Australian Parliament had enacted
provisions which sought to implement a right to strike and to engage in
industrial action. Immunity from civil liability was provided in certain
situations. The provisions provided for a limited right to strike and a
limited right to lock out workers during negotiation of a certified
industrial agreement. The strike or lock-out was a "protected action" if
it occurred during a "bargaining period" and complied with certain
procedural requirements. If these requirements were met, then the
action was protected from civil liabilities under any law, written or
unwritten, of a state or territory so long as it did not involve personal
injury, wilful or reckless destruction of or damage to property, or the
unlawful taking, keeping or use of property. The immunity did not
apply to an action for defamation.
The purpose of these provisions was stated to be to give effect
in particular situations to "Australia's international obligation to provide
for a right to strike". The validity of the legislation effectively
depended on making good this statement.
This obligation was stated to arise from a number of
international law sources including:

(a)

Article 8 of the International Covenant on Economic,

11Victoria v. Commonwealth (1996) 187 CLR 416.

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR);59
The ILO Freedom of Association and Protection of
the Right to Organize Convention of 1948; o
The ILO Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining
Convention of 1949;61
The Constitution of the ILO;62
Customary international law relating to freedom of
association and the right to strike.

However, the only explicit treaty obligation to provide a right
to strike by which Australia is bound is article 8, paragraph 1 (d), of the
ICESCR, which provides:
"The State Parties to the present Covenant undertake
to ensure:
(d)
the right to strike, provided that it
is exercised in conformity with the laws of
the particular country."
The ILO Conventions themselves contained no express
reference to the right. Material was put before the Court by the authors,
who appeared as counsel for the Australian Government to argue for the
validity of the laws, which sought to demonstrate ILO practice and
understanding concerning the integral nature of the right to strike to the
freedom of association, on the basis that interpretations by a body
established as part of the supervisory machinery for the conventions in
question was relevant to their interpretation. It was argued that this
material was sufficient to conclude that the "right to strike" had become
an inherent part of 1LO treaty obligations.
The customary law foundation for the right was sought to be
established principally by the material already referred to, on the basis
that it evidenced acceptance of a customary law rule. As to reliance on
customary law, the High Court said:
"There is no evidence before this Court that this is the
case. It is only if one accepts a different process for
9 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 993, p. 3.
Document ST/HR/IRev.5, vol. 1, part 2, No. 87, pp. 4-5.
61Document ST/HR/I/Rev.5, vol. 1, part 2, No. 98, p. 432.
6 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 15, p. 40.

the formation of customary international law that it

would be possible to come to the conclusion that
there is a rule of customary international law that

requires States to afford a right to strike. There is no
basis, on the material before this Court, which would
allow us to uphold the provisions on the basis that
they implement a rule of customary international
63
law.
The Court went on and upheld the constitutional validity ofthe
provisions (other than the lock-out provisions) on the basis that they
were a reasonably appropriate translation into national law of the
express treaty obligation in the Covenant. The Court did not rely on the
ILO Conventions. This decision reflects the greater comfort national
courts obtain if they can rely on express treaty provisions, rather than
the problems of uncertainty and difficulty of proof that arise in relation
to customary international law.
The reluctance of national courts to accept the existence of a
customary international law rule in the absence of clear evidence was
illustrated by the War Crimes case (Polyukhovich) before the Australian
High Court." Only two of the seven judges found it necessary to
address the detailed argument and material put forward on the
international law issues. The other judges were able to decide the
validity of the legislation on a constitutional basis that did not require
examination of international law.
The authors, again as counsel for the Australian Government,
sought to establish that a customary international law obligation existed
to the effect that persons alleged to be guilty of war crimes and crimes
against humanity should be sought out and brought to trial by a court of
competent jurisdiction. The attitude to the establishment of customary
international law displayed by the two judges who considered the issue
highlights the difficulties that arise. Justice Brennan accepted the
international principles for establishing a norm of customary
international law and specifically cited the International Court of
Justice's decisions in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases 5 and

63 Victoria v. Commonwealth (1996) 187 CLR 545.

Polyukhovich v. Commonwealth (1991) 172 CLR 501.
(FederalRepublic of Germanyv. Denmark) (FederalRepublic of Germany
v. Netherlands), Judgment, LC.J. Reports 1969, p. 3.

Nicaragua v. UnitedStates ofAmerica. 66 However, he concluded that
there was no evidence of widespread State practice which suggested that
States are under a legal obligation to seek out Axis war criminals and to
bring them to trial and further that there was no opiniojurissupportive
of such a rule.' Justice Toohey agreed with Justice Brennan that the
elements of the international customary law obligation for which the
Federal Government contended could not be supported by general
practice of States and opiniojuris.He went on to consider whether the
provisions of the war crimes legislation dealing with crimes against
humanity were consistent with international law at the time the relevant
events occurred (in 1944).
In the Canadian war crimes case, Finta,6" the difficulties in
establishing the content of customary law in 1945 in relation to crimes
against humanity led the judge to rely on general principles of law
recognized by the community of nations. This was presumably in
reliance on Article 38, paragraph 1 (c), of the Statute of International
Court of Justice, although the judge made no reference to the provision.
No similar reliance on general principles was argued for in
Polyukhovich to support the Australian war crimes legislation.
Nevertheless, the approach of Justice Toohey in Polyukhovich was to
some extent similar to that of the Canadian judge, given his reliance in
part on the fact that the crimes in question were universally outlawed in
the world's legal systems. However, he was also more willing to find
customary law, taking the view that it would, be "unrealistic" as well as
"incorrect" to adopt an excessively technical approach.69 There will be
few occasions, however, when a general principle will be able to
provide adequate content by itself to support a precise rule of law at the
domestic level. When one is dealing with customary law the challenge
inherent in the proof of principles is even greater.
The Australian War Crimes case also provided an example of
the difficulty of dealing with international materials in domestic courts.
On one argument, the validity of the law depended on establishing its
conformity with international law. Four volumes of materials,
exceeding 800 pages, were put before the Australian High Court. This
SMilitary and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua
v. United States ofAmerica). Merits, Judgment, L.C.J. Reports 1986, p. 14.
'7 Victoria v. Commonwealth (1996) 187 CLR 560.
(1989) 61 DLR (4th) 85.
6
Polyukhovich v. Commonwealth (1991) 172 CLR 501 at 674.

material included United Nations resolutions, decisions of international
tribunals established after the Second World War, decisions of courts in
Canada and Israel, International Law Commission documents and
academic writings.
It was then the task of counsel for the Government to take the
members of the Court through the material and, in effect, instruct the
judges as to the manner in which customary international law could be
established. Individual judges did not particularly appreciate the lesson,
but the process was essential for the preparation of a complete and
adequate argument in the domestic court.
VIII. Conclusions
This essay has focused on some of the issues, which confront
the legal adviser in litigation before national courts. In Australia, the
Government and the courts recognize the increasing importance of
international law and accept that national legal systems are directly
affected by international legal and political developments. The
Australian experience suggests that legal advisers may have a useful
role in bridging the divide between international law and domestic law.
Sometimes there may be tension between the role of the legal adviser to
present and explain international law principles as they apply to
domestic legal issues and the partisan duty to act as counsel for the
Government representing its interests as a party to litigation. Whether
or not their Government has a direct interest in domestic litigation with
international reference points, legal advisers may usefully contribute to
the understanding and application of international legal principles in a
national context.

VI
THE ROLE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER OR PRACTITIONER
IN LITIGATION BEFORE INTERNATIONAL COURTS AND
TRIBUNALS
LE ROLE DU CONSEILLER JURIDIQUE OU DU PRATICIEN
DANS LE CONTENTIEUX DEVANT LES COURS ET
TRIBUNAUX INTERNATIONAUX

LA PRATIQUE DE L'ARTICLE 38 DU STATUT
DE LA COUR I14TERNATIONALE DE JUSTICE
DANS LE CADRE DES PLAIDOIRIES
ECRITES ET ORALES

Pierre-Marie Dupuy"

1.
Contrairement i ce que son auteur a pu entreprendre en
d'autres occasions, la presente contribution n'a pas pour objet de
tenter une analyse th6orique ou technique des sources du droit

international public'. Elle ne constitue pas non plus une analyse de
jurisprudence de la juridiction internationale. Elle pr~sente
ouvertement le caract&re, n6cessairement subjectif, donc, contestable,
d'un t£moignage. On ne se permet ici d'en faire 6tat qu'i la derande
des responsables de cet ouvrage collectif2 .
Suivant leur invitation, on tentera ainsi de tirer les lerons

d'une exprience acquise au gr6 de la participation i pres d'une
dizaine d'affaires contentieuses devant la Cour internationale de
Justice. Elles portaient notamment sur des probl~mes de conptence
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de la Cour et de recevabilit6 d'une requite, de d61imitation ou de
d6termination du statut des espaces maritimes, de d6termination d'une
frontire terrestre, de defense des droits d'un peuple ou de
responsabilit6 internationale d'un Etat. Cette precision n'est pas
gratuite. On ne plaide pas en effet n~cessairement de la m~me mani~re
une affaire portant sur un type de probl~me ou sur un autre. La prise
en consideration des faits de l'esp~ce joue par exemple g6n6ralement
une moindre place dans l'examen d'une question de compitence que
dans une plaidoirie portant sur le fond du droit, encore que l'on
puisse, lMencore, rencontrer des exceptions ou des temp6raments i
cette tendance.
D'une fagon g~n~rale, diff~rents 6l6ments varient d'une
2.
affaire i l'autre, qui donneront i chacune sa physionomie propre,
susceptible de d~mentir les conclusions que l'on pouvait tirer d'une
autre esp~ce. I incombe d'ailleurs au conseil experiment6 d'identifier,
cas par cas, les caract~res propres i chaque diff~rend. Il adaptera ainsi
dans une certaine mesure son argumentation sinon meme son type de
plaidoirie i 'affaire considr~e. Quoiqu'avec beaucoup de prudence,
l'orientation g~nrale de la politique judiciaire de la Cour n'est, enfin,
pas non plus un facteur i ngliger. En particulier, le poids ou
l'interpr~tation A donner i certains types de sources, dont la coutume
gn6rale en voie de formation ou certains principes g6nraux du droit
international 6mergeants pourra quelque peu varier' . Us le feront en
fonction de la ligne juridique que la Cour semble privil6gier; plus
favorable i une vision dynamique de l'volution du droit, cornme ce
fit dans l'ensemble le cas entre 1969 et 1986, elle pr6fere au contraire
i l'6poque actuelle adopter une conception plus classique tant des
sources du droit international i prendre en considaration que de
l'interpr~tation A en retenir. 11 serait donc absurde de pr~tendre
conf6rer une portte intangible ou absolue aux considerations ici
expos~es.
Sous le b6n6fice des observations qui pr6c~dent, on peut
3.
cependant constater l'existence d'un fond de donn6es proprement
juridiques constituant autant de repures. Elles guident et orientent
n6cessairement la pratique du conseil d'un gouvernement dans une
affaire contentieuse.

Voir P. M. Dupuy, "The Judicial Policy of the International Court of Justice", in F.
Salerno, 6dit., II ruolo del giudice internazionale nell'evoluzione del diritto
internazionalee communitario, CEDAM, 1995, p. 61 A82.

La principale de ces donnees est bien entendu le Statut de la
Cour. 11s'impose i tous : i la juridiction eUe-m&ne comme aux
parties. Or cc Statut, i peine modifi lors de l'adoption de la Charte

des Nations Unies, auquel ii est depuis lors annex6, remonte i la
cr6ation de la Cour permanente de Justice internationale. C'est dire
qu'il est ancien, dans sa conception comme dans sa formulation. La
constatation, faite par un grand nombre d'auteurs, m~ite d'etre
rappel6e. Contrairement i la presentation qu'en font Irop souvent les
manuels, cet article 38 n'est pas une sorte de norme constitutionnelle
&nonqantpour la communaute mtemationale les sources du droit qui
Lar6gissent. L'article 38 n'est pas autre chose qu'une clause statutaire
relative au droit applicable par la juridiction mtemationale.
4.
D'embl6e, la Cour est donc amene, i l'6poque actuelle, i
interpriter cette clause en fonction de l'6volution effective des modes
de formation contemporains du droit international, insuffisamment
refl6t&e dans la lettre de cette disposition. Elle a d'ailleurs manifest&
sa parfaite aptitude i cet exercice. Ainsi, par exemple, dans l'affaire
des Essais nucdaires, a-t-elle insist6 sur la valeur des engagements
que peut prendre un Etat par la voie d'un acte unilatral, source
d'obligations que l'article 38 ne mentionne pas. Ailleurs, ee a

accorde toute leur importance aux actes unilatfraux 6manant, cette
fois, d'une organisation internationale, l'Organisation des Nations
Unies en particulier, du point de vue des obligations des parties i
l'instance. D'une faron g n rale, d'ailleurs, l'imbrication croissante
entre droit international g'n~ral et droit des Nations Unies, bien
marque, notamment, i partir de l'affaire des Activit~s militaires et
paramilitairesau Nicaragua et contre celui-c5 , incite et incitera la
Cour i resituer la liste tronqu6e des sources de droit international
mentionnee i l'article 38 dans le contexte plus large d'un univers
juridique i la fois marqu6 par la persistance du primat de la
souverainet: 6tatique individuelle et par l'affermissement progressif
d'un cadre institutionnel; il dote l'ordre juridique international d'une
structuration, rn8me tr6s imparfaite, encore inexistante i l'6poque de
l'affaire du "Lotus"'.
5.
II demeure que, par dtermination de son Statut, la Cour est
confrontde i une liste de sources de droit applicable. Cette liste, par la

'Arr6t du 20 d/cembre 1974, C.J.J.Recueil 1974, p. 253.

'Anit du 27 juin 1986 (fond), Cl. Recued 1986, p. 14.
'Afrrt du 7septembre 1927, P.CIJ.sneA, n. 9.

force des choses, pr6sente ces sources selon un certain ordre.
L'article 38, paragraphe 1, nous dit que, pour r6gler les diff6rends qui
lui sont sournis "conform6ment au droit international", la Cour
applique : a) les conventions internationales; b) la coutume
internationale; c) les principes g6n6raux de droit "reconnus par les
nations civilis6es"; d) les d6cisions judiciaires et la doctrine.
Se contentant de l'id6e tr~s classique selon laquelle il n'y a
pas de hi6rarchie des normes en droit international public, on a trop
souvent tendance i n'accorder i cet ordre qu'une attention distraite,
comme si on ne d6sirait y voir qu'une simple contrainte
d'inonciation. La r6alit6 est plus complexe.
En premier lieu, il y a bien une premiere hi6rarchie,
parfaitement explicite, quant A elle, entre les sources cit6es par
l'article 38. L'alin6a d) de son paragraphe 1 qualifie en effet certaines
d'entre elles (la jurisprudence et la doctrine) de "moyen auxiliaire de
d6termination des r~gles de droit". Elles sont donc plac6es au second
plan.
Quant aux principes g6n6raux du droit, on sait qu'ils sont en
r~alit6 de deux sortes. Ceux que l'article 38 mentionne express~ment,
les principes "reconnus par les nations civilis6es", ont pour objet
essentiel d'6viter le non liquet en pourvoyant le juge international
d'un fond commun de r~gles g6n6rales puis6es dans la substance des
principaux syst~mes de droit, notamment pour ce qui concerne celles
qui sont relatives A une bonne administration de la justice. En ce qui
concerne les autres principes g6n6raux, ceux qui sont propres au droit
international, la doctrine discute certes de ]a question de savoir s'ils
constituent ou non une source autonome par rapport A la coutume
internationale; nanmoins, un accord g6n~ral entre les auteurs se
dagagerait sans doute pour admettre qu'ils partagent A tout le moins
avec la coutume bien des points communs; ils en donnent le plus
souvent une formulation port6e au plus haut degr6 de g~n~ralisation.
6.
En r6alit6, il existe une autre hi6rarchisation des sources
sugg6r6e par 1'ordre de leur formulation dans l'article 38. Cette
hi6rarchisation, de toute faqon 6tablie A une 6poque o l'on
n'imaginait pas encore qu'il pfit y avoir des normes imp6ratives en
droit international (jus cogens) pr6sente un caract~re fonctionnel. On
veut dire par A qu'elle s'adresse A la Cour elle-meme, pour lui
indiquer comment proc6der lorsqu'elle cherche A identifier les

obligations qui s'imposent aux parties. Elle devra, d'abord, rechercher
s'il existe ou existait au moment de la naissance du litige un ou
plusieurs trait6s liant les parties, qu'ils soient bilat~raux ou
multilatftaux. Elle devra, ensuite, consid6rer dans quelle mesure des

rgles grn&ales de caract&e coutumier, plus ou moins abstraites dans
leur formulation, s'appliquent 6galement, ne serait-ce que pour aider i
1'interpr~tation de la ou des conventions existant entre les Etats

concerns.
Qui plus est, la fagon dont la coutume est dfinie i l'alin~a b)

du paragraphe I invite en principe la Cour i s'assurer de l'acceptation
par les Etats en g neral, sinon par les parties elles-m~mes, du
caractire obligatoire de la r~gle en cause. La coutumne y est dite en
effet "preuve d'une pratique ginarale, acceptge comme ktant le droit"
(italiques de l'auteur).
La Cour se trouve donc mvit6e, a un double titre, A une
approche consensualiste : dans la priorit6 accordee i la recherche des
sources conventionnelles d'obligations liant les parties; dans
l'acception de la coutume internationale proposee par la formulation
de la clause &nongantle droit applicable. Cette double invitation n'est
au demeurant pas surprenante. Elle apparait en accord avec les
fondements de la competence de la Cour, 6galement 6tablis par son
Statut. Ces fondements, comme chacun sait, sont eux-m8mes
consensuels, que l'on s'appuie sur le paragraphe 1 ou le paragraphe 2
de l'article 36 du meme Statut. II est donc normal que, recevant sa
compitence des Etats, la Cour cherche d'abord i savoir ce i quoi ils
avaient accept& de s'engager lors de la naissance du diffdrend. Ceci
n'est pas i dire qu'elle l'ait toujours fait dans sa jurisprudence. On a
pu constater, par exemple, qu'elle avait 6t6 plus enclne i retenir une
conception tr~s "objective" (donc independante de la volont6
subjective des parties) des r~gles coutumi~res, en certams domaines
ou i certaines &poques de son activit6 contentieuse 7 . On a pu aller
jusqu'i dire qu'elle avait elle-meme fait oeuvre quasi normative,
notamment en ce qui concerne le droit de la delimitation des espaces
maritimes.
7.
Que l'on n'oublie cependant pas ici qu'il s'agit non
d'analyser ce que la Cour elle-meme peut avoir fait que de raconter la

Voir "Lejuge et ]a rfgle g~ni&le", op. cit ( voir supra note 1).

fagon dont les plaideurs et conseils des parties sont anen6s i
dterminer les bases juridiques de r~glement proposees aux juges.
Tout en tenant compte des diverses consid6rations 6nonc6es plus haut,
les conseils se fondent en effet avant tout sur le respect du Statut. La
Cour l'a parfois interprt assez librement; eux ne le peuvent pas. Ils
doivent en revanche montrer que le bon droit de l'Etat qu'ils
d6fendent est 6tabli sur les bases les plus sfires, et donc les plus
classiques. Ils retiennent donc g6n6ralement en priorit6 de ce Statut
une acception elle-m me marquee par une vision traditionnellement
volontariste, mine s'il est des cas oi l'on doit au contraire privil~gier
une vision plus audacieuse du droit applicable.
En d'autres termes, ils accordent d'abord ]a primaut6 i la
recherche de l'intention des parties; ensuite, i une interpr6tation
consensualiste des rbgles de droit international g6nral applicables i la
mati~re du diffrend.
I. Primautd accordie k la recherche de I'intention des parties
Ce qui rend passionnant le travail du conseil, tr~s
8.
g6ndralement choisi parmi les universitaires specialisds dans
l'analyse du droit international, c'est que, dans le respect scrupuleux
des r~gles les plus 616mentaires de l'honnetet6 intellectuelle, ils
doivent mettre leur science du droit au service d'une cause
particulire. Cela exige A la fois rigueur et souplesse. La cause
d~fendre, il est n6cessaire qu'ils en pergoivent les points forts mais
aussi les faiblesses, pr~sentes dans i peu pros tous les dossiers. Elles
sont souvent dues i certaines initiatives prises par les gouvemements
eux-mames. Les responsables politiques, sous toutes les latitudes,
sont g6n6ralement peu avertis ou peu soucieux des contraintes du
droit et n'6coutent pas toujours leurs chancelleries.
Toujours est-il que l'intention des parties apparait souvent
9.
dans des actes unilatiraux, souvent des declarations, parfois
intempestives, faites par les gouvernants. Une fois qu'ils ont parlk,
l'Etat au nom duquel ils s'expriment risque bien souvent d'etre
engag6 par ces declarations. L'une des premieres fagons de savoir ce
qu'un Etat a voulu faire et quelles 6taient ses intentions est donc de
savoir comment, et i quelle occasion, ses responsables se sont
exprim~s. La Cour sait heureusement tr~s bien faire la part des
choses et ne pas prendre i la lettre toutes les d6clarations
gouvemementales, dotes en r~alit6 d'une autorit6 tr6s variable en

fonction, notamment, du contexte de leur inonciation ou de

l'autorit6 de l'agent qui les a tenues.
Une autre faqon, beaucoup plus fiable, de rechercher le
contenu et la port6e des obligations i la charge de chacune des
parties consiste i examiner les conventions internationales qu'elles
ont souscrites.
A. L'utilisation des actes unilateraux

10.

I ne s'agit pas ici de faire une pr6sentation syst6matique du

droit des actes unilataux, dont on a fait l'6tude par aifleurs'. Les
actes rnis unilat6ralement par un Etat peuvent avoir trait i
l'opposabilit6 d'une situation juridique, i l'exercice de droits
souverains ou i la creation d'engagements juridiques. Qu'on les
envisage dans le proc s international i un titre ou i un autre, on sait
qu'ils se trouvent en quelque sorte en marge de l'article 38. Ce
demier n'en fait pas mention, sans doute en raison de la riticence de
principe manifest~e par le positivisme juridique classique i l'&gard
de la possibilit6 pour un Etat d'8tre engagi de la sorte. L'&ole,
dominante, du volontarisme strict n'a longtemps voulu percevoir, en
particulier, 1'engagement unilat&ral que comme une promesse ne
produisant d'effet qu'au cas ofi elle serait reque et accept~e par son
destinataire. Cette attitude revenait en r6alit6 i refuser toute
existence normative autonome i l'acte unilat&ral.
Les plaideurs se sont n~anmoins vus incites i sp~culer sur le
caractere liant de certames 6nonciations unilat rales depuis la
jurisprudence de la Cour internationale de Justice de 1974. Elle
dclarait en effet, dans l'affaire des Essais nucl~airesdeji cite:
"Il est reconnu que des declarations
revEtant la forme d'actes unilat~raux et concernant
des situations de droit ou de fait peuvent avoir pour
effet de crier des obligations juridiques .9.
11.
Un aspect, au demeurant traditionnel, du travail de conseil
s'est ainsi trouv6 encouragi par cette constatation judiciaire. II s'agit
de l'analyse aussi detailke que possible de l'histoire du diff~rend,
'Recuel C.IJ 1974, p. 267, par. 43.
'Droit internationalpublic, op. cit. ( voir supra note 1).

constitu6e par la narration argument6e de 1'enchainement des faits i
son origine.
Parmi eux, l'avocat met en exergue les declarations de l'Etat
qu'il defend manifestant la clart6 des engagements qu'il affirme
avoir par la suite respect~s ou dont il a poursuivi l'ex6cution. A
l'inverse, il d6noncera dans la mesure du possible les contradictions
de la partie adverse, en manifestant comment les declarations
unilat~rales de cette demi~re, susceptibles en fonction des donn~es
de l'esp~ce de cr6er i sa charge un engagement, n'ont fimalement pas
6t6 suivies d'effet par elle.
I1 existe 6videmment des limites i ce type d'exercice. Elles
rel~vent de ce que l'on serait tent6 d'appeler une d~ontologie
naturelle, inh~rente i la fonction. L'avocat a, certes, le droit de
mettre en 6vidence la coh&ence des declarations de son client avec
ses actes et, i l'inverse, les contradictions existant chez son
adversaire entre ses dires et son action. C'est d'ailleurs la raison pour
laquelle on rencontre souvent dans les plaidoiries l'usage de
l'argument de non-contradiction, qu'il soit utilis6 sous les formes
(d'aileurs distinctes) de l'estoppel ou de la forclusion, ou de
'invocation du principe g6n6ral de la bonne foi. I1 demeure,
pr6cis6ment, que cette demi~re doit 6galement s'appliquer aux
plaidoiries. Tout plaideur s'exposerait de toute fagon i de grands
risques en invoquant i la 16g&re une d6formation flagrante de la
r~alit6 des faits. Les conseils de la partie adverse seraient 1Upour
mettre en 6vidence toute falsification.
Au demeurant, si l'on accepte d'61argir un peu le debat, on
constatera que la Cour se manifeste g6n&alement prudente i 1'6gard
de l'invocation crois6e des contradictions respectives ou des
malignit6s r6ciproques de chacune des parties. Au deli mime, elle
n'est pas particuli~rement impressionn6e, semble-t-il, ce qui parait
plus contestable, par le changement brutal d'argumentation que peut
op~rer un mme Etat d'une affaire i l'autre, voire i divers stades de
la mime affaire, s'agissant par exemple de l'interpr6tation d'une
meme disposition juridique.
Si l'on en reste, cependant, i l'usage fait par les plaideurs des
12.
actes et comportements unilat6raux, on devra, lU encore, pour
illustrer un propos g6n~ral deji 6nonc6 dans 'introduction de cet
article, constater qu'ils sont plus souvent utilis6s dans certains

contentieux que dans d'autres, en fonction de l'objet de chacun.
Ainsi, en mati&e de delimitation d'une fronti~re terrestre ou
d'acquisition de la souverainet6 sur une ile, par exemple, on sait la
part deterninante qui s'attache aux manifestations de souverainet6
ou i I'expression de leur revendication concrete :non seulement
d6clarations ou protestations mais aussi actes de riglementation,
d'administration, de police ou de justice. Quoiqu'accomplis dans
l'ordre interne, il s'agit de faits juridiquement pertinents au regard du
droit international pour manifester 'intention veritable du pays
considers. Leur analyse prend ainsi, en bien des cas, une importance
souvent insoupgonnee au debut d'un proc s; il nourrit les annexes
aux plaidoiries 6crites dont la Cour regrette par ailleurs de plus en
plus l'abondance croissante !
Mais si l'acte unilathral est ainsi consideri dans
l'argumentation contentieuse pour servir de preuve de l'engagement
ou de l'obligation pesant sur un Etat, l'acte conventionnel prrsente
6videmment sur lui l'avantage de her i la fois les deux parties.
B. L'invocation des actes conventionnels
13.
On a vu pr6c&iemment que "les conventions internationales,
soit g6nftales, soit sp&ciales, 6tablissant des r~gles express1nent
reconnues par les Etats en litige" 0 constituent la premi&e source de
droit i laquelle la Cour internationale de Justice est invit£e par son
Statut i se rff&rer.
On peut, en effet, ais~ment comprendre cette priorit6, encore
une fois strictement perque d'un point de vue fonctionnel ou
op~ratoire. C'est, en effet, le trait6 qui prisente en principe le plus de
garanties dans la recherche de l'intention, des objectifs communs et
des droits et obligations r6ciproques definis en vue de leur
satisfaction par les deux parties. C'est particulierement vrai pour les
trait~s bilatdraux. Autant que faire se peut, ilsauront encore la
priffrence sur les conventions multilatdrales : ils constituent, en
effet, en relation avec le cas consider6, 1'expression la plus directe et
la plus sp6cifique de l'engagement des deux parties au litige.
Souvent m ,me,comme, par exemple, dans l'un des dermiers arrts
rendus par la Cour, le 25 septembre 1997, en l'affaire relative au

0

Article 38, paragraphe I a) du Statut de ]a Cour intemationale de Justice.

constituent eux-mnes l'origine
Projet Gabdkovo-Nagymaros", ils
principale du diff6rend. Au moins les conseils de Pun et l'autre bord,
comme la Cour elle-m~me, pourront-ils s'appuyer sur une
manifestation tangible et concert6e de la volont6 des parties,
consulter le contexte et les conditions concretes de sa n6gociation,
examiner si besoin est ses travaux pr6paratoires, encore que ce
moyen auxiliaire d'interpr~tation des trait6s se soit r~v&lr
g6n6ralement peu fiable.
14.
S'agissant des moyens d'interpr6tation des trait6s utilis6s par
refl~tent par la force des choses aussi fidelement que
les conseils, ils
possible ceux que la Cour retient elle-m~me, en conformit6 gnirale
avec la lettre et l'esprit de l'inventaire qui en est rapport6 i l'article
31, paragraphe 1, de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des trait~s
de 1969 :"Un trait6 doit 8tre interprti de bonne foi suivant le sens
ordinaire i attribuer aux termes du trait6 dans leur contexte et i la
lumi~re de son objet et de son but". C'est i cette ligne g6nrale que
les conseils viennent tr~s gn6ralement puiser les principes
d'interpr~tation des conventions bilat~rales ou multilatrales dont les
donn~es de 1'esp6ce les am~nent i faire l'ex~g~se.
On ajoutera i cela une observation tirie d'une 6volution
15.
rcente de la jurisprudence de la Cour en mati~re d'interpr6tation.
Dans son arret pr~cit6 de 1997, elle s'est en effet pronong~e en
faveur de l'admission d'une interpr6tation 6volutive des termes d'un
traiti en fonction de l'6volution gen~rale du droit international dans
son domaine d'application. Cette conception, si efle devait se
confirmer, pourrait avoir des prolongements sensibles dans la faon
dont les plaideurs envisageront eux-m~rmes l'interpr~tation qu'ils
donneront des conventions pertinentes lorsqu'ils apparaitront devant
la Cour. II parait donc justiflk de s'y arreter quelque peu, d'autant
que l'auteur de ces lignes en a lui-m~me connu l'exp~rience
contentieuse en cette m~me affaire. Dans l'arret relatif au Projet
Gab kovo-Nagymaros, la Cour a en effet indiqu6 que, dans
l'application d'un trait6 bilatfral conclu en 1977 en vue de la
r~alisation d'un systme de barrages en travers du Danube, "ce sont
les normes actuelles qui doivent 8tre prises en consideration" aux
fins de l'6valuation des risques 6cologiques; ceci, afin de tenir
6nonc6es dans un grand nombre
compte des "exigences [...]

" Voir lesite Web de la Cour, http://www.icj-cij.orglidecis.htm

d'instruments au cours des deux derni~res d cennies" 2 . La Cour
acceptait ainsi de faire droit i l'argumentation de la Hongrie. Cette
derniere s'6tait appuy~e notamment sur l'avis consultatif donni par
la mme juridiction dans l'affaire de la Namibie dans lequel elle
d~clarait diji qu'un trait6 devait ftre interprt6 "dans le cadre de
1'ensemble du systhme juridique en vigueur au moment ofi
l'interprdtation a lieu"". Elle semblait ainsi, mais en 1997 plus
encore qu'en 1971, avaliser une sorte de clause implicite de
r6valuation des donndes conventionnelles en vue de l'adaptation du
trait6 aux 6volutions du droit international gdnral dans le domaine
concerne.
16.
On ne saurait cependant aller trop loin dans le sen i donner
i cette espece. L"'interprtation 6volutive" 6tait rendue possible en
l'occurence par la presence, au sein mime du trait6 bilathral de 1977
que la Cour invite les parties i rdinterprter de clauses se rdfdrant en
termes tr s larges i la "protection de la nature" c'est-i-dire, i ce
qu'on appelle aujourd'hui la protection de l'environnement. Or, il
s'agit spkifiquement de l'une des branches du droit international
ayant connu depuis vingt ars des transformations rapides et
considfrables.
Ce type de demarche interpretative ne peut ainsi s'appliquer
qu'i des conventions s'intdgrant dans un contexte normatif ayant
subi des transformations ddcisives. 11 connait de toute faron des
limites inh&entes. 1 doit en effet rester conciliable avec le maintien
de la sdcurith juridique et, surtout, avec le respect fondamental de la
volont&des parties. Or, par dmfinition, cette volont6 n'a pu se former
qu'en fonction de l'6t du droit tel qu'il existait au moment de la
conclusion de l'accord soumis i interprtation 4 . L'interprdtation
dynamique ne peut donc etre pratiqude dans le respect de la volontd
initiale des co-contractants que lorsque les 6volutions normatives
g~ndrales en fonction desquelles est effectue la rdinterprdtation

'Voir respectivenent per. 139 et 140 de I'arret, ibid. Voir 6galement i ce propos,
l'opinion individuelle du Pr6sident M. Bedjaoui sous le nt-ne arrt.
I ConsAu cejuridiquespour les Etats de laprsencecontinue de IAfrique du Sud
en Namibie (Sud-Ouest Afrficain) nonobstant to risolution 276 (1970) du Conseil de
s ,urW,avis consultatif du 21 juin 1971, C.IJ. Recueil 1971, p. 3.

" M.K-Yasseen, "L'interprttation des arait~s d'apr&s la Convention de Vienne sur
le droit des traitds,"Recueil des cours de "Acadhniede droit internationalde la
Haej 1976-ILU, vol. 151,p. 64.

peuvent 8tre consid6r~es comme obligeant les parties elles-memes.
Cela peut 8tre le cas dans deux hypotheses: soit que les nouvelles
normes soient elles-m~mes 6nonc6es dans d'autres instruments
conventionnels auxquels ces mimes Etats sont parties; soit qu'elles
fassent d'ores et d~ji partie du droit coutumier g6n~ral. En r~gle
g6n6rale, 1' "interpretation 6volutive" ne saurait aller jusqu'i la
r~vision du trait6.
Ceci nous conduit directement i envisager la manire dont
17.
les conseils sont amen6s i invoquer le droit international g~n6ral
dans le cadre de leur argumentation. Ainsi qu'on l'a d6ji annonc6
plus haut, ilsle font le plus souvent en s'inspirant plut6t d'une
approche consensualiste des rgles de droit international.
II. Primautd accordie h une approche consensualiste
des rgles g6n6rales
18.

Le contenu et la port6e des obligations conventionnelles

r~ciproques de l'une et l'autre partie une fois identifis, il conviendra
pour le conseil d'examiner le cadre plus large du droit international
g~ndral au sein duquel ces obligations de "droit special" s'ins~rent.
D~ji, on 'avu, pour interpr6ter les normes conventionnelles, ilavait
pu lui 8tre n6cessaire de recourir i l'application d'une r~gle g~n rale
ou d'une autre, ne serait-ce, bien entendu, que le principe g6n~ral de
la bonne foi ou la rgle pacta sunt servanda.
Il se tournera alors, en tout premier lieu, vers la coutume
g6ndrale et les principes g~niraux du droit international public; en
second lieu, vers les moyens auxiliaires d'identification du droit
mentionnds i l'article 38, paragraphe 1, alinda d), mais aussi, si
n~cessaire, vers les principes g6n~raux du droit "reconnus par les
nations civilis~es" de l'alinia c).
A. Recours AIla coutume et aux principes gin~raux
du droit international
19.

Un conseil ou avocat doit tenter de convaincre la Cour, c'est

l'6vidence. Pour ce faire, il peut 6galement essayer de la s~duire, par
la rigueur de sa d6monstration, la clart6 de sa forme, I'aisance de sa
plaidoirie. C'est li affaire de talent propre i chacun. Mais il est, en
tout cas, une rbgle i ne pas oublier. C'est qu'au sein d'affaires

g~n~ralement complexes, encombr~es par un appareil d'annexes

souvent considirables, il est n~cessaire d'en rester i l'essentiel et de
simplifier autant que possible la demarche intellectuelle que l'on
sugg~re i la Cour d'emprunter.
Pour cela, il convient, dans toute la mesure du possible, de se
mettre "i la place des juges", dont chacun est conscient qu'il
appartient i une juridiction i la fois pr66ninente et toujours en
situation pr~caire, puisque sa comptence repose sur une base
consensuelle. Demain, si la majorit: des Etats se detournait de la
Cour, celle-ci ne pourrait tout simplement plus remplir les fonctions
que lii assigne son Statut, i savoir de r~gler les diff~rends entre Etats
en application du droit international public.
Or, comme on l'a d~ji rappelk plus haut, l'article 38,
paragraphe I b), donne de la coutume une difinition marquee par
une vision volontariste, donc consensualiste. La coutume n'y est sans
doute pas seulement r6ductible i un accord tacite, mais elle demeure
une pratique g~n~ralement "accept~e" comme 6tant le droit.
L'arriv6e sur la sc ne internationale, et devant la Cour elle-meme,

d'un certain nombre de pays nouveaux, au milieu des annes
soixante, n'a pas affaibli cette vision des r~gles g&n&rales, alors
m me que ces pays se r6clamaient - aussi - d'une vision nettement
plus objectiviste des principes devant s'appliquer i la communaut6

internationale dans son ensemble. Pour ce qui conceme chacun
d'entre eux, le droit international ginfral qu'il trouvait en arrivant
clans la soci6ti des Etats devait nianmoins faire l'objet d'un
r~examen, aux fins d'acceptation "sous bdndfice d'inventaire".
20.
Cette vision majoritairement consensualiste de la coutume
internationale incite g.niralement les avocats devant la Cour i
s'appuyer en priorit6 sur les coutumes les plus 6tablies et, donc, les
mieux accepthes. De plus, sans forcment s'y r~firer de faton
toujours explicite, is priviligient ]a faieuse th6orie dite "des deux
6lments" selon laquelle la coutume rdsulte de l'adjonction d'une
pratique et d'une opiniojuris.Pas de coutume sans pratique, pas de
pratique juridiquement signifiante sans opiniojuris. C'est, du reste,
la raison pour laquelle les plaideurs exp riment~s auont tendance i
ne pas distinguer statutairement les principes gen raux du droit
international public de la coutume elle-meme. Les premiers, comme
la seconde, puisent leurs racines dans l'assentiment des Etats, pas
dans le droit naturel. Simplement, ils donnent de la coutume une
formulation particuli-ment gin~rale, ramenie en quelque sorte i

1'essence de la r~gle. Tels, par exemple, le principe de l'6galit6
souveraine des Etats, celui de non-intervention ou m~me celui,
beaucoup plus sp~cifique, pourtant, de "droits pr~ffrentiels du
riverain" degag6 par la Cour dans l'affaire des Picheriesde 195111.
Toutefois, la r~f~rence i l'un ou i l'autre de ces deux
616ments ne deviendra explicite qu'i propos des coutumes dont
l'autorit6 juridique pourrait 6tre encore contest~e, en raison de leur
relative nouveaut6. Nul n'a encore besoin de perdre du temps, en
cours de plaidoirie, i d6montrer l'acceptation universelle du principe
de libert6 de la haute mer, m~me si une affaire r~cente prouve qu'il
peut 8tre sciemment bafou&6 . II n'en va cependant pas forciment de
m~me i propos de l'invocation de telle ou telle r~gle 6mergeante du
droit international de l'environnement, telle la r~gle d'informationconsultation pr~alable ou, a fortiori, le "principe de pr6caution",
dont on pourrait encore 6ventuellement douter de l'acceptation
proprement universelle.
I1 r~sulte de ce qui pr&c&de que les plaideurs, du moins les
21.
plus avis6s, n'invoqueront la notion, par excellence d'inspiration
objectiviste, de jus cogens ou droit imp6ratif qu'avec certaines

pr6cautions. Ils le feront, notamment, sans la d6tacher de la
d6monstration d'une acceptation des principes dont il s'agit -- tel,
par exemple, celui de droit des peuples i disposer d'eux-m~mes -par 'ensemble des Etats membres de la communaut6 internationale.
La raison en est, du moins i la fin de ce si~cle, que des
sensibilit6s diff6rentes se manifestent au sein mime de la Cour i
l'endroit de cette cat6gorie normative. Certaines espces r6centes

l'on bien montr6, dont, en particulier, une qui n'est pas contentieuse
mais consultative 7 .
II demeure qu'un certain nombre de r~gles et principes

g6n6raux sont dot6s d'une telle autorit6 qu'elle ne saurait 8tre
contest6e par personne, qu'on les qualifie ou non de normes
imp6ratives. C'est donc non pas leur invocation mais leur

qualification qui troublera 6ventuellement certains temperaments,
" Arret du 18 d6cembre 1951, C. I. J. Recuei 1951, p. 116.
Affaire de la Competence en mati~rede p~cheries (Espagnec. Canada).
Liciiti de la menace ou de lemploi d'armes nucldaires, avis consultatif du 8 juillet
1996, C.LJ. Recued 1996, p. 226.
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sauf i considdrer que la Cour serait prete i se departir de la grande
prudence dont elle a g6niralement fait preuve durant les douze
derniRes annes i 'gard des normes imp ratives, y compris dans
l'affaire des Acivits militaires et paramilitairesau Nicaragua et
contre celui-ci. Elle y constatait, certes, la qualification convergente
de la rigle de non-recours i la force par les deux parties au titre du
jus cogens'8. Elle se garda, pour autant, d'aller elle-m8me jusqu'i
reprendre i son compte cette identification.
On en vient ainsi naturellement i se tourner vers les "moyens
auxihaires" au premier rang desquels la jurisprudence.
B. Recours aux "moyens auxiliaires de determination
des regles de droit"
L'invocation de la jurisprudence occupe une place
22.
importante dans 1' quih'bre interne d'une plaidoirie soumise i la
Cour, que ce soit au stade des 6critures ou de la phase orale. Elle est
laphpart du temps sollicit&e pour confirmer ou corroborer l'autorite
i la competence de la
juridique de la rfgle invoqube, qu'elle ait trait
Cour, i la recevabilite d'une requete ou au fond du droit La
j irisprudence constitue, par excellence, soit le r~vlateur, soit la
preuve par confirmation de 1'existence d'une r&gle g ndrale de droit
international public, qu'on la qualifie de coutume ou de principe.
nme aller jusqu'i dire, i 1'examen des
On pourrait
plaidoiries, que la jurisprudence, bien souvent, ne semble pas y
constituer un mode auxiliaire mais bien une r~f~rence obligee,
contrastant ainsi avec le statut presque subalterne que lui confere
l'article 38, paragraphe 1 d).
Cette invocation abondante de la jurisprudence peut
23.
cependant ais6ment s'expliquer. Le juge international est certes
comptent parce que les parties 'ont bien vouhL Pourtant, i partir du
moment oi ce consentement est acquis, on entre dans un domame
entiirement soumis i l'autorit6 de la Cour. Par convention, dans tous
les sens du terme, on se situe ainsi dans un univers domin6 par le
juge, ce qui l'apparente dans une certaine mesure i la situation que
connaissent les justiciables en droit interne. La force du pr~codent

SCI.J. Recueili 1986, p. I00 i 101, par. 190.

prend alors un certain ascendant. Ce pr6c6dent, toutefois, c'est
logiquement celui 6tabli par la Cour internationale de Justice elle-

mime ou par sa devanci6re, la Cour permanente de Justice
internationale, dans les motifs beaucoup plus que dans le dispositif
de leurs arrets.
On aurait tort de voir dans cette r6f6rence oblig6e et quasi
exclusive i la Cour de La Haye l'expression d'une flagomerie de
plaideurs courtisans. L'auteur de la jurisprudence intemationale

universelle, c'est la Cour internationale de Justice et, avant ele, la
Cour permanente de Justice internationale. Meme dans un avenir
proche, marqui par la multiplication des juridictions internationales,
y compris au niveau universel, la Cour devrait rester, si, toutefois,
elle sait donner l'ampleur requise i sa jurisprudence, la juridiction
intemationale par excellence. Sa qualit6 d'organe judiciaire principal
des Nations Unies lui confere en outre une situation privil6gide pour
statuer sur les relations normatives existant entre les r~gles les plus
fondamentales du droit international g~n~ral et celles qui sont
reprises et d6velopp6es dans le cadre de la Charte des Nations
UniesI 9.

IIimporte par aileurs au plaideur de montrer i la Cour, dans
24.
la mesure oit c'est effectivement le cas, que la solution de droit ou
l'analyse juridique qu'il lui propose se situe dans la continuit6 de sa
jurisprudence. Si, au contraire, il lui pr6sente une solution diffirente,
alors, il lui incombera de justifier les raisons qui diff6rentient le cas i
l'examen de ceux dans lesquels une solution diff~rente avait k6
retenue par la Cour. Dans tne hypothase comme dans l'autre, il reste
n~cessaire, en un regard r6trospectif, de se tourner vers la
jurisprudence de la Cour.
Pour l'ensemble des raisons qui prdcedent, on constate donc
que l'influence, ou, tout au moins, l'utilisation de la jurisprudence
tend i prendre dans la r~alit6 du proc~s international une place
beaucoup plus importante que celle sugg~rie par la place modeste
que lui r6serve l'article 38 du Statut.
25.

Il n'en va pas forcdment de meme pour la doctrine. II n'est

" Voir "The Constitutional Dimension of the Charter or the United Nations
Revisited", op. cit. (voir supra note 1).

pas rare que les "publicistes les plus qualifis des diff~rentes
nations" soient cits dans les m6moires et plaidoiries devant la Cour.
Cependant, leur autorit6, variable suivant les cas, demeure
secondaire par rapport i celle de la Cour elle-meme. Ils peuvent
contribuer i 6clairer un point de droit ou i supporter une analyse
juridique mais ne sauraient par eux-m mes apparaitre comme des
riv~lateurs de la r~gle de droit Des cas trs exceptionnels ne se
rencontreront qu'i propos de jurisconsultes ou de professeurs dont le
renom particulier a 6 6tabli en relation, directe ou mdirecte, avec la
Cour elle-m~me, soit qu'ils s'en soient fait les exegites
particuirement qualifies, soit qu'ils en soient devenus membres.
C'est, par exemple, le cas de Dionisio Anzilotti, de Jules Basdevant,
de Sir Hersch Lauterpacht ou de Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice. Encore
faudra-t-il que les plaideurs places de l'autre c6t6 de la barre aillent
s'assurer par eux-memes non pas de la r~alit6 des propos attribu~s i
ces minents auteurs mais de l'interpritation que la partie adverse
veut donner de leurs opinions; car il n'est pas rare qu'elles soient
plus ou moms d6formies pour les besoins de la cause.
A mi-chemin entre la doctrine et la jurisprudence, Ia
r~f~rence aux opinions individuelles ou meme dissidentes de certains
juges 6minents n'est pas non plus exceptionnelle, i raison,
pr6cis~ment, de la liaison 6tablie entre l'autorit6 personnelle de leur
auteur et ses liens avec la juridiction.
26.
Enfin, on citera pour m~moire la rdfrence des conseils i
l'6quit6, elle aussi mentionn&e i l'article 38 du Statut. A cet 6gard,
l'apport dcisif de la Cour dans l'affaire du Plateaucontinental de la
Mer du Nord"° dicte aux plaideurs la conduite i tenir. ILs ne
mentionneront jamais l'ex aequo et bono autrement que pour
rappeler ce qu'en dit l'article 38, paragraphe 2, lui-m~me : i savoir
que le juge ne peut y avoir recours que sur habilitation des parties.
Quant i 1'&juit6 praeter legem, inherente a l'administration de la
justice, elle conserve bien entendu une place de choix dans les
affaires de delimitation maritime, pour adapter l'abstraction de la
regle g6a6rale i la specificit6 des situations particuli~res, mime s'il
ne s'agitjamais ... "de refaire la nature entinrement"2' .

Arret du 20 f~vrier 1969. CIJ.Recued 1969, p. 3 .
21 Ibid.

p. 50.

27.
Les principes g~nraux du droit "reconnus par les nations
civilises" sont d'un emploi assez exceptionnel par l'avocat
international. Ceci n'est pas seulement dfi i leur qualification
archa'sante, qui continue -- sans doute i juste titre -- i avoir
mauvaise presse. C'est aussi parce que l'invocation de l'un d'entre
eux equivaut bien souvent i l'aveu que celui qui l'emploie n'a pas
tc capable d'en trouver un 6quivalent dans le droit international luimeme. Ces principes constituent donc du droit par defaut. Ils
relevent qui plus est du droit compar6, puisque leur origine est
interne. Or, peu d'internationalistes sont de vrais comparatistes.
Chacun aura ds lors tendance i privil~gier la tradition juridique
dont il est issu sur celle des autres, et il n'est notaniment pas rare
d'entendre certains conseils se laisser aller i plaider devant la Cour
internationale de Justice comme ils le feraient devant un tribunal de
common law! Pourtant, cette "loi commune" --li n'est pas
necessairement celle qui le serait i l'ensemble des nations.
La palette des sources et moyens d'identification du droit
28.
6nonc6e par le Statut de la Cour se trouve ainsi parcourue pour
dresser l'6bauche de ce que pourrait 6tre, en droit international un
"art de la barre" dont les canons sont fmalement relativement bien
definis, sans rester figes. Chaque avocat y apporte, Dieu merci, son
style personnel, sa rthorique et son rythme, encore que, li encore,
les contraintes de l'interpr~tation simultan~e contraignent les
plaideurs i respecter certaines exigences, dont l'une des moindres
n'est pas d'apprendre ... i lire, ou, plus exactement, i dire un texte en
public sans qu'il engendre pour autant la lassitude des juges.
Le jugement international se situe dans un univers convenu,
dont il faut savoir observer, et le cas 6chdant, mais alors seulement i
bon escient, trangresser les r~gles, tant il est vrai que tous, juges et
plaideurs, 6prouvent parfois le besoin de s'en affranchir. Les
principes que l'on a 6bauch ci-dessus ne prctendent, encore une
fois, qu'i la valeur d'un temoignage, dont on pourra aisement
contester les propositions.
Mais, apr~s tout, le t6moignage est parfois, lui aussi, l'une
des techniques du proces ...

LE ROLE ET LES FONCTIONS DU CHEF DU SERVICE DU
CONTENTIEUX DIPLOMATIQUE DANS LE CADRE DE LA
CONVENTION EUROPENNE DES DROITS DE L'HOMM1E"

Umberto Leanza"

Introduction
L'analyse du r6le et des fonctions du Chef du Service du Contentieux
diplomatique, en tant qu'Agent du Gouvernement italien aupris de la
Commission et la Cour europ6enne des droits de l'homme (ci-apris la
Commission et la Cour), est 6troitement li6 i la nature et i la port~e du
systeme europ6en de garantie des droits de l'homme, et par cons6quent,
i l'incidence que 1'activit* de ces organes a eue dans les relations entre
lesystime juridique international et les syst£mes internes et pour
l'adaptation des deuxi~mes au premier.
Sign6e i Rome le 4 novembre 1950 et entree en vigueur le 3
septembre 1953, la Convention europ6enne de Sauvegarde des droits de
l'homme et des libert6s fondamentales' (la Convention), assortie de
onze protocoles dont neuf actuellement en vigueur, constitue toujours
lemodule le plus avanca et le plus efficace de protection internationale
des droits de l'homnme 2 . Mise au point dams le cadre du Conseil de
I'Europe, la Convention et certains de ses protocoles garantissent une
sene de droits de nature essentiellement civile et politique et instituent
tin systime de contr6le judiciaire qui se base sur un double droit de
recours et stir la compttence de trois organes, qui i different titre et en
des moments difffrents, interviennent dans la proc&Iure de constat des

"La presente contribution a t6 cornplte au nois de nrrs 1998 avant lentie
en vigueur du Protocole nol I i laConvention europenne des droits de l'homne etelle
fait donc 6tat
du fonctionnernei du systbne de laConvention tel qu'il a 6ti concu en
1950.
* Professeur titulaire de droit international Al'Universiti "Tor Vergata" de
Rome, Chef du Service du Contentieux diplornatique, des traitLs et des affaires
legislatives du Ministre des affaires trang~res de 1'Italie.
'Nations Unies, Recueildes Traits,vol. 213, p. 221
2
Les etudes sur laConvention sont nombreuses :parrrd
les autres, en fianears,

G.Cohen-Jonathan, La Conventon ewupe des droits de lhomme,Pans, Economica,
1990. En langue italienne, voir M. De Salvia, La Convenzione europea dei diriui
del'uomo, Naples, Editoriale Scientifica, 1997 et V. Starace, La Convenzione europea
dei diritti delil'uomo e lordinamentoitaliano, Bai, Levante, 1992.

obligations assum6es par les Etats parties3 .
En analysant bri~vement le m~canisme de proce6dure, modifi6
radicalement par le Protocole n°.l l, nous rappelons qu'au sens des
articles 24 et 25 de la Convention, les Etats contractants aussi bien que
4
les individus sont lgitims A saisir la Commission . Apris avoir
examin6 la recevabilit6 de la requite, la Commission, si ladite requete
est irrecevable au vu des conditions requises, prononce une decision
sans appel; si par contre la requite est d~clar6e recevable, la
Commission 6tablit les faits de l'affaire et s'efforce en cette phase de
parvenir i un rfglement amiable du diff~rend. Si on n'aboutit Aaucun
rglement, eUe est appelke Aexprimer son avis sur le point de savoir s'il
y a eu violation ou pas de la Convention par une d6cision au fond qui
toutefois n'est ni d~fimitive ni contraignante. L'avis contenu dans un
rapport confidentiel est transmis au Comit6 des Ministres, organe
politique du Conseil de l'Europe qui 6met Amajorit6 de deux tiers, une
dcision d6finitive ou plus prcis~ment une resolution sur l'affaire. La
competence du Comit6 des Ministres cesse si dans les trois mois suivant
la transmission de ce rapport, l'affaire est soumise i la Cour au sens de
l'article 48, par la Commission, un Etat int~ress6 ou l'individu, pourvu
que la juridiction de la Cour ait 6t6 reconnue comme obligatoire.
L'arr~t de la Cour est d~fmitif et obligatoire et son ex6cution est plac~e
sous la surveillance du Comit6 des Ministres.
Presque cinquante ans apris sa signature, la Convention constitue
l'instrument le plus significatif et efficace, du point de vue juridique,
pour la protection intemationale rigionale et judiciaire des droits
fondamentaux de l'individu. Depuis l'entr~e en vigueur de la
Convention jusqu'aujourd'hui, le fonctionnement de ce syst~me s'est
progressivement perfectionn6 et grace A la jurisprudence mise au point
par les organes de Strasbourg, le contenu des droits garantis s'est enrichi
et a donn6 lieu A une v6ritable l6gislation europ6enne des droits de
l'homme i laquelle les diff~rents droits intemes sont tenus i s'adapter.
Le rapport entre les organes de Strasbourg et les syst~mes juridiques
nationaux a 6ti caractirisi par une synergie fructueuse et continuelle:
d'une part, en toute inddpendance et autonomie, la Commission et la

ILa structure tripartite sur laquelle la Convention se base est le r6sultat d'un
compromis qui a conduit i un 6quilibre entre les 16nments juridictionnels et non
juridictionnels.
' Le Protocole n° 11 a 6t6 ouvert i la signature le I1 mai 1994 et ilentrers en
vigueur le Ier novembre 1998.

Cour d6gagent de la comparaison entre les divers systimes juridiques
nationaux les principes g6n6raux qui reprisentent le fondement de ce
qui a 6t d6fini 'Tordre public europ6en" et, d'autre part, grice i une
appr6ciation constante et attentive de l'activit des organes de
strasbourg de la part des autorit6s nationales concern6es, le syst~me
eropen n'ajamais cess6 de reprisenter un param tre fondamental de
ref&ence soit au moment de la aise au point des normes juridiques, soit
dans la phase de leur application dans chaque systhme national.
Les diveloppements de ce processus d'6volution peuvent 8tre
constates, r6cemment, dans le Protocole n0 II de la Convention qui a
modifi6 dana l'ensemble le m6canisme de proc6dure en instituant une
permanente i laquelle chaque requ&rant aura directement
Cour unique
s.
acck

I A propos de I'acc4s direct AIanouvelle Cour, il y a lieu de rappeler qu'un point
fable du syst~me crae en 1950, conoermant Iaprotection effective des droits de l'homme,
itait representhe par Iapossibilitd, lalisse aux Etats, de recormaltre ou pas It droit au
recomrs individuel selon I'article 25 de In Convention et Iacompetence de Ia Cour, en
vertu de 'article 46. La France, par exenile, n'a accepth Ie prenier qu'en 1981, bien
qu'aywmt ratifie In Convention en 1974; l'ltalie a ratifi6 Ia Convention en 1955 et a
accept les clauses des articles 25 Ct 46 en 1973. Les nouveaux articles 33 et 34 du
Procole n 11 garantissent I'acc6s automatique ct direct i l'organe juridictionnel aussi
bien pour lea recours individuels que pour ceux etatiques. Ace sujet, on rappelle qu'une
modification partielle de In position de l'individu du point de vue de sa lMgitirnation
active a dt6 r:aljsee par lea modifications pr-vues par le Protocole n* 9. En effet ce
demier permet i l'individu, AIn suite de l'examen prdalable d'un comitd forrn de trois
juges, de saisir directement In Cour, apr6s la d6claration de recevabilit6 de Is
Commission et I'adoption de la d6cision quant au fond. Ledit Comitd peut exclure, par
un prononc6 i I'unaninit6, la saisine de Ia Cour, lorsque I'affaire ne soul~ve pas de
questions graves relatives i l'interprfttion ou Al'application de In Convention. Le
suivants : Allemagne,
Protocole if 9 est actuellement en vigueur pour les Etats
Autriche, Belgique, Chypre, Danernrk, Estonie, Finlande, Hongrie, Irlande, Italic,
Ucertenstei, Luxembourg, Norvfge, Pays-Bas, Pologne, Portugal, Rlpublique Tchique,
Rounme, San Marmo, Slovaquie, Slovnie, SuAde, Suisse et il sera abrogd au moment
°
de I'entie en vigueur du Protocole n 11. La nouveaut6 representee par It Protocole n'
9Catincontestablement significative et peut etre configur6e comme une reconnaissance
uhtvure de Iaposition de l'individu devant les instances juridictionnelles europ6ennes,
et comne instnmbent visant ramener It r6e du ComitE des Ministres Ades proportions
plus 6quitables. Dans une perspective globale des d6veloppernents du systrne de
Strasbourg depuis ses origines jusqu'i nos jours, It Protocole n' 9 constitue la phase de
transition du systhme originaire AIs nouvelle procdure prdvue par le Protocole n* 11
Voir, sur ce th na, M. De Salvia, "11nono Protocollo alla Convenzione europea dei
diritti dell'uomo: punto di arrivo o di partenza?, dans Rivista intermazionale dei diritti
4 74
A482; M. Balboni, II diritto di ricorso individuale nel sistema
detl'uomo, 1990, p.
della Convenzione per ]a salvaguardia dei dintti dell'Uomo e delle libertA fondamentali:
It evolumon in corso", Le Nuove Leggi civili commentate, (Padova) 1996, p. 117 A130;
G.Quacquarelli, "Caratteristiche e noviti introdotte dal nono Protocollo addizionale alla

I. Les fonctions du Chef du Service du Contentieux diplomatique,
en tant qu'Agent du Gouvernement italien, dans le cadre de la
Convention europkenne des droits de l'homme et sa discipline
dans le systime juridique italien
La Convention ne contient de r6f6rences sp6cifiques ni au r61e de
I'Agent du Gouvernement, ni par rapport i ses fonctions dans le cadre
du syst~me de procedure europ~en. Toutefois elle pr~voit une s~rie
d'obligations et de facult6s qui sont inh&ents i l'activit* de l'Etat et qui,
en pratique, renvoient aux fonctions exerc~es par 'Agent du
Gouvemement lorsqu'il reprisente l'Etat dans les diff~rentes phases de
la proc6dure devant la Commission, la Cour et le Comit6 des Ministres.
Notamment, dans Ia phase du diroulement de la procedure devant la
Commission, apris la daclaration de recevabilit6 de la requite et dans
le cadre de la fonction d'6tablissement des faits, I'article 28 par. 1 alina
a) de h Convention pr~voit que les Etats fournissent toutes les facilit~s
requises A cette fin. Par la suite, dans le cadre de I'exercice de la
fonction de conciliation et comme pr~vu par I'article 28 par. 1,alina
b), l'activit6 des Etats peut se concrtiser en un r~glement qui peut 8tre
de nature financi~re, consistant dans le paiement de sommes au titre
d'indemnisation; de nature administrative, par 'adoption d'une mesure
sp~cifique i la faveur du requirant, ou encore de nature 1gislative ou
r~glementaire moyennant l'adoption de mesures de nature g~n6rale
modifiant les dispositions qui font l'objet du diff6rend. Enfm, au sens
de l'article 48, alinias b), c) et d), les Etats peuvent exercer le droit de
saisir la Cour par un acte discrtionnaire et unflat6ral.

Convenzione europea dei diritti dell'uomo", La Comunit, Internazionale,(Padova) vol.
XLIX, no 2, 1994, p. 274 A 298. En outre en ce qui concerne l'acceptation de Is
juridiction obligatoire de Ia Cour et de la requete individuelle, voir J. A. Frowein, "La

maise en oeuvre de Iarforme du m6canisme -decontr6le de la Convention europenne des
droits de l'homnm", Actes du 8Ume colloque internationalsur la Convention europienne
des droits de l'homme, Budapest, 1995, Editions du Conseil de I'Europe, p. 160 1 180,
en particulier p. 161.
Concernant la capacitd de l'individu requrant d'exercer ses droit en justice, le
r6glement r~form6 de Ia Cour entr6 en vigueur le ler janvier 1993, qui formalise une
pratique consolid~e, a visd Arenforcer le statut de l'individu en lui permettant de
participer directement Ala procddure devant la Cour. QuantA l'instauration d'un syst~me
effectif de garantie intemationale des droits de l'homne, il semble que les conditions que
j'estimai ncessaires i cette fin sont remplies; voir U. Leanza, "Per un'effettiva garanzia
dei diritti dell'uomo", Scritti in onore di GaspareAmbrosini, Milan, A. Giuffre, 1970,
vol. II, p. 1147A 1159.

Une reference i l'Agent est par contre contenue dans les R~glements
de proc&hire de la Commission et de la Cour qui le reconnaissent en
termes synth6tiques comme l'organe pr~pos6 i reprisenter l'Etat au
cours du proc6s6 .

Concemant la privision contenue dans le R6glement de la
Commission, 'article 31 de ce dewier pr~voit que "les Hautes Parties
Contractantes sont repr~sent6es devant la Commission par leurs agents,
qui peuvent se faire assister par des conseils"'. Les dispositions
analogues inherentes i la procedure devant la Cour sont contenues A
I'article 28 du R~glement "A" et A 'article 29 du R~glement "B" 8. Le
premier dispose que "les Parties sont repr6sent6es par des Agents qui
peuvent se faire assister par des conseils ou des conseillers" et le

R~glement "B", qui s'applique aux Etats ayant ratifik le Protocole no 9
de la Convention, pr~voit que "les Parties Contractantes, demanderesses
ou d~fenderesses, sont repr~senthes par des Agents qui peuvent se faire
assister par des conseils ou des conseillers."
D'apres la lettre de ces dispositions qui ont un contenu en substance
identique, on ne d&luit pas grand-chose quant au profil op~rationnel de

'Agent et i ses relations avec les autorit~s de Strasbourg. I1est ivident
que chaque Etat Pattie de la Convention est libre de r6glementer et
d'organiser la fonction de 1'Agent de fagon tout i fait autonome et
correspondante au crithre d'attribution des comptences propre de
chaque syst~me juridique interne.
6 A ce propos, rappelons aussi lesnormes correspondantes du Statut de la
Cour de Justice des Cornnunautis europdennes (art. 17 du Statut CE et CECA et art. 20,
V'et2* alinea du Statut CECA) qui s'appliquent aussi au Tribunal de premih-e instance
des Communaut6s europoennes. En outre, le Rglerment de laCour de justice des
Communaut~s europ6ennes, du 19 juin 1991, modifi6 le 21 f~vrier 1995, et celui du
Tribunal de premi&re instance des Comnunaut s europ6ennes, du 2 mai 1991,
contiennent des dispositions concernant les attributions de 'Agent du Gouvernenent
Notamnnent, en ce qui concerne leRkglement du Tribunal de premiere instance, on
renvoie au chapitre VI, art- 38 1 42, etpour laCour de Justice au Chapitre VII, art 32 A
36. En ce qui concerne le Statut de laCour inteinationale de Justice On Tenvoie

son

article 42.
,Le Rglement de proc6dure de IaCommission, dans sa version revisee, a t
en vigueur le 28 juin 1993.
adopth le 12 fevrier 1993 et le 6 mai 1993 et il est entr6
'On rappelle qu'actuellenent deux difftents R~glements de procedure de la
Cour sont en vigueur, denomn6s "A" et "B". Le premier a W adopt&le24 novembre
en vigueur depuis le I crjanvier 1983; leR~glement "B" a t6 adopt le 27
ilest
1982 et
mai 1993 etilest en vigueur depuis le2 octobre 1993. L'existence de deux sources
differentes estjustifi6e au vu de laprocedure difftrente, r~gie par le R glement "B'" qui
concerne lesEtats qui ont ratifi6 le Protocole n* 9 de ]a Convention. Voir, infra, note 1.

Implicitement, il d~coule toutefois de l'obligation g6n6rale de fournir
la collaboration requise pour l'instruction de la cause et le deroulement
de la proc6dure, comme pr~vu par l'art. 28 de la Convention et les
R~glemnents de procedure de la Commission et de la Cour, que les Etats
doivent assurer l'organisation efficace du Bureau de l'Agent pour
pouvoir s'acquitter des obligations derivant de l'acceptation du
mcanisme de contr6le europ~en 9 .
Par consequent, dans l'ensemble du syst~me, le devoir de
coop6ration de l'Etat, et partant, de l'Agent du Gouvemement comporte
avant tout la transmission des informations requises, la difense de
l'Etat, aussi bien en tant que requrant qu'en tant que defendeur, et
l'acquittement de la fonction de liaison avec les organes internes
concern~s appelks en cause dans les divers cas d'esp~ce.
Concernant les aspects de droit interne li6s aux attributions et i
l'exercice des fonctions de l'Agent et donc i l'organisation de la
representation de l'Etat italien dans des affaires pendantes devant les
instances internationales, il faut faire r~f~rence avant tout aux nonnes
qui r6gissent l'organisation du Ministare des affaires 6rang~res, qui
pr6voient que l'tude et la plaidoirie des affaires contentieuses au plan
international sont du ressort du Service du Contentieux diplomatique,
des trait6s et des affaires lgislatives, appartenant i ce Ministare.
Plus pr~cis6ment, les fonctions d'Agent aupr6s de chaque instance
internationale sont confirees, moyennant un d6cret du Ministre des
affaires 6trangres, institutionnellement et traditionellement au Chef
dudit Service'0 . A ce propos, toutefois, il est utile de pr6ciser que les
Par rapport au devoir de coopiation de la part des Etats membres de Ia
Convention, on signale l'importance des normes des Rglements de proc6dure de la
Commission et de Ia Cour Ao, on prdvoit, par r6f6rence aux diff.rentes phases de la
proc6dure, que lesdits organes peuvent demander aux "Hautes Parties Contractantes"

toute information utile sur les requetes introduites. Voir par exemple les articles 45, 47,
48 du Rfglement de la Commission.
10 Les normes en question, relatives aux attributions du Service du
Contentieux diplomatique, des traitds et des affaires lgislatives, sont contenues i 'art.
14 du D.P.R. n*18 du 5janvier 1967. L'article 6nonce ce qui suit:
"Le service du Contentieux diplomatique, des traits et des affaires l6gislatives pourvoit
notamment :
a) A l'activitd de recherche et d'6tude sur des questions juridiques
concemant les rapports intemationaux et les questions Idgislatives;
b) aux activitds de conseil sur les questions de nature juridique qui lui sont
soumises par les bureaux de I'Administration et A'instruction des questions i
soumetire au Conseil du Contentieux diplomatique;

fonctions d'Agent peuvent etre contenues dans un acte autre que le
d&ret de nomination du Chef du Service du Contentieux diplomatique
choisi selon la coutume parmi des professeurs de droit international ou
des magistrats ayant de l'exprience dans ce domaine. En principe, il
pourrait donc 8tre possible que la personne de I'Agent du
Gouvernement ne coincide pas avec celle du Chef du Service du
Contentieux diplomatique, des trait6s et des affaires lgislatives et que
la designation de la part du Ministre des affaires trang~res, dans
I'exercice de son ample pouvoir discr6tionnaire, tombe sur des sujets
autres que le Chef du Service du Contentieux diplomatique.
La fonction de repr6sentation et de d6fense de l'Etat dans les
proc&Iures contentieuses devant les instances internationales et
communautaires a fait toutefois l'objet de contestations et a donn6 lieu
i des d cisions de la part des juridictions administratives italiennes qui
ont prkis6 la nature et la port&e du pouvoir de representation du
Ministere des affaires 6trangres et donc de l'Agent, par rapport A
d'autres organes de I'Etat italien. A ce sujet, le Barreau de l'Etat, organe
comp~tent i repr6senter et i d6fendre en justice les administrations de
l'Etat, a revendiqu6 cette competeice aussi dams les instances judiciaires
intemationales, en vertu d'une disposition de loi qui a tendu ladite
fonction aussi aux procs devant les colges internationaux ou

c) i I'dtude et i ]a plaidoirie des affaires contentieuses sur le plan

international et interne;
d) i l'assistance juridique pour la nigociation et la signature de traut~s et
de conventions internationales;
e) i la proc~dure pour l'approbation et la ratification de traitds et de
conventions internationales;

f) i la collecte d'arrets, decisions, avis et maximes en rnti're de diffdrnds
mternationaux et en matidre oi il est question de droit international public et priv,
i la collecte et publication annuelle des traitbds et conventions conclus par l'Italie ainsi
qu'i la publication et rise i jour systdinatique de repertoires, par Pays et par
natitres, des traitds et des conventions pr6citees;
g) i la rise au point de me sures Idgislatives et rtglemnctaires relatives i
l'Administration des affaires 6etangeres ainsi qu'aux forrnalit6s relatives i la
proc6dure pour leur approbation et promulgation, y exceptd les rrati~res du ressort
de la Direction g6ndrale du personnel et de I'Adminisiration;
h) A l'examen des mesures soumises au Conseil des Ministres et i la
preparation des piices relatives;
i) i l'examen des rnesures d'initiative parlementaire et de celles
Iegislatives et rfglermentaires, 6tablies par d'autres Administrations;

j) i la pTdparation des rlponses aux interpellations et aux interrogations
parlemrnetaires.

conununautaires",
D'apris une analyse synth6tique des principes exprim6s dans un avis
du Conseil de l'Etat et dans un arr~t de la Cour des Comptes on d~duit
des 616ments significatifs pour identifier les crithres sur lesquels se
fonde la comp6tence du Ministre des affaires 6trang~res et de l'Agent
et on d6gage aussi les principes qui r~glent dans le cas d'esp6ce, les
relations entre les normes de derivation internationale et celles du
syst~me interne".
Sur la question de la competence i representer et d~fendre l'Etat
italien devant les juridictions internationales et communautaires, le
Conseil d'Etat et la Cour des Comptes nient que cette comptence soit
du ressort du Barreau de l'Etat car "la nomination d'un Agent du
gouvemement ne rentre pas dans l'hypoth~se de la repr6sentation et
defense ordinaire de l'Administration qui relive automatiquement du
Barreau de l'Etat". En effet, en cas d'intervention devant des instances
d'arbitrage, internationales et communautaires, le syst~me ordinaire de
representation et de defense doit se coordonner avec les systbmes
resultant des traitis constitutifs d'organes de justice qui agissent au
niveau international ou communautaire et on ne peut appliquer i la
fonction de l'Agent la r6glementation interne relative i la repr6sentation
en justice du Barreau de l'Etat 3 . A ce sujet, on a signal6 que, dans le
cadre des syst~mes internationaux dans lesquels oprent les divers
organes juridictionnels, i savoir la Cour intemationale de Justice, le
Tribunal de preminre instance et la Cour de justice des Communautis
europ~ennes, la Commission et la Cour europ~ennes des droits de
l'homme, il est pr~vu que les Etats soient repr~sentis par des agents qui
peuvent etre assist6s par des conseils ou des conseillers. A la lumi&e de
la 16gislation intemationale, il ressort que l'Agent a un r6le bien pr6cis:
il personifie l'Etat et son activit6 devant les juridictions intemationales
met en oeuvre soit des aspects de nature technico-16gale,- et dans ce cas
l'Agent peut se faire assister par un conseil ou un conseiller --, soit des
int~r~ts de nature politique dont la reprisentation incombe

"I1 s'agit de 'article 9 de la 1oln 109 du 3 avril 1979 qui a modifid
'organisation du Barreau de I'Etat.
" Voir l'avis
du Conseil d'Etat n0 332/82 du 30 avril 1982, dans Consiglio
di Stato 1983, 1, p. 1396 1 1402 et I'arret de laCour des Comptes n* 1300 du 20
d6cembre 1982, dans Consiglio di Stato, 1983, 11,p. 4011 407.
" En ce qui concerne le systme de laConvention europ~enne des droits de

faut faire rdf~rence aux dispositions pr~eitees des Rglements de procddure
l'homme, il
de laCommission etde laCour. Pour les autres juridictions internationales, voir note 5.

institutionnellement au Minist~re des affaires 6trangires qui 1'exerce
moyennant son pouvoir discritionnaire de nommer l'Agent.
En definitive, d'apr~s les dcisions sus-vises, on dduit l'importance
des normes de nature statutaire et procedurale r6gissant l'activit6 et le
fonctionnement des instances juridictionnelles internationales pour ce
qui est du r6le de 'Agent par rapport aux normes internes qui r~gissent
larepresentation et la d6fense de l'Etat.
Sur un plan strictement pratique, une orgamsation diff6rente s'est
progressivement consolid~e pour la d6fense de P'Etat italien dans le
cadre communautaire par rapport i Strasbourg. Dans le premier cas,
I'Agent dui Gouvemement italien confie la defense de 'Etat au Barreau
de I'Etat tandis que, devant la Commission et la Cour europ6enne des
droits de l'homme, on a cru n.cessaire de nommer le "co-Agent" qui
reside de fagon stable a Strasbourg et qui est responsable, sous le
contr6le et la supervision de l'Agent, de l'ensemble de la proc&lure. On
rappelle que le co-Agent est 6galement le conseiller juridique de la
Representation permanente d'Italie aupr~s du Conseil de l'Europe et
qu'en cette quait6 il est assujetti a l'autorit6 de l'Ambassadeur qui
dirige la Representation.
H. Les procdures contentieuses devant les organes de Strasbourg
Concemant l'exercice effectif des fonctions de l'Agent dans le cadre
du syst~me de la Convention, il faut avant tout pr6ciser que leur
description fait r~f~rence i l'organisation actuelle de la proc6dure
devant la Commission et la Cour europennes des droits de l'homme et
leComit&des Ministres du Conseil de l'Europe. Comme nous l'avons
mentionn6, i partir du ler novembre 1998, i savoir ds l'entre en
vigueur du Protocole n' 11, un seul organe i caract~re permanent
s'installera et donc la Commission cessera d'exister et le Comit6 des
Ministres n'acquittera plus les fonctions d'organe dcisionnel 4 . A

" Sous ce dernier aspect sptcifique ilestopportm de signaler lagrave lacune
concemant lesgaranties du systme cr66 en 1950 qui conflait, en vertu de 'art. 32 de la
Convention, des pouvoirs d&cisionmels et donc en d6finitive juridictionnels
i un organe
pobtico-administratiftel que le
Comiti des Ministres du Conseil de I'Europe. Le r6le et
lescomp6tences du Comitd des Ministres privues par 'art. 32 du syst&ne de contr6le

institu en 1950, dtaient justifites A]a lumi re du compromis auquel on avait abouti et
qui avait donn6 vie A une structure tripartite : leComitd des Ministres representait en
effet I'Flnent requis en cas de non reconnaissance de lapart des Etats, des clauses des
articles 25 et46 de laConvention. A ce propos, voir K Abraham, "La rforme du

i'neure actuele, ia premere pnase ae j examen G une requete introclute

par un individu comporte une d6cision de recevabilit6 de "instance de
la part de la Commission qui, apr~s avoir nomm6 un rapporteur, peut
demander aux parties des renseignements sur 1'affaire et porter la

requite i la connaissance du Gouvemement, en l'invitant i presenter par
6crit, dans un certain d6lai, ses observations sur la recevabilit&et le fond
de l'instance. A ce moment-li la Representation permanente d'Italie i
Strasbourg, dans laquelle, on le rappelle, le co-Agent r6side et exerce

ses fonctions, transmet au Service du Contentieux diplomatique du
Ministare des affaires 6trangres et aux autres Administrations
concemes une copie de la requete. Ensuite, on identifie les bureaux et
les autorit6s Ainformer afin de rassembler tous les 6lments n~cessaires
pour determiner les circonstances de fait et de droit relatives au cas

d'esp~ce faisant l'objet de la requite, en vue de preparer la d6fense du
Gouvemement. La pr6sence du co-Agent du Gouvernement italien A
Strasbourg permet d'identifier imm6diatement, en cette phase de la
procedure, les autorit~s concemes et de proc~der rapidement A la
transmission des donn~es et de la documentation pertinente.

Dars la plupart des cas, les requites font r~frence i des proc6dures
juridictionnelles : en ce qui conceme le systhme italien, il faut distinguer
entre les divers organes juridictionnels selon la comptence qui leur est
attribu6e.
En particulier, la comptence relive du Ministre de la Justice,
notamment par rapport aux proc6dures civiles et p6nales, qui le plus
souvent font l'objet des causes qui concement l'Etat italien. Quant aux
procs de nature administrative, il faut avant tout identifier la juridiction
mise en cause qui peut etre celle des Tribunaux administratifs
r~gionaux, organes de premier degr6, celle du Conseil d'Etat, qui
s'acquitte 6galement des fonctions de Cour supr~me administrative,
ceile de la Cour des Comptes, ayant comptence en mati~re de pensions
de l'Etat et de responsabilit6 civile des fonctionnaires.
A c6t6 de ces juridictions civiles, p~nales et administratives, d'autres
instances peuvent etre mises en cause, comme par exemple les
Commissions fiscales, ayant competence en mati&re de contentieux
fiscal, les Tribunaux militaires ou d'autres juridictions sp~ciales.

m6canisme de contr6le de la Convention europenne des droits de l'homme : le protocole
n' 11 i la Convention", AnnuaireFrangaisde droit international, 1994, p. 619 i 632,
en particulier p. 621.

En identifiant les organes concerns, il faut igalement tenir compte
des autorit~s politico-administratives responsables soit des conditions
mat6rielles relatives au fonctionnernent de chaque organe juridictionnel
soit de la matiere qui fait l'objet de l'affaire. Ceci est sp6cialement
important dans tous les cas oii ressortent des questions d'ordre g~n~ral
du fait d'une 6ventuelle modification de la legislation interne.
Le Service du Contentieux diplomatique est charg6 de rassembler les
6l6ments pertinents provenant des diverses juridictions concern6es et
des administrations relatives et de les transmettre A la Representation
d'Italie i Strasbourg.
A ce stade de la procedure, il est proc~d6 i la r~daction du m moire
de d~fense du gouvemement qui est en g~niral le r~sultat d'une
concertation entre l'Agent du Gouvernement et le co-Agent, sur la base
de considerations de droit et de faits detaill6s fournis par les
Administrations mises en cause. A ce propos, on signale que plus le
r6le de l'Agent sera marquant et dicisif,plus l'affaire a d'importance et
de valeur. Compte tenu du grand nombre de requetes et du peu de
temps pr~vu pour chaque phase de la procedure, le co-Agent sera le
point de r6f~rence pour les divers probl~mes de procedure qui
pourraient surgir et c'est i lui qu'il incombe en g~n6ral de prendre les
decisions, comme par exemple de choisir entre la proc6dure orale ou
6crite ou le cours i suivre en cas de demande d'informations de la part
du rapporteur ou de la Commission. Toutefois, lorsque le choix est
forc~ment discritionnaire, par exemple quand il s'agit de d6cider si
accorder ou pas au rqu~rant l'assistance judiciaire gratuite, ou dans des
affaires spcialement delicates et importantes, la consultation avec
l'administration int~ressde et la concertation avec l'Agent deviennent
indispensables. En outre, quand l'audience a t6 fix~e soit devant la
Commission soit devant la Cour, le co-Agent apr~s en avoir informe
I'Agent, se charge de la composition du coll6ge de dkfense en d~signant,
dans la mesure du possible, des experts externes i l'administration ayant
une bonne experience en la mati~re faisant l'objet de la requete.
Si la requite est declarde recevable, une fois termin6 la phase
contradictoire entre le requmant et le Gouvernement, c'est la phase dite
"de conciliation" qui commence, o6i la Commission se met A la
disposition des parties pour essayer d'aboutir Aun r~glement amiable du
diff6rend. Egalement en cette circonstance il sera procd6 A une
consultation des organes nationaux concern6s. La proc6dure devant la
Commission prend fin par une d6cision sur le fond contenue dans un

rapport qui est transmis au comite des Mmnstres et communique aux
Parties 5 .
Dans les trois mois qui suivent, l'Etat d~fendeur, la Commission ou
le requ6rant doivent decider s'ils entendent saisir la Cour16 . Dans la
premiere hypoth~se, il semble 6vident que la d6cision de l'Etat
presuppose une appreciation attentive de la nature, de l'objet et des
6ventuelles implications de l'affaire qui exige a son tour une nouvelle
consultation avec tous les organes concern6s. Si c'est la Commission qui
saisit la Cour, l'Etat d6fendeur recevra la communication relative aussi
bien par la Commission que par la Cour.
La procedure devant la Cour pr~voit au pr~alable une prise de contact
de la part du Greffe avec le co-Agent pour l'organisation de la
procedure, a la suite de laquelle le d6lai pour le d~p6t des m6moires
6crits, pour les observations sur la satisfaction 6quitable i accorder le
cas 6ch~ant au requ~rant, et pour la fixation de l'audience publique est
communiqu6 formellement. A cet 6gard, la repr6sentation devant la
Cour s'entend automatiquement conf&6re i l'Agent et au co-Agent, qui
peuvent se prvaloir, comme pour l'audience devant la Commission, de
l'aide de conseillers.
La procedure devant la Cour est 6galement orient6e vers le dialogue,
la consultation et la concertation avec toutes les autoritis impliqu~es.
L'arret, apr~s avoir 6t6 publi6 et lu en audience publique i la presence
en g6niral du co-Agent ou de toute autre personne del~gu6e par ce
dernier, est transmis au Service du Contentieux diplomatique et i
l'Administration mise en cause afm de pourvoir, le cas 6ch~ant, i son
ex6cution".
En derni~re hypoth~se, si la Cour n'est pas saisie, c'est le Comit6

" Le rapport de la Commission est adopt6 au sens de ]'article 31 de la
Convention : il est transmis aux Etats concem6s qui toutefois n'ont pas le droit de le
publier.
6 A cette cat6gorie de sujets il faut ajouter, dans le cas des requetes dtatiques,
introduites au sens de 'art. 24 de la Convention, aussi l'Etat qui asaisi la Commission.
En outre, en ce qui conceme le droit du requ6rant Asaisir la Cour, les considfrations
formul6es dans la note 4 sont valables.
" Un aspect imm6diat de 1'ex6cution de I'arr6t en cas de constat d'une
violation est celui du paiement d'une satisfaction 6quitable au sens de 'art. 50 de la
Convention. Dans ce cas, il faudra intenter ]a proc6dure pour que I'Etat pourvoie au
paiement de la somme.

des Ministres qui se prononcera selon l'article 32 de la Convention, par
une decision de nature obligatoire sur le fond de l'affaire, en indiquant
le cas 6ch6ant, les mesures d'ordre g6n~ral relatives ila modification de
lai6gislation ou de la pratique que i'Etat doit adopter, en fixant
I'6ventuelle somme A verser au requ~rant au titre de satisfaction
equitable et en assurant le contr6le de i'ex6cution".
Pour complter le tableau des proc&iures et des comp~tences des
organes du systime de la Convention europ~enne, on rappelle que le
Comit6 des Ministres est en outre investi de la fonction dite "de

surveillance" pour ce qui est de la mise en oeuvre de I'arret 6mis par la
Cour, fonction dont l'importance va faire l'objet d'une r6flexion au

paragraphe suivant 9.

M. La jurisprudence de ia Cour Europ6enne des droits de
I'homme et le droit italien
En vertu de l'article 53 de la Convention, les Hautes Parties
contractantes s'engagent i se conformer aux d6cisions de la Cour dans
les diffrends auxquels ils sont parties. Les arr~ts de la Cour sont
sont de nature declaratoire dans le sens qu'il 6choit i la
difinitifs et ils
Cour de declarer s'il y a eu ou pas violation dans le cas d'esp~ce, mais
n'a pas le pouvoir d'abroger une loi, d'annuler un acte administratif
elle
ou de casser un arr~t, au cas ou ee retiendrait que ces actes sont
contraires i la Convention et ee ne peut ordonner l'adoption d'aucune
autre mesurem. C'est donc aux Etats concerns qu'incombe l'obligation
de se conformer aux d6cisions adopt~es en choisissant les mesures les
plus approprikes pour unformiser leur syst~me conformS'ment i l'arr~t
de la Cour.

" A ce sujet, une pratique s'est consolid6e par laquelle leConiite des
Ministres
demande i la Commission un avis sur l' ventuelle somme Aliquider et dans
cc cas, une sorte de proc~dure contradictoire se forme entre les parties, avec l'information
et Iaconsultation informelle de I'Administration nationale concernee. On rappelle que
l'Etat concern par ladcision prend part 6galement aux decisions du Comite des
Ministres, par l'entremise de son dildgud, generalement le Reprdsentant permanent
aupr~s du Conseil de I'Europe. On entrevoit l'anomalie d'une procdure, d'ailleurs
juge
abrog6e par le Protocole n' 11, liou l'Etat mis en cause par larequte est i lafois
et partie ilaproc&lure.
9
Le Comit des Minstres, en s'acquittant de cette tiche au sens de l'art. 54
de la
Convention, a ,tdfMini cornme le -bras arme" de IaConvention.
' En cas de condaimnation de l'Etat au versement d'une satisfaction 6quitable
on parle
de "arret de prestation" et 'accornplissement, de lapart de I'Etat, de l'obligation
d'exbeution ne consiste que dans leversement effectif i court terme du montant prtvu.

La port6e de l'obligation d'ex~cution des arrets offre des aspects
d'interpr6tation controvers6s, notamment dans les hypotheses oi les
motifs figurent dans l'arret de ]a Cour 6tablissent que la violation de la
Convention d6pend non seulement de I'existence mane de la l6gislation
en question mais de l'application, en soi correcte, d'une disposition de
loi ou d'un r~glement A un cas particulier2t . Dans ce cas, la seule
obligation subsitant pour 'Etat serait d'adopter une mesure de nature
individuelle et non pas g~nirale, vu que l'objet de la decision est l'acte
visant i l'application de la disposition interne et non pas cette demi~re.
Toutefois l'omission, de la part de I'Etat, de modifier son systame
l'expose i la reptition de faits pouvant 16ser d'autres sujets soumis i sa
juridiction; au vu de cette 6ventualit6 en pratique les Etats adoptent
g~n~ralement les modifications requises de type 1gislatif ou
d'orientation jurisprudentielle22. C'est dans ce contexte qu'intervient la
fonction de contr6le de l'ex6cution des arrets de la Cour de la part du
Comit6 des Ministres, dont l'action s'ins~re dans le cadre du
developpement de l'ordre public europ~en et se deploie par la capacit6
de vdrifier de fagon toujours plus ponctuelle les formalit6s et les
mesures adopt~es par les Etats'.
Concemant le cas sp~cifique de l'Italie, certains arr~ts de la Cour ont
donn6 lieu i l'adoption de mesures de nature g6n~rale pour adapter le
syst me italien aux principes qui y sont 6nonc6s.
Par exemple, suite i l'arret Colozza, dans lequel on constatait la
violation de l'article 6, par. I en mati~re de proc~s 6quitable et par
r~f~rence au ddroulement d'un proc~s par defaut, le nouveau code de
procddure p6nale de 1989 a expressiment pr~vu la possibilit6 d'obtenir
la r~ouverture des delais pour intejeter un appel contre un arret hmis
par ddfaut&.
Le code de procddure p~nale a 6galement tenu compte d'autres
affaires introduites devant la Cour europ~enne des droits de l'honme en
prdvoyant, par exemple i I'ar. 169, par. 3, que la notification officielle
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Sur ce point, voir J.Callewaert, "Article 53", La Convention Europienne

des droits de I'homme, Commentaire article par article, Paris, Economica, 1995, p. 847

4856.
2 A ce sujet, selon certains, l'obligation d'effectuer les modifications
dccoulerait des articles 1 et 57 de laConvention.
2'Voir G. Ress, "Article 54", La Convention Europeenne des droits de
l'homme, Commentaire article par article, Paris, Economica, 1995, p.858 1859.
' Affaire Colozza c. Italie, arret du 12 f6vrier 1984, sdrie A, nO83.

de l'accusation concemant la commission d'une infraction pinale doit
etre
communiqu~e i l'intfress6 dans sa langue matemelle quand on ne
peut d&iuire des pices acquises que l'inculp6 connait la langue

itaienne 5 .
En outre, il y a eu une modification de la 1igislation interne au cours
mae de la proc~dure devant la Cour europlenne et avant l'6manation
de I'arret L'affaire en question concemait la lfgitimit6 d'une mesure de
detention ordonn~e par l'autorit6 judiciaire clans le cadre d'une
proc&lure "de prevention" et pas de caractre p6nale.
Concernant le problme de la longueur excessive des procidures
civiles, question qui a valu i l'Itahie maints verdicts de de condamnation
de Iapart des organes de Strasbourg, diff~rentes initiatives l6gislatives
ont t6 entreprises en vue d'abr~ger les delais de la justice civile. Afin
de rigler rapidement les affaires en souffrance accumulies depuis des
ans, une loi a 6ti promulgude 6tablissant les Chambres dites "a
6puisement", compos~es de juges honoraires, engages iterme'.
La loi de rforme du code de proc~dure civile a igalement vis6 i
introduire une sirie d'mstitutions comme par exemple les mesures
anticipatoires de condamnation moyennant lesquelles il est possibile
d'obtenir la satisfaction d'un droit m~me quand le jugement est
pendane. En outre une mesure lgislative relative i l'institution du juge
unique de premier degr6 fait l'objet d'un examen de la part du
Parlement. Cette initiative permettrait de rationaliser l'organisation de
Lamagistrature et d'accroitre le nombre de magistrats destines devenur
juges.
IV. Dveloppenents futurs du r61e du Chef du Service du

Contentieux diplomatique, en tant qu'Agent du
Gouvernement italien, dans la perspectivede ia nouvelle
Cour unique des droits de l'homme

" Affaire Brozicek c. Italie, arret du 19 decernbre 1989, strie A, n' 167.
26Affaire Ciu/a c. Iralie,arret du 22 f6vrier 1989, s6rie A, n* 148. Par laloi
1988, lameswe de privation de liberti qui fait I'objet de I'affaire jug6e
n 327 du 3 aofit

contaire i 'art. 5 par. 1 de ]a Convention, a 6ti 61irnin6e.
La Ioi qui prevoit ces Chamnbres estlan*276 du 22 juillet 1997.
intervenue par la loi n* 353 de
aLareforne du code de procodure civile est
en vigueur dans
est
1990 i laquele ont tA ajoutes des modifications successives etelle
depuis le 2 mai 1995.
satotalitd

Nous avons d~ji mentionn6 la prochaine entree en vigueur du
Protocole nll, par lequel il a W procd6 A une modification
structurelle du m~canisme de contr6le institu6 par la Convention de
1950. Les principales nouveaut~s pr~vues par cet instrument se
r~sument en l'6limination du caract&e facultatif de la requete
individuelle, en l'institution d'une Cour unique, en l'6limination du
pouvoir d6cisionnel du Comit6 des Ministres29 .
La nouvelle procedure s'inspire amplement i celle actuellement
adopt~e par la Commission europ~enne des droits de l'homme ° . La
tache de filtrer les requites en 6tablissant au pr~alable leur 6ventuele
irrecevabilit6 sera soumise, pour les requites individuelles, i un comit6
de trois juges qui A la suite de l'introduction de l'affaire par un juge
rapporteur, peut soit se prononcer en ce sens, soit rayer l'affaire du r6le,
mais seulement i l'hunanimit6, en promulguant une d6cision d~fmitive
(art. 28 du Protocole). Pour les autres affaires, la Cour agira par
l'entremise de ses propres Chambres, Sections compos6es de 7 juges,
y compris le juge national, ayant comptence i se prononcer sur la
recevabilit6 et le fond (art. 29)31.
Selon le d~roulement normal de la procedure, la Cour, ou plus
pr~cis~ment la Chambre pr~pos~e prononce un jugement motiv6 qui
avant de devenir d~fmitif sera commumnqu6 aux parties (articles 42 et
44). Dans les trois mois qui suivent, au sens du nouvel article 43 les
parties, sans effectuer de distinction entre Etat et individu, peuvent
renvoyer l'affaire devant la Grande Chambre (Section 6largie de la
Cour) compos~e de 17 juges.
Le renvoi du diff&rend est prvu au titre d'hypothse exceptionnelle
justifi6e par des questions graves relatives i l'interpr6tation ou
l'application de la Convention ou par une question grave d'ordre
g~n6ral (art. 43, par. 2). La dcision sur la recevabilit6 de la demande de
renvoi relive d'un coll~ge de cinq juges de la Grande Chambre. II est
d'ailleurs possible que le diff6rend suive un parcours diff&ent. On
pr6voit en effet que la Chambre puisse se d6ssaisir de l'affaire en faveur
de la Grande Chambre pour 6viter des contrastes jurisprudentiels, ou
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Voir supra les notes 3 et 5.

30Sur

le r6le et le fonctionnement de la Commission, voir M. De Salvia, La

Convenzione europea .... op. cit. p. 56 A65.
"' L'examen sur la recevabilit6 et celui sur le fond restent en effet sdpar6s (art.
29 par. 3).

lorsqu'il s'agit d'une question d'interprftation de la Convention et de ses
protocoles.
Dam ce cas, l y aura un procs en un seul degrt sans possibilit6 de
renvoi; le pouvoir de la Chambre est cependant subordonni au manque
d'opposition des parties (article 30).
Concernant le r6le du Comit6 des Ministres, le Protocole n0 11, en
reformulant les dispositions de la Convention -- de ' article 19 i
l'article 51 - s'est limit& i n'attnbuer i cet organe aucun pouvoir
concernant la decision du diffrend. Alors que dans le syst6me actuel si
laCour n'est pas saisie dans un dMlai de trois mois apres le rapport de
laCommission, c'est automatiquement le Comit&des Ministres qui doit
dicider de 'affaire, le Protocole n 11 maintient en vigueur les seules
compktences du Comit6 des Ministres pour la surveillance de
i'ex6cution des arrets de la Cour europbenne des droits de l'homme".
Concernant cette riforme on ne peut manquer de souligner les progrs
qui ant t accomplis au sem d'un syst~me qui semblait diji des plus
avanc~s, pour avoir pr~vu une proc&iure de nature juridictionnelle
automatiquement applicable i tous les Etats parties de la Convention.
Cette caractfistique, si elle peut sembler relativement importante pour
les pays d'Europe occidentale, assume par contre une signification et
une port e exceptionnelle pour les democraties naissantes d'Europe
oientale et leurs resssortissants.
11est vrai que la riussite et l'efficacit& du nouveau systhme ne
pourront eire 6valu~es que dans le temps et lors de sa mise en oeuvre
concr ft. Toutefois nous souhaitons vivement qu'il puisse fonctionner
sans inlerruption selon les principes appliqu6s par la jurisprudence des
organes actuels de la Convention, qui constitueront des bases solides
pour l'activit6 de la nouvelle structure juridictionnelle33 . On ne peut
nigliger la valeur, l'importance accrue et l'influence de cette

nAce propos, voir la note 13.
Sur 'irnportance de mintenir et de sauvegarder ledit acquisjurisprudentiel,
voir A. Drwuzewski," A major overhaul of the European Human Rights Convention

control mechanism : Protocol n* 11.Collected Courses of the Academy ofEuropean Law,
1997, Dordrecht, M. Nijhoff,vol. 6, Book 2, 1997, p. 6; Flauss, " Le protocole n* 11 de
Journaux judiciaires riunis, 1995, n'
laCEDH :c6t Cour", Les petites affiches, Paris,
62, p.25; 0. Jacot-Guillarmond, "Observations sur quelques critiques r&centes adressees
°
au protocole n I alaConvention Europ~enne des droits de P'homme". Actes du 8me
CoUoque iternational ur laConvention europeenne des droits de I homme, Budapest,
20 4 2 0 5
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Editions du Conseil de I'Europe, 1996, p. 182 A 197, p.

jurisprudence dans le cadre des systmes nationaux 34 . Dans cette
optique, seul un rapport de synergie solide, stable et continuel entre le
milieu international et le milieu interne, dans un contexte de plus grande
efficacit6 du systbne de protection des droits de l'homme, pourra mener
i la "constitutionnalisation" de la Cour europ6enne des droits de
l'homme, comme garant supreme d'un droit commun des libert6s visant
i l'installation d'un ordre public europ6en qui n'inclut pas seulement les
d6mocraties bien enracin6es du vieux continent, mais presque 40 Etats
35

Enfim, en ce qui concerne les fonctions de l'Agent et du co-Agent
dans le cadre de la nouvelle Cour europ~enne des droits de l'homme, il
semble difficile i l'heure actuelle d'esquisser la nature et la port~e des
changements lins au fonctionnement et l'organisation de la proc6dure
de la nouvelle Cour. Des indications utiles i ce sujet nous seront
fournies par le texte du nouveau R6glement de la Cour qui toutefois n'a
pas encore 6t6 adoptS.
Si, d'une part, par la suppression de la Commission, on 6vitera de
doubler, r~pter une deuxinme fois les activit6s relatives i l'introduction
des m~moires ou i tout autre genre d'activit6 d'information, il est
6galement vrai que la nature permanente du nouvel organe comportera
une organisation diffrente des temps et des modes de travail. Une autre
inconnue est celle lie i la possibiit6, pour l'individu, d'activer
directement le syst~me et la procedure de renvoi et de dessaisissement.
Une modification importante qui aura certainement des cons&quences
pour l'organisation de la procedure et les fonctions exerc~es par le coAgent en tant que membre de la Representation permanente, est la
suppression des fonctions dicisionnelles du Comit des Ministres,
actuellement exerc6es en vertu de l'article 32 de la Convention.
L'anomalie que nous avons mentionne relative i l'attribution de
pouvoirs de nature juridictionnelle i un organe politique a t& &limine,
et avec elle aussi l'existence du r6le, dans la personne du Reprsentant

'" A. Drzemczewski et J. Meyer-Ladewig.," Principales caract~ristiques du
nouveau mcanisme de contr6le 6tabli par la CEDH suite au Protocole n' 11, sign6 le 11
mai 1994", Revue universelle des droits de Ihomme, (Kehl, Germany), vol. 6, n' 3,
82
1994, p. A83.
31Sur lanotion d'ordre public europden, voir U. Leanza, "Brevi osservazioni
sulla posizione del Govemo italiano in merito all'adesione della Comunit, europea alla
Convenzione dei diritti dell'uomo". Studi in onore di Giuseppe Vedovato, (Firenze) vol.
2, 1997, p. 559 i 574, en particulier p. 573 A574.

permanent pros le Conseil de l'Europe ou son dlegu6, le co-Agent, de
partie d6fenderesse et d'organe jugeant
D'apr~s les considerations ci-dessus expos6es, mcontestablement
apparait 1'exigence de renforcer le bureau de l'Agent et surtout du coAgent, en envisageant par exemple la cr6ation d'un Bureau ad hoc,
ancr6 dans la structure du Ministare des affaires 6trang~res, instal de
faqon stable a Strasbourg et uniquement saisi des questions concernant
la proc6dure devant la Cour. Dans cette perspective, on pourrait penser
i la cr6ation d'une structure bureaucratique flexible, formn6e d'experts
en droit international des droits de l'hornme et en pratique de la
Convention europ6enne, provenant, par exemple, du Barreau de I'Etat
ou du Minist re de la justice et ayant competence par matire et pour les
volets sp~cifiques r6gis par la Convention. Cette structure s'occuperait
de l'6tude des questions soulev6es sur le plan international et de la
d6fense technique de l'Etat, l'Agent gardant sa fonction de liaison avec
les organes 16gislatifs et ex6cutifs de l'Etat et son r6le de surveillance
sur les relations entre le systLrne international et interne par rapport soit
i la sauvegarde des principes g6n6raux du syst~me de l'Etat soit i la
verification de l'uniformit6 et de l'homog6neit6 de la 16gislation interne
concern6e par 'application de la Convention europ6enne des droits de
l'homme.

INTERNATIONAL LITIGATION AND PEACEFUL
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES: A CASE STUDY OF
CERTAIN PHOSPHATE LANDS IN NA URU
V. S. Mani*
I. Introduction
One of the major contributions of modern international law is
the emergence of the principle of peaceful settlement of international
disputes as jus cogens' along with the development of international
organization seeking to provide some institutional support to the
principle. Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations reflects the
confluence of these two strands of evolution.
At least four major operational ramifications of the principle
of peaceful settlement of disputes may be identified for the present
purposes. 2 First, it is generally agreed, the principle applies to all
international disputes, not merely to those which are likely to endanger
international peace and security. Second, the obligation of States to
strive for peaceful settlement of a dispute is continuous: it remains
unfulfilled so long as the dispute remains unresolved. In other words,
failure of a dispute settlement means does not terminate or exhaust the
obligation; the States parties to the dispute have an obligation to
continue to seek its peaceful settlement by other means. Third, the
continuing obligation to seek peaceful settlement of the dispute, gives
rise to a further obligation - also based on the principle of good faith on the part of not only the States parties to the dispute, but also all other

* Professor, International Legal Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal
Nehru University, New Delhi, India; Secretary-General, Indian Society of International
Law, New Delhi; Former Agent and Counsel for the Republic of Nauru before the
International Court of Justice in the Case concerning Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru
(Nauru v. Australia), Preliminary Objections. Judgement. l.C.J. Reports 1992. p. 240.
See generally the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations (resolution 2625 (XXV), annex) of 24 October 1970. For a study of the
declaration, see V.S. Mani, Basic Principles of Modern International Law (New Delhi,
Lancers Books, 1993).
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See generally the travaux preparatoires of the principle in the Friendly Relations
Declaration, in Mani, note 1, pp. 97-136.

States, to refrain from aggravating the dispute or frustrating the dispute
settlement process.
Finally, the dispute settlement obligations must be pursued in
accord with the principle of sovereign equality. This implies sovereign
equality in the freedom of choice of peaceful means of settlement, as
well as sovereign equality in the process of dispute settlement through
a mutually agreed means. It underscores voluntarism as the basis of
selection of a dispute settlement means. The parties to dispute may
agree on any peaceful means of their choice: they may even agree on
more than one means, whether to be pursued simultaneously or
successively.
The complementary role of the International Court of Justice
infacilitating dispute settlement alongside one or the other peace means
has not been widely noted as it should be. Addressing the General
Assembly of the United Nations on 15 October 1993, the then President
of the Court, Sir Robert Jennings, made a special mention of the Case
concerning Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru (Nauru v. Australia),
Preliminary Objections, Judgement, I.C.J. Reports 1992, p. 240,
hereinafter referred to as the Nauru case, (along with two other cases):
"...because they illustrate a new role for the Court,
unimagined by earlier commentators on the
adjudication process in international matters. In all
these instances of settlement, or attempted
settlement, by negotiations after the time when the
Court has been seized of a case, some part of the
procedures of the Court, such as written pleadings, or
indeed a hearing and decision on a preliminary
phase, such as jurisdiction or interim measures, had
been completed. Thus, it was the intervention of
some part of the procedures before the Court which
apparently not only made further negotiations in this
new context possible but made it possible for them to
succeed.
In this way, the Court procedure is beginning to be seen as a
resort to be employed in a closer relationship with normal diplomatic
negotiation. No longer is resort to the International Court of Justice
seen, to use the traditional phrase, as a 'last resort' when all negotiation

has finally failed."
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The present essay is an attempt to adumbrate on the use of the
facility of the Court's contentious jurisdiction for resolution of a long
standing dispute by the applicant party in the Nauru case. It consists of
five parts. The first part consists of a narrative of the dispute; the
second deals with the planning and preparation of the litigation before
the Court; the third dwells on the case before the Court including the
implications of the Court's Preliminary Objections Judgment; the fourth
presents the settlement out of Court; and the final part embodies some
conclusions drawn from the Nauru experience.
I. The Nauru Dispute
Nauru's dispute with Australia has been, at its core, a typical
colonial dispute, but its spread was much vaster; more than that, it
involved the conduct of an Administering Power in performance of its
obligations under a Trusteeship Agreement with the United Nations; it
involved questions of self-determination including the permanent
sovereignty over natural resources of a colonial people; it involved
compulsory acquisition of property with highly inadequate or no
compensation: it involved questions of environmental law obligations
relating to mining of an 'international' (i.e. trust) territory; it involved
questions of compatibility of the obligations of an Administering Power
under international decolonisation regime in respect of a "sacred trust
of civilization", with its pursuit of commercial monopoly in exploitation
of the natural resources of the territory; it involved issues of abuse of
rights and unjust enrichment on the part the Administering Power in
respect of its administration of the colonial territory; it involved issues
of lack of good faith in performance of procedural obligations on the
part of the Administering Power vis-a-vis the international organisation.
Finally, it also involved the issue of adequacy or otherwise of the role
played by the international organisation in supervision of a "sacred trust
of civilization". Yet, not all these issues figured before the Court for
its adjudication.
Nauru is a single high coral island atoll on a volcanic platform,
situated some 33 miles to the south of the Equator in the mid-Pacific
Ocean. With an area of 21 sq. kilometers, the island was covered with

'I.CJU. Yearbook 1993-1994, p. 219 atp. 220

phosphate deposits except for a narrow coastal belt and a smaller area

around the central lagoon. Phosphate mining involves clearing of the
topsoil with its rich indigenous vegetation (and biodiversity) and

removal of phosphate rich subsoil, leaving only a number of coral
pinnacles in the mined out lands which resemble a moonscape.

Nauru became a 'colonial protectorate' in the German Empire
in 1888. As phosphate was discovered in 1900, a German company was

granted an exclusive mining concession, which was later (1905)
transferred to an Anglo-German consortium incorporated in Britain.
Phosphate exploitation began in 1907. In 1914 upon the outbreak of
the First World War, Nauru was taken over by the Australian forces.
With an eye on phosphate, Australia wanted to annex Nauru, but New
Zealand, the United Kingdom and most importantly the Versailles Peace
conference, came in the way. It was no longer fashionable to annex
foreign territories, but they could be 'legitimately' exploited "as a
sacred trust of civilization" under a League of Nations mandate: The
Nauru mandate agreement was approved by the League in December
1920. However, to be doubly cautious, Australia, New Zealand and the
United Kingdom formally bought off the phosphate mining concession
from the Anglo-German company at a price of 3.5 million pounds
and this they did just six months before the Mandate Agreement was
approved. In words, just before the mandate system became applicable
to Nauru, an Australian-New Zealand - British condominium over the
phosphate resources of Nauru (British Phosphate Commiskioners or
BPC) came into existence and thenceforth successfully insulated all
matters relating to phosphate industry from the purview of the mandate.
The three 'partner' governments also authorised Australia to take
control of the administration of Nauru. Since then, Nauru, a Class C
mandate, was administered as if it were a part of the territory of
Australia. The erstwhile German laws were abolished. Along with
these were abolished the requirements of just compensation for mining
of phosphate, and of restoration of mined out lands. The triumvirate
condominium over phosphate and the Australian Administration
breached the customary land rights of Nauruans, and undertook
exploitation of the phosphate resources of Nauru to provide fertilizers
at cost price primarily for Australian farmers. This deprived Nauruans
of an estimated phosphate revenue of A$ 350 million to A$ 1 billion
over the period until Nauru's independence, besides other losses such
as those relating to land use.
The Second World War witnessed the Japanese forces taking

control of Nauru in 1942 and subjecting the Nauntans to untold miseries
and cruel experiences. The Australians recaptured the island in
september 1945. The Trusteeship Agreement for Nauru was approved
in 1947 by the General Assembly of the United Nations. 4 It permitted
the 1919-20 system of economic exploration of Nauru to continue. It
designated Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom "as the
joint Authority which will exercise the administration of the territory"'
but clarified that the actual administration was to be run by Australia,
until otherwise agreed to by the three partner governments.' This
position of Australia in the governance of Nauru was reconfirmed on
a permanent basis by a tripartite Nauru Agreement in 1965.'
The problem of inhospitable condition of the mined out of
lands was recognized by Australia itself." The Trusteeship Council kept
reminding Australia that "the needs of the inhabitants must have
precedence" over the so-called requirements of the phosphate industry.'
The reports of the Administering Authority on Nauru have, by and
large, been a consistent exercise in suppressio veri et suggestiofalsi, in
spite of repeated calls for additional information by the Council. Often
the United Nations Visiting Missions who went to Nauru biannually

gained a feel of the ground realities of the colonial exploitation
practised by Australia in Nauru.

Even while making a show of 'grant' of self-government to
Nauru, Australia made sure that it came in very small doses which did
precious little to dismantle the regime of economic exploitation erected
in 1919-1920. For instance, the Nauru Agreement Act of 1965, while
providing for an elected Legislative Council for Nauru, denied the
Council of any legislative power relating to phosphate industry
including the ownership, operation and control of the industry,

4

General Assembly resolution 140 (11)of 1 November 1947.
'Article 2 of the Trusteeship Agreement.
'Article 4 of the Trusteeship Agreement
7Article 1 (2)& (3) of the Nauru Agreement of 26 November 1965. The Agreement
was given legislative effect by the Australian Commonwealth Parliament which enacted
the Nauru Actin 1965.
' For an early acknowledgment of the problem by Australia, see its Report to the
Trusteeship Council 6 August 1948-22 July 1949, Official Records of the General
Assembly, 4th session, supplement No. (1949), p. 74.
'Ibid., p. 76. So did the General Assembly of the United Nations. In resolution 322
(V)of 15 November 1949, the Assembly reaffirmed "the principle that the interests of
the indigenous inhabitants must be paramount in all economic plans or policies in trust
territories...".

phosphate royalties and the ownership and control of the phosphate
bearing lands."0
Since 1949 the Trusteeship Council and the General Assembly
continually expressed concern over a number of aspects of the
administration of Nauru -- possibility of making use of worked-out
phosphate lands," low level of phosphate royalties paid to Nauruans,12
future home for Nauruans," and the transfer of control of phosphate
industry operations to the Nauruan people."
In 1962 the Trusteeship Council recognized "the strongest
obligation" on the part of the Administering Authority which had
"benefited from low price, high quality phosphate over the many years...
to provide the most generous assistance towards the cost of whatever
settlement scheme is approved for the future home of the people of
Nauru". It also noted the declaration of the Administering Authority
that it "will be mindful of its obligation to provide such assistance"."
After the disagreement over the relocation of the Nauruan
population in one of the Australian islands -- the disagreement being
total exercise of Australian sovereignty versus preservation of the
Nauruan identity -- , the proposal for relocation fell through and
Nauruans asserted their right to stay in their traditional homeland. The
1965 General Assembly resolution which asked the Administering
Authority to establish a Legislative Council for Nauru and grant
independence not later than 31 January 1968, also requested that
"immediate steps be taken by the Administering Authority towards
restoring the Island of Nauru for habitation by the Nauruan people as a

10 Article

1 (2) (a) of the 1965 Act.

" See Report ofthe Trusteeship Council 18 December 1951- 24 July 1952, Official
Records of the General Assembly. 7th Session, Supplement No. 4 (A/2150), p. 262.
Report of the Trusteeship Council 17 July 1954-22 July 1955, Official Records of the
GeneralAssembly, 10th Session, Supplement No.4 (A/2933), p. 220.
12 Report of the Trusteeship Council 1955-1956, Official Records of the General
Assembly, 1 I th Session, Supplement No.4 (A/3170) p. 333.
13Report of the Trusteeship Council 1961-1962. Official Records of the General
Assembly, 17th Session, Supplement No.4 (A/5204), p. 41.
14General Assembly

Resolution 222 1(XXI) of 20 December 1966.

" Report of the Trusteeship Council 1961-1962, p.41. This undertaking was
reaffirmed in 1963. See Report of the Trusteeship Council 1962-1963, Official Records
of the GeneralAssembly, 18th Session, Supplement No.4 (A/5504), p. 28.

sovereign nation"."
Because of the pressure exerted by world public opinion, the
triumvirate grudgingly agreed to transfer the phosphate industry to
Nauruan control in 1967. However, negotiations both inside and
outside the United Nations concerning rehabilitation of mined out
phosphate lands reached a dead-end. Nauruans did not want this to be
a stumbling block in the process of their independence." Thus Nauru
became independent on 31 January 1968.
Since it became independent, Nauru raised the issue of
rehabilitation of mined out lands with Australia, as well as with the
United Kingdom and New Zealand, both formally and informally on
several occasions. Nonetheless, the Nauruan attempts met with
stonewalling by the three former 'partner' governments. The latter
repeated their stock reply -- that they had no obligation in respect of
rehabilitation of lands, worked out by them during the Mandate and
Trust administrations of Nauru, that the agreement on Phosphate
Industry worked out in 1967 on the eve of independence was an
adequate settlement of all issues outstanding at that time between the
two sides, and that the United Nations did not leave the rehabilitation
issue speciaUy active through independence. In 1987 they went ahead
to dissolve their tripartite entity involved in phosphate industry in the
South Pacific (BPC) and distributed among themselves all its funds and
assets without awaiting the settlement of the Nauruan claim.
M. Planning and preparation of the litigation before the
International Court of Justice
The issue of rehabilitation was raised by Nauru intermittently
with Australia and the other two 'partner' governments since 1969. It
figured regularly in the Nauru President's annual Independence Day
address to the nation. Through the seventies, Nauru thought that
Australia and others would begin negotiations. That was not to be.
Finally, in early 1981, the Nauru Government decided to examine the
option of litigation. Should Nauru pursue its case before the national
courts of the former 'partner' States? Was exhaustion of national

" General Assembly resolution 2111 (XX) of 21 December 1965. This was
repeated in 1966. See General Assembly resolution 2221(XXI) of 20 December 1966.
"'See the statement by Head Chief Hammer DeRoburt of Nauru, Trusteeship
Council, 13th special session, 22-23 November 1967, p. 3.

procedures a condition precedent for institution of proceedings before
the International Court of Justice?

Even as the above questions were being examined, a larger
question of legal and political importance cropped up. The Government
of Nauru wanted to ensure a national consensus and organise the
available evidence on the issue. Further, it also wanted to examine the
question of rehabilitation of all mined out phosphate lands -- lands
mined out under colonial administration, as well as those to be mined
out until exhaustion of all phosphate deposits. 8 A so-called expert
committee appointed by the Australian administration in response to the
pressures of the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1965 had
found that rehabilitation was an exercise too costly to be practicable.
It was thought worthwhile to re-examine the validity of the custommade conclusions of such expert committees appointed by the colonial
administration. All this thinking led to the appointment of an
independent Commission of Inquiry in 1986.
The Commission of Inquiry comprised three members -Professor (now Vice-President of the ICJ) C.G.Weeramantry
(Chairman), Mr. R.H. Challan (an Environmental Engineer from
Queensland, Australia) and Mr. Gideon Degidoa (a respected senior
Nauruan). Professor Barry Connell, an Australian international lawyer
and former Chief Secretary of Nauru was appointed counsel for the
Commission. The Commission was mandated to inquire into two
questions, namely (a) the government(s) and organisation(s) who should
accept the responsibility for rehabilitation of phosphate lands worked
out during colonial administration, and (b) feasibility of the
rehabilitation of such lands and its estimated cost. The access to the
'Commission was open for all. It held hearings in Nauru, Australia and
New Zealand. It met, both formally and informally, a large number of
people and companies in these places, as well as in New York, London
and Geneva. It met common Nauruans in various district meetings
mainly to find out what exactly they understood and expected by
rehabilitation. It was indeed an independent Commission in the sense

11Article of 83 (2) of the 1968 Constitution of Nauru proclaims that it shall not be the
responsibility of the Government ofNauru to rehabilitate the phosphate lands mined out
before I July 1967.

that it had total freedom of action. 9 While the Commission succeeded
in procuring considerable quantity evidence from distant sources such
the United Nations and the United Kingdom Public Records Office, the
three former 'partner' governments were most uncooperative
throughout; they refused to not only participate in the Commissions'
proceedings, but also successfully kept the lid on the BPC phosphate
industry records rather firmly. Even avenues such as the Australian
Freedom of Information Act were frustrated by the delaying tactics of
the Australian Government.
Be that as it may, the Weeramantry Commission submitted its
10 volume report in November 1988. It held the three former partner
governments responsible for the rehabilitation of lands worked out
during colonial administration. It concluded that rehabilitation was
feasible. Rehabilitation did not mean mere refilling or resoling of
craters; but getting the worked out land ready for preferred land use
development.
The Commission of Inquiry fulfilled all what was expected of
it mobilisation of a national consensus, triggering of a feeling of public
participation in the national decision-making on rehabilitation,
collection and organisation of evidence in respect of colonial
rehabilitation issue, collection of information on technical and financial
issues relating to rehabilitation and developmental planning, and
initiation of some regional pressure to bear upon Australia and New
Zealand.
As the Commission was set to work, the Government of Nauru
sought and received legal opinions on the issue of responsibility for
rehabilitation of phosphate lands worked out during colonial
administration. The objective was twofold. One, this was necessary to
assist the presentation of the Government's position before the
Commission. Second, equally important, in this way the Government
could get some eminent legal experts morally committed in respect of
its case, thereby depriving the other party of their services, should the
matter mature into a litigation.

9

See C. Weerarnantry, EnvironmentalDamage under InternationalTrusteeship,

(Oxford, Melbourne, 1992), p. ix. See also B. Macdonald, In Pursuit of the Sacred
Trust: Trusteeship and Independence in Nauru (New Zealand Institute of International
Affairs, Occasional Paper No. 3, Wellington, 1998), p. 68.

Copies of the Weeramantry Commission's Report were sent to
all the three former partner governments with a request that in the light
of this report, they reconsider their position and express willingness for
a negotiated settlement. The partner governments through nearly
identical replies advised Nauru that there was no change in their earlier
position, that they had no legal responsibility for rehabilitation and that
the 1967 settlement had amply provided for it.
So there was nothing further to negotiate. Hence litigation. It
was already decided that there was no need to proceed with litigation
under the municipal laws of the three countries. Nor was there any use
( remedy). The issue essentially related to the breach of a public,
government (Crown) trust and there are a number of cases in the three
countries ruling out any justiciable obligations.' Since the issue related
to governmental trust, it was decided, that it was pre-eminently a matter
for litigation based on public international law; for such cases, the rule
of exhaustion of local remedies would not apply. It may be of interest
to note that Australia did not raise any preliminary objection based on
non-exhaustion of remedies before the International Court of Justice.
A legal team was formed to pursue the international litigation
option, soon after the presentation of the Weeramantry Commission's
Report. With Professor Ian Brownlie of Oxford as the team leader, the
team included Professor James Crawford of Cambridge, Professor Barry
Connell of Monash, Professor V. S. Mani of Jawaharlal Nehru
University, and Mr. Leo Dkeke, a senior Nauruan lawyer. Prof. Connell
was a former Chief Secretary of Nauru and Prof. Mani was Chief
Secretary for most part of the duration of the litigation and proceedings
of the Commission of Inquiry. The composition of the legal team in
terms of the qualifications, intellectual biases if any, and suitability of
each of its members, had been elaborately discussed in the Nauru
Cabinet, and there was some discussion in the Nauru Parliament as well.
The timing of the lodging of Nauru's application instituting
proceedings before the ICJ was itself considered important. Given the
accession of Nauru to the Statute of the ICJ, it was theoretically possible
for Australia and other partner governments to withdraw their respective

I See particularly Tito v. Waddell, All EnglandReports (1977-111), p. 129. This
case related to issues very akin to Nauru's case, the British judge holding that the matter
fell within the discretionary realm of the Crown.

Optional Clause declarations.
Formulation of the Nauruan Application was based on
considerable deliberation. Although Nauru did have three other major
claims -- deprivation of property in phosphate, deprivation of
opportunity revenue from phosphate at world market price, and war
damage claims - , it was decided to confine the Application to the
rehabilitation claim. To guard against the flood-gates argument, it was
also decided to present the case in terms of the Trusteeship Agreement
and the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, read
with the principle of self-determination, rather than as an environmental
claim
As an offshoot of the main rehabilitation claim, Nauru decided
to make an additional claim for its share in the overseas assets of the
BPC's phosphate industry as they stood in 1987.
Again, it was a deliberate decision to proceed against Australia
alone. From Nauru's point of view, Australia was the colonial power
-- the Australian flag flew over Nauru, Australia appointed its
administrators, Australia made laws for its administration. These, more
than anything else dominated the deliberations.
Indeed, Nauru, one of the smallest countries in the world, felt
safe to go before the International Court of Justice, a forum which

ensured sovereign equality, unlike the political forums of other
international organisations. Presidents Ruda and Jennings made sure
that the principle was consistently observed in all procedural matters as
well.
Nauru resorted to litigation before the ICJ as the last resort.
There was no possibility of negotiation in sight. It opened up only after

the Court's judgment on jurisdiction.
1V. The Case before the International Court of Justice
The case was instituted by the Nauruan application on 19 May
1989. Within the time limit fixed for the filing of its Counter-Memorial,

Australia filed its Preliminary Objections to the Court's jurisdiction and
admissibility of the case.
Australia raised six major preliminary objections. Among

them were those relating to non-survival of the dispute after termination
of the Trusteeship, laces, and laches, of good faith, but the most
important of them was that of non-maintainability of the case for nonimpleading of other essential parties, namely the United Kingdom and
New Zealand. Rejecting this latter prelininary objection, the Court held
that "In the present case, the determination of the responsibility of New
Zealand or the United Kingdom is not a prerequisite for the
determination of the responsibility of Australia, the only object of
Nauru's claim"' This it did, despite conceding that "In the present case,
a finding by the Court regarding the existence or the content of the
responsibility attributed to Australia by Nauru might well have
implications for the legal situation of the two other States concerned"...?
It was not necessary for the Court to determine the responsibility of
those two States before determining that of Australia. Reserving the
question whether the responsibility of the three States was joint, or joint
and several, the Court ruled:
"It cannot be denied that Australia had
obligations under the Trusteeship Agreement, in its
capacity as one of the three States forming the
Administering Authority, and there is nothing in the
character of that Agreement which debars the Court
from considering a claim of a breach of those
obligations by Australia"."
The Nauruan claim for a share in the overseas assets of the
BPC phosphate industry in 1987 was held inadmissible as "it constitutes
both in form and in substance, a new claim".It is worth noting that the Court's judgment lists His
Excellency Hammor DeRoburt as a member of Nauru team during the
oral hearing. It appears that there was some hesitation on the part of the
Australian team to allow him to be recognised as such. However, Nauru
was happy to hear that Canberra intervened, in the meantime, and that
there was no difficulty for the Court to recognise DeRoburt as a Counsel
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2 Ibid., p. 261.
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for Nauru; he was so addressed by the Court.2 It was important for
Nauru to have presented him before the Court. Since his health was
constantly failing, it was thought it advisable not to wait for the merits
stage to produce him as a key witness for Nauru: he was witness to the
unfolding of the Nauruan nationhood, and he had led the Nauruan
struggle for independence. He symbolized Nauru's history. As counsel
for Nauru, he presented the facts of Nauru's case before the Court in his
own inimitable style. There is no doubt that he added considerable
authenticity to Nauru's case.'
One must add that the working relations of the two legal teams

were very cordial, as noted by President Ruda himself. Both sides even
agreed not to appoint judges ad hoc of their own. This reciprocal waiver
of a rather substantive right was greatly appreciated by the Court.
V. Settlement Out of Court
The judgment of the Court of 26 June 1992 on preliminary
objections established a number of points in favour of Nauru. At the
outset, the Court found that Australia had responsibility of its own in
respect of Trusteeship obligations. If at the merits stage it would be
found that Australia had breached these obligations, it could be asked
to pay reparation. Evidently, the Nauruan case was that these
obligations were breached before the termination of the Trusteeship, and
that the breaches had not been made good so far. The Court also found
that the Nauruan claim subsisted through the Trusteeship termination
and that the General Assembly intended so even when it terminated the
Trusteeship. These implications of the Court's judgment and the fact
that the judgment as a whole was supported by at least a 9 to 4 majority
of the judges indicated that Nauru had an extremely good case on
merits. The victory at the preliminary stage was broadly interpreted in
the South Pacific region as a vindication of the Nauruan claim. This did
exert considerable pressure on Australia -- and New Zealand and the
United Kingdom. Additionally, there was a change of guard in the
Australian Labour Government in Canberra. Keen to prove that

' Indeed, there is no "International Bar" in existence. Nor do the Statute and Rules
of the Court require special qualifications for acting as Counsel before it. For more on
this, see V.S. Mani, InternationalAdjudication: ProceduralAspects (Martinus Nijhoff,

The Hague, 1980). pp 60-69.
' He breathed his last within a month of announcement of the Court's judgment in
1992, extremely happy with the outcome of the case.

Australia could be magnanimous to its smaller Pacific neighbours, the
new Prime Minister, Paul Keating, decided to score a point as well over
his political rival in his own party, Bob Hawke, the outgoing Prime
Minister, and opened the door for fresh negotiations; Nauru on its part
expressed its willingness for a negotiated settlement. It had always
offered to negotiate, even as it instituted proceedings before the Court.
The bilateral negotiations resulted in a comprehensive "NauruAustralia Compact of Settlement" signed on 10 August 1993.27 The
Compact comprised three documents, namely:
(1) An Agreement between Nauru and Australia for the
settlement of the case before the Court;
(2) A Joint Declaration of principles guiding bilateral relations;
(3) A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with a "Side
Document".
In fact the Agreement on the settlement of the case, the MOU
and the Side Document related to the termination of the case before the
Court in consideration of payments of money promised by Australia.
"Wishing to settle amicably the application brought by the Republic of
Nauru against Australia in the International Court of Justice,"'
Australia agreed to pay Nauru "a cash settlement" of A$ 107 million,
payable in two instalments in 1993, one in 1994, and annual instalments
of A$ 2.5 million in real terms for twenty years commencing with the
financial year 1993-1994. At the end of the said twenty year period,
Nauru would continue to receive development cooperation assistance
29
from Australia at a mutually agreed level. "In consequence of the
undertakings by Australia in Article 1," both parties agreed to "take
30
action necessary to discontinue proceedings" before the Court. Nauru
further agreed not to pursue against any or all of the former partner
governments any claim concerning the Mandate or Trust administration,
or pertaining to phosphate mining or the overseas assets of the erstwhile
tripartite BPC phosphate industry.3 The MOU contained a format of the

27 Australian Treaty Series (1993), No. 26.

2' Second preambular paragraph of the Agreement on the case before the Court.
29Article I of the Agreement.
30 Ibid., Article 2. In pursuance of this, the Agents of both countries jointly notified
the Court of their agreement to discontinue the Court proceedings in the Nauru case. See
I.C.J. Reports 1993, pp. 322-323.
" Article 3 of the Agreement.

joint letter of discontinuance of ICJ proceedings to be signed by the
Agents of both parties.
The Side Document dealt with two matters. First, Nauru
expressed its willingness, if requested, to execute an assignment to
Australia of its claims against, the United Kingdom and New Zealand
concerning the administration of Nauru. 2 This comes very close to an
Australian admission ofjoint and several (solidaire)responsibility with
respect to the Mandate and the Trust obligations. Second, Australia
agreed that nothing in the Nauru-Australia Compact of Settlement
would prevent Nauru from pursuing with any third country the matter
of reparations for damage sustained by it during the 1939-1945 war.3
This provision is in fact tautological, for war damage claims
against "any third country" are claims independent of the Mandate and
the Trust administration or other possible claims against the former
partner governments. Indeed, Nauru remains free and entitled to raise
against any State any claim, not arising out of or concerning the
Mandate and Trust administration or its termination or any matter
pertaining to phosphate mining including those pertaining to the
overseas assets of the tripartite phosphate industry, such claim being
outside the purview of the Compact. Australia has, under international
law, no jus standi in respect of such claims of Nauru vis-&-vis third
States.
It must be noted that Australia, while agreeing on "a cash
settlement," made it clear that this was "without prejudice to Australia's
long-standing position that it bore no responsibility for the rehabilitation
of the phosphate lands worked out before I July 1967".' This
reservation had only a political significance, in that it made the Compact
look honourable for Australia. Legally, it had no significance at all.
The judgment of the Court amounted to acceptance of prima facie
maintainability of the Nauruan claim. The development of international
law through the United Nations more than fortifies that claim.
Furthermore, there was nothing in the Compact foreclosing a possible
revival of the claim in case of any material breach of the Agreement by
Australia.

Para. B of the Side Document.
Ibid., par A.

See the last sentence of Article 1 (1) of the Agreement.

-mhe Joint Leclaration o rrincipies utiamg
leions between
Nauru and Australia gave both the countries an opportunity to review
comprehensively their relations since Nauru's independence, and
provided a broad framework for cooperation between then, with regard
not only to rehabilitation, but also other fields. Emphasising the mutual
commitments to regionalism," the Joint Declaration recounted a
number of "basic principles": -- strengthening of close and friendly
relations between the two countries; conduct of relations based on
mutual respect for independence, sovereignty and equality; peaceful
settlement of disputes and non-intervention; just and fair treatment of
nationals of either party; mutually beneficial cooperation and
exchanges, with due regard to the capacity, resources and development
needs of both countries and on mutual respect. It envisaged mutual
cooperation in various fields -- diplomatic and consular; trade and
investment; financial services; aviation and other transport and services;
fisheries surveillance; health and medical services; rehabilitation and
environment; development assistance; communications and travel; legal
fields including cooperation in law enforcement, terrorism and
smuggling; exchanges of students, individuals, officials and
businessmen. It also provides for mutual consultations.
Indeed, the Compact was made possible mainly because of the

Court's preliminary objections judgment. In all probability, Australia
assessed its chances of winning the case through the merits phase to be
rather dim, and finally decided in favour of a friendly settlement out of
Court. The twenty-fourth South Pacific Forum (annual meeting of
Heads of States and Governments of the region) being held in Nauru
gave it a grand occasion for Australia's public relations. The Compact
vastly improved Australia's standing in the Pacific. It was an instance
of tremendous foreign policy success for Australia in the region.

VI. Conclusions
The Nauru case before the International Court of Justice and
its settlement out of Court constitute a standing testimony to the

extremely pivotal role played by the Court in influencing the parties to
arrive at a mutually acceptable settlment. Nauru went to the Court
against Australia having reached a dead-end in diplomacy. Indeed,

diplomacy had been a non-starter; there was no negotiation worth the

11Three of the preambular paragraphs of the Joint Declaration highlighted this.

name. Australia and its other two former partners were not willing to
come to the negotiating table, as they refused to recognise that there
existed a dispute at all and that they ever had any responsibility to
rehabilitate the phosphate lands mined out during their Mandate and
Trusteeship.
It is not difficult to assume that Australia consulted with its
former partners throughout the case and even while negotiating the
Compact. The simultaneous withdrawals of the records of the BPC
from access to the public evidenced this. So did the near-identical
notes-verbal received by Nauru since the proceedings of the
Weeramantry Commission- During the Court proceedings, Nauru faced
difficulties at the hands of some officials of both Australia and New
Zealand in the region, particularly in regard to aviation and shipping
services. Certain television companies of all the three countries brought
out and telecast programmes condemnatory of Nauru, as if influenced
by their respective governments. It is of particular interest to note that
such programmes were telecast by the British Broadcasting Corporation
during the Court hearings and also just before the Court delivered its
judgment. Any other small country might have crumbled at the
tremendous adversities and adverse international pressure brought to
bear on it but not Nauru. For a small country, going to the
International Court of Justice with a claim against a big country is no
joke. The feeling of animosity such an act engenders is tremendous.
Luckily, Nauru was economically independent; it could afford to be
independent in setting its foreign policy goals and in pursuing them with
dexterity.
However, the Court's judgment with such a substantial
majority, toppled the apple-cart. It instantly opened the door for
negotiations. Thus the Court's role in the Nauru case was to influence
the parties to go for a negotiated settlement Both parties were willing
to negotiate in the face of the Court's judgment Quite possibly, both
the United Kingdom and New Zealand might have equally supported
such settlement - lest the Court should, at the merits phase, uphold the
Nauruan claim. That would have been disastrous from their point of
view, for it would establish a judicial precedent triggering the opening
of the floodgates for the numerous colonial claims to follow close at the
heels of the Nauru case. Some were already waiting for such an
eventuality in the Pacific region. It is not that such colonial claims are
badly placed without the Court's merits judgment in the Nauru case:
there is already a sohd body of international law for them to draw upon.

Nonetheless, they then need to be tested fully before the Court.
The role of the legal adviser on Nauru's side in respect of the
Nauru case has been chiefly complimentary to that of the political
decision-maker. Decisions on the focus of the dispute, how and how
long the dispute must be purused on the diplomatic plane, the choice
and timing of the institution of the case before the International Court
of Justice, and timing and acceptance of the offer of negotiation after the
Court's judgment on preliminary objections, and acceptance of the
settlement of the dispute out of court, have all been pre-eminently
political as they closely related to the identification and execution of the
foreign policy of Nauru. Most of them, save perhaps the settlement
negotiations, were dominated by the thinking and the titanic personality
of the late Hammer DeRoburt. That indomitable Father of Nauruan
independence had identified the task of vindication of Nauru's
rehabilitation claim with his life's mission. Under his leadership, the
Government of Nauru developed a well laid out plan of action in the
early 1980's, constantly sought and evaluated legal advice, and
frequently reported to the Nauru Parliament. The working of the Nauru
legal team was itself a subject of appreciation. It worked as a team, with
considerable interactions and self-critique; and its end products were all
well organized throughout. Much of the credit for this should go to
Professor Ian Brownle.
The single most important procedural decision the Government
took, preparatory to the actual commencement proceedings before the
International Court of Justice, was the appointment of the Weeramantry
Commission of Inquiry, leaving it totally independent in its functioning.
The great utility of the Commission's work was two-fold. One, it
helped organise a great mass of evidence in support of Nauru's claim;
quite possibly, in terms of evidence, Nauru was better placed than
Australia in prosecuting its claim before the International Court of
Justice, and that credit must go to the work of the Commission. Two,
more importantly, the Commission was able to perform considerable
groundwork in respect of the elaborate planning of the actual
rehabilitation for the whole island. Its thoughts and proposals for
secondary mining (the possibility of which was a chance discovery by
the technical member of the Commission), use of pinnacle limestone
for commercial purposes, land reclamation, land uses development,
regional planning, etc., remain valuable. One hopes and trusts that those
will continue to receive serious consideration by both Nauru and
Australia. They would save a lot of time and money spent on further

feasibility studies. Post-judgment settlement negotiations were marked
by the absence of DeRoburt from the centre stage. While the
Government under President Bernard Dowiyogo took the important
policy decisions on acceptance of the Australian offer of negotiation and
on the final settlement reflected in the Compact of 1993, legal advice
was sought on the crucial aspects of quantification of the Nauruan
claim
It may be academic interest to speculate whether continuance
of DeRoburt at the helm of affairs of Nauru would have made any
difference, i.e. whether under his stewardship Nauru would have agreed
to negotiate at all, or for the type of settlement it finally agreed on, and
for the discontinuance of the case before the International Court of
Justice. Having known him as one did, he would probably have
preferred the Court to firmly establish a principle behind the Naurman
claim, as well as the quantification of reparation - or at least a set of
principles guiding such quantification. He had entertained a hurt
feeling, in view of the constant spuming by Australia of the earlier
Nauuan offers of negotiation.
Be that as it may, the post-DeRoburt Government was probably
inweighed by a variety of other considerations -- that the 1992 judgment
was almost a vindication of the Nauruan claim to such an extent that
Nauru had made its point internationally; that as a result of the judgment
and a change of guard in Canberra, Australia wished to regain some of
the lost prestige vis-i-vis its smaller South Pacific neighbors; that
prolonged Court proceedings could mean further drain on the
exchequer, against the prospects of reduced phosphate production.
These were important considerations.
In short, the 1992 judgment of the Court coupled with the
changes of guards both at Nauru and in Canberra seems to have done
the trick, with the legal advisers playing a midwifery role.
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consacre i la Cour mondiale, tr~s peu d'6tudes2 ont port6 sur le r6le
. Professeur A I'Universitd de Paris X-Nanterre et A I'Institut d'dtudes
politiques
de Pans, conseil etavocat dans de nombreuses affaires devant Ia Cour intemationalde
de Justice, Membre et ancien Pr~isdent de Is Commission du droit international
(1989).

La pr~sente contribution, reproduit sous une forme l~g&rement modifi~e et mise i
jour, avec l'aimable autorisation des 6ditions P6done, un article publii sous letitre
"Conseil devant ]a Cour internationale de Justice - Quelques impressions" dans les
Miianges offerts Hubert Thierry - L'ivolution du droit international,Paris, Pddone,
1998, p. 345 1 362.
' Voir en particulier S. Oda, "The International Court of Justice Viewed from the
Bench", Recuei des Cours de Association de Droit nternational 1993-VII, vol. 244,
p. 11 1 190, le Rapport du Groupe d'dtudes 6tabli par le British Institute of
International and Comparative Law (B.I.I.C.L), "The International Court of Justice - Efficiency of Procedures and Working Methods", public en supplenent A
International and Compartive Law Quaerly, Jan. 1996, vol. 45, part I, p. S1-S35 et
reproduit avec des renmarques additionnelles in Bowetr and others, The International
Court of Justice - Process, Practiceand Procedure, Londres, B.I.I.C.L., 1997, p.27
A84 conjointement avec plusieurs contributions introductives et des courientaires, et
It "colloque du cinquanti~me anniversaire", organisi au Palais de Ia Paix en 1996 et
dont lesactes ont tA publi s par C. Peck et IL Lee eds., Increasingthe Effectiveness

of the International Court of Justice, Nijhoff/UNITAR, La Haye/Boston/Londres,
1997, XVI-542 p.).
2 Voir cependant IL Monaco, "Representation des parties devant les instances
intemationales", Festchrflfr Rudolf Bindschedler, Berne, Verlag Stampfli, 1980,
p. 373 i 384 et Keith Highet et James Crawford, "Problems in the Preparation of a
Case :Perceptions of the Parties and the Court" in C. Peck et R, Lee eds., op. cit,
(voir note 1, supra) p. 126 A 164; mais, malgr leurs titres, ces dtudes portent sur la
procedure devant ]aCour en gdn 'al
davantage qu'elles ne sont ax6es sur ler6le des
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des conseils et avocats3 dans la proc&dure. La pr~sente 6tude n'a pas
l'ambition de la combler et son but demeure modeste : il ne s'agit,
dans une perspective tr~s concrete, que de tenter de lever un coin du
voile sur le myst~re qui, aux yeux du profane, entoure une activit6
qui est tr~s largement mconnue malgr6 son importance quantitative
accrue du fait du regain d'activit6 de la Cour elle-m~me.
2.

Sans

doute le metier de Conseil devant la Cour

interationale de Justice (C.I.J) -- car c'est un metier -- demeure-t'il

un 6lment quantitativement bien modeste de la pratique du droit
international auquel le present ouvrage est consacr6. Dans le petit
monde du droit international, on parle couramment de "la mafia de la
C.I.J". Toute connotation delinquante mise i part, il y a de cela ...
Le petit groupe de personnes qui gravitent autour de la Cour
compte, au grand maximum, outre le personnel du Greffe, quelques
dizaines de personnes : les quinze Juges, 6lus par l'Assemblte
genirale et le Conseil de stcurit6 des Nations Unies et renouvelables
par tiers tous les trois ans, le Greffier et le Greffier adjoint, l'un et
l'autre 6lus par la Cour; une tr~s petite poign~e d'interationalistes
r~put~s -- dont les anciens juges -- susceptibles d'etre d~sign~s

comme juges ad hoc, et un groupe, plus important mais limit6 tout de
m~me, de conseils, auxquels on peut ajouter quelques cabinets
conseils dont certains tendent i se sp~cialiser dans les affaires devant
la Cour.
Quelques statistiques portant sur les douze demi~res anntes
3.
d'activit6 de la Cour4 suffisent i 6tablir l'existence d'un "barreau
invisible" aupr~s de la C.I.J. :
conseils et avocats; voir cependant l'introduction de D. Bowett A l'ouvrage pr6cit6,

(voir note 1, supra), "The Conduct of International Litigation", p. I 1 20, qui
prsente les vues, tr~s concretes, d'un conseil particulirement exp~rirnentd.
3 Le Statut et le R glement de la Cour mentionnent toujours conjointement les
conseils et avocats sans indiquer de crit res de distinction entre les uns et les autres
(cf. les articles 42, par. 2 et 3, 43, par. Set 54 du Statut, et 58, para. 2, 61, par. 2 et 4,
et 65 du R~glernent). II est d'usage (mais nullernent obligatoire) de r6server le titre d'
"avocats" aux membres de I'dquipe de conseils qui prennent la parole durant la
procedure orale, tandis que le terme "conseils" vise, d'une fagon plus gen rale,
l'ensernble des juristes associds Ala presentation de I'affaire.
4 Soit de les annees 1986-1998 (ni-octobre); 1986, point de depart de cette
ptriode, constitue une chamire dans la mesure oO c'est I'ann~e o6 a 6t rendu l'arret
"Nicaragua" sur le fond, qui marque sans doute une 6tape-cl dans la vie de Ia Cour
ou, en tout cas, dans la politique des Etats A son dgard : regain de confiance du Tiers
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- Durant cette priode, 21' affaires contentieuses ont &6
plaid~es (i un stade quelconque : mesures conservatoires, exceptions
prjliminaires ou fond)6 ;
- Sixty-six conseils et avocats se sont pr6sentes devant la
Cour (si l'on exclut les conseils purement "maison" c'est a dire les
diplomates ou experts de 'Ittatpattie 7 et les membres des cabinets

conseils, dont le r6le est trts particuier?);
- Mais ce chiffre cache des r~alit~s tr~s diverses puisque 45
n'ont plaid6 que dans une affaire, sept dans deux (souvent pour le
m~me client) et six dans trois affaires; un dans quatre et les cmq
autres respectivement dans six, sept, huit, neuf et dix affaires9.
Ces chiffres n'ont aucune pr6tention scientifique mais ils
confirment assez nettement ce que quiconque connait un peu la Cour
de La Haye sait intuitivement : alors qu'il n'existe strictement aucune
rigle &rite qui r6gisse le statut des conseils devant la Cour, oi tout le
monde et n'importe qui peut plaider, il y a bien une sorte de "barreau
occulte "l composi dun nombre restremt de personnes, une petite

quinzaine, qui se connaissent, qui connaissent la Cour, et auxquelles
les Etats font appel sinon syst~matiquement, du mons de maniere

C'est que le m6tier de conseil devant la Cour mondiale - car
ion peut considerer que c'est un vrai m&ier - est tr~s sp&cial, et il est
Monde, danonciation de ]a clause facultative par les Etats-Unis et, sans doute,
globalernent, tticence accrue des pays occidentaux.
'Ou 22 si l'on conwte pour deux affares celle(s) relative(s) i des Questions
d'ierprdtion et d'application de la Convention de Montreal de 1971 rdsltant de
lr'ddum ablen de Lockerbie. Ce chiffre inclut ]a Demande en examen de la situation
au, litre du paragraphe 63 de larrt rendu par La Cour le 20 dicembre 1974 dans
I'affaire des Eisais nuciaires (Nouvelle-Zdlande c. France), 6cart6e par la Cour par
son ordormance du 22 septembre 1995, (C.IJ. Rec. 1995, p. 288).
611 parait prifrable de ne pas mnclure lea affaires consultatives qui ne donnent pas
toute lieu A une procdure orale et dans lesquelles lea Etats se font en g nO-al (rais
pas toujours exclusivement) repr6senter et conseiller par des membres de la Direction
des Affaires juridiques du Minist r des affaires ftrangres.
7 Cete "categorie" eat ivideimnt subjective et constitue l'un des 6l&ments qui
doivait conduire i relativiser cene "statistique"
'Voir infra, n* 11.
.Anouveau, ces chiffires n'ont nen de rigoureusement scientifique; par exemple
l'avocat qui a plaide dans neufaffaies a 6galement etd conseil dans une dixiie, et il
en eat alld de nerme de celui qui eat apparu dans six affaires devant la Cour.
"*Cornmentant le rapport pr6citd (voir note 1, supra), du Groupe d'6tude du British
Institute, Dame Rosalyn Higgins a utilisd l'expression "the International Bar"(p.

102).

certainement rassurant" et pour les Etats et pour les conseils euxmemes, de travailler avec des gens qui connaissent les "r6gles du jeu"
et ont l'habitude de travailler ensemble, et dont on sait qu'ils ne
feront pas de grosses b~tises, dangereuses pour la cause, toujours
importante, parfois essentielle, qui leur est confie, ou pour la
coh6sion de l'6quipe A laquelle ils appartiennent.
Car le metier de conseil est i la fois solitaire et colligial.
4.
Solitaire, car une bonne partie de son temps est consacre A la
redaction des 6critures de son client ou de ses plaidoiries dans le
silence de son cabinet. Coll6gial - et souvent "convivial" -, car il doit
s'int6grer dans une 6quipe, l'esprit d'6quipe constituant surement
l'une des qualit~s fondamentales que l'on attend d'un bon conseil.
Les articles 42, paragraphes 2 et 3, 43, paragraphe 5, 51 et
5.
54, paragraphe 1, du Statut et 58, paragraphe 2, 61, paragraphes 2 et
4, et 65 du R~glement concernent exclusivement les privileges et
immunit~s des conseils et avocats et leur r6le durant les plaidoiries
orales mais aucune disposition ne r~glemente leur recrutement ou
leurs qualifications, ni leur diontologie 2 .
I1ne serait d'ailleurs pas facile d'imposer des r~gles pr~cises
dans ce domaine car les traditions nationales sont tr~s diverses. Ceci
est tr~s frappant "des l'embauche": les mentalit6s britannique et
frangaise (les deux nationalit6s qui pr6dominent nettement - encore
3
qu'in6galement - dans le "microcosme" de la C.I.J." ) different
considarablement sur ce point; conform~ment i la tradition du

" Malgrd les remarques, parfois agactes, de certains intemationalistes "nonpraticiens" et meme de certains juges, dont on peut comprendre par ailleurs qu'ils
pr6freraient avoir Afaire Aune plus grande palette de conseils : les plaidoiries sont
souvent longues et l'ennui peut naitre de P'uniformith ...; mais on peut comprendre

dgalement que les Etats pr6farent ne prendre aucun risque : une 6quipe enti6ernent
"neuve" serait certainement "A risques"! (Voir sur cc point, les rdflexions de M.
Bedjaoui, "La 'fabrication' des arrets de la Cour internationale de Justice", in Le
droit international au service de la paix, de la justice et du ddveloppement Mdlanges Michel Virally, Paris, P6done, 1991, p. 94 1 95).
2Cf. les regrets de D. F.Vagts, "The International Legal Profession: ANeed for
0
More Governance?", American Journal ofInternationalLaw, vol. 90, n .2, 1996, p.
250 A261, not. p. 260.
3 Parni les quatorze conseils qui ont plaidd dans trois affaires ou plus au cours des

douze derni6res annes, six sont britanniques et quatre fran~ais, les quatre autres 6tant
respectivement am6ricain, australien, beige et uruguayen.
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barreau anglais 4 , les conseils britanniques pratiquent le syst~me de la
"file d'attente" et acceptent les affaires dans l'ordre o/i elles se
pr~sentent sans, en principe, ouvoir se rcuser, ce qui 6vite tout
problme de conscience; les Franqais ne peuvent s'abriter derriere
une telle tradition, d'autant mons qu'6tant tous professeurs
d'Universiti, et non avocats, ils ne sauraient invoquer les r~gles de
diontologie du barreau5 . Seule la conception personnelle qu'il se fait
de son metier peut donc guider le conseil franqais dans le refus ou
6
l'acceptation d'une affaire M
.
6.
Quels que soient les probl~mes personnels, juridiques ou de
conscience, qui peuvent se poser i telle ou telle personne contact~e
par un Gouvernement, les Etats peuvent faire appel pour les
"lassister' 7 i qui bon leur semble. Aucune qualification particulire
n'est exig~e. Le "barreau de la C.I.J." est constimt de
"... those international lawyers who have practiced and
continue to practice as oral advocates before the Court, who
represent a variety of foreign states other than their own
governments, who are well known to the Judges and the
Registrar of the Court, who know how things work out in
practice, and who understand by experience the difficulties,
pitfalls and tricks of the trade"".
'4

Sir S. Roberts ed., Boswell's Life of Samuel Johnson, Londres, Dent and sons

ltd., 1949, vol. 1, p. 342 1 343 ou F. A. Pottle and C. H. Bennett eds., Boswell's
Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson, 1773, Londres, W.

Hemernnn ltd., 1936, pp. 14-15.
11Cf. les P,1gles d~ontologiques du Barreau de Paris (articles 1.3, 2.3.4, 7 et 11).
La "clause de conscience'semble, au demeurant, interpretee plus largement en
France qu'au Royaume-Uni.
6 Bien que 'article 3, alinia 5, du de.cret du 29 octobre 1936 (Journal Officiel de
la Ripublique Franfaise, 31 oct. 1936 p. 11860), fasse thdoriquement obligation aux
professeurs d'Universitd de demander une autorisation au "'Ministre competent"
(6ducation nationale ou affaires 6trang&res?) pour plaider pour un Etat itranger, les
conseils franrais n'ont pas pour pratique de faire d~pendre leur acceptation ou leur
refus d'une affaire de la position du Ministare des affaires itrangtres, qui, au
dermeurant laisse toujours ceux qui le saisissent libres de leur d6cision, tout en leur
dormant, le cas ch~ant, un avis... En revanche, ils ne pourraient, en principe, plaider
contre la France elle-meme sans une autorisation du I36partement (cf. L'alinea 4 de la
ineme disposition); le problme semble cependant ne s'dtre jamais pos6 - il en va
diff renment en droit administratif (cf. C.E., 9 novembre 1954, Bertrand, Leb. p. 583
ou 6 octobre 1976, Badinter et Bredin, Leb. p. 394).

"7Statut, article 42.
8
K.IHighet, "A Personal Memoir of Eduardo Jimenez de Arechaga", American

Society of International Low Proceedings, 1994, p. 579.
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Ce barreau officieux est toutefois caract6ris6 par la
pr6dominance absolue des professeurs d'Universiti : 58 des 66
conseils qui ont plaid6 devant la Cour depuis 198619, 6tant entendu
que certains de ces professeurs sont 6galement avocats 2o et que la
plupart appartiennent i ce que l'on a appelk "the invisible college of
international lawyers"2", a l'exception des sp6cialistes de domaines
techniques de droit interne, qui ont en g6n6ral la nationalit6 de l'une
des parties, et que, quel que soit le titre que les ttats leur donnent,
l'on peut consid6rer davantage comme des experts que comme des
conseils 22 .
Au demeurant, s'il est preferable - mais non n~cessaire d'Etre professeur de droit international pour plaider devant la C.I.J.,
ceci ne constitue pas une condition suffisante. Et deux questions, sont
souvent pos6es aux membres du "barreau invisible" qui gravite
autour du Palais de la Paix : i/ pourquoi et comment devient-on
conseil devant la Cour? ii/ pourquoi et comment int~gre-t'on le
"noyau dur" des conseils?
7.
A vrai dire, une r ponse ferme 4 ces deux questions, li~es,
est i peu pros impossible. Quantit: de facteurs, de natures tr~s
diverses, entrent probablement en jeu : la chance, les circonstances,
les relations, la notori6t6, constituent certainement des facteurs
explicatifs (et ils le sont peu ...) qui permettent de r~pondre i la
question de savoir comment l'on devient conseil; la capacit6 de
travail, le "sens du dossier" et la facult6 i s'int~grer i une 6quipe
expliquent sans doute en partie qu'on le demeure. Mais, selon les cas,
ces facteurs entrent en ligne de compte de mani~re tr~s in~gale et

seule ' "histoire personnelle" de chaque conseil et le contexte
particulier de chaque affaire sont, finalement, pertinents ...

Le plus souvent, l'Etat qui envisage de se pr6senter devant la
8.
Cour fait appel i un conseil -- qui deviendra fr~quemment le "chef de
19Voir supra, n* 3; ce chiffre exclut les avocats membres de cabinets conseils.

20Tel est le cas de tous les conseils britanniques qui sont intervenus durant cette

p6riodc.

21 0. Schachter, "Invisible college of international lawyers", Northwestern
University Law Review, vol. 72, May-June 1977, p.217 A226.
22 Ce sont les Etats qui d6cident i quel titre leurs repr6sentants interviennent
devant la Cour; le Greffe se borne Areproduire fidilernent les indications donn~es i
cet dgard par les Agents.

file" de l'6quipe de plaidoirie. Pourquoi celui-ci plut6t qu'un autre?
Ici encore, il n'y a pas d'explication ginmralement valable : il peut
arriver que cette premire personnait6 contact~e ait conseilli 1'Etat
soit au cours d'une phase antrieure de 'affaire soumise i la Cour,
soit en d'autres circonstances, ou qu'il soit un ami ou un ancien
professeur de l'agent ou du Ministre des affaires 6trang~res, ou mme
qu'il soit choisi apr~s une 6tude soigneuse des arrts rdcents rendus
par la Cour, qui 6num~rent les avocats ayant plaid6 dans chaque
affaire; ilpeut se faire aussi que le conseil ait lui-m~me contact6 les
autorit6s de I'Etat en cause et lui ait offert ses services.
L'Etat peut proc~der simultan~ment et directement au
recrutement de l'ensemble de ses conseils, mais, bien souvent, le
premier contact6 reconmmande i son tour le nom de coll~gues
possibles. Ceci 6tant, les possibilit6s de choix sont, sans doute, moins
grandes qu'il y parait et elles ne sont en tout cas pas illimit~es23 . Les
1ments suivants doivent, en particulier, ftre pris en considuration :
-

11
est
indispensable
d'assurer
la
cohesion
"psychologique" de la future 6quipe, dont les Membres
devront aider 'Etat i d~finir sa strat~gie judiciaire et se
retrouveront i de multiples occasions pour de longs
"conclaves", y compris, mais pas seulernent, au moment
des plaidoiries orales 24;

-

H

-

Surtout, et c'est un point absolument fondamental, il est
essentiel que l'6quipe ainsi constitute realise un

faut songer 6galement i la complimentarit6 des
sp~cialisations :si le "noyau dur" des conseils est plut6t
"g'nraliste" et, ds lors, assez "interchangeable",
certaines affaires portent sur des problkmes bien dafinis
et relativement techniques pour lesquels la presence, au
sein de l'6quipe, de sp6cialistes peut Etre utile2;

" Sur ]aconstitution de I'equipe, voir lapresentation - trs voisine de celle faite
ci-aprs - par D. Bowett, op. cit. supra note. l, p. 12 i 14.
24
Voir infra, n* 15.
2 Au demeurant, rane si la pr6sence de ces specialistes est rassurante - y compris
, it faut sans doute se garder de toute "hyperpour lesautres conseils -spialisation": les Juges aussi sont, en rfgle gan6rale, des "internationalistes
gen~ralistes" et it peut 8tre "contre-productif'" de leur prasenter des argumentations
qui deviennent 6sotriques Aforce de technicit6.
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6quilibre g~ographique raisonnable, ou, plut6t, une
combinaison harmonieuse des syst~mes juridiques et
des langues de plaidoirie.
L'6quilibre linguistique est le plus 6vident. Aux termes de
9.
l'article 39 du Statut, "[1]es langues officielles de la Cour sont le
frangais et l'anglais", et si les Parties peuvent se mettre d'accord pour
fixer "la langue dont ilsera fait usage", les Etats n'ont que rarement
eu recours i cette facult626 ; et ceci est sans doute justifi6 :meme si les
Parties ont en commun l'usage de l'anglais ou du frangais, ilne faut
pas oublier que les juges sont, eux, soit francophones, soit
2
anglophones", et, pour certains d'entre eux ", tr~s sensibles i l'usage
de la langue qui leur est la plus famili~re.
Toutefois, cet 6quilibre linguistique n'est que l'un des
aspects de 1'6quilibre global des "horizons juridiques" auquel doit
tendre la composition d'une 6quipe de plaidoirie devant la Cour.
Celui-ci est impos6 par la composition m~me de la Cour qui,
conform6ment aux dispositions de l'article 9 du Statut, doit assurer
"dans l'ensemble la representation des grandes formes de civilisation
et des principaux syst~mes juridiques du monde". On peut ergoter sur
la mani~re dont cette representation est assur~e, mais, globalement,
elle l'est :huit juges appartiennent clairement i la culture juridique
"latine" ou romano-germanique, tandis que quatre sont impr~gn~s de
common law, les autres 6tant plus difficilement classables; ceci
constitue un 6quilibre tout i fait satisfaisant i maints 6gards, mais ne
facilite la vie ni des Parties, ni des juges, puisque les uns doivent se
faire comprendre par des juges relevant de syst~mes juridiques
diff~rents, et les autres sont tenus d'aboutir A une solution reposant
sur un raisonnement unique29 . I est donc de premiere importance que
26Les seuls accords expr~s en ce sens sont 1' "Acte de Lima" du 31 aoft 1949, qui
constitue le Compromis dans l'affaire du Droit d'asile entre ]a Colombie et le Perou
(Rec. 1950, p. 267) et le Compromis du 16 septembre 1983 dans
(point 3.c) C.I.J.
CI.S
I'affaire du Difftrendfrontalierentre leHaute-Volta et leMali (article 111.1)
(Rec. 1986, p. 557). Pour lesprecedents devant laCour permanente de justice
intemationale, voir G. Guyomar, Commentaire du Riglement de la Cour
internationalede Justice, Paris, P~done, 1983, p. 320.
27 k F'heure actuelle (octobre 1998), neuf Juges se declarent anglophones et six,
francophones; laplupart, mais pas tous, ont cependant des connaissances suffisantes
pour pouvoir lire, et, parfois, r6diger, dans l'autre langue officielle.
juges francophones...
2"Surtout les
29Cette contrainte est attinu6e par lapossibilit6, ouverte aux Juges de lamajoritd
par 'article 57 du Statut, de joindre leur opinion individuelle.
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les conseils puissent apprihender les probl~mes en fonction de
diverses "sensibilits juridiques" et qu'ils s'efforcent d'en faire la
synth se, ce qui n'est guire possible si l'&quipe elle-mime n'est pas
compos6e de manire pluriellee.
Ulest donc absolument indispensable que celle-ci comprenne
des conseils qui sachent parler une "langue juridique" qui puisse 8tre
comprise par un Juge frangais, issu du Conseil d'ttat, comme par un
Juge britannique, ancien Queen's Counsel, par un Brisilien aussi bien
que par un Chinois, un Russe ou un Sri Lankais ... Faute d'
"esperanto du droit" universellement reconnu, ce melting pot
juridique ne peut etre garanti que par la diversit6 d'origine des
conseils, ce qui exclut tout monolithisme.
Longtemps, les "grandes puissances", en particulier, les
Etats-Unis, la France et le Royaume-Uni, n'ont pas compris cela et
n'ont fait appel, pour les assister, qu'i leurs propres ressortissants".
Ce n'est pas de bonne politique, et la France, qui a rompu avec cette
tradition en 1995 dans l'affaire (ou la "non-affaire"...) de la
Demande en examen de la situation dans l'affaire des Essais
nuc/aires contre la Nouvelle-Z7lande, a certainement tout lieu de se
f6liciter d'avoir fait appel, i c6t6 de professeurs ftangais, i un
barristerbritannique, ancien Conseiller juridique du Foreign Office".
10.
Une fois le conseil recrt, il s'intgre dans une 6quipe. Elle
se compose d'abord de l'Agent, qui la dirige et reprdsente l'Etat
Ces pr6cautions sont moins indispensables devant te Chambre, si la diversit&

des syst6rnes juridiques auxquels ses membres appartiennent est moindre. Ainsi, dans
'affaire du Diffirendfrontalierentre le Burkina Faso et la R£-publique du Mali, la
Clambre ne comprenait aucun juge pouvant etre considtre comne un put "common
lawyer" et il en est al6 de mane des 6quipes de conseils des deux Parties, dont toutes

le plaidoiries ont ti faries en franais. 11nen reste pas moins que Ic droit
international est un et que la "monoculture" juridique d'une juridiction appel6e A
rappliquer ou des conseils Ct avocats qui assistent les Etats risque d'etre source
d'appauvrissernent de la jurisprudence.
" Du moins officiellement, car on peut citer des affaires auxquelles Pun de ces

Etats a 6t6 partie et s'est assurd des services de conseillers 6trangers, qui, parfois, ont
dmhm
si6g6 non pas avec 1'6quipe de plaidoirie devant la Cour, mais juste derri'e
lle et ont, par leur attitude, clairement rvl qu'ils 6taient tri~s directement
impliquds.
uaLots de Pexamen, en 1998, des exceptions prdliminaires qu'ils ont opposees a la
requete de la Libye dans l'affaire relative A des Questions d'interpritation et
d'application de la Convention de Montr&aI de 1971 rdsultant de I'incident de
Lockerbie, les tats-Unis ont fait appel Aun conscil franfais.
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partie 3 et qui effectue en son nom tous les actes de proc6dure34 , et de
conseils.
Le nombre de ceux-ci ne r6pond i aucune r~gle g~n~rale :il
depend de la difficult6 de l'affaire et de l'importance, 6ninemment
subjective, que lui attache l'Etat en cause. Tout ce qu'il est possible
de dire i cet 6gard est que l'quipe ne doit etre ni trop nombreuse, ni
trop restreinte : outre la charge excessive de travail qui peut en
r~sulter pour les conseils et la responsabilit6 demesur~e pesant sur ses
membres35 , une 6quipe trop resserr~e pr6sente l'inconv~nient de

n'etre pas suffisamment diversifiie36 et de ne permettre qu'un

6change trop limit6 de points de vue 37; si elle est trop large, sa
cohesion est menac~e, le partage des tiches entre les conseils pose
des probl~mes difficiles et la coordination devient un veritable cassetate 3s;en outre, le cofit de l'affaire s'en trouve in6vitablement accru
pour le client 9 .
3 Cf. I'art. 42, par. 2, du Statut : "Les parties sont repr6sent~es par des agents".
'4Cf. ]'article 40 du Rtglement de la
Cour.
s Dans F'affaire du Differend frontalier, deux conseils seulement -- tous deux
franqais et tous deux ayant peu ou pas l'exorience des affaires devant Ia Cour - ont
vWritablement assist6 leBurkina Faso tout au long du procis. Bien que cc pays sefilt
f6licit6 de l'arret de laCour, on peut, avec lerecul du temps, penser qu'il a pris un
risque en limitant ainsi Ia composition de son ,quipe. (IIest vrai qu'un ancien
Prdsident de ]a C.I.J. a participd A certaines reunions de celle-ci, cc qui a constitud
pour leSconseils un "filet de s~curit6" rassurant).
3' Voir supra, n' 9.
7Voir infra, n*15.
11 suffit de songer i cet dgard aux probl~mes de locaux ou de dates (les conseils
sont souvent des gens occupes...) que posent les reunions d'6quipes compos6es d'une
dizaine de conseils, de plusieurs ministres en exercice ou anciens, etde nombreuses
autres personnes, comme c'est lecas, par exemple de l'6quipe de plaidoirie du
Cameroun dans l'affaire de Ia Fronti~reterrestre etmaritime avec leNig6ria, qui ne
comporte pas moins, au total, d'une quarantaine de personnes ...
Dans l'affaire de la
Barcelona Traction (C.I.J. Rec. 1970, p. 3), laBelgique 6tait repr6sent6e par un agent
et un co-agent entourds de 15 conseils ou "experts-conseils" etI'Espagne, avait
recouru aux services de 18 conseils et avocats; dans celle du Plateau continental
Libye/Malte (C.I.J. Rec. 1985, p. 13) I'dquipe libyenne comportait officiellement
(Rec. 1985, p. 13 A15) 25 personnes et lePrdsident Mohammed Bedjaoui reldve que
"[l]'affaire de la Dilimitation de lafrontiere maritime dana la rigion du Golfe du
Maine (...)
a amen6 (...) devant laCour quelque 70 avocats, conseils et autres..." (op.

cit. note 11,supra, p. 93).
" I est trds
difficile d'dvaluer le coOt moyen d'une affaire devant laCour; selon
le
Professeur Derek Bowett, "[b]y and large, one can expect the total cost of a full case
between $3 and $10 million" (op. cit. note 2, supra, p. 7). Dans l'affaire du Golfe du
Maine (C.I.J. Rec. 1984, p.246), leCanada etlesEtats-Unis ont rendu public le total
de leurs ddpenses respectives :8 millions de dollars des Etata-Unis de 1984 pour le
premier, 6,5 pour lesecond; on peut 6valuer Aenviron 1,5 ou 2 millions de francs de
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°
Au demeurant, 1'6quipe n'est pas compos6e de l'Agen et
11.
des seuls conseils. Elie comprend toujours en outre un nombre plus
ou moins important de membres qui y ont des fonctions diverses.

Certaines sont irrdductibles. Tel est le cas des taches de
secretariat (dont il faut souligner qu'elles imposent aux personnes qui
s'en acquittent un d~vouement et une abn6gation tr~s grands, en
particulier durant la phase des plaidoiries orales : les conseils
travaillent parfois des nuits enti~res et leurs plaidoiries doivent etre
dactylographi6es et reprographi~es au petit matin ...). De meme, toute
affaire devant la Cour implique une documentation "lourde"
reposant souvent sur des recherches d'archives longues et difficiles; il
nest pas toujours indispensable que celles-ci soient effectu~es par
des documentalistes ou des archivistes professionnels, mais ceci est
souvent la meilleure solution lorsque les Etats ne font pas appel i des
officines sp~cialis~es 4' .
1985, le coat de I'affaire du D(f'&end frontalier pour le Burkina - il s'agit
probablement IAd'un plancher en-dera duquel it nest gubre possible de descendre.
Quant aux honoraires des conseils - qui ne constituent pas toujours la part la plus
importante des ddpenses, en tout cas lorsqu'intervient un cabinet-conseil (voir infra,
n* 11) -, il court beaucoup de rumeurs i cet dgard : ils varient fortement d'un conseil
i 'autre et, souvent d'une affaire A l'autre (car certains conseils les fixent
diteremrment en fonction du pays qui fait appel A eux; ainsi, dans I'affaire de la
Bande dAozou, tous les conseils du Tchad s'dtaient engag6s a diminuer de moitii
leurs honoraires habituels); toutefois, il est patent qu'ils sont, dans l'ensemble,
inftrieurs aux honoraires des avocats dans des affaires commerciales de difficultd
moyenne. Dans la quasi-totalit6 des cas, les honoraires sont fix6s sur une base horaire
(ou journali6re en cas de d6placement i Vtranger).
' Celui-ci eat parfois assistd d'un ou de plusieurs co-agents etlou d'agent(s)
adjoint(s), qui peuvent, le cas ,ch6ant, avoir la nationalit6 d'un Etat autre que celui
qu'ils repr6sentent; tel a tB le cas dans quelques affaires rn6centes (pour le Tchad dans
I'affaire du Diff'rend territorial (C.1J. Rec. 1994, p. 6), pour la Slovaquie dans
I'affaire du ystme de barrages de Gabcikovo-Nagymaros (C.I.J. Rec. 1997, p. 7),
pour la Bosnie-Herz6govine dans celle du Ginocide (C.I.J. Rec. 1996, p. 595) et pour
le Cameroun dans I'affaire de la Fronti~re terrestre et maritime (non publiC)). Ces
personnes, qui agissent en g~ndral 6galement en qualit6 de conseils et avocats,
peuvent, contrairement aux "simples conseils", avoir des rapports directs avec la
Cour, mais sous le contr6le de l'agent, qui conserve toujours la direction
"strat~gique" de l'affaire. Dans la preniere phase de I'affaire du Ginocide, lea deux
parties (Ia Bosnie-Herz~govine et la Yougoslavie (Serbie-Montenegro) avaient, l'une
et I'autre, ddsignd des agents ayant la nationalitd d'Etats tiers.
" Le recours A de telles officines peut cependant poser des probl mes : outre leur
coOt dlevd, ]'experience montre qu'elles recherchent souvent "A I'aveugle", sans
toujours r6pondre de faqon ad6quate aux besoins de t'argumentation juridique. La
collecte des archives constitue probablement l'un des aspects les plus difficiles et, en
gb'ral, lea plus mal rtsolus, du travail d'une equipe de plaidoine devant la Cour.
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En dehors de ce noyau incompressible, l'quipe comporte,
selon les cas :
42
- Des techniciens et des experts , par exemple des
cartographes dans les affaires de fronti6re, des giologues dans celles
de d6limitation du plateau continental, des historiens, etc.;
- Des assistants de recherche, dont s'entourent certains
conseils43 ;
- Des conseillers politiques et diplomatiques, souvent de tr~s
haut niveau, qui, telle la langue d'sope, peuvent apparaitre i la fois
comme la meilleure et la pire des choses: la meilleure car ils assurent,
collectivement avec l'agent, la direction politique de l'affaire et
t6moignent de l'importance que l'Etat lui accorde; la pire aussi car
l'interf6rence de ces personnages souvent consid6rables (et en
general sans formation particuli~re en droit international) dans la
dfinmition de la strat~gie proprement juridique peut la compliquer
passablement ...
12.
II peut arriver enfin que l'Etat fasse appel aux services d'un
cabinet conseil. It s'agit lMd'une pratique relativement r~cente 44 mais
qui se ddveloppe rapidement, mine si elle n'est pas encore tout i fait
constante 45 .
I n'y a certainement pas l une nicessit6 absolue; mais il

n'est pas douteux qu'un cabinet conseil peut rendre de grands
services, surtout i des Etats en developpement, mal 6quipis pour
assurer la lourde charge de la gestion d'une affaire devant la Cour
42 Le Statut (articles 43, par. 5, et 51) et le Rfglement de ]a Cour (articles 57, 58,

par. 2, 628 65, 67, 68, 70, par. 2, et 71, par. 5) 6voquent expressement les "experts",
mais il s'agit alors d'experts ind6pendants, qui ne font pas partie de l'6quipe de
plaidoirie et qui doivent preter serment avant leur intervention.
' La pratique est diverse i cet dgard; le recours Ades assistants de recherche, qui
s'est d6velopp6 au cours des annes r~centes, doit tre encourag6 : il d~charge les
conseils de tAches parfois fastidieuses ou qui ne demandent pas de comp6tences
particuli~res, diminue, dans la transparence, le co/it des recherches pour 1'Etat partie,
et pernet Ade jeunes avocats ou universitaires de se familiariser avec ]a Cour.
"Dans sa forne actuelle, on peut sans doute la faire remonter au d6but des ann6es
1980 (affaire du Plateau continental Tunisie/Libye, voir C.I.J. Rec. 1982, p. 20 121;
le nom du cabinet-conseil nest jamais mentionnd dans les arrts en tent que tel).
45 Depuis 1986, il senmble (voir note 44 supra) que 13 des 31 Etats qui se sent
prsentds devant la Cour dans les 21 affaires recens6es (voit supra, n* 2), ont fait
appel i des cabinets-conseils, dont I'un est intervenu A neuf reprises et un autre trois
fois (ces deux cabinets sont parisiens, mais l'un est rattachd A une law firm
britannique, le second est purement frangais).
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(dont il ne faut cependant pas se dissimuler que le cofit pent, de ce
fait, se trouver considirablement accru).
Le r6le de ces cabinets conseils est d'autant plus utile qu'il
pas avec celui des conseils :il ne doit s'agir ni d'un
confond
se
ne
simple secr6tariat, ni de "doubler" les conseilse; on peut sans doute le
r~sumer en disant qu'il s'agit de la "gestion" du dossier au sens
large, consistant i :
- Foumir rinfrastructure indispensable, qu'il s'agisse

d'organiser les reunions de l'6quipe durant les phases pr6paratoires
ou de prvoir son accueil i La Haye pour les plaidoiries orales;
- Assurer la correspondance entre l'agent et le reste de
r'6quipe ou des conseils entre eux (en particulier l'envoi des projets
et des documents);

- Effectuer l'archivage de la documentation et la tenir i jour;
et, surtout,
- "Finaliser" les pinces de proc~dure 6crite et les projets de
plaidoiries pour le premier tour de plaidoiries orales, ce qui ne
consiste pas senlement i en assurer l'uniformit6 formelle,
l'assemblage et la reprographie 7 , mais qui suppose aussi de veiller i
la coh6rence et i la cohasion de 1'ensemble en 6liminant les

rdl~titions et les contradictions;
-En outre, ilest frquent qu'un membre du cabinet conseil
assiste aux reunions des Parties avec le Prisident et le Greffier.
Au fond, le cabinet conseil apparait trs largement comme la

"mmoire" et le "gardien" de l'affaire.
13.

L'existence

d'un

cabinet

conseil

a

un

effet

sur

r"organisation interne" de r'quipe; elle rend, en particulier, mons
indispensable l'existence d'un "chef de file" parmi les conseils, et il
en va de mime lorsque l'Etat pattie a les moyens de prendre lui-

' Bien que certains cabinets conseils se montrent peut-etre parfois un peu
"encombrants"... ce que les
conseils supportent en g6ndnral assez Mal!
' La reprographie est une tAche lourde et, parfois, exasperante (surtout lorsque les
conseils ne respectent pas lesdtlais fixes pour remettre leurs projets!) : lespieces de
procedure &rite doivent en principe etre remises en 125 exemplaires au Greffe de ]a
Cour et elles ne comportent pas seulement les6critures de I'Etat en cause; celles-ci
sent assorties de documents annexes, qu'il faut photocopier etqui doivent 6tre lisibles
(cequi estloin d'etre ivident lorsqu'il s'agit de documents d'archives anciens,
fragiles, ou de cartes...).
manuscrits
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mime r~ellement l'affaire en mains et d'ex6cuter directement les
taches incombant sans cela au cabinet conseil 4 .
En principe, il n'existe pas de hi6rarchie entre les conseils, si
ce n'est celle r6sultant de l'&ge et/ou de la notori6t . Ceci peut se
traduire par la place des conseils lors des audiences, place qui, en
fonction de sa plus ou moins grande proximit6 avec l'Agent, est
souvent le reflet des hi6rarchies occultes au sein de r'quipe ... Plus
rarement, certains Etats communiquent au Greffe une liste des
membres de leur d~ligation qui 6numxre les conseils non pas dans
l'ordre alphab6tique mais en fonction de crit~res visiblement
"hi6rarchiques" propres A cette iquipe. En outre, il peut se produire
qu'un conseil porte 6galement le titre de co-agent ou d'agent adjoint,
ce qui refl~te son r6le particulier au sein de l'quipe49 .
Meme lorsque tel n'est pas le cas, ce ph~nom~ne de "chef de
file" se retrouve, en r~alit, peu ou prou dans toutes les 6quipes : on
constate en effet toujours que, rapidement, un conseil 6merge et joue
un r6le de coordinateur en mime temps qu'il donne une sorte
d'impulsion g~nrale i l'quipe, et l'exp~rience prouve qu'elle s'en
accommode fort bien la plupart du temps si, du moins, ce chef de file
officieux sait se souvenir qu'il demeure un conseil et se comporter en
consequence.
Ceci implique d'une part qu'il ne tente pas de se substituer i
14.
l'agent, auquel le dernier mot doit toujours revenir en cas de
divergences graves entre les conseils sur la strategie juridique i
suivre (ceci se produit rarement d'ailleurs, mais n'est tout de meme
pas exclu), et, d'autre part, qu'iI n'essaie pas d'inposer son point de
vue aux autres membres de l'quipe sinon, comme il est normal, i
l'occasion des dabats "6galitaires" qui font d'ailleurs une grande
partie de l'int~ret du travail collectif de preparation des 6critures et
des plaidoiries. Ceci dit, l'influence r6elle de ce "chef de file" est
fonction de param~tres assez variables et, notamment,
- Du r6le plus ou moins actif du client lui-m~me,

8 Les conseils et, surtout, leur chef de file, sont affrontds i des problrmes sinon

insolubles, du moins extrnement difficiles lorsqu'un Etat qui ne dispose pas d'une
infrastructure suffisante pour faire face, dans des conditions satisfaisantes, aux
exigences d'un proc6s devant la Cour ne fait pas appel i un cabinet juridique.
9
4 Voir supra, note 40.

- De l'existence, parmi les autres conseils de personnalits
plus ou moins fortes et de leurs rapports plus ou moins 6troits avec
l'agent,
- De l'importance num~rique de l'6quipe, et
- De la participation ou de l'absence d'un cabinet conseil.
Quel que soit cas de figure, le "chef de file", en tant que
primus interpares,assume, au minimum, les fonctions suivantes :
- I1 constitue le lien entre l'6quipe et l'agent, auquel il a
directement acc~s",
- I centralise les ides des divers membres de I'6quipe et
correspond directement avec les autres conseils, et avec le cabinet
conseil le cas dchdant,
- 11 itablit (en concertation avec les autres conseils) le plan
des pijces de procedure dcrite et des plaidoiries orales et s'efforce de
veiller i leur respect.
15.
Ceci ne signifie nullement que les autres conseils se laissent
dicter la stratdgie juridique a suivre par le "chef de fie". Celle-ci est
le f uit d'une r6flexion collective et n'est arrt6e qu'apris de longues
reunions au cours desquelles les discussions sont souvent vives et
passionn6es, et qui n'ont d'utilit6 que si les points de vue s'expriment
tr~s librement. C'est d'ailleurs au cours de ces d6bats que les
diverses "cultures juridiques" reprdsent6es au sein de l'iquipe se
heurtent d'abord ie plus nettement puis se fondent en une stratdgie
qui les prend en compte, les combinent et les concilient dans la
mesure du possible
II va de soi que cetre pr6sentation est une vision rationnalis6e
de ce qui se produit au sein de l'6quipe de conseils et que, en
pratique, on proc~de en g6ndral de faron plus empirique. Toutefois,
le fait est que la (et parfois les) premiere(s) riunion(s) de l'quipe de
conseils abouti(ssen)t au recensement des points forts et des
faiblesses du dossier, au poids i accorder respectivement aux
diff&ents arguments possibles, a leur combinaison, c'est-i-dire, en
difinitive, i la d6finition de la strat6gie i suivre.
Le pr6sent article ne c :nstitue pas un cadre ad6quat pour
"th6oriser" cette idde de "stratdgie juridique"; et il n'est d'ailleurs pas
-"Ces relations privil6gi6es et ce "filtrage" defacto sont i peu pr s ind1uctables
lorsque, cornmn cela est maintenant fr6quent, r'agent est un ministre -n exercice.
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certain qu'une th~orisation soit possible, tant les strategies sont
fonction du dossier et des circonstances propres i chaque affaire". I
n'en reste pas moins, qu'ici encore, le poids des traditions juridiques
des conseils et celui de leur origine professionnelle jouent souvent un
r61e determinant dans les positions qu'ils adoptent A cet 6gard. Ainsi
par exemple, les avocats et les conseils exp~riment6s d6fendent en
g~n6ral l'ide que tout argument doit etre d6velopp6, meme s'il
apparait peu credible a priori car les formations des juges sont
suffisamment diverses pour qu'il soit impossible de daterminer i
l'avance i quels arguments ilsse montreront sensibles; au contraire,
les conseils que leur formation professorale ou leur temprament
poussent A une rigueur "acad6mique" r~pugnent A utiliser des
arguments "de repli" qui peuvent sembler contredire l'argumentation
principale. Curieusement, il apparait que cette inclinaison pour une
approche monolithique52 est souvent le fait des conseils anglo-saxons,
comme quoi le "cart~sianisme" n'est pas l'apanage de la tradition
universitaire frangaise ...
Au demeurant, cette strat~gie, qui demeure souvent
implicite, n'est jamais fix~e ne varietur une fois pour toutes : par
dafmition, toute affaire devant la Cour met en presence deux Etats 3 ;
les positions arrtes lors de l'61aboration de la Requite ou du
Compromis -- A laquelle les conseils ne sont pas toujours associ~s54 ,
ce qui peut poser des problkmes aux stades ult~rieurs --, ou du
M~moire, 6voluent souvent au moment de la redaction du Contre-

" Pour une presentation des strategies judiciaires des Etats devant ]a Cour, voir M.
Shaw, "The International Court of Justice :A Practical Perspective", International
14
and ComparativeLaw Quarterly,vol, 96, p. . 1997, p. 831 1 865.
52Une telle approche peut conduire i des erreurs d'apprdciation, dont I'affaire des
Activitds militaires et paramilitaires au Nicaragua et contre celui-ci foumit une
bonne illustration :alors que, dans ses 6critures, leNicaragua avait invoque, comme
base de comp6tence de ]a Cour, leTrait6 d'amiti6, de commerce et de navigation de
1956 qui le liait
aux Etats-Unis, iln'a pas rditr6 cette argumentation lots de ses
plaidoiries orales; laCour ne Pa pas moins reprise A son compte i l'importante
majorit6 de 14 voix contre 2 (arrdt du 26 novembre 1984, C.I.J. Rec. 1984, p. 426 A
429 et442).

" Sauf si l'une des Parties ne se presente pas ou s'abstient de faire valoir ses
moyens, hypothse qu'envisage curieusement l'article 53 du Statut; si ceci est
prdvisible d'emblde, l'Etat demandeur en tient compte ds les premiers stades de
l'affaire; dans lecas contraire, il peut etre conduit A revoir sa strat6gie dans son
Mdmoire ou lors des plaidoiries orales.
4 Ne fmt-ce que parce qu'ils sont souvent recrutds apr~s la conclusion du
Compromis.

M noire ou de ia Rplique : il s'agit ici de rdpondre i la these de la
partie adverse".
16.
La phase d'6laboration des pi&es de procedure 6crite est
celle qui mele le plus intimement les aspects solitaires et coUigiaux
du m6tier de conseil.
1H
s'agit toujours d'une tiche ingrate (les pi6ces de procedure
&-rite sont sign~es du seul agent, le nor des auteurs des chapitres n'y
figure pas), mais fondamentale (la longueur de ces pieces n'est pas

limit~el et eles permettent aux Parties d'exposer complitement leurs

" A cet 6gard, la procdure simultane (qui est de droit en I'absence d'accord
contraire entre les Parties lorsque I'affaire est introduite par un Compromis - art. 46,
par. 2, du Rglement) presente le grand inconvenient d'un d6calage constant des
pi6ces de procdure qui, par hypothtse, ne se r.pondent pas mais rpondent aux
6-ritures de I'autre Partie Iors de la phase pr6cdente. Pour des r.serves comparables,
voir M. Bedjaoui, op. cit (note 11, supra) p. 90 et 91. Par une adresse supposke et
discutable, il arrive parfois qu'une Partie pr6sente un Mdmoire se bornant A un long
expose des faits, la partie juridique dtant rbduite au minimum (cf. le Mmoire de ]a
Libye dans I'affaire de la Bande d'Aozou). On peut se demander si une telle "guerre
de tranch6es" est compatible avec les exigences et la dignit6 de la justice; elle se
retourne souvent contre I'etat qui la pratique puisqu'il " manque" un tour de
plaidoirie et pr sente en outre l'inconvdnient de conduire cet Etat i demander un
troisi me tour de plaidoirie ecrite pour ... rattraper i'occasion manqu~e initialement!
Lorsque, au d~but de l'ann6e 1998, la Cour a rdvisE ses mrthodes de travail, elle a
adoptd une "note" (annexee au communiqu de presse n* 98/4 du 6 avril 1998)
destin~e i etre remise, dornavant, aux agents des Parties dont un paragraphe (3.A)
incite celles-ci i procder au dpSt alternE des pihces de proc~dure.
' Ceci ne va pas sans poser des problmes A la Cour dont le Greffe doit traduire
toutes les Ecritures des Parties; les difficult&s financi res que connait actuellement la
Cour pourraient etre I'occasion d'un examen de conscience salutaire de la part des
conseils, qui devraient certainement s'efforcer de limiter, sinon la longueur des
critures elles-m&nies, du moins des annexes, dont un observateur impartial ne peut
que constater qu'elles sont souvent abusivement ddvelopp~es. II est Egalement juste
de signaler que la Cour elle-rnme a une part de responsabilit, dans cet Etat de chose :
son RPglement (notarmment I'article 56, par. 1) est inadapt et encourage ]a
production de "pi~ces de prEcaution" et, dans une affaire r6cente au moins (celle du
Gbocide), la Cour a irpos i une Partie la production de toutes les pi ces qu'elle
n'avait pas jointes car elles itaient facilement accessibles; il en est rdsult un
alourdissement du M~moire de ]a Bosnie-Herz~govine de 267 annexes
supplmentaires r~parties en sept volumes ... Dans la "Note" prdcit~e (note 55 supra)
la Cour relive "une tendance excessive A Ia multiplication et A I'allongement des
annexes aux mnmoires crits" et "lance un appel pressant aux parties afin que cellesci joignent i leurs menoires des pieces plus stricteent sdlectionn6es", en mene
temps qu'elle se dclare disposee A interprEter libralement les dispositions de
l'article 56 relatif au dops6t de productions compldmentaires aprbs la cl6ture de la
proc6dure Ecrite.

thbses respectives). Le r6le des conseils dans leur r6daction varie
consid~rablement d'une affaire i l'autre.
La plupart du temps, ils se partagent la r6daction des
chapitres des diff6rentes pieces de proce6dure, en fonction d'un plan
pr6-6tabli"7 et soigneusement discut6. Les projets pr6par6s par
chaque conseil sont ensuite envoy6s i tous les autres et pass6s au
criblede la critique collective au cours de r6unions de toute l'6quipe
oa les projets sont revus ligne i ligne et harmonis6s. Il arrive que cet
exercice soit men6 i deux reprises.
Certains Etats -- rares - se chargent eux-m8mes de cette
redaction. Dans ce cas, le r6le des conseils est purement -- ou
essentiellement -- consultatif: ils interviennent "en amont" pour
6tablir le plan des M~moire, Contre-M~moire, RMplique et Duplique
puis ils ragissent aux projets 6labor~s soit par la Direction juridique
du Minist~re des affaires 6trang~res, soit par le Service international
de celui de la Justice. Ceci pr~sente des avantages, financiers -- les
fonctionnaires nationaux ne touchent, en principe, aucune
r6mun~ration particuli~re en plus de leur traitement habituel en
r~mun6ration de leur participation au dossier -- mais aussi techniques
: la cohesion intellectuelle de chaque pince est plus ais~ment assur~e
de cette mani~re; mais ceci est aussi une faiblesse : 'unit6
d'inspiration traduit une culture juridique monolithique, ce qui
constitue un inconv6nient grave devant la C.I.J.5 '. En outre, les
conseils, moins "engages" dans la preparation des 6critures,
6prouvent davantage de difficults pour r~diger leurs plaidoiries
orales, qui, elles, 6manent toujours entirement d'eux.

Toutefois, bien que, cette fois, les conseils apparaissent au
17.
grand jour et affrontent les "feux de ]a barre" -- les plaidoiries sont
faites dans le "grand hall de justice" du Palais de la Paix i La Haye -I le travail collectif n'est pas exclu i ce stade ultime de l'affaire.
Certes, chacun rdige son propre texte, mais, dans toute la mesure oi
le temps le permet, les projets sont, 1Mencore, 6chang6s et commenths
dans les r6unions de l'6quipe organis6es avant ou pendant la p6riode
des audiences.
3' Le partage des tiches entre les conseils revet, d6s le stade du Mdmoire, une
grande importance :meme si certains le regrettent, il pr6figure en g6n6mral les themes
sur lesquels porteront les plaidoiries orales de chacun.

" Voir supra, n*9.

II va de soi cependant que ce contr6le mutuel est moms
approfondi et pointilleux que durant la phase icrite :chaque conseil a
son style et il n'est pas de bonne politique de chercher i le
"normaliser"; surtout, le temps est souvent mesur6, les audiences
itant souvent concentr~es sur un petit nombre de seraines.
Cette situation, dont la responsabilit& incombe surtout i la
Cour (et qui tend i s'aggraver 9 du fait, sans doute, des contraintes
fimanci~res qui pbsent sur elle et de l'augmentation du nombre des
affaires inscrites au r6le), est d'ailleurs mal ressentie par les ttats et
n'est pas satisfaisante : la justice ne doit pas seulement 8tre faite, elle
doit aussi sembler l'8tre, or c'est i l'occasion des audiences que les
Parties ont le sentiment d'etre rellement entendues et que c'est la
demi~re occasion ofielles peuvent l'tre6"; l'expression orale prend
toujours plus de temps que l'&crit; en outre et surtout, malgr6 les
possibilitds que lui ouvre l'article 61 de son R~glement, la Cour
" Dans l'affaire de ]a Barcelona Traction, en 1970, la Cour a consacre 64 seances
i l'audition des plaidoiries; dans celle du Systme de barrages de GabcikovoNagymaros, pourtant exartmement complexe, elle a limiti celles-ci a 14 audiences. (I1
est
vrai que laChambre de laCour constituie dans I'affaire du Diffirendfrontalier
terrestre et maritime (C.I.. Rec. 1992, p. 351) entre El Salvador el le Honduras (le
Nicaragua intervenant), a tenu 50 audiences publiques du 15 avril au 14 juin 1991).
' Le groupe d'dtude dtabli par leBritish Institute of International and Comparative
Law pr6citi (note I supra) a consacrd de longues critiques i ]a longueur et au
calendrier des plaidoiries orales (op. citp. S7-S13 et 35 i 51); i certains 6gards, ces
critiques sont sans doute excessives; en revanche, legroupe estmuet sur un aspect
contestable de la pratique contemporaine de 1a Cour qui s'efforce de limiter au
maximum (et parfois A I'exc6s) ]a duree des plaidoiries orales (pour une defense de
cette tendance, voir G. Guillaume, "The Future of International Institutions",
International and Comparative Law Quarterly, vol. 43, p. 4, 1995, p. 853 et 854, qui
fait valoir que l'extension du nombre des audiences a pour effet de rallonger laduree - ulterieure - d'6laboration de l'arrft on aimerait penser cependant, en sens contraire,
que des plaidoiries orales soigneuses facilitent le travail des juges.. I de plus, le
professeur Ian Brownlie a fort bien montr que lesproc6dures orales devant les
tribunaux arbitraux ad hoc ne sont pas plus courtes que devant laCour pour des
affaires
comparables; ceci n'empeche pas lessentences d'Etre rendues plus rapidement
que lesarrets de la Cour internationale de Justice - cf. D. Bowett ed., op. cit note 2,
pp. 106 et107; on ne peut cependant pousser lacomparaison flop loin).
"1Comme l'&rit Sir Robert Jennings, "after all, a principal difference between a
court ofjustice and other kinds of tribunals is that the Court in principle operates in
public" et "in fact the oral proceedings are the only part of the process which can be
performed before the public" ("The International Court of Justice after Fifty Years",
American Journal ofinternationalLaw vol. 89, no. 3, 1995, p. 498); dans lenme
sens, voir la mise au point trCs ferme d'un autre ancien Pr6sident de laCour, M.
Bedjaoui, en rTponse au Groupe d'dtude du British Institute, op. cit (note I supra, p.
91).

s'abstient de guider les Parties en indiquant les points sur lesquels
elle souhaite les voir insister; dans ces conditions, ilest prudent et
lgitime que les Itats en cause veuillent ne rien laisser au hasard.
Ilest vrai, comme 1'a relevi le Pr6sident Bedjaoui, que
"chaque Partie doit pouvoir librement choisir et d ployer sa strat~gie
judiciaire et d~velopper pleinement tous ses arguments [et que] ce
serait une entreprise excessivement delicate que de faire remarquer i
2
une Partie que telle mati6re a W d6velopp~e i suffisance'l . Un
moyen terme est cependant concevable et 'on pourrait imaginer, par
exemple, que dans un premier temps, la Cour invite les Parties j
r~capituler 3 leur argumentation, puisque, dans un second temps, et
apr~s en avoir dlibr6, elle indique "les points ou les problmes
qu'elle voudrait voir sp~cialement 6tudier par les parties"64; tout le
monde pourrait trouver son compte i une proc6dure de ce genre :les
Parties qui, dans cette phase ultime de la procedure auraient une
demi~re chance de pr6senter leur vision "globale" de l'affaire, et les
Juges qui auraient, dans les d~bats, un r6le moins passif que ce n'est
le cas actuellement65 et pourraient v~ritablement orienter ceux-ci".
18.
La limitation excessive du nombre des audiences n'est pas la
seule, ni meme la principale critique que l'on peut adresser i
62Op. cit. (note I1 supra), p. 95; voir aussi Sir R. Jennings, "New Problems at the

International Court", in Le droitinternational dans un monde en mutation - Liber
anicorurn Eduardo Jim~nez de Ar~chaga, Montevideo, 1994, p. 1064, Fundacion de
cultura universitaria.
' "Rdcapituler" car, malgrd les directives de larticle 60, paragraphe 1, du
R~glement, c'est bien, en pratique, ce que font lesParties et eela paralt A peu pr/s
inevitable. Mais, s'il s'agit clairement d'une recapitulation, ilserait beaucoup moins
contestable que ce n'est le cas actuellement (voir supra note 59), que ]a Cour exerce
de fermes pressions pour que cette phase des plaidoiries orales soit brbve etque les
expos6s soient succincts.
"Article 61, par. 1, du R~glement. Voir aussi lessuggestions du Groupe d'dtudes
du British Institute, op. cit. (note 1, supra),
p. 43 et 53 (observations
compldmentaires).
65 La possibilitd de questions orales, envisag~e aux par. 2 et 3 de Particle 61 du
R glement, n'est utilisde qu'avec une grande prudence et demeure trs formelle; ceci
estjustifid : les agents sont souvent d6pourvus des connaissances techniques
n~cessaires pour r6pondre aux questions pos6es et lesconseils ne peuvent parler que
sous le contr6le de l'agent, ce qui exclut un dialogue direct avec Is Cour.
6 Du meme coup, le "pr6-d~libdrd" auquel laCour pourrait se livrer A l'issue de la
premiere phase du d6bat oral serait de nature i r6pondre Al'objection prtcit~e (note 59
supra) du Juge Guillaume, selon lequel de longues plaidoiries orales entrainent un
trop long d~lib&r6 du fait de la difficultd pour lesjuges de faire la synthse des
arguments trop longuement 6changds entre lesParties.
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l'organisation de celles-ci. 1Hne s'agit pas tant de savoir si la Cour
devrait singer matin et apr s-midi comme elle le faisait encore au
milieu des ann~es 1980 et comme elle a cessi de le faire depuis une
dizaine d'ann&es, meme si cette pratique a susciti des critiques . Le
problme tient plut6t A la concentration des audiences dans le temps :
en n'accordant aux Parties que quelques jours, voire une seule
journ6e, pour preparer leurs plaidoiries en r ponse, la Cour fausse les
rlgles du jeu en ce sens non seulement qu'elle impose aux 6quipes de
plaidoirie un rythme de travail inutilement harassant, mais encore
qu'eUe incite les conseils i pr6parer leurs r~ponses i V'avance -- c'esti-dire avant mime d'avoir 6couth l'argumentation adverse. Ceci a
plusieurs consequences facheuses :
- II en resulte une (<prime >)indue i la Partie qui plaide la
premiere dont '&uipe a tout loisir de priparer les plaidoiries du
premier tour, alors que les conseils de l'autre Partie doivent soit
improviser, soit se bomer a reprendre (en les aminageant tant bien
que mal, et souvent plut6t mal ...) des plaidoiries "toutes faites" qui
ne tiennent pas compte de celles des adversaires;
- Dans ce cas, les argumentations ne se repondent pas, et
l'on retrouve ici , lors de la phase orale, les inconv6nients des
&ritures simultanees;
- Au surplus, le manque de temps encourage les conseils i
reprendre les arguments figurant ddjA dans les 6critures faute de
pouvoir r~fl6chir s~rieusement aux arguments 6ventuellement
nouveaux de la Partie adverse et effectuer les recherches qui
permettraient (peut-8tre) d'y rdpondre de maniere pertinente.
Le calendrier des plaidoiries orales dans l'affaire du Systtme
de barrages de Gabcikovo-Nagymaros a, en partie, rompu avec cette
pratique puisque la Slovaquie (qui, d'accord parties, plaidait en
second) a dispos6 de plus de deux semaines pour pr6parer sa
plaidoirie en rponse, tandis que la Hongrie a pu 6laborer sa rdplique
orale durant le meme laps de temps. Toutefois, ce progrs tris r6el a
6t6 incomplet car les deux jours dont a bdn6fici6 la Slovaquie pour
preparer sa duplique sont insuffisants et 1'in6galitE entre les Parties
s'est donc retrouv6e i ce stade. De plus, ce calendrier inhabituel a 6t6

67 Voir notamment, le rapport pr6citd (note 2) du Groupe d'dtude du British
Institute of International and Comparative Law, p. SI I1-S13 et 49 et 50 (voir aussi la
defense de cette pratique par le Juge Oda, ibid., p. 97), et K. Highet, op. cit. (note 2
supra),
p.140 etl41.
6

4Voir supra, note 53.

fLhx
en raison de circonstances tr~s exceptionnellese 9 , cequi limite la
port~e de ce pr6c6dent. Iln'en reste pas moins qu'il va dans le bon
sens et qu'il constitue un exemple qui m6rite sans aucun doute d'etre
repris i l'avenir.
Lorsque l'Agent du second Etat i presenter ses plaidoiries
19.
orales a donn6 lecture des conclusions finales de cette partie ° , "[1]e
President prononce la cl6ture des d~bats ' ' 71. Le rideau tombe sur le
"grand theatre" de La Haye. Le d~bat se poursuit dor~navant en
coulisses, entre les Juges de la Cour qui se sont retires "en Chambre
du Conseil pour d~lib~rer"72 . Et les conseils, comme leur rnandant,
n'ont plus qu'i attendre, impuissants, anxieux, pleins d'espoirs, de
regrets aussi parfois, en songeant i un argument oubli6 ou mal
present6, la "scene du d~nouement"73 que constitue la lecture de
l'arr~t. A cette occasion, ils retrouveront pour une ou deux heures la
pompe et la solennit6 du Palais de la Paix, avant de se quitter
d~fmitivement (ou jusqu'i la prochaine affaire qui runira ou
).
opposera certains d'entre eux ...
Le moment de se s~parer 74 est un moment difficile; apr~s la
tension des semaines pass~es ensemble, chacun ressent un sentiment
de vide75 . C'est qu'une affaire devant la Cour demeure, malgr6 la
banalisation relative qui r~sulte de l'abondance (relative aussi) des
69 Maladie d'un conseil de l'une des Parties et descente de

qui,
laCour sur les lieux

pour des raisons complexes a dO avoir lieu entre les deux tours de plaidoiries orales,

ce qui a d'ailleurs dtdsans doute une bonne chose. Sur cette descente sur leslieux,
voir P. Tomka et S. S. Wordsworth, "The First Site Visit of the International Court of
Justice in Fulfillment of its Judicial Function", American Journal of International
t
Law, vol. 92, n l 1998, p. 133 A 140 etJ.-M. Thouvenin, "La descente de laCour
sur leslieux dans l'affaire relative au projet Gabcikovo-Nagymaros", Annuaire
Fran~aisde DroitInternational 1997, p. 333 A 340.
7 Art. 60, par. 2, du Relglement.
54, par. 1, du Statut.
7I Ibid., par. 2; sur cette phase, dvidemment essentielle, et dans laquelle les
71 Art.

conseils n'ont plus aucun rble, voir les pr6cieux articles dcrits par certains Juges :M.
Bedjaoui, op.cit. (supra note 11), p. 97 A107; Sir R. Jennings, "The Internal Judicial
Practice of the International Court of Justice", B.YB.LL. 1988, p. 31 A 47, J. S.
Camara, "Behind the World Bench", in Le droit internationaldans un monde en
mutation, op. cit (supra note 61), p.1069 i 1079 et Sh. Oda, op. cit (supranote 1),
commentaires de celui-ci, (supranote 67), p. 97 i 99.
p. 119 A123 et les
71M. Bedjaoui, ibidem, p. 106.
7'Apr~s les commentaires d'usage sur I'arrt, 6ventuellement prolongds par
d'ultimes notes que les conseils adressent Al'agent sur ce qui leur parait 63re le "bon
usage" de lad6ecision.
7 Ceci est sans doute plus vrai encore aprts lafin des plaidoiries orales.
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affaires, une grande aventure v6cue collectivement. Non seulement
des liens d'amitie et d'estime se sont nou6s entre ceux qui y ont
particip6, mais encore les conseils sont devenus des "citoyens
adoptifs" de l'Etat qui leur a fait confiance et oil, souvent, ils se sont
rendus i plusieurs reprises. "Mercenaires" peut-etre, au dupart, les
conseils se sont assimilks i la cause qu'ils ont defendue durant deux
ou trois ans, souvent plus. Ce n'est pas i dire que, toujours et sur tous
les points, ils soient eux-memes convaincus de l'excellence de
lPargumentation juridique qu'ils ont difendue76 ; mais ils
ont consacr6
i leur tiche une 6nergie dans laquelle l'appat du gain joue un r6le
infiniment moindre que le souci de tirer le maximum du dossier qui
leur a te confi .
L'arr~t est le point d'aboutissement de ces efforts et de cette
tension. D'une certaine mani6re, le r~sultat final importe moins aux
yeux des conseils que le raisonnement suivi par la Cour : que leur
client ait"gagn" ou "perdu" l'attention attachie par la Cour i
l'argumentation qu'ils ont dvelopp6e collectivement, le soin pris Ala
reprendre ou i l' carter sont certainement des 6lments auxquels ils
attachent une importance fondamentale. I1est d'ailleurs rare qu'au
fond d'eux-memes ils soient enti~rement surpris de rissue de l'affaire
:comme les juges, ils ont lu les 6critures de leurs contradicteurs et
suivi avec attention leurs plaidoiries, et ils ont pris conscience i cette
occasion, si ce n'6tait le cas auparavant, des forces, mais aussi des
faiblesses et des failles de la these qu'ils ont soutenue. Ils n'ont
d'ailleurs pas manqu6 d'en avertir leur agent des les premieres
reunions de l'6quipe ou au fur et i mesure de l'avancement de la
procidure si celles-ci - mais cela est rare" - leur sont apparues plus
tardivement
Cette fonction de mise en garde fait, elle aussi, partie
int6grante des fonctions d'un conseil conscient de ses responsabilit~s
et, s'il s'en est acquitt6 honn~tement, des le debut de son association
au dossier, elle garantit la continuation de rapports harmonieux entre
luiet son client mime apr~s la lecture d'un arret qui ne fait pas droit
aux conclusions de celui-ci. Mais, dans tous les cas, queUe que soit
l'issue de l'affaire, les liens, sans doute, se distendront, au moins au
7Cc

sentiment est cependant tr s variable scion lapersonnalitd de chaque conseil

" D'autant plus que, Si le tenVrarnent d'un conseil peut leporter Aun oplimisme
excessif, celui-di sera, dans une quipe bien conpos6c, ternpd par lepessmisme (ou
leplus grand rdalisme) de ses coll6gues.
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plan institutionnel; il restera ceux de l'amiti6, forges dans un
"compagnonage juridique" exigeant, accaparant, mais, bien souvent,
exaltant.

LITIGATION PRACTICE BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL
COURT OF JUSTICE: SOME SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OF
DEVELOPING AND SMALL COUNTRIES

Luis Ignacio Sinchez Rodriguez*

I. Preliminary Observations
The role of developing and small countries in the system of the
International Court of Justice has increasingly taken on particular
relevance, both from the point of view of potential and real concerns.
Their potential significance is underscored by the fact that the number
of these countries that have deposited their declaration of acceptance of
the Court's compulsory jurisdiction is clearly superior to that of the
developed countries.' Furthermore, many of said developing and small
countries have been parties to the Statute of the Court since its
establishment and, in recent years, have brought before the Court a
significant number of international disputes,2 thus constituting the said
nations as real and actual users.
The developing and small countries may rise to prominence in
other ways as well, such as procedural or political channels. As for the
procedural route, there has been, in recent years, a striking proclivity
among these countries to intervene in bilateral cases which, initially, may
not be of their direct concern, but in which they have perceived
themselves as implicated parties. Such an instance is that of the
application for permission to intervene filed by Nicaragua in the Land,
3
islandand maritinefrontierdispute (El Salvador/Honduras)
or in the
applications for permission to intervene and declarations of intervention
submitted by Samoa, Solomon Islands, the Marshall Islands and the

'Professor of Public International Law at the Complutense University of Madrid.
'Figures for the States and the contents of their declarations of acceptance of the Courfs
compulsoryjurisdiction can be consulted in the LCJ. Yearbook 1995-1996, pp. 81 et seq.
- During the last sixteen years, the following countries have either been parties to or have

initiated procedures before the Court Tunisia, Libya, Malta, Nicaragua, Burkina-Faso,
Mali, Honduras, Guinea-Bissau, Senegal, Nauru, El Salvador, Chad, Qatar, Bahrain,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Yugoslavia, Iran, Bostwana, Namibia, Nigeria, etc.
' See the Land, Island and Maritime FrontierDispute (El Salvador/Honduras:
Nicaragua intervening), Judgment. LCJ.Reports 1992, pp. 359-360, par. 17 et seq., and

pp. 609-610, par. 421 to 424, in relation to the sentence handed down on 13 September

1990.

Federal States of Micronesia in the Request for an examination of the
situation in accordance with paragraph63 of the Court's Judgement of4
20 December 1974 in the nuclear tests (New Zealandv. France)case.
From a political perspective, equally significant, at least numerically, is
the participation of micro-States, small States and developing countries
in the elections or reelections of the Court's judges.
Thus, when we allude to problems that may arise for the
aforementioned group of countries, during and after the exercise of
international judicial functions, we are not making reference to a
secondary or irrelevant question, but rather to situations which, in recent
years, have occurred quite frequently within the jurisdictional operation
of the Court.
At this point, however, it is necessary to highlight one
characteristic which clearly distinguishes some of these countries from
the others. A micro-State or a small State can be poor or rich,
underdeveloped or highly developed economically and socially; on the
contrary, the condition of a developing country, be it large or small,
always denotes relative or absolute poverty. Thus, the technical
difficulties and the lack of staff or of infrastructure which may handicap
these countries during the development of an international litigation may
be due to different causes, some of a strictly economic source and others
not. Nonetheless, both types of States frequently encounter common
obstacles, derived chiefly from deficient internal structures which are
incapable of meeting such weighty technical and legal challenges as
those involved in the preparation, development and completion of
litigation brought before the Court.
If this is taken into account, it becomes obvious that the worst
situation, when seeking redress through the channels of international
justice, applies to a State which, besides being small and lacking an
adequate infrastructure, is also poor. This renders all the more
remarkable initiatives which strengthen the handling of international
justice, such as those mentioned on 8 November 1991, before the
General Assembly of the United Nations by the then President of the
Court, Sir. Robert Jennings:

' See the Request for an Examination of the Situation in Accordance with Paragraph
63 of the Court'sJudgment of20 December 1974 in the Nuclear Tests (New Zealand v.
France) Case, L C.J. Reports 1995, pp. 306.307, par. 67.

"I should mention that the use of
the contentious jurisdiction is now
much assisted by the Trust Fund
for helping to meet the expenses of
poorer litigant Governments. This
important Fund was created on the
initiative of our present SecretaryGeneral, and all the Members of
the Court are most grateful for this
assistance".'

U. The deficit in material and human resources
In cases of international controversy, the countries that we are
now considering have a common initial problem: scarce human,
economic and professional resources. This important deficit may be of
diverse origin: on the one hand, an inefficient and weak civil service
system, with few civil servants, having little or null preparation with
regard to the specific legal technicalities involved in international law or
in international legal procedures. While it is true that many small or
poor countries have some civil servants with a good or excellent
knowledge of global international law, on the whole such persons
represent isolated, individual cases, with little real possibility of relying
on the support of national legal teams with sufficient experience to
initiate the necessary strategies for handling a contentious case and even
less for assuring its further development.
This type of operational deficit tends to arise, as well, from the
non-existence or paltry number of libraries specializing in international
law, be they those attached to universities or other institutions. Such
libraries demand sophisticated doctrinal and jurisprudential collections,
as well as records of judicial practice, all covering distinct judicial
circuits for both historical and modem developments. On occasion, this
type of collection is difficult to locate (for example, some single
publications and complete sets from the 19th century and the beginning
of the 20th, which are now out of print), and in any case, the acquisition
of such volumes would be highly costly. For new, small or developing

5

.CJ.Yearbook 1991-1992. p. 206. in relation to the inadequacies of theae funds and
their special use for certain controversies, depending on the origin of the competence, see
A. Eyffinger, The InternationalCourt ofJustice, 1946-1996, (The Hague, Kluwer Law
International, 1996), pp. 365 et seq.; and S. Rosenne, The World Court. What it is and how
it works. 5' ed., (Dordrecht/Boston/London, M. Nijhoff, 1995), pp. 50 et seq.

countries having such libraries at their disposal is an expensive and
laborious task, resulting from many years of continuous work.
To the aforementioned difficulties, it must be added that certain
international disputes, by virtue of their specialized nature, also demand
the intervention of specialists in non-juridical areas or sciences:
historians, cartographers, geographers, geologists, marine biologists, etc.
This may suppose an added difficulty for the formation of a reliable and
resolute national legal team.
In the end, if the litigation depends, either directly or indirectly,
upon history, documentary and administrative archives are all but
indispensable. And in this type of context, there may emerge two
connected problems: on the one hand, the system of national archives
may not be complete or organized, or, supposing it were, on the other
hand, the collection might still be notably insufficient owing to the
recent independence of the country. This would lead to dependency in
regard to those archives still held by the colonial power, of which these
newer countries would be tributaries.
In sun, the mere initiation of an international law case is laden
with varied and complex difficulties for these countries. The legal
formulation and judicial development will simply multiply these
complications geometrically.
M. The economic deficit: financial and budgetary difficulties
In spite of the gratuitousness which prevails in the International
Court of Justice procedures, the very dynamics of an international
litigation generate expenses: the cost of retaining qualified technical
personnel who elaborate the reports and pleadings, judicial or not;
expenses involved in the reproduction of documents and deeds of all
types; travel expenses; support assistants (border services or marine
exploration operations, for example). In short, such legal cases involve
expenses of the most varied nature.
International judicial settlement, for the reasons mentioned
above, carries with it high structural costs. In the case of developing
countries, such costs do not conform well to their paltry economic
resources and chronic national fiscal deficit. There may be an added
difficulty if such a State should decide to enter into litigation with an
economically and culturally powerful State. As we shall see shortly,
international litigation is not only expensive, in relative terms, but it is

also protracted, a factor which aggravates the economic needs of such
countries. An altogether unfavourable panorama.
Experience has shown that the best way to meet the high costs
of international litigation lies in establishing special funds for the
specific case, with provisions for annual periodic revision within the
national budget. The supervision of these special funds, including
expenditures, should fall under the responsibility of a person or civil
servant designated by the State. Although advisable, it is not always
possible to establish such centralized management and its absence may
result in an inadequate or erratic development in the preparatory work
or in the litigation procedures.
IV. The anatomy of an international litigation: from the
pre-history to procedural completion
Before seeking recourse through the International Court of
Justice, certain indispensable preparations must be carried out: the
analysis of the controversy and its characteristics, the applicable judicial
rules, the evidence at hand and the expectations for the outcome of the
case. All of this planning during the embryonic stage of the case
requires a legal team free of other commitments and structured by a
director acting as coordinator and strategist.
Once the definitive decision has been taken to bring the case
before the Court, a set of complex technical problems will begin to
appear. As a rule, if the judicial channel is open through the declaration
of acceptance of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction (Article 36, 2 of the
Statute), it is indispensable for the State concerned to carry out an
intense and profound analysis of its own declaration and that of the other
State in order to later file an application instituting proceedings and to
draw up the specific petitum. From this moment on, a process begins
which always requires a high degree of technical and legal
specialization. If, on the other hand, the dispute is brought before the
Court by application of a special agreement or by recourse to one of the
conventional clauses referred to in Article 36, 1 of the Statute, the
negotiation of the corresponding compromise clauses is of the highest
importance, at least in regard to the following factors: the object of the
controversy, the applicable rules, and the issues concerning the temporal
scope and evidences agreed upon. In addition, it is necessary to study
alternative routes such as submitting the case to the court itself or to a
Chamber; if the latter approach is chosen, this requires the study of
alternative choices for the Chamber's composition as well as choosing

the ideal candidate for ad hoc judge, in the case that such a figure is
possible.
As previously mentioned, all of the above procedures entail the
initial work of a highly specialized legal team, given that such
procedures represent a cardinal role in the success of the litigation. In
effect, the decision-making process (assuring for the strategic aspects of
the structuring and development of the case) demands previous planning
in relation to the political decision which must be adopted.
If the decision is made to bring the case before the International
Court of Justice and if the case falls within the Court's jurisdiction, the
immediate task will be that of drawing up the pleadings constituting the
written proceedings. These pleadings, which may continue over various
turns, comprehend essentially two types of contents: the legal arguments
and the evidence to support them. Such documents entail finely
structured reasoning, in which the theses and positions of the parties
relevant for the final decision are progressively laid out.
Upon the closure of the written proceedings, the Court will
declare the case ready for hearing, this being the last stage of the
proceedings. During this phase, it is equally important to have a
complete legal team available, which need not be the same one used in
the previous phase. In effect, the dialectical skill of team members, their
specialization in the specific issues of the case, their professional
prestige, their experience and their capacity for persuasion all might
counsel a State to form an ad hoc team for this phase, even if its
members coincide only partially with those who intervened in the written
proceedings. Among the members of these teams there will always be
continuity although not necessarily absolute coincidence.
In these last two phases, the actual material preparation of the
pleadings and oral statements require an infrastructure which exceeds the
competence of the legal team, that is, typists, translators, interpreters,
services for document reproduction, professional cartographers,
computers specialists, etc. Such highly specialized service personnel are
frequently not available to small and developing States. An additional
problem must also be kept in mind: that of language barriers.

V. An added problem befalling some States: official languages
As laid out in Article 39,1 of the Statute, the official languages
of the Court are French and English. It is true that, according to

paragraph 3 of the same Article, upon petition from one of the parties,
the Court may authorize the use of any language other than French or
English, but it is no less true that in the event of such a circumstance, the
party or parties in question have the burden of covering the high costs of
translation and interpretation services. That is, the legal process becomes
much more expensive for parties who decide not to use one of the two
official languages, and thus, this possibility is, in effect, of a formal
rather than of a practical nature.
Such language dispositions are not without their contradictions,
specially when one considers that the Statute of the Court forms an
integral part of the Charter of the United Nations and that the text of the
Charter has been authenticated in five languages; this means, then, that
Chinese, Spanish and Russian are discriminated against in the Courts
legal procedure. This is the tribute that was paid for the agreed
continuity between the former Statute of the Permanent Court of
International Justice and the current one, and for the view held during
that period that French and English were the aristocratic languages of
international relations and diplomacy.
In relation to this previous point, we offer two thoughts. On the
one hand, the majority of the one hundred and eighty seven States who
are members of the United Nations or parties to the Statute of the Court
6
do not have as an official language either French or English. On the
other hand, upon examining the history of the contentious practice of the
Court, one finds that the number of interventions by parties whose
official language is neither French nor English is higher than the
interventions of those parties whose official language coincides with one
of the two established for the Court.7 Here, we merely wish to put
forward some objective figures which are helpful for our analysis, rather
than to open up a debate on the convenience or not of broadening the
number of official languages of the Court.
The conclusion reached from the situation we have been
describing is clear. Many of the small or developing countries appeal to
the Court with a considerable added difficulty; this is the necessity of
carrying out the contentious procedure in a language which is foreign to
them, a factor which surely will have economic and legal consequences.
Their agents should, therefore, try to form legal teams comprising

6

Cf. I CJ. Yearbook 1995-1996, pp. 62-69.

'Cf. Ibid, pp. 3-7.

specialists, who -- at least for the oral proceedings -- are capable of
skillfully using either French or English, the languages which will be
used to elaborate all the pleadings and oral statements of the procedure.
VI. The inevitable concentration of international litigation in
privileged circuits
The developments mentioned in the previous sections constitute
a brief outline which will support some posterior conclusions -- these
being well-known albeit to the Court experts -- in regard to the
possibilities of small and developing countries for bringing a case before
the Court. We have already observed that technical and legal
complications exist, as well as the expense of creating the necessary
material and personnel infrastructure. There may also be delicate
political issues involved since, as is well-known, when the rights of a
State or its territorial boundaries are questioned, internal political issues
can turn an international litigation into a qualitatively different question,
that is, into a true question of State.
In such a context, it is logical that the governmental authorities
of the parties seek the best legal solution to the dispute which, after
serious examination, they have decided to present before the Court.
After having weighed the national resources for dealing with all aspects
of the litigation, the most immediate question at this point will be how
to confront the challenge in practical terms. The agent and, in some
cases, the coagent, must initiate their work immediately upon being
appointed. For this objective, they already have an important
experience: the recent preparation of the case.
In the initial phase (pre-history), as well as in the recent history
of the case, small and poor countries, which frequently are the result of
an immediate colonial past, may take a first step: resorting to the aid
from the old colonial power, whose material and personal means they
may envy. From such a power, they may even expect economic aid in
terms of international cooperation towards developing countries. This
aid frequently entails the use of experts from the colonial country itself.
This tendency is usually more apparent when the dismantling of the
colonial territories has been a recent event as in, for example, the cases
of France and England; it is less apparent when colonial powers were
already decrepit in the early nineteen century, as in the case of Spain. It
is, of course, belittling when the daughter ends up by devouring -- in
economic, political and strategic terms -- the mother. (Could this be the
case of the United States in relation to England?).

These observations might be justly considered as excessively
literary or rhetorical. However, in reality, what happens in these cases?
What would be the result of an empirical, non-rhetorical analysis of what
has been occurring since the International Court of Justice began to
exercise its contentious jurisdiction?
It goes without saying that said empirical analysis can be
carried out from different perspectives: a personal level and a functional
or operative level. Let us start from the beginning, from the proto
history of a case. At this point, the fundamental decision entails the
personal level, since there is first the question of which person or
persons will be commissioned to carry out the initial analyses of the
case. Later on, when the legal proceedings have begun, it will be
necessary to incorporate a well-organized machinery charged with the
elaboration of the pleadings. As it is a given fact that the small or
developing country cannot solely confront this challenge, how can it
meet such demands?
The history of the Court shows us that ordinarily such countries
seek the aid of one or various of the existent university or professional
circles. Basically, these are to be found within the French, English,
Belgian or Swiss circles, although there are less frequent and not so
conclusive interventions from other groups. As can be observed in the
following sections of this paper, such groups are not mutually exclusive;
rather they frequently maintain contact, since the States usually employ
specialists of different nationalities (one of the reasons being the
plurality of the Court itself).
The French circle has worked in the interest of Albania (1949) 8,
Peru (1949 y 1951) ",Cambodia (1962)'0, Cameroon (1962)1, Tunisia

SCf. Corfu Channelcase,Judgment of9 April 1949, L CJ Reports 1949, p. 5, with the
participation of P. Cot, J. Nordrnann, M. Jacquier and P. Villard.
I Cf. The Colombian-Peruvianasylum case, Judgment ofNovember 2Oth, 1950, L C.J.
Reports 1950, p. 267, and the Hayade la Torre Case, Judgment ofJune 13th, 1951, L CJ.
Reports 1951, p. 72, with the participation of Professors G. Scelle and G. Gidel,
respectively.
' Cf. Case concerning the Temple ofPreah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thailand), Merits,
Judgment of 15 June 1962. LC. Reports 1962, p. 7, with the participation ofProfessors
IL Pinto and P. Reuter.
I Cf. Case concerning the Northern Cameroons (Cameroon v. United Kingdom),
Preliminary Objections,Judgment of2 December 1963, L C.J. Reports 1963, p. 16, with
the participation of Professors P. Weil, Ch. Debbasch and P. Isoart-

(1982)12, Libya (1982)13, Libya (1984)'", Malta (1984)'",9 Libya (1985)
Nicaragua
16, Malta (1985) ", Tunisia (1985) '1, Libya (1985)" ,
(1986)2", Burkina-Faso (1986)21, Mali (1986) 22,Nicaragua (1988) 23
Honduras (1988)', Guinea-Bissau (1991)," El Salvador (1992),26
Honduras (1992)27, Chad (1994)2 , Qatar (1994) 29, Bahrain (1994) 30,
Bosnia-Herzegovina (1996)31, Hungary (1997)32, Slovakia (1997)" and
Cameroon (1998)1 4.

2

Cf. ContinentalShelf(Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya),Judgment, I. C.J Reports

1982, p. I9, with the participation of Professors R.J. Dupuy, M. Vitally and P.M. Dupuy.
'3 Cf. ibidem, p. 19, with the participation of Professor C.A. Colliard.
'4 Cf. Continental Shelf(Libyan Arab Republic Jamahiriya/Malta),Application to
Intervene, Judgment,I.C.i Reports 1984, p. 4, again with the participation of Professor
C.A. Colliard.
" Cf. ibidem, with the participation of Professor P. Weil.
"Cf. ContinentalShelf(Libyan Arab Republic Jamahiriya/Malta),Judgment, L CJ.
Reports 1985, p. 14, with the participation of Professors C.A. Colliard, L. Lucchini and J.P.
Queneudec.
'7 Cf. ibidem, p. 15, with the participation of Professor P. Weil.
"Cf. Applicationfor Revision and Interpretationofthe Judgment of 24 February1982
in the Case concerningthe Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (Tunisia
v. Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1985, p. 193, with the participation
of Professors R.J. Dupuy and M. Virally.
19Cf. ibidem, with the participation of Professors J.P. Queneudec and C.A. Colliard.
20 Cf. Military and ParamilitaryActivities in and againstNicaragua(Nicaraguav.
United States of America), Merits, Judgment, LC.J. Reports 1986, p. 15, with the
participation of Professor A. Pellet.
" Cf. FrontierDispute,Judgment I C. Reports 1986, p. 555, with the participation of
Professors J.P. Cot and A. Pellet.
2 Cf. ibidem, p. 556, with the participation of Professors R.J. Dupuy and P.M. Dupuy.
Cf. Border and TransborderArmed Actions (Nicaraguav. Honduras), Jurisdiction
and Admissibility,Judgment, I.C.J.Reports 1988, p. 70, with the participation of A. Pellet.
24Cf. ibidem, with the participation of Professor P.M. Dupuy.
2'Cf. Arbitral Award of3l July 1989, (Guinea-Bissau v. Senegal). Judgment, I.CJ.
Reports 1991, p. 54, with the participation of Professor M. Chemillier-Gendreau and
Professor Ch. Apostolidis.
26
Cf. Land, Islandand MaritimeFrontierDispute (El Salvador/Honduras:Nicaragua
intervening), Judgment of I I September 1992, I.C.J. Reports 1992, p. 354, with the
participation of P. Weil.
27 Cf. ibidem, with the participation of Professors R.J. Dupuy and P.M. Dupuy.
Cf. TerritorialDispute (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Chad),Judgment, I. C.J.Reports
1994, p. 9, with the participation of Professors A. Pellet, J.P. Cot and J.M. Sorel.
29
Cf. MaritimeDelimitation and TerritorialQuestions between Qatarand Bahrain,
Jurisdictionand'Admissibility,Judgment,I C.J Reports 1994, p. 113, with the participation
of Professor J.P. Qneudec.
30Cf. ibidem, with the participation of Professor P. Weil.
3' With the participation of Professors A. Pellet and B. Stem.
72 With the participation of Professors P.M. Dupuy and A. Kiss
3 With the participation of Professor A. Pellet.
3"With the participation of Professors A. Pellet and J.P. Cot.

The English circle, which can be subdivided fundamentally into
two groups, that of Oxford and that of Cambridge, has defended the
7
interests of India (1960), 1 Thailand (1962),6 Tunisia (1982), Libya
39
(1985),42
Malta
(1985),"'
Libya
(1984),"
( 19 8 2 ),' Libya (1984), Malta
Libya (1985) ,3, Nicaragua (1986) ", Nicaragua (1988) 41, Honduras
(1988), ' Senegal (1991), 47 Nauru (1992), 4 El Salvador (1992), '
Honduras ( 19 92 ),s' Libya (1994), 5' Chad (1994), 52 Qatar (1994), 53
Bahrain (1994), ' Bosnia-Herzegovina (1996), 15 Yugoslavia (1996),

5

Cf. Case concerningRight of Passageover Indian Territory (Merits), Judgment of

12 April 1960, LC.J. Reports 1960, p. 8, with the participation of Professor C.H.M.
Waldoclc
1 Cf. Case concerning the Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thailand), Merits,
judgment of 15 June 1962, I.CJ. Reports 1962, pp. 7 and 8, with the participation of

lawyers F. Soskice, J.G. Le Quesne and D.S. Downs.

r Cf. ContinentalShelf (Tunisia/LibyanArab Jamahiriya).Judgment. I.CJ.Reports
1982, p- 19, with the participation of Professor R. Jennings.
I Cf. ibid, p. 20, with the participation of Professors D. Bowet and Sir F. Vallat.
9
1 Cf. Continental Shelf (Libyan Arab Republic JamahiriyalMalta),Application to
Interene Judgment. .CJ.Reports 1984, p. 4, with the participation of Professors Sir F.
Vallat and D.W. Bowett.
I0Cf. ibid,with the participation of Professors E. Lauterpacht and 1. Brownlie.
41Cf. ContinentalShelf (Libyan Arab Republic JamahiriyalMalta),Judgment, J.C..
Reports 1985, p. 14, with the participation of Professors D.W. Bowett and Sir F. Vallat.
' Cf ibid, p, 15, with the participation of Professors I. Brownlie and E. Lauterpacht.
Cf. ibid, with the participation of Professors D.W. Bowett and Sir F. Vallat.
"Cf Military and ParamilitaryActivities in and against Nicaragua(Nicaraguav.
United States of America), Merits, Judgment, IC.J. Reports 1986, p. 15, with the
participation of Professor I. Brown]ie.
'Cf. Border and TransborderArmed Actions (Nicaraguav. Honduras).Jurisdiction
andAdmissibility,Judgment,I.CJ. Reports 1988, p. 70, with the participation of Professor

I. Brownlie.
, Cf. ibid, with the participation of Professor D.W. Bowett.

"Cf. Arbitral Award of3l July 1989 (Guinea-Bissau v. Senegal). Judgment, LCJ.
Reports 1991, p. 55, with the participation of Professor D.W. Bowett.
4
Cf. CertainPhosphateLands in Nauru (Nauru v. Australia).Preliminary Objections,
Judgment. L.CJ. Reports 1992, p. 241, with the participation of Professor I. Brownlie.
' Cf. Land. Islandand Maritime FrontierDispute (El Salvador/Honduras:Nicaragua
intervening). Judgment,1CJ. Reports 1992, p. 354, with the participation of Professor E.
Lauterpacht.
CfCIbid., with the participation of Professor D.W. Bowett.
51
Cf TerritorialDispute (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Chad).Judgment. . C.J. Reports
1994, p. 8, with the participation of Professor D.W. Bowet
52Cf. Ibid., p. 8, with the participation of Professor R, Higgins.
" Cf. Maritime Delimitationand TerritorialQuestions between Qatarand Bahrain.
JurisdictionandAdmissibility,Judgment.LCJ. Reports 1994, p. 113, with the participation
of Professors Sir I. Sinclair and Sir F.A. Vallat.
Cf Ibid, with the participation of Professors D.W. Bowett and E. Lauterpacht.
"With the participation of Professor M. Weller.
With the participation of Professor I. Brownlie.

Iran (1996)," Hungary (1997), " Slovakia (1997), 59 Libya (1998), 60
Cameroon (1998)61 and Nigeria (1998)62.
For their part, the Belgian circle served the interests of India
(1960),63 Honduras (1960), 'Nicaragua (1960), 65Thailand (1962), 6
Mali (1986)67, Honduras (1992), 61 Qatar (1994),69 Yugoslavia (1996) 70
and Libya (1998).7'
And finally, the important Geneva-Swiss circle has participated,
serving the interests of India (1960)72, Honduras (1960) 71, Tunisia

57

With the participation of Professors J.R. Crawford (holding a Chair at Cambridge) and
D.W. Bowett.
s With the participation of Professor J. Crawford and P. Sands.
79
With the participation of Professors or jurists D.W. Bowett and A. Watts.
6 With the participation of Professor I. Brownlie.
6' With the participation of Professors M. Shaw and 1. Sinclair.
52 With the participation of Professors I. Brownlie and J. Crawford.
6 Cf. Case concerning Right of Passageover Indian Territory (Merits),Judgment of
12 April 1960, 1.C.J. Reports 1960, p. 8, with the participation of Professor H. Rolin.
"Cf. Case concerningthe ArbitralAward made by the King ofSpain on 23 December
1906, Judgment of 18 November 1960, 1. C.J Reports 1960, p. 193, with the participation
of Professors P. de Visscher and Ch. Dominicd.
"' Cf. Ibid, pp. 193-194, with the participation of Professors H. Rolin and M.
Waelbroeck.
' Cf. Case concerning the Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thailand), Merits,
Judgment of 15 June 1962, .C. Reports 1962, p. 7, with the participation of Professors
H. Rolin and M. Slusny.
I Cf.FrontierDispute, Judgment,I. C.J. Reports 1986, p. 556, with the participation of
Professor J. Salmon.
' Cf. Land, Island and MaritimeFrontierDispute (El Salvador/Honduras:Nicaragua
intervening), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1992, p. 355, with the participation of Professor P.
de Visscher.
6 Cf. Maritime Delimitationand TerritorialQuestions between Qatarand Bahrain,
JurisdictionandAdmissibility, Judgment,I.CJ. Reports 1994, p. 113, with the participation
of Professor J. Salmon.
o With the participation of Professor E. Suy.
7' With the participation of Professors J. Salon, E. Suy and David.
Cf. Case concerningRight ofPassage over Indian Territory (Merits), Judgment of
12 April 1960, I.C.J Reports 1960, p. 8, with the participation of Professor P. Guggenheim.
" Cf. ibidem, p. 193, with the participation of the same cited in the previous footnote.

(1982)' 4, Libya (1984)7", Libya (1994)16 and Iran (1996)".
It goes without saying that this diagnosis does not include all
of the possible profiles of the participants within the different circles at
each of the distinct stages of the judicial procedure. These data were
obtained exclusively from the information published by the International
Court of Justice, and this means that only those participating in the oral
proceedings are cited, since no record exists of those who have
participated in previous stages. In any case, these data are sufficiently
representative for the purposes of our analysis.
From another viewpoint, and with these data at hand, it is
possible to arrive at other interesting conclusions. First, it is necessary
to focus on the participation of North American experts and jurists who,
in spite of their quantitative and qualitative importance and the
undeniable hegemonic position of their country in international relations,
seem to have limited interventions before the Court in the defense of
small and developing countries and, in addition, are from diverse
academic, professional and conceptual circles. They have intervened on
behalf of Honduras and Nicaragua (1960),7 Cambodia and Thailand
(1962),' Ethiopia and Liberia (1962),' Libya (1982),s" Libya (1985),s"

"Cf. ContinentalShelf(Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya),Judgment, I. C. Reports
1982, p. 19, with the participation ofProfessor G. Abi-Saab. Logically, the nationality of
the expert is not relevant for our classification, when he or she offers professional and
academic services in a different circle.
"Cf. !.CJ. Reports 1984, p. 4, with the participation of Professor E. Grisel.
"Cf. TerritorialDispute (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Chad),Judgment. L C.J Reports
1994, p. 8, with the participation of Professors Ph. Cahier and L. Condorelli.
" With the participation of Professor L. Condorelli.
4Cf. Case concerningthe Arbitral A ward made by the King of Spain on 23 December
1906. Judgment of 18 November 1960, 1.CJ.Reports 1960, pp. 193-194, with the participation of Professors H.W. Briggs and Ph. C. Jessup, respectively.
'Cf. Case concerning the Temple ofPreah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thailand). Merits.
Judgment of 15 June 1962, 1 CJ.Reports 1962, p. 7, with the participation of lawyers D.
Acheson and J.N. Hyde.
OCf. Ibid-, p. 320, with the participation on the part of both countries, EA. Gross and
L.S. Sandweiss.
" Cf. ContinentalShelf(Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya),Judgment, L C.J. Reports
1982, p. 20, with law%ers and Professors H.W. Briggs, K. Highet and W.D. Sohier.
'2 Cf. ContinentalShelf(Libyan Arab Republic JamahiriyalMalta),Judgment, I. C.
Reports 1985, p. 14, with the participation ofthe three mentioned in the previous footnote.

Nicaragua (1986)," 3 Guinea-Bissau (1991),' Slovakia (1997), 85 BosniaHerzegovina (1996)6 and Yugoslavia (1996)".
The participation of North American specialists is, therefore,
relatively limited, with large time intervals between interventions, often
explicable for strategic reasons in the defense of a case (Libya and
Nicaragua).
Secondly, it is quite notable that representatives or nationals
from some traditional, prestigious and substantial national legal circuits
appear sporadically in the contentious practice of the Court acting in
favour of the countries we have been focusing on. The excellence of the
work carried out and the expertise of the members of these legal circuits
does not harmonize with their relative isolation within forensic tasks, as
is the case of the Italian circle88 and the German circle. 9
Thirdly, in the defense of their procedural interests before the
Court, it appears to be quite exceptional that developing countries
confide exclusively in their own national specialists,' or that they
demand the services of specialists from other developing nations for

" Cf. Military and ParamilitaryActivities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaraguav.
United States of America), Merits, Judgment, LC.J Reports 1986, p. 15, with the
significative participation of Professor A. Chayes.
84 Cf. LC.J. Reports 1991, p. 54, with the participation of Professor M.B. Froman,
jointly with K. Highet.
" With the participation of S.C. McCaffrey and W.D. Sohier. It is true that, in recent
years, one of the most active North American lawyer-professors has been K. Highet:
Guinea-Bissau (1991), El Salvador (1992) y Bahrain (1994), but this seems to be due
primarily to his principal activity as a legal specialist and less owing to his membership in
a particular circle.
86 With the participation of Professor T. Franck.
'7 With the participation of Ambassador S. Rosenne.
88 We note the defense of the interests of Nicaragua carried out by G. Morelli and A.
Malintoppi (cf. I. CJ.Reports 1960, p. 194), in the services of Libya, A. Malintoppi (ef.
LC.J.Reports 1982, p. 20), in defense of the interests of Senegal, F. Capotorti (cf. LCJ.
Reports 1991, p. 55), and serving Chad, A. Cassese (ef. LC.J Reports 1994, p. 8).
'Evenless explicable is the case of the German experts, among whom only G. Jaenicke
has participated, in the defense of the interests of Libya (ef. LC.J. Reports 1984, p. 4, y
LC.J. Reports 1985, p. 14), and R. Dolzer, commissioned by the same country (cf. LCJ.
Reports 1994, p. 7), as well as Professors B. Simma and Ch. Tomuschat in defense of
Cameroon (1998). All considered, the last two decades point to an upsurge in the
participation of the German circle before the Court.
' Worthy of mention is the case of India and Pakistan in their controversy, although in
regard to India, the use of national experts is less surprising if we keep in mind that this is
a large country with a substantial public infrastructure. See the Appeal Relatingto the
Jurisdictionof the ICAO Council, Judgment, LC.J. Reports 1972, p. 46.

incorporation into their national legal team. 91 In sum, the contentious
practice of the Court demonstrates that the small and developing States
are plainly tributaries to the academic and professional circles under
discussion here.
Lastly, it is possible to identify instances in which a series of
corresponding historical, cultural and geographic factors enter into the
decision-making process when forming the national legal teams. This
is the case of the participation of Portuguese lawyers and professors in
favor of the interests of Guinea-Bissau (1991),92 or of the prominent
intervention of Australian lawyers in favor of Nauru (1992)." 3
A different case is that of the participation of Spanish junsts in
litigations between Central or South American Republics, not only in
cases brought before the Court but also in other arbitration proceedings.
In effect, Spanish lawyers and professors have intervened in favor of
Perfi (1950 and 1951),9 Nicaragua (1960 and 1988)" ' and Honduras
(1988 and l992). 97 9 It is probably true that certain cultural, historical,
linguistic, and legal affinities played a role in the inclusion of Spanish
lawyers in the respective national legal teams; however, it is no less true

9' Indeed, examples such as the intervention of M.Y_ Yassen, acting in favor of Libya
(cf. LC Reports 1982, p. 20), of the Madagascan R. Ranjeva, in favor of Mali (cf.I.CJ
Reports 1986, p. 556), and of the Indian R.K.P. Shankardass, in favor of Qatar (cf. I.CJ.
Reports 1994, p. 113), are quite exceptional, although part of the exceptionality can be
explained by the excellent legal offices of these individuals and their expertise in casu.
- Cf.Arbitral Award of31 July 1989 (Guinea-Bissauv. Senegal), Judgment, .C.J.

Reports 1991, p. 54, with the participation of M. Galvao Teles and P. Canelas de Castro.
Australia),Preliminwyobjections,
Y Cf. Certain PhosphateLands in Nauru (Nauru %'.

Judgment, .C.J. Reports1992, pp- 241-242, together with the Englishman I. Brownlie, the
case also included the Australian Professors B. Connell and J. Crawford (the latter still in
an Australia phase of his work); this participation is probably owing not only to
geographical affinity, but also to the fact
that Australia was the opposing party. In this respect, it is quite surprising to observe that
among the legal counselors for Australia there were none of Australian nationality.
" Cf. The Colombian-Peruvianasylum case. Judgment ofNovember 20th 1950, L C.
Reports 1950, p. 267, and the Haya de la Torre Case,Judgment of June 13th. 1951. LCJ.

Reports 1951, p. 72. with the participation of Ambassador J. L6pez Olivan on both
occasions.
Cf. LC.J Reports 1960, p. 194, with the participation of Professor C.Barcia Trelles.
-Cf. Borderand TransborderArmed Actions (Nicaraguav. Honduras). Jurisdiction
andAdmissibility,Judgment,LCJ Reports 1988, p. 70, with the participation of Professor

A Remiro Brotons.
1'Cf. Ibid., with the participation of Professor J. GonzAlez Campos.
1 Cf, Land, Island and MaritimeFrontierDispute (El Salvador/Honduras:Nicaragua
intervening), Judgment, L.CJ. Reports 1992, pp. 354-355, with the participation of

Professors J. Gonzalez Campos, L. Sinchez Rodriguez and A. Nieto.

that their expertise in certain controversial questions (for example, the
utipossidetisjuriscorresponding to the Spanish Crown, or the validity
of an arbitral award made by the King of Spain) have made the presence
of Spanish jurists advisable.
In either situation, both the contribution of evidence in relation
to Spanish colonial law and the interpretation of the legal texts, written
originally in Spanish, meant that the intervention of Spanish specialists
was particularly appropriate. The inclusion of specialists of other
nationalities, having great expertise in these legal matters but with little
or no knowledge of the original language of the documents, might have
led to undesirable results for the country which they represented.
VII. The choice of material and personnel infrastructure for
international litigation
It has already been observed that, in a legal case brought before
the Court, small and developing countries may have difficulties which
go beyond the selection of the expert members of the legal team, i.e., the
lack of material means: the translation, edition, reproduction and
presentation of the evidence, of maps, etc., all within the ambit of
material and personnel infrastructure. If medium-sized countries find it
necessary to have recourse to such specialized services, this is even more
indispensable in the case of small and developing nations.
During the last two decades, one of the solutions frequently
provided for this problem is the recourse to the services of legal advisers
specializing in international law; such consulting firms, either
themselves or having recourse to third parties' services, can usually offer
a global response to the contracting parties. In addition, as is wellknown, they have at their disposal expert lawyers with important
contacts in the well-known legal circles. Thus, they can offer services
la carte.
The adoption of this solution on the part of legal clients
explains the frequent intervention of certain lawyers, as counsels, acting
as members or representatives for specialized consulting firns;9 9 upon
occasions, there is the direct invention of the consulting firm itself,

' Cf. Continental Shelf(Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), Judgment,LCJ Reports
1982, p. 21; Continental Shelf(Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Malta), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports
1985, p. 14; ArbitralAward of3l July 1989, Judgment, .C.J. Reports 1991, p. 55, always
in relation to Libya, as well as to Iran (1996), to Slovakia (1997) and to Nigeria (1998).

which furnishes one or two lawyers or associates. Such is the
circumstance in the following cases: Nicaragua (1986 and 1988),"t
Honduras (1992),'0' Libya (1 994 ),0 2 Qatar (1994),0 ° Bahrain (1994),101
Iran (1996),0' Slovakia (1996)" e and Nigeria (1998)'".
In other recent cases, a different strategy was used, one which
is, in certain ways, a variant of the former. Basically, it consists of
obtaining a certain amount of infrastructure in personnel by assuring the
participation of assistants or collaborators of the principal counsels and
lawyers, thus guaranteeing the elaboration of complementary working
documents. This strategy has been used by Chad (1994) ' and by
Bosnia-Herzegovina (1996). 'o9 In these situations, it appears that the

principal counsels, commissioned to establish the technical organization
and to assume the most direct protagonism, entrust certain
complementary jobs to the persons who form part of their respective
academic teams.
VIII. Regarding the election of ad hoc judges
If the choice of legal counsels and experts on the part of the

small and developing countries follow certain more or less foreseeable
SCf.Military and ParamilitaryActivities in and againstNicaragua(Nicaraguav
UnitedStates ofAmerca). Merits, Judgment, I.CJ. Reports 1986, p. 16; and the Border
andTransborderArmedActions(Nicaraguav. Honduras),JurisdictionandAdmissibility,
Judgment, I.C.J Reports 1988, p. 70, with recourse to partners and lawyers from the
Washington, D.C. firm Reichler and Appelbaum.
01
Cf. Land,Islandand Maritime FrontierDispute (El Salvador/Honduras:Nicaragua
intmving), Judgment,LCJ. Reports 1992, p. 355, with the participation of an associate
from the Paris firm Frere Cholmeley.
I Cf. TerritorialDispute (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Chad),Judgment. L C.. Reports
1994, p. 7, with the participation of various lawyers from the firm Frere Cholrreley (Paris)
and from expert cartographers from the Maryland Cartographics, Inc.
' Cf. Maritime Delimitationand TerritorialQuestions between Qatarand Bahrain,
JurisdictionandAdmissibility,
JudgmentL.C.J.Reports 1994,p. 113, with the participation
of various partners from Frere Cholmeley.
11 Cf. Ibid., with the participation of lawyers from the firm Trowers and Hamlins
(London).
115
Also with lawyers from the firm Frere Cholmeley.
' Ibid.
With the participation of various lawyers from the firm D.J. Freeman (London).
Cf. TerritorialDispute (Libyan Arab JamaliriyalChad),Judgment, L CJ.Reports
1994, p. 7, with the participation of various lawyers and researchers from New York
University, from the Free University of Brussels, from the University of Paris X-Nanterre
and from the European University Institute of Florence.
'"With the participation of aids and collaborators linked to the University of Paris XNanterre, Paris I, and Amsterdam.

tendencies (to the point of almost being able to state that there are
certain guidelines or commonly observed standards), the same cannot be
said of the designation of the ad hoc judges. In the latter case, the
conclusions are less evident and generalizable, since there exist many
variants in regard to the criteria for selection. Nevertheless, one must
keep in mind the unquestionable importance and the specific
significance that an ad hoc judge may have in the resolution of a case,
especially regarding a Chamber, with a reduced number of judges.
If one examines the ad hoc judges designated up to the present,
it is possible to draw some preliminary conclusions." ° Firstly, small or
developing countries have a tendency to designate judges of the same
nationality"' or of that of the nearby countries." 2 This does not mean,
however, that some of these countries have not decided to designate as
ad hoc judges some of the most significative representatives from
completely different legal and cultural spheres, usually classified within
international law as the "Western" sphere;" 3 such designations are

I0 Cf. in this regard I C.J Yearbook 1995-1996,pp. 12-16. The references which appear
in the following footnotes are all from this same source.
..This is true of Colombia and Perti in the Asylum case, Request for interpretationof
thejudgement of20 November 1950 in the Asylum case and Haya de la Torre case; with
Tran in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case, with Guatemala in the Noutebohm case; with India
in the Right of passage over Indian territory case; with Cameroon in the Northern
Cameroons case; with India as well in the Appeal relatingto thejurisdictionof the ICA 0
Council case; with Pakistan in the Trial ofPakistaniPrisonersof war case; with Iran in the
Aerial Incident of 3 July 1988 case; with Senegal in the ArbitralAward of31 July 1989;,
with Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) in the Applicationof the Convention on the
Prevention andpunishment ofthe crime ofgenocide case; with Cameroon and Nigeria in
the case concerning the Land and maritime boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria;,
with Spain and Canada in the FisheriesJurisdictioncase, and with New Zealand in the
Request for an examinationof the situation in accordancewith paragraph63 ofthe Court's
judgement of 20 December 1974 in the nuclear tests case.
..
2 This is the case of Nicaragua in the matter of the ArbitralAward made by the King
ofSpain on December 23. 1906; of Ethiopia and Liberia in the South West Africa case; of
Mali in the Frontier dispute case; of Chad in the TerritorialDispute case; and of Libya in
the case concerning Questions of interpretation and application of the 1971 Montreal
Convention arising from the Aerial Incident at Lockerbie. (Convention for the Suppression
of unlawful acts against the safety ofcivil aviation. United Nations, Treay Series, vol. 974,
p. 177).
..
3 This has occurred, for instance, with Tunisia and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya in the
ContinentalShelfcase, with the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Malta in the ContinentalShelf
case, with Burkina- Faso in the Frontier Dispute case, with Nicaragua in the case
concerning Militaryandparamilitaryactivities in and againstNicaragua,with Tunisia and
Libya in the matter of the Applicationfor revision and interpretation ofthe judgement of
24 February 1982 on the ContinentalSheIf case, with Guinea-Bissau in the ArbitralAward
of31 July 1989 case, and with Libya in the TerritorialDisputecase. The Islamic Republic
of Iran also designated a Belgian judge in the Oil Platforms case.

probably due to the specialization involved in the case or to other
strategic legal considerations. In this regard, the case of Libya is
illustrative, since it has held no qualms when designating judges from
different nationalities for distinct cases before the Court, most probably
with a view to their technical-legal specialization or other such factors.
As a counterpoint to the tendency of choosing ad hoc judges from a
restricted area, some small and developing countries have had no
reservations in designating judges of nationalities different from their
own, and who are, in general, more "Eurocentric"."
Continuing along this same line, one can detect, within the
context of ad hoc judges designated by the countries under study, a
certain coming and going among persons xho were the counsels or
lawyers of the parties and of others who have been or will be judges
sitting on the International Court of Justice. In sum, the latter, being
expert members of legal teams and belonging to different legal circles,
will have the opportunity, throughout their professional and judicial
careers, of having experience in all the possible roles within the
international litigation.
X. Concluding remarks.
Although we accept as natural that developed countries
logically use their own national experts - or those from surrounding
countries -- in the defense of their interests before the I.C.J., it is quite
strildng that small and developing countries continue to pay tribute to the
former. This situation affects the different stages of the contentious
procedure in the international litigation. This suggests that the
aristocratic conception of the judicial function persists. Paradoxically,
the most democratic and innovative exponent appears to be the diverse
origin -- both in terms of nationality and legal tradition -- of the ver-,

judges themselves. It seems unquestionable that when a State brings a
case before the Court, its objective is to obtain a favorable resolution.
What is more doubtful, however, is that the methods for doing so consist
only of those few alternatives reflected in the practice analised in this

" Within this group, the following can be cited: Honduras, in the matter ofthe Arbitral
Award made by the King ofSpain on December23, 1906; El Salvador and Honduras, in the
Land, ILand and Maritimefrontier dispute case; Qatar and Bahrain, in the case concerning
the Maritime delimutation and territorial questions between Qatar and Bahrain; BosniaHerzegovina in the case concerning the Application of the Convention on the prevention
and the punishment of the crime ofgenocide (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 78, p.
277), and, Slovakia, in the Gabdkovo-Nagymaros Project case.

paper.

THE PRESENTATION OF THE GAB(dOVO-NAGYMAROS
CASE BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF
JUSTICE: SOME ASPECTS OF CASE MANAGEMENT AND
THE HUNGARIAN EXPERIENCE
Gy~rgy Szdnisi"

I. Introduction
The Gabdkovo-Nagymaroscase' is widely recognized as being
one of great complexity, not only in its legal aspects, but also in its
environmental and scientific elements. It is not the purpose of this
article to examine the historical background of the case or the relative
merits of the arguments, whether legal or environmental, which were

put forward by the parties. There are many publications, including the
submissions themselves, which do full justice to those tasks.2 The
purpose of this paper is, rather, to provide an introductory explanation
or illustration, based on the Hungarian experience, of what such a case

can involve, both in terms of general policy issues and in matters of
organization and management. It also aims to draw attention to some
of the potential pitfalls. Hopefully, it may offer some useful pointers for
those who may be involved in similar international litigation in the
future.
The case concerning the Gab.kovo-NagymarosProject was
submitted to the International Court of Justice by means of a Special
Agreement which was concluded between the parties on 7 April 1993.

Director, International Law Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Hungary.
See Gabdkovo-Nagymaros Project(Hungary/Slovalaa), Judgment, ICJ.Reports
1997. The case was referred to the International Court of Justice in 1993 by means of a
Special Agreement between the parties. It concerned a treaty concluded in 1977 for the
joint construction of a major hydroelectric dam on the river Danube at Gabdikovo in
Slovakia and Nagymaros in Hungary. The parameters of the dispute were determined by
the words of the Special Agreement The Court was asked to determine whether
Hungary was entitled to suspend and subsequently abandon work on the project, what
were the legal effects of the notification by Hungary, on 19 May 1992, of the termination
by Hungary of the 1977 treaty and whether the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic had
been entitled to proceed with a "provisional solution" which involved damming the river
at an alternative location and constructing various other works.
2 See, for example, J. Fitzmaurice, Damming the Danube: Gabdkovo and Postcommunist Politics in Europe(Boulder, Westview Press, 1996); and Nagy, "The Danube
Dispute: Conflicting Paradigms", The New HungarianQuarterly,vol. 33 (1992), p. 56.

It was agreed in article 3 of the Agreement that there should be a
parallel exchange of Memorials and Counter-Memorials and possibly
parallel Replies. In the event, Memorials were submitted on 5 May
1994, Counter-Memorials on 5 December 1994 and Replies on 20 June
1995. The first round of public hearings in the case took place in March

1997, a visit to the area that was the subject of the dispute was made
early in April 1997 and a second round of public hearings followed
shortly thereafter.
This was the first time that either of the two States which were
involved in the case had appeared before the International Court. It was
immediately recognized in Hungary that the protocols and formalities
required by the Court and the task of submitting Memorials in English
to fixed deadlines would be formidable. The Agent, in close
consultation with colleagues, established immediate priorities. These
were, first of all, the selection of a first-rate legal team, with a balance
of Hungarian and international counsel,3 and, secondly, the creation of
a team of national and international scientists to consider the
environmental issues.4 Good judgement -- or good fortune -- produced
not only extremely talented legal and scientific teams, but also groups
of individuals who were mutually compatible, who understood the
constraints of other disciplines and who could work together for a
common purpose: namely, the presentation of a persuasive case to the
Court.

The Hungarian legal team was led by Professor Liszl6 Valki, Head of the

International Law Department at the E6tv6s Lorfind University of Budapest. Professor
Boldizsir Nagy, also of Eotvts Lorind University, worked in close collaboration with
him. Additional contributions were made by Professor Jinos Bruhics of the Janus
Pannonius University of Pdcs and Professor Vanda Lamm, Director of the Institute of
Political and Legal Sciences.
Foreign Counsel were headed by Professor James Crawford of Cambridge
University in the United Kingdom, Professor Pierre-Marie Dupuy of the Institut des
hautes 6tudes internationales in Paris and Professor Alexandre Kiss of the University of
Strasbourg. Philippe Sands, Reader in International Law at the School of Oriental and
African Studies in the University of London and Global Professor of Law at New York
University, and Katherine Gorove, a visiting Professor at the University of Budapest,
made important contributions, as well as making presentations before the Court.
4
Many individuals and institutions assisted with the preparation of the scientific and
legal argument. The scientists who made presentations before the Court were: Dr. Klaus
Kern, an environmental river engineer from Karlsruhe; Professor Howard Wheater,
Professor of Hydrology at Imperial College, University of London; Professor Gabor
Vida, a member of the Hungarian Academy of Science; and Professor Roland Carbiener,
Professor Emeritus of Strasbourg University.

A second set of issues which fell to be addressed comprised
questions of policy and the resolution within Hungary of any areas of
potential conflict. As Agent, it was important that I immediately focus
on and deal with these issues and ensure that the political and
bureaucratic environment was conducive to the presentation of the case.
The third element, the preparation and presentation of the
written and oral pleadings, represented a substantial challenge in many
ways, but especially in terms of coordination and management. The
next priority, then, was to establish a management structure which could
cope with the demands of the case and with the people involved, liaise
with the various agencies, work with the Hungarian bureaucracy and,
most importantly, deal with the vast amount of information and
documents, diplomatic, scientific and otherwise, relating to the case. It
was seen as vital to develop the necessary technical and human resource
infrastructure to support the legal team in the most efficient manner
possible.
This paper is intended to provide an overview of this third
element and to examine the establishment and functioning of the office
which was responsible for the management of the case (the "GNBS
Office"). I consider it important, though, first to offer some general
reflections on a number of the broader issues which influenced the
environment within which the case had to be prepared and that office
function. These I call "policy issues".
H. Policy Issues
There were a number of issues which it was important to
resolve and which I will briefly mention at this point.
1. Support
It was important that the case receive across-the-board political
support and that sufficient money be made available to fuind its conduct.
In this respect, it was important to ensure that there was an accurate
awareness of the case and a realistic understanding of the problems
involved. Parliamentary decisions allocated funding and gave full
responsibility for the case to the Agent. All Ministries were requested
by Parliament to give their full cooperation and support.
2. Media

In any democratic State, institutions and individuals hold a
variety of opinions on a range of issues, this diversity being an essential
and healthy part of any democracy. Public and institutional opinion on
the Gabdkovo-Nagymaros case certainly exhibited such diversity. It
was seen as important that public opinion be well informed and that
press statements be made by informed sources. Although many
statements were made to the press by different groups and individuals,
the Agent was nominated the official spokesperson in respect of the case
itself, while the Minister for Foreign Affairs was recognized as the
source of information on the broader issues and in other international
fora.
3. International Relationships
It was clearly important that the legal and environmental issues
relating to the case did not negatively influence or prejudice
relationships between the two neighbouring States. I might say in this
regard that contact between Hungary and Slovakia, as represented by
their Agents, was always courteous and professional and that the
involvement of the two States in international litigation did not
undermine their general relationship with each other. In this respect, I
believe it important that States should regard international litigation not
as a potential source of conflict, but rather as a proper means for the
resolution of conflict.

4. Authority
The very nature of the case meant that there were potential
implications for foreign policy. From the beginning, however, it was
accepted that the Agent and the International Law Department, while
reporting progress to Ministers, should retain authority for the
management of the case itself. Only in this way was it possible to retain
the sense of direction which was essential for success.
5. Institutional and Structural Tension
In order to free the case from the problems that institutional
and structural tension might create, it was important to resolve any
sources of possible conflict and to insulate the management of the case
from any interference, however well meaning. This was ensured by the
fact that the Gabckovo-Nagymaros Office was set up outside the
bureaucratic hierarchy, yet under the direct control of the International

Law Department Possibly the most important factor which facilitated
the smooth operation of the Office was that it remained largely outside
normal bureaucratic control. This permitted the Office greater
flexibility and made possible the speedier completion of urgent tasks.
It is a credit to the Hungarian Government that it could accommodate
an enterprise of this nature and allow it such a considerable degree of
autonomy.
H. Case Management
1. The Management Structure
It was considered that, in the main, the interests of Hungary
would be best served by managing the case in-house rather than by
instructing an outside firm of lawyers. This decision was not taken for
financial reasons, although it did prove to be very cost-effective. An
office incorporated within the International Law Department of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs would contain people dedicated solely to the
conduct of the case and who were available to the Agent and Counsel
on an immediate and daily basis. It would provide a permanent focus
and point of reference for those involved and it would contribute to the
development of in-house Hungarian expertise in case management. The
problem was how to establish and structure that office.
In the event, the management structure responsible for the
coordination of the Hungarian case was not established. Rather, it
evolved and adapted to changing demands. It would be fair to say that,
inthe early stages, the "learning curve" was dramatic and that, initially
at least, ad hoc innovation was the rule, rather than the exception. Such
ability to innovate and to be flexible proved to be beneficial, though.
The International Law Department of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, under my direction, provided overall supervision and
coordination and it was within this department that a small office was
established to manage the case. A number of staff were recruited, each
with particular skills, knowledge and abilities. Some of these were
bilingual law graduates, others were native English speakers drawn from
the international community. An office manager was appointed,' as
well as a scientific coordinator and a person in charge of systems and

SStuart Oldham, who contributed advice and information for this essay.

computers. The importance of confidentiality was stressed to all staff.
All staff were regarded as equally important members of the team and,
partly as a result of this philosophy, the working atmosphere was good
and motivation strong throughout.
Bearing in mind that the written pleadings before the Court
were to be submitted in English, it was acknowledged that the language
of the Office and of day-to-day communication would predominantly
have to be that tongue. It was fortunate that all colleagues, with the
exception of some secretarial staff, had fluent command of English.
One valuable spin-off of this situation was that, over the more than fouryear period that the Office was in existence, the fluency of its members
in English improved to almost native standard.
It was also recognized that the integration of the GabdikovoNagymaros Office into the International Law Department had the
potential of causing dislocation of the routine of that department and
disrupting its day-to-day operations. The recruitment of international
staff and the consequent introduction of different priorities, work ethics
and attitudes also held out the possibility of creating resentments.
Fortunately, sensitivity and tolerance were shown by all parties and the
benefits of the new situation soon became apparent.
To ensure that operations proceeded smoothly and that
conflicts were kept to a minimum, a number of operating principles
were established in the Office. All staff had clear job descriptions and
contracts. Roles and responsibilities were well defined. Clear goals and
objectives were established jointly at team meetings, together with clear
lines of management. To this end -- and bearing in mind that there were
occasional communication problems caused by language differences -action lists, setting out tasks, responsibilities and deadlines, were
considered de rigueurand were accordingly produced on a continuous
basis.
As has already been mentioned, a key factor in the smooth
operation of the Office was its autonomy. There was an early
appreciation by the authorities that an enterprise of this nature could not
succeed under the normal bureaucratic constraints. A considerable
degree of latitude was accordingly given, both within the International
Law Department and to myself as Agent. Without this latitude, the
management of the case within the time constraints which were imposed
on it would undoubtedly have been much more difficult, if not

impossible. A strong recommendation to any Government involved in
a similar undertaking would be to allow this degree of detachment and
insulation to those responsible for the management of the case, while at
the same time ensuring the provision of what might be termed "invisible
support".
2. Liaison
A system of speedy liaison with all counsel and experts was
essential. Telephone and fax lines were dedicated to the Office and, in
the absence at the time of an e-mail system, documents were faxed and
longer documents or drafts sent by speed post or courier. Records were
kept of all correspondence. It was also important to establish and
maintain links with a number of outside agencies and individuals.
These included not only the Agent for Slovakia, Dr. Peter Tomka, and
the Registrar of the International Court, Eduardo Valencia-Ospina, but
also agencies assisting with research and the production of materials for
the written pleadings themselves. In this connection, it was important
to establish personal contact and to foster good working relationships.
One factor of findamental importance was that there should be
a single focus for communication, both in respect of its receipt and in
respect of its dissemination. To protect the Agent from "information
overload", that focus was the office manager.

IV. Information Systems
It was recognized that it was essential to establish and maintain
control over the massive amount of documentation which was involved
and that information systems would need to be installed. The following
procedures were therefore adopted.
1. Collection
The first stage in this process was to identify sources and to
collect, from the archives and a variety of other locations, all material
that might have relevance to the case. This was not an easy task, for
much of this documentation dated back many decades, came in many
languages and was held in different ministries and government offices,
as well as in a number of institutions. The Court required copies of the

originals of any annexed documents and these were obtained. 6 All
ministries proved most cooperative and, with their assistance, files were
searched, documents analysed and copies made.
2. Identification and Translation
Obviously the vast majority of these documents were in
Hungarian7 and members of the team had the task of identifying those
which it was important to translate. A master file of all documents was
created and selected ones were sent for translation in the order of their
perceived priority. Because of the large amount of work involved, a
number of translation companies were used. Accuracy of translation
being paramount, all translations were checked and double checked for
content and style. An in-house system of translation and verification
was later added to the process.
3. Classification
The documents fell into two broad categories. There were, on
the one hand, "diplomatic" documents relating to treaties, meetings,
negotiations and so forth and, on the other hand, papers and documents
relating to the environmental and scientific aspects of the case. In order
to maintain control over the growing amount of documentation and to
facilitate access to it when needed, it was decided to give each
document a code. Diplomatic documents were coded according to date
and character. A note verbale of 17 August 1988, for example, would
have the code 880817NV, a treaty or agreement of 6 September 1978,
the code 780906T, and so on. Hard copies were ordered by date and
kept in binders arranged by year, together with the originals.
Translations were also kept on diskette. A similar process was applied
to scientific documents, although these were classified not only
chronologically, but also alphabetically by author. A typical code for
a scientific paper predominantly on the subject of fish and dated 8 July
1991 would be 910708F, for one on economics, 920512E, and so on.
At a later stage, other files were established, including press files,
jurisprudence files and files containing the authorities which were

6See Article 50 of the Rules of the Court.

The majority of the documents cited were Hungarian in origin. At the same time,
a considerable number of documents were in Slovak and most documents of the
European Communities were available in English. Correspondence between the Court
and the parties was predominantly in English.

invoked or relied on by the parties.
4. Access
Since all computers in the office were networked, a range of
possibilities opened up. Documents could be quickly retrieved and
searched by key word, formatted for inclusion as annexes and so on. It
was possible to collate all documents related to a single topic
(COMECON, for example) or those signed by a particular individual.
Synopses of political and scientific documents were made and counsel
issued with full lists of available material. Counsel could request and
receive almost immediately any document which was held by the office.
Information could be structured and interpreted in a variety of ways and
issues identified and isolated. Research papers could be produced on
individual issues. Access to information stored on the computers was
limited by the use of passwords known only to a limited number of
colleagues, thereby ensuring confidentiality.
V. Production
1. Written Pleadings
The production of the written pleadings was an arduous task.
The pleadings had to follow stringent criteria laid down by the Court
relating to their format. They had to be accurate and comprehensive,
with footnotes and annexes. In total, the Hungarian written pleadings
ran to more than 5,000 pages and 1,500,000 words, with hundreds of
photographs, illustrations, maps and figures. The Slovak pleadings
were of similar dimensions.
To ensure the timely preparation of pleadings and high
production standard, it was decided to rely extensively on an in-house
production team and to use a local printing company for the final stage.
Contributing Counsel submitted electronic versions of material to the inhouse team, which collated and formatted all documents in strict
conformity with the Court's requirements. The presentation of the
pleadings undoubtedly improved over the three written stages and the
Office's knowledge of printing-production requirements eventually
enabled us, at the Reply stage, to assume complete in-house control of
layout and design. Such independence was not merely cost-effective;
it also allowed us to clip days from the printing deadline and so
accommodate last-minute changes to the text. It also allowed us to

produce many of the charts and tables in-house, including a very
detailed chronology of events for the period 1988-1994.'
Review of drafts for accuracy and style was also conducted
within the framework of a well-regulated system. Accuracy was
paramount, historically, legally and scientifically. Internal citations and
cross-references - primarily, the responsibility of Contributing Counsel
- were comprehensively reviewed by the scientific team and by others
who were familiar with the issues and with the historical record.
Changes to the text, where necessary, were made in consultation with
the authors. Senior Counsel conducted reviews of the drafts and a final
review was conducted by me, as Agent. Since there was more than one
author, it was important to maintain uniformity in style and this was
largely the task of the penultimate and final reviews. Literally
thousands of editing changes were entered and, in order to ensure that
the most recent version was being reviewed, drafts were time coded and
"signed off" after review. A final check was made on footnotes,
references and on formatting. 9
2. Maps and Illustrations
Both parties recognized that, in view of the complexity of the
case, maps and diagrams would be important in order to illustrate the
geography of the area and the changes which had taken place. Maps
and diagrams for the Hungarian pleadings were produced by a local
company,"0 based on data provided by research institutions and
scientists. These were thoroughly checked before their incorporation
into the pleadings themselves. A number of photographs illustrating the
changes caused by the diversion of the Danube were also included.
Following the presentation of the first written pleadings, it was
acknowledged that, though they were accurate, concise and professional
in appearance, the visual presentations which they contained may not
have had the intended impact because they were simply too complex.
The judges of the International Court, our audience, while extremely
knowledgeable on questions of law, were not Global Information
System practitioners and the detailed maps which had been prepared
were liable to be confusing to their untrained eyes. On our suggestion,

See volume 4 of the Hungarian Reply.

'Slovak, French and Hungarian accents were used in the Memorials.
10Ecoplan Landscape Planning Ltd. of Budapest.

the style of visual presentation was revised for the next set of pleadings
and a form chosen which was, hopefully, more familiar and accessible
to a wider audience. Unnecessary detail was excluded and the major
point of the map or diagram accentuated. In this way, the maps and
illustrations of the later pleadings were made simpler and more userfriendly.
For the purposes of the public hearings, illustrations shown to
the Court were much simplified and focused on one or two major points
only. To enable closer control of their content and presentation and
because of time constraints, a large proportion of these illustrations was
produced in house.
VI. Public Hearings
Both parties made 21 hours of presentations in the course of
the public hearings." Prior to Hungary's First Round presentation, the
Budapest office was relocated in a hotel in The Hague. Three rooms
were cleared by the hotel and dedicated as office space,12 although all
members of the team mainly worked m the peace and quiet of their hotel
rooms. Most of the office files were transported by minibus to The
Hague, together with a considerable amount of office equipment Some
items of equipment were hired in The Hague.
Work on the judges' folders 3 had begun in Budapest and these,
together with their annexes and illustrations, were almost complete by
the time that the hearings began.
More than 100 overhead
transparencies were produced by the office for presentation to the Court
and these were copied and included in the folders. The only items
missing from the folders were the speeches. Work on these continued
until the last possible moment and rehearsal of speeches took place in
the hotel in order to ensure adherence to the strict time limits imposed
by the Court. Court interpreters had the arduous task of providing

" Hungarian First Round Oral Pleadings took place from 10 a.m. to I p.m. from 3
to 7 March 1997. Slovak First Round Oral Pleadings took place from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

from 24 to 27 March 1997, with a double session on 25 March 1997. Second Round Oral
Pleadings (Replies) were held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on 10 and II April 1997 for
Hungary and from 10 a-m. to I p.m. on 14 and 15 April 1997 for Slovakia.
Two were offices and one was an official rest/discussion room
,1Thirty folders, containing colour illustrations, annexes and an index of
presentations, were given to the Court for the First Round presentations- An additional
30 folders were given to the Court for the Reply Round.

simultaneous interpretation from English to French and vice versa; and,
to ease their task, the Hungarian party undertook to translate all
scientific presentations. This was appreciated by the Court, it seems.
Copies of all drafts and translations were delivered to the Court, both in
hard copy and on diskette, two hours before presentations were
scheduled to commence. 4 All speakers were given an easy-to-read
version of their individual speeches in their preferred format.
Innovations
Several innovations were of assistance to Hungary's
presentation of its case. It was quickly recognized that having the
Hungarian pleadings in electronic format afforded concrete advantages
in terms of finding specific references, footnotes and arguments. It was
consequently decided to scan the Slovak pleadings as well. This was a
time-consuming process, to be sure, as each page had to be scanned,
read by a recognition programme and subsequently checked for
accuracy; but, in the long run, it led to considerable savings in terms of
both time and effort. Once documents had been converted into an
electronic format, searching for key words or phrases was largely an
automated process. For example, complete lists of references to "pacta
sunt servanda", "State succession" or "state of necessity" were
compiled automatically in a matter of minutes. These could then be
made available to counsel and scientists, so that ready-made references
were available.
Another innovation was the use of a combined video-animation
for presentation to the Court. Both parties produced videos and it was
agreed for the first time in a case before the International Court that
these might be shown in open court.'5
The Hungarian video was produced in order to enable the
Court to understand the natural processes in the area which was the
subject of the dispute, the values which were at risk and the effect which
the river's diversion would have upon the environment. The video,
which was about 20 minutes long, was produced in a local Budapest

All presentations had to be given to the Court in Word Perfect 5.1 format.
"SThe Court assembled inprivate on 19 March 1962 during the hearings on the
merits of the case concerning the Temple of Preah Vihear in order to view a film of the
area that was the subject of the dispute. It did the same on 14 October 1981 in the
Tunisia/Libya ContinentalShelf case.

studio by Hungarian scientists who were familiar with the issues. It
proved doubly useful, as stills could be taken from the animation and
made into illustrations for inclusion in the judges' folders or into
overhead transparencies for showing in court. The scientific concepts
involved had to be explained in a way which was intelligible to the nonscientist, specifically the Judges of the Court. The film eventually
introduced, in what we hope to have been an intelligible fashion, some
quite complex scientific concepts and data.
By agreement between the parties, the full Court, from I to 4
April 1997, made a visit to the sites of the Gabeikovo-Nagymaros
Project in Slovakia and Hungary in order "to exercise its functions with
regard to the obtaining of evidence at a place or locality to which the
case relates".' Preparations for this visit ran parallel to the public
hearings and considerable additional effort and preparatory work were
involved. There was agreement between the parties' on the itinerary,
the format and logistical arrangements for the visit; and the Court,
accompanied by the Agents and a limited number of legal and scientific
advisers, visited key locations between Bratislava and Budapest.
Hungary was faced in this connection with the problems not
only of showing to the Court locations and structures above the ground,
but also of having to show and explain the negative effects of the
diversion of the river upon the quality of its waters and upon the
environment more generally - features not visible to the untrained eye.
To make this easier, a series of scientific demonstrations was planned,
together with the presentation of eight detailed posters, which were
erected at the relevant locations and explained by scientists to the
visiting judges. The members of the Court took a keen interest and
asked many questions of the parties.
Both parties cooperated fully in the visit and it was clearly
regarded by the judges as enlightening and successful. Without doubt,
the visit permitted the Court to come to a better understanding of the
issues and of the natural processes involved.

11See

Article 66 of the Rules of the Court

17The varous issues were discussed and handled jointly with the Agent for Slovakia-

VII. Summary
Many valuable lessons were learned by Hungary during the
preparation of its case and several management principles emerged.
These principles will no doubt be familiar to lawyers and management
consultants worldwide, but it is interesting to note how the Hungarian
experience confirms their validity.
These principles are as follows:
0 Use the most advanced technology with which you and your
office are comfortable.
Where possible, improve staff skills to accommodate this.
GAppoint people to specific and well-defined tasks and roles.
* Involve people fully in the project and allow them to take
responsibility for their contributions.
" Value and reward the talents of the team.
" Maintain clear and rapid lines of communication.
* Keep all instructions simple, clear and explicit.
D Maintain as much immediate control over the project as
possible.
* Set mutually agreed objectives.
International litigation can be complex, protracted and
expensive and a successful outcome requires the effective coordination
of the efforts of many legal and technical experts. It also calls for
specialized communication skills and presentation techniques, requiring,
in turn, advanced and reliable information-management and
communication systems. I believe that the environment which is most
conducive to success is one which has explicit lines of authority and
which is as uncluttered, clear and simple as possible.

POSTSCRIPT
POSTFACE

BETWEEN COMMITMENT AND CYNICISM:
OUTLINE FOR A THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW AS
PRACTICE
MART7I KOSKENNIEMI"

In a recent article, Professor David Kennedy pointed out the
close connection between international law and a reformistinternationalist political agenda. According to him, international
lawyers: "... see themselves and their work favouring international law

and institutions in a way that lawyers working in many other fields do
not - to work for a bank is not to be for banking."' To me, this sounds
true, important and enigmatic. Taking up international law as one's
professional career simultaneously seems to opt for a politics that
favours global governance over national sovereignty, human rights over

2
domestic jurisdiction, integration over independence. A powerful
public rhetoric and a familiar historical narrative sustain the profession's
association with such objectives, vaguely linked with Grotian
humanism, Kantian cosmopolitanism and Wilson's institutionalist faith.
International lawyers almost invariably see themselves as "progressives"
whose political objectives appear not merely as normative hopes, but as
necessary insights into the laws of historical or social development:

globalization, interdependence, democracy and the rule of law? Coming
from different national and legal cultures, international lawyers have
little difficulty addressing each other in a common language of
* Professor of International Law, Department of Public Law, University of
Helsinki, Finland.
I D. W. Kennedy, "A New World Order: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow",
Transnational Law and Contemporary Problems. vol. 4 (1994), p. 7.

2 Hence, M. Reisnan, for example, can so easily speak about globalization as
an "optimistic prognosis" in "Designing and Managing the Future of the State",
European Journal of international Law, vol. 8 (1997), p. 411. Typically, "American

international lawyers and their professional associations share with the legal adviser a
conmitment to promoting effective United States participation in the international legal
system". "The Role of the Legal Adviser of the Department of State. A Report of the
Joint Committee Established by the American Society of International Law and the
Law Association", American Journal of
American Branch of the International
3 67
. For an analysis of lega1 cosmopolitanism, cf.
hitonationalLaw, vol. 85 (1991), p.
M, Koskenniemi, "Lauterpacht. The Victorian Tradition in International LaNV%
EuropeanJournal ofInternationalLaw, vol. 8 (1997), pp. 215-263.

3The point about the "objective" or "necessary" aspect of this development
in Wolfgang Friedmann's doctrine about the international law of cooperation is stressed
in C. Leben, "The Changing Structures of International Law Revisited. By Way of
Introduction", EuropeanJournal ofInternationalLaw, vol. 8 (1997), p. 401.
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public governance, social development and
procedural objectives,
4
institutional renewal.
While this cosmopolitan faith is regularly attested to by
international lawyers in their United Nations speeches or opening
chapters to their general courses at the Hague Academy of International
Law, behind it lies another, more humble understanding of international
law as a rather marginal professional technique and culture, at best a
handmaid to the national political leader or the colleague in a foreign
ministry's operative division, with little connection to the philosophical
tradition from which it claims to emanate or the academic theory that
aims to articulate it as a system of general principles.
The enigmatic aspect of this lies in the relationship between
these two understandings; one a matter of public faith, the other of
private knowledge; one pushing in the direction of activism, the other
towards passivity. One vision of the relations between theory and
practice follows what could be called a programme model: the idea of
practice as the implementation of normative ideals about the nature of
world society or its ruling principles, portraying the practitioner, as
Julius Stone has put it, as "an unconscious or at least acquiescent vehicle
of a historical process".5 The other vision reflects what might be termed
a reactive model in which theory is rather more an instrument for
responding to contingencies that arise in practical work. Moreover,
such dichotomies are very familiar to the profession and continue to
structure its discourse by opposing idealistic and pragmatic approaches
to each other and occasioning interminable calls from the field and the
academia for lawyers to balance the opposing forces, to try to mediate
between cosmopolitan enthusiasm and the constraints of diplomatic
routine.
In this essay I want to argue, however, that no middle position
is available; that to practice international law is to work within both
strands of the tradition: a sentimental attachment to the field's
constitutive rhetoric and traditions, an attachment that I like to call
"commitment", and a pervasive and professionally engrained doubt
about the profession's marginality, or even the identity of one's
profession, the suspicion of its being "just politics" after all, a doubt that

' R. Jennings, "An International Lawyer Takes Stock", Internationaland
Comparative Law Quarterly,vol. 39 (1990), pp. 526-527.

JJ. Stone, "Scholars in International Law", Of Law and Nations (Buffalo,
Hein, 1974), p. 253.

I will call

"cynicism". I shall aim at providing a somewhat
impressionistic sketch of the structure of the psychological positions
available to international law practitioners as well as the emotional
energies and dangers involved in a commitment to international law.
I
In accounts about international legal practice, reference is
often made to the "commitment" that taking up international law seems
to require from its practitioners.6 What is this commitment? As I see it,
it involves a wholesale, ultimately unreflective or sentimental
"throwing-of-oneself' into one's work, a spontaneous loyalty to one's
profession, its constitutive rules and traditions as well as an unwavering
belief in its intrinsic goodness.
Despite the centrality of passion to, or the absence of
calculating reason from, genuine commitment, we hold it to be a positive
thing, a good in itself (that is to say, apart from the consequences that
it produces). This, I suppose, is because it seems contrary to two of
modemity's familiar negative traits: personal alienation and social
nihilism. To have commitment is to be able to combine different aspects
of one's life - private passion and public duty -- into a whole that
provides a stable personal identity and a meaningful social role,
enabling one to overcome the threat that one's personality is split into
private and public selves. Each now becomes an extension of the other;
private faith and public profession link harmoniously - like Einstein's
"oceanic feeling" made it possible for him (though not Freud) to have
the experience "of an indissoluble bond, of being one with the external
world as a whole" -- a sense of "being in" religion without actually
being religious.
I wish to emphasize the a-rational character of commitment in
three ways. First, a commitment distinguished from mere "work", has
an aspect of heroism in that it works against all odds. One is committed
to something the success of which is not automatically guaranteed.
Commitment involves danger, or risk of failure. Were it otherwise,
mere self-interested calculation would provide a sufficient motivation.
6 As pointed out in respect of the career of a governmental legal adviser:"...
a lawyer's deep interest in and connjment to the law is most frequently the motivation
for choosing a career as legal
adviser," H.C.L. Merillat, ed., Legal Advisers andForeign
Affairs (Dobbs Ferry, Oceana Publications, 1964), pp.27-28.
S. Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents, J. Riviere, trans.,
J.Strachey, rev.
and ed. (London, Hogarth, 1973), p. 2.

One may, of course, also succeed in what one is committed to, but the
end may as well, or will perhaps more likely be a disappointment. But
failure takes nothing away from the heroism of commitment. Indeed,
tragedy may even be its crowning achievement.'
In international law, this aspect of commitment is immediately
evident. The hopes of the reconstructive scholarship of the inter-war era
as well as the projects for peaceful settlement and collective security
within the League of Nations were easily dashed by Fascist aggression.
Though tragedy is the name we apply to that period, we still admire the
heroism of the profession's leading names: Anzilotti, Kelsen,
Their criticism of sovereignty, their
Lauterpacht, Scelle.
methodological individualism, their belief in public governance through
international institutions and the pacifying effects of interdependence
remain part of the professional ethos today, while prospects for a public
law governed global federation -- the logical and sometimes expressly
stated corollary of their writings -- are no nearer today. Within
diplomacy, the profession continues to speak from the margin to the
centre. It is not at all certain that a judgement of the International Court
of Justice will be complied with, or that the advice of the foreign office
legal counsel will be followed. There is a wealth of writing about the
utopianism that seems indissociable from the profession. To struggle
for "world peace through law", "world order models", the rights of
future generations, "fairness" or indeed global governance is far from
a recipe for diplomatic success. But we would not recognize the
profession for what it is if it did not hark back to such objectives.
Second, commitment is against one's own (immediate)
interests as well as the (immediate) interests of one's clan, party or
nation.9 Commitment overrides competing loyalties and normative
demands. This is also an aspect of the heroism that we see in
commitment: its unselfish generosity. Many aspects of international law
practice appear to underscore this. After law school, a purely economic
calculation will not convince one of the wisdom of choosing
international law from the available fields of legal specialization. To be
a voice for no particular interest or position is not a lucrative affair; it
calls for commitment! Yet, what one loses in salary, one may think one
' Cf. 0. Korhonen, "New International Law: Silence, Defence or Deferral",
European Journal of International Law, vol.7 (1996), pp. 15-18.
'1 write "immediate" because it is a part of the professional dogma that in the
long run the interests of individual peoples, represented by States and the global
cosmopolis coalesce. This seems often the last bridgehead in the battle with international
law sceptics.

gains in one's ability to lead a life of commitment.'"
This aspect of commitment has to do with the avoidance of
politics, prejudice and everything else that appears as external, or
strictly outside the law and is often described in terms of the good
lawyer's particular "integrity". As Fitzmaurice expressed it:
"... the value of the legal element depends on its being free of
other elements, or it ceases to be legal. This can only be
achieved if politics and similar matters are left to those whose
primary function they are, and if the lawyer applies himself
By practicing
with single-minded devotion to his legal task ...
this discipline and these restraints, the lawyer may have to
renounce, if he ever pretended to it, the dominance of the rule
of lawyers in international law, but he will establish something
of a far greater importance to himself and the world - the Rule
of Law". 1112
Third, commitment involves distance from both truth and faith.
One is not committed to the proposition 2+2=4. One knows it to be true
and knowing this involves no emotional attachment, and no risk. Nor
was Aristotle "committed" to the idea that the end of human life was
virtuous action. He knew this to be the case in the same way that
Benthamite utilitarians know that the end of political action is the
production of maximum happiness. Knowing something is incompatible
with being committed to it. Knowledge relies on the speaker's ability
to support what one believes with evidence that, when laid out, will
convince everyone sharing the speaker's concept of evidence and
rational argument of the truth thus validated. No emotional attachment
to such a truth is needed -- emotional attachment may even disqualify
a proposition from being "true".
Commitment to international law in the conditions of agnostic
I ". thededicated lawyer, while normally a sociable person, has little relish

for the intensive representational activities inseparable from any diplomatic post", G.
Fiuzmauice, "Legal Advisers and Foreign Affairs (Review Article)", American Journal
of International Law, vol. 59 (1965), p. 84. He observes: "the best lawyer is the
dedicated lawyer - the man or woman who would never really be happy doing work that
was not legal work and who, for the sake of doing that, is prepared to make considerable
sacrifices in other desirable directions", idem.
11G. Fitzmaurice, "The United Nations and the Rule of Law", The Grotius
Society. Transactionsfor the year 1952, vol. 38, p. 149.

modernity is different from knowing a number of things to be true in the
above, hard sense. The propositions of which the rhetorical stuff of
international law consists do not possess, as philosophers would say, the
kind of truth-value that rationally demonstrable propositions do. In
what sense would "sovereign equality" be true? What would constitute
irrefutable proof for "self-determination", "equidistance", "mostfavoured nation clause" or "domestic jurisdiction"? To work with such
expressions involves acknowledged uncertainty as well as semantic and
These expressions attain sense and
evaluative indeterminacy.
applicability only through interpretive acts that involve the interpreter's
2
"life-view" or commitnent to particular understandings of the world.
But commitment to international law is also different from
genuine faith. St. Augustine was not committed to belief in God. He
believed in God even if his reason told him that it was absurd. A priest
may be committed to a religion as a system. In such case, there is, or
has been, a moment of doubt, a moment overcome neither by revelation
nor by rational calculation but by an existential act; an act of will to join
a tradition of priesthood to which one feels attached. In a purely faithbased political order, legal practice would become theology. As
Victoria argued in 1539, even if one took the right legal position, taking
that position would be a sin if it were taken from other reasons than by
deference to theological authority. 3 Howevermuch one might be
committed to "law", no such commitment could be determinative of
one's action. The ultimate reference must always be to faith.
The identity of international law as a distinct practice depends
on this distance from truth and faith. Without it, the legal profession
would collapse into science or theology. That it is neither is nicely
evident in the profession's ability to resist recurring academic calls to
integrate rational means-ends calculations or a greater sensitivity to
moral axioms. While it is not absurd to describe, say, banking law as
a form of "social engineering", such a description for international law
would seem strangely out of place. Providing legal advice to a
delegation at an intergovernmental conference departs so far from
2 Here lies the modernist-agnostic basis of commitment. Rather like protest

of indignation, it emerges from a sentimental bond to a program, an inability or
unwillingness to seek further reasoned argument, a denial of even the ex hypothesi
arguability of the opposite case. For further characterization, cf. A. MacIntyre, After
Virtue. A Study in Moral Theory, 2nd ed. (Duckworth, 1984).
" F. de Victoria, "De Indis et de lure Belli Relectiones", The Classics of

InternationalLaw, (Washington, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1917), pp. 116117.

empirical reality or moral discourse - without this of course making the
advice any less useful - that describing it in terms of science or
morality would not seem plausible.
Let me illustrate this by reference to the advisory opinion of
the International Court of Justice in the case concerning the Legality of
the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons (1996)." ' It would have been
possible for the Court to discuss the matter by reference to quantitativetechnical calculations about the effects of nuclear weapons: the number
of (civilian) casualties under different scenarios and the relative effects
of nuclear strikes compared to non-use ("sitting duck") and
conventional warfare. Or it might have been possible for the Court to
take a moral stand: it is inconceivable that the use or threat of use of
such vicious weapons could ever be lawful! Surely democracy must be
defended by any means! But the Court chose neither tack, leaving the
matter open in its unprecedented non liquet." If law were silent, then no
scientific or moral truth could speak in its stead. Otherwise, the service
rendered would no longer have been legal.
To say that international law involves commitment in each of
these three senses is to say that it involves an existential decision; that
it is not a mechanical activity determined by power or interest, truth or
faith. The decision is not arbitrary, however, but reflects the rituals of
the tradition of liberal cosmopolitanism, its criteria of professional
competence, and
its narratives about the role of law and the lawyer in
6
foreign affairs. 1
II
Yet, for all its psychological importance and its ability to
create a sense of personal-professional identity, commitment to
international law is fragile and difficult to sustain. How long, for
example, can one be committed to a project of State responsibility that
commenced in the United Nations in 1949 and is today no more than a
set of controversial draft articles with no realistic prospect of being
accepted as hard law in the foreseeable future?1 7 Can one still be
" Advisory' Opinion, L CJ. Reports 1996, p- 226.
15 Ibid.

"6 The argument draws inspiration from S. Fish, Doing hat Comes
Naturally. Change,Rhetoric and the Practiceof Theory in Literary and Legal Studies
(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1990).

In 1996. the Commission adopted the texts of the draft articles on State
responsibility and transimtted them to governments for comments by 1998. Fr a brief

enthusiastic about a Common Heritage of Mankind after the
redistributory goals of the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea' 8 were watered down in a 1994 Implementation Agreement, 9
concluded under the grandiose banner of "securing the universality of
the Convention", but in fact underwriting the demands of the developed
West to create a cost-effective and market-oriented platform for private
enterprise in the deep seabed?20
Commitment to the United Nations may still feel appropriate
as a vaguely left-leaning, public-law-oriented countermove to the
increasing predominance in international life of informal structures of
the transnational private market.2 Any such move is, however,
undermined by the anachronistic pomp that surrounds the
Organization's daily activity against which successive cycles of reform
proposals have turned into failures. The General Assembly never
succeeded in growing into the kind of global polis that legal imagination
always saw as its proper role. No new international economic or
information order arose from the interminable debates in the Assembly
in the 1970's. Who apart from a few diplomats posted in New York still
remembers the 1982 Manila Declaration on Peaceful Settlement of
Disputes, the 1987 Declaration on the Enhancement of the Effectiveness
of the Principle of Refraining from the Threat or Use of Force in
International Relations or the 1988 Declaration on the Prevention and
Removal of Disputes and Situations which May Threaten International
Peace and Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this Field?'
Even the contrived titles of such instruments testify to the futility of
hopes about the efficient management of global affairs through the
Organization.
Commitment to collective security through the Security
Council seems likewise troubled by procedural and ideological

history and the present state of the project, cf. Official Records of the General Assembly
Fifty-first session. Supplement No. 10 (A/ 51/10), pp. 121-170.
"sDocument A/CONF.62/122, vol. XVII, p. 151.
" Agreement relating to the implementation of part XI of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, General Assembly resolution 48/263.
20 Cf M. Koskenniemi and M. Lehto, "The Privilege of Universality.
International Law, Economic Ideology and Seabed Resources", Nordic Journal of
International Law, vol. 65 (1996), pp. 533-555.
21 As attempted, e.g., in G. Abi-Saab, "Cours g6ndral de droit international
public", Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law, 1987-VII
(1996), vol. 207, p. 9. Cf. also S. Sur, "The State between Fragmentation and
Globalization", European Journalof InternationalLaw. vol. 8 (1997), pp. 429-431.
22 Cf General Assembly resolutions 37/10, 42/22 and 43/51.

ambiguity. The debate about a "legitimacy crisis" concerning the
Council's action to define and forestall what counts as a "threat to
international peace and security" focuses directly on the question of
determining agency: the practice of authorizing powerful Member
States to take action in the Gulf, Somalia, Haiti, Rwanda, Liberia, the
former Yugoslavia and Albania makes it doubtful whether these
activities can be understood as an international community response to
unlawful behaviour.'
There may be progress in such areas as environmental law,
trade law, humanitarian law and outer space law. But is the "Kyoto
process" and the interminable wrangles about national emission rates for
greenhouse gases to be seen as a step towards an effective public
regulatory regime for the global environment? 24 Can international
lawyers be committed to the Energy Charter Treaty' or to the
Multilateral Agreement on Investment,' with all the uncertainty they
imply about who is to gain and who is to lose? What about the
negotiations on reform of intellectual property regimes so as to provide
for the commercial confidentiality needed by Microsoft or Nokia while
allowing access codes to the Pentagon or the FBI in their pursuit of
international criminality? Which side should international lawyers
commit themselves to in that struggle? What faith is left after the
experience of the setting up of the Rwanda Tribunal when five years
after the genocide commenced it still had not rendered one judgement?27
Or what should lawyers think of the negotiating process for the

I Cf. in more detail M. Koskenniemi, "The Police in the Temple. Order,
Justice and the United Nations: A Dialectical View", EuropeanJournalof International
Law, vol. 6 (1995), pp. 325-348 and especially the definitive study on the matter by Inger
Osterdahi, Threat to the Peace The Interpretationby the Security Council ofArticle 39
of the UN Charter(Stockholm, Norstedt, 1998), especially the discussion of NATO's
taking over the United Nations' role and of the Council's passivity in respect of African
civil wars, pp. 128-139.
24 One mainstream assessment of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) follow-up process stated that, "... so far no
crucial steps have been taken to save the global environment, nor has there been any
significant move towards improving the development perspective of most countries in
the South", P. Malanczuk, Akehurst's Modern Introduction to InternationalLaw, 7th ed.
(New York, Routledge, 1997), p. 252.
" International Legal Materials, vol. 35 (1995), p. 509 and, e.g., Esa
Paasivirta, "The European Union and the Energy Sector The Case of the Energy Charter
Treaty", InternationalLaw Aspects of the European Union, M. Koskenniemi, ed., (The
Hague, Nijhoff, 1997), pp. 197-214.
1 OECD, Multilateral Agreement on Investment, Consolidated Texts and
Commentary OLIS 13 January 1997.
27 The first three trials began in 1997. Cf. United Nations Press Release
GA/9376, 8 December 1997.

International Criminal Court that turned out to be largely an exercise
about drafting the jurisdictional clauses and "trigger mechanisms" of the
Court so as to guarantee that it would never be of effective use?28
Examples about high hopes turning into frustration multiply to
the point of parody. The elaborate provisions of the 1992 Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) decision concerning the
peaceful settlement of disputes have never been resorted to and no
recourse has so far been made by anyone to the Court of Conciliation
and Arbitration set up at the same time.29 This is an ironic repetition of
the silence that has surrounded the Permanent Court of Arbitration for
the post-war era. Despite the increase in the workload of the
International Court of Justice, it would seem quite misplaced to show
the same enthusiasm about it as James Brown Scott did when the
Assembly of the League of Nations approved the Statute of the
Permanent Court of International Justice, exclaiming that: "We should
... fall upon our knees
and thank God that the hope of ages is in the
-"
•
"30
process of realization.
The "recent sharp deterioration in the resources available to the
Court"' that has led to a serious backlog in the publication of its reports
and ended that of the pleadings altogether is a reminder of the slightness
of the political appeal of classical third-party settlement. How much
enthusiasm may be enlisted for the settlement of the one case that has
come before the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS)
which involved a dispute between St. Vincent and the Grenadines
against the Government of Guinea about the prompt release of a
vessel?3"

. Cf. I. Tallgren, "Completing the 'International Criminal Order'.

The

Rhetoric of International Repression and the Notion of Complementarity in the Draft

Statute for an International Criminal Court", Nordic JournalofInternationalLaw, vol.
67 (1998), p. 107.
29InternationalLegal Materials, vol. 32 (1993), pp. 551 et seq. For a review
of the ratifications (22) as of 18 September 1997 and a plea for the use of the
mechanisms, cf. statement by the President of the Court of Conciliation and Arbitration,
Robert Badinter, 18 September 1997 (OSCE, PC.GAI10/97).
30 J. Brown Scott, "Editorial Comment", American Journalof International
Law, vol. 5 (1921), p. 55.
" J. Crawford, "Problems in Preparing a Case. A Commentary", Increasing
the Effectiveness of the InternationalCourt of Justice of the International Court of
Justice, Proceedingsof the I C.J./UNITAR Colloquium to celebrate the 50th Anniversary
of the Court, C. Peck and R. S. Lee, eds. (The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 1997),

p. 149.

32ITLOS

press release 8, 13 November 1997.

And is there not something of high comedy about the Decade
of International Law, too, that has so far produced nothing of normative
substance? Based on a Nicaraguan initiative within the Non-Aligned
Movement in 1989, the Decade was routinely declared by the General
Assembly later that same year; although by then a change of
government in the initiating country had made it imprudent for it to
continue its originally anti-American move 3 Painfully aware of the fact
that a decade once declared by the General Assembly could not just be
set aside, dutiful delegations from a handful of legalist traditions sought
to provide it with a substantive programme -- in vain. Year after year
the only activities under the Decade were the setting up of a sessional
working group and a procession of statements from Sixth Committee
representatives about how much money their government had allocated
to the teaching and study of international law -- reports they would
anyway have provided under the recurrent agenda item on the
"Teaching and Dissemination of Information on International Law".
The United Nations Congress on Public International Law in 1995
gathered nearly every prominent name in the profession at the United
Nations Headquarters (on their own or their Government's expense) to
hear for five days roundly worded statements on general aspects of
international law.' As the clich6 goes, "it is not the meeting but the
opportunity to have private and confidential conversations ..." As the
embarrassment became simply too great, a few traditionalist
Governments decided to commemorate international law in honouring
the "Centennial of the first International Peace Conference" by holding
meetings in The Hague and St. Petersburg in 1999." Once again, this
commemorative effort is (so far) devoid of any definite substantive
objective' and as such a fitting wrap-up for a century of recurrent
11General Assembly resolution 44 23. On the Decade, cf. also A. H. A.
Soons, "The Hague Peace Initiative", InternationalLegal Issues Arising under the
United Nations Decade of InternationalLaw, AI-Nauimi-Meese, ed., (The Hague,
Nijhoff, 1995), pp. 53-54. Cf also General Assembly resolutions 51/157 and 51/159.
3' Cf. International Law as a Language for International Relations.
Proceedingsof the United Nations Conference on Public InternationalLaw, New York
13-17 March 1995 (1996). The most recent General Assembly resolutions on the matter
concentrate on encouraging the speedier publication of and providing wider access to
various United Nations legal publications, on endorsing the activities of various other
organizations and States, and in particular the Dutch-Russian Programme of Action,
noting carefully, however, that it "does not entail budgetary implications for the United
Nations". Cf. Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifty-second Session, Sixth
Committee, document A/52/647.
31 The Meeting in The Hague was held on 17-18 May 1999.
36 Apart from the consideration of the "Draft Guiding Principles for
International Negotiations", document A/151/141. For the Dutch-Russian Programme
of Action, cf. document A/C.6/52/3 (1997).

enthusiasms gone sour, afin-de-sicle fireworks for the celebration of
commitment to meaninglessness.
III
But parody is a facile extension of journalistic accounts about
"Utopia Lost", 37 a post-modem trope. If it is not the United Nations,
what is there for international lawyers to commit to? Do regionalism or
specialization provide relief? But if law seems to work in the European
Union, might this be precisely because of the "special" character of that
law and its success in distancing itself from intergovernmental
diplomacy? It is certainly possible to recognize the functioning of a
legal system under the European Convention on Human Rights" -- but
do the Strasbourg Court's judgements on allowable detention periods,
rendered five years after the event, provide a stable focus for
commitment?
Today's international dynamism looks elsewhere than at public
international law, the United Nations and projects of formal governance.
Its focus is on non-State-centred pragmatism, private economy and
technocratic management of informal transnational regimes with a speed
and flexibility for which rules and public governance are anathema and
that need no specific commitment to anything to appear useful or
convincing. It is also a world of unilateralism, "liberal
millenarianism",attempts to forge a new international order beyond
sovereign equality through economic liberalization, tactical recourse to
international organizations and a globalizing recourse to Western
conceptions of political legitimacy.39 It is a world where human life can
sometimes be used as a symbol of the law's frustrating weakness against
power.4"
In this world, public international law, including the formal
17 Among the more interesting pieces in the genre, cf.R. Righter, Utopia Lost.
The United Nations and World Order(New York, The Twentieth Century Fund Press,
1995).
38 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 213, p. 221.
'9 For a critical discussion of the "Cosmopolitan Model of the Holy Alliance",
cf. D. Zolo, Cosmopolis. Prospectsfor World Government (Cambridge, Polity Press,
1997).
" As exemplified in the execution by the United States of Mr. Breard, a
Paraguayan citizen in (a completely pointless) act of defiance of the order for provisional
measures in the case concerning the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations
(Paraguayv. United States), Orderof 9 April 1998, .C.J. Reports, 1998.
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structures of sovereignty and treaties, is replaced by fluid transnational
patterns of exchange between various types of more or less stable actors
There, to quote Philip Alston, the public
and interest-groups.
international lawyer's professional antics appear little other than
"exercises in nostalgia". 4 ' Instead, now a professional technique seems
needed that transgresses the limit between the international and the
domestic, the public and the private, politics and economy, and becomes
context-sensitive, short-term, market-oriented and ad hoc. Technical
specialization combines with what could be called "fragmentation" only
if there were a centre against which something would appear as a
"fragment". From their position as managers of a global polity,
international lawyers find their cosmopolitan fantasy increasingly as an
old-fashioned cultural eccentricity, out of step with the needs of the
liberal consensus, of globalizing financial markets, regional economies
and de facto principles of identification of human groups. As
sovereignty breaks down, rules that used to be international become the
professional stuff of all lawyers, while no rule remains exclusively
linked to a domestic background or sphere of applicability. The
management of the European Union's economic sanctions, for instance,
becomes part of the commercial framework of the Community's
external trade relationships that links together diplomatic decisions
within the Council and domestic criminal law enforcement Between
"liberal States" no inter-sovereign jurisdictional or immunity barriers
seem justified; while precisely those rules are used to isolate not only
"rogue States", but much of the outside world from the benefits of
4 2
increasing integration within the industrialzed world Instead of a
"common law of mankind", international law becomes its ideological
contrary; a divisive weapon; a protective shield under which the
privileges of some can be upheld against the claims of others; and a
unilateral weapon in the hands of the hegemon.4
IV
If such is the disillusionment, and the remedy lies in shedding

one's "Victorian" optimism and meliorism, what then can be left of
commitment? Let me sketch the dilemma. Because what one is
committed to cannot be proven as true or accepted as faith, the object of
41P. Alston. "The Myopia of the Handmaidens: International Lawyers and
Globalization", European Journal ofInternational Law, vol. 8 (1997), p. 447.
42 A.-M. Slaughter, "International Law in a World of Liberal States",
European Journal ofInternational Law, vol. 6 (1995), pp. 503-538, esp. pp. 516-534.
43For a strong critique, cf. S. Sur, "The State between Fragmentation and
Globalization", European Journalof InternationalLaw, vol. 8 (1997), pp. 428-434.

commitment always remains ambivalent and frequently changes into its
contrary. While the lawyers' public rhetoric seems to imply a general
preference for the international over the particular, often this preference
cannot be maintained. It seems sometimes necessary to support
sovereignty over attempts at international intervention. Statehood
seems both a positive danger to human rights and an indispensable
instrument for upholding them. Claims for self-determination are
liberating as well as threatening. To fix the law's substance in some
particular way seems always to require something more: a political
decision. Whether to accept or reject extraterritorial jurisdiction, for
example, depends on what one thinks are the basic values or interests
represented by one's State.4 What amounts to a "threat to the peace"
hinges on one's construction of the meaning of "peace". 45 The law
brings the committed lawyer to the brink of the (legal) decision, but
never quite into it. If a civil strife arises, the law tells the lawyer: "Here
are two rules, 'self-determination' and 'uti possidetis'. Now choose".
There is a duality about international law rules and principles:
they are sometimes applicable and sometimes not and whether or not
they are (and how they are) depends on a (political) decision. In fact,
this phenomenon is very familiar. As a former legal adviser at the Quai
d'Orsay explains, in regard to the principle of pacta sunt servanda,
Governments: "... d6ploient beaucoup d'ing~niosit6 pour dcouvrir des
moyens commodes de prendre des libertis avec le principe en
question". 4' This is no externally introduced distortion, however, but
follows from the fluid character of international legal rules and
principles: one is bound to make a choice and it is hardly unnatural that
one's choice is for the alternative that is closest to oneself. But this is a
slippery slope. From the fact that law involves political decision, it is
tempting to move to where law is seen as an instrument of (particular)
politics.
"Une certaine non-application des traitis beneficie en
fait d'une indulgence trs g6n~rale comme si chacun
comprenait fort bien, meme s'il ne juge pas opportun
de le dire officiellement, qu'il est imprudent de trop
bliamer chez l'autre la recherche d'une libert6 que
" Cf. Comment, "Constructing the State Extraterritorially: Jurisdictional
Discourse, The National Interest and Transnational Norms", HarvardLaw Review, vol.
103 (1990), pp. 1273-1304.
See footnote 23 above.
46 G. de Lacharri~re, La politique juridique extirieure (Paris, Economica,
1983), p. 200.

1'on entend bien revendiquer pour soi".
In this passage the former French diplomat and lawyer
articulates a pragmatism that is only slightly removed from a cynicism
that pits one's public faith against one's private scepticism. Now
cynicism is precisely the reverse of commitment Because commitment
is identical neither with truth nor with faith, it always involves doubt,
uncertainty about whether it is really warranted, whether it really
provides a sufficiently stable practice and identity. This is an aspect of
the danger that commitment involves, the danger that once the
sentimental energy on which commitment works is exhausted one is left
with a voice that finds no support in inner emotion. The spoken or
written word camouflages a self that secretly believes otherwise. This
loses the heroism of commitment and transforms it into its contrary:
advancement of private ends, partisan positions, group or national
interests, complacency, manipulation and careerism.
Now each of the three aspects of commitment that I have
sketched may well turn into or present itself as cynicism. The utopian
aspect of commitment may be associated with a firm conviction that the
object of one's public faith will never be realized. In such case, one's
use of the rhetorics of global governance, democracy and human rights
no longer emerges from a commitment that refuses to accept the reality
of impending frustration but from, say, the speaker's wish to associate
his or her interests or objectives with a positive value content drawn
from a tradition of utopianism, an intent to camouflage what one knows
will be the case, or simple nertia.
Some of this is, I suppose, visible in the human rights field.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child 48 was signed in September
1990 at a summit meeting attended by 71 heads of State or Government
-- and the Convention has received an unprecedented number of
ratifications. Nonetheless, it is far from evident what the effect of the
Convention has been on the lives of children. 49 For many, the central
issue in the Gabdkovo-Nagymaros case was the environmental aspects
of the large construction works in the Danube. The Court was well
aware of this and included passages in the judgement that stress the need
47

Ibid., p. 201.
8 General Assembly resolution 44/25.
49 At least judging the effectiveness of its reporting system cf. eq. Johan
Lamotte- Geert Goedertier, MonitoringHuman Rights: Formal and Procedural Aspects,
Eugeen Verhellen, ed., Monitoring Children's Rights, (The Hague, Nijhoff 1996), pp.
102-111.

to take account of environmental considerations and the interests of
future generations in the continuation of the works. These aspects of the
judgement, however, stand out from the rest of the Court's reasoning
and have nothing to contribute to the ratio decidendi that builds
squarely upon the bilateral treaty aspects of the case.' The Rights of the
Child Convention or the environmental passages in the GabdkovoNagymaros case are to be seen as formal deference to the utopian
expectations of the general public that not only remain practically
inconsequential but were never believed to attain the objectives they
proclaimed. In a general way, even the discrepancy between the high
rhetorics of United Nations human rights conventions and the dismal
funds available to their implementation bodies may be understood in
terms of a cynical distance between governmental faith and private
willingness to depart from the privileges of sovereignty. 5'
Likewise, commitment's avowed distance from self-interest or
the interests of one's group may sometimes hide a consistent pattern of
partiality in a way that we recognize as the cynical structure of
hypocrisy. Despite its universal rhetoric, the practice of international
law empowers Governments in the international field to the exclusion
of voices that are unable to secure governmental representation for
themselves. As Philip Allott puts it, "Only international law is left
speaking to Governments the words that Governments want to hear."52
In the Court's practice, this aspect may be illustrated by the East Timor
case in which the brief and inconsequential reference to the right of selfdetermination of the Timorese people is overshadowed by the formalprocedural decision not to allow Portugal locus standi in a matter
conceptualized as an inter-sovereign conflict in which one of the
sovereigns (Indonesia) was asked to submit to a decision on the
justifiability of its conduct without its formal consent."
Finally, powerful arguments seek to replace commitment to
international law either with scientific fact or moral truth. Yet, neither
empiricism nor morality can live up to the law's cosmopolitan credo.
soCase concerning the Gabdekovo-Nagymaros Project(Hungary/Slovakia),

I.C.J. Reports 1997, para. 140.

tSee the reports of the respective treaty bodies.
p. Allot, Eunomia. New Order for a New World (Oxford, Oxford

2

University Press, 1990), p. 296.
33East Timor (Portugalv. Australia), Judgement, IC.J. Reports, 1995, p. 90
at pp. 105-106, paras. 37-38. Christine Chinkin has recently characterized the Court's
argument here as "A form of procedural imperialism [that] accords absolute priority to
States' interests", "Increasing the Use and Appeal of the Court", Increasing the
49
.
,C. Peck and R. S. Lee, eds. (supra, note 31), p.
Effectiveness ...
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The policy-science approaches that envisage international law in terms
of means-ends calculations either present the ends in such a general
fashion that any interpretation of the law can be matched with them, or
reveal themselves as rhetoric intended to support particular interests.'
To think of law as a technical instrument for goal-values such as
"democracy", "human dignity", "fairness" or "global governance",
leaves unexplained uncertainties in the causal relations between
technical norms and such goals and leaves open the question of who
determines what such goals in practical terms mean." An
instrumentalist approach to the law that presents a claim of scientific
objectivity disguises the fact that political decisions are needed to
interpret the goal and to fix the assumptions on which a chain of
causality can be constructed to lead from the norm to the goal.
Now the purpose of these examples about the dialectic of
commitment and cynicism is not to throw doubt on the actual
difficulties of settling international disputes in a workable fashion or the
bona fides of individual lawyers or statesmen negotiating international
treaties. My intention is to describe the work of ambivalence in the
rhetoric of legal practice that enables the simultaneous justification and
critique of particular normative outcomes. 56 Although that ambivalence
is immediately visible in the open disagreement among lawyers and
academics about such outcomes, I wish to argue that it is likewise
present in the roles and mental structures of the practitioners whose task
it is to produce them. In other words, the dialectic of
commitment/cynicism is not just a result of external interpretations of
the behaviour of particular agents, but structures the psychological
reality of those agents themselves. It appears frequently as a doubt,
often suspended but never wholly suppressed, that all practitioners share
about the "ultimate" justifiability of what they do. For although it is
I

This is typically argued to be the case in respect of the "human dignity

values" espoused as the law's naturalist basis by the "New Haven School". Cf. the
studies by K. Krakau, Missionsbewusstseinund Vd1kerrechtsdoktrin in den Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika (Hamburg, 1967); B. Rosenthal, Etude de l'oeuvre de Myres Smith
McDougal en matiere du droit internationalpublic (Paris, 1970).

15Cf. S. Marks, "The End of History? Reflexions on Some International Legal
Theses", EuropeanJournalof InternationalLaw, vol. 8 (1997), pp. 449-477, esp. pp.

470-475. Compare the "liberal millenarianism" there critiqued with the "third world
traditionalist" view in C. Pinto, "Democratization of International Relations and its
Implications for the Development of International Law", International Law as a
Languagefor InternationalRelations (The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 1996), pp.
250-263.
56Cf. further M. Koskenniemi, From Apology to Utopia. The Structure of
InternationalLegal Argument (Helsinki, Lakimiesliiton Kustannus, 1989), esp. pp. 422457.

often silent assumed (especially by academic lawyers) that practitioners
have a privileged access into the law's truth, being so close to the "real
world" where it all "takes place", in fact practitioners live among the
same uncertainty about the "real character" of the problems they deal
with and the consequences of their actions as anyone else. It is, I
believe, precisely this sense of doubt, uncertainty, and occasional
schizophrenia (is my work useful or not; does it produce the
consequences that I say it does; am I Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde) that is in
the background when international lawyers describe their practice in
terms of a commitment, instead of, say, a knowledge or a faith. Let me
now sketch the way in which that dialectic is present in the four
standard roles offered to practitioners.

The Judge
Few international lawyers ever become judges in the
International Court of Justice or even members of an arbitral tribunal.
Nonetheless, as Brownlie notes: "The International Court of Justice
stands at the centre of the world of the professional international
lawyer"." However much sociologists stress the marginality of formal
dispute resolution and point to the conventional normality of
conforming behaviour as occupying the largest amount of legally
relevant behaviour, the activity of judging -- or the eventuality of a
judgement -- still lies in the conceptual centre of international and,
possibly, any law."S Without judging -- and judges -- something of the
distinctiveness about law would be lost, something that cannot be
replaced by sovereign power, conforming behaviour or effective
enforcement. The judge personifies what in law is more than "how
nations behave", that can never be reduced to a partisan position,
somebody's power and interest. When called upon to perform a legal
service, even a non-judge (as adviser, academic, activist) must
momentarily construct himself or herself as judge. One need not share
a legal realist's ontology about law being (predictions about) what
courts decide in order to think that there is very little distance between
the question "what does the law say?" and the question "how would a
judge decide the case?".

57 I.

Brownlie, "The Calling of the International Lawyer: Sir Humphrey

Waldock and His Work", The British Yearbook of InternationalLaw, vol. 54 (1983), p.

68.

58Cf. also M. Koskenniemi, From Apology

.. (footnote

56 above), pp. 9-12.

The judge personifies impartiality, rising above national and
other group interests. Judges, writes Duncan Kennedy, "are supposed to
'submit' to something 'bigger' and 'higher' than 'themselves'."' This
is the central aspect of their commitment This "bigger" and "higher" is
"the legal system", more specifically the legal system as a system or an
aggregate of legal rules. The judge's commitment is a commitment to
the substance of the law as neutral and objective rules whose formal
validity guarantees their distance from "politics" whether in the guise
of power, interest or ideology.
Commitment to rules, however, is as fragile as any other
commitment. Much in the activity of judging testifies to the futility of
thinking ofjudges in Montesquieu's familiar image as mouthpieces of
(an impartial) law. Rules are indeterminate, open to interpretation and
interpretation involves "subjective evaluation". For every rule there is
a counter-rule or a soft standard that allows the judge to choose. To
quote Kelsen: "Die Frage, welche der im Rahmen einer Norm
gegebenen M6glichkeiten die richtige ist -- voraussetzungsgemiss -aberhaupt keine Frage der auf das positive Recht gerichteten Erkennnis
ist ...
sondem ein rechtspolitisches Problem".'
Also international
lawyers -- including members of the International Court of Justice -have stressed the open-ended, artistic or political character of ruleinterpretation, sometimes calling for an evaluative approach to it."' No
less an authority than Sir Hersch Lauterpacht ridiculed the doctrine of
the "plain meaning" and advocated an openly flexible and goal-oriented
approach to legal interpretation. 6'2 For Lauterpacht, as for many others,
judging was inseparable from a progressive development of the law by
means of balancing interests and having recourse to the law's purposes
and internal values.' What Georges Abi-Saab has called "justice
transactionnelle"" has become an ineradicable part of the Court's
" D.Kennedy, A Critique ofAdjudicalion. Fin de sihele (Cambridge, Harvard
University Press, 1997), p. 3.
"H. Kelsen, Reine Rechtslehre Einleitung in die rechtswissenschaftliche
Problematik (Tfibingen Mohr, 1934), p. 98.
6"For a review of positions, cf. M, Koskenniemi, op. cit (footnote 56 above),
pp. 298-299.
1 Cf. H. Lauterpacht, "The Doctrine of Plain Meaning", InternationalLaw.
Being the Collected Papersof Hersch Lauterpacht(Cambridge, Cambridge Universi
Press, 1978), vol. 4, p. 393.
' See in particular, H. Lauterpacht, The Development of InternationalLaw
by the InternationalCourt (Cambridge, Grotius, 1958) and for an extended analysis, M.
Koskenniemi, "Lauterpacht. The Victorian Tradition in International Law", European
Journalof InternationalLaw, vol. 8 (1997), pp. 252-257.
64 G. Abi-Saab, "Cours ghniral de droit international public", Collected
(footnote 21 above), pp. 261-272.
courses ...

practice, illustrated by the increasing use of equity and equitable
principles and the bilateralization of the cases brought to it even as
general rules have been invoked by the parties.65
Much of what we know of the practice ofjudging corroborates
this vision. The negotiation between the judges at the International
Court, for instance, is sometimes described almost as a diplomatic
process of trying to reach a compromise between the differing positions.
Counsel pleading for the parties know this and routinely formulate their
arguments accordingly, knowing that while, in accordance with Article
2 of the Statute, the judges must be "independent", according to Article
9 they also need to act in a "representative" capacity.' We recognize
this as we admire them if they rule ostensibly in favour of the underdog
-- Nicaragua or Libya against the United States or the United Kingdom
-- and are ashamed as they do the contrary -- South Africa against
Liberia and Ethiopia, for instance.

Here is the dilemma: the role of the judge is defined by
reference to a commitment to neutral rules. The actual experience of
judging, however, shows that rules never suffice but that evaluation and
"ideology" are part of the job. Judges are required, in other words, to
believe and not to believe at the same time, oscillating between a public
faith and a private scepticism. Peter Sloterdijk has analysed a similar
phenomenon by reference to the condition of "enlightened false
consciousness." What is this condition?
"It is that modernized, unhappy consciousness, on
which enlightenment has laboured both successfully
and in vain.
It has learned its lessons in
enlightenment, but it has not, and probably was not
able to, put them into practice. Well-off and
miserable at the same time, this consciousness no
longer feels affected by any critique of ideology; its
falseness is already reflexively buffered". 67

63Cf. also M. Koskenniemi, "The Politics of International Law", European
Journal ofInternationalLaw, vol. I (1990), p. 1-32.

"A fact in which Abi-Saab detects "a whiff (soupfon) of contradiction",
"Ensuring the Best Bench", Increasingthe effectiveness ... C.Peck and R. S. Lee, eds.
(footnote 31 above), p. 168.
67P. Sloterdijk, Critique of Cynical Reason (Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota Press, 1988), p. 5.

In other words, comrmitment to rules cannot be sustained
because the "labour of enlightenment" has performed its task -- the
value-freedom or neutrality of rules and interpretation have revealed
themselves as illusion. Privately, most judges are quite ready to admit
that they are no automatons, that how they go about the work of ruleapplication involves background assumptions, prejudices or
commitments of various kinds, seeking compromises and trying to find
a solution that is equitable or fair. The commitment to the law as rules,
then turns out to be not one that judges themselves would accept as a
correct characterization of the definition of judging.
Nevertheless, the public image of the judge has remained what
it was before that "labour." The form of judicial activity, its rituals and
its public justification are constructed as if rules were all there was to it
And this is where, to follow Duncan Kennedy, the judge's cynicism -or "bad faith" -- lies. 6' For despite his or her knowledge that what goes
on under rule-application is a "politics of law", that knowledge does
nothing to the public image of the judge's impartiality. But the situation
cannot really be remedied, either, provided that the judge wishes to
remain a judge, to preserve loyalty to the profession and to the political
society that builds upon a distinction between (objective) law and
(subjective) politics, adjudication and legislation. The judge can only
continue within this "cognitive dissonance", seeking energy to suppress
any possible anxiety thereby created in a mirage-like axiom that judging
provides a useful - pirhaps necessary -- service to society as a whole.
Denying the work of ideology, judges simultaneously have nothing but
"ideology" to explain their behaviour.6
Inasmuch as "the judge" is at the heart of the law, this
oscillation between commitment and cynicism also lies there and, not
only in the eyes of external observers, but also, much more crucially,
embedded in the roles and the psyche of the practitioners themselves.
If judging involves a schizophrenic consciousness and a kind of "bad
faith", buttressed by a sentimental loyalty to the ideological assumptions
about the beneficiality of legal work in the international society, then
that bad faith is indissociable from any legal practice. This situation
("enlightened false consciousness") is not to be got rid of without
tremendous psychological and social cost. A public acknowledgment
that what judges do is "politics" would undermine the liberal ideal of the
rule of law and transform the image of judges from faithful servants of
6vKennedy, A Critique ... (footnote 59 above), Chap. 8, 12 and conclusion.
9Ibid., pp. 191-212.

social consensus to political manipulators. The ideal of fulfilling
externally set social objectives would be lost. On the other hand, the
critique of rules cannot simply be unlearned, either. From this
existential schizophrenia the ways out may be no more appealing than
the situation itself, namely either marginalization in an arrogantly
"political jurisprudence" or opting for an elitism that says "I know this
is politics but it is better that the masses -- for their own sake -- live in
ignorance about this fac". 0
The Adviser
Before entering university, I worked for a number of years as
a "lawyer-diplomat" 7 at the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
Much of the writing about the work of the legal adviser in a Foreign
Office concentrates on what appears as a tension between a commitment
to the cosmopolitan pursuits of the profession and loyalty to one's
Government. That tension, however, alone fails to capture the sense in
which the legal adviser's role is constructed, on the one hand, by critical
projection from activist and academic lawyers and, on the other hand,
from the "political" colleagues in the operative departments of the home
Government. For legal advisers, the interplay of commitment and
cynicism forms particularly complex patterns.
The perception of governmental legal advisers by their activist
and academic colleagues is coloured by an ambivalent mixture of
distancing and envy. From the perspective of cosmopolitan idealism,
the governmental lawyer's position may seem like the paradigm of
cynicism. To be professionally committed to always producing
justifications for what one's Government does may appear as an
unappealing and unprincipled opportunism. What happens when
equally competent governmental lawyers in the Sixth Committee of the
United Nations General Assembly, for example, defend with equal rigor
contradictory normative conclusions, each legal conclusion
miraculously underwriting the policy of the adviser's Government? Is
that not the clearest proof of the fagade legitimation aspect of
international law, the harnessing of cosmopolitan ideals in the service
of particular interests?

70For an
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outline of three coping strategies; "tragedy", "the noble fight for a

"phronesis", cf. Korhonen, loc. cit (footnote 8 above), pp. 15-26.
"' The term is from G. Fitzmaurice, "Legal Advisers and Foreign Affairs
(Review Article)", American Journal ofInternational Law. vol. 59 (1965), pp. 72-80.

From the internal perspective of the adviser, things look
different. Unlike the judge, the adviser is perfectly prepared to admit
that the law as rules is general and open-textured and leaves much room
for policy-choices. This does not lead to cynicism, however, because
what is good for my Government is also usually good for the world at
large - and what is good for the world cannot be bad for my country. 2
For the legal adviser, working for the Government is a form of
commitment to an international law that is more a (diplomatic) process
than any set of substantive rules or axioms about world order, justice or
human rights.73 Providing advise to the Government, the legal adviser
sees himself or herself often as a "custodian and exponent of
international law for the foreign ministry",' or a "gentle civilizer" of
national interest. " The legal adviser's commitment, often underlined by
commentators, would in such case lie in not giving in to the temptation
of pleasing the minister.7 Such recalcitrance is then sometimes seen
from the political colleagues perspective as the adviser's typical
formalism and narrowness of vision ("finding a difficulty for every
solution") -- an attitude which the adviser is ready to accept
("heroically") as a necessary evil of the job and to which the adviser
may react by projecting the political colleague as an altogether
superficial seeker of the quick pleasure.
The adviser's attitude towards the activist is ambivalent. On
the one hand, that attitude is one of nostalgia, if not envy towards the
activist's (innocent) commitment to substance. "Oh I wish I could have
said that" remarked a former colleague to me once after a meeting of a

I Cf. in particular "The Role of the Legal Adviser of the Department of State.
A Report of the Joint Committee established by the American Society of International
Law and the American Branch of the International Law Association", American Journal
ofinternational Law, vol. 85 (1991), p. 360. Also Merillat, op. cit, Legal Advisers ...

(footnote 6 above), p. 16. This is also the spirit in which Daniel P. Moynihan wrote his
On the Law of Nations (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1989) as a critique of the

United States administration's neglect of international legal justifications in the 1980's.
I As suggested in C.W. Jenks, "Craftsmanship in International Law",
American Journal ofinternational Law, vol. 50 (1956), p. 51.
14R. St. J. Macdonald, "The Role of Legal Advisers of Ministries of Foreign
Affairs", Collected Courses .... 1977-ILU (Alphen van den Rijn, Sijthoff and Noordhoff,
1986), vol. 156, pp. 386-387.

7 This has been discussed, e.g., in M. Koskenniemi "The Place of Law in
Collective Security", Michigan Journal of International Law, (1996), vol. 17, p. 455.

The theme of the "gentle civilizer" is from G. Kennan, American Dolomacy 1900-1950,
Expanded Edition (Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1984), p. 54.
6 Cf., e.g., R. Sabel, 'The Role of the Legal Adviser in Diplomacy",
Diplomacy & Statecrayt, vol. 8 (1997), pp. 4-6 and "The Role of The Legal Adviser
loc. cit (footnote 6 above), p. 361, at pp. 362-364.

parliamentary committee that had discussed a bilateral investment treaty
with Indonesia and in which I, as an academic, had been criticizing the
draft due to the absence of a human rights clause. Maybe such a wish
was there. But I could also detect the adviser's hidden pleasure at
having fulfilled her professional commitment of bracketing -- again,
heroically, as it were -- her private morality. And I remembered the
sense of satisfaction from my time in the Foreign Service of being
committed to the good of one's country -- a commitment which is never
too difficult to turn into the more sophisticated moral position about this
being also the general good "of the long run".
From the adviser's perspective, the academic's easy moralism
(just like the political colleague's simple (if legally dubious) solution)
looks like a facile and irresponsible indulgence in self-aggrandizement
and ignorance of the lessons of diplomatic history. In the adviser's
eyes, such moralism may be psychologically satisfactory but bears
shades of an ultimately shallow and egoistic cynicism. By contrast, the
adviser's difficult, perhaps painful bracketing of private faith and the
defence of positions one thinks of as untenable may not appear only as
"fully reconcilable with correct standards of professional conduct"' but
is perhaps the clearest evidence of the adviser's commitment,78 loyally
acknowledged as such within the tight group of legal advisers, often
one's principal (if invisible) audience.
The adviser's position oscillates between commitment and
cynicism depending on whether the justification of governmental
positions is seen from the inside through the rhetoric of process, "gentle
civilizing" and the ultimate harmony of interests between the
Government's (real) interests and those of the international community,
or from the outside as a servile submission to the whims of national
leaders, a short-sighted pursuit of every advantage that may appear, a
diplomatic careerism that strives for those special privileges with which
diplomacy is popularly associated, or a narrow and "legalistic"
obstruction of smooth policy-making.
The Activist

I recently published an article defending the International

7 Fitzmaurice, loc.
cit. (footnote 71 above), p. 77.
78Macdonald loc. cit. (footnote 74 above), pp. 406-407.

Court's non liquet in the Nuclear Weapons advisory opinion. 79 For this,
I was criticized by friends who were active in non-governmental
disarmament organizations: how could I think that the law had (or
should have) nothing to say in a matter of such vital importance? This
was, I suppose, a variant of the cynicism critique: did I not see that such
a position ended up supporting the intolerable threat to life that the
existence of such weapons entailed? I shall use this critique to illustrate
the role of the activist in international legal practice - a role of which
I have no direct experience.
The activist participates in international law in order to further
the political objectives that underlie his or her activism. The principal
commitment of the serious activist is not to international law but to
those objectives. If the law fails to develop in the right direction, or sets
itself as an obstacle to it, then commitment to policy will need to
override the law. From the activist's perspective, a commitment to law
is a commitment to empty formalism or worse, taking a substantively
conservative political position disguised as law. The lawyer's
"impartiality" now seems as being constrained by a professional
convention and hierarchy where intrinsic merit appears as a political
category.
To take an open attitude against international law, however,
would put the activist in a strategically difficult position, running the
risk of marginalization. The eventuality of influencing or participating
effectively in public decision-making in legal institutions will be lost.
The activist likes to dress his or her objectives as international law
claims. This was, indeed, the point of the critics of the Court's opinion
in the Nuclear Weapons case (and of my article): the law was not to be
rejected in favour of a (controversial) policy but the Court (and I) had
simply made a professional mistake. Nuclear weapons were already
condemned by positive international law. While professional lawyers
regularly meet with the experience that equally competent lawyers
routinely argue opposite cases, the activist interprets this as the
profession's inherent cynicism and wants to attain more. It is not
enough that legal technique has been applied. It must be applied for the
correct result.
Arguing within the law, however, often makes the activist
9M. Koskenniemi, "Faith, Identity and the Killing of the Innocent
International Lawyers and Nuclear Weapons", Leiden Journal of International Law, vol.
10 (1997), pp. 137-162.

seem like an impossible dilettante in the eyes of those whose principal
commitment is to the law and who have internalized its argumentative
structures, the way it cunningly makes each position both justified and
vulnerable to further criticism. To think, for instance, that the situation
in East Timor may be influenced by setting up an (activist) jurists'
platform in Lisbon and by adopting a resolution calling for the
realization of East Timorese self-determination seems as naive as
thinking that the activist's newly adopted formalism betrays a mere
deference to the law's external antics.8° Or it may perhaps seem like a
(cynical) move in the in-fighting between non-governmental
organizations for power and privilege.
The more the activist learns the tricks of the trade, however,
and starts to "think like a lawyer" -- that is, the more the activist's
commitment shifts from political objectives to the law (with the
resulting schizophrenia about believing and not believing at the same
time) -- the more the activist's old colleagues interpret this as a cynical
betrayal of the common cause.
The activist may try to deal with the dilemma
(marginalization/co-option) by arguing that the law has a moral basis
and that the condemnation of nuclear weapons, for example, emerges
directly from it. This commits the activist to a programme model of the
law; it is a theological argument that is premised on faith in a moral
reality and defines international law as compatible with it. Being based
on faith (or knowledge, as the activist would have it), the position is
incompatible with a commitment to international law and often leads the
activist to non-formalist positions (for example, aboutjus cogens or soft
law) that traditional lawyers view with suspicion. Besides, to argue this
way leads the activist back to marginalization: if there is no agreement
within the profession about what the law's morality says, or what
consequences should be drawn from it, then an appeal to how deeply
one personally feels about a decision is merely to shout louder. It has
no additional convincing force to anyone not already committed to that
moral truth.
Moreover, the activist's strong view on legal argument's
ability to produce the (politically) correct result leads to another
problem. What happens if a legal authority -- say the International
"0Cf. D. Kennedy, "Autumn Weekends. An Essay on Law and Everyday

Life", After Identity. A Reader in Law and Culture, D. Danielsen and K. Engle, eds.,
(New York, Routledge, 1995), pp. 191-209.

Court of Justice -- arrives at a conclusion different from that of the
activist? In such case, the activist will either have to yield -- and face the
critique of former friends in the cause, or the activist will say that the
authority has made a mistake -- but such arrogance seems
psychologically implausible and tends to lead to marginalization: what
use is there in thinking that my position is the correct one if it is not held
by a legal authority?
Activism, too, functions within a dilemma. In case the activist
is committed to his or her political objectives, the emphasis on such
commitment to legal argument runs the risk of naivet6 and
marginalization. The activist is not taken seriously by the international
law profession. If the activist downplays the extent of his or her
political commitment, and instead argues the preferred conclusion in
terms of legal technique, then the risk of cynicism emerges in two
forms. First, from the perspective of the other members of the activist's
group: the activist has (cynically) allowed himself or herself to be coopted by the mainstream, perhaps because of the activist's (secret)
careerism. Second, his or her commitment to law may not be what the
activist claims: he or she is prepared to accept a legal argument only if
it accords with his or her political objectives - in which case the
activist's legal rhetoric looks like a manipulative-cynical facade to those
whose commitment is to the law.
The Academic
The academic's position is much less stable than that of the
activist or the adviser, hovering as it does between the two: a
commitment to a rational and, if possible, scientifically argued vision of
the rule of law; and a wish to be associated with those positions of
influence that are available to governmental advisers. In any national
community of academic international lawyers it is easy to distinguish
between two groups. There are those "visiting professors"81 who are
more or less regularly consulted by the foreign ministry and who
participate in governmental delegations as experts and publish
commentaries on topics that enjoin governmental policies with the
creation and administration of legal rules. And there are those
professors, whose principal loyalty is to their activist or bureaucrat
friends, who hold themselves aloof from governmental positions and
tackle in their sometimes interdisciplinary writings and lectures large
0' Fitzrnurice Ioc.
cit. (footnote 71 above), p. 77. M. Lachs, The Teacher in
InternationalLaw, 2nd ed. (The Hague, M. Nijhoff, 1987) pp. 199-207.

issues about world order, international justice or human rights, often
taking a critical view of public diplomacy.
The academic's ostensible object of commitment is to the
discipline of international law, its truth and its "objectivity".82 From the
inside, the academic's commitment lies in his or her often somewhat
marginal role in the legal faculty. The academic is also the one who
from the isolation of his or her study speaks truth to power in the
fashion that Hans Morgenthau characterized Kelsen, or as described by
Julius Stone, standing: "... on the mountain of all human knowledge,
with his eyes open to the vistas that all others have seen". 3 From this
perspective, both the activist's politics and the adviser's governmental
connections appear as forms of cynicism: they must know better than
that! With all the academic's reading, interdisciplinary techniques and
scientific orientation, he or she is able to show the errors of the activist's
politics and the self-betrayal of governmental justifications. Choosing
a sociological language, for instance, the academic may think that he or
she can penetrate appearance to perceive a "reality" that remains hidden
from those who advocate governmental or political causes.
But the academic's (relative) isolation from Government and
activism may also cast doubt on the nature of the academic
commitment. How easy it is to write a critical article on almost
anything from one's ivory tower -- with no social objectives that one
would need to pursue, and no professional responsibility within any
political hierarchy. Moreover, legal indeterminacy may occasion a
doubt about the academic pursuit altogether; is not law precisely about
political/governmental decision-making and not about the academic's
abstract norms. In such case, academics could never have practical
relevance, nor even the ability to articulate the intuitive distinctiveness
of the legal practice that practitioners themselves distinctlyfeel.84 Yet,
when they do engage in practice as advisers to Governments or
representatives of litigators, as many of them do, their academic
colleagues may deridingly look at their scholarly work and conclude
that they have become cynics, that their "pragmatism has supplanted
theory'." 85
Stone, "Scholars in ...", Law ..., op. cit. (footnote 5 above), pp. 255-256.
3Ibid., p. 260, footnote omitted.
Cf. D. Kennedy, "A Rotation in Contemporary Scholarship", CriticalLegal
Studies -- an American--German Debate, Joerges and Trubek, eds. (Baden-Baden,
Nomos, 1989), pp. 358-363.
as C. Warbrick, "The Theory of International Law: Is there an English
Contribution?", Theory and InternationalLaw: An Introduction, Allott and others, eds.,
:2

Hence the academic, too, is always liable to be criticized as a
cynic from both the activist's and the adviser's perspective. For the
activist, the academic is but an activist manqug who hides behind the
academic edifice of technical rhetoric and at crucial moments defers to
diplomacy. Although (as explained above) the adviser may envy the
academic's ability to "speak the truth", he or she can still see the
academic really as an amateur,delighting in speaking the language of
public governance without responsibility to anyone about his or her
statements. For both the activist and the adviser, the academic may
seem like the true cynic, falling short of a commitment to ideals or to
power, enjoying both the privilege of academic freedom, which elevates
the academic to the status of the truth-speaker, and occasional
counselling work that satisfies the academic's quest for practical
relevance.
V
International law is what international lawyers do and how
they think. The dialectic between commitment and cynicism that I have
surveyed in the preceding pages is part of the psychological reality of
being an international lawyer.'
This is not to say that what
international lawyers do or think today is terribly wrong. It is to
highlight the emotional aspect of the ambivalences of yet another period
of transformation at the end of a century of successive
"transformations" that have led to unforeseen failures, to enthusiasms
grown stale, to normative and institutional ideals resulting in bitter
disappointments. If international lawyers are now wary of being
enlisted as whole-hearted protagonists of globalization, the end of the
nation-State, the proliferation of hlberal markets and Western political
rhetoric ("democracy"), then this should not be too great a surprise.
History provides little support for the belief that revolution or happiness
could survive the first moments of enthusiastic bliss. The morning after
is cold, and certain to come. And as we pick up the pieces of
yesterday's commitment, we might perhaps fight tomorrow's cynicism
by taking ourselves lightly, for a change.

(London, The British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 1991), p. 53.
"The four roles I have outlined are, of course, ideal-typical. I am aware that,
for instance, feminist critiques have sought to challenge them. But though such
challenges nuance the strategies embedded in particular roles, I am not convinced that
they go beyond the commitment/cynicism dialectic.
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